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Tuesday, January 1st, 1952.

THE JOURNAL OF FRANCOIS MIGNON

-  1952 -

Memorandum:

At 5 o'clock this morning, the weather man reported 
.a cold wave rolling southward, having already engulfed Fort 
Jorth hut not yet arrived at Dallas. It has been in the 80's 
here all day and tonight I have all doors and windows open, al
though the frigid mass is supposed to encompass us before* 
morning.

ihe Payne Henrys brought pilgrims this morning and they 
ended up by remaining for dinner where we all gathered from 
across the btgx fence at the big house. It was a pleasant 
gathering and the food excellent. I had,promised to take 
desert at the -o-and ^amp and so marched across t e cotton fields 
* in that direction a half hour after.dinner here, only to discover 
the hands had held dinner for me. The borad groaned at 
that bend of the river, too, but I somehow succeeded in 
fiddling out of most of the viands, save some oysters, a 
salade and coffee, while the 8 or 10 other guests made 
heroic inroads on the turkey and all the limitless other things.

Back at *ucca by 3, I was vaguely surprised at the coincidence 
or the planned advance made by 7 different local negroes, all 
of whom came on the same mission. The approach varied but it 
ran something like this for the most part;

"We done heard tell of that there plate you done made, and 
somebody done seen one and told us what it look like and 
somebody saw one in Mr. Pat's room and us-es figured that nobody 
atn t never made anything that showed a building what colored 
folks used for churches and us-es figured you raust-a-done it, 
and us-es donpt know if it was made jus* for white folks or if 
colored folks could buy one or not, but us-es had in mind to 
gets our moneys together and get one for us-es pastor."

I gathered the various ones had no more idea as to the 
cost of the individual piece than the man in the moon, .but all 
seemed determined to acquire one, if they weren-t reserved just 
for the white folks, if they cost $3.00 or $30.00 each.

Well, I reckon the Reverend Pompey 4. Gillie will get a 
plate alright, but if once he has acquired one, without waiting 
for the thing to become fashionable in colored circles, the 
manufacturer will have to be balled upon to roll out a’couple 
of extra ones.
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As for Hew dear's Rve, I reckon that for most people it 
probably followed the usual pattern, The radio tis morning 
spoke of record breaking crowds in Times square, which seems 
to be a familiar pattern for ^ew Year's Rve in that quarter.
I heard no mention of what kind of business the Might Clubs did, 
upt I suppose they were jammed to the usual holiday capacity.
As for myself, I, too, followed .the usual pattern, and like 
the Times Squarers and the .wight Clubers, I followed the course 
I like best under existing circumstances, it was pleasant 
on the gallery by St. Giggin s i'oun ain with the music of 
Peter illyovitch and the tinkling of Senor °aballero s musical 
notes, pleasantly subdued, melting smoothly fx® with the 
soft glow of the tapers through the open doors of the Ghapel and 
somehow fusing into the more remote twinkling of the constellations 
in the Northern sky. Thererwas some kind of a swing -out at 
the honkey-tonk which now and then could be heard faintly drifting 
across the cotton fields, first one friend and then another, 
heading toward the gay lights, deflected his course as he 
passed along beyond the bamboo, and dropped by for a little chat.
Cne untutored Dittle ^.iver, just back after a year in Korea, came
to give me a concept of the far -last that was both original
and charmingly simple. A Red River migrant to Detroit, b ck
for the holidays, sauntered by to contrast the gehtto concentrations
of the big auto city as opposed to the open spaces of the
fading South. Three or four local youths who had never been
anywhere and looked with no enthusiasm to being dragedd out into
a military career, hoping against hope that because they
really didn't know teir alphabet, they might be jumped over into
a 4-f classification, for no know reason, except possibly from
sheer kindness or something quite unfathomable, the Wenks had
brought me several pounds of excellent sliced ham which,
with a couple of loaves of bread and a slab of cheese left from
the Southwestern wollege gift of some time back, provided
nourishment for my guests who had taken time out to drop in
for a moment before going on to the swlng-out. A glass of
wine fpr good cheer and Die frau and I were alone again, except
for the Blessed ^artin who somehow seemed so much alive when
a ,_entle breeze fro the south be-stired the quiet flame of each snowy
taper. The sorrows of 1951 paled in face of the remembered joys
and the promise of the unknown 1952 just coming into being was
suffiqient to make my Hew iear,s Rve a happy one, for happiness
is a quality which is indeed happiness only when the sensation is
shared with another, and there wasn't the slightest doubt in my .|
heart that the proximity of kindred'souls, regardless of 
geographic stretches between contrives to make Tomorrow worth 
looking forward to with endless anticipation.

' I f .

I hope you had a nice Hew Aear,s -̂ ve, too,

X

r v t w  f f y
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Wednesday, January 2nd, 1952.

Memorandum:

The warm we ther continues and the weather man keeps 
up his prediction the cold wave is likely to roll in 
at any time. It seems to be still stuck somewhere between 
fort f?orth and Dallas and so far as I am concerned, may 
continue on that line as long as it pleases, although I 
must say these successive days of 80 degree thermometer 
readings tend to encourage plant developement beyond the 
point of good sense. At Arenbourg the Chinese honeysuckle 
is in full bloom and at ^elrose the bubs of the Chinese maganolias 
are swelling amazingl January 31st should be the date for 
them to burst into flower under normal conditions which certainly 
do not exist. I only hope the magnolias "don t gethemselves out 
on a limb" as it were and divest themselves of so much long 
underwear that they will be blasted when the cold actually 
does blow in. It will -not harm the Chinese honeysuckles, 
except to set back its flow-eringby a month or so, but in J
the case of the magnolias, once their buds are blasted, they 
may we written off as "cooked" for this season. I am watching 
those maganolias that bloomed-last September or whenever, for 
I am anxious to see what they will offer by way of floral tributes 
to Spring.

And today was a festive day at Arenbourg, regardlea of 
whatever kind of weather is impending. 1 had an opportun ty 
to get some rather nice camellias, — a pure white one, a red 
one and a pink one at a reasonable price and as the weather was 
warm and the bushes in flower, I made the most of these 
favorable circumstances to establish them in advantage positions 
on the terrace and to bed them down nicely with cotton hulls 
so their feet will be nice and warm, regardless of what comes 
off the ice cakes. Camelias seem to be unique in going 
through the rigors of transplanting best when in flower, and 
off hand  ̂ can think of no other evergreen, --or diciduous 
plant either, that almost demands planting when in flower, 
but am still so old fashioned as to assume the ordeal must 
put something of a strain n the plant and so, in order to 
releive any expenditure of strength from being expended on 
its more showy attributes, I incline to remove all the buds and 
so let all the energy remain for the less spectacular but 
more vital attributes of each item.
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I devoted most of the afternoon to Melrose where 
I had one helper, •-setting out borders of Giant's ^eard, 
moving banana plants and ^eaven knows what all, -Tomorrow 
I am k promised a half dozen expert axemen to undertake 
a bit of "manicuring" of the river bank _ a job which 
is long over due, and 1 am looking forward to that 
job with considerable enthusiasm, and the mores so because 
I shall see to it that our operations extend as far 
as some black locuts and willows Qn Arenbourg which need 
dropping into Gano ^iver before the season gets very far 
under way, and this first week in January ought to been 
about as 'good a time as one could want,

I escaped all pilgrims today, save a couple late 
this afternoon, --Bill Harris of the history he rtment at 
the local college and a Mormon from Salt .Lake Oi'ty whose name 
I have forgotten, I like ^ill Adams and the Mormon was as 
civilized as Dr. Gannon and it was good to hear the latest 
wrinkles from up Utah w&y.

I did a little reading last night from the lerkins book, - 
"The Emperor's Physician" which gives some interesting glimpses 
of Jerusalem during the P&ss-over and the Crucifixion 
or I assume, at least, that' the tale will probably hiflge on 
that latter event in its final chapter. It seems to be 
a well written novel which one is glad to explore if nothing 
more to one's inclination is at hand.

i asked the lady across the fence to make out a 
sticker for me today, as I have difficulty in getting 
all on one line the 442 and one half South Garancahua Street,—  
what an address", -'which 1 wanted to nut on a package for 
Uina The lady told me she had iven away 2 plates from 
her two dozen, - 0ne torher sister in law, Betty regard Courage* 
and the other to a friend^ in California who has never visited * 
Melrose, Out of the kindness of her heart and in* thoughtfulness 
for my welfare, she offered to lend me any if I ran short, 
and expressed the Opinion one ought not to be too generous with 
them, I smiled to myself and lying, said that I agreed. In 
undertaking this venture, my thought was to secure enough 
purchasers within the family circle to cover costs with 
a margin that would permit certain old friends of the ^adam to 
receive the item gratis, and this hope was realized and 
that is that. In making up the designs and combining them 
and in contriving the legend, nobody had time to lend me a 
hand, even as to the compressing of the legend into as few 
words as possible, which may or may not account for the 1949 
date. But even so, since the thing could be conceived in the dark 
I reckon l needed no be-lated advise on disposing of the
merchandise, even though the motive is the kindliest, don' think so..,,.. t you

Thursday, January 3rd, 1952.

Memorandum;
And so along about 4;30 this morning, the cold leather 

finally rolled in, blanketing the landscape with a fine 
mist which ]gang in the air all day. It will grow colder 
tonight, down into the 20*s perhaps, but the newly deployed 
camelias have their feet snugly tucked in, and today's mist 
was just the kind of atmosphere they like best, so, let us 
hold the thought, they are off to an auspicious start,

T had planned to devote much time to the river bank but 
never so much as gave a glance in that direction* what with 
the clamy state of things. But there was plenty to do 
in other lines of endeavor, and among other things, it seems to 
me I spent more time looking for stuff for packing a few 
plates than anything else. I succeeded in getting a few 
into the post office before closing time, — one each for 
Miss lellie, Dora, Essae Mae, Beborah Abranson, Sarah Jones,
Daisle in the Bell, the Denver Carrolls, Mary Dagget ^ake,
Ann$ larrish^the Memphis Morrisons and two or three others I 
don t seem to recall^

I had of course intended sending one to the Briarwood gals, 
but from Hobina's letter of yesterday, I ’̂gather she beat me to it. 
X am wondering if some people will get duplicates regardless, 
for since Bister told me she wasn't going to give any away,
I am quite certain she is sowing them wholesale, and probably 
Dina will get one from her as well as from me, for example, 
although for the most part, since Bister's enthusiasm for 
individuals and mine don't seem to be identical very often, 
there probably isn't much danger.

The clerk tells me the mails have been exceedingly light 
during the past several days and so seems to have been my 
own experience, — a circumstance affording me an opportunity, —  
at long last, — to go over some of the whristmas cards, 
which, from time to time, as I explore them further, I 
shall send along regardless, whether they are of any interest or 
not, and feel quite free to toss any or all into the trash 
basket, for one can't preserve all such things, even though 
one cannot help saving a few, as for example, little Tanche 
as gay and nert this year decorating my desk as last year.
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Friday, Jan. 4th, 1952.

is

„ °* ' to do with "much a-do aboutnothing and is probably so involved it is scarcely worth 
wading through if you are pressed for time. If you do not 
^et arouna to read it, you will have missed nothing: -

fA._ fh0\ P ° f sil:)lo at Christmas time, I like trying to 
tv'° one stonew by giving the Bands some

item as for the whole family and usually this "bird" takes 
P% turkl®y wbieh I like to buy from one of my 

‘̂ Ier irifuas, such as hee-^ee who appreciates the
nfPth! ty t0rdlspose of one of his birds at this time oi the year. My notion has been that the Bands prefer 
country turkeys to the frozen variety and so find such a pift
hrt«®rflS1S,^ hlleB ee'i?e iS 9tl0hflnte<i to a party to the
trriev wmnfl Ln:uirsd this ^ar about when the L*?®?„!! “  acceptable but it was only two days before
-hristmas i got my answer, and it was pretty late for hee-iiee 
to track down a likely specimen. I sent him word to
infrL!;* M -  v“y F f?0Ee house, as you know, is next to the
around ’ P“'e1 1 lCpflP th<™eM; '-ould make things convenient all around. ..ell, Bee-r-ee delivered the bird to Puny the dav

nLdfw1anteaS’itUHyTl20U£ht1 ?h°pS t0 keeP ^  untilrne Annas Wanted it. I, myself, never saw it.
v - : ;■ ,,

Ibis morning luny came to see me, saying he didn't
evening ?n episode at the camp late yesterday
t i t f* t?lQ :un^ SnG would- take the turkey home with ^asked him to kill, pick and clean it for her, which
P ntldi%h}UL ! h0n h? deli7er?d it» sbe manifested vast disappoint- -appearance and told him to take it away, as she 

' couldn t̂  use such a scrawny lookiiv. thing. And so *uny and his 
amily dined on,turkey last night, but Buny was worried taken

«houLftfindynn?^h a^ ain of tho thi'aS' ^nd fearful lest’l 
Baudq 1 L  ! 0OTlsuraed the rather than the
fatd wh h i  n?1' Xt if "aS SCawny and he said it wasn t too rfn - ma?/ m!:y not iridicat® a lot, hut whether *tue t.ird was a light weight to begin with, which would have 
been wrong on Bee-bee's part for delivering it, or whether 
Puny, waiting so long with the bird on his hands, didn't 
give it enough food, or if Blythe was feeling extra fussv 
or just using good aquisitive sense of rejection I don t
w T n  I T  ^  in n0t *iVia* the the once over to

snr ° v ith  a ?urkey a L J o *
» h ^  noxte" ! f , ;  t L i : L snoL ! - \ ^ f  v:,£rbr: f f h the r rd ^ ubon
tbere will bo no turkey problem, don*t you~?hink so.'.T a°n0Srned’

T  ' ■ r.

Memor andum:

fhe mists and the rains continued all night and today, with 
a heavy cloud coverage tonight. But the cold wave failed' to 
make much headway and last night's low was ?:bout 50. Which 
is just another way of saying the weather is favorable for 
the Arenbourg "children".

Thefpaucity of adequate packing material makes the shipment 
of plates a problem but even so I got one off to the harnesses 
and, by a somewhat dubious socialmethod, got rid of five all 
in one carton, sending some %tchez people theirs in a single 
hatch to Bow an,’ explaining the business to her and asking her to 
retain one for herself and roll one each to ^ary Bhodes, Mary Lambdin 
Miss sfryra and Mrs. Moore. I told Bowan I wouldn't write any of 
the others regarding the matter so that she might feel free' to take 
as much time as she pleased in advising them by telephone that 
she- was holding a Memorial plate for them.

In a way, it seems a hit odd that I should have sent one to 
Mary Bhodes who never knew the Madam, except by fame and through 
Lyle whom she knew well, and no better does she know Melrose, since 
she has never been here. But basic considerations i polling me to 
include one for Mary were these; - she, with one or two possible 
exceptions, better appreciated what the Madam-and Melrose stood 
for than anyone else in Mississippi. That should in itself he enough 
to merit a plate. But on quite another level, such a gesture 
might mean more to ^ary than to any of the others, for none of them,
1 suppose, has had the physical and financial worries that have 

been her lot these past few years and none of them are so poor in 
maintaining friendships as she. her own cares have been so great 
that her viewpoint as to the problems of others has frequently been 
false or considerably out of focus, as was so apparent in some of her 
letters to me along a^out 1947 or 1948 when she seemed to pr oceed on 
the assumption that only indifference to others on my part”* caused me 
to neglect my %tchez friends during those last years of'the Madam's 
life. It would be pretentious on my part to assume that one harmless 
plate is likely to cast any beam of sunshine on her fretful horizon, 
hut if it does no more than indicate to her that although neglected, 
she is still remembered, perhaps it will offer her a momentary 
gleam of sunshine. I hope.

It is pleasant to be able to report, too, that with the arrival
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in today’s post of Sister’s check:, plus the checks from 
Miss Kate, Blythe and three other members of the Henry clan, all 
costs of the manufacturing have been discharged in something 
less than the usual 30 day credit period obtaining in such 
a transaction. In a way, it seems rather remarkable that a 
porject, originally inaugurated with no notionof producing 
anything bordering on popularity should have come to such a 
satisfactory conclusion so speedily.

I am frankly a little puzsled at Sister’s apparant determination 
to sell these items which I had conceived as something in 
the nature of a Memorial and not as an article of trade, and 
I was vaguely aghast to learn from her letter (enclosed] that 
Clif Byrd,contemplated putting one of his on display at Hemingway- 
Johnson’s, — one of Shreveport’s mightier emporiums, functioning 
w.dely throughout Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and impressively 
in Texas. But whatever Sister and he are contriving, although 
beyond my comprehension interests me not at all, for my original 
efforts have been accomplished and the manufacturing costs 
settled which leaves me feeling completely indifferent to whatever 
twist Sister wants to initiate on her own hook.

Robina’s allusion to calling nobody’s attention to any error 
in the plate is in my response to my letter to her, advising 
her of the presence of the 1949 date instead of the correct 1948.
/ith equal frankness, I pointed out the error to Celeste, too, and 
suggested that nothing be said about it unless, as was unlikely, 
some member of the family should notice the matter, whereupon it 
would be time enough to point out that she and I were both aware 
of the extra 44 days given the ^adam's residence at %lrose. Celeste
may be counted upon to say nothing, although, so far as I am concerned
it makes no difference if anyone notices it or not. Oddly, however, 
Miss sally sot up a racket about the 1898 date when Miss Cammie took 
up her residence at ^elrose but I settled that quite easily by 
opening a book wherein Miss Cammie in her own hand had written 
I came to live at -*elrose, Liov. 189 8”,--a fact easily substantiated 
“2 ii'e P^hCe 0i birth of S. G. and J. at Eenryville and the balance
of tne brood-at ̂ elrose. Isn't it hil rious that Mids Sally should
have worried over the 1898 date wh ch actually correct and 
completely ignored the ajoinin^ date of 1949 which was incorrect.

Locally the political pot is beginning to boil, what with 
State elections scheduled for January 15th. One smart newspaper 
in town brought forth a statement, purported to be from, but anparanti 
quite unknown prior to publication, on the part of Dr. Johnson, 
the negro doctor of Natchitoches, wherein Dr. Johnson, as Head 
of the Association for the ^davancement of Colored People, indicated 
what candidates the colored people would endorse at the polls. This 
piece of chicanery on the part of the publisher was "cooked up” simply 
to defeat the candidates named, since all the hill-billy votes-would 
automatically be cast for anyone except those appearing on the list.

So things turn, and my reading machine revolve more frequently 
these nights, since the politicians have just about taken over local 
radio stations for their politican clap-trap. And within 9 months 
the sane sort of thing*, I suppose, will ^ gin Qu # ^

.Sunday, January 6th, 1952.

Memorandum: ?

It’s cool, but all day it was blue and gold and tonight 
solidly silver.

I don't seem to think of anything particularly interesting 
that transpired over the week-end, although there were 
pilgrims, which isn’t news, and a bit of reading which isn't eithr.

I finshea the Perkins hook, ’’The Emperor’s Physician" 
which was pleasant but not important, being another segment 
of life revolving arodnd the last year of Christ’s activities, 
with emphasis on an attempted rationalization of His healing pro
pensities.

There was a two day convention of Knights of Coluijbus 
at Natchitoches this week end, and today, by appointment,
I received perhaps 30 or 40 ladies at ^elrose while their 
husbands "convent!oned" in town. It was a civilized group 
and, oddly enough, contained a few Parish people, such as 
Mrs. Peyton Cunningham,? who brought me a loveiy Currier and Lves 
calendar, and lime. Alphonse rudhomme whose home, — formerly 
"Uncle Phanor’s”, which you will recall is just at the bridge 

on the Joyeuxe Cote, down this way from Beaufort. I 
suggested .the ladies who had been through the mill before might 
enjoy sitting with Celeste in the library of the big house while 
the others joined me in making a round, hut none of them 
wanted to "stay put”, and so I had the entire r,bat ch, with 
Celeste retiring to her house until the tour was completed.
Celeste urged some of them to remain with her, as I had 
suggested before they had arrived, but for some reason all 
of those who had been here before, sometimes the third or four 
go-round, butl had no luck at all, trying thus to rid myself 
of excess baggage. I should think some‘of them would be tired 
of doings the rounds, but I reckon they feared they mi5ht miss 
something.

.. Yesterday i gave one of the shortest tours on record.
Just at dinner time, a priest arrived with his mother, - the 
latter hobbling on two canes. The poor woman was suffering from 
tooth ache as well as locomotion troubles, and on discovering 
the library was not heated at the time, decided to remain in the 
dinning room. As it was time for dinner to be served, I thought 

- I would hurry the priest, - a dull fellow, through the rest
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of the business, and so, stepping to the hack door of the big 
house with him, I Waved my arm in the direction of the 
African aouse and Yucca, and remarked that in reality, that 
was all there was to ^elrose, just those coufcfce of old buildings, 
which seemed to satisfy him completely, and he was back at the 
front gate with him mama before he knew what had struck him.
V/hy mama, passing out on her legeand dying of tooth ache should 
have even considered making a gesture at touring, I can't 
imagine, but I reckon she will experience:vast satisfaction in 
the future by declaring she has "seen” Melrose.

rat oame home for the week end. fie seems to like his 
present service, and although I didn't have an opportunity to 
chat much with him, I did hear one phase of the act vity which 
had its hilarious aspects. It seems somebody wrote three words 
on a coat-hanger, 1 believe it was, and top brass, co manding 
the division in whose quarters the thing was noticed, were 
naturally furious when "called uo on the carpet to state who 
had scrawled the words, — "Bussia Will Win". Imagine.

I have no doubt ti.ere must be a ^reat strain put on 
B. I. and their counterpart in the^armed forces"in deciding 

just where business leaves off and tomfoolery begins. With 
the majority of people mentally unsound, — haven't I heard 
somewhere^ it is about 80 per cent, — it must be quite a job 
when one is ..concerned with keeping millions straight. Sooner 
or later tthere will probably have to be some kind of a curb 
put on special agents or the Lemocraciebs will find themselves as 
inconvenienced as the <iUtocracies in the clutter of 
secret police. It is interesting that ^adam Regard's grandson 
who is in the F. B. I, # .is still stationed in Hew England 
apparently still delving on the solution of that famous Boston 
bank robbery of two or three years back. I suppose the 
newspapers have dropped that story years ago, but it seems 
the department of Justice keeps hammering away on it under cover.

I was impressed by the casual reference to ^s. Lynch in 
the enclosure, fox I hao. no iaea tnat her fame was spread as far 
afield as kansas City. The ^adam and I used to stop by her place 
on occasion when we were in South Louisiana, and Celeste has 
purchased several things from her, I believe. Er.
Lynch was ailing years ago and so his wife decided she would 
•gather together a few pieces of furniture together in her house 
and?sell things to anyone in the neighborhood who might need an 
odd chair ox table ox whatever. Somehow, and by no advertising 
on hex part, her place, ——just an ordinary house, became known 
to peoole all over the Gulf area. The house is piled high with 
stuff, often nice pieces, and she must be making a fortune.
Hut I must folo., grab a bite, indulge in a bit of concert and 
so fold for tomorrow will be a busy“day at gardening.....

0 U! ~ f  ■■A/
Ul ! 0l(,/UU/ut
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Monday, January 7th, 1952.

Memorandum:
A white frost this morning, another brilliantly cool 

day, and tonight another frost that in the-light of the_ 
waxing moon, makes the white garden, look whiter than white.

The day was rather full, -« --4 hours at Arenbourg, 5 hours 
at keixose, with the river bank being put into some kina of 
order, what with the felling of young-ish trees and over
grown willows that somehow had climbed to unwarranted 
heights during the past season or two. I had a couple 
of expert axe men with me at Arenbourg and six at ^elrose, 
and the chopping and splashing of trees into the water was 
wonderful.

a s is my custom^ I devoted the earliest hours of 
the day to Arenbourg and so when late afternoon came, I 
found myself on the river bank, looking like something slap 
out of a rag bag, — torn trousers and gen raly untidiness 
when Blythe arrived with Maude iattison and ^arold Wheadon, —  
a friend of theirs, —  a pleasant youth in perhaps his mid 20's, 
who had a^ked to come this way some, time back.

I sent Maud to give ^r. Wheadon a tour while 
Blythe and 1 retired to -̂ -ucca. She had something to tell 
me. It was .bout the scrawny turkey which she said she 
thought i would like to know about in order to check on 
who ”short-changed" us. naturally I n.ver breathed a word 
that'I had heard anything about it and thanked her for 
telling me. I might have told her a heap of things 
about t/.e way the "matter was handled, but I could see no 
point in that, --and besides, I am glad -tuny and Selma had 
an unexpected turkey dinner last Tuesday night.

By good fortune, just as the turkey business was "sewed 
up", little Miss 2tte ^eyy and Aunt Lottie appeared on the 
gallery, it seems to me they were last here sometime in 
the Spring. I turned them loose on ’ lythe while i rounded 
up Maud and her pilgrim and we all had a pleasant little 
chat. Blythe and ^aud had to go over to the camp and left 

. Wheadon here, but we didn t have much opportunity to chat 
since the Levy ladies had to be wafted to their horseless 
carriage, which is a slow process in that sot up* I

-A
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made the most the dtte’s presence to toss a plate in her 
direction and to get her to deliver a coupie in town for me,—  
one to Dr. and lire, -cdook and one to 4drs, Weiss, — old friends 
of the ^a&am I hope by this means I succeeded in staving 
off visits from both parties, for the idcUooks have a unique 
way of always pissing this way at the wrong time and never 
knowing when to aepart, while ^rs. Weiss never gets down 
at all. Besides, the J-evys and the mcOooks li e in houses 
whose gardens adjoin, so the delivery of that particular item , 
shouldn't be too arduous* *

The parcel post department continues to function and today 
brought me a pleasant bottle of wine from the Suttons of 
Natchitoches with some reference to something or,other I 
did for them last summer, hut for the life of me, I can t 
remember any deed 1 performed in their behalf, so assume 
they may have confused my good offices with those of someone 
else. But I shall hastily acknowledge the gift so the 
bottle will remain right here, for they are scheduled to pass 
this way one bunday in February and the bottle will afford 
any excellent medium for entertainment in a modest way.

I propose rigging up tomorrow's schedule along lines 
of -*today, so far as the morning is concerned, for some 
friends of somebody or other, and a couple of West Pointers, 
telerhoned during the Band-Levy, visitation, asking for an 
appointment on the morrow, and 1 suggested 4 p.m., which is 
rally too late for convenience, so far as my own arrangements 
go, but about right so far as giving me an opportunity 
to keep the axes w swinging for the better part of the 
day I can still hear a couple of stupid *»ew wrleans bags 
of* last, bund ay saying: - "You have no idea how we envy 
you.... such a peaceful place and nothing to do all day."

I agreed with me that it is really wonderful, - especially 
the inactivity.

For lack* of better fare, i got around to read a page or 
so a novel of contempo ary Manha11an-Jonneeticut life in 
a thing called "B&hnding's Way, or some such title, and 
I don’t recal the author. It seems to be a pretty good 
razz ef the successful advertising mogul with Madison avenue 
offices and a home in the country, with a.couple of hours 
of commuting at the beginning and close of day. The thing 
is well read and laugh provoking, I expect, but I soon 
discovered myself nodding and so folded up<both the reading 
machine and myself, an tonight I think I shall just 
fold myself. . Bod no opportunity to run through the enclosed 
catalogue and suppose it contains nothing of interest. And 
let us hope x write a better memo on the morrow....

. ' ' 5 C 4 4 Imm

Tuesday, January 8th, 195£.

1
i■ i

Memor andum:
Cloudy and warm in the upper 70's with a sprinkling of 

Chinese magnolia blossoms unfolding at vantage points nere 
and there about the garden. Cooler weather is promised for 
next week end, but at least the more daring flowers have 
had their fling for this season.

On the gardening front, yesterday was but a duplicate 
of yesterday 7 with scads f willows toppling onto the placid 
surface of Sane Kiver and vagrant china beLiy trees ana thorn 
bushes giving way for wider prospects or prettier trees 
and bushes.

Dr. Sarah Clapp from Natchitoches telephoned yesterday 
saying Mr. and ^rs. Williams of South Dakota were m  town, 
and as they had made a quick go-round a year or so ago along 
about this time of year, - a s  1 recall the Kiel seers were 
here painting^at the time, --and the ^ilfoiams wanted to 
come and see me ag in today, ^nd so I said yes, ana tneir 
little visit made a pleasant, and at one spot, an amusing 
interlude in my more strident activities.

The Williamses are heading to Florda for their annual 
outing. The brought a book, a chapter of which they wanted to 
read to me. It was an essay written by their eldest son wnet 
in college. ne was born blind and gave an interesting 
account of what he "saw" in his world. It seems he studied 
Law and after graduation began the practice of the same, 
married, begot three offspring and is quite successful in , 
his native South Dakota.

After the reading and a brief chat, I set- forth a 
little tray holding three wine glasses, a bottle oi port 
and cigarettes. As I placea the tray on the bidet in fro t 
of the sofa where ^rs. Williams and I had been sitting, 
she instantly arose, as aid «*r. Williams who had been occupying 
a chair facing us. Almost, as though it had been a 
rehearsed act, both the lady and gentleman, as by signal,
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turned forwarded their left lapel, flashing a little 
how of white ribbon on me, revealing, as they explained 
that they were both ardent prohibitionist and had taken 
the pledge never to permit wine to contaminate their lips.

Their act would have been more successful if I had 
more readily noted their badge of dryness and remembered 
whatsit stood for. On having It pointed out to me and 
its import explained, i dimly recalled having once known 
that the white bow siggnified toatal a b s t - Cnee, but 
I had somehow filed away the knowledge.with the end of 
the prohibition era as something permanently laid on 
the shelf along side a half dozen other symbols, of that
happily forgotten era, and so the whole thing lacked eclat. *

It was immediately evident to my guests, however, that 
I had no intention of making an issue about anyone drinking, and 
they accordingly relaxed again, resumed their seats and our 
conversation continued, and happiness beamed on their faces when 
I explained I was very much interested in their enthusiasm 
for again making America the great arid plai-Q it was once 
supposed^to have teen, and that I would he glad to hoar 
now the dry forces operated in their native South Lakota.
I m uOi, cure, on departing, they felt entirely convinced 
they had persuaded me to chuck the port and glasses out 
of the window, but Hope stirred in their souls that I was 
perhaps on the way to "seeing the light", and thus their 
visit was an unusual success,' so far as their satisfaction 
was concerned.

Middling around with a half dozen domestic chores tonight, 
the fact that it was Tuesday slipped my mind and I forgot to 
turn on .the rad ion from ^owe 11 Thomsas slap through 
fibber and Volley. I heard' Edward B. Morrow last night, however 
and was surprised by his remark that while General -‘Hsenhauer ,- 
(it s so odd I can never remember how the name is spelled, )--
W?iiei the G 'neral appears to view foreign policies eye to’eye 

* resident Truman, he is even more conservative' than
Senator Taft (of all people) on domestic and especially 
financial matters. That is ceitainly a disappointment, assuing 
it is true, and let us hope it isn't., for his election certainly 
seems inevitable, even though much water will have passed
over the dam between January and November.

*

*»nd no/v I must fold, looking forward to the morrow as 
a probable fac-simile of today, although it would be too 
much to anticipate another gSntle but ,.de termined lady arising 
from my sofa-to declare: "I have taken the pledge and with God's 
help an not a single drop of alchol will ever stain my lips.."..
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Wednesday, January 9th, 195£.

Memorandum:

While I think of it, there may be a delay of two or 
three days in delivery of mail from this bend of the 
river, beginning with Memo of the 13th, and possibly 
continuing through the 14th and 15th. ^nd there may be 
no delay at all. The fact is that the clerk is taking 
off two or three days beginning Monday, the 14th, which 
means that the merchant planter will^probably be presiding 
over the Post Office in the legitimate role he never 
exercises, — Post master. although it is equally possible 
Ben or anybody else may be delegated Mugene, the clerk 
is never absent, so that the Post uf£ice doesn't go into 
a tangle so far as out-going mail is concerned0- and 
usually J. H. somehow gets the out-going stuff’into the sack 
alright, vut there will be a particular hub-bub on the 
14th and 15th, when Louisiana goes to the polls and as 
there is a voting place at Melrose, with all the attendent 
whoop-la, the out-going mail may be in a flurry, and if 
that circumstance eventuates, I shall simply without 
my mail and let it slide along on Wednesday when a degree of 
normalcy returns.

I mention all this ^n order to re-assure you that 
an absence of a familiar envelope at 908 may not be 
interpreted as anything out of gear at this end of the 
grapevine, save the cost office itself, and that 
n0 ri0 distracted postal official at your end of the vine 
is guilty of stuffing the right en elopes in the wrong box.

Tody waw like yesterday weather, work but not 
in whiskey adversaries, for I was lucky in escaping pilgrims 
today and hope I may not have to make up for lost time 
on the morrow, as I have a heap of things I want to attend to.

While tidying up the bank in front of Melrose, I 
took the opportunity this afternoon's peace afforded to 
pick up a couple of plants too long absent from 
Yucca or I transplanted both yucca and Spanish dagger 
from the river bank to the Mast end of Yucca, - between 
Yucfca and ̂ the African ^ouse. What with their multitudinous 
spikes, neither plants, --and i am always confusing the one 
for the other, can be movered without the gardener getting 
a few thrusts from their spines. But with Andy's aid, I

* » .
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moved examples of each variety, - 0ne bout 3 feet in 
height, the other about 5, and as both flowered wonderfully 
last summer, they will, if they like their new situation, 
repeat the performance this yeai# ^he root of this plant 
is as deceptive as any I know, fox in spite of one such 
as moved today, --5 feet, _ the base is simply a c ntinuation
of the stem,_3 inches or so in diameter, with a root system
that is no m6re expansive than the average human hand It 
somehow always seems so inadequate for the support of* 
so many daggers and such a marvelous cluster of flowers.

c c

After today’s clQu&s and warm Gulf breeze, tonights 
sky is breaking through with fe patches of star spangled blue 
and racing clouds are being driven helter-skelter across 
the pathway of he full moon, ana the thermometer is' gently 
dropping.

I was surprised to stumble into a re-broadcast of 
Hr. Truman’s State of the hation speech at 6 o'clock 
tonight over a Louisiana station. Usually I run up on such re
broadcasts late at night over some remote station' such as bes 
Moines, and it seems the mpre odd not only that it should have 
been forth-coming over a lbcal stat on at an hour when the air
waves are usually clogged with co mercials, but also during 
this present week when even the usual sales commercials are 
side tracked for the political band wagon which ges full 
tilt in this region at the moment. Several candidates are 
"taking the hide off ” Jimmy Aswell who is writing speeches for 
Maclemore. J. fi. remarked at supper that while it must be 
agreed, Aswell swings a smooth political pen, he probably 
w uld have been smarter to remain annomous in so doing, since 
it gives all those in the other camps an opportunity to 
smear the faction with which he has associated himself, what 
with the content of the last two Aswell novels weing employed 
as examples of what nobody wants.

My out of door activities thus far this week have inclined 
me to let my mail slide, but I am hoping to f^nd the excuse 
of cold weather on the morrow as an excellent reason for 
getting in a bit of desk work.

The enclosed picture of the Charleston Churches reminded me 
of a service i attended in the hugenot one. During the sermon, 
a big old rooster flew up and perched on the open window and* 
crowed mightily just when the preacher touched on Peter’s 
denial of Christ. It was wonderfully effective.,.,..

Memorandum;

In reality, this isn’t the envelops tat counts, but 
rather either one of the two accompanying ones, Par I 
think you will find mild entertainment in the one, - Dora’s 
gay way of saying things, the sweet emotionalism of Daisey 
in the Dell and so on. But you will agree with me that 
the letter from la Storm is really exceptional, for she 
writes so well and has so many interesting things to say 
that one might well, I imagine, re-read such a letter as 
the one enclosed and really find the second go-round as 
delightful as the first.

I know not if she is qoting or not, _I didn’t have time
to inquire, -.but regardless of that, her line is excellent 
wherein she declares "I would rather see a sermon tnan 
hear one".

interruption

l’h-ras-hours have elapsed, hat with Ben having passed 
this wav with a request that 1 write him some letters, 
looking forward to canvassing va ious colleges to see 
how much time would be required for him to get a doctor s 
decree. I walked back to the big house- ith him just 
to°get* a breath of fresh air and to see how pretty 
the frost covered roof of the African house looks uno.er tne 
full moon. It...really is splendid

I w  s glad to get in a couple of licks ac Arenbourg 
this morning, but Thursday morning’s are ^evitably broken into 
by the visit of the good doctor and his wife. Ihis after
noon a I tried to concentrate on tidying up the river 
bank in front of Melrose but what with the day being fine 
and road-runners in uncounta le h numbers, -I-found it 
difficult to get very far with any chore without having 
a car stop to inquire this or that and usually with a 
request to explore behind the bushes. I was glad to 
see'Dr. and Mrs. Bath in one such car, for they are
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kindly 'people from Natchitoches and as Dr. .Bath, now 
retired, was for a number of years Miss Leudivine's 
favorite physician, he makes an excellent conversationalist 
in opening up half forgotten vistas on the Melrose 
of a quarter"of a century or more ago. There is a further 
tie with the Baths through the Znipmeyers, for Mrs,
Bath’s daughter married Dr. and Mrs. Knipmeyer's son, and 
so with a Kinpmeyer session in the morning and a Bath in 
the afternoon, it somehow seemed like a great big 
progressive family reunion.

‘ * Through Lowell Thomas's newsbroadcast tonight, I
learned that the garden varlet of hydrangea all these years 
has held the same or equal or'parallel curative power 
for malaria that for so many centuries what thought to be 
the exclusive property of quinine, although from the 
Thomas report, I gathdr that Ohifta had long used the 
hydrangea as a source of anti-malarial medecine. It reminded 
me of the things Dr. Miller used to speak about in regard 
to .her medical experiences in the Celestial Empire, and 
what wonder it was that the destern world had never tapped 
the assortment of drug sources," so abundantly known in 
Chinese medical circles and so completely preheard of in 
the Western world.

The prolonged heat of last summer just bout 
finished off the **r enbourg hydrangeas but I am putting 
out some more next month and so our malarial stock ought 
to be abundant by the time Spring breaks through. I 
invariably think of a lovely little ^ew England 
cemetery whenever i glance at hydrangeas, for I 
saw some lovely ones there one moon flooded midnight 
years ago, --the lovliest i had ever seen, and at the 
same time I always recall a comparison made by Sam 
brown a few years back when he was trying to explain 
some bush he had in mind, saying that it was standing along
side that there bus£ what looks like a lady's dress.
I puzzled over that one for several minutes before I 
felt a glimmer of recognition, and to this day I still 
wonder what impelled him to draw such a comparison, but 
assume he may have sometime or other been impressed 
by the sight of some gown that carried large flowers in 
the printed aesign. Bo far as the ill ape' Of tne ' bush 
is concbrned, when not decked out with huge blossoms, 1 
can't find anything reminding me of a lady's dress, 
so I conduce it must have been the print of the 
cloth that reminded him of the hydrangea on full flower.

But according to my little desk clock, Briday is 
already upon us and I had better fold....

Friday, January 11th, 1952.

Memorandum:

The hodge-podge of gardening'and "pilgrimaging" con
tinues, with tne weather warmer and the sky draped with 
heavy clouds that probably will spill a bit of water over 
the landscape before the week end is completed.

Mrs. Bombs p seed this way shortly after noon, bringing 
a number of odds and ends in the packing necessities on my 
request, — old newspapers, rubber bands, wrapping paper and 
so on. I sometime think I have a nerve asking her to do such 
things when she has so muc|j on her mind, --she is building 
a new home, her youngest son has pneumonia and she is in business, 
bub then I am forever hoping that the momentary respite she ex
periences^ in getting out from under all the whiz of town pro
vides a^mild compensation by its momentary relaxation, and 
I work that teory hard, since it makes me a little less shame
faced for having added to her burdens.

Just as she parsed this way today, Mrs. Gordon Randolph 
arrived, too, and it was nice the two ladies could have a little 
chat together while I did a little tour for the Bandolph guests, - 
the Madisons from Indianapolis, the Thomases from Alexandria and 
so on. Mrs. Thomas has been here once before, having come with 
the garden Club crowd along ahout 1949. I belive she went 
to f aid-Belmoiit school with Celeste when both were gett ing 
''finished”. Be that as it’may, their advent provided me 
with trie same ̂ cmange of endeavor, up from gardening on the river 
oank, as tne Comb's visitation provided in another direction, and 
I guess 1 am glad everybody came, although I discovered at the 
end^of the day, I should have been just as happy if I had done 
a little more, although I am proba ly less physically tired,.what 
with the interlude.

I learn from the grapevine that the 3. G. Henrys have 
purchased a couple adjoining lots some 5 or 6 miles South Hast 
of Bat01 nouge, somewhere near the Sky Line highway running to 
Hew rloans. I take It’they must be rather fine lots, since 
the price is said to have been six or seven thousdand dollars, 
aiid such a price so far in the country would suggest they must 
be something special. It is said vast plans are being
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contrived for a hou e on each of the adjoining lots, - one 
for the 3. G. seniors, and one for the 3. G, , jUniors.

•from all this, I gather there is hopes 3. G. junior 
may expect to quit the hospital eventually and take up his 
reSi-dence in Baton Houge. With 3. G. senior as Vice President
0 the Bthel Corporation, I suppose o. G. junior may he 
supposed to know the "right people*1, and what with priority 
•elven some.veterans .and assuming he may. contrive his 
physical being to suit mental activity along business instead 
of military lines, a future in some commercial line may 
be anticipated. And so, assuming all this is what is 
being contemplated, the accident that wrecked the military career, 
put father inxxx ana son into close business assoc ation, -
assuming an 3thel.*job for junior is contemplated,'while..........
the mother will un boutedly be entranced to have her son 
living right next-door to her, which never, of course, would 
have happened had the military career been carried out,

I am certainly ashamed I have let my correspondence 
slide so hadl„ since December 1st when the holiday whiz 
star tea about the time the crowds began1flocking to "atchitoches.
1 have written la Bt-orm in so long, — early December, 1 reckon 
she will be thinking ijje just a .other Aorrnon in the business
of writing letters. in referring to M adam Storm, I think
I didn t mention in yesterday’s memo the interesting account 

of the Diary from Dixie, as edited by Ben Ames Williams.
Ihe blurb'quoted in the Storm letter makes the thing sound 
ever so interesting and ,1 think 1 shall ash off a little 
note to the Litrary^of °ongress, recommending the thing 
be put on the Balking Book list,

I had also better write iAarold iVheadon, saying thanks 
for his letter and recommending ^elrose in the Spring as 
a wonder ul time to spend the day here, he is a nice person 
but I have so many things i want to do on the end of 
a spade at the moment that 1 can’t see giving up a day 
to entertaining unless, perchance, I can toss him a hoe and 
let conversation flow along agricultural lines as both host 
and guest delves in the soil.
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Sunday, January 13th, 1952,

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter of 'Tuesday, the 8th, in 

Saturday's post, I beg you not to feel ”shame-faced” about 
an interim in writing, if one developes, for you know I under
stand perfectly and shall always be the happier, should 
a moment of relaxation present itself, if you will make the 
most of it by just relaxing,

I am glad you mentioned the matter of your note to delete, 
for it was I, not she, who failed to refer to it. Like everybody 
else, her holiday season was busy, but she didn't fail to 
speak of your lovely note to her, as I recall, it was _
one morning in the garden when shfc was dashing to the big 
house and 1 was tangled up in Giant’s Beard, She intended read- 

. ing it to me on her way back to the side gate, but pilgrims 
intervened and what with the hurly-burly that ensued on my own 
hook: i reckon I put off mentioning its advent until the next
day teen she would have an opportunity to run through it with 
me*, — and of course that opportunity got lost in the swirl 
of people and things, — and obviously I forgot to mention it.

: The important thing?is that it did come safely to hand, and
as i have already reported, I believe, she was perfectly enchanted 
with your lovely gift which I thought as elegant as anything of 
its type coming to my attention.

And may t bank you for all the charming things you had 
to say about.the plate. It's so good to know you liked it, 
for, frankly I need scarcely remark that your approval is 
all that interests me in the whole business. Twenty four 
dozen have been disposed of and several people have telphoned to 
ask if additional ones may be secured. I placed the order with the 
Baltimore concern with the understanding that the merchandise 
was to be reserved exclusively for my order, and if there 
should be further demands, I reckon I shall have to re-order.

As ind-ica ed in yesterday's memo, there1 may be a skip 
between this note and the next reaching your true hand, b t 
Bugene is returning on Wednesday, I believe, and it is 
possible i may get one memo at least posted between now 
and then. Do so hope you are taking care of you....

I'm so interested in your inquiry regarding the possibility 
of making use of the big house, the ^f ican House and Yucca 
for something along parallel lines. It could be carried out 
rather neatlyt I think I shall continue mulling over the idea, 
Frankly I have been casting about for a suitable medium 
through'which the African House nan be presented in a form 
that would be different but perhaps as popular in its appeal as 
the Heir0se plate seems to have been. I continue to think of 
the African House in connection with glass as the medium,—  
transparent glass, but more of that after 1 have done a bit more 
casting about on the subject.

K 't
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It goes without s-ying that I am consumed with 
thoughts about the totally unsatisfactory circumstances 
obtaining during recent weeks on both the domestic and 
business fronts, I have no doubt the inundation of 
South Americans kay eventually be expected to recede providing 
a bit of a breather on the home scene. But, it seems to me,
If you will pardon my French, the office thing seems to be 
a Hellish sort of a business, and what makes it particularly 
maddening is 'the fact that undoubtedly there are several 
desirfeable jobs in Manhattan which are crying for just 
such a person as the one who would add so much lustre to 
them and executives are wringing their hands, praying for 
a kind Providence that would bring such a person and 
person into conjunction.

As I cast about in my mind, trying to think of some 
way to' insert a wedge in this blank wall, first one impossible 
idea and then another comes to mind, and I set forth none of 
them as worth considering, *̂ t the moment, for example,
I find fnyself wondering if it would be wise to insert a 
paragraph in a letter to James M. Gain sometime, running 
something like this;

”1 am acquainted with an individual of remarkable 
intelligence fwho is pretty, too), living in Manhattan, 
an expert stenographer and heaven knows what all in the 
line of business capabilities, She is currently c nnected 
wit some kind of a gigantic corporation, all tangled up 
in some kind of a statistical occupation which any robot 
could handle and her gifts are simply going down the drain 
already clogged with endless adding machine tape. It 
occurs to me some of your publishing friends in Manhattan, 
such as the Knopfs, might sometime welcome the opportunity 
of annexing the services of such a persona, and should 
they ever drop word of such a need, I should, count it 
a blessing to be* able to establish contact for the 
mutual advantage of both parties, "

Ponder on some such matter, and if you tell me we had 
better watch out or he will be writing the same to Standard 
Branes, I shall have to a6ree you are perfectly right, what 
with the fine mess he manipul f;ted so magically with 
the I. 3. U. Press,*;.~

In the mean time, let's "hold the thought" that some 
pleasant per spec!tve isn't too far in the offing, — things 
can take such unexpected-twists.

It has been such a pleasant week end, what with 
having your lovely letter, the weather being fair and arm, 
and not to many pilgrims." I hope you got a moment to 
yourself, too....

;
;1 Monday, January 14 th, 1952,

Memorandum:

Cloudy, warm and humid, and just the right kind of a 
rig-up, atmospherically, to dig in the ground, and I did 
much digging.

At Arenbourg, 1 set out three Beauty bushes, — a type 
of shrub wit which you may be acquainted under some other 
name, for it seems to have a flock of them, none others coming
to mind at the moment.

It grows about 6 or 7 feet tall, is dicpduous and in 
April is covered with clusters of little white flowers about 
the size of a silver dollar. It’s good for an explosion of 
white in a sea of greenery and I think they will r)ick up 
vividness in unit Ho, 2, about the time the white k wisterias 
are through blossoming.

On my return to ^elrose about g:30 I had a message 
the Alexandria telephone operator, Bo, 14, was calling me,
I contacted the lady and she kept me hung up on the wire for 
20 mintues, frequently saying "One Moment, Please" and then 
cutting me off so P couldn't shout at her. Finally she 
engaged me in conversation, asking me from whom I was expecting 
a call from Alexandria, I told her I wasn't expecting any.
She f nally 0ave us and said she could find no party having 
put in a call for me.

ualf an hour later I got another message. This time 
Operator 15 wanted to get hold of my ear. She finally put on 
ars, ^oloman, and that was that,

Mrs. Holoman wanted to come up this way this afternoon 
She brought her sister with her, — an Illinois member of the 
family, f whom there seem to be several. The reason for 
the visit was based on the fact that her sister has recently 
lost her sight and needed some kind of enoouragemeirf.

That was certainly easy, and I was only sorry I'didn t happen 
to have a couple Of extra spadee to put both- ladies^to work.

In regard to the Gannett business, Mrs. ^oloman 
cited the hurly-burly of the holidays as having prevented her 
from consumating that story. I can appreciate the truth of 
her statement.

»
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I read a little last night before folding up,'but not 
much. The thing was "Introducing the Universe" by Hickey, 
which seems to be a popular account of some of the personalities 
in the planetary world. I believe Hickey used to write
a column in the old Sun on Saturday, if memory serves, _"Stars
of the Week" or some such thing it was called, and was worth 
reading.

What with the visitors and gardening, I didn t get 
around to explore today’s post, which seems to have contained 
nothing of moment, I gather, __as the several things were 
probably thank you notes covering plates sent to Georgetown, Conn., 
Eaton ouge, ?ort Worth, Denver and so on It is possible 
the secretaries may be more readily available on the 
morrow, for it apparently is going to rain, which often 
means no school, and for all I know, there may be no
school anyway, what with election _for Louisiana schools,
especially of the colored varietyj* seem to find more excues for 
not opening their doors than any other State I ever encountered.

V/hat with today being the Ma&m’s birthday, I rounded 
up a couple of bowls of narcissus blossoms to grace her night table 
and my desk. T<he effects of the prolonged drought of 
last summer still linger h on, for while thousands, probably 
hundreds of thousands of bulbs have put forth a brave foliage, 
toe flowers themselves are a month or two behind schedule, whereas 
the Chinese maganolias are two weeks ahead. I must say such 
lack of consistency is a bit baffling

I reckon there is much talk about elections on the 
local front tonight, for many a local person of color will 
cast his first ballot on the morrow. The only positive interest 
I have heard expressed concerns Earish officials, and 
the emphasis is on the Sheriff which probably is the office with 
which many if not the great majority of the prospective n voters 
have come into contact with times gone bye. The requiste 
for voting is one’s ability to sign his name, it appears. It 
happens that many have mastered this accomplishment without 
ever knowing the identity of the letters used in making the 
signature. The office of sheriff is being sought by the 
present incumbent, - Morris, and his deputy, Black and nobody 
likes Black much, but since the poor things can't fead the letters 
spelling out either name, it is difficulty to guess how they 
are going to hit at their real choice. But the same was 
true with the the hilly billies when they were in a preponderance, 
and so I reckon the re ults will not vary greatly^.....

i
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Tuesday, January 15th, 1952.

Memorandum:

The warm, cloudy, humid weather continues, with 
a high in the 80's this afternoon and the promise of like 
conditions for the -next several days.

thelrTb L J?in+^^2agUOli?SQar? a11 °n the P°lnt of making tjeir bow in their annual Spring parade. F o x instance,
H i  ? ^ L Wh\te ?nQ» balancing the big old lamp at the end of
./e rLGtC 10 ftout of the big house unwrapped one of
it^ snowy flowers along -bout noon today, and a couple of
hundred otier buds will probably have followed suit by tomorrow

F00ra* l00l£irlS east toward the Bindery,
T f ° V h? larger pink-purple magnolias which

lw °Ut is now completely in flower and
S1m! ?f Jhe Phot°SraPhs of the sun tinted

ii t L  Qm?l0fed at°m huvoritt§ filmy but statuesquein the sky. ihe deep purple tree in front of Ur. Miller’s
is * Iso covered with blossoms. y Sunday, as expressed by 
‘Jfim Drown on a like occasion ye rs ago, "looks all lit up".

In spite of unusual activity on two or three different 
tac£S, I got quite a lot of work done today both at this 
bednd of the river and further up the road. The polls 
opened early and all day the space from the front gate 
o naif way to the bridge was cluttered up with cars »— 
local voters coming to perform their duties and hangers on just 
lolling about, I don t recall such a continuous 
activity around the store at any other election, and this 
is the first one, of course, in which the negroes have cast a considerable vote

^  is interesting that the negroes with whom I have talked 
have no interest in casting; their ballots for the member of 
tneir own race, --barker, believe his name is, who is

f2 V he p e r n o r ’s chair from his *ew Cleans residence. 
I doubt if barker has much backing by money to enable him 
to ao any campaigning on an extensive scale. There seems to 
be a feeling- on the part of colored and non-colored voters 
tnat this year is not the time for voting along1 racial 
imes_and the candidate excites no confidence from either 
r'-Gial 1 heard the man speak briefly on the radio,
m s  English was arresting, since it was mighty'faulty but
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somehow didn't reflect the type of inaccuracires one is 
accustomed to in the Natchitoches or Natchez manner*
The âriier words were fairly impressive in length, - beyond 
the usual choice of the untutored negro, and yet his 
double negatives while common among local negroes, did not 
seem to carry the usual word arrangement* X think: 
how the man spoke made little or no difference so far as 
vote-getting is concerned, but it is possible that a few 
people might have manifested greater interest in him, had 
his ^errors been more like those one usually hears, and 
therefore, because of the familiarity, aren't especially 
noticeable.

I assume Representative Boggs, — Senator Long's 
favorite candidate, or Judge Spath, Governor -Long- s choice, 
will get the high count when the'ballots are talliedt(tallied), 
which again just goes to prove that the Long are like to 
win regardless.

The strange doings around the ^-elrose well continues 
to operate. Today another flock of material arrived 
in the form, of a tank of some kind, endless pipes and 
curious looking engines. X believe this is the fourth 
tank installed up to the present, and with the water 
already running through three of them, and scheduled to 
circulated through the 4th, what finally comes out of 
this extensive assortment ou ht t o be extra special, I 
should imagine. Up to and through the functioning of the 
first three tanks, the water continues to be so 
full of iron, everything is discolored by it and gobs of 
iron, about the size of one's little fingep, tend to 
form in the water pipes when the water isn t ru nning.

• The effect is really quite startling as on©, for instance, 
turns on the bath without first draining the pipes a 
bit. I have heard of alcoholics imagining pink elephants 
and <greon repitles or some such, but for cold so.mr people to 
discover a flock of pink or rust colored iron polywogs 
in the tub is something new.

A couple of telephones from town during the morning 
indicated some Government people in neighborhing towns were 
enjoying a full day of freedom on the election excuse, 
and what with the weather being pleasant, they envisioiied 
a tour, but so far as I was concerned, X frowned and 
lied and* said I already had too many guests, — for X had 
none, but the absence f tie roa runners gave me an {_'
opportunity to oner ,ter on two or ti.ree fronts, much to'my 
satisfaction, and there111 be nough people around by the week e 
end.......
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Wednesday, January 16th, 1952.

Memorandum:
The weather continues in the 80's with a low in the 

60's at night. I got in a morning's work, but a drizzle 
induced a bit of desk work during the afternoon until 
the rain stopped and weed pulling was easy.

To get any news outside election returns, I have to 
fish about for trans-Louisiana stations, which are easy enough 
to get, especially the Texas ones in the day time, with the 
entire'counry readily available at night, I find the 
Columbia stations but completely carried away with readin 
election returns, to the exclusion of sill other news, and 
such old stand-byes as Sd. borrow is silenced on Shreveport 
stations in order the latest figures on vote counting can be 
presented, and although 24 hours have elapsed since the polls 
closed and the issuing of figures began, there are only about 
1,500 of the 2,000 precincts tabulated

Surely other things are hapening in the world beyond a 
flock of hill-billies counting phoney ballots, and since 
this is true, X take it something of a mania must have taken 
possession of local stations, and particularly may this observa
tion apply to the Columbia system.

It seems to me I recall some other "all-out" business by 
Colombia on some other subject, but for the life of me, 1 
don t seem to remember the subject which knocked them over into 
sucH a lop-sided conditi0r)

I seem to have a rare assortment of titles,to select for 
reading, and not one of them, except one, seems to have much 
interest. The exception is the memoires of Admiral Leahy 
"I Was There", being the title, ^f I remember correctly. *

I read a few pages from it's opening chapters last night, 
and found it much to my liking. It begins with his Embassy 
at Vichy about which I know little or nothing since I was pretty 
much dependent 0n the radio at the time for my news. I do 
recall that the boy friend was here about that time or perhaps 
during that period, and I never did feel I agreed with him
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on so o of the points and personalities which we discussed 
at the time.

I regret X didn't know more .people from the same country 
at the time in order to determine if the well informed, —  
if, indeed, anybody was well informed a; such a time when 
everything was so distorted and twisted for all kinds
of reasons, _but I recall-one thing on which I disagreed
with the boy friend w a r m l y_so warmly in fact, that I
stated ro3r position briefly*and then nevSr brought up the subject 
again# 'It had to do with the ritish bombing of one of 
the automobile factories situated somewhere near Meudon# I 
was enchanted when X heard this news, for it seemed to me 
that putting.factories out of commission in the occupied 
country was a good fstep in the right direction The boy friend 
seemed shocked at my reaction and genuinely grieved, — and 
that puzzled me. I honestly think Meudon and the entire valley 
of the Seine in the lie de franc© section meant a billion times 
moe to me than to him and if des ruction <of propety was 
to be regretted, — ana it is always bound to be, I suspect 
my sorrow over such heavy costs for bringing a eventual 
Peace was as sincere and deep as his. But he never did get 
my point. f

- t <

I am hoping to read a few more pages from the Beahy volume 
tonight and perhaps I shall a preciate the whole situation 
of 1941 abroad a little better*

'The engineers were back at their tanks and gagets today. 
a s  these are housed under,the back gallery, they could work 
without getting damp this morning. Picture my astonishment 
this afternoon when I discovered 4 or 5 plantation hands, 
laboring under the direction of the engineers, digging a 
huge pit slap in the middle of the greensward, half way between 
the big house and the African house. Two pipes had already been laid 
from the concealed tanks on the gallery to this focal point 
in the open, perhaps 150 feet from the house, „ the pipes slap 
on top of the ground. I inquired about the eecavationS and learned 
a pit was beging dug there so excess water from the well could 
run into it from the tanks, --a permanent feature for that 
historic landscape. Imagine, And imagine further how ruffled and 
outraged were the engineers I put ray foot down. Be suit, aside from 
all the flying of fur and feathers, _ the pipes were taken up, 

and run not North but West, disappearing in the iris garden where 
new escovation8 were undertaken but not as yet finished when night 
arrived. It’s not the first time I saved a greensward, but 
it gave me as much satisfaction as any I nan think of......

Thursday, January ]7th, 1952.

Memorandum:

I am not sure of the date, but believe it to be 
the 17th, for, if memory serves, all Mondays this month are 
a multiple of 7. But X haven't rounded up this yearTs 
calendar as yet, and somehow it seems to me it is the 18th.

Of the enclosures, there isn't anything of interest in 
Mr. stern's letter, but X send it along regardless. You 
will find la Storm in her usual good form, however, and 
I think you will agree with me hex autobiographical note 
near the beginning, — as I recall, — is as clever an idea as 
oneis likely to run acrosss. Surely she is a remarkable 
person*

, Naturally, I don't mind that she sent a quotation from 
ray September letter to the editor of Home hardening regarding 
the sitaution of the white Chinese magnolia and its unexpected 
carryings on? for publication at the time we move into the 
major flowering of the Chinese magnolias in general might 
make as interesting reading in the Spring as last autumn.
In responding to la Storm on this point; X shall mention I 
haven't had the pleasure of hearing from la Bradley as yet 
in acknowledgement of my letter to her four or five years 
ago when X observed in a letter to her that Home Gardening 
readers might find amusement in the serious essay by Bacon along 
about 1608, when he pointed out that if one wanted to 
lay out a modest garden, — modest was his word, one simply 
had to set aside about 40 acres and go ahead.

as for local doings, both in the ground and the skies, 
everything was pretty much of a transcript of yesterday, —  
continued warm, humid weather, much swinging the spade', and,
I hope, an end to the installation of more tanks through 
which, the water must pass on coming out of the wel4>, and 
excavations into which excess amounts are to be side tracked.
The lush brown of new turned soil where a net work of pipes 
have been put underground gives the back garden the 
appearance of the scars left by the clearing away of trenches 
and barricades, but the tender green of the new grass and 
clover that is spreading across~the landscape will eradicate 
the scars witnin a few days and, — let it be hoped, — the 
stBXk unhisorically minded engineers who came so close yesterday 
to wrecking the appearance of things generally.
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*  half a dozen activities today prevented me from 
turning to the radio for a report on the reception of the 
master of the late flying Enterprise and the Congressional 
session gathered to hear ^r. Churchill. I listened to 
Edward B. Morrow tonight and if you chanced to he^r him, you 
may recall he devoted the last half of his 15 minute time 
to an abridged recording of the salient features of the 
Churchill speech. Imagine my fury when at the split second 
-.r. Churchill1 s voice was scheduled to begin, an Esso reported 
broke in on the boradcast to announce that somebody or other 
of whom 1 had never heard had been acquitted after a seven 
hour deliberation' on the part of the Jury, I was so astonished 
and so furious, i d n ’t even remember the name of the 
fellow, and as nothing" was said as to what the fellow had been 
accused of, I was just as much in the dark as before,, so 
far as comprehending what the break in was all about. But 
I am hoping W H 0, Lee Moines, as that sta ion often does, will 
re-broadcast the entire speech around 11 tonight.

I had better therefore stick to this machine to knock out 
a few letters, and not succumb to the temptation to fore
go radion for the reading machine, which is going to be 
difficult to resist, for 1 am enjoying the Admiral -Leahy 
volume tremendously'and have to exercise much self control to 
drop it in favor of sleep.

It*s curious how for all these years I have tended to 
put the Admiral in the nHo Like” class, without any precise reason 
for not likirn the man, and now comes his book and I" like 
everything I have read tnus far, ——and have been impressed 
tnus far in the* chapter or two read about his duties starting 
in 1^46 at the white House to find n0 mention as yet of 
^arry Hopkins or Mrs. Hooeevelt. T reckon they will appear 
irr Hater chapters.

At long last, and I apologize for the second word, Louisiana 
seems to< have most of itix the Tuesday votes counted, and 

’it appears by some miracle both the Governor and the Senator lost 
out with their respective caiidiaates for Governor, And if 
Judge Aonnan wins the February 19th run-off, the Long regime 
will be out of luck and -Louisiana will probably get a less 
costless administr tion, although i,m not sure so liberal a one.
In the. Earish contests, tne people I would have voted for won and 
tiiG nill—billies didn’t make first base It’s been nice chatting 
and now I must get to work. Hope you axe taking care of you,.,.
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Friday, January 18th, 1952.

Memoxannum:
How nice to find your air„ mail in today’s post.
It is so good to hear from you but again I urge 

you not to fret about letters at a time when there is 
such a shortage of time. Just a card ox the briefest line 
to indicate your health is alright is enough to make me 
experience a feeling of genuine happiness and security, 
and much of the happiness will stem from tho realization 
that y o u aren t exhausting yourself by correspondence 
at a time wheft so many things conspire to (interruption) 
at a time when you are prevented from having time to yourself 
to do as you please.

I shudder atr the thought of the 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
session on a so called free day, — free for all of those 
making frantic efforts to fritter away time on their hands 
with which they know not what to do, while one who has a 
billion things to do and is tethered from so much as glancing 
at any while being thus forced to squander away hours that 
at best are poor substitues for undertakings that have 
primary appeal. To have to grin and bear such things 
must be maddening and * sympathize with your sentiments 
whole heartedly.

Frequently, I suppose, we all find ourselves in some 
such a jam and onqy those involved can realize all the 
little necessities that make revolt at the moment seem 
unwise. But when one is spending the work-a-day week 
at labor outside the home, it seems but fair he is 
entitled to do pretty much as he pleases when the week 
end rolls ’round, ^ut there's a serpent in every Eden, and 
in the present instance, the-reptile is in the form 
of a waster of time and energy on stuff fit only for dolts, 
and if you can take it with outward signs of grace,
I must commend you for your fortitude, and sometimes 
if you actually feel like kicking over the traces, E, 
for one, can readily appreciate your impulse.

The plan ation had another of those fires today which i 
always seem^unbelieveable, but which really do happen.
About lq o clock this morning while E was trashing 
around in the iris garden, I was startled by the ringing of
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the plantation hell which at any hour save noon means 
fire. I am always expecting the old store to go up 

• in ilamee and as the hoy.friends fine furniture is 
stored in that brtilding, 1 am invariably relieved 
when I leafn that .place is still intact. It was 
a house, 4 or 5 years old, about the place where we 
met letor as we were heading for the spillway. A 
22 year old youth was sitting on the gallery of the house 
when flames suddenly shot out ôf the door onto the gallery 
and he jumped off, just as the house crashed in, burning 
everything inside and even the chair he had been sitting in. 
A few years back the same house burned on Christmas Aye 
when about 20 people were within, all playing cards, 
and everyone escaped with nothing but the garments 
on their back., — and A could never understand that either. 
But I always maintained it must have been a truly 
fascinating hand of cards.

The weather continues cloudy and warm and the 
magnolias are approaching a seasonal glory. Pilgrims 
from J offer son City Oklahoma City Hew ur leans and heaven
knows where all, _All during the afternoon At
noon -the clerk had trailed me from the iris'garden to Yucca 
by a tell-tal-e drop of blood along the path. The 
middle finger of my loft hand got messed up a bit, —
I know not how, but the impressive flow of blood was 
deceptive, for the thing wasn't much, although A hobble 
along haltingly in prancing up and down this keyboard.
Ben is a good doctor and his first aid worked wonders by way 
of patching up something that wasn't much, save gore, to 
start with.

•

You will enjoy the enclosure from little w-iss Parrish.
I shall write her in -a day or two, strongly urging her to 
do some kind of a "Lanterns on the Levee thing, including 
therein a Chapter on H, Yells. The pictures she 
suggests of the stately house of ^amont put into such a tizzy 
by H. G. is something .to contemplate, and A like the 
idea of a lobster nosegay plastered on tie gentleman's 
dinner coat.

< ,
I caught ~r. Churchill s speech before Congress on 

the re-broadoast and enjoyed it. Butwhat impressed me 
more than .the spee9h was the fact that "mon ami,
Pierre1’ who couldn t possibly comprehend the meaning of 
any. of-it, asked if he might be permitted to listen "to 
that gentleman what talks so good, cause I sure likes 
the listenin to the way what he say it." I guess I 
never beard §o profound a compliment concering the 
Churchill historionic abilities, remarkable, isn t it....

52
Sunday, January 20th, 1952.

Memorandum:

Continued cloudy and warm, with a short but concentrated 
cascade of torrents from on high during the night. The 
primary result, so far as the eye was concerned, was 
?pa ticularly colorful Persian carpets beneath each 
Chinese magnolia, lush mixutres of brown, tender green as 
a background for the haphazard assosrtment of invory eetals 
pink, white and purple, and although these latter 

offered mute evidence that many a blossom had glided from 
their perches in the trees down to the ground, still the 
trees themselves presented a more colorful spectacle 
-than before, due to the fact, I suppose, that the rain 
had not only woven the ground pattern with generous hand, 
but at the same time had brought forth a greater 
multitude of flowers on every brach that had seemed so 
redolent with ivory and pearl before. It seemed a great 
pAty no^^Y armed with color cameras passed this way to record 
this miracle of Apxing.

Blythe and Ad hand passed by to rin,, me a gift 
from Somebody who was here last week, - perhaps a -*rs.
Allis Thomas or some such, — I don t seem to remember the 
individuals, Blythe was on the hajpy side, but did 
some moaning about the failure of her favorite candidate to 
get elected, and, of a 1 things, attributed it in part to 
the fact that so many negroes voted Hers is a special kind 
of .racial antipothy. She seems so kind to the individual 
negro^ and heartily endorses and assists in rigging up 
occasions, such as the movies in the negro churches, giving 
full support to her husband in such ventures, but at 
the same time seems all up-set, for example, if a negro is 
permitted to vote the same time, she seems to think 
it is alright for the stupid hill-billies who don't know 
A, from B. to wrestle wit the ballot, but never the negro 
regardless of the fact that, like the Joneses, he may be 
a college graduate,

Aell, so much fox that, and as she and Ad drove out the 
side gate, Mr s. Andrew Bowman, husband and a Miss Hander son 
cane in by tne front. Among other things Mrs. Bowman 
had to tell me was the fact that she had recently met
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Mrs. TuckerAarjdL that they had had tea together on 
Saturday, and that she had invited her to drive up to 
Melrose with her, today, but a previous engagement made 
i(i impossible for her to accept, I got the^i nression 
Mrs. Bowman labored under the -illusion that the lady in 
question was so a special friend of mine, what she thought 
when an eloquest "Oh” was all I responded to her 
statement about the acquaintanceship and the invitation

<r •

I neglected desk: work: last night in order to ao 
a bit of reading, I find the Admiral Leahy volume, "I Mas 
There” to be well contrived.although the hook, is more 
devoted to events than personalities he somehow by an 
adroit word or phrase, indicate just*how much he does or 
does not like this or that'individual. Two people, |
for instance, whom he seems to like axe harry Hopkins and 
General MacAxthux, while quite obviously two whom he 
likes not are Mrs. Roosevelt and Finston Jhurehill.

I continue asking everyone passing this way;
”You all woundn1 * *1 wajyTa dog, would you.”

;  ̂• ■ * I
and nobody ever says yes. The little white one that stands by 
me so faithfully, sleeps on ny talking book records and 
generally disports, hi self with agree ibleness, just can't 
be discouraged. The Lark Luke was driving some 15 miles' down 
below 01outierVilla on Friday. I handed him the dog into 
the cab of the truck and told him to give the dog to any 
child he' could find on the plantation down yonder, and off 
went Lluto, * an odd name for a female hound. I was 
guramea up ith pilgrims for the next couple of hours, and 
imagine my surprise when stepping out onto the gallery 
to find Pluto sittLug as cool as a cucumber on the door step.

I guess the enclosures aren't anything special 
but 1 send them along regardless^ The vagaries of Lyle1s 
*unt "\udue seem to he running true to form and that 
elusive Lancing'Loll or whatever, — -it’s the one illustrated 
in the Friends of Joe Gilmore, seems to be still kicking 
about, but nobody has ever been able to tell me whence 
disappeared the statuette of Uncle Tom and little Mva 
which formerly graced my living room, and to my way of 
thinking, that was a much more entrancing art object. j

I am astonished 'little Miss Alberta not only admits
but sets down on paper that she hasn't been feeling up to
snuff. Let s hope she isn't loosing faith in Mary Baker....
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Monday, January 21st, 1952.

Memorandum;

let me hasten to remark upon the new rihhon and to
“  Is ?ot Fut °“ properly, so if in the next word or line 

this note breaks off abruptly, you will understand, and 1 shall 
do some more tinkering on the thing either tonight or on the morrow.

The weather continues warm and humid and gardening goes on apace.

I studiedly avoid crossing th$ fence this afternoon on 
f late mornin«. Persian cat

1  t h u n e x p e c t e d l y .  J. *. mis-speaking told me the doctor had sent the head of the animal to some 
approrpiate center "to see if the cat had rabbis". X don*t 
know if the Persians are Semites or not but suppose, like the 
Arabs, they may well?be, and for all i know a rabbi might be altogether in order. *

Supper talk tonight centered on the San Francisco now-wow 
of the Republican ational wommiette. J, H. says the 
Republican politicians want - Taft but are afraid he might not 
swing the election They,know flissenhauer could win alright,
^ also know he isn t tangled up with Republican
politics and they fear they might have little or no influence 
with him. This doesn t seem to be precisely like "having 
a tiger by the tail", but the quandry is equally perplexing

J. H. says David Lawrence opines that the General would
S L S|!n^hr«5t as W^ich SQQms to put Hdwafd R. Morrow

r0nS* °?* PerhaPs* maybe f,t merely goes to proclaim David Lawrence is on the Taft side. y
t m

t1nn B°!“ S1?09 bel°? spillway lies lakeview Hlanta-tion, separating the Melrose and Magnolia tracts. It is the
home pf % m a n  Cohen, a Polish Jew, born in Bussia about 72 
years ago. Mr. “yman is dying, they say, in an Alexandria 
hospital of cancer. His was a remarkable career. Arriving

°8ti6llai branch or Snglish, which mu^t have been difficult for him in the Cane ^iver country where 
be made his(way, peddling merchandise from a pack on his baok.

8 ® a2yH ‘° ?e U  down in the road i“ front of Saline’shouse. She'took him in and nursed him for 8 weeks, hater
e got a mulatto down the road to let him manage his store for

o+n* A s**f . :end of in® season, Mx Hyman had the store and the mulatto was out in the road.
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A 40 acre farm adjoining the store belonged to a poor 
mulattd woman, for no known reason, frightened pink, of the Law,
Mr. ^yman told her he was entertaining a gentleman that afternoon, 
and when the two of them passed her way, he would give her a 
h^lf dollar with which she was supposed to supply them with a 
pink of whiskey, after which he would give her a fine present* 
fhe woman accommodated her neighbor, and as soon as the gentlemen 
arrived, she accepted the half dollar and produced the pint of 
whiskey, where upon the Sheriff*e deputy, who was the Cohen 
companion, clapped the woman into jail* Strange she should be 
afraid of the ^aw.

Mr. Ayman, feeling so sorry for her, offered to get her 
released and thus "saved from Angola*# The woman signed some 
papers, and within-a month she was out of jail and Mr. Hyman 
had her 40 acre home# He did other tricks, and when saline 
once needed to forrow #80*00, she went to *r. Hyman and he 
agreed to advance it if she would sign over her property to him.
She wouldn t, although he hadn't as yet said thanks for her 
nursing that that saved his life*

Today, Mr, *yman is listed at #500,000*00, and is probably 
worth mote. “-e has 4 grown children* all college graduates, 
and very civilized people, I believe, although 1 have not seen 
but two of them, but everyone says the others are just as nice, 
ihus is an American saga, and thus Mr, Hyman comes to his own reward. 
I am wondering how the funeral will pan out. All the children and 
their mother belong to the Catholic Church, _ as also do 
the mulatto children and grandchildren whom ^rs. Hyman made her

— — K^v*** ^ 8  Tle» last year, when, after 40 years, she discovered her chauffeur was in reality her husband*s mulatto offspring*

if ought to be really quite good, 1 should thinfc
will not Pfor°i9? S!1?! ?? attending, which, I suppose they will not, for a doubt if they are 'either as wilfull or as
given to evil as their papa, and yet their bapa is £eallv
w h i ? r ^ i L H ndly m“ *„th?y 8ay. - i  never saw him, ^ d
ifif^nrwn^ L *  v y !° do businass "ith him, — he owed Melrose 00 for x.seme hav f tt n cnr q inVti i a  ̂•__.  ~
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v nn r * : ~ " mm ,  — ue owea m

And all this is bound to make about the dullest reading
ordoIngs9S ° ^ £ r® m i f  1 pas8 U  al0ne as a *1962 «limpsa
♦

. *nd i8U,J this way things always happen. —nothing to say, and the machine held out..*..

Tuesday, January 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum!
C ^  ./*...... : . :

The weather report is different: - fair and cool, with 
frosts promises for Wednesday and Thursday,

The oool mass of air began seeping in about 3 o*clock, 
but I had finished about all the outdoor work I had in mind, 
so didn't object to the appearance of pilgrims.

Dr. Joel Fletcher of Southwestern State College at 
Lafayette, La. , brought his wife to see the magnolia 
extravaganza. Both were enchanted with the festival, but 
^rs. Fletcher was doubly enchanted because it was her 
first ^elrose go-round and she loved it. They invited 
me tOa come down for a week end whenever convenient but 
if possible next month when at the ^resieden t House there will 
be guests whom they felt sure I would enjoy? including 
Harding Carter and John Davis Lodge, grandson of old Henry Cabot 
Lodge and some kin b£ folk of Henry Adams, naturally 
I demurred and so they asked if they might bring Mr. Carter 
and siad Lodge for a, pilgrimage here, and I allowed as 
how they could. As X understand it, Hodge is a 
citizen of Connecticut and represents that State in the 
same Congress that one ofthis kinsmen serves in the Senate 
from Massachusette. For all I know there may be Lodges 
living in every one of the 48 States, but somehow I had 
always thought of them as being a Massachusettes product, 
whichr.pTobably was due in part to that old jingle;
"Here's to Massachusetts, the land of the saored cod,
"Where Cabots speak only with Lodges, and Lodges speak onlyl 
with God."

t . ..... . .. y . * , . j
I dropped in for a quick cup of coffee at 9 this morning 

and found Celeste still griving over the death of' her cat. 
Fortunately, she plans to accompany J. H. to ^ew Orleans 
this week end for some kind of a cotton council meeting 
and the prospct of that frolic will perhaps tend to eradicate 
the depression caused by the death in he family. An 
untutored resident of the plantation asked me what I 
thought would he her reaction when Madam Regard passes on.
I^thought it a good question.
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Ikgot around to read a couple of more pages from 
the Leahy memoires last night, I was interested in 
the account of the journey to ^alta, and the more so 

because James Byrnes was also a member of the party and 
had spoken of it at some length, as I recall, in his 
book on his Governmental experiences, If memory 
serves ke correctly, Mr. Byrnes stressed the fact that 
Mr, Roosevelt was ailing during the ocen voyage*, and 
thatkone grave flaw in the pre-Yalta preparations was 
the fact that nothing had been done by way of briefing 
the various members of the party t equaint them with 
what subjects were likely to come up and what the 
position would be ..that the U, S, Government-.would 
take in regard to such matters. The Leahy account, on 
the contrary, speaks of the daily conferences of the 
top leaders all during the trip, an© suggests the 
President was in no different physical condition than 
had characterised his state of health during the proceeding 
season. It would be interesting to compare and contrast 
these two accounts of the same trip more carefully.

Another point that Leahy makes is intersting: - 
he says hec felt during this time that it was already 
Japan’s "goose was cooked", and that it was just a 
question of time before she would automatically fold up.
He says the Army, on the other hand, felt the war in 
the Orient might probably be la*fc long and that 
aa invasion of Japan', which wuld be costly in men and 
material, would be a necessity, — and this in contrast to 
the Leahy concept that «̂ apan, like an.over-ripened fruit, 
would automatically drop by its own weight,

' X was a little drowsie, but I gathered that
the Army idea prevailed and it was for that reason that 
one of the primary objects of the ^alta conference was to 
persuade Staline to declare war on Japan, I suppose 
it will be a long time before historians decide- affirmatively 
or negatively as to the success, so far as America was concerned 
in the Yalta conference,,.but however it may finally be 
decided,kit will be necessary, I suppose, to weight

* the opposing concepts of the Leahy versus Army idea of 
the proximity of the collapse of the enemy,

I didn t get around to do any mail today, - incoming, 
and therd s#emed to be nothing of any moment. Perhaps 
I shall have better luck on the morrow and thus be able to 
share a bit of correspondence with you.,.,.

Memorandum:
Clear and cool and gobs of ozone to make out of 

door doings exhilarating.
The mail was inordinately thin today, and just to 

make it thinner, I cut out a paragraph carrying Mrs. Doty’s 
address which I ̂ needed, — Mrs. Doty being an old friend of *the 
Madam to whom 1 wi«shed to send a little greeting,* But I am 
sending along the balance of the letter, although the news 
in the opening paragraph will reach you no doubt later than 
the manuscript to which it refers. In any event, I am glad 
to know it is on its way, Frankly I cannot help wondering 
if having run across a reference td herself in the manuscrip, 
the sender didn_t feel impelled to glance through a few more 
pages which may^account for the gap in time between the earlier 
mention of it to you, and its final delivary

On Sunday when Blythe was here, she said she hoped to 
get up sometime during the week to see the magnolias again, 
but wouldnfit come on Wednesday, And so, of course, she came today.
She- brought ^rs. Clark with her, whoever Mrs. Uiark may be, but 

withal a nice person who was here with the Garden Club a couple 
of years ago. Blythe brought me some Taylor s port and 
a pint of 4 Roses. I use the former but save the latter exclusively 
for Dr. Rand!s use, as his diet prevents him from using wine.

And I have been thinking about that lately, and I am puzzled 
by it. So far as I know, the alcohol in the wine, like the 
alcohol in whiskey, is converted into sugar almost immediately 
on being swallowed^ I guess this is the first time I ever 

knew of anyone who was forbiddne wine but permitted whiskey.
°I wonder if there is anything to such an arrangement, or is it 
merely because Dr. Rand prefers the latter. I know he isn’t 
allowed Goca-^ola, but K don t know if he may have a go at 
7 Up or whatever the other soft drinks may be named. X could 
easily pub mysel on a & Up diet, for I never have used it 
enough to develope any taste dor ,it, and should much prefer 
water to spoil a drink*
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Of the scores of things I contemplate every day that 
have come to me through the infinite generosity and thoughtfulness 
of little Miss Lee, not the least on Monday was a copy of 
the speech delivered to the historical Society, |or I had 
in mind knocking off a note to la Storm hut didn t feel up 
to hobbling about much on the keyboard. And so a brief note 
sufficed, since I had the copy of the speech I could enclose 
and something tells me la Storm is just the type who would 
take time out to read it May I again saytn Blessing Un you 
for the billions of things you do to make every aspect of 
life run so much more smoothly for me.

And now, in view of your intimate knowledge of little Miss 
Lee, her tastes, and her domestic arrangements, both animate 
and inanimate,^ 1 want your advfcse on a point! It stems from 
the fact that* her birthday is some weeks off and I am about 

to undertake negotiations for an object which I know she would 
like but which might be too cumbersome for her domestic 
lay-out. Whatever her decision is, I shall understand perfectly, 
and although I shall consumate the negotiations successfully 
I hope, and regardless, I can either hold the thing here for 
eventual use at Arenbourg or send it along if it will not make 
too much of a clatter. ? |

It is an ancient copper tray, elegantly severe, with just 
an inch or so of rise for the rim. It is about^S feet, a 
little less, possibly ijj diameter, and, if not employed as 
a trayip might lend itself handsomely to a wall decoration.
I t'hought ray mention of it in advance might afford an opportu ity 
for ^iss Lee to casually drop a word within the next 6 or 7 weeks 
about interest in copper or the possibility oi obtaining a 
piece of copper reasonably or some such, as a’ bit of paving the 
way in advance.

I used to hear Mme. *ub in-.risque fuss about this particular 
piece which supposedly came down in the Metoyer family from 
"early times" through Grandpere's brother, Francois Gassion metoyer.

Mine. Aubin.was forever complaining it should not have been 
given Francois Gassion to start with but to Augustin or Suzanne.
Be that as it may, my grapevine has just reported to me that 
it is about to go on the market, I assume it to have been 
of African origin and quite possibly belonged to marie Theresa, 
since it seems quite natural she might have had a pseoial 
inclination for such material ^nduced by memories of childhood.
Please be quite frank in letting me know if the present set up 
would be easily managed, t or if it might be better to skip 
it this birthday and hold for later consideration. I'm getting 
it regardless, I think. You might refer to it as the Francois 
Gassion item, and please be quite frank alfcit,....,.

, li
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Thursday, January 24th, 1952.

Memornadum:
And so a couple of gentle breezes*'came seeping up from „ 

the Gulf and the threatened freeze faded out of the picture 
before it had even appeared. Accordingly today was one of 
thoe blue and gold affairs, - and withal excellent fox 
the color camera enthusiasts.

Picture my surprise along about 5 oJclock this afternoon 
when, in crossing the cattle gap in front of Celeste*s on the way 
to the store to have a long legged wood's sprite jump out from 
somewhere, making strange, high-pitched noices, and throwing 

long, lanky arms around my next. It was none other than 
little Miss Dormon, — Caroline in person, with "ole Virginia" 
parked in their car, -<the one given them by la Storm, hidden 
behind the bamboo of the side gate.

The Dormons are<certainly sights, with Caroline looking 
like a lady ghost, what with the skin drawn pretty tight over 
her atenuated bones, and "ole Virginia", I thought, looking 
better than I had ever seen her before. Caroline's voice gets 
a pitch that approaches the height of a Georgia pine, but 
her sister who always had something of a whiskey none of depth 
to hers, along with a vague rasp of some sort* seems to have 
developed a modulation of great charm,*no doubt due to the 
throat operation she underwent last Spring, or when ever.

The Chinese magnolias, I suppose, were what brought 
the Bormons, if, indeed, they ever have any particular reason for 
doing anything, and Caroline flew about from tree to tree, taking 
pictures and generally babbling at full tilt like a 
brook just released from a long Winter's casing of ice.

I remarked that the last time they were here, January 
was the month, too, but the year was 1950, and they brought 
"a Mrs. Storm" with them. Caroline didn‘t say anything about 
providing me with the lady's address, but rattle along at a 
great rate, telling me about how “‘rs. Storm is doing, what she is 
up to, and so on and so forth. l~, naturally, paid polite attention 
but never indicated any contact with the lady.

I asked her about how the s
taxks 6°
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She told me about the giant white azelia the Starts moved 
to Orange from ?he ^ottagc. She said it was out into 4 sections, 
plaoed on flat cars, and sent by rail* And that all 
sounded wonderful to me, since I have no idea how anyone 
would go about cutting a bush with a 60 foot spread into 
4 parts and then succeed in mating it grow, as was the 
case to hand, and of all places, on the top of the hill 
on the artificial island the Starts build in their late.

There was a heap more chatter, but don^t thint of 
anything of interest. She invited me to come to spend the 
day at Briarwood within the next month when the dogwood and 
some of the late blooming daffodills will be in flower. We 
shall see about that spending-the day business, but i have 
difficulty envisioning it froip this spot on the calendar.

As the Dormons drove away, the officials of the Bed Gross 
based on Atlanta, and heading for * know not where, stopped 
at the front gate, under the guidance of some Parish Red 
Gross official. Two of the men were doctors and the thid some 
civilized person out of the same State that produces people 
like the Talmadges. They were delighted with what they had 
to see, and one of them asî ed he might recommend Melrose to 
a friend living on a Carolina plantation somewhere near 
Cypress Gardens, i-which, I believe, i£ the general neighborhood 
of The Bluff plantation, although 1 am not su^e of the latter's 
precise situation I believe he said the man s name is 
ÎJFnn and is possessed of poor vision, a wife^of vast charm 
and a brief Metropolitan career before his lamps began flickering.
I declare Melrose gets more and ore like the terrace of
the Calfe de la Bai^, and if you sit in either place long enough,
everyone on earth will eventually pass by.

Tonight, I regret to report, I am to be counted among 
the great unwashed.r Those infernel engineers began fiddling 
w^th the well and the entire water system along about 
midday, and they were still staggering around in the dark 
at 8 o'clock tonight. Why they had to cut off the system 
before I got around to wprk on my long beard oi; Jump through 
a quick shower, A wouldn t know. Suffice it is to say 
inhere isn't a drop of water nearer than the bottom of one 
of the big cisterns much too far from Yuccaato proviee me 
with any dampness.

I -fchink the enclosures are of scant interest, but A pass 
them along regardless. Today's postwas'light, I am glad to say, 
for eventually, perhaps, A may get caught up, but heaven knows when..
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Friday, January 26th, 1962.

Memorandum;
The thermometer at 80 and gay breezes from the Gulf 

tossing pink and purple;magnolia^petals in every direction.

And, marvelous to relate, there is running water in 
my bathroom.

As for the mail, it wasn't so very extraordinary, although 
the Ramsey communication was unexpected. I gather 
she had quite a rough time of it during the holidays, and my 
heart goes out to everyone going through such a horror. But 
the letter still doesn t explain how it was December 7th and 
@th came and went without so much as a peep from the lady.
I think she is remarkably gifted and utterly undependable, 
and 1 like hex for her graces and lack of them, but I 
count not at all on doing anything with her, although I 
do not count out such a possibility, - although all such 
matters scarcely fall within the realm of probabilities, so 
far as A can judge future plans by past per: ormances

1  think it was fielenuwho once remarked that Carolyn acts on 
impulse, and I gather that a course once charted is likely to be 
forgotten at any time, once the lady mariner moves byond the 
inspiration of an immediate associate or is enticed in another 
direction by some new impulse. So .far as her own career is con
cerned, 1 reckon all this makes comparatively little difference 
to her, and i doubt if she has ever stopped to realize, — as 
it is her moral duty to do, how considerably it might effect 
others associated with her from whom she is want to fade out 
of the picture but co pletely on occasion Well, that isn't all, 
but that's enough at this sitting for that little minx.

t * ' ’ ’ .

In spite of all the tanks and paraphanalia, the elaborate 
water system seems to be inadequate to supply all the 
outlets to all the houses, store, garage and gardens with 
filtered water, and so a dual system is being contrived, 
in which the big house, Geleste s house and ^ueca will be 
on the purified, de-ironized net work, and the balance of 
tbe outlets will supply water directly from the well without 
going through all the intermediary excitement. Everything 
went swimmingly ^n the putting down of new pipes until they 
reached almost to my gate, whereupon the pipes ran out and
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more had to be ordered from Alexandria. And so tonight and 
this week, end, 1 am continuing on well water and shall have 
purified liquid along about Monday, but while that will be 
pleasant, 1 am sufficiently entranced to have any at all that 
I am not complaining.

I may or may not have mentioned a house burned down on the 
plaoe last Friday. It was but 4 or 5 years old. But 
before the foundations were cool, J. a. had another going up to 
take its plaoe, and the new one will be completeid in a little 
over a week., - perhaps byfMonday, after which the builders 
are scheduled to move in the direction of Yucca which is 
gre tly in want of having some more substantial foundations 
rigged up and some new sills put under it. I think this 
is going to be % much bigger job than anyone suspects, but 
so long as L get the thing started, it will be carried through 
alright, * believe. Most of the work will be done on the 
gallery giving on the white garden, and on the Bast and West ends o 
the house. After Sunday's serivices in the whapel, I am going 
to remove the stained glass, the statue, etc;, until the 
workmen have accomplished whatever they get around to do by 
way of teasing up and hammering down. I think I shall 
install the stainedrglass and the Blessed ^artin in my • 
bath room, which certainly out to lend a gay and colorful note 
to tha department, don t you think so.

rs

I shopped around in the ether waves last night,trying 
to find a broadcast of the Lewey idea on Foreign delations, 
but stopped short when I heard the Screen Guild players 
announced as about to present "The Postman Always Bings Twice" 
by one James M. Cane, which I had never heard and never read.

The thing seem well presented, but when a ythin is cut to 
a half hour or less, * suppose it is likely to give a correct 

or incorrect synopsis of the original opus. Nevertheless I 
had enough of it to better understand Mr. Cane's contempt for 
moonlight and* honeysuckle when speaking of the old South, for 
in the play in question, at least, it was one of those reality 
minds that was obviously at work one that deals with facts and 
realities, and rules out the mor3 subtle things as non-existent,- 
the thing which nevertheless spem quite real to me, such as the 
same moonlight and honeysuckles without which I couldn't imagine 
the South. .

Theusual number of pil rims^passed this way today, including 
Blythe and. a bevy of bags who had spent the day at bridge with 
her at the camp. Fortunately it was late when they arrived, and as 
I was tired with digging, had no incoination to tour. Bo hope 
you are getting a hint of Spring......

•im v
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Sunday,..January 27tji, 1952,

t . |

Memorandum:
Bow nice to find your fat envelope in Saturday post, 

containing the Storm correspondence. I neglected to say 
I didn t want it back, for you may always feel perfectly 
free 16 dispose of any communications as seems best, unless 
I make strange noises about this item or that for reference. But 
I appreciate your kindness in sending them along, and, if 
the post doesn!t gang up on me early this' coming week, I 
may glance over one of them a second time, although such 
an opportunity is seldom afforded.

It began raining heavily Saturday noon,and it has 
alternated with sprinkles And heavy showers evqr since*
Tonight it iskpouring cats and dogs and the night is 
darker than 3gypt, save for an occasional flash in the 
northern sky indicating, I suppose, a cold air mass is 
stalled up uklahoma way, probably, since the i n uminations 
have been going on intermittently for the past 24 hours. If the 
thing will just stay stalled, 1 shal be well satisfied.

Celeste took Madam Regard to South -bouisiana yesterday, 
returning alone last night, and taking off early this morning 
with . for two or three days in the Crescent Gity. Pat 
came in last night but left today after dinner, and as Ben 
is courting at the college, I seem to be pretty much alone 
qnd am liking it.

I had hoped to get a bit of reading done during the day, 
what wit all the dews and damps out of doors, but the latter 
in no way discouraged pilgrims, and I spent the hxfc better 
part of the afternoon sloshing around in the mud with them.
The last go-round was a first dark when some Kansas friends of 
J. blew in 7 strong, and after they had departed, 1 
closed that department for this week end,

I finished the Leahy book which I foun̂ L informative and 
interesting, although some of the data covering the Yalta 
and Botsdam conferences seemed a bit repetitous, since James 
Byrnes seemed to cover that phase of thin s pretty thoroughly 
in his "speaKing frankly". What 1 liked about the Leahy 
thing was his impressions of old Betain which seemed to be 
Sympathetic. I suppose Petain will long remain a controversial 
figure, and even yet I am not sure the opinion L have of him is
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very ju&t. * guess I think he was quite wrong in not 
moving the Government to Africa* and thus get down 
to business on the side of the democracies. But perhaps 
after all the experiences he had had French politics 
and saw at what a poor level democracy could function, he 
wasn't sure he wanted any more of t̂ iat kind of stuff, even 
thought, on the other hand, he didn t like the hitler business.
Lavalle seems to have been the devil in the piece, but everybody 
knows that. As 1 recall the Laval± girl married 
one of the de Ghambruns and I am wondering what happened to 
her after her papa got properly knocked in the head. Somebody 
onfce told me she seemed like a nice person ppor thing.
.. ... » x •* '

I have a few letters to write and along about 9 o'clock 
Ithave«a light supper to attack which will be shared with 

me,in part by Die Frau even as was yours on one occasion with 
Grandpa. It would be even nicer if Die *rau and Grandpa could 
have a set-to of their own, and little Miss Lee ight drop 
in to have a go with me at some fried chicken, potato salade, 
deviled eggs, tuna sandwiches, cherry pie and a tall glass of 
cold milk* I expect to undertake all this leisurely and 
absorb a bit of music along with the doings. *f I am still 
wide awake, L think shall read a couple of pages from 
Dr. ^arry Emerson ^osdick's ,,i?he ^an of -Nazareth or whatever 
his study of *^esus is called,«and shall probably brew me a 
fine cup of tea before calling it a day.

• v  ■ ■ ’ -*• i- ' ; t •

The 6 o'clock weather report indicates three and a half 
inches of rain have fallen within the last 24 hour shut patches 
of stars off to the North hold the promise of fair wea her on 
the. morrow, and what with the dry weather that has obtained 
for so long, the ground will proba ly absorb all the moisture 
almost immediately. The last week in January and the first in 
February seem to represent the cold hump of this area, and 

if we bridge the next ten days without any bitter blasts, we 
stand a good chance for a continuation of the Spring which has 
been everywhere in evidence thus far in the ^ew Year. Already 
the cannas are 8 or 10 inches highk andhorn-like projections, 
a delicae soft red, proclaim the butterfly lilies as already 
making up their minds.

And here I am at the bottom of the page and have forgottoen 
to ask you a favor in regard to the attached label. Sometime, 
if convenient, and it doesn't matter if it isn't accomplished before 
summer, I wonder if you could type the address-of Walter Frase 
for me, with my name as the sender. I have in mind sending him 
a Melrose plate witji a brief line, suggesting he might be interested 
in it, in view of the Chapters on Melrose appearing in his pub
lication, Friends of ^oe uilmore. Don't you think so......

Monday, January 28th, 1952.

Memorandumj ?
Fourty millions times would not suffice to say how 

entranced I am to have your grand greetings as of the 21st, 
and registered on the 22nd, w hc h apparently just missed 
delivery on Saturday last past.

Yesterday's rains gave way to clear skies today, and 
there w 1 be birthday celebrations at Arenbourg-before the 
week has played out.

Franklyf I have but half read your letter, the half 
being not a section, but rather a somewhat vague skimming 
over of the whole thing. The more accomplished secretary,
¥. 0., is in bed with a fever which means I must lean on 
junior Fu^abou who, stutteringly must spell out each word, and 
as he isn t sure of many of his letters, I proceed but slow ly 
in deciphering the individual words. Accordingly I find myself 
so intent on guessing the letters of which each word is made up 
that sometimes I almost forget what has gone before by way of ideas. 
But at least I have the major flow of thought and with Y. C. 
being in circulation again on the morrow or next day, I shall 
have an opportunity to run through the entire letter in a less 
piece-meal fashion^

It goes without saying that i am entranced at the evidence 
that y0u enjoyed a momentary break ^n the hurly-burly of life 
and the arrival of the Storm correspondence on Saturday gave me 
a great lift, — that which you returned to me, for while 1 
didn't explore its contents, it was enough to see your hand writing 
on the envelope which gave me a vast sense of gratitude in 
the realization that you were up and about.

With your blessings for Arenbourg; I am particularly anxious 
to undBtake further celebrations in that department but 
I shall probably have to brood on the matter from Yucca for 
a day or so, what wit all the doitfgs going on here at the moment. 
This morning I removed everything from the ga lery giving 
on the White Garden, --everything except the millstone and 
the St. Giggin Fountain placing all the countless pieces 
of furniture ofl the ôutft gallery. I also but completely 
dismantled the Ghapel, including the fluted column, pews, statue, 
cross, chairs, cnadlesticks, etc., in anticipation of 

workmen arriving on the morrow to start jacking up the house.
Workmen were busy all day laying down new pipe and connecting 
Yucca with the new well flowing from beneath the gallery at Melrose.
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•In men whom men comdei^n as ill 
I see so much of goodness still, 
In men whom men pronounce divine 

I see so much of sin and blot, —
I hesitate to draw the line 
W here God has not."

I am delighted to discover that what I had started out with 
under the supposition t at it was a blank sheet was, in reality, 
not a blank sheet at all, but rather one that had already been used 

when yesterday I asked a passing pilgrim to dictate a couple 
of lines that sturek me as being rau*ch to my liking. After 
the lines had been quoted, the Kansas pilgrim checked on my 
handiwork, and, finding it wanting,, was Kind enough to pencil 
in whatever I had omitted. I am so glad to be able to pass 
these lines along to you for I'm under the impression you 
will find them as much to your liking as did '

ft I? ' - • 0 0  0  h . J- •' ' ' V. * : f V'; ■' " ' - • *•' * * ■’
t. _ ,

Although I- say so only after pausing to knock wood, I 
believeothe final «^pes have been put under ground and no more 
beds of lilies andpcanas will have to be picked up to make 
room for additional intruders fy a piece of good fortune, 
one of the pipes leading to Iftcca collapsed before the work 
had been completed, — that is one of the more ancient pipes 
leading into the house to whichathe new pipes had been connected, 
so that with an adequate froce and paraphanalia readily to hand, 
things could be put into ship-shape style^ ..once and for all.

It is pleasant to report, also, that I took occasion, what 
with an ample supply of workmen, to put the sun dial back on its 
fluted pedestal, I think i mention it gently^coTTapeed one day 
last fall Pilgrims passed*this way just.as the great 
steel bafeds were being set into position and so I left 
the final adjustments to the negroes who Were undertaking the 
jot)* w  £*ra, Gy^ Fugabou and Kurt, ..and much to my delight, 
when returning to have a final look at the completed job and 
both pilgrims and negroes had departed, I discovered that, with 
typical African touch, they had bolted ..the great disks down so 
that the central one does not face Yucca at precisely right angles, 
but rather turns a big to the Hast, giving it just the proper 
twist that makes it at once more completely disdainful of 
whatever hours the sun may care to recced, naturally I wouldn't 
have the thing set right for anything.

zt ■- fJ f  X fi O t.; ■ •' •• I ' :'J  J t ■ ''

You will be interested in the enclosure in so far as it 
relates to poor Weeks Hall. What in the world do you suppose happened

But I must bring this to an abrupt halt. May I again say thank 
you for all the happiness your letter has brought to me and A
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Tuesday, January £9th, 195a.

Mem or andumj

c A lovely day, cloudless and cool, tonight it .is equally
cloudless and the weathee man says the thermometer will 
drop to 32. I suppose it isrjust as well if it does, alt ogh 
it does seem unfoxtunste tht so many things will have to 
ben frosted back to the starting point.

But at the same' time, it must be admitted that 
everything is too far in advance of the season and unless 
the seasonal routine is re-established, we shalfe be coasting 
into summer before March 21st heralds the advent of Spring.

•

I spent the moning at Arenbourg and was astonished 
at the progress things have been making in departments I 
have lately ignored as * busied myself in other directions.
Here is how the thing twists into the incredible; - the 

t narcissus, which were held back from blooming in lovember
by last sumrae *s prolonged heat, are just now unfolding in full 
flower, — a full couple of months behind schedule, whereas, in 
sharp contrast, the butterfly lilies and urinooo banas which 
never make up their minds before early or mid March, are 
all making great displays of activity, and in some quarters 
where the lilies are a bit sheltered, they have already attained 
a height of 6 or 8 inches* With late January and early February 
almost invariably a time of frosts, if not snow, this out in front 
departure of vegetation is truly remarkable, and only hope 
they don't get themselves so far "out on a limb" that they 
crash completely when Jack Frost,f.tiring 0f. the northern 
tier, reporting 5 to 15 below zero this morning, decides to 
have a go at this flourishing neighborhood. The grass 
in ront of the big house is 6 inches high, and will require 
a lawn mower before the week end if there isn't some promise 
of a slowing up of things. So turns our unnsual winter of 1952.

I regret to report that my secretaries continue to languish 
indoors. Perhaps they will make it on the morrow. There 
wasn't so much mail today, but even so, I don't like to let it 
start piling up itkputs such a strain on my feeble brain in 
I end up by trying to absorb 20 letters at a sitting and 
remember half the points in eaoh that may call for later 
reference. Among the other pieces coming to hand is a letter
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o u -

from la Storm, and a larger envelope which seems to include 
a flock of newspaper clippings and photographs, and I believe 
some typed material relating, I suppose to iEhe Bluff plantation.
I hope the lady is in no rush for the return of this data, for 
I should like to explore it myself in part before- sending it 
on to you, 1^ you will not be burdened by such a conglomeration 
of things* I am not quite certain, but 1 have the impression 
that you may have more opportunity to read, as for example 

when en route to mid-town, so that such material 
may not put any strain on you, for well do I realize there 
may be moments that may be snatched for glancing through 
papers although the absence of a typewriter or the impending 
presence of others during such odd moments may make taking 
pen in hand almost impossible. And so, unless I hear to the 
contrary, 1 shall try to get someone to glance over some of 
the Storm clippings within the next few days, and, if I do not 
hear to the contrary regarding your wishes, I shall assume 
l may send them along to you before returning them to Moncks 
oorner. ^n the event you should have no time to glance over 
them, don t hesitate to *ust send them slap back, and I shall 
understand perfectly.

Jit looks like a letter may be to hand from the harnesses,—  
at least the cancellation is California and the envelope is 
addresed in long hand, and these items along with one or two 
other non—descript things are tucked away in the armoir along 
with your sketchily read letter of yesterday; awaiting a 
return t̂o health and labor on the part of a secretary*

• .. • • t ' . . . .  - • .

J. u. is a sight. »He telephoned from Alexandria this 
afternoon, having flown up from the Cotton Council meeting in 
New urleans to attend a *'arm Board meeting, after which he hopped 
bac£ on another plane to be present at another session in the 
Crescent city this evening, after which he and Celeste will 
drive back home,

t ,
The engineers descended on the place again today, but 

decided the well water was functioning alright and so tore up 
nothing, thank heavens. The carpenters, scheduled to start 
jacking up ucca, didn t finish their jobs elsewhere on the 
plantation, so continue to sit among an amazing assortment 
of plunder inside the house while the gallery and ^hapel 
remain great open spaces, fortunately the pilgrims business 
was scant today enabling me to get quite a few thin s done, 
and l m hoping I am enjoy an equal break on t*he morrow.

I am especially entranced at tomorrow's dawn and the 
opportunity i shall have to spend another morning at 
Arenbourg with further celebrations to be pondered over I 
want to read a little from the fosdiok opus tonight but*am so 
sleepy I f I shall not get far......

5282e/€ ,̂, 
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Wednesday^. January 30th, 1952.

Memorandum; t
How nice to find your -Saturday letter in today1s 

post. Not only was it a delicious chat but it held 
the promise, too, that for a little while at least, you 
were able to experienced "cleared decks", meaning, I suppose, 
that for a little while, at least, your-menage wasn't 
completely bogged down with sucrrying nomades from below 
the Gulf.

* ‘
And how nice of you to tell me of what came to hand in

the post from little Miss Denholme. And also my thanks for
giving me an account of the periods covered by what came to hand. 
Am X right in my understanding that a second shipment is to 
be expected from the same source, and if so, are you and I 
to understand that the lady may have sampled a little of 
the first batch and is perhaps skimming through the balance.
This would.be a surprise, for I think the lady, who never did 
comprehend what 1 could see in old ^atohez, might well be 
expected to find suoh data might dull going.

And how nice of you to offer to transcribe certain
portions for me, but let me run on to say that 1 pray
you not to do so, for frankly and honestly I haven t a soul 
to explore such ancient histoiy with me, and while there is 
always hopes that the general intellectual attributes of 
the secretariat may improve eventually still the chanee of 
sucji a thing is remote, and if and wheA it does take a 
turn for the better, there will probably be such a stack of 
"must" stuff that I shall never be able to afford the luxury 
of peeping back as far as 1939 and 1940.

I keeping the Journal in those days, I was motivated by 
many impulses. The Nadine wire was a billion times better 
than nothing, but even at best it was intermittent, and 
as nobody at the time could foresee how a better connection 
might be established, and there was uncertainty if I should 
ever be able to pass the sheets along to the one person in 
the world X most wanted to have them, I probably made 
them more impresonal than they otherwise might have been, and 
although 1 never had one of them read back to me, I suppose
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I may have included lots of things over andover again, and 
perhaps put down a lot of non-essential details that in 
light of today*s reading must make exceedingly dull going.

I reckon another element adoing to the boring details 
in eluded in the Journal, — aside from my natural ability 
to make such subjects inordinately dy, - was the fact that 
I was ever mindful of Journals 1 had read, especially 
plantation diaries, which L loved so much that I was 
forever saying to myself: -*-"If O n w  the diarist had 
touched on this point, note this particular or elaborated 
on that episode....." And the net result of such disappointments 
led me to insert an endless flock of details which seemed to 
me might lend greater clarity to particulars which were 
set down more as a catalogue of places, people and peculiariarities 
than anythin else, since there was never any -thought of style 
of composition

I mu t confess that with the flight of a decade and all 
the changes wrought by the flight of time and the vast 
alteration of circumstances obtaining both in the Hatches 
country and in this Cane River region, I probably would find, 
were I to fce-read any of the data, that the phase of civilization 
which;I reported in those days has already faded, and in many 
instances, especially in the Hatches country, the more prosaic, 
run-of-the-mill conditions obtaining elsewhere across the country 
replaces what I saw in those years. I shoud rather have 
your opinion and impressions t an anyoneTs, and I shall welcome 
your frank statements as to whether you feel this material may 
be of value to people in years to come., If it does holding 
something 0T that nature in its endless verbiage, then.it 
will not have been wasted time entirely# And it doesn't 
report such circumstances very clearly,*it may serve to amuse 
some antiquarian, perhaps, in years to come, and, if so, it 
might well be passed along to some institution when we are 
finished with it. Otherwise it might as well be tossed into 
a basket of trash when you are finished running through it. I 
leave the decision entirely to you, for, as indicated above, 
it is your judgement alone that counts with me regading the 
whole thing.

. • t  ̂ .... %
■; , y  • ;• , ’ ; J w.-./" ; . j A.' ; * v-

The weather has warmed and dirt is flying* I telephoned 
Hr. Knipmeyer to fetch along his little black bag on the 
morrow, for I think a timely bit of,pennicillin will eradicte 
a momentarykidney business, or some such, for I seem to have 
a very slight cold,cbut what little there is seemed to settle 
in that department/

I*i| so glad you are enjoying la Baumont. Perhaps a
picture will be made of her career some day, and it stile seems to 
me it would be interesting. Tim -u ,• 1 m so happy to have your nice letter
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Thursday, January 31st, 1952.

Memorandum: *

Today has been distinctly on the hurly-burly side, and 
the ensuing memo will.be of no interest, so if you are 
pressed for time, just skip it and you.will have missed nothing.

1 got a shot this morning and 1 am accordingly feeling 
quite up to snuff, as the re-action always seems to be immediate.
*-nd I could stand normalcy again, for there was been much carryings
on. With one crew working in the bamboo to cleat out the
dead stalks, and another crew removing the brick pavement from
the gallery and doing all sorts of strange things with huge
pries and jacks, and the usual encumberance of passing
pilgrims, not to mention a pin point drizzle, and
you can readily imagine I was entranced when first drak finally put 
in its quieting appearance.

It seems there is a new wrinkle on the Shreveport- 
Gloutierville front, just come into view. H  seems Hr. Wenk 
is going in for a big of two office business, with Shreveport 
being given the advantage of his presence from Monday until Friday 
morning, and Cloutierville the balance of the week. This 
of course means that this bend of the river will doubtlessly be 
honored by visitations on Friday^, Saturdays and possibly a bit 
of Sundays, at least until the Cloutierville property is 
disposed of, which, let us hope, may not be too long in being 
accomplished.

I saw Celeste for a few moments this morning. She reports 
a delightful frolic in Hew urleans, attending the races and heaven 
knows what' all. She left right after lunch today, heading for 
Mansura where she will spend the night and tomorrow morning will 
pick up M adam Regard and return here.

I learned today that when J. H. got off the plane to stretch 
his legs, a bit at Baton Rouge the other day, on his return to 
Hew urleans from Alexandria, he discovered the General's wife 
getting off the same plane. They had both been in the'-same 
machine from Alexandria to Baton j*ouge but didn't chance to see 
each other. The lady had been spending a week with kin folks in 
Shreveport while the General was in Hew ork. I marvel 
at the way people do get around, but envy them not at alb.
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I got around to read a couple of pages from the Fosdiok 
fro ok. la'st night, —  "The ^an From Nazareth". It contains 
much data on the Palestine of the 1st century, together 
with no end of research concerning the various religious 
groups, social customs and so On and is altgoether informative.
As in the case of one or two other religious hooks 1 have read 
during the past year, it strikes me if a minister would 
read a chapter each week instead of floundering around in 
his pulpit, wrestling with a lot of hocum which means little 
or nothing to any of his parishoners, he would do well, and 
might even end up fry getting a more fulsome congregation.

And speaking of religious, I had to put a little in 
practice today, although God will scarcely forgive me for my 
avarice, for i acted with secret yearning for what I 
gave away. <iuite out of no where came a kitten, perhaps 
half grown who was sitting on my doorstep last evening. What 
at ttracted me to the animal was his affectionate personality 
and the fact that ^is fe gray and white coloring was almost 
identical to that of Die Frau,  ̂could easily use another cat 
and I think it would he nice to have such a perfectly matched pair 
*ut I had heard that the overseer's cat had died a couple 
of months back and he had been casting about for one and so I 
sent junior Die Frua along to him . and this morning at the store 
he told me how pleased he was with his new pet and that 
before going to bed last night he was doubly pleased when the 
new pet caught a rat ^ slap, and so hie Frau and I remain alone, 
but the overseer doe§n t and I am glad fo* pet and master they are 
hitting It off, apparently, to each other s satisfaction hut 
I still could use the second cat. * * "•

I find myself wondering about the -olitiesq. pots that 
seem to be cooking around the coun ry, --Dew hampshire this week 
and from then on until the convention, I suppose. Purely ^r. Taft 
thinks he has a chance to win the nomination or he wouldn t be 
beating the drum from Wisconsin to Florida. And althougfi 
it seems preposterous, I suppose there is a change he might receive 
the nod, for surely none of the professional politicians who 
run the Chicago Convention in June are really going to want the 
General as standard bearer, for were the General to be nominated 
and elected, the Republican politicians would find themselves 
having little or no control over the President, 
sensation the Republican politicians have never experienced 
I suppose, since the death of Lincoln, or possibly Johnson. I 
certainly didn t understand how Taft won such a thumping victory ' 
in Ohio in race for a Senator’s seat, and I can't believe he would 
win so impressively, were he to run for the ^residency in fact 
I would pray he might be trounced, but I suppose it is’possible he 
might get the nomination and win, - I hope not. Rut now I 
must fold, happy to have had your two letters this week

5286

Friday, February 1st, 1952.

Memorandum:

. According to the calendar, tomorrow is Ground hog Lay, but
so far as today and I am concerned, it must be hot dog, just 
after going through the grinder, so far as I am concerned. At 
least that is the way i feel, and for no other reason that the 
outlandish doings of the Wenks.

, begin with, it poured all day, much to my regret,
for the excavations made under Yucca yesterday, with a view of 

, setting blocks under the new sills, were soon filled with water 
running to the lower levels of the holes dug, and soon filling 
tnem t̂ > their full three foot depth Daturally the workmen 
couldn t do anything, and will be lucky if they can even take a 
crack at things by Monday. *°ut sometime during t e week the 
job w 11 be undertaken, much'to my regret, for it wll be 
accomplished long before the earth beneath the new foundations 
will have properly dried and solidified.

Three times today x got soak, but toroughly —  
digging ditches at Arenbourg, digging ditches at’Yucca and 
finally getting a drenching when I discovered cows had 
invaded MQiroSQ ana WQre dewing up the camellias. Then 
I thought 1 would have a hot bath, but pilgrims, — colored 
pilgrims arrived, ..-school teachers who pass Melrose every week day 
and of course they would have to select uch a time when everything 
was under water to have a go-round, Efcturally had they ean 
white folks, would have merely said "Do Go",’but if I said 
so to colored, they probably never would come back, mistaking my 
invitation for a more favorable tour as a polite way of saying Do.

And then it was supper time, and as the four hundred thousand 
units of yesterday's shot \oi a touch of cold, or perhaps just 
plain exhaustion induced Ae to eat nothing but bread and milk 
which i like very much, although Eugene dined on fried chicken.
And we ate alone, since Ben went this morning to Fort 1,11 orth for 

, some cattle show, and J. was in Monroe. I learned from
Eugene the ladies across the fence had returned this morning andl 
thought of passing by to say.-^owdy, but I was too exhausted
?n^Linst0ad' simP1y came fr°roe> jumped into a hot tub and before 6;30 was streched out on my downy couch.
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A half hour later and someone tapped it my door, it was 
Lloyd, the eldest Wenk offspring, as I opened the door, he 
said? Supper is ready”, but when he x saw me in my bathrobe, 
he asrLed if t would rather have his Mother bring supper over here.
I would not. And so 1 got dressed and went over to the big house 
finding the lady pretty high. She offered me a drink: and I 
was glad to accept. I ate some supper. She asked if we 
might sit in the library. We might, — and did, and the children 
were diddling back and forth, as was their dappled daxhund.
Sister asked me if she could borrow my belt. 1 gave it to her.
She got up and beat her daughter. lichen one of the boys passing 
in back of the sofa said the dog was siefc. Servants were screamed 
for and there was much ado. **he was telling me about denouncing 
her mother-in-law. Then one of the c ildren came running in 
to say tne dog was flattened on the gallery and was dying. The
doctor had gone to bed, but was summoned. The dining room table

sd for^an examination table. The dog had convulsions, and 
I held it while the docotr administered sedatives. I opined 
t e dog had bitten into a rat, jelled by 1080 poison, and explained 
castor oil was the antidote. There was no castor oil in
any of the houses, and nobody,had a key to the store. Sister
went to celeste’s to inquire about some, and ended up by denouncing 
her because her name had appeared in the Simes.Trieayune a couple 
of years ago as s Mistress of "‘elrose • She denounced her, apparantl 
on a heap of scores. She returned to the big house but nobody

~2 t0ere<a,3S0^ in? 9astor from local neighboring stores, the BBXg dog cont nued his convulsions, and Sister said what 
he needed was soda and water. The doctor demurred, saying the 
jaws were locked and pouring water into his moutfc through his 
clinched teeth would suffocate him, and so *ister tookxxxxx charge 
and pour oceans of soada water in and About his mouth and head.
The dog eohvulsed violently and died..

, k®*1 there really was a commotion and Sister explained
n?groQS at9^t that Celeste is a bastard and a son of 

that Sh™ wo?ldn t spend the night on the same plantation where she was. Eventuality I got her quieted down a little, 
and after a fewtsecret conferences between her and ^attie, the 
cook, who doesn t like ^eleste, I got -ister up stairs, went 
ô celeste s and got the doctor who had gone there, 1 suppose,

aP^Togize Tor his wife c behavoir, and here T j
still did right in not letting ^ister come here, and naturally 
with people like that, had T.intimated 1 wasn't up to par 
there would have been so much additional excitement, 1 wouldn't 
"SJn011" yet! ButTnow 1 am, and have given you a glimpse of - 

» and now 1 shall read a page from Lr. Fosdick, and 
then fold up my beard, and is that bed going to feel good....
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Sunday, February 3rd, 1952.

<
Memorandum:

There is' so much to be thankful for, if one would 
but cast about for one’s blessings. In the first place, 
the weather has been cool and clear, not too cool, not 
too clear, and cloudy enough yesterday so the old Ground 
Hog didn't see his shadow.

And although we had the ^enks on our hands Saturday 
afternoon until dark, they, too, added a blessing by going 
home, and it will not be before Friday, X hope, that we have 
another go-round.

And it would appear, too, that the Cioutierville venture 
will not be long lived, either, and when it passes out, there 
will be no excuse for us to be honored by their presence every 
7 days. I learned only this evening that the lady doctor is 
planning to set up a drug store in Cioutierville, — the first 
it has ever hand, and to hold a clinic down there twice a 
week, and that another Natchitoches doctor is planning to 
hold clinics there the day the lady doctor remains in town.
That ought to just about take the cream off the medical gouging 

on Fridays and Saturdays, and so, once the clinic has been 
opened/ there ought to be no financial excuse for thh Shreveport 
department to descend on the Cane ■‘■HV0r country like a locust.

My skiffles seem to be lingering on and a slight 
headache suggests I would do well to fold up my beard 
early tonight, which 1 think I shall do.

I had expected to do just that right after returning 
from dinner across the fence today, but just as I got 
ready to flatten out my old secretary, Murel, appeared 
on the scene, unheralded and unexpected, ne looks fine and 
plans to be her for two or three days before going to California 
to head out for New Brunswick, I. J. whence he will depart 
for Germany. In short, —  and he is quite short, - he is 
getting a glimpse of the world, and as he acquired himself 
a bride in California, he has something to look forward to by 
way of establishing a home on his return to civilian life.

After he had departed, I took a hot toddy and heavy it 
was with whiskey, and started to collapse when the Mayor of 
Natchitoches knocked on my door. We seldom see each.other
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but w0 are good friends, nevertheless, and I was glad 
to meet the two couples he brought with him. One 
of the couples hailed from Shreveport, the other,—  
and Judge and Mrs. Wilson, came from boston. Mass.
I gave them a fair "tour, reversing the usual progress,
since they had arrived at my doorstep. We accordingly
ended up in the library of the big house, where I thought
I would show them, among other things, the -Lafayette
masonic apron, - asking them ^f anyone present might
be a Mason. They laughed, as did I, when it turned out
that «̂ udge Wilson is supreme mogul of all Masonic confabs
in i^orth America, - or some such, — and the other gentleman
was something in the same organization in the South. Naturally
they were entranced at what they had to see, and the Judge
immediately asked me ff i thought there would ever be a
chance of placing the apron along side George Washington's
Masonic emblems in the Scottish Eights ^uilding in Washington,
oh on the lay to Alexandria, Va,, or wh^re ever the building
is. 1 remember the monumen quite well, but hadn't thought
about it in years. I told him 1 thought that should be
its eventual resting place and concurred with him that
such an historic relic somehow loomed larger than just
a mere piece of privat property. He said he was going
to write me about it on his return to Boston, I
shall handle the letter as circumstances develope, for i
don t want to let m  it be a wedge by which the whole
library might slip.

Just after the Mayor ahd his party had left, Mr. kerry 
tapped at my door, as I was heading out for a,bite of supper 
across the fence. Ho is the father fo Bessie s two children,-- 
urellia's sister, if you recall. His wife died a couple of 
months ago and he asked me what i thought about him marrying 
Bessie. 1 told him i thought he should. Be said he had 
made up his mind and had come t<p ask if he could get 
Bessie baptised at St. Augustin s before her mfcariage, if 
I would stand as her godfather.^ I told hi n I would be 
proud to do so.? And so he went off happy and ^ went on 
my.way with a headache.

•&ut enough of my ailments* and besides, tomorrow's dawn 
will see the workman jacking up the house, I suppose,-and 
I had better get some shut-eye, so 1 may be a-stir before 
they get to going.

The grass looks so green and pretty and the plants so 
heavy with buds that it is a inspiration just to walk 
in the open air. Bope you had an opportunity to do so toaay
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Monday, February 4th, 1952.

Memorandums
Now that Spring is supposed to be in the offing, the 

thermometer is dropping, and tonight's low is predicted at 
35, which clearing skies during the night and sunshine and cold 
for the morrow. As frost gets in its work at about 42, I be
stirred myself to drape a few of the more delicate things at 
Yucca and Arenbourg, for even though 35 wouldn't "cook" anything, 
still a covering willLprevent the more delicate £ edges from 

getting curled up into an unpleasant brown coloring.
From the undated enclosure, probably posted on Friday, —  

the cancellation wa blurred, I notice the "second" shipment 
has been transferred. From that 1 take it the bulk of 
the business has been effected, although I am not certain if 
the "second" meant the final or'not. Anyway, I hope you aren't 
bogged down-by all the trash, and if ever it becomes cumbersome, 
and a repository is required, y0u will always, of course, feel 

free to house the same down this way somewhere if you care to do so
The colored supervisor of the house jacker-uppers did 

not appear today, as he is down with the influenza. I reckon 
lots of people are’, and i suppose I was lucky in taking the 
shot on Thursday which, without realizing the virus was 
in the offing, T may have knoced it in the head when I was 
intending that the stuff should be concentrated on another 
section. Anyway, ray headache has vastly improved and while 
I have a bit of husxiness in the throat, 1 am otherwise alright.
^y good fortune, «*. n. ^ent me a nice warm shirt as a gift today, - 
and while I usually don t go in for heavy shirts, this one 
is timely, what with the thermometer sagging, and 1 shall 
make the most of it on the morrow.

After the hurly-burly of uncontrolled emotionalism and 
crack-brained doings of Sister on Friday and Saturday, I shouldn't 
have supposed I could have re-acted^ sympathetically to any 
form of emotionalism on the following Monday, but 1 did this 
morning, although it was in quite a different category.

It happened this morning about 7 when I responded to a 
tap on my door. There stood a stalwart Sthopian youth, perhaps 
about 25, crying softly, an occasional brush of a big paw, 
to eradicate the tears. I couldn't imagine what was
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"worrying" him but concluded that whatever it was a glass of 
wine and a chair by: the fire might make his speech a little 
more comprehensive^ It turned out that he had been delegated by 
the congregation of bt. Mary's on the Bayou at yesterda,yTs 
meeting to act as a bearer of a "pronouncement", as he styled 
it, addressed to me. I had sent-the Church a plate and it seems 
the congregation wanted to say thanks in some formal manner, and 
so said "pronouncement" had been composed, — and I'll bet 
it was something, — and the youth entrusted with delivery this 
morning. But on the way, — he had ridden up on horseback, 
the "pronouncement" somehow had jogged out of his pocket.
It was not yet dawn when he had arrived at ^elrose and after daylight 
he had re-traced his steps, which had taken him across the bayou 
and kittle River, but he hadn't been able to find it, and so 
he had come to confess his fault. I felt sorry for the poor 
thing naturally and I thought up a lie slap off and asked 
him if he would flelp me in carrying it out, for, as I ex
plained, I would write a letter to the congregation, thanking 
them for their "pronouncement" and assuring them that their 
message was vastly appreciated. The tears stopped flowing and 
a big smile broke over his worried countenance. He thought 
that was wonderful, — and so I^fell to on the old Underwood 
and knocked off quite a grandiloquent manifesto which I thought 
the som what pretentious preacher would relish unreeling before 
his flock on next Sunday, and so sent of this "messenerger 
of the Godly", happy as a clam, with renewed promises that he 
would search diligently for the lost "pronouncement" and bring it 
slap back to me if he found it. I saw nothing more of him 
today, so 1 assume he had no luck.

Tuesday, February 5th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to have your up-town— down-town letter and 
may I thank you with all my heart for every line.

The nicest thin^ aftout kindred souls is that they 
can share each other s perspectives, whether sunlit or 
shadowed, and I thank you unendingly for your generosity in 
this respect.

it does seem like premonition, doesn't it, that I 
should have brought up the matter of the Francois Gassion 
item. And thanks to your account of how the merry-go-round 
turns, it is but natural that I should fully appreciate all 
the circumstances. As regards the Francois Gassion item, 
it takes considerable negotiating but I have a feeling 
that I shall eventually be successful. If so, - or even if not 
I shall advise you, and in the event of success, I shall 
sit on the item.until such a time as you may wish me to 
make disposition of it. I must say it sounds a little like 
a husband giving his non-smo^ n§ a box of cigars for
Christmas, since, if successful in the undertaking already 
inaugurated, I shall end up by securing a gift from 
which I shall get all the enjoyment, — at least for a little 
while. But, were the situation reversed, I guess I would 
like the item even better, through association, were it 
eventually to arriv to or through that route.

Blythe brought some people this afternoon, - the Graftons 
from Oyster Bay, -̂ ong island. She also brought me a bottle of 
Taylor's port and a flock of chicken salade sandwiches for 
a midnight supper, and I shall make the most of them Grandpa 
would love what I am going to hand out to Die Frau at out the 
same time, for Grandpa loved wild duck, and Sister brought me 
a roasted one from Shreveport, wh ch I immdiately set aside for 
iie Frau, for I don't care for good wild duck, and although 
this one was presented as being extra special, I feel sure 
Die Frau will relish it more than I.

It was supper time by the time the Rand contingent had 
departed and Y. c. was waiting to run through the mail, which 
I did at break neck speed, i hage but a vague notion as to 
what Daisey in the bell had to say, but save for her reference 
to Weeks, 1 think there wasn't qnything in particular, but 
I send it along regardless. It has been nice having this 
little chat, and dow I must knock off a few letters 0f no 
i P°rt, and then have a page of the Fosdick itm a counle 
of sandwiches, and thence to bed.....

I think it perfectly wonderful that you have been able to 
keep an even keel under the circumstances that must have been 
and still are continuing to swirl about you. han(i»
would seem like a wonderful opportunity for a little 
returning visiting on kin folks down yonder, but that isn t 
to be considered, of course. For all the g draw-backs, 
there may be one glimmer of silver lining in the fact that 
so much plunder about ought to supply a perfect alibi 
for discouragingreverse visitors fro down yonder all 
from the flock of educational instiatuitons they represent 
closer to home.

^nd how sweet of you to mention the matter of the 
birthdays. How sweet of you and how exactly like you.
These little celebrations have really represented more than you 
can ever imagine, - or rather and more precisely, you are 

the only one in the world who can possibly relaize how 
much they have meant. It goes without saying, of course, 
that it is my most sincere wish that yo^ decline
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attendance on the birthday parties whenever that 
seems wise, and the "children" will go right on growing 
in the mean time, and whenever we get ready to push further 
delights in that department, itcan beas readily resumed one year as the next,

I laughed at your comparison of yourself with the old hen 
sitting on too many eggs, and X need scarcely repeat if the 
nest ever gets over-crowded, you will roll just as many 
as you please in this direction for safe keeping.

.  ̂was vastly depressed tonight when X discovered that 
during the absence of the head carpenter, a flock, of no
account field tyans had been turned loose on Xucca, and 
what they didn t do and left undone was monumental, ending 
up the day by filling in all the excavations and carefully 
replacing the brick pavement which long before dawn on the 
morrow i shall tear up before any of them ar a-stir, The 
head carpenter is sick with influenza and will probably be 
out of cireumaton for at least a week. I am hoping I can 
hold everything in the unskilled labor department until 
he returns, if not I shall find myself just about where 

I was before i inaugurated this business, — and the Blessed 
Martin will continue to grace my bath for at least another fortnight.

You will enjoy the Devereux letter, for Miss Myra always 
seems to have something interesting to tell Curiously 
enough she touches on iron coffins about which I have done 
considerable research, and more remarkable, she mentions 
one at ^osedale without ever dreaming that Rosedale is 
the new name of the former Shadey Grove plantation of 
on saac Hrwin, - and that the iron coffin is none other
. E?2S particular to "iss Myra so she can bounceit ifl the diction of the ^errills, and they will probably 
be slap happy to add some details to their puzzling coffins.

I wonder if you had the good fortune to hear the i-unts on
normal ?iiht ?0ing the B?rry thin&> "The ula ^ady shows Her ^edals . I was glad I stumble onto it before "curtain
time and so could enjoy it throughout. I recall the movie 
ersion in which Gary Cooper played the solider‘s part and 

liked tie show ever so much. If memory serves.-* 1 reckon 
we may have spoken of it at the time it was released. I
splendid anCiQnt ehar vwomen in Piece all of whom were

And may 1 thank you for sending along so promrtly the 
t°£ +h*vh 1 ha? asl£ea‘ A billion other things to • 1 bout but th®y Must wait. Again.my thanks for your own good sself

5 2 9 4

Wednesday, February 6th, 1952.

Memorandums

Curious, in this day of instantaneous news transmission, 
how many hours sometimes elapse between the airing of the 
event and the moment I stumble over it. X think I 
have mentioned how in Natchez on December 7th, 1941,
1 blissfully moved through more than half a day without 
hearing anything about the doings at Pearl Harbor.
. TodayHngland1s king had been dead for ever so long 
before someone remarked about Britain’s new Queen, and 
I qras astonished. '

I missed the Howell Thomas broadcast tonight but did 
catch up with Hdward R. Morrow but as he did not mention 
at what hour this morning *the news was released, I still 
don t know at what hour the announcement was released, but 
I alsume it may have been around 7 or 8 o ’clockuthis morning.

I heard a & a.m. boradcast of news but there was nothing 
of much moment in that one, and nothing out of Mondon.
At 5;30 I be-stirred myself and spent the succeeding 4 or 5 
hours tearing up the bricks on the back gallery, taking 
up the floor of the whapel, and digging like a beaver which 
accounts fnr my failure to keep up with current events.
I was frankly astonished to find those no account workers 
yesterday had buried the sills supporting the Chapel and 
along the gallery up to the windows' of my boudoir~under 
a foot of damp earth, and in the Chapel, had nailed down 
the flooring slap on top of the 'earth, and bricked over 
the section of the gallery where the sill ran. It doesn't 
take mucji imagination to guess about how long a wood sill, 
supporting' the vast weight of Yucca, might be expected to last,
lying buried in damp soil, X contacted C. H. at 

6:30, told him the results of yesterday's labor were 
unsatisfactory and that X hoped the proper supervisor would 
be making around soon He said it is difficult to anticipate 
when the man might get over his influenza and a desire for 
a vacatio^ I said I didn't mind waiting a week or a 
month or a*year, in fact I preferred a tore up Chapel and 
gallery to a semblance of perfection that was so artificial 
that the seeds of destruction were germinating every day in 
the buried sills. And sotonight the sills are exposed to 
the circulation of air and can stay that way indefinitely so 
far as I am concerned The combination of a firm foundation and 
a pleasant facade i s much to be desired, but if 0ne must 
do without both, I
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I am glad to accept the firm foundation in contrast to
the gloss of an unconvincing veneer, and in a way I am
hoping it may he a while before the work: is resumed, since 
every day of a disordered appearance means just that
much more opportunity for the dampened sills to dry out.

~ometime last night Dr. Eleanor paid a: professional call 
on ^aSam Begard who has spent a couple of days in bed. She 
has had a cold but is now up and around again The lady 
doctor left some cold medecine for me some kind of 
capsules, half red, half white, but what they are 
made of, I wouldn't know. I began taking them at 9 
this morning and feelever so much better tonight. The 
plantation negroes, if they have faith in a physician, are 
always saying: "Bq hage good medecine", — with much accent 
on the good part. I have always had faith in Dr. Eleanor's 
medecine, but I suspect the work-out I gave myself before 
dawn probably did as much as anything to get circulation 
goinjfohigbklyin sheer whimsey I struck a new note in 

boudoir dedors by suspending k branl from the ceiling just 
above my armchair behind this desk wi.ere 1 am want to 
park when 0perating the reading machine. It may turn out 
to be a temporary thing, • and I may leave it as a permanent 
feature. I reckon you are acquainted "With the word, "branl" 
which may or may not be the correct spelling of the thing which 
may or may not appear in English or American dictionaries. It 
is one of those contraptions about the shape of a big tortoise 
shellabout 3feet in length and 2 feet in width. I suppose 
it has been used for ages in lieu of a cradle, as a place 
of safe keeping for an infant. I remember that of henry lV 

I at the ^h?iteau of ^au which, in reality, was a big 
tortoise shell, hut the ante bellum Gane Biver ones 
were of lighter material, theframe being of light wood, —  
a single eliptical piece of wood about the thickness of 
an average sized bamboo cane. A piece of^lowells, semi
circular in shape, was fitted on to this frame, a hem like 
bit of sewing guaranteeing complete firmness, regardless of 
how heavy the baby might be. Qver the lowells or ^snaburg 
a semi-circular covering of the same material was draped, 
and the edges drawn neatly, together by tape, - cotton tape,
3 or 4 inches inside the frame, - and withal beneath the' 
side where the child is plaed. Four cords tied to the 
frame and all of them, - the cfcrds, - joined in a knot 

I 3 or 4 feet above the contraptio-Q may bo Suspended from 
the ceiling where ever conveninent. This of course has 
the advanta e of getting the infant out from underfoot and 
as the thing will swing endless at a single gentle touch, 
may sooth the child into s&eep or seasickness, I suppose.
These items are still used in remote negro cabins but 
many people, event! *
this latest wrinkle.0.u.i.slanaBs have ^ T9r seen* - hence
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Thursday, February jtth, 1)952.

i^emoaandum:
Boturally, the "pronouncement" would have been more 

extensive as a document, but the enclosed note, sent in substitution 
of the lost document, is wonderfully illustrative, — what 
with the big blot slap in the middle of the page. It 
almost seems to me I can hear the ^adam chuckling and muttering:

"I declare, those niggers are sights."
The weather is cloudless and warming, after another heavy 

frost last night, and summer is scheduled to be upon us again 
tomorrow.

I like the idea of lots"of sunshine, and am "holding 
the thought" it may the sooner eradicate my eold.

Dr, Knipmeyer remarked he had had a note from the Wenks 
regarding some matter or other, and they said they would drop 
in to see him on Friday. Tomorrow, I take it, is going 
to be a day, but it certainly will not be a duplicate of last 
Friday, what with no dappled daxhund to serve as counter irritant.

r x . . .

I was disappointed to learn this evening that the 
one head carpenter on whom I had counted as being capable 
of 'repairing Yucca had been called away somewhere or other and 
wasn't likely to return to this area. But I am glad there 
is circulation of air about the sills of the house, and if 
the back gallery remains a pile of brick and a heap of earth, 
and the Ghapel as void as a foresaken barn, I can afford 
to wait for an ultimate restoration. In the mean time, there 
is ample room in my bath for the Blessed ^artin while the candle
sticks and the stained glass can continue their "vacation" 
in the West room of Yucca.

Although I missed Lowell J'homas ton ght, I did catch up 
with Edward B. borrow, and wafe, of course, delighted to hear 
the exerpts from his radio speech of earlier today, concerning 
the late M n g  and the first bow made by the new Queen. I 
suppose a transcription of the entire speech may be tracked down 
on a rebroadcast somewhere or other later this evening, and 
that will be a pleasure to hear.

V
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A shimmering disk:, all shiney and magenta in coloring, 
and withal transparent, came as quite a surprise to me as 
I opened a carton containing a Talking Book, that quite an 
innovation. As you know, all records in the past, --like 
the usual commercial ones, have been opaque and "black. Somehow 
this sudden explosion of color was like an unexpected 
rocket illuminatinga midnight sky. Ifr the world ever 
gets too dark in it outlook, I can always grab one of these 
disks and flay merely glancing through it, instantly turned 
the apperance of things into a colorful spectacle, even though 
magenta is not my favorite shade.

The hook is "France, a *hort history by Albert Guerard, or 
some such name, a W. W. Norton, 1946 publication. I sampled 
a couple of pages. The material seems interesting, the recording 
exceptionally fine, seemingly quite free from any mechanical 
buzz, murmur or scrape or scratch, with only the voice of the reader 
being present in this lovely platter of plastic.

* . . • I

In today's mail came a letter, the reading of which reminded 
me of the brick layer, vainly searching for employment, in 
a market that was crying for brick layers. On applying for 
a Job, the contractor whose building projects were languishing 
for want of labor, welcomed him with open arms hut'told him he 
much submitt.his Union membership Job before going towork, or 
the other laborers, all Union men, would lay down their trowels. 
Accordingly the man, happy at his good fortune in finding work, 
rushed off to the Union heaqarters and asked for membership.
The Union elcomed all new members but explained no card could 
be issued to anyone unemployed. he explained the assured 
job awaiting nothing but the Union membership card, but 
the card couldn't be issued until'he was actually employed, —  
and although I never heard the end of the tale, but i assume the 
brick layer simply starved -to death.

I mentioned the other day, 1 think, that I contemplated doing 
something by way of a glass object suggestive of the African 
House. I inquired of Corning Glass who advised me they supplied 
glass to manufacturers only, and that said manufacturers created 
the desired finished products. And they kindly recommended a 
concern, - one of their customers, in Indianana. i communicated 
with the latter whereupon they responded they would be glad 
to put on the finishing touches to a y object I had in mind but 
the Corning Glass Company would have to do the manufacturing.

Thus, so far as that first sally goes in this particular line,
I find myself rtup a tree” as it were.

Well, so things turn. M
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Friday, February 8th, 195B.

Memorandum:
1 pause to knock wood, —  8 o'clock and not a Wenk in 

sight; I ’m wondering if it is possible,, they decided to 
camp in their fine mansion in Cloutierville and snub us, —
I hope.

And it is pleasant to report that I seem to have 
glimpsed the ’’corner" in the health department, for 
I get the impression-1 am about to perk up.

There was ample shnshine all over the place today,
T and the radio predicted high temperatures, but a cool 
breeze made a light jacket feel good. I busied , 
myself behind hedges most of the day, and so didn t 
mind the breeze. h

I was gird Mr. Morrow gave a recording tonight of 
the Manifesto, issued by the British Irivy Council, pro
claiming iSlzabeth Queen. I suppose the original 
broadcast, -.1 believe he said as much, took place on 
a balcony of St. ârnes' Palace this morningf _ Feb. 8th.
I was accordingly-impressed when the official's 
words which were quite distinct, gave the, date as 
Febuary 6th, .."this February 6th," I believe was the 
way it was stated. This must represent a bit of 
setting the clockaback business, which ^oth Britains 
and -American^ seem to like to indulge in now and 
then After all, if memory serves, it seems to me Congress 
has h way of stopping the clock at noon when a session, 
slated for termination at that point, exceeds the 
limit. That the king died on the 6th may be the 
reason for dating the ascention of the new sovereign 
on the same date, although on the 6th she was on 
another continent and wasn't sworn in until the 8th.
Surely none of this is of the slightest importance, but 
I, who am not much of a stickler on dates, was 
impressed by the discrepency.

I saw Celeste for a moment this morning. She seems to 
be in a happy frame of mind, the more so, perhaps, b cause 
one of her nephew's friends and ^oe Begard himself, 
were up from ^ew Iberia for the night and will remain 
until the morrow, — some school doings at the college, I believe
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I thought it just as well not to ask: about what plans 
the ladies have for the week: end. Celeste told me she was 
leaving in the morning to sepnd Saturday and Sunday in Mansura 
where a niece is getting married. Madam Regard, now up and 
about, told me yesterday she wasn t going if she didn t feel 
much better. I'm wondering where, if any, la Montespan comes in 
under the circumstances, and the more so because of the 
probability that the Wenks might be all over the place on 
the morrow. It would seem 1 am not the only one who is annoyed 
by such uncertainties

The, Gueard (?) ’’Short history of France” seems to 
be as excellent a book: of its type as I have run acrosss.
The author writes with profundity, clarity and wit, - all 
rare qualities and especially among historians. I am 
skimmed through but a few pages anda still twenty or 
thirty thousdand years before recorded History and so 
am willing to take the man’s word for anything*he has to 
say, since T don*t pass for knowing anything about pre
historic History. I hope I may get a break over the week
end so that I can get as far as Catherine de Medici, at 
least or I might even be satisfied if I could catch up 
with francoisl, for things might become at bit recognizeable 
by that late date It goes without saying, however, that 
I am frankly «:rpatient to crack ^pen tilQ 17th and 18th 
eenturies, and I feel awfully noble to have thus far resisted 
the temptation to kangarou through the earlier chapters.

The annual miracle of Spring becomes more and mo e 
evident in the ranks of the trees named in honor of Badin 
Soulange, for the magnolias that were first in.the flower 
parade are now replacing the ..pinks and purples with a 
tende^ green of new blown leaves, 2 or 3 inches in length.
I don t remember having seen sucji an opulence^of greenery 
so early in the year and I can only piously express the hope 
that these trees know perfectly well what they are up to, — al 
though 1 doubt if they do. But there is something altogether 
delightful in all this assortment of green shadings on 
every hand, but getting a very clear picture of all these 
pre-schedule appearances, and somehow or other these is 
something about it all that is as difficult to get clear in 
one’s mind as comprehending the finer points in a 
picture of,a white swan eating marshraellows in a snow storm.

'■'ver mis wee& end, i
°! and elt°W *00a may be youra and thatyou m„y be able to do lots of just plain nothing.....
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Sunday, February 10th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How much I wish you may have had a measure of the unexpected 

quiet that obtained in this area over the week end.
Although the ^hretfeport contingent descended on 

Gloutierville, they never did show up at this bend of 
the river, — and may that a custom, having once inaugurated 
itself, go right on functioning for ever.

I had expected the widow of the banker,,rierson, this 
afternoon, but although that lady couldn't make it, her 
son, who stepped into papa's shoes as President of the 
Natchitoches institution came her place, bearing with him 
an angel food cake from his mama and a mighty fine 
cake it is.

Before the Pierson faction had departed, an Arkansas 
* posse, ^announced, put in an appearance, and I put down 
my foot. Ben came over just after the Piersons had left, 
but our little chat was interrupted by thearrival of
_Dr. Fletcher of.Southwestern who brought several savants
with him.. We talked ’everything from national politics 
to the latest wrinkle in botany, and as two of the gentlemen 
in the Fletcher party we e experts in the horticultural field,
I was glad to be able to give them some cuttings from plants 
with which they were unadquainted.

And after they had finally departed, there were other 
people, - a flock of biddies from heaven knows where, but to 
them I said No, and finally as night was coming down, .
I got around to read a page'or two from the Guerard book.

Albert Gueard, so far as the 17th century goes, is definiteekt 
on the St. *imon level rather than the Voltaire. If memory 
serves me correctly, it was Voltaire who said that Louis XIV 
had aenough stuff about him to make 4 kings and an honest man, 
while St. Simon who never understood his own age, thcugh 
Quatrozemighty muddle headed# Guerard, for no apparantt reason, 
gives Quatorze the briefest#brush off, and like St. Simon,

, .finds the ^un King hopelessly bourgeois because he selected
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brains like those ol Golbert, to administer his Government*
Oddly e ough, Hapoleon 3rd gets much more space that Quatorae, and 
somehow tis seems doubly puzzling since the Second Empire 
gets quite a lot of space for civic improvements, whereas, I think, 
the i provements instituted by Quatorze tremendously surpased 
anything the third Napoleon had to offer. It must he the 
fashion to disdain the 17th century for I cannot belike that 
a person of Gueard's obvious erudition could be unmindful of 
the mighty twist -Suropean civilization took as a result of 
Quatorze having lived.

| *He doesn t do much about the 18th century either, although 
he does state^that the 1750's were perhaps one of the best 
decades people not only of France but the world ever knew, and that 
Mme. de Pompadour was one of the most intelligent women Qf  *ust 
that stage of the world's developement.. It isn t important, 
but it is interesting that Gueard remarks that tfie Arts flourished 
under Mme. de Pompardour who was assisted by the MarquiH de 
Marigny He doesn'tmention that ^arigny wasMmel de Pomnadour's 
brother* and, of course, owed his situation to her.

Stilly it is a good bookt and exceedingly happily phrased, and 
while 1 think the author has utterly ailed to appreciate 
the remarkable attributes of the 17th century, still he 
must be congratulated for his paragra hs on other centuries.

It is so warm tonight and the moon so wonderfully bright,
I couldn t resist the temptation to arrange a little musicals 
on the r-ins of the back gallery where, in spite of the heaps 
of bricks, earth and timbers, I rigged up a comfortable 
"lolling" chair and a fineassortment offavoriterecords from 
Tchaikovski to Caballero and back again, with o^iy St. Giggin,
^ie Frau and me to hold down our accustomed places.

Among our feathered friends there seems to be a step up 
in domestic activities. In the old pee$ne at the corner 
of the fence beyond the front gallery a ;pair of red headed 
wood peckers are drilling away mightily, and somehow finding 
time to talk while they work, — an accomplishment that never 
fails to elicit my admiration. I have alwqys felt that if 
old Bayer could only once sell a woodpecker on the idea of 
asperin, Bayer stocks ought to soar wonderfully, for surely 
at the end of a busy day of hammering with his beak, that particular 
bird is bound to have a ripping headache, don't you think so.
Locally, - and I'm always delighted to hear it, the native 
population invariably call those birds peckerwoods".....
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Monday, February 11th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your sweet letter of Wednesday in today's 

rpost. it was so kind of you to write such words of solace after 
all the excitement I reported in my ^emo of a week ago. I 
amcstill so entranced to have escaped all that doings this 
week. I reckon they must have set up temporary camping facilities 
in their Gloutierville mansion, and let's hope they continue 
camping there on week ends.
, I have been holding the thought all week end that you, too, 

may have had a break.. How regenerating it is to snatch off 
a breathing spell now and then and in view of your heavy round- 
the clock program, it is to be hoped you are doubly blessed 
with every advent of Saturday and Sunday.

The enclosure isn't mucji, but I send it along regardless, 
and T know you will smile, as did I, at the pattern used by 
the writer who must have used about the same stencil employed 
in communicating with xlobina.

I am impressed by your report concerning the hour at which 
the news of ^ing George's death reached you, since you hadn't 
as yet received my observations on my own ignorance for so many 
hours after the news was aired*. As I understand itf the period 
of official mourning will last 4 months, but I haven t chanced to 
hear if any tentative date has been set for the coronation.I 
suppose there, will be no attempt to engineer it this Spring, 
and yet Spring or Summer seems to be the best time for such 
pegentry, and waiting a year hence for such festivities seems 
a little long. But I should imagine, in view of dollar 
shortages, it might be well worth while to stage the services 
at such a time as would be convenient for people the world over 
to attend, and I reckon twice as many people from other lands 
would attend if the doings were planned almost any other time 
than Winter. - I am so glad that. Mr. Ghurchill happens to be 
in the saddle during this change of reigns, for he will 
undoubtedly give a note calculated to produce a maximum of 
effect, and somehow infuse an authenticity into the business 
that no other politician could hope to achieve. Tt must 
be admitted, no matter what else happens, that Elizabeth 
is fortunate in taking up her septor at a time when 
such a sympathetic Prime Minister is in power.
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I finished the Gueard hook, - "France, a Short History, 
and found it good. X am still puzzled hy the casual brush- 
off given the 17th century, but other sections are handles so 
welll can like them, and looks elsewhere for the missing 17th *

Because Guerard has a more perfect appreciation ^f 
real values than do many a writer of history, for that very 
reason, 1 suppose, I am surprised he didn't make more of so 
many superlative values as enunciated by Quatorze* For a man 
who, after 300 years, is generally cited as the ultimate 
of autocrats, —that such a man could have placed such store 
on good manners; that a man who, as he himself declared, wasted 
too much money onmilitary glory, that such a man brought 
"la vie delicieuse" to its highest level; that a man, 
swamped by endless-details of government and family could 
still find time to bring order out of chaos and to make the 
most out of the materials at*handj that these and a hundred 
other positive virtues should have been his, —such circumstances 
I thint are imperative to be enumerated in any sketch, no matter 
how brief, of a history of France.^ For as the author points 
out, there is no such thing as the French race, --it is 
simply a fusion of endless peoples from every old direction, 
and if the head of such a conglomeration of peoples during 
the longest reign in history could offer so many inspiring 
ways of formulating a pattern of life that would, if followed, 
lend emphasis to the best in every succeeding generation, then 
surely that man and some of his ideas should be worthy of re- 
iter eat ion.

On the plantation, like so many other places in the 
country, colds in various forms are the order of the day. Two 
of the most stalwart gentlemen, - one of strapping youth 
of 20 and the other a hu«ky man of 40, are flattened out by 
pneumonia. Everyone is coughing and nearly everyone com
plaining of his "miseries". There is a novel way the pneumonia 
sufferers are receiving medical attention, for at 2 or 3 
day intervals, the patients are bundled off to tow to consult 
a physician. This merely serves to remind me ,of how old 
fashioned I am, for in my day pneumonia victims were kept in 
bed and the doctors came to see them, but now-a-days, the 
patient goes to see the doctor, and although I haven't heard 
what treatment is given, I suppose one or the other of 
the miracle drugs is poured into the persons throat or blood 
stream, and the patient, I hope, recovers.

A heavy rain has been falling for the past half hour and 
I am about to make a little tour to see if all t̂ he ditches 
newly out to drain off water and keep it from going under 
Yucca is or are functioning properly. The water gates of *-ane 
Hiver have been closed and tonight's shower should do much 
to restore the former level, Hq much t be done and so much 
zest to do it....,• •

J

Memornadum: ^

I reckon it's Lincoln's Birthday in.most places 
m  the united States, but I saw nothing suggesting any 
such holiday in these parts, although in town I suppose 
the banks may have been closed.

■̂ st night s rain turned out quite a copious business, 
with about 3 and a half inchesfailing within a couple 
of hours* A little to the northwest, according to 
the 6 o clock weather report this morning, it rained 
5 and three quarter inches which must have helped out depleated 
cisterns in that area considerably.

Because I was curious to find out if the water was 
going to run into the excavations beneath Xucea, I 
decided would road a bit before calling it a day, and ended 
up by sticking to my book longer than I had intended. I 
am sampling a thing called "The Plymouth Adventure"..by 
Earnest Gebhert, or some sueh name. It's supposed-to 
be a serious fetudy, present in novel form, of the 
personalities and circumstances attending upon the establish
ment of Plymouth colony and begins with the sailing of 
the Mayflower from Southampton in early August of 1620 
It's a slow moving business, as it probably should be,#but 
the wealth of detail offers an interesting mosaic of 
the little undertaking that loomQ  ̂ 80 large in later years on 
the pages of the history books. I reckon  ̂may never finish 
the tale if something more engaging comes to hand but 
in the absence of anything better, this item serves very 
nicely. *

Fallowing last night's rain, today dqwn fair and warm, 
and new leaves began unfolding in every direction I am 
particularly thankful for the high thermometer, however, be
cause of the vast success I have been having with my anti-rodent 
campaign, -for apparently ore than one four legged beast has 
folded up its beard either under the house or in one 
or two instances somewhere within the walls, and 
were it not pbssible to have all doors,and windows wide open, 
the atmosphere would certainly be intolerable.

»
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A letter in today’s po t came from Judge Wilson of 
the Probate Court of Boston, Mass, The Judge referred to 
his visit here a week: ago and says he would like to 
have the Lafayette apron before June 1st when he steps down 
as Imperial Potentate or whatever position he holds in 
the Masonic order. Those Hew Englanders certainly are 
direct and work, with speed, I must drop him a note in 
a day or so, pointing out that we are inclined to move 
a bit more leisurely down this way. I can readily 
appreciate his desire to grab the apron forthwith but 
I must say his imagination appears faulty if he supposes we 
have been staggering around all these years just waiting 
for someone to come along to say they would take it.

Celeste reports a lovely wedding in South Louisiana 
and says slpe met some charming ^atchez people whose names 
she couldn’t recall although she did remember that they 
live somewhere in Haane's neighborhood. They said Mrs.
Moore seems to be happy in her current library situation.
I expect * 1 shall be hearing from her sometime between now 
and whristmas making acknowledgement of receipt of the 
Melrose plat®. By her failure to write, she again demonstrates 
how one lets opportunities slip by confining one's self 
to one letter a year, for with L0dding Carter scheduled to 
be a Melrose guest,before long, the opportunity will be 
perfect forrselling him the idea of his great opportunity 
to make the most of Madam Moore's articles for his Eatchez 
limes, if only ̂ adam Moore would let me know if she wants to 
contr bute some more things to the press, From various 
hints made in the past, she has given me the impression she 
would welcome the opportunity to print at least one article 
a week. But, on the other hand, it is quite possible she 
can handle her relations with Mr. Carter to her complete 
satisfaction without me barging in to sell said Carter 
the idea of making the most of the wonderful opportunity 
he has to make a wonderful contribution of Hatches publishing 
history by publishing the M0ore fruits of a lifetime of re
search.

Of the pleasanter sights at this bend of Jane Biver 
at the moment are the pear trees of Arenbourg, now in 
full blossom and forming a might pretty pagent of 
white against a background of unusually limpid green It's 
a bit early, -under usual circumstances, for this flowering 
in mid February, but if the frost doesn't nip the equally 
early fQrmation of the fruit, we ought to have quite 

a crop this year.....

<r|i,53G6

Wednes ay, February 13th, 1952.

Memorandum:

Full Spring and a full' day which is just another 
way of saying I shall have scant difficulty getting to 
sleep readily enough.

Mitchell, the axe, spent the morning with me at 
Arenbourg, cutting a few trees but concentrating mostly 
on trimming crepe myrtles, purning peeanes and so on. February 
is usually the ideal time for trimming crepe myrtles but 
it is almost too late to do so this year," what with Spring 
seemingly already upon us.

The afternoon at -.elrose was hurly-burly enough. Andy 
gave me a hand at moving a lot of trash around,c including 
the transfer of a heap of stuff from ^ucca to the upper floor 
of the African -nouse. One doesn t have to exert much energy 
these days before water starts trickling, and I tried 
to maintain a slow motion progress, but without much success.
I am glad to report we fished outp three large rats that had 
passed out under the West room, thanks to the liquid 
poison recently set out for precisely that purpose, and 
thanks to the burial that ensued, the local atmosphere improved 
exceedingly,

■^ittle King's twin broth, James, known as Big Six, 
dropped in to say '-dowdy. 1 hadn't seen him in several years, —  
he has been living in ^os Angeles, and I scarcely recognized 
him. His uncle, Cy passed this way before Six lett. *t 
was Cy over whom -^iitle Ling wept that time he belatedly 
remember, after Cy had departed from the pasture baseball game, 
that all the time he had been carrying a bbutcher knife 

about his person, --^ittle King, - and sobbed bitterly because 
he had forgotten to use it on Cy.

Sam ^eace came by, asking if he might have a spot of wine, 
for someone has told Sam that wine makes blood fast, and 

what with his wife having carved himso generously during the 
past few months, Sam gives every indication of needing something 
more like a transfusion than a glass of wine.

Y. C. came to ru through the mail, and as he left, Beau
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Mack, his papa, arrived to out ^  perruque. Tom ambled in 
probably because he heard giggling on the gallery, and Junior 
jiugabou passed this way to be taught a few more letters of 
the alphabet. An Bthopian messenger from the store announced 
that pilgrims were awaiting me at the front gate, and it turned 
out to be a charming couple from Mobile to whom I gave a 
very brief butpleaant tour.

All this time trees were being trimmed and several 
tuck, loads of branches were being hauled out, and as 
I noted all the "scuffling” 1 thought of something holen 
Baldwin once said; ' ;

"I have the strangest impression of ^elrose whenever 
I think of H°w £*• keeps the flowers going, for every time 
I glance in any direction in the gardens, I see evidence 
of the presence of no human being, and yet the next 
time 1 glance in the same direction, there is every evidence 
that a heap of things have been altered, rc yet for tie 
li e ci me , 1 can t f r.gui e cu t how and when it w has been 
done."

I know Just how aelen felt, for I had precisely the same 
sensation this afternoon, and yet there was a young mountain 
of trash that had been rounded up, so, in spite of all 

the hurly-burly, 1 guess it wasn’t all dwaddle, — and besides 
I feel pleasantly tired tonight.

The B Gebler. Plymouth_A4vnntur^ introduces an interesting 
note about the pre-founding chicanery that went on prior to 
the,sailing of the Mayflower:from Europe, a s  is well knon,
The Virginia Company, made up of London merchants and speculators 
had never succeeded in getting a colony established permanently ’ 
in America. Their grant included the land from the Carolinas 
or Florida, suppose, to the 41st, parallel, -.which they 
figured was at "Hudson’s Biver", which, actually, I believe 
is the 42nd parallel. Another company, having the grant to all 
lands above the "Hudson s Biver" had been equally unsuccessful 

in establishing a permanent colony, a manager of the Virginia 
Company organizing the Mayflower crowd for the Virginia Company 
bought depressed shares of the Northern ^ompany at give away prices 
and then bribed the ^aptain (Jones) of the Mayflower to *
dump his passengers not on Virginia lands but up Horth of 
"Hudson's Biver", so that if the colony succeeded the profits 
would a 1 go to the Northern Company of which the agent held 
ample shares, and as the venture cost the Northern Company 
nothing, the profits would be trememndous. It seems the profit 
motive was a recognized impulse in those days, too.....

( V,
yi

Thursday, February 14th, 1952.

Memorandum:
I hope the two enclosures travel side by side without 

getting into each other's hair*
I guess I should have preserved the envelope containing 

the hand written letter. It bore the name of Froncior 
Migion, and I must say the second name is different from 
the former Meinor. It’s all so fearful and wonderful.

I returned a letter, penned by some Hatchez bag to 
the Shreveport one, sending the answer out this afternoon 
so I might hope to stop the Sunday visitation by having the 
letter delivered on the morrow in Shreveport. In the Hatchez 
letter was no end of gossip about a dozen people of whom I 
never heard, although a couple of names were familiar, — Mrs.
Kelly of Melrose who has been wintering, — or should one 
say summering in Brazil and i.s returning just before the March 1st 
opening of Pilgrimage. The other reference was to Ferriday 
Byrnes, said to have been in bed, drunk, and under the doctor’s 
care for the past three weeks. That must have been a dull 
three weeks for the physician, It was further said that Boane 
looks like a wreck, and that 1 can well imagine, what with 
such goings on.

The post script of the other enclosure interests me in 
that it seems to indicate Bobina is on the Whitaker Chambers 
side of the Hiss business. I chanced to hear the last of 
the Chambers' business on unday night and found it 
dramatic. But I have always been inclined to think Alger Hiss 
is alright and so I cannot get much enthusiasm fired up for 
the Beverend Chambers who, to my way of thinking, is a 
dreadful bag on several counts. I put Senator McCarthy 
and Whitaker Chambers in the same category and if somebody 
would chunk their two heads together, I shouldn’t mind at 
all.

Whoever heard of sending anybody to jail ©a grounds 
that somebody expressed the opinion that some note or other 
had been written on a typewriter that had belonged to the 
man accused by that big pumpkin number. It all seemed 
so outlandish at the time and no matter what Mr. Chambers
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writes for The Post or intones over the National Broadcasting —J 
net work:, he is still a hag and I d n ’t need any of his 
pumpkins filled with funny notes on anybody’s typewriter 
to convince me.

The State .Department built up under F. D. B. was a good 
organization, 1 believe, and I think it high time the cheap 
politicians be restrained from throwing mud pits in every 
direction i hopes to enhance their own rabble rousing 
propensities, — and vote getting, I suppose, - by trying 
to discredit what ^as probably about as fine a department 
of foreign Affaires as could be found the world over.

I guess I aired my views on old Chambers sufficiently for 
this sitting. 1 believe Bobina has long read The Shreveport 
Times which occupies a bias somewhere between the Herald- 
Tribune and old McCormick’s Chicago Tribune, and as it 
has always been anti-Boosevelt, it probably has likewise been 
anti-everything having to do with the administration 
and it is possible Bobina inclines to sympathize witfr the policy 
of the paper, although I’m inclined to think she has been rather 
more influenced by its editorials and news slants, some 
of which have out-Pegler-ed Pegler, if, indeed, such a thing 
were possible;

Among today's<callers from the ranks of plantation people 
m  were two or three asking me to exert my persuasive powers on
\Scu*. the Welfare Department, Dt seems as though there is one such

appeal every week, and sometimes several. The more I contemplate 
the operaion of the Welfare organization, the more I marvel 
it runs as well as it does. One of today's visitors was M^ry 
Sauerwell, one time Melrose cook. She presently occupies the
little house at the spillway where the Dark: Duke lived,_the
latter now occupying Glemence's house. Mary has been drawing 
a Welfare check for some years, perhaps a little on her own 
account but the major portion on account of her minor daughter. 
She explained to me she was "worried” because she hadn’t 
been receiving her ceck for two ©r three months and thinks 
the Department has forgotten her. In such cases one usually 
hears but part of the evidence, as turned out to be the situation 
in the present go-round, P telephoned the Department to 
inquire if the Mary Sauerwell^checks had been returned3to 
the office uncashed. I learned that no checks had been sent 
out during the past 90 days, following knowledge from 
the ^ital statistics Bureau that the minor daughter ofMIary 
Sauetwell had married 18 months ago and the mother had not 
informed the office of her daughter's new status but had 
continued receiving and cashing the checks intended primarily 
for the support of her daughter. Perhaps the new husband 
needed a little extra spending money, too. Dow the question 
arises as to how M
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Friday, February 15th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Boane always writes such pleasant letters, it 

seems a great pity she doesn’t take pen in hand more 
frequently. You will enjoy the enclosure, even though 
it covers no salient news items.

As for the clipping, 1 don't know from what 
Louisiana paper it was clipped.- Madam Regard gave it 
to me this morning. I suppose the building referred to 
may be in Shreveport, although it seems to me the name 
by which the Fine Mrts Building is known there is slightly 
different from that appearing in the clipping.

Celeste mentioned the Holiday article about 
Louisiana. Perhaps one of the most surprising things 
about the article is one of the pictures, — that of 
Parlange, for I believe the descriptive material beneath 
the photograph refers to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Darlange as 
being in the picture. Oddly enough this is the only 
instance anyone I know has ever seen the likeness of Walter 
parlange. People living all their lives in Dqw Boads have 
never seen him and' none of my friends who drop by Parlange 
often have ever encountered him Well do P remember Paula 
telling me when I have dropped in to see,her that "you 
must have a chat with Walter......1 don t know where he can

be......I thought he was about but he must have gone out
soraewhere but perhaps he will be here the next time you pass 
this way.... w

Such is the standard phrase used on everyone, and it 
does seem almost unbelieveable after all these years that 
Mr. xarlange should have suddenly come into focus, —  
and in a publication that enjoys such wide circulation*.

I am hoping I may stumble across a good London broadcast 
of King George's funeral somewhere among the ether waves 
tonight, although the static is so constant thus far 
that nothing comes through very distinctly. I heard
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"London: - Ihe remains of the late King George of 
England were today laid to rest in the burial house at 
Windsor Castle**

Imagine, — burial house.

a short London description early this morning of the 
doings but it was too brief to be interesting. Tht 
prize specimen of over simplification in reference to 
St. George’s Chapel at Windsor came over the Columbia 
system early this evening when a news caster mentioned 
in a five minute world news round up that that

I did a bit of laughing in my beard today when, at long 
last, Celeste finally got her lamps rigged up in front 
of her house. She had the lamp at my side gate copied for 
lights in front of her house, ihe man who did the job 
of reproduction didn't know much about his business, and 
not only did he ruin'my lamp completely but he somehow 
succeeded in making the two he made for her look like 
saw .off peanuts or some such I moved another lantern 
from elsewhere in the gardens and place it on the gate 
post where the former had been, a s  for Celeste's, she 
had to wait a long time to get her properly placed. I 
think the cypress posts she used turned out a little large, 
tending tiox to make the "sawed off peanuts" look even 
smaller. fhen there was much fretting and fuming as 
to whether the posts should be creosoted or painted, and 
so both was done, - the lower part in the ground oreosoated, 
the balance above ground painted, i’hanfc heaven I had nothing 
to do with selecting the shade, for I viewed the first coat 
just at first dark, and found it repulsive, — sort of a Paris 
green? the like of which I have never seen the leaves of 
anything growing*in the garden, unless pehaps lettuce or 
poppies. How the "sawed off peanuts" look as thbugh they 
had just about reached the vanishing-point ufor no one 
will ever see the lamp but merely the post’on which each 
stands. Ihe 1 dy had absented herself in something of 
annoyed dispair, heading for a party in town, I suppose, at 
a little hi while before the posts were to be treated, and 
while I am genuinely sorry for her at the poor way the whole 
thing turned out, i can't help but smiling to myself at 
the way the whole thing flopped from start to finish, 
which somehow has something of that same unexpected 
element of Ida ^azurette not content with breaking one 
leg but breaking the other half an hour later.

»

Ihe weather is cool „-40 tonight, a high of 50 promised 
for tomorrow. Ihis will hold up Spring a little, i hope....
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Sunday, February 17th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Much star dust in the heavens tonight, following a day of 

cloudiest skies but a coolish breeze, but the sunshine took the 
edge off the clammy nature of yesterday’s low hanging mists, 
fortunately, we escaped a frost and the Arenbourg pear trees are 
really quite a glory.

But before proceeding further, I should perhaps explain 
that the absence.of lights makes the world seem a little more 
hazey than usual and the la ckuof ordinary balance in 
the typing is not due to any physical slump# for the flu seems 
on the way out, but merely because the Valley Electric at this 
bend of the river isn t functioning.

I broke bread with Celeste and Madam Regard along about 
7 o’clock, ever one else having put themselves in the big road.
A car drove into Celeste’s yard the driver announcing that 
the overseer's house was on fire. We immediately rang the 
plantation bell, hard by the store and in & twinkling doze ns 
of people of color sprang up from’out of the ground, it seemed.

I went down the road, — you may recall that Mi.
Earnest1s house was the first one down the road, after passing the 
gardens. I thought someone should look after Mr. Earnest, 
who usually inclines toward uncertain balance, especially on Sundays. 
As I approached, the house was already caving iri sending up huge 
sheets of flame Luckily there was little stir of air, save 
for a gentle breeze from the ^outh, carrying the sparks into the newly 
ploughed cotton fields. Ihe situation might hage present a 
distinct problem had yesterday’s East wind been blowing.

Some mulattoss 'had already -ut Mr. Earnest in their truck 
and Leter, who had led Mr, Earnest out of his house, had told 
me in the road that his face had been burned somewhat, and so 
I recommended they drive 4r. Earnest to town where 
his burns could be attended to at the hospital, after which, if 
not serious, he might stay with a daughter living in town.

I suppose the wires, burned away frpm the house, 
caused the short circuit for the entire system but 
what is such a slight inconvenience ^  face of the loss poor Mr 
sustains.

. Earnest
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There is, to quote the old adage, "no great 
loss without some small gain", and as I-cast about 
looting lor the latter in the present instance, I come 
to the conclusion that the destruction of one dwelling will 
eventuate in the call lor bigger and better carpenters 
to re-build, and perhaps in the calling a response will 
be made in such lorce as will give new impetus to the 
loundation wort, now at a standstill, on Yucca, In 
the mean time, the air is circulating merrily beneath 
the ancient structure,, and the drying process, lollowing 
the cloudburst ol a weet or two bact will tend to 
remedy.

In the entertainment lield, I lind this advantage 
in having the electricity temporarily cut. With 
election and the selection ol a new Governor on the docket 
lor Tuesday, the local radio stations are clogged with 
orators, extolling the virtues ol the _ two remaining 
candidates* in the lield, — Kannon and Spath, and 
while utter silence is a pretty high price to pay lor 
shutting oil the politicians, still the silence is golden, 
so lar as Louisiana stations go. Oddly enough, the 
two remaining contestants in the Governor's race seem to 
be rather above the average in State politic!s, and about 
•the only charge against Spath is the lact that he is 
backed by the Long machine. But at the moment it would 
appear that Kennon is lively to be the- lucky man, and 
if so, the Longs are headed lor eclipse, — but, one may be 
sure, lor only an odd interim, Joe henry used to 
know Kenno^, - perhaps they were class mates in college, or 
some stich, and Joe always admired the man, who doesn’t 
seem more tangled up with 0minouS Packers than all such 
candidates seem bound to be, At present it would 
appear that about a million and a hall dollars are required 
to put on a campaign adequate to give a man a chance to 
convince the voters. Accordingly ittis obvious that 
any body who aspires to the Governor's chair must either 
be prepared to spend a lor tune ol his own or sizeable 
hunks ol cash belonging to others, andl suppose the 
miracle is that all candidates aren’t more encumbered 
with pre-election day promises to contributors than 
appears on the surlace. Ituwould be interesting 
to see a table detailing the costs, - pre-election costs, 
ol various ollices, - how much jit cost to be Caesar,
Pope, Holy Homan Amperor, — and contrast the same with 
some contemporary thing, — say, the Senatorial investiture 
ol Robert Talt, But something tells me I have orated 
enough lor this sitting, and as I want to strike out early 
lor Arenbourg at dawn, I’ll lold lorthwith.....

I

ft
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Monday, February 18th,, 1952,

Memorandum:

The weather is line, the leaves unlolding and where 
ever 1 pass, the dirt is Hying, My cold is practically gone, and 
j#y energy reviving.

The enclosure Irom Beth ^ead, _or is it my imagination
reminds me ever so much ol Helen's style. This seems the more" 
surprising, - although is the explanation perhaps, since in 
appearance, there was something about her*that brought Helen 
to mind. I hope I never see the two gals together, lor that 
would probably shatter the illusion. But it is pleasant to 
knoew she is eventually planning to pass this way again and 
I shall drop her a line tonight, recommending the Kleis^rs 
in Grange, little Miss Alberta in Lew Orleans and a llock 
ol lolks in Latchez some ol whom she may or may not lind to 
her liking.

I laughed to mysell today when Y was reminded ol the 
cow who contributed the pail ol milk lor Gweet Charity's sake 
only to turn around and kick it on to the ground. - 

*
I be-stirred mysell early, thinking to look up some 

things I might share with Mr. Earnest, what with everything he 
possessed, save what he had on his back, having gone up in llames 
yesterday. At mail time 1 lound him at the store. It seems 

. he was treated for his burns at the hospital and sent on
his way, but he(prelerred not staying with his daughter in town, 
where he had dined Sunday noon, but instead returned to 
the Cane ^iver country, spending the night with the mulattoes—  
the Airklands living on this side ol the spillway _ just opposite 
the cabin ol the Lark Luke. I asked Mr. earnest io'stroll over 
to Yucda with me where we packed up a stack ol things and 
as all were new and some rather pretty, he seemed pleased and 
apparantly he foundthe little money I handed him ol use, too, but 
in typical Tobacco Road finesse, he explained

"I'm glad to have t is but you know our lamily isn't poor.
My son-in-law makes more money in a day than you do in a month and 
he will probably send me plenty." .

Bang went the pail, and I tried to keep a straight lace.

And somehow I thought I oould hear hyle‘s yoice echoing with 
he same words i have heard him use so often'
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"If it’s something about hill-billies you are going to 
tell me* well., don’t, for 1 don't want to hear anything on that 
soore at all."

The clipping enclosed in Dora's letter is probably old 
stuff for your bright eyes but the particulars are new to 
me, as I hadn't heard of the Diary bfore. I shall have 
to say Uo to Dora's offer to send me a copy of the Post, but 
it am delighted to know that such a Diary exists and that 
it is^eing brought out in print. If the book: reviews 
haven't already had a go at it, I suppose they will shortly, 
and it will be interesting to learn it is well received.

I take it, form past references to The Post, that Dora must 
keep abreast with that publication, but since he doesn’t 
mention the Whitaker Chambers article, I take, it he wasn’t so 
impressed by it as was Bobina.

- _ " ■ ••’.■■■. * • "

A was amused by.the biting satire, irony and sarcasm of 
Martin -^egronski the other morning when, in referring to the 
Chambers article, admonished his listeners that here, indeed, 
is a new patter for modern youthful readers who want to 
follow in the footsteps of their parents and grandparents along 
lines laid down by the Alger books. As Mr, Aegr0Ilŝ i put it, all 
one has to do to be an enormous success is merely to fashion 
one's life in the Chambers way become a Soviet spy while 
in the service of one’s American Government, sell as many 
documents as you can,-and then, after the going gets tough, 
just confess publicly yon have been a spy accuse everyone 
else you can think of as still being in s6viet pay and then 
after the Government of the ,U. S. has let you go s6ott-free, 
and jailed other? merely on your testimony, then you can get 
#75,000,00 for a n »rticle in The Post, and live happily 
ever after close to earth and nature on your Maryland farm. I 
was itching to pass that along to Aobina, b t thought sne might 
not appreciate the humor.

Minnesota dd Michigan pilgrims today, and a pretty dull 
lot they were, although 1 must say that they demonstrate good 
judgement in being in Louisiana and not at home while the 
blizzards sweep across their native heath.

I continue The Plymouth Adventure but Mr. Gerbler, 
the author, seems to have become bogged down with love and sand 
on Cape Cod as many another individual between 1520 and 1952 
has floundered likewise, I continue the narrative, however, 
in hopes 0f learning a few more facts about the Adventure, 
outside the realms of love and sand, but I do so merely because 
I don’t chance to have any better <fare at the moment.

X think so often of little Miss Dee these days nad 
hold the thought 0TJ half a dozen fronts m  her- immediate
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Tuesday, February 19th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your letter of Wednesday, the 13th, in 
today's post. 1 reckon it may have dwaddled a little ± along 
the way, but a mail pouch only last week, intended for Melrose, 
went to Grand Bayou, where ever that may be, and perhaps 
the Wedne aay item had an extra little ride along the way.

r

And how gay is the signature, and I could see the 
Valentine insignia so plainly, and I love it. How happy 
the whole thing from beginning to end made me.

And may 1 thank you for having been so thoughtful as 
to send along the poem and a transcription of the lines I 
sent along to you. I did not have a copy of the latter, but 
am glad to have the card carrying them, aud I shall like 
them twice as much as before, knowing that,you like them, too.

As for the other poem, on the pink slip, I have tucked it 
in the armoir until the morrow. My afternoon was quite hurly- 
burly, but 1 had a quiet sitting with Y. 0. when it was time 
to read your letter. Just as we had finished the letter, and 
before,getting to the poems, Don Worsley appeared, and so it 
struck me I should entfoy runnin through the calance of 
the enclosures more when having a moment of freedom and the 
assurance that no one was waiting for me.

C {

And may X thank you for telling me la belle Beaumont’s 
first name, which X did not know, and which X am delighted to 
become acquainted with at this late date. I must find out 
about her final date and resting place. I think X have 
never made a notation on that pointf although you may run 
across some particulars about her in some of the Journal, al
though 1 am not certain that the section containing such data 
is included in the batch you have* It may have been along 
about 1942 that I did some research in the Woodville neighborhood 
under my own steam, and it seems to me X made quite endless 
notations along about that time, although 1 may not have separated 
them from the section of the Journal, lost in the high water of 194. 
I am sure, however, that I have mentioned to you before that Joe 
^ellog of The -films, in Natchez, is Madam Beaumont’s son or rather 
grandson*- although X doubt if the kellogs ever heard of Madam 
Beaumont, — just another case of Marie Theresa, and the
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descendants not having the sense to recognize the greatest 
som <n their entire family tree. I think 1 mentioned, too, 
that * visited la Baumont's home in Woodville, from which one 
mnV see the Court House clock _ the old jail where she was 
incarcerated and her uphostery shop in which her personality 
was a d minant factor, fallowing her second marriage to the 
youthful upholsterer, - a youth of German extraction, if memory 
serves. It was wonderful t discover an ancient negro who had 
worked for Madam Beaumont and could lead me to many of the 
places associated with various episodes in her woodville 
career and when he wanted to lead me to see her house, 
naturally didn t.tell him I had already been there, as it 
gave him so much pleasure to re-live cwith an interested listener 
the good old days when he was a member of the household ot the 
lady he admired so much.

A part of today's hurly-burly was due to the election 
which brought lots of colored people from the Little ^iver 
and Red River sections to cast their ballots. In all truth, 
it must be admitted that most of these voters can neither read 

nor write, although some of them have learned to scrawl their 
names, even though they have no notion Qf what the actual letters 
are that they form,by copying. As for the identity of any of 
the candidates, the names mean absolutely nothing to them, if 
they chanced to know the names printed on the ballots, but, 
of course, post of them can*t, recognize a single letter, so 

a long word like Bpath or Renno-n wouldn t ± spell out anything 
for them. The.point of the whole business is that they, for 
the most part, ask someone to help them, and they express 
the desire to vote the way Mr, j. n. wants to vote, and that is 
that, ^nd thus we have the spectacle of the planters of the 
river bottoms at long last having an opportunity to balance off 
the h i n  billy vote of three quarters of a century, for during 
all that time, the white hill billies have been voting, but 
knowing no more about reading or the identity of the candidates 
than the negroes, .-but by this current phase p-p democractic 
processes, the thing is at least coming a little better into 
balanoe.

Lon didn't have much to say about the lady doctor ex
cept that she is working ever so hard, I believe he is going to 
college on the G. I. bill b t I know not what he is studying, 
and I didn't ask, as I wafc trying to push.

Ho one has seen Mr., Rarnest's cat since the fire, but 
I reckon a cat would probably escape from a conflgration. How 
if he should honor Hie *‘rau and me, I think i sjiall invite him to 
remain. It was so good having your letter, and let us join 
in holding the t ought to keep all flags flying**• ••

»
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Wednesday, February 20th, 1952.

Memor andum:

A delicious shower of an inch and a half or so at 
midnight, followed by an all blue and gold day, the whole 
of which I have spent at Arenbourg. I am tired tonight, 
with the type of fatigue that comes<not with having a 
million people buzzing around but the variety resulting 
from diligent physical labor-that somehow makes rest the 
sweeter, I suppose, because the brain has been be-fuddled by 
nothing but the casual contemplation of~ the doings of the 
plai.t world and just enough bodily activity to prevent one 
from thinking about or caring about everything else that 
swirls around in the complicate.universe in which we dwell.

I did some radio listening last night and although 
a thunder storm, '’hoovering" abo t somewhere in the neighborhood 
made reception rather poor,'it was clear enough for me to catch 
up with Fibber and Moli„ and just a touche of Louisiana Gubernator
ial rStuhnil have an opportunity this week end to hear Joe 
Henrys delight that his old friend, Judge Konnon was the 
successful candidate, for I learned today that the Joe henrys 
are coming over from Gonr<oe, Texas this week end, and that 
the S. G. Henrys are coming up from Baton Rouge. I like Joe 
and Juanita and S. G, so much that I look forward with genuine 
pleasure to their advent. Then, too, since the Shreveport 
Department can't stand either of these branches of the family,
He shall not have a visitation from that quarter, and 
that is something pleasant to look forward to, too.

* * • c ' •

Another mildly surprisingJait of news came to me today 
when at 9 thing morning, I dropped by the store to telephone 
the to pass along the news about what
Mrs.“Brandon had to say in her last letter, — about being 
acquainted with his aunt, now living in Atlanta. The Reverend*s 
telephone chanced to be busy, and so I sat for a moment at 
the desk in the office, doddling and fiddling with the dial, 
while giving the Revenerend an opportunity to break off his 
busy wire. Two or three people of color sat in the sun just out
side the window, which was open. They couldn't see me, but 
I could hear them quite distinctly, and I prieked up my ears at this;
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"there sure was a heap of excitement Sunday night 
when Mr. Earnest* s house "burned down. Mr. Erancois came out 
of Miss Celeste *s house and ran to ring the plantation 
bell, and right away afterward Miss Celeste followed him, and 

he fainted slap away in the road and she had to pick him up and 
drag him back, to her house.w

How that was the purest bit of story telling, made up 
out of whole cloth, that * ever chanced to hear in so far as I 
myself figured in the fabrication. Eaturally there wasn't a 
word of truth in it, and the guy who was spinning the yarn must 
have just felt like entertaining his listeners. Shortly afterward 
I tried the Coughlin number again and contacted the Reverend, and 
when I said ^ello, my voice, cariying not only to Hate itoches 
by wire, but through the open window just in front of me, impelled 
the story teller to fly as though shot out of a gun, and I
figgled so heartily to myself, the Reverend must have thought was gargling.

As I was leaving the office, I encountered the master 
carpenter who originally started tearing Yucca to pieces with 
a view to putting it back together again, but stopped at 
the start. He said he was recovered from his hhfluenza and
hoped to resume operations on Yucca on Monday, _a bit of
news that naturally enchanted me.

^rom news reports from Europe, I take it things are 
going by sixes and sevens in that quarter, and I doubt if 
a European *rmy is ever going to be formulated before 
there is, through compulsion, a United States of Europe along 
political lines, during a political year, every party makes 
such extravagant claims, one mustrdiscount all reports not only 
from the major political parties, but the factions therein as 
well, and so I suppose" the current claims that Senator Taft 
just about has the nomination sewed up may be taken with a grain 
of salt. It occurs to me, however, that it would be an odd, —  
probably' an impossible twist, — if the G. 0. P. should in fact 
nominate Taft and the democrats, by some remarkable bit of 
hand*springing, should nominate Eisenhower. I suppose, if 
such an unheard of thing were to happen, it would eventuate 
in a collapse of both parties, since the goose of the Republicans 
would be cooked and Eisenhower, when elected, might tend to 
ignore0party lines completely', so that both groups, after four years 
Of such a Presidency, would be but completely at sea.

And now I shall splash through a shower, collapse 
under the branl for half an hour and wind up the Plymouth Adventure 
and thenfie to sleep. It was so nice at *renbourg, where I 
had Andy helping me all day, -but it was Miss -̂ ee who seemed 
to be the only spirit with whom I constantly communed....,,

IM IS 'S ' ' ' ' ~  ̂ ■ v ' I
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Thursday, Peburary 21st, 1952,

.
Memorandum:

Another Spring day with ample doings all about, not 
to mention the usual Thursday morning visitation from 
the Knipmeyers and pilgrims from Rochester, R. Y., in the 

afternoon. But I managed to get in quite a few licks, 
boh at Yucca and ^renbourg, and I think 1 shall do no mail 
tonight, but rather let the reading Machine make a few go- 

rounds, since it didn't labor much last night and hasn't 
made a peep all day.

I am trying a new wrinkle in the crepe myrtle department, 
but shall have to wait a few years to see if it turns out 
successfully# There is nothing novel about, it (interruption) 
but 1 have ne er seen it tried, and so -1- shall have fun to see 
if any results are forth-coming. I planted a circle of 
crepe myrtles, - ranging from 2 feet cto 4 feet in height. The 
shortest ones are placed nearest the point from which the 
5 or 6 foot circle will be most frequently seen., the 
larger ones gradually ^creasing in height until slap opposite 
and at the back of the circle, - that is opposite the smaller 
ones at the front. As you know, crepe myrtles should be 
trimmed back every, year, or perhaps every other year, and 
as this circle grows in heigi-t, I sha 1 continue keeping 
thepresent shorter ones below those at the far sice of the 
circle, so, if the thing works out as i envision it, 
there thhould be a wreath of flowers, seemingly set at 
about a 45 degree angle all during the 3 months of flowering 
each summer, with the whole circle being elevated a little 
more with each passing season, and with the expansion 
of the main stem of the tree increasing annuallyf the whole 
thing ought to be quite a flying disk by the time three or 
four years have leapsed.

And if all the above sound just as clear as mud or 
definitely on the carck-post side, just dismiss it as unimport
ant, which, in reality it is, but 1 do like to share these 
little experiments with you regardless.
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Reverting to the Rochester pilgrims, both guests and host 
underlined respective points when one of the guests said:

"There are Rochesters in 13 different States, hut 
our hew Pork State one is the largest of all.”
t And the host countered with: "There are 13 Melorses in 
the United States, but our Melrose, Louisiana is the 

smallest*"
Don't you think so.

A gentle rain has just started and 1 am enchanted, since 
it comes at just the right moment, following much transplanting 
of lilies and things today, The forecast is for cloudy and 
warm weather on Saturday, which ought to give the newly set out 
things an opportunity to get such a hold in their new situa
tions that they will scarcely know they have been moved.

On Saturda,, we are scheduled to have some ladies from 
Marksville, La., who are coming, I believe, to dine with 
Oeleste. I'm not sure if these are members of the garden club 
or not, for the latter has been threatening for some time to 
honor us. It just occurs to me that Oeleste's birthday must 
fall on Monday, Heb# 23th which, I suppose means a Monday 
party, and what with the Conroe and baton Rouge ^enrys thrown in 
for good measure over the week end, we ought to develops 
an "all hands to the pump" business on the chicken salade 
and sandwich front I have already ditched the couple of hints 
thpt there will be after dark festivities across the fence and 
again, as so often in the past, I count as among my major 
blessings the custom I established long ago to close my 
door on the social side as soon as the first veil of evening 
flutters down. t

Ji’rom a Houth Louisiana pilgrim I learned today that Blythe's 
sister, i11ie Wynn White, is in the hospital with a banged up 
ankle, — just that and no details. Perhaps this accounts 

for the absence of the Rands from this area recently. I 
learn from another source that Governor-elect Kennon will 
appoint James Maclemore Highway Commissioner and that 
the Highway Commissioner will be named heir apparent to L
succeed Governor ^ennon four years hence sincein Louisiana 
a Governor may not succeed himself. Thus are plotted the 
schemes of mince and men, and how wonderful it must be to be 
bitten by a political bug....

Friday, February 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum:
Last night's drizzle kept right on drizzling all day, and 

although it prevented me from doing much outside work, I 
didrjlo a bit of whacking at the ^.renbourg hedges. I like to 
get them trimmed in February, for the new growth seems to 
bush out so much fuller as the season advances.

it goes without saying that tilings transplanted yesterday, 
thanks to the drizzle and continued cloudiness and mild 

temperature, gives the impression that the things had always 
been growing right where they yesterday suddenly found them
selves.

The enclosure will receive an affirmative response, but 
in so doing, I must formulate some policy for similar 
requests which will undoubtedly be coming to hand with 
ever increasing frequency as we jog along toward March, April 
and May,when the peak will be reached.At the moment, — and 
I haven t taken time out to give the matter much thought, I am 
inclined to think I shall say Ho to similar requests from 
the Ratchitoches area on the grounds that many of the 
visitors somehow or other make a round during the year with 
friends, and secondly because the value of the tour is 
diluted by too large numbers coming at the same time and 
that as the end of the educational season approaches, the tour 
tends to be more of an excuse for an outing than anything 
else. Personally, I'm all in favor of such outings, but 
there are so many delightful rural spots in the environs 
of Natchitoches, — the Grand Rcore biuffs, the national forests, 
and so on, and, if bent on a frolic, the pilgrims could have 
a lot more fun on a sylvan frolic than being herded about 
ye olde plantation Selfishly, too, I suspedt I am influenced 
by the fact that I'begrudge the time and energy spent on 
people who, if given a choice, would select something purely 
rural without any suggestion 0f civilization mixed up in the 
thingI8ve about made up my mind that perhaps 4 or 5 out of 50 
are likely to get something out of a tour, made cumbersome by 
such a large group and anybody can impart more to 4 or 5 in 
a group of that number than to 4 or 5 in a group of ten times 
that size. Well, we shall eventually see.
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At supper I learned t at Dr. Wenk telephoned this afternoon 
o Inquire something about the week: end from J. H# f hut 

as J. was in Alexandria, no plans were made, and the 
other party to the conversation, — perhapse Eugene or ben, said 
nothing about the impending arrival of tne other branches of 
the family It out to be a bang up business if the »»enks 
blow in alfing about Sunday when their pet hates are assembled in 
force. It’s so pleasant looking forward to bunda afternoon when 
no matter what transpires, everyone will have gone his 
respective way.

I am still dw add ling about in the PJihouth Adventure, but 
will perhaps fold it up tonight. One thing I learned in the 
last page,I read had to do with an interpreter, by some 
miracle, an Indian appeared one day when the colonists were
busy trying to get some houses rigged up for habitation _
I believe it was in February, following their November arrival, 
during no time of which had a contact been made with a red skin.
*nd although this was the first permanent settlement established 
in continental United dtates, the killing thing' about the 
encounter was the fact that the Indian rattled off some 
English. This made such an impression on me, and what with 
two interruptions since I began this letter, it is quite 
possible I have already remarked upon it, but I run the 
risk of repeating myself, so much do 1 want to pass along 
this curious piece.of early -Pilgrim luck, - and Leaven knows 
they didn t have much in ai.y other respect. It seems that 
a sailing-vessel sometime years before 1620 had enticed a few 
Indians on board and then sailed slap to Spain with them, where 
they were sold into slavery, but in the case of one of them, a 
priest bought him or otherwise got him sent to "ngland where he 
remained in some man's house for a year, after which he was sent 
on a sailing vessel to Newfoundland and thence found his way 
back to the country of the Massachusetts. His sudden advent 
among the Pilgrims enabled them to establish friendly relations 
with the neighboring Indians, — all members of the tribe of the 
interpreter having died, and so things got under way under 
happier auspices than could ever have been charted out -by 
hard boiled planners of such an enterprise*

t !

In view of the inclement weather, the plantation did not 
work, today and this and that negro friend dropped by before 
day was done. The ^ark ^uke told me that the master carpenter,
P. Ben Williams, employed to supervise Yucca reconstruction, 
had once been married to a sister of one of the lesser carpenters 
and when JD. Ben fell ill, it was the intention of the lesser 
.jack-leg to finish up the whole Yucca job with dispatch to do 
his former brother-in-law, subsequently estranged from his wife, 
out of local enerprises. Such skull duggery and such speed in trying 
to rush the business 2 or 3 weeks back. Hay next week open brighter....
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Sunday, February 24th, 1952.

Hemorandudum:

I have thought of old Lyme so often this week end, hoping 
is was experiencing a measure of the peace prevading at this bend 
of the river.

1t was among the quieter week ends I can remember, with 
a slow rain on Saturday discouraging pilgrims, which is always 
a good start for any week end in these parts. I was sorry the 
Joe Henrys couldn't make it, but I was glad to see the S. G.'s. , 
who came after dark Sa urday night and whom I did not see until 
this morning when the General came over to spend an hour or so 

with me.

The Wenks came for dinner and immediately afterward, everyone 
spattered in their respective directions.

The General leave Baton Bouge for Memphis tomorrow. He 
says 2. G., Jr., is being discharged from the hospital where 
all that c n be done for him has been done. A house has 
been found in Baton Bouge for the Juniors who will move there 
on Tuesday, and during the coming season both families will 
build homes on adjoining lots on the edge of the city#

There wasn't much news but everything went off pleasantly.
a side light on Spring was indicated by a news item the General 

gave me in saying they had received their first shipment of 
strawberries from Hammond, ^a., this past week, — about a 
month earlier than usual. That isn't exactly surprising news 
what with everything else being so far ahead of season.

You recently asked about the Francois Gassion item. I think 
the matter will be terminated successfully for our side. You 
asked about its shape, — it is round, and although I had 
thought of it as larger, it turns out to be just about 
twice the length 0f this envelope, as to diameter. I think 
I mentioned it has a tiny hole just off center which scarcely 
shows, and while I suppose it could easily be soldered from 
the back without being noticeable, still I-rather like it as 
a reminder that it was once a thing that was probably in 
constant use.
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In the rending department, I did a bit of disk, turning 
last night. Por one thing, i finished the Gebler book, —
Plymouth Adventure , and then grabbed up another carton, just 
coraine to hand, and'discovered that I was still in an adventurous 
vein, since the title of the new bookk, - probably old in 
publication by a year or two, was entitled ’’The Scholar adventurers” 
by Bichard Aldick, or some such. I am under the iranression the 
latier may have appear serially in some such publication as The 
Post, but that is merely a guess. Be that as it may, 1 think if 
you have not already explored its contents, you will find it 
altogether interesting as to subject matter/ and withal well 
written. in the second chapter, devoted to the forgeries of 
first edtions b T. J. Wise, 1 .found much reference to a jd 
quoatations from fanny Batchford, of the Wrenn library, University 
of iexas, a,lady who was want to come to ^elrose in the ole days, 
and one with whom a have had some correspo dence prior to 1945* *
at about the time she was getting out a volume or two on the Wise 
forgeries, for the Wrenn -Library had several of them, as Mr. Wise 
had acted as London agent for wrenn and had palmed off several 
of his forgeries on said urenn, not to mention old hungtington 
and others.

Between coffee and desert at dinner, Oeleste had whispered 
to me that the lady doctor had called to inquire if 1 would 
receive her and some friends this afternoon, and asked about the 
clearness of the coast. Oeleste said she had told her she thought 
any time after three would be alright. It was. *nd at 3;:30 
Lie j-rau and I started to explore the front gardens a bit, when 
I encountered a flock of Lew Orleans peoole whom I turned back, 
saying the place was closed. J

T , , x* a^d her friends arrived shortly thereafter, and
^ r^ar<? l0 caught up on a lot of conversationi e the friends were exploring the place more or less on their - 

own hook, but at the precise moment that presentations had been 
made and we were about to start -out from *ucca, the lady doctor

l * ™ " *  a*$Qnt*0S, to fi^res on the front gallery. The figures ere Lr. xtand and Blythe, who, by their presence, only went to 
prove that it never rains but it pours'*.

But I was glad the medical department could have this contact 
be first they had had since the daxhund the Bands had given me

/* ?rSlQy8' an<i ha<* subsequently gone on to its final reward. But i got scant opportunity to do much talking with 
anyone wnat with the guests of the lady doctor to be looked after, 

/ U ’ 1! haS bQ€m a Peasant day, and I’m homing you
that affordp/nSia^ i QaSt a£ pencefu1’ and by some miracle; one that afforded a little moment for your own relaxation.....

Monday, February 25th, 1952.

Memorandum:
It’s remarkable how lacking in cooperation is the 

weather when it comes to getting Yucca rigged up. Lays 
have gone bye withoutrain during the illness of the dusky master- 
builders, and although cloudy, there was no rain last night.
J>ut just about the time things got under way this morning, 
all hands to the pump, as it were, the rains came, knocking 
all operations out for today at least. It must be conceded, 
however, that they,did get tne thing jacked up 4 or 5 inches, 
and while that isn t tall that is required by any means, it 
does represent a step in the right direction^

In today's post came a flock of short letters, which 
I ran through first, since I t ought the,; might contain some
thing of importance, but none of them did. There was a 
long one from ^elen which 1 saved until the last, and 
my secretary got worn out before he reached the end of the 
first page, and so I have had to shelve that one for 
another sitting, --the letter ̂ not the secretary.

While it occurs to me, I'll toss in a couple of non
intersting things relative to the presence of the 5. G,'s here 
yesterday. The General, for instance, told me everyone was 
enchanted with the plates, and that the Junior S. G.’s had 
accepted not only ,the plate 1 sent them but three of the other 
six which the seniors had ordered. It's nice to know the young 
ones like them.

The General a&o said he wanted to thank me for having 
taken such good care of the Colquettes, - his friends in 
Pan-Am Oil, who had written him of their visit and that they 
had especially liked the library. L liked the library part, 
but realized they weren t the type to know what the African 
section of the plantation was all about. In passing, 1 might 
remark that it was nice of them to write somebody, following their 
visit.

One further observation on the visit: - At dinner we 
sat around the table thus: - «*. jA. at the head, -then the General, 
Mrs. General, one of the little Wenks, Sister, another little 
^enk, Lr. Wenk, Celeste and I. The General directed mrauch 
conversation to J. u., Celeste and 1, but not a word or a 
glance in the direction of the far end of the table.
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I ..continue reading a bit from nj-'he Scholar adventurers, or 
whatever the precise title is, and suddenly discover that 
I, myself, am almost as interested in how unrecorded and 
unexplained manias originate and get set in motion as are 
the scholars in their pursuit of genuine manuscripts* 
here is a case in point: —

On Saturday morning at coffee, apropos of .nothing in 
particular, Celeste said to me, as I was leaving, — trying 
to get out before her guests arrived from houth Louisiana to 
spend a day at card playing or whatever; —

’’There's just one thing I ask:, --please don't die before 
I do."

I assumed she nad in mind the impending visit of a flock: 
of ~enrys, and was implying that it was much easier sailing for 
her in realizing she had my moral support at all ti es, as she 
most certainly has in the unending uproar that Sister puts on.

But by chance on ti:e afternoon of the same day, a servant 
confided_ in me that the question of where I would best like to 
be buried came up for discussion across the fence a couple of 
days ago. It just occurs to me alibi this business must have been 
hatched by my recent indisposition in the qnfluenza department, 
and while it is perfectly true that 1 didn't feel too full of 
vim and vigor at the time, 1 doubt very much if I could have 
presented a picture of ^eath ^stride a white horse.

what with Brs. Worsley and nand being my guests on the 
following day, and what with their separate remark that they 
thought x appeared in the pink of condition, I gather the 
prospect of a burial doesn't seem so pressing to the profession, 
at least.

But I acco modated the original speculator as to my preference 
as a final resting place by inaijating a pleasant spot, should 
I die on the plantation, said magical location being in front 
of the African uouse, about mid way between the two doors. I 
suppose that whimsey will vastly satisfy anybody who 
may be the happier in having settled in aavance just where 
a person, should of body if not of mind, is ultimately to be 
planted.

«hat a hodge-podge of a ^emo, and may I do better anon....

Tuesday, February 26th, 1952.

lemorandum:
flow nice to iind your two letters in one, together with 

;he notes on the south Carolina number in today s post.
It goes without saying that X hope your cold and sore throat 

ire all fomething of the past, hut if they turn out to he the 
3rand of influenza that seems to he so prefalant in this section,
/ou urohai ly will be bothered with same for quite a time./ou pruuuhi^ x p,n qio«i go as slow as you can,[ trav. so slow, and if you can u go * *for ohs of rest will do more than almost anything outside of 
actual medical treatment, and I'm a little dubious about the 
Latter in anything to do with a cold.

It's good to know you had the little in-door trip to^ 
the Cakskills and it is interesting to know that A.herta an 
iartha are still making a go of it, if that is what they want.

And I was delighted that you, too, heard the funeral 
boradcasts from louden. 1 appreciated what you passed along 
reea ding the present status of the various members of the 
family and their potention places in the line of succession
if and when.•••••

1 am glad, too, that you got a glimpse of things 
through the short film at the Embassy. According to repo s, 
the atmosphere for film taking wasn't so good on the day 
the funeral, but nevertheless by now I suppose the full 
film covering the event and perhaps other cogent subjects 
dovetailing the business must be available, ana^  S
you have the good luck to stumble over one or more of tnem.

What with tomorrow being Ash Wednesday, the whole neighborhood 
is in festive regalia today, especially among teyounge y, 
and mv secretary tells me he would like mt to attend a 
program and dance at the school, —  St. Mathew s, tonight.
I declined with thanks but must confess I regret not seei g 
one number, fox he explained that different young P0^ 1 f
a?e appearing in costSmes and presenting the dances of different 
countries, and he especially remarked about one of his gir 
who is appearing as a Butch girl, wooden shoes and all. A jet 
black Gane River girl doing a clog in wooden shoes really
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1 flock of people interrupted my sitting with said sextctary 
just as we were about the undertake a glance at the notes you 
so kindly enclosed. I could have shot the pilgrims, for 1 was 
a ready having to push hack the said secretary who, naturally 
was anxious to get on his way to rig up his own costume, - hut 
si.ice the interruption came, I figured I might as well let Y. G. 
slide and tomorrow w.e shall unde take the notes.

As for Helen's letter, it, of course, remains unread, and 
inis today’s post came an exqually long one from Beth Mead which 
must await! another sitting, and an air mail from Carl Harness, and 
half a dozen others, including one from ^ary Lambdin which, X 
suppose, is simply a thank you item for the plate. But all 
of these can wait, as I "don't have to catch a train". If 

only I could catch a good secretary.
■The rain continued all night and a fairly brisk breeze, which 

rattled things about and probably accounted for the lightness of 
my sleep and the consequent tendency to dream. I shall not 
elaborate on one that seems to have re-enacted itself twice, 
between a brief awakening after the first. It was as 
confused in sequence and possibility or impossibility as 
dreams are likely to be, but it was in color which is rare for 
me, since most dreams, so far as I am concerned, inclined to be 
in black and white. Little Miss lee in a gray-blue traveling 
suit was a central figure, and as plain as day were various 
lovely halls and corridors of an educational institution I 
once attended, and had forgotten about years ago, following 
its destruction by fire. But the vast old pile was no longer 
a school but a residence and there was some c nfusion introduced 
by a personalty I discovered I had almost forgotten, so far as 
the individual features went, although reoent report of his 
severence of relations from former associates' in business 
probably be-stirred a brain cell, not noted at the time of the 
stirring* iverything was clear-clear, and the nicest part of the 
episode was that in the end everything turned out so pleasantly 
and Miss Lee and I decided that the great wing of the old place, - 
superbly Quatorzien, would make such a lovely place where 
one might linger forever and ever, and I woke up, fell asleep 
again, went through the same unreeling of the film, and then 
woke up ht precisely the same spot. I wonder what Freud or 
the other dream authorities could do with all that. Bersonally 
I couldn't do much, but 1 liked it regardless.

About 10 this morning the sun came out. We’ are promised a 
low of 28 to 30 tonight, for it will be coudless for the next 
couple of days. 1 have tucked in the children at Arenbourg and 
Melrose, hoping that if they escape a f'TOst tonight, they 
may be bothered by no more this season. Do take care of 
your cold and get lots of rest.....

»
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Wednesday, Feb. 27th, 1952,

Memorandum:
I never heard of "cannon lilies", but I laid out a bed 

of golden day lilies around the cannon hard by the old magnolia 
at the side gate, - the cannon slap in the middle of the 
path that divides to the left toward the side gate, to the 
light toward the big house. I ele ated the cannon some 
8 or 10 inches, and encircled it with the day lilies which 
are going to make a nice bombination, I think, when the 
lilies start to bloom if the cannon doesn’t boom and knock 
the floral necklace into the middle of next week.

Our frost of last night was not important and today’s 
intense sunshine brought temperatures Up to the point 
where jackets had to be discarded. The promise for the morrow 
is fair and warmer.

As for the work on the Yucca foundations and sills, it 
progressed famously, with an entire new sill running the 
full length of the Bast end of the house, facing Yucca or rather 
the African ^ouse% But oddly enough, as though the jinx 
were still ‘'hoovering" about, a water pipe srpung a leak 
under the house just about the time the workmen were ready to 
leave. They said they thought it wouldn’t flood the foundations 
of the house too much. xt is connected with the line that 
goes to b. n, ’ g house and as everyone there is in a panic 
about having ample water supplies, the thing couldn’t be 
disconnected. I sit here "holding the thought".

I am rather weary tonight, having had a busy day and 
read the enclosure but scantily and yet I am sending it 
along regardless, what with the*stacks of other stuff Y 
have awaiting my attention X thought that one line in 
the letter would please you, as it did me. ..the reference 

to little ^iss -nee.
Fortunately I got in a few licks both at arenbourg and 

Melrose tis morning, for the afternoon turned out to be 
a shambles.

Just after dinner a Dr. and ^rs. Smith of Winfield came
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£ or a go-round. i had met -rs, smith before hut didn't know 
her husband. A accommodated. Before we were finished, Blythe 
arrived with sonte ladies from Jape Jod, lew Jersey and 
Wisconsin. fhere was some Baylor port and some delicious 
chicken sandwiches and cake, but before 1 got into any of 
that department, _.we were in the lucca living room, a flock 
of ladies appeared on the gallery. It turned out to be the 
sisters Bertha and nope naupt with ladies from Minnesota and 
the J-ord knows where all. I didn t invite thorn in but rather 
left the first contingent holding-tho fort and started out 
on a tour wit the latest catch. Before we had progressed far, 
some ladies, hailing from Balias blew in. £ attached them 
to the tour in progress, fhe sisters uaupt wanted another 
Melrose memorial plate, I left them on the gallery of the 
big house, and returned to xucca, where f found some colored 
school teachers awaiting me on said gallery, the Band contingent 
still holding the fort inside. I had a quick glass of wine, after 
aSu&ng the colored teachers to return on the morrow and as their 

school takes them slap by ^elrose this will not be difficult. 
ihen Blythe said her contingent had to uer• . t , and asked her 
to do the honors of a tour for them, while i galloped back 
with the naupt desirata. Blythe must have cut the tour short, 
for she was coming in the back door of ^elrose as the ^aupt 
craowd decided^they wanted another plate and I shunted them 
to Yucca to wait for me. I finally got the Band crowd
on their way and returned to fucca when the workmen needed my
attention, and so the *aupts waited but I finally got rid of 
the#, and on dragging ray hips from £he front gate 
found my secretary awaiting me on the gallery at lucca. But 
we read ighty little before the Vvorkmen needed my advise again, 
and so sent *. 0. 0n his way, whereupon the water pipe
cracked and a plumber had to be Tounded u-n and couldn't be 
tracked down. After that the supper bell fang and it was first dark.

t +. ^fked me if it was too late to plant crepe myrtles.
1 told him it wasn t# ne ŝ tid he would send me a flock from ‘ 
the garden of the overseer s house, which leads me to assume 
the overseer isn t coming back, I hope, for * certainly wouldn't
care for any of his crepe myrtles if he is. I reckon heprobably- isp t.o
t f^h?m6JUS£ ii1 time t0 hear Mo**cw, and now thatI have reeled off about as dull a letter as possible,
I proposesplashing through a hot shower, reading a little 
from the scholar ^venturers and then folding my beard.

ruoh °f/0U 80 0ften aud h°Ped the GOld is ever somuch on the mend. xlease go slow....

Thursday, February 28th, 1952,

Memorandurn:
I'm so glad all the pilgrims came yesterday at least 

all whom £ saw, although l do understand a couple wepe 
turned back because 1 had advised the store I wouldn t 
receive any. °

fhe net result is that I am about as tired as I was 
last night, but with energies expended on other items than 
name-sakes of those who made the Mayflower crossing.

And it is a matter of vast satisfaction that for the first 
time in too many generations, there are so e solid foundations 
under Yucca, fhe house could have been jacked up a couple 
of more inches, but since it is guaranteed not to sag 
any more, the present level suits me.

And the chapel;has a new floor, almost too new so far as 
appearance would make it, except that I covered it with 
a grass matting, about 10 feet square and made up of foot 
squares of matting about an inch in thickness^ The suggestion 
of grass not only blots out the newness of the fresh plants in 
the flooring but at the same time goes ever so sympathetically 
wit the mud walls and hand hewn beams.

And once more the brick pavement is down, the dirt that 
had been piled there scrubbea away, the two faints out of the 
bathroom and into their respective places and the front 
gallery relieved of all the plunder which somehow again fits 
neatly into place on the back gallery giving on the 
White Garden.

Bo much for the* afternoon. The morning was equally 
busy. J. H. asked me to drive down to the site of ^r. Barnest's 
house. Parenthetically, ^r. Earnest has been in town with 
his daughter all week, J. 41. showed me a line fence separating 
the back of -*r. Earnest's kitchen garden and said he was moving 
the line much uearer the house, when the new structure is built, 
as • Earnest no longer makes a garden. He said he was 
going to plant cotton where the kitchen garden stands and 
therefore the four crepe myrtles ou the line would be cut down and 
the roots plo ghed up, — unless I wanted to bother with them.
I did.

,1 t - sstsft
iMtv
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And so » J. -k. had them dug for me. Then J. H. went 
on to Baton xtouge and I suurried to ^elrose and Arenbourg, where 
I had two ^0les dug at each place to receive the trees, 
for the sterns are perhaps 4 inches in diameter perhaps 6 inches, 
and each, after being severely trimmed back; is about lg 
feet high. At Arenbourg I planted the two to the Hast or South 
rather of*the old residence and at ^elrose in the new Gardener's 
Garter garden with a view of holding down the ends of the U 
It toot four Stout men to get them from the truck; ^nto the holes
and I very much doubt if any of them survive, _the root system
surviving the digging was so comparatively meager in proportion 
to all the chords of whood represented by everything above the 
roots. But it did no harm to try, and if they survive, well and 
good, and if they don't, we have other crepe myrtles. I believe 
these are the water melon red ones, which I think; are among the 
nicer so far as shading goes.

£hanks to Dr. Knipmeyer, I got a bit of my rea ing donw, 
and shall send Helen and Beth Head along, either herewith or 
under separate cover, nelen is as gay as usual, but I found 
the ^ead item less so. ■Lt is interesting that one lady mentioned 
the other, — Dallas mentioned *<aco, _ ^n these two letters 
coming but a day apart.

I saw Celeste for a moment this morning as she grabber a 
cup off coffee before,starting for the -̂ yman Cohen funeral held 
in Natchitoches. SHs was altogether delighted with her birthday 
greetings from y0Tf and was so good as to show me the lovely 
picture and to read me tne letter which sturck me as being just 
perfect and i could easily understand why there were moist pools 
in her eyes as she concluded it. I thought every sentence 
expertly handled ai]d I must congratu ate yo-n with many a salvo and 
citation.

Day before yesterday I intended thanking you for your 
account of the contents of•the Holiday article about Louisiana.
I am glad to know how the material was handled and what was 
stressed and what skipped, ^aturally I am delignted that 
the Cane •‘Hver country didn’t get mentioned since the 
liklihooa of an exclusive article on that subject is accordingly 
that much more accpetable for any of the Curtiss Dublishing 
magazines, x'he more I think about it, the more l believe the 
Melrose Memorial plate might well be used as an i lustration 
for the stuff Carolyn and I were fiddling with, since the 
thing is pictorial to start with, an.,, ends up with some notations 
regarding color that seem to jibe nicely with other salient 
fea ures ^n the proposed account of the region. One striking 
way to open the Host article might be by remarking that when 
Holiday did Louisiana^ it did what everybody else before has 
done, skippedt igrnor&d or never knew of the fabuous Oane Kiver 
country....

ft *y f yl
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Friday, February 29th, 1S52.

Memorandum:

The stamps, if I remember to attach them, are in payment 
of nothing. They simply came to hand in a tiny note from 
la belle Storm, — one of those postage size envelopes contaiinging 
(containing* but a line and the stamps, and what with all 
the plunder that has been sailing abound here, I have 

completely lost the envelope and note but have found the 
stamps on the coffee-table-bidet, of all places.

The high winds of ^arch must not have realized February 
had an extra day this year, for they have been blowing 
at about 25 to 30 miles an hour all day, under a warm sun 
and cooling the warm air not at all. We are promised a bit 
of rain for the week end, and 1 hope so, to refresh the plants, 
and especially the newly transplanted crepe myrtles, and to 
dampen the ardor of the road runners at the same time.

And speaking of the crepe myrtles, I glanced at one of them 
today, and found it was rather larger in its trunk than I 

had supposed, for i reckon it must be about ten inches thick 
instead of whatever the lesser figure I estimated yesterday. I 
can't imagine it will survive, -̂ ut at least L shall have had 
a try at it, along with the other three which, perhaps, have 
a 50-50 break.

I spent the entire morning at Arenbourg, after I got one 
or two little matters taken care of at Yucca. I had 
sent Andy, who wasn t working for the plantation, on ahead of 
me, and we really get quite a lot accomplished, especially 
in shaping up the hedges and cutting down 10 foot oakd that 
had volonteered in places they had no right to flourish.

Everything up yonder seems to have come through into 
full spring a little earlier than the same type of 
plant at ^elrose, although Arenbourg is more air-ish and would 
under normal circumstances tred a little slower, I should 
think. The pears look so wonderful this year, and the blossoms 
were so thick a few wee&s back, A think we should really have 
quite a crop this year. The per&mmmons haven't put out their 
leaves as yet.
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Sunday, .March 2nd, 1952,

Gith the thermometer at 86 this afternoon and a 
promised drop of 40 degrees tonight, the weather bureau 
is having a great time pointing out that this is one of 
the great variations on record for February 29th, which, after 
all, doesn t come up for air anyway quite so often as do other 
days in ^arch.

, Today 1 ordered some dahlias for Arenbourg on behalf 
of ' us-es'h and another batch on behalf of -elrosa for 
Melrose, I have in mind planting the Arenbourg ones by 
the old raggedy house where their stability can be easily 
enhanced by the bannister of the gallery while those for 
Melrose I shall plant alon the fence at’the Northwest corner of 
the big house where siad fence separates the two cisterns.
The fence will provide adequate support at that point, as* 
against an occasional gust of wind which tends to topple dahlias 
in a region where the extreme richness of the soil induces 
the plants to attain too great a height, Somehow it always 
seems a little ridiculous to have to round up a ladder before 
being able to cut one?s self a harmless bouquet of this 
type of flower,

* I am ordering from the Waxahachie Bursery at. Waxahachiet 
Texas, —  a town quite near Tyler, the famous rose center of 
Texas where old ^ettie Green's son developed the American Beauty 
rose, borne times Waxahachie is slow in filling orders but so 
far as the present nstance is concerned, I aisume the 
oraer will be filled promptly, since X am in no hurry for it.
In the Worth one does well to get dahlias as soon after bpring 
frosts as possible, it seems to me, whereas in the bouth I 
prefer planting late for the intense heat of August and 
September tends to wilt the blossoms and the colors 
during the hot season are inclined to be much paler than when 
the more moderate days c ,me and the plants take on a more 
sturdy appearance and the colors beraore much more vivid.
The ideal arrangement is to inau’ce the plants to come into 
flower along about thie middle of September and from there 
on out until the frost knocks them silly after the middle 
of .November, they seem to flourish at their best.

The white draperies for the Chapel aro back from the 
laundry and I am getting ^adam regard to sew on the rings 
and tomorrow X shall rig up that department and the Shape 1 

will be back in order again. X hold the thought both 
Manhattan and ^elrose may have a measure of quiet this week end....

Memorandum:
Cloudy and mild with a pin point drizzle now and then.

Some of the crepe myrtles are beginning to put out little 
leaves, and as they are usually slow in the Spring parade, this 
would seem to indicate the procession is actually passing.
Oddly enough, both at arenbourg and ^elrose^there is a water 
melon red crepe myrtle that never succeeds in keeping up 
with any of the other shrubs and trees. Twice Blythe has 
asked me why I have cut down the Melrose one, apparently 
as dead as a skeleton when everything else has made up its 
mind. But eventually it comes through, and when it does, its 
blossoms are the most imposing of any X know.

I saw Celeste momentarily on Saturday morning. She 
told me when she and ^adam Begard were alone, some executive 
telephoned from Baton Bouge, asking if representatives of 
Life would be received on ‘Tuesday or Wednesday. She told the 
Baton Bouge caller she knew X would be glad to kick out 
the red carpet. Hummram.....

I am hoping this is merely a flock of "Lifers" bent 
on seeing ye olde plantation and not gunning with camera.
If little ■w-iss Ramsey were in communication with me, she 
would be having a fit, * reckon Well, I ’m not having 
a fit but I shall be interested to see what is cooking.
With the Aatchez Pilgrimage opening today, pprhaps they 
are shooting hoop skirts today, — sLightly dampened ones,

I finished the Altick opus, Scholar Adventurers, and 
while pirts of it ere more interesting than others, should 
have been glad if it had gone on at least a couple of 
thousand pages.

There were a few letters or brief notes 1 had in mind 
lassing along which somehow got mixed up with some unread 
tail not to mention some trash intended for the waste basket, 
md *1 regret to say, all of these items somehow got confused 
tith some unread stuff which may or may not have come to 
'our true hand; The only letter I chn recall which 1 did 
lot read but which certainly reached me some days back, was 
’rom “‘ary "^ambdin, and was probably a mere Thank^ iou note 
!or the plate, but should it come to your attention, —  
showing up within the past week, i ghould be glad if you would
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mention it.

Although a letter earlier in the week: from Shreveport 
threatened a visitation by the Wenks on Friday, they actually 
got here at high noon today to the accompaniment of the 
usualy flurries of excitement about nothing at all.
It must be admitted, however, that the little girl 

added to the pandimonium a little by knocking the 
water system out of commission in "your” bathroom with 
the result that during dinner the entire pantry and dinning 
room below were flooded, — a gentle note contributing 
greatly to the delights of Sunday dinner. One result 
of this contribution has been the absence of all water 
from the entire Melrose go-round of pipes and conduits 
and I ended up by taking a shower of sorts in a bird bath.

*at was -home for the week end, but was smart enough to 
*La?nday dinner invitation at r'aynie’s in town, and 

thdt left Ben and me holding the bags. As usual, when 
such visitations occur, I felt as though I had a lap full,

Along about the last chapter of the Altick. book., 1 again 
ran across jJanny Batchford and her study of the Bronte

composed during the childhood of JJlmily and Charlotte 
the latter continuing their* composition until about 

her ^3rd year, , although the first had been tossed off 
when the childr n were 7 or 8 years old. i'rom the account, 
it is difficult to imagine how these volumes were 

contrived. When transcribed on a typewriter, the text
* * ’: ■ ? „ . • : . ” t : - -- ■ ' . . ■ ’

covers about 125 pages, but in the .oronte handy these 
volumes, -rabout the size of a postage stamp, - one inch sauare 
cover only 24 pages. • t goes without saying the text of *
tpe original has to be'explored with a microscope, and one 
can but marvel how the Bronte girls could have penned such 
,manuscripts. It seems to me if would have been wonderful 
<if thQy ^ad penned out a single sheet in such minute
isrwonderfult0 Creat9d whole books» and after year,

,, ‘tonight1 s weather report promises cold and rain for 
the first half of this week, which easily ought to dampen 
tne ardor of tomorrows medical assortment, Tuesday*s life 
and Wednesday's Dallas contingent. ‘<811, so be it --for

°f tMngS t0 attend t0* and 1 shall’not miss the pilgrims.....
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Monday, March 3rd, 1952.

Memorandum:
a heavy shower at dawning, with hail probably falling 

heavily somewhere off to the -“orth, for it grew cold suddenly, 
but warmed into the 70’s when the sun came about before 
noon.

About. 20 doctors and assistants showed up for the 
afternoon tour, and no sooner was I done with them that 
some people from Bay City, Wisconsin, where ever that may be, 
came by, unaer the wing of Father Galahan, and so 1 did 
the whole t ing over again. The Wisconsin numbers had been 
in latghez yesterday for the opening gun of tha pilgrimage. 
They said there were lots of people.

And tomorrow, - perhaps, r-comes the Life business. I 
gleanned another bit of news on that subject from Celeste who 
said she just remembered that during the Baton Bouge telephone 

conversation, it was stated that the visit hinged on the wish 
to do Melrose for ^ife. That sounds a little complicated 
hut I reckon i'll be able to manage it alright. Until 
a conference has been held, it is silly to speculate how 
the matter will be handled, Perhaps Life can devote itself 
exclusively to Melrose and Carolyn and i can cover the 
mulatto area using Melrose as a pivot. Perhaps we can stress 
the mulatto while Life can emphasize the contemporary asptcts 
of the present century against a backdrop of deeper color. It 
will be interesting to see how the thing turns. The 
night prediction for tomorrow is cloudy and cold. That ought 
to take out all the atmosphere of sub-tropical Louisiana 
for everybody.

Under separate cover are some letters of no moment and 
an article about the Kleisers wh ch contains nothing especial, 
either. I am glad to report, as you wi 1 note, that the 
Lambdin letter, about which L spoke yesterday, came to hand, 
and indeed contained nothing of moment It is interesting 
that nobody ever inquires about the identity of Jlemence and 
her house, although 1 am equally impressed that t‘ie ftivolous 
and pedantic do more inquiring about the -‘•ndian Mound than 
any other item on the plate. Perhaps this is because 
it is the only mound in the Latchitoches - Cane ^iver co ntxy, 
and that for the pedants, it comes as a surprise to learn of 
its existence.

'
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Drs. ~lban and Pierce were down from the experimental 
staion m  the Shreveport area today, and remained for dinner.
You may have noticed Dora's recent inquiry about the availability 
of pecane oil. J. K  knew nothing about it. i had never 
heard of the stuff and had no idea for what it might be used.
And so 1 asked jut. Alban and he reports it is used for food/as 
any of the food oils, - salades, cooking and so on, but that it is 
so terribly expensive that it seems to be impossible as a 
commercial item at present. 1 can well imagine. With pecanes 
selling at whatever price they sell per pound, and the probability 
that a pound wouldn t be likely to produce more than a drop or 
so, x should i agine a bottle of the stuff ought to run into 
quite a figure. I.must say, however, that I should imagine 
the oil, if it carries any.suggestion of the pecane in flavor, ought 
to be as delicious as the price would seem to suggest.

,ln spite of the dounpour, 1 made a little round at Arenbourg 
this morning, thinking i couldn't get any more soaked than I 
was after merely jumpo ing frora~*ucca to the .tost Office, and 
I was delighted to tind that some tender little leaves were 
already unfolding on the persimmons, which seems to be early, as 
are other .things. uf course the pears have been in leaf 
for a conpie of weeks or so, --all save two or three varieties 
that put on their green finery unusually late, but I think this 
time lag in Spring, — and the corresponding one in autumn is 
ever so pleasant, since it seems to give the avenue a much long 
span of shade, say from late February to mid Bovem|er.

I am in the doldrums as to reading at the moment, although 
there seems ,to be a book on Government or democracy or modern 
governmental trends by Saoul Boussy de Sale or however that 
gentleman whom the boy friend used to admire spells his name.
I never met the man but once, — I think we attended some broadcast 
in the B, G. A. studioes in the mid 1930's, and, if memory serves, 
he has subsequently died, There is another book, a carper 
publication, entitled something like Life on a Medieval Barony or 
some such, which, if a well rigged thing, ought to give some 
interesting pictures of how things turned "way back yonder”, 
although as the years slide along, none of the years of the- 
Christian era seem so very far back

Obviously such a remark suggests I must be gathering a lot 
of Spanish moss in my perruque, but what with planting season in 
full swing, scant grass at the moment is growing under my feet....

A Tuesday, March /th, 195a.

Memor ndum:
How nice to find your Wednesday and Thursday letters, 

in today’s post, and may I thank you billions for 
tellipg all. That your cough and sniffles coutinue 
doesn t surprise me, what with this curious type of; 
influenza dragging on so endlessly in the aftermath 
stages. But, please, please, be kind to yourself and 
if and when possible, gr b off rest.

it is nice to be able to keep abreast with 
doings below the Gulf, and to get some inkling as to 
what the scholars are up to. Well can I imagine they have 
had enough of Winter for one season, for it would 
appear ^ew ^nglad has been getting gots of 
it this year.

I am so glad to hear of "White House Profile” of
which I .had not heard mentioned. It sounds wonderful 
and I know I wnuld like it. It’s about time for 
another Library of Congress selection list for 
Talkkimg Books rodordings to be coming our way, and 
f you don't mind, I'll^bounce it in your direction 
again, and you might tack on the name of the White House 

number as our recommendation.
And speaking of books, i think your recommenda ion 

regarding Daisey in the .uell an excellent one. I shall 
drop her a letter, touching on the matter and we 

might have her add her article to the others on 
Melrose, thus bringing the picture up to date. Or 
rather, she might slip in the original script she. 
submitted to the Dallas Hews which the editor cut consider
ably.

I have been turning the matter of the manuscript 
over in my mind for some time and have intended 
consulting you on one point that glimmered faintly in my 
imagination. After la Storm returns from Burope and is 
settled at the Bluff again, it might not be a bad 
idea o: Daisey in the uell doesn't get any where 
with the manuscript to send it to la Storm for 
her entertainment. I'm under the impression she 
might feel it should be published, what with her

MmMM

SififtSi
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inter st in Louisiana subject matter and her kindness 
toward people in general. Please let that thought 
simmer in your mind during the summer and let me know 
what conclusion you reach by autumn. Just because 
la Storm bought the sisters Lormon a new car last year 
is no sign she would engineer the printing of the 
manuscript in question, but she might chance to beat 
the drum in just the right direction and precisely 
the right moment, and the trick might be turned therebye.

t

I wasn’t at all surprised at your mention of 
the bouth Louisiana trip and the iron coffin, for I 
reckon” the way I wrote the thing might easily have 
led anyone to suppose I had been among those present.
After all, I have been in that neighborhood with the 
Madam and we have talked iron coffins so often it 
almost seems as though I had been along in person, and 
heaven’ knows I have been t ere often Enough in spirit.

I ’m glad you mentioned the Southern ~ook «lub, or 
whatever it is called, disinterested people, such as 
la Storm, might be able to do a lot for Southern 
subject matter and authors concerned with the same, but 
I have a feeling the Garter-Kane group may well be 
motivated by everything except disinterestedness and 
it seems to me not impossible that the group migit well 
sponor a Lane Life of Dorothy Lix or Mrs. Bobert i£. Lee, 
just as the Bosenwald foundation gave Kane 2 or 3 successive 
grants to write a book he has never written, and-, as 
he explained to me, he never had the slightest intention 
of turning out. A Southern watering pot for 
the nurturing of literary subjects on the South 
might accomplishs wonderful things in the hands 
of hoest gardeners, but of one thing I am sure, Mr.
Kane is not such a horticulturalist and of kte 
doubt troubles my mind as regards nerr Garter.

I regret to say the Life contingent didn’t show up 
today, which means, of course, that they may be 
looked for on the morrow when i had hoped to have the 
uecks.fairly clear for Beth ^ead and her companion for 
I don t like mixing business and pleasure and so far 
as i Sm concerned the -nife thing is going to be 
handled in a distinctly non-sociaty manner. I 
dropped Helen a note, beginning by saying she had better 
not upset ^arolyn by passing the reference to Life along 
to her, and then adding fu ther along, perhaps she had 
better. — fut here we are at the end of our chat, 
and again I must say how happy your letters have made my 
day «»»«»»
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Wednesday, ^arch 5th, 1952.

Memorandum:

I’m writing a little later than usual simply because 
I sat down to hear the Ed. ^orrow newscast, fell asleep 
in my chair, and have just awfekened two hours later. J*ut 
the necessity of doing a few chores and the realization 
of a desire to splash through a warm bath have restored 

wakefulness and a measure of vim and vigor.

I am glad to say that Life showed up not at all, which 
saved me los of energy to do other things and, on the 
morrow I think 1 shall be much less busy, should anybody
show up.

But Beth mead appeared on schedule with y her companion, 
a pleasant woman in her 60’s, bringing news from little 
Miss Alberta, whom they saw in Hew Orleans, --.Miss alberta 
asking them to tell me she wants .jo come to- paint Melrose 
magnolias in May but is afraid to stay in the big house alone. 
What with Ben, a likely youtht not to mention the noisey 
Went children, who ought to be descending on the place to 
remain all summer along about then, little -ass A. shouldn't 
be lonesome.

Beth arrived about 2, reported a pleasant journey, and 
brought greetings from Myrtie of wherokee and from Miss Myra.
She also brought a couple of bottles of wine from Solari’s, 
or however that purveyor of fine wines in ^ew Orleans or- 
however that institution spells its name. The labels look 
as though the stuff might be imported and probably is some kind 
of a rare vintage that tastes i^ke a refined vinegar, as 
usually seems to be my fate inside the cork when a passing 
pilgrim strains himself to do something special. Beth 
and her companion remained about an hour, and I was glad to 
chat with them, for my morning had been active and the balance 
of my day would be equally so. x'he weather was pure Spring, 
and the back gallery just right,' After a little tour 
with the ladies, I suggested they collapse there, and what 
with ray casement window, along side my bed being open, I 
let the Gaballero rendition of the Gtrauss Waltzes filter 
out from my boudoir while the ladies caught their breath 
and 1 returned to give a couple of suggestions to some gardening 
operations that had just reached the boiling point when they 
arrived* ....
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I think the opportun ty to catch their breath and the aelignts 
supplied by the Caballero artistry gave just tne right touch 
to'the travelers before they sampled a little glass of wine, 
and headed out for Texas.

Yesterday H. sent me a flock, of laborers because 
he didn’t have anything for them to do at the moment and thought 
I might like to turn them loose in the crepe myrtles. nis 
idea~in crepe myrtles is snipping off an inch or two from the 
top most twigs every year. My policy is to trim them ever 
other year, and cut off 2 or 3 feet, keeping the trees at 
a standard height, while, were his theory followed, the things 
would eventually end up as sky scrapers, a s  usually happens 
when field hands are turned loose in the garden*, they 
frolic quite a lot, smash up a heap of valuable stuff, ana 
spend most of their time piddling. This morning I was 
determined if 1 was a^ain to receive such a foocn^ of 
brawny blacks, I was going to have something to show for 
ore-rations at. the end of the day, and sotwith the opening 
gun I sfeid 1 didn't want any gardeners but merely a lew 
fence movers, and that is wnatC1 got. And so, after too long 
a delay, 1 got a fence moved, --the one just beyond, - to tne 
East, of the fan light in xhe otudio. I pushed it and its 
big old sprawling double gate back as far as the water 
towar, therebye creating a new garden for ^elrose and 
a heap of pleasure for myself in thus contriving what had oeen 
a wood lot and pasture into the foundation for a new garden, 
fifteen or twenty good sided ciepe myrtles had to be oransplanoed 
to the sight of the new fence, gobs of giants oeard dug from 
some place and moved thitner to form borders for flower oeds, 
gobs of day lilies moved to give specia greenery to the new beds 
and so on and so forth. *ndy was giving me a heana, and before 
anybody knew it, a new parterre had turned ^  where out yesteraay 
had been a paradise of burdock andweeds. *nd that was tnat.

j xs Beth and her friend drew away from the front gate, 
a car stopped where their1s had stood. It was the lady doctor.
She happened to be heading toward the residence of the widow 
of nyman wohen down the road, and merely wanted to chat at 
this unexpected conjunction of two luminaries whose paths so 
seldom cross. She reported on •‘•eter who had gone to her yesteraay 
on my recommendation, - a boil inside his ear, and^she wanted 
to pass along the latest gossip from town that le maitre 
had definite iaeason a final goodoye to the carper s Bazaar 
number quite similar to feiiat napoleon exercised in terminating 
his rel tions with Joesphine, - a rumor neither of us put any 
stock in* fhus my day played out and hence this tiresome 
letter. I'm feeling sleepy but well, and may you say as much,....

ruu
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Thursday, March 6th, 1^52.

f.v".... ... " ..." • "
I 'J. .. i > • '

Memornadum;
Bow-nice to find your copy of Holiday in tnis morning's 

post. It's advent was most timelyw&at with tday being 
Knipmeyet ^ay, and so we had a good go at the Street article, 
although we came no where near completing it, and so I 
shall set it out, come next Thursday, when we may have 
another go at it.

It is interesting that in today's post came two letters 
referring to the Street article. It is premature, of-.course, 
for me to judge it, since I haven't finished it, but.what I 
did read I found exceedingly readable and.withal quite jolly, 
and sufficiently paradoxical in many of it statements as to 
make it unusually appealing.

I found his treatment of the average citizens _ the one 
living Borth of BedBiver, tne other living South <3f~it, to 
be an excellent way t> present the difference between the 
Hordie north and the .Latin south, and the traits attributed to 
each were pat, it seemed to me.

I am saving the pictures to see in tomorrow's day light, 
as Dr. Knipmeyer arrived before I had had an opportunity 

to turn through the body of the magazine, and I preferred to 
hear him read slap off, since I could turn through the pages 
and view the Pailanges and so on at.my leisure. But circumstances 
pilled up immediately after nr. left, and it was dark before 
I got bake to home base from pirouetting from parteure to 
par terra.

I suppose there is no relationship between the Overdyke 
lack of enth siasm over the street article and the uverdyke 
enthusiasm for Mr. Taft And yet there may be. I take 
it nr. ^verdyke is a rugged individualist, — an odd character 
for one in the nistory business. His reason for looking with 
favor on Taft as one who would save us from becoming a 
socialist state seems odd. After all, what's worng with a 
socialist state, I think  ̂ shall ask him  ̂ I suppose 
Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden and so on are socialist states 
in one form or another, and if I understand the matter 
correctly the logical evelorement of any civilization that

- ■ f
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is likely to survive very long is going to move of 
necessity .in the direction of what I understand to be a 
socialist state Of course ay most fearful objection to Taft 
is my feeling that he would try to set the clock back were 
he to be elected, but on second thought, that might hasten 
a forward Jump rather than a logical forward step, for come to 
think of it, we must always be indebted to Herbert noover 
for having made F. D. B. inevitable, and with Mr. raft as 
definitely a rugged individualist in poiitics he mi&ht 
gum up the works sufficiently to that a flock’more of Boosevelt 
ideas, blocked by the war, might get into law, if Mr.
Taft would only make the White nouse for a single session.

The weatner remains wonderfully clear but a cold 
northeast winde today kept the thermometer in the 60!s, and 
tonight, although a little "air-ishn, the sky is lovely, what 
with a nice fat waxing"moon and the-promise of warmer days ahead*

I suppose x lingered a little ong over a couple of things 
I was trying to finish and so got a little cold, with the sniffles 
coming back on me ton.ght. * but I'm taking a couple of 
rills, passed along by the lady doctor, - and they seem to be 
pretty good for breaking up a cold, and 1 believe'I shall be 
quite rid of the thing by morning.

ITm not reading much at the moment for the Davis book 
about a medieval castle, its life and its various aspects of 
life are informative, but the volume is read by somebody or 
other who has a curious, monotonous voice, and*I find 
myself asleep before x get three minutes into a single page.
But 1 like that sort of thing occasionally for 1 find it 
any excellent way to get caught up on sleep if one really isn’t 
tired, and i always try to keep one of that type within reach 
just in case 1 don t collappe as soon as I want to, which is 
might seldom. 0

I am disregarding the request of Daisey in the bell to 
destroy the data concerning Y/eeks, - first, because I want 
to share it with you and secondly because in your file, it 
will never reflect unpleasantly on anybody concerned, while 
eventually it may serve as a pertinent piece of mosaic in the 
picture ofcontemporary life in Louisiana. The mystery shrouding 
the episode at the time of its inception is thus clarified 
and seems to me a<necessary link in the sa0a of one who is some
thing more than a minor character on the current scene. If I 
am wron, in not having aestoryed the letter, feel perfectly free 
to do so.......

«
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Briday, inarch 7th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Another cloudless day with the sunshine still 

tempered by a chill Hast wind* But I didn't mind it, 
what with the medecine I took last night seeming to 
eradicate the cold; and sniffles completely.

m  v<;, :h . '',;\vf ' • f : : ;

And so, with the ex help of a couple of dusky 
assistants, I set in new ^osts and stretched wire on a new fence 
between Arenbourg and Alfred, the oth® having just about 
played out* There was ample air astir, but somehow I 
didn t mind it so much as yesterday, and I reckon it was 
a bit warmer.

1t was good to hear from Ora again, and I shall 
be glad to welcome her guests. he have had so many 
dampish week ends, although not always on Sunday of late, 
that 1 am hoping the 16th may be pleasant. The Parrish 
.library, having nothing by way of connection with Ora’s 
college outfit, telephoned me this morning, saying that 
Bssae Mae was planning to pass;this way shortly, and inquired 
if I had heard the names of any of her guests, as they 
were making a list of guest speakers but lacked one or two 
names andnoped I might supply them. I understand 
friend rostell is doing a song and datice and Dr. Lyle,
Librarian of ■u. S. U among others. It will be 
pleasant to see Postell I don t know Dr. Lyle.

• C

In receiving the libraians, I have already decided 
they will not have access to the scrapbooks, not to much 
as a glance in the direction of the second floor of tne big house. 
It is possible none of the archives people will be numbered 
among those who will be received, --they are the ones 
qlways making a racket, 1 believe, but if nobody visits 
the scrapbook collection, they at least will not carry away 
any memory of their appe ranee.

As fo? the threatened guests of Tuesday or vVednesday, 
there hasn t been a "jup "peep out of Life”, as it were. I
think hoth^life and the Baton BOtfgSoffielais v.ho telephoned
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for the appointment are out of order, since a second 
telephone or a line, mentioning confusion in the original 
schedule had forced an alteration of their plans. But 
frankly I’m just as happy if they never do show up. After  all,
I don't have to heat the drum in hopes of enticing some 
pilgrims to this hend of the river, and a go-round in Life 
would probably ^ut a heap of ideas in va ious peoples minds, - 
especially those who are foot-loose and dying for a bit of 
excuse to waste somebody else’s time.

*t the Post Office this morning, a tall mulatto youth 
entered with a slip of a girl., - that is to say, not a girl’s 
slip, but a young-ish young lady, and the youth whom 
I did not rocognized, came to me with his companion and 
said he would like to introduce Edward's wife. I couldn’t 
imagine any Edward I knew who would be likely to have such a fair
skinned spouse, and I didn’t want to act &£ though non
plused, and so 1 made some inane small chatter and they went 
on their ay. xt turned out that the tall youth was one of 
the mulatto ^errills, one who was rescued back to life after 
having pretty well drowned a year or so agao, - some of 
the Hands doing the rescuing, as I recall and Edward 
is a brother who has been, as I learned subsequently in 
the Orient-, where he married a girl in the Pillipines.
What her status, racially, may be, 1 wouldn't have the vaguest 
notion, altough ± suppose Phillipine pre-supposes a bit 
of yellow and possible a dash of black, although that is 
purely a guess on my part In any event, Cane *̂ iver must 
seem like quite a piece fiom the Par Pacific, and since Edward 
must be in a colored company, I suppose the wife may likewise 
have some claim to a similar ancestry, or some other color paralle 
ing. Just so long as she is happy in this far away new home of
hers, that's all that matters, but it must seem far, I imagine.

The dahlias ordered from Waxahacie, Texas, arrived 
today, and I find hem apparantly A, Bo. 1, so far as 
health and the promise of vigor may be judged from the 
roots which look alarmingly like sweet potatoes, I immediately 
slapped them into a cool resting place and shall leave them 
in that situation for another week or two, for I don t want to
plant them too early not for fear of frost, but ratSer the
intense heat 0f f u n ’summer. #

Pair and Warmer is the forecast for local week end weather. 
£or you, i’m holding the thought it may be nestful and fall 
of relaxation....

Sunday, March 9th, 1952.

Memorandum:

except for the racket that seems to have become a firmly 
established cu.tom for Sunday dinner, — the 7/enks, --the 
week end has been comparatively quiet.

Pilgrims have been comparatively quiet, too, although 
1 must confess it hasn’t trickled away to the vanishing point 
as£ yet. Gkalhoma City, for example, paused at the 
Melrote gate before 9 o'clock this morning, bent on doing 
Melrose, after spending the night at Natchitoches, and then 
proceeding to ^atchez, Bellingrath Gardens, hew Orleans, and 
so back to home base. I had already been up for hours when 
Sam Peace brought me a note- from the pilgrims, which 
was so much waste paper sinceneither Sam nor 1 can read, but 
I got the general idea regardless.

Pat is here for the week end. had some boys 
down from the air base who lingered at Celeste’s for dinner, 
and then came to see me. They were but recently returned * 

Bavaria and seemed entranced when I inquired about the status 
of Linderhof, Herrenchamisee and Bewschwanstein, and it 
goes without saying 1 was delighted to learn that all 
three are be nig kept up nicely by whatever the present 
Bavarian government is, - American or German, I forgetting 
to ask, but believe it is German.

I am happy to report I got a little reading done 
on Saturday night* In a carton labeled ^fhre Lectures on 
democracy by Carl Becker, I x® sampled the first page 
and found,the contents excellent. Herr Becker dated the 
xreface from Ithac, hew ^ork, so  ̂ assume he may be a 
woraell professor, i'he lectures wore given at Charlottsville 
at the diversity of Virginia. *

But to tell the truth, 1- was disappointed when I 
discovered tne whole business was complete on three 
recrods, and x was curious to find what the balance of a 
dozen records in the same carton might contained., since 
the^e was no notation on the outside of the carton. Shhhh 
don t breath it loud enough for senator McCarthy to hear, -- 
it was peon Totsky’s "Capitalism of Karl Marx." It seemed 
erudite but dull, and 1 merely skimmed through it.

/ f
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Monday, March 10th, 1952.

occasion, i fear. I'm.-inclineu to be a little 
rou5h oil Je±este, but today she brought forward one of her 
noblest gestures when she learned fat's friends were 
coming to see him, arriving before noon for she 
instinctively sense that fat would be uAder a nerve strain, 
entertaining civilized people at dinner with all the 

Went hubbub going on, and accordingly invited fat 
to have his friends come with him across the fence to 
dinner^ At least there was peace and good will, and 
what’s*more the food is always excellent, so that angle 
of the day turned out to perfection.

It started drizzling about 5 o'clock and hr.
Hand and Luther ^arrison dropped in to see me just 
before a sudden little shower passed this way. There 
didn't seem to be much news dut it was pleasant to chat with 
them, and I shall think of their visit later tonight 
when -1 explore what undoubtedly is an elegant supper Blythe 
sent along for y delectation

The Lark "uke passed by to see yesterday evening. **e 
says Peter’s ear seems to be draining alright and that 
their sister, Alle, is going to take him back to Alexandria 
with her tonight, for she was to drive up today to 
soe how he was getting long and i shouldn't be surprised 
if *eter remains in Alexandria with her for a few 
months or perhaps permanently for he and -nigene don't 
get along well together and friction on the planation 
usually inclines the person of color to withdraw.

^na speaking of na es, I was delighted when in 
response to my incuiry, my secretary, I. B ^ack, told me 
whence his name stems, nis father, known locally as Beau 
Mack, is named A. 0. Mack^ while his mama, - Juanita, 
has always been called by that name, although local dialect 
pronounces Juanita as though it were spelled Y-nita. And 
so when the first born son arrived, they took a segement of 
both papa and mama's names and dubbed the child Y. G 
just as simple as that. * *

bo begins a new week, and one that will probably 
be fairly busy, and so I am glad of the comparative quiet 
of yesterday and today. I so much hope you have had 
a measure of the same peacefulness, it somehow lends so much 
strength to run of the mill demands of the work-a-day week 
that follows.... .

Llemor anduras
c J ■■ ; < t

How nice to find your letter of Tuesday-Wednesday in today's 
post.

LordJ LordJ Lon't worry your pretty head about the Storm
clippings. They sit^hare on my <*esk, _that is all. I immediately
on receiving t em, wrote la Storm, asking if i might keep them 

a little longer and then, ...what with indifferent secretaries,
I believe she did not mention them, and from day to day I have 
awaited a letter, and so the thing has dragged on. I shall 
speak of them later, and try to explore them if possible right 
soon. uad I only known there would have been such a gang-up of 
circumstances, — no reader, no response from The Bluff Plantation, 
the clippings might have sailed to Manhattan and back a half 
dozen times while I waited.

I Tm so happy you had such a pleasant evening at the 
Theatre on Tues.ay'evening, and how kind it is of you to 
give me such relealing glimpses of Miss Skinner's under
takings in her current venture. Tuily she is a-remarkable 
artist and 1 am hoping an appreciative public will make the 
current run both long and profitable to her, both on her 
own acco nt and on the general enc uragement that must follow 
in similar lines of theatrical excellence.

Tonight's news casts indicate there has been a great deal 
of weather in the Mobile and Oklahoma Gity regions. It has 
rained and drizzled here since last night and quite a lot of 
water came down, but while the winds at times were, brisk, I 
reckon they never exceeded 25 miles an hour, and what with 
the thermometer rising last night, the wet and warm will 
make thiits jump in tho garden department. A  late bulletin 
from the weather department indicates the storm center has
moved out of Louisiana and into Mississippi.

An air mail from Helen came in today's post. It was 
cancelled on Friday, and naturally was delivered today, and 
I got around to read.it about first dark tonight, as she 
suggests a response, if I cannot entertain her and Aucille, - 
the response to be sent to the Hews Tribune, — which obviously 
is closed at this hour of first dark, I shall send her a 

wire in the morning, saying I can't ’’sleep” them. Actually
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I ..could, but there is too much cooking in the offing, — the 
chance of frienas of unpleasant members of the family honoring' us, 
and I see no reason to go through the excitement of trying to 
make both ends meet when the «aco ladies can just as readily 
park at the Natchitoches hostelry, — if they come this way.

Frankly, too, I think the notice a little limited, although that 
time element is-something people don t seem to realize exists in 
the country, ^y the same token, people really do come here 
on occasion from Alexandria or Natchitoches, simply because 
they feel sorry for me, sitting here with nothing to ao, or,
-erhaps because they are sitting in Alexnadria or Natchitoches 
cast Lng "about for entertainment because they, in reality, are the 
ones who are bogged down with an over supply of time.

another element in t;he .Vaco letter gave me pause, — they 
arrive here on Wednesday evening and they sail from New 
Orleans on Saturday. For all I know they may have a million 
dates in New Orleans prior to sailin , but since X don't know, 
and since they might figure on lingering here for Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday until about noon? that order would be too much, since 
the Shreveport contingent thr atened to honor us on Thursday or 
Friday, and I see no pleasure in trying to mix that Waso oil 
with the ohrevport water. ,

If people-would only indicate the proposed length of 
a visit, it would be so much easier all around.

I reckon I'l receive the Wolfax contingent tomorrow morning 
in a sea of mud, a.nd in view of the impending convention of 
the library association in ahreveport, X have no doubt 
Masae ^ae, hois tester and ^eaven knows wuat others will 
probably be passing tnis way on their way North. By Wednesday 
night, things ought to be at bang-up tempo, and I'll be glad 
to contemplate next week when everyone gets "put", as, of course, 
n.ver will happen..

■ t v . ■ , _ ; '

I notice a letter from Beth ^ead, uora, Nina and so on, but 
I'm hoping none of them contain anything suggestive of a visit. 
Tomorrow tie two nieces of -Lestan ^rudhomme are coming to dine with 
Celeste and ^adam Segard and I have received a pressing invitation 
to break bread with them. They are both delightful ladies 
and conversation will be as gay as the food is,good but I have 
declined simply because I sense impending visitations from 
this one or, that from South Louisiana, and it is easier to 
keep the docket clean and thus avoid any last minute changes 
of plans. — It's so good having your letter and to know 
everything is rocking along perfectly so far as our own comparison 
of notes goes, - and we can stand all the rest if we have just that...

memorandum:
Lots of sunshine today, and we could stand it, after 

all of yesterday's rain. ■»e are promisee warmer weather 
for the morrow —  and rain.

I got a tel gram off to nelen this morning early, 
recommending they stop at the hotel in Natchitoches.

Then 1 telephoned Jr a to bet an estimate as to the 
approximate number of pilgrims I might expect on bunday.
I was slightly taken aback to learn from her servant she had 

been rushed to the hospital on bund ay. xjnmrnm.••••••
My g61fax pilgrims were only an hour late in arrivng.

The number was augmented bjr what might be styled post 
graduates, I guess. There were perhaps 30 students 
and about half as many grown ups, some of the latter having 
been here on a historical society round a couple of years 
back, the Mayor of Montgomery, La. , and the i-ord knows what 
other individuals. I think,the tour was successful from 
the guests' angle. It wasn t from the host's. If I agree 
to pilot a graduating class<fabout, that is one thing, but 
it is something else at ain when other people horn in on the 
party. I shall receive a bread-and-butter note from the 
institution in a few days, L reckon. I shall reply with 
sarcasm, and when the next graduating cUss asks to be 
received, i shall make it explicit that I will receive 
the graduating class. Period.

After dinner 1 dropped by Celeste's to say howdy to 
Miss Julie and Miss Clothilda. They were as gracious 
as ever but puzzled because I never visit them in town.

as I headed out to g.t on with some gardening, - after 
a 15 minute chat, I noticed a car stopping at the front gate.
It was Dr. and ^rs. John hyser of the college and some kin 
folks from Chicago. They stated frankly the reason for their ; 

visit was two fold, — to let Chicago see what ye olde plantation 
lookea like and to consult with me on a letter they had 
heard about but not read, written to a Natchitoches paper last
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.December* Th$y didn’t hage the details but the -̂ayor 
who also had not seen it but had heard of it had told them 
it covered some pertinent points regarding festivities 
for the homn or rather featers for said festivities, 
while O'hicgo £ explored the gardens, i gave them a thumbnail 
sketch of the ideas, They seemed entranced and as they are 
on the Boar^ that determines on a program, and usually 
puts it through the civic machine of the Town Bathers,
I suppose the design will be incorporated at next week’s 
meeting, held to determine and make appropriate plans for 
effecting the ting.

i>r. Kyser is for j*r. Taft and he can have him, he 
got little chance to gossipy the only thing of interest I 
heard was that Jimmie and ^osalyn mSwell were at the Kyser 
home last night and Jimmie said he is having difficulty 
ending up the manuscript of his latest novel, I gathered 
from one word dropped that siad author has fallen off the wagon 
again which perhaps increases his writing difficulties, for 
I believe he inclines toward being extreme, — completely 
soaked when off the wagon, but a rabid prhibitionist when on.
I hope that they, — or at least he, doesn't honor me too 
soon, he seems rather more mellow when off the wagon, 
but simmering in sex when dry, and I’ve never taken the 
trouble to decide which state makes him more tiresome.

• ' : ' ’ c *

The enclosures speak for themselves. I never did get
around to read Kina’s letter or Beth’s. Bora's contains
an amusing episode, the like of which I hadn't heard before.
The Btorm card speaks for itself. Brora the Storm card, I
take it there must be great disadvantages for rich people
when tax time rolls round. If a poor beggar, starving
for a crust of bread; could only imagine the mental tortures
the baker has to go through in setting forth tons of steaming
hot loaves,.

• • • • • •

I believe w. ix. must have gone to Chicago on the train 
last week end, anyway he telephoned this morning to 
say he was hopping a plane and would be home tonight. I’m 
glad he doesn't seem to mind such infernel jaunting.

nr. Kyser spoke of a new book by Bowes, or some such name, 
I reckon it s the same one -wd, morrow mentioned the other 
night, i gather from the *.yser account tha"f the book points 
out the current revolutionary movement isn t distrubiting the 
wealth but concentrating it in the hands of the rich. That 
may bo, too, so many revolutions are like that still I 
can t picture ^r. Taft carrying the banner for'the paupers......
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Wednesday, march 12th, 1952.

Memorandum:

It was supposed to rain today, but it didn't. The 
promise is for showers tonight, but the sky is star- 
spangled

Accordingly i made the most of the weather in 
refurbishing some parterres and genterfclly transplanting 
stuff which ought to thrive after so much rain.

une letter from Alexandria in the morning post, 
was resting in my armoir at 2 o’clock, awaiting the 
4 o'clock appearance of my secretary when Maud Patti son 
and mar old Wfaeadon appeared. Their arrival, it seems, 
had been announced in the letter.

They wanted to discuss illustrations for a book 
on old negro servants which maud has written recently.
I believe they had another axe or two to grind, but 
I only "took up the first one, — some roots of the Orinoco, 
and then after giving them a few pointers on how 

to approach Olamence for some paintings, sent them on 
their way.

Maud, a rugged individualist, was much depressed because 
Mr. Taft fared so badly in the ’’beauty contest" in hew 
Hampshire yesterday. I expressed my sympathy for her 
and let it go at that, .after all, one either does 
or n does not favor the uhio gentleman, and I reckon 
there isn't much point in starting an argument on his 
virtues.

We have been having supper -about 6 o'clock recently, 
and just as T started for the big house at 5 minute 
after the hour, I met aelen and Lucille on the front 
gallery of iucca. . They had brought an enormous box 
Oi fried chicken, boiled eggs, sandwiches, cake, candy and 
^eaven knows what all. I thought melen seemed a 
little tiredand I have no doub-t the cruise will be just 
the thing for her. Lucille's husband is meeting them 
when the dock on their return trip, — at Mobile, I believe, 
on -April 4th, and I believe they plan to linger a little
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at Biloxi or some such place before heading back: 
to Waco. Lucille tells me her husband,is wild about 
getting over to the Cane iliver country for fishing just 
as soon as the proper time has arrived, and wants to 
know if he should being a speed boat with him which 
he will be glad to do if it isn't convenient to obtain 
them here on the river, Melrose never had a speed boat 
and I'm not going to get the Hands to contribute one of 
theirs. If o-niy Carl harness and Holt Massey could 
stir up a fishing expedition jointly t operating out 
of Hatchitoches, that would be wonderful. T frankly 
wouldn't dare suggest such a thing for fear both of 
them would jump at the suggestion and the first thing I 
knew 1 would find myself bo0ged down in a fishing party 
which 1 relish not at all.

11 he iiaisey in the hell enclosure speaks for itself.
If the lady contemplates coming this way by car, it 
might be very convenient to be able to run through 
the manuscript with her and let her take it along 
with her if she isn't already bogged down with her old 
dective stories, _ I hope not.

I supposeyou have noticed in the press or heard 
on the air the co .oarison of the hew Hampshire primary 
compared to a Beauty Contest which which three 
or four of the c ,ntestants strut their stuff before 
the jury while two of them, insteaa of havingxjsfe 
the advantage of the personal touch, are simply represented 
by pictures of themselves being carried in the parade 
of Beauties by their respective mamas _ and the 
killing thing about the result is that, the contestant 
who didn't appear won first prize. I liked that 
bit of whimsey.

But the hour gx>ows late, and I had better start 
folding my beard, for I want to do a round at 
Arenb urg early-early before undertaking some re-arrange
ments of the iris garden at Melrose before it is time for 
the Knipmeyers. I sha 1 be so glad of that opportunity 
to explore further in the Street article which we 
started last week, thanks tp your thoughtfulness 
in sending Holiday.

With tonight's guests so tired, conversation was 
on the dull side, but I'm glad the moon was big and round 
and pretty, - if made their i pression of the gardens so 
favorable, ± think, as they departed.......

5356

Thursday, March 13th, 1952.

Memorandum:

The atmosphere has been odd today, „ a whte-ish 
fog seeming to prevail, although sufficinetly thin to 
permit a va ue suggestion of bluein the sky, and to 
permit the sun to cast a shadow, but rather faintly. The 
Texas panhandle dust bowl is blowing and has been for 
the past day, but will cease spending it apwl over thing, 
pall, perhaps,, along about tonight.

If I can find the Beth whatever her name is letter,
I shall enclose it It is interesting only because of 
its lack of reason’for the most part. I recall her t, v
having mentioned nothing about urs, for example, when v /
she passed this way, and therefore the reference to them is 
completely lost on me. Mnd the irksomenature of her relations 
with her companion is understandable but not percisely 
pertinent in such a letter, it seems to me# I find it, 
in fine, among the more remarkable epistles coming to hand 
for just the reason that it seems to be swinging at variance 
around anyone {any one) of a variety of subjects or moods, 

none of which I am interested, although the writing 
having to do about Bobert is we&l contrived, J- must say.

I had such a busy morning I thought 1 would 
collapse for ten minutes or so this noon and run through 
the current Talking nooks Topics which came to hand in 
record form today. But the Charles Woods came just as 
I sat down, heading for -̂ ake Charles and asking if they 
might pick me up tomorrow on their return, and so accompany 
them to Natchitoches to have dinner with them. Naturally 
I declined. I find it takes so long to get rid of that 

old Virus I business with the thing "hoovering" around so 
long after the full fury of the business has been spent.
I'm wondering if you are experie cing the same dwaddling 

tendency on the part of the misere to eliminate itself com
pletely.

I telephoned the B. B. Willimas residence this afternoon 
to enquire how the lady, hospitalized on Sunday, might 
be making it. Picture my surprise when I discovered she
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was home from college and was just heading out to round 
up some groceries. How is it people collapse on Sunday 
and are hack on all cylinders three days later.

She wanted to talk a little about the Sunday tour,
^he said several people from about the State who declined 
attending the Shreveport Library association meeting did put 
in applications to visit Melrose, i'he idea of having 
a tea or supper orfwhatever on Sunday night has been shelved 
because people don t want to miss Melrose and don' t want 
to hurry, Bobody asked me on that score, Bhe number 
of people journeying this far afield will be somewhere 
around 100, I expect, and Bssae Mae, among others, is 
threatening to drag some aut ors with her.

I hayen.t told Celeste as yet that librarians will 
be turning up under every new leaf in the garden on Sunday, 
but x think 1 shall adviseher on the morrow that if she
is going to be home on Sunday, she had better rig up her
Church calendar so as to skip vespers and give me a hand 
in the receiving line. Celeste just loves tlaking with 
people and she can do just that in the big house.
If the weather is fair and warm, I shall harangue the
crowd in the o en under the big oak. My remarks will be 
mighty brief, but Dr, watson, the founder of whatever this 
branch of the book section is, has asked me if I would honor 
them, and i shall sing them a couple of well chosen couplets 
and let it go at that, .after all, who in the world wants to 
near a lecture on Sunday even!tig at twilight. I think 
I shall try to pin Celeste down in the big house and 

retreat to xucea where I am hoping on the back gallery jL 
can gather a few interesting people together for a little 
chat. I like my tours small, but if they must be large, I 
like them sufficiently big to be able to split up into 
small clusters so that at least a few kindred souls can have 
a go at things,

I am rather sorry I missed all the newscasts and 
commentators yesterday, for I should have liked to - 
hear some of the observations on the doings in Hew 
Hamphsire on fuesday. But there will be others and 
others, end on end, becawsen now and November, and I reckon 
I shall have had an amply elxax opportunity to choke 
many an orator on such matter long ere then.....
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Friday, March 14th, 1952.

Memorandum:
The weather continues cool and cloudless but the 

dust storm continues veiling the sun considerably.
I always look forward to receiving the Balking 

Books Topics record which came yesterday, but for some reason 
or other, I haven t even gotten around to run through the 
thing as yet. refhaps I shall take time out tonight to 
do sol

We ate a little later than usual tonight and it was 
after sundown when x got back to lucea where I found Beau 
Mack awaiting me, prepared to shear my locks a little, 
accordingly 1 missed the Bd Morrow news cast, but having the 
fringe taken of: the nap of my neck is the recompense for 
its absence will save me from the necessity of investing in 
a ribbon to catch up my perruque. Beau said his boy, *. G. , 
who failed to show up this afternoon, ha<J gone some place to 
spend the night with hie cousin. I didn t ra-[nd his 
absence, since the postman didn t wear hfmself toating 
mail pouches in my direction thSs morning, u u e of these 
days I shall probably get several letters all in a batch.

I made it a point to see Geleste at coffee this 
morning for 1 wanted to invite her to join me in receiving 
the authors and librarians on Bunday. then, too, — ana 
this is the selfish angle, I thought it might be nice 
if she would receive in the library where some of thee who 
are old timers at ^elrose might like to sit and chat 

while others were concentrating on the Yucca and 
African nouse sections. She was very nice about it but 
said unless x wouldn^t feel happy alone, she so much wanted 
to go to town on Sunday afternoon. It seems all her set 
plays cards at the Blks ^lub on Saturday afternoon, as they 
will on the morrow, but on Sunday fternoon one of the ladies 
is going to have a few of the girls in for bridge and 
she would so much hate to miss it. She said she was 
positive about Saturday afternoon, for that is as 
firmly established a custom as vhurch, but althought her
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acquaintance when she spoke about a Sunday game hadn’t been 
postive about .unday, still she thought it was probable and 
would let her know at the Mlks bridge tomorrow, and if 
the “unday game ,as on, she would so hate to miss it.

1 told her I could readily appreciate her viewpoint 
and that *L had mentioned the authors and librarians merely 
because I thought she might not be busy, and having 

nothing to do, might be amused to join us, and that I 
thought they would arrive late enough so she would be back 
fro:. church before they got her. She said she wasn’t 
going to Church anyway, since the card game would be 
going on at that time. - . v

how if 1 can just 5et the "enks well on their way 
to Shreveport before the cavalcade heads in this way, 
everything ought to rock along merrily.

On the floral front, the present cool spell has slowed up 
the advance of the greenery a bit, but the more hardy 
opring flowers continue unfolding their blossoms regardless.
The German iris which I find so much more satisfying than 
the more delicate native, is doing very nicely. At
Arenbourg the big deep blue Emperor of China, _a rather
rare item in this region, is an especial source of 
delight at the moment while the white and pale yellow 
banners aie approaching their peak of perfection*

^nd speaking of plants, 1 must confess a hoax I 
permitted to establish itself in the mind of a friend a week 
or so back. Along the front gallery, amdist the banana 
and butterfly lilies, both of which have new growth about 
8 inches in height, are scattered a number of earthware pots 
in which I always grow butterfly lilies so that I may 
send the same to this person or that, when blossoming times 
rolls 'round in July# On Sunday when hr. Hand was here 
with Luther “arrison* he inquired with just a touch 
of asperity in his voice; "What in the world do you think 
is going to happen to those bananas planted ^n thos pots 
there on the gallery, and can you possibly believe 
they are going to do ahy growing in such a small pot.”

It is true the pot is not more than a foot acoss and perhaps 
8 inches deep, and the soil woula scarcely cover the root 
of the smallest banana.- But I accepted the question with 
seemiu5 casualness and remarked that every year I planted 
the same thing in them so x could move it about easily during 
the summer whereever the impulse impelled me to. Dr. 
hand said he couldn't imagine the things growing at all.
1 suggested he have^a look for himself in

ARE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.
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Sunday, March 16th, 1952.

Memorandum;

It remains cool, but fair, and there were plenty of 
pilgrims, none of which were of primary interest.

On Saturday Bssae mae sent me a message, saying she 
was sorry she was forved to take the midnight train for 
Baton Bouge and so would miss getting to ^elrose. W. L. 
postell telephoned from Satehitoches this morning,, saying 
he had to catch the 2 o'clock train for ■uew Orleans, and 
so would be unable t get down. But it was pleasant 
to chat with hpra and he was hoping to contact the Lambres at 
Bermuda with a view to making a rangements for the summer 
on the Joyeous Coast, which I hope he may do.

Pat, Ben and 1 dined with the G. ■&. ^enrys and the 
food and conver ation was ever so pleasant. Sister and 
her crowd with a couple of guects blew; in just after 
I had returned to Lucca. I am glad to have met their 
two friends whom they had explained were lovely ladies, 
twins, and one of them the wife of some imposing physician 
of Chicago, The reason 1 was glad to meet them because 
I had forgotten there are bound to be lots of people of the 
same type,;no matter how curious the pattern, scattered around 
in the world and the two ladies, almost midgits, turned out 
to be ever sd much like Sister, and it’s pleasant to know 
she is thus acquainted with people who approximate but 
I am sure never equal her unique distinctions.

The librarians arrived around 4:45, - a little earlier 
than I had anticipated after Friend -‘-ostelle had told me of 
their afternoon's schedule.

I harangued the gotiiering under the big oak on my 
or rather on their arrival. As the group ws made up of 
people having to do with books, 1 begand by saying

"Ladies and Gentlemen, It was on a Sunday afternoon about this 
time of yearxskHH about 8 or 10 years ago when ^iss Caramia, 
Lyle “axon and I were returning from making a call on
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an old mulatto 1 *dy down tho river when, as we came along by the 
Yupon hedge there by the side of the road that î yle said:

'’Listen, ^unt '“'anomie. Let's play yon have never before 
set foot in the ^ane miver co ntry, that this is your first 
visit in the neighborhood. -*nd suppose you are right now peeping 
through that hedge and seeing those bushes and trees and catching 
a glimpse of the big house, and that by some miracle you are 
able to go in a prowl around and see all the ante bellum 
plan ation plunder, none of which you had never dreamed existed 
anywhere in Louisiana. Lon t von know you would be per
fectly delighted. 0

Inaid Miss Laramie: "I declare, Lyle, you're a sight.
-ut come to think of it, guess you're right. I believe 
I" would relish it.'’

nox many of y0u this afternoon s visit is your original.
I'm going to be through talking in & minute or two, and then 
I hope you are going to enjoy whatever prowling y0u .feel inclined 
to do, but before you start oat, ars. “illiams has suggested 
that a brief thumbnail sketch of the history of the place might 
make your discoveries a little more comprensible, and so JV 
shall give you a couple of salient feature and then you 
will be on your own.

■“■hen A did. the A,iarie fherese founding and the Cammie G. 
restoration, and then ended with these words:

• • f

"One more thought,, and 1 am done. It seems to me when 
a person dies, you may said he is really dead only after 
all those influences, either for goood or evil, he has set in 
motion during his lifetime, cease to effect or influence a 
living soul, ihe fact thht we all find ourselves here today 
on our own volition seems proof positive that the spirit 
**ies ^ammie engendereo at ^elrose is still a vital force.
."/ere it only possible for those gone on before to communicate 
with those of us who remain, I haven't a doubt, Miss Laramie 
in some he^venlier sphere, would pause, and turning back, say:

'franco lS, there are about a mili^or) • librarians loose 
in the ^ane ‘fiver country this afternoon •fi'or rays sake, 
wont you and Ora bid them welcome to ^elrose. T

“iind Lo.’ -»0ra and I do."

-nd so the tour began, and it seemed to pan out alright, 
and long shadows were aslant the gardens before the
pilgrims had de arted. Celeste arrived just as the people « , . I
were heading toward the front gate and it was nice she was able
;'k° say .... ub ,e . |
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Monday, ^arch 17th, 1952.

Memorandum:

■“•ere it is St. Patrick’s birtday and the wedding 
anniversary of Madam Boosevelt, and the 17th of ^-arch always 
suggests the advent of Spring in Manhattan, although often 
it turns out to be but a promise.

Locally rain clouds have hung low over the countryside 
all day, and tonight there's an occasional thin sprinkle 
wit: thender showers promised for tomorrow. Within the past 
24 hours, Colorado, usually one of the colder spots in 
the country has been enjoying thermometer readings 6 to 8 
points higher than anything -“ouisiana can boast of. If 
summer doesn t seep in from the South this year perhaps it will 
come sliding°down from the Northern Hockies.

I put aside gardening activies for a breathing spell 
this afternoon /̂hen ^eith Couragere came by to see me. He 
married Celeste's former sister-in-law, you may recall, and lives 
in mi Iberia, m e  says he hasn t seen Weeks in a couple 
of days but talked with him on the telephone this morning, 
me says his milk leg is bothering him although he is able to 
get about and although his broken baciL requires a brace, and 
will for a while longer, he gets around alright by movning 
Slowly. I remarked that it was a miracle he was n't killed 
-by the fall. He said he probably would have been, had he 
been quite sober, me says he hopes he doesn't take another 
tumble before he gets back off the water wagen o& which 
he is currently riding with grim determination’

I was glad to see. the ^ark -̂ uke and his brother tpday. 
i'he latter's ear is about healed (with an a, x hope) 
fhey came to ask me to contact the lady doctor for their 
sister who lives here on the place. I did, and later 
saw said ..physician for a moment. Lhe patient, it seems, 
has had pneumoniafor several days, and had a miscarriage 
this morning. Like Weeks, she seems to go in for odd
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combinationsf but 1 hope she is as successful in 
overcoming her afflictions as he seems to be with 1 is,

I got around to read precisely nothing last night, 
and shall probably accompslth about as much tonight, ihe truth 
is, probably, that 1 don t seem to have anything of sufficient 
interest to exciste my attention to the ooint of driving 
off the s an dm an ̂ -then, too, winds of Zb to 30 miles an' 
hour have blown nearly all day, and I have always felt, —  
or imagined, t.nat exposure to a steady breeze makes one 
sleepy, although, for the life of me, 1 can think: of no 
particular reason as to why this should be so, and it 
probably is simply my imagination.

%  •

I tiling there is nothing of particular interest in 
the enclosures but 1 send them along regardless.

v  - “ * '

une letter not enclosed, being held for interpretation cf 
the name, is addressed to "Mrs. ^enry, Uatchitoches”, 
and comes from some old acquaintance UT) Oklahoma way It 
seems odd that since last Monday, four different letter, 
addressed to the Madam, have come to hand in contrast to 
the proceeding 51 weeks or more in which nothing of the 
sort have trickled in. One mi^ht assume some news item 
mi^ht have recalled her name o people to impell people in 
Florida, Oklahoma, Ohio and Oalifornia, all to take pen in 
hand within a space of hours, but so far as I know, nothing 
of the sort has appeared.

idea which has long been buzzing around in my 
Drain seems co be manifesting itself with renewed vigor of 
late,^ Ihe whole thing is based on the assumption that 
a Madia .digest might turn out to be as popular as a Header's 
Digest and that two or throe powerful stations, - say 
50,000 watts, qiq the î ast Goast, the Middle ,,f6st and 
pernaps the west ^oast, should devote all their broadcasting 
time should be devoted exclusively to re-broadcasting the 
mo: t interesting programs, regardless of the system on 
which these various programs originate. My thought is that 
quarter, half or full hour programs could be devoted to 
a fairly hifch standard of programs, and include all 
phases of news reporting, symposiums on every subject 
by experts and amateurs, the -»rts, the Tnea re, Dports 
Politics, Uedecine, Science and so on Ihe thing might have to 
being with a sponsor, such as t^e Federal educational bureau 
or some private educational organization, such as the -Laura 
ope liman -“ockefollex foundation, 1 think there are enough 
intelligent people in the country to make a substantial 
audience so that advertising might eventually be attracted 
and so carry the costs.1 shall ask n. Garter what he thinks....
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Tuesday, March 18th, 1952.

Memorandums
high winds and much rain, ox at least a couple of inches, 

started in about 3 this morning, -She rain stopped by daylight 
and the sun came out before noon, but the winds kept right on 
going until sundown. The earth can absorb the water readily 
'"enough, and watever runs off will go to bring back the 
former level of Gane Biver to it former height, and I like 
that, too. , * ?

I can’t remmber having spent so much time fiddling 
about as I did today a flock of little odds "and ends 
that have long needed- attention but were put off while 
bigger strides were being attempted.

The intemperate weather made the bird bar unusually 
popular and a mama cedar waxwing with three offspring 

didn't even fly away when I approached the bar to ro-stock it. 
I didn't know cedar waxwings were begetting offspring at this 
time of year, but so it seems to be.

Lome snapshots Mugon© took of various magnolia f£Bx 
trees iChinese) in full flower about a month ago came 
back from the printers today. I gather such work requires 
some technical attention, for while the sky came out 
beautifully blue, the grass green and so on, the various 
explosions of pinks, whites and purples all presented 
themselves as mere dull gray splotches. Perhaps the waxy 
finish of the petals demand a light filter or some such 
to get their colors recorded. I must ask Carolyn or -elen 
when next they p-i ss this way.

By dint of. some effort, I did succeed in finishing 
"Life on a ^ediavel Barony", and perhaps I kept awake the 
easier because I found the~final chapter, having to do
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with the organisation and operation of the Church in 1200 
to he rather more interesting and less padded that some 
of the other chapters. While the account of the secular life 
of the times was informative, as regards the reason for 
s.o many fortified, castles being spread all over -‘-urope, the 
thing about the Cathedrals will always have an added claim 
to the imagination since there is bound to be a miracle 
in some way associated with the buildin of the 
Cathedrals. Phe author, having selected the year 1220, 
around which he painted his picture of rural and urban life 
of the mediavel p riod, this brought him slap at the 
germinating season of the Cathedrals, — as for example,
Rheims, which, if memory serves, was started about 1213 
with most of the other notable ones between the heine and the 
Rhine beginning to come into flower at about the same 
time, Uotre hame de /-aris, perhaps, in 1163 or some such, and 
so on. ^s all of them were about a hundred years in the 
building, I reckon tnere must have been, several generations 
who carried out the original plans and modified the original 
concepts as the time and work proceeded, father Walsh in 
his "Eleventh, the Greatest of Uentur.iesn stresses the fact 
if i. recall correctly, that many of these great edificies were 
the nandiwork of local effort in a restricted area, while 
bav.is, the author of the present work, says something about 
roving bands of workmen who would come to a little town 
for e ployment and remain for years or a life time. I 
think it would be interesting o know the approximate 
number of inhabitants ô  some of the communities where and 
at the time some of the more remarkable Cathedrals were 
built, without ever having gone into the matter at all 
I assume *aris probably had quite a sizeable number of * 

inhabitants i-̂ 1200 whereas I ima( ine Chatres had comparatively 
few people, rheims seems always to have been a tmde center 
as between Eastern furope and the Orient and the West 
and 1 believe aheims was, for example, the trade center for 
eunuchcs, supplied by the Purks, and purchased by the 
catholic church in creating and maintaining their remarkable 
choirs, -a-s buildings go. I must sayl shall forever 
prefer the classic Creek t.o the ^othic, what with the 
ureek being possessed of such wonderful simple majesty and 
Lt is arresting to think what the 1200 century mibht have built 

na<* it gone along on Creek lines, for 1 suppose its 
cathedrals would have approximated tne size and general 
lines of the vast concourse in the Pennsylvania Natation, 
well, -ord, -ord, here 1 have talked myself to the bottom 
of the page and said nothing, -eihape ±'11 do better tomorrow___
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Wednesday, March 19th, 1952.

Memorandum:
*n all blue and gold day with the thermometer in the mid 

80’s, and the promise for the same thing on the morrow, 
fhis ou$ht to set things to going again after the dwaddling 
about which has resulted from the cool days and especially
• the nights of late.

After making a round at ^renbourg early I spent the 
balance of the daylight hours on and about tftis domain.
Celeste expressed the desire to have a few native iris, and 
as 1 had in mind moving some stuff a little later in the 
iris garden, it seemed to me no time like the present 
to have a go at that job. Picking up native iris and 
sticking them in the ground isn’t much of a job, but the 
magical section behind her house which she had in mind was 
a tangle of weeds and a hodge-podge of bamboo roots which 
require physical energy almost akin to dynamite to blast 
them out'of the ground. hut x had Andy to give me a hand, and 
so we got things transformed before the ladies across the 
iEedcaxhxdhhaded down the road for an afternoon frolic.

While i WcaS still up to my hips in the iris, however, 
the lady doctor dropped in to say howdy for a few minutes.
-he had been to see Peter’s sister and said, to hei astonishment 
poor Janie is not only living but seems to be improving.
I tink  ̂mentioned she had pneumonia and a miscarriage all on
the same go-round, and I also learned that the pneumonia
was double and **anie was up and doing her > ousework and
caring for her several children until the miscarriage flattened her
out. Janie is a frail girl but aparantly one who o n  take lots,
I was also glad to hear a professional opinion regarding 
Paynie‘s health which seems to be very poor, --high blood 
pressure that is alarming but that will not kill him, but 
a kidney disturbance that probably will, his wife who has 
been tried to pieces by years of her husband's demands on all
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hex time, — he doesn t like to he alone even at bed time and 
so she has h e m  forced to exting ish her hed light when he 
wants to go to sleep, although she loves to read, — such 
little nagging business which must he wearing on a year-in, 
year-out basis, j

i»o sooner had the lady aoc or gone than Mrs. George 
mutton and some lady pissed this way, bringing me a line 
looking cane which 1 shall carve later tonight if 1 get 
hungry, I gave each secretary a slab and already 1 ave 
some idea as to its goodness by the way their eyes rolled.
Mrs. button said there is another bit of a stir regarding 
the bachelier-hecker business, with the button lawyers urging 
them to pess for whatever the original Becker charages consisted 
in open court. today, for the first time, 1 heard the
phrase, -"the property **r. ^achelier gave ms",  which undou tedly
acco nts for the 200 dollar gift that so unexpectedly was 

presented to me by the buttons following Mr. Bachelier’s death.
The hatchitoches property had been mentioned at the time, but 

never as "the property Bachlier gave us". Actually, I
of course, a bi 1 of sale was executed but n0 'tnonQy vms 
paid by the buttons, and as the whole thing was transacted 
but a day or two bef ore jfathe.. Becner put over the new will, 
it is doubtful in my mind if Mi. Bachelier was quite possessed 

of all his senses when the first paper was put through and 
everybody knows he wasn t when the second one was.

Mr. Aldrich of the health department appeared 
before the mutton department quited the place. The guests 
knew each other and so that made their brief visit pleasant, and 
I felt free to, le ve them to their own advices for a moment 
while 1 took another pass at gardening. '

A'his was one of those rare days in the post office wherein 
the 1st class stuff amounted to nothing save a flock of 
post cardsof no interest and a batch of’catalogues whithout 
the virtue of attractive layouts. Tomorrow or the nexi day 
will probably see a bumper crop of letters, a portion of which,
I fear, inspired by the advent of Spring, will be asking for 
tours; and they will have to be more appealing tn?.t some recently 
coming Co hand or the answer will be on the uegative side.

and now for a little concert, ana so to bed......

........V  - r - __
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Thursday, March 20th, 1952..

Memorandum:

The weather man announced the advent of Spring, which 
was said to arrive at 10:14 this morning. L heard no jolt when 
it crashed in. A cloudless day with gentle breezes and the 
thermometer touching 90 gave the impression of full summer.

as I anticipated, the postman was too generous with his 
1st class stuff today, and it seemed as though every other 
letter presented a minor problem, i'or instance, Clarence 
Laughlin wants to make a round which pleases me not at all, 
and little Miss alberta apparently wants to come but that 
involves a matter of "sleeping" her, and this in spite of all 
her bolts and barricades, .̂nd s mebody qlse wants something 
or other, and 1 think I shall shelve the whole business until 
the week end. Perhaps I shall feel more inspire to do something 

about settling a few such matters then.

You will regret the news carried by the enclosed clipping. 
Perhaps it has already reached your true hand through metropolitan 
papers, although I'm not sure Manhattan papers vvould bother 
about this final phase of Louisiana's most magnificient ante 
bellum home, I'm glad 1 often visited the place and that 
I had the privilege of listening to Lyle expiate on its glories 
by the hour, , since both his mother before hi and Mater -uyle 
himself used to go tnere when i,t was cin its heyday. It is 
good, too, that the Louisiana Guide carries such striking 
photographs of the place, for through that med.ium tne i 
illust ations,- photographed after the house aa been foresaken, 
will remain as a permanent record of tnis heroic mansion.
The passing of Belle Grove is almost like the passing of 
an era, but 1 reckon in spite of the interior being gutted, 
the great columns will rpmain, and possibly the pediment, 
and surely somebody with a few pennies ought to make a lovely 
park to spread aboutthis remarkable souvenir of a by-gone age.

The pilgrims were fairly numerous today, with a 
Mrs. *Yaldo Morris of Jacksonville making the most impression 
on me. Bhe had charm, which seems to be quite a rare attribute, 
so far as pilgrims go, and what was even more astonishing, she
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had a personality that seemed, - since comparison with the 
original was impossible, that perfectly reflected that of Roane,
To see the two ladies together would he a miracle or a 
disaster, and 1 know not which, ^or sometimes something reseumbling 
something else does so only when"the two are not brought into 
proximity.

I read a couple of pages last n.ght from "The letters to 
Hiss Children” by Theodore Roosevelt. I was astonished to 
find Theodore Roosevelt, ^r. reading them, and thowing in an 
occasional comment as to the identity of this person ox that.
It was amusing to me that he remarked that the family nevti 
called Alice by her name, but rather she was known to them all 
as Sister. Shades of little Oammie.

i ' . • ' . ...
I have seen Theordore Roosevelt, Jr. , but a few times in 

my life, two or three times as rather large teas and once or 
twice 0n the platform. Both in personal contact and as a 
member of a large audience, I always felt shame-faced<for him 
whenever he opened his mouth, and physically, it was large.
I felt embarrassed for him the way one feels embarrassed for 
children when they are acting smart and don t know what fools 
they axe making of themselves and how humiliated the members of 
nheii amily mu6 feel. I, B. Jr. apparently suffered from 
thinking he was something special because he was the son of his 
energetic papa, but ids manner of speaking, so positive and 
declamatory, and ^is outlandish gestures set off an automatic 
feeling of resentment on the part of everyone within ear-shot or 
sight of h^m# If Alexander Bcourby is about everying one 
wants in a reader s voice, T. R. Jr is the antithesis of the same 
and by some miracle manages to make the listener pitch* out 
the record with every phrase the man utters. It’s a triumph 
in all that shouldn't be 0r] Talking Books, and ifm gl-d 
to have had such a sample.

I find my elf, after all this talk about the . B.'e, wondering 
whatever happened to Pauline ^ongworth, "Sister's " daughter. She 
must be a big girl now and for all know may be a grandmother."
I am w ndering if you ever see her name in the papers, and 

while this is simply idle curiosity on my part, I must say that 
curing the past feys years i have been impressed by everyone's 
ignorance of the child and whatever happened to her.

Poor Madam Marco, _ 1 must send along her latest letters, 
what a noble soul and what an existence, r could chunk 
sister Suzzie who ought to be st ndmg on her head trying to 
entertain poor Miss Nellie and not making life harder by 
her own complaints^. I must write the lady a letter forthwith don't 
you think so....  *

Friday, March 21st, 1952.

*Memorand m:
Cloudy, with a spanking breeze all day, with a promise 

of a rain tonight and cooler weather on the morrow. n0w nice 
it is will only discourage pilgrims.

In the post leaving on Saturday, the 22nd, a square-ish 
package will go forward by parcel post. I learned today 
the clerk might be late next Monday, not arriving before 
posting time, which would put the package off until Tuesday, 
fhich would make it a bit late, I fear, in reaching your true 
iiand on your natal day. ^ence tomorrow's shipment which 
may arrive a little prematurely, but 1 tbust you will not 
mind.

Por your convenience, I have wrapped up a rather thin package 
in blue paper, tied up for easy transporting under one's arm, and 
the square box has been employed, stuffed with waste paper, simply 
to save the inside package from getting jammed up in transit.
You may accordingly^ just toss the square box, together with 
its several waddings of newspapers into the nearest convenient 
trash can, resting assured that tie couple of items being 
sent are enclosed in the inner package, wrapped in the blue paper.

There's a book inside the blue wrapped package. I hurriedly 
put a paper jacket ovet it, as my name appears just inside the 
cover of the book itself. I suggest that you either scratch out 
the name or paste a bit of wnite paper over it, as you please, and 
which ever is convenient. Then the cover can be cast aside.

forgive me for not having made better arrangements but 
I was a little preseed for time when belatedly  ̂ learhed that 
their mi(there might) be no out-going 2nd class mail on Monday, — j 
hence the rush.

Of the enclosures, either herewith or under separate cover, 
there isn't much of great interest, although 1 pass them 
along regardless. The letter from Mr, ^aughlin seems to 
be characteristically stupid of that gentleman. I take it 
the reference to a. may be in the nature of a veiled 
threat to go over my head. I have responded promptly, saying

>
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it was kind of him to advise mo that J. ■u. had ox ressed 
willingness that he should make his initial visit at 
any time, aod stressing my appreciation of his generosity in 
promsing to give me a glance at his photographs of ^elrose 

which x had already made it possible for him to take, and 
the captions of which I had given him outright, I 
:urther stated that my calendar for the present season prevented 
Hie from seeing liim̂  tout since lis mentioned  ̂ &nd tiist
I knew he had. been the house guest of another member of the 
family, while in ohreveport earlier in the year, I had no doubt 
that he could get ample information concering the historical 
aspects of elrose directly from either of those sources, fhe 
killing part of it is that he will have the nerve to pass this 
way regardless, and 1 have left instructions with the clerk 
that  ̂ am not to be contacted if he does put in an appearance,

I*m tired of ^r. ^aughlj- and he might as well find it out 
now as any othei time.

weeks card is ratner pitaful, it seems to me, and I must 
dash him off a note forthwith.

As for little ^iss alberta I shall try to see what I 
can do for her by way of protection, it would be nice, if 
she and barolyn could arrange to be here at the same time, 
fcut long ago X learned to count on seeing barolyn when she 
ap eared and to make no plans whatsoever in advance, but i reckon

some way or other. A t1 s so odd that little miss Alberta should even consider coming at a time when ...ister is 
here but -^yle always declared little ^iss *. never comprehended 
le slightest manifestation of that odd personality, and never seemed 

to realize it was any different from that of her mother's.

In today s gardeiing, I was perfectly delighted to have 
a courle negroeswhose auorigipal speech as unexpected as their unconv 
unconventional as .their horticultural concepts, For example 
1 was entranced when one of them clipped off the first 
letter in the word ’truck" to make the past tense of a verb, ne said:

ihis here round where us—es been a—diggin1 sure am 
humpy. 1 11 go fetch that tnere xa^e 1 cause it sure 
ought to be ruc£ and ruck good."

is.t the turn of this page, a bolt of light'ning 
knocked out the electric current, and so with radio and 
readine machine on vacation, 1 shall fold forthwith and sleep....
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bund ay, March 23rd, 1952. c
Memorandum:

How nice to find your grand letter in Saturday's post, 
dating from the day of St. Patrick. and the following.

I need scarcely add my week end has been perfect as a result,—  
all around the inner most recesses of my heart.

And how kind of you to think to send me particulars about 
various things I had inquired. It is,so satisfying to get the 
banastota wagons straightened out, along with the branle and the like,

And while I think of it, may I tell you that I am delighted 
you found Pettosporura to your liking. I like it, too. We
had a fine bush at arenbourg for your delectation until that 
famous raid of' the bovine section some time back when so many 
things were ruined. But we are to have another one, now that 
the fences have been fixed, and I thin^ it will do very nicely.
I was rather successful with the first one which i acquired at 
a reasonable price because it was so large and because the owner
thought I couldn't move it successfully _I guess it was
about ten feet in height, but it transplanted nicely and was 
flourishing with abandon until r vaged and rined by the intruders.
I'm so g1ad you mentioned your lining for this item, for it will 
give me ten times more pleasure to fiddle with it on the next go- 
round, knowing of your interest, i believe it is too late to 
get another this year, but we shall have one wheiji the time 
comes and eventually we shall both enjoy it, don c you think so.

fhe otorrential rains and high winds tended to discourage some 
road running, but even so I got a trio of pilgrims on Saturday 
that were difficult enough, un Saturday morning about 10,
J. H. sent a servant to me, saying there was someone in the store
whom he couldn't understand, and X wondered what language was
being spoken, since ^ugene speaks French, hut before i
got half way across the garden, 1 met J. a. with the people,
and he introduced me wit a measure of cordiality that belied
his has ty retreat, it turned out they were second or third cousins
from South Louisiana whom he had nver seen before, fhey
were Charming in a way, but as they had no palates, it
was a little difficult anewe.int questions, put in one form of
strange noises, they put to me
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Like you, X, too, am sometimes amazed at the 
naiper Bazaar failure to appreciate values. It 
is..one of those elements of a kindly character which 
probably impells me to he a little unjust .at times, 
hut in view of the faulty recognition of what is worth 
while and what isn't, it is no wonder, as you observe, 
that things tend to get so out of joint. I suppose 

it is rather surprising the frienship that has always 
obtained and seems almost desparately genuine, should, 
indeed, exist at all, and sometimes I find myself thinking 
I had better re-read a life of Benjamin Frankly and how 
he navigated at Court circles with such fulsome backing 
of wives,of the great who certainly, for the most 
part, must have found something in him aside from his 
interest in everything for which they care little and 
understood noting.

i i l l  tnis a f te rn o o n  -l have been bogged down with people, 
some known and some unknown, I had a flock of college j
people when ^an ^enry brou^.t a 0al to see the place. j
./hen affable he is most certainly high, otherwise he j
is more difficult that his sister, but t ings went
along nicely. .• \

The 7/enks, by the way, were here for dinner, Ben j
had one somewher for the week end and Pat, smart 
boy, dined across the fence, leaving me the whole posse ■ 
on my lap. It was a hu bub but not tinged with fire water.
Celeste invites me to dinner across the fence but it 
seems easier to dine with the hoydens, and thus 
keep an explosion from developing as between the sisters-in- 
law, and as Bister never goes there, or at 1 ast hasn't in 
a couple of months, it is just as well that 1 anchor-her 

on this side of the fence.
IJ

Among the late afternoon visitors was ^ary Gunn from 
magnolia, Hi s Bally's granddaughter who goes to college 
in town. Che's a sweet child and 1 liked her two 
girls friends-she had brought to the country for the week 
end. Frequently they get up this way, — the magnolia 
people, and usually to call on Celeste but Mary usually 
comes to pay me a little round and I'm always amused 
to hear their viewpoints, especially on college, which tends 
to present such a different angle from that passed 
along* by Dr. ^yser or nr. Coombs or I)r. Sarah Clapp,
Later, after they had gone, Celeste came over to ask me for 
supper and I -accepted, - chicken gumbo, mulatto made, at 
at. Augustin's Church, and this brings me to folding up time 
and herewith 1 amke the most of it ....

f  J  \ \ t
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monday, March 24th, 1952.

memorandum;

iind so the fcnng distance operator said Lafayette was 
calling, and the Lafayette operator said the President of 
Southwestern was calling, and so I eventually established 
contact with Dr. Joel Fletcher. Be wanted to tell me 
Hodding Waiter's schedule was in a tangle, as for Saturday, 
March 29th,. but wondered if he might come to see me on 
Friday, the 28th, instead, ^nd allowed as how 1 bet he 
could and that was that

And then I called . Sarah Clapp of Northwestern 
and told her that the ^arch 29th date I had refused her might 
eventually be effected, regardless, but then she said as how 
her calendar was in an uproar, and so we agreed on a f'uesday, 
and I didn't bother to ask if it might be tomorrow or 

a week hence, and it doesn't matter in the slightest which 
way.

I am pleased to report cloudless weather and the cold 
abating a little, although it was about 32 last night, which 
was low enough to discourage much rapid growth in the 
vegetation section, but a brilliant sun today has warmed things 
a lit tie and given vast encouragement, I am sure, to the 
greenery, I was delighted today to .discover a trumpet vine 
in flower. Inis is the earliest I remember e oh a manifestation 
of deep summer in  ̂rch.

I was delighted to find three excellent young 
persimmons tnis morning, while giving a once-over of the 
bulb garden behind the, weaving house. fhey were 
growing under the ancient persimmon tree which produces 
the large, sheep-nose .shaped persimmons with which you are 
familiar, I believe. Phey were 4 or 5 feet in height and 
I immediately set to work digging them up and found they 
had excellent root systems. I covered them un again and 
along at)out 5;30 in the moruiu , 1 snail give them a 
favorable new residence at Arenbourg and will be impatient 
until they have brought forth fruit, perhaps in a year or 
so, for I am not ce tain persimmons grow true to seed. It is 
possible, of course, they may not have sprung from the tree
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Tuesday, ^arch ^5th, 1952.
under which they were growing, for there are other persimmons 
in the hulh garden, hut the assumption that they are seem 
logical, j-'iobody seems to know much about the folk ways 
of persimmons, although everybody knows persimmons, which 
seems to put them in a class with 6randiflora magnolias about 
which everyone knows much and nothing exists in print regarding 
details, -lost fruit trees, I believe, bring for the like 
trees from the seed of their fruit, i believe, but I’m 
not sure about all types in tnis respect, i have probably 
remarked before that in the floral department, the crepe 
myrtle may usually be counted upon to bring forth a different 
colored flower from the shade producing the seed that is planted 
in a vain^hope to produce trees of identical color. Old 
^ ivine kept what I thought was a fascinating note book 
on her eĵ rer_h-.-fints with p 1 ants. and there was endless details '~~~ 
in it about the various colors of crepe myrtles and the strange 

Gns tnat came into being after she had most carefully 
selected seeds of definite hues which in dozens of experiments 
never brought forthnew plants, that approximated the coloring 
of tne parent plants. She came to the natural conclusion th.-t 
t.je only way to be certain that a new plants, secured from the 
parent that would p. ecisely reproduce its paternal coloring 
was to start t.,e new offpsring from cuttings and not from seed, 
parenthetically, the -adam kept tnis book in her armoir and 
treasured it^mightily for it contained not only the 
results of piss î eudiCities ^elrose experiments made when 
sne was in her late 7Q’s and early 8Q's, a d even into her 90's 
bat also included a flock of data concerning her mother's 
plautitig ia tne 1850’s, along with the names of! salesmen 
and tne houses they represented, — salesmen from jfrance who 
traveled throughout the South yearly to visit their regular 
customers, — some nurseries in places like Mobile -ew

S? °^f hu* eveu raore especially the plantations famous for their extensive gardens I suppose
there was no other book like this one, and few keepers 
of such data could have vied with ^iss Leudivine in the 

h!ir,yQa^B from 1640 to 1935. I am sorry to'
o a i f i r v - Geiiftra3-,s wlfe» ^aynie's wife and ban 
J -P?* . \ luQ . GlQfa“'liP of the armoirs, on the day 
following tne Madam s funeral, miss ^eudivine’s flower books 
were cast into the flames, without anybody taking the trouble 
i.o discover if these enteries of throe quarters of a century were of interest to anyone,

■ c

„ ^ Q} 11 that seeras to be a depressing enough note to end
up on, but perhaps the new persimmons at ^renbourg will
offer a measure of solace in the splendor of their color inland c aracteristicis.....  color mg

Meraor and urn:

„ as I figure it, - and one is never certain of 
just what the tempo of the mails may be, this letter 
ought to reach your true hand on or about the natal 
day of little Miss nee.

I think one of the nicest things about a birthday 
is the fact that it doesn't fall slap on a single one 
of the 365 days or the year, or even on one of the 366, 
but rather, like the spirit of Christmas, seems to 
make itself manifest throughout a flock of ,days, both 
before and after. I hope thismay be especially so 
in the case of little ^iss nee, and particularly this year 
when so many days have been weighted down with so many* 
non-gala elements.

I am so glad that this year the actual day for celebratin 
is scheduled to fall on a week end, thus enabling a 
little breathing space. ff not precisely much time for 
relaxation^

nnd while I have recognized, as in a sentence or two 
above that the year about to terminate hasn't been 
exclusively filled with -niialloyed joys, still I have 
a feeling that if the year s sum of j0ys and lack of 
them could be broken down into a balance sheet of 
assets and liabilities, little ^ q q , in striking
a balance, would discover that because she has 
radiated so much sunshine for others, not even the 
most annoying clouds could darken her horizon for j ng, 
since happiness dispensed for otners has a way of’ 
silvering the lining of ti.e clouds that have some
times tended to darken one's own immediate surroundings, 
now bright, for instance, has been ftiy own life during the 
past.twelth month, thanks to just one individual, and 
if x were given one wish to express for. that individual's 
birtiday, l woula have covered everything in saying 
I wish that birtnaay might catch a reflection of that 
joy, as from dawn to dusk on that natal day, - and 
then I would be a sured it was among the happier days of 
a life time.

*nd if the weather ill only be pleasant and
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not unlike that obtaining here today, the all blue and 
gold pattern will be just as those who love hiss -̂ ee 
would want, now pleasant it is going to be between now 
and the week end, ''holding the thought" In a dozen 
different directions and hoping that everyone of them 
will come true to unite in making the day splendid 
throughout.

It has been a quiet day on the home front, - a 
little^gardening at Arenbourg to set out persimons 
and things, and a bit of digging about putting some 
new frills on the well tailored Gardener s Garter Garden, 
which is beginning to brigh forth its contours and 
ratiate a suggestion of order and colorful contrasts 
that will perhaps be modestly soul-satisfying when 
the major ingredients have attained more maturity within 
another couple of weeks, J?he white lil-ies certain the 
parterre are already budded and the canas beyond 
the slashes of the broken U are climbing steadily, 
while the Gardener's garter itself, is deliciously 
snowy white in a smooth surfaced sea of green,

1 ilgrims u.rom Dallas, via Gatchez, came to 
die true my horticula (horcicultu al( pursuits this 
afternoon, fhey explained that a couple of months 
ago they had r ead two a t i d e s  in the nail as paper by 
a *r. Garber, and it aa; so good they had felt impelled 
to drive 40 miles out of their way to visit Jelrose 
ax ter -'atcue z , on their way back home, "Jr, " Garper is
going to like that report, d on t 0 you think so.

,. ^ d  1 mention I am reading "miracle at Garville" by 
miss martin, _ a noubleday publication of a while back, 
and subsequently appearing in condensed form, I belie /o 
m  the .ueader 1 s digest xt is a well written boo.,
I have: t gone far but'naVe already bumped into several 
names that have intrigued me, such as that of the first 
doctor, .Dr, Leonard Gailes of Dew Orleans, I am 
under the impression that gentleman might be Jiss 
be H i e  s cousin for she had an uncle, 1 believe, who was 
a Dew Orleans physician -and it doesn't seem likely there 

would have been more tha& half a dozen Dr. -^enoard Jaileses 
unrelated but living in the Orescent CJity all at the same ' time,

fhe enclosures are nothing special to Genla I 
shall 20 only and a o clock on Sunday, April 6th, if do sired 
ana to nrs. Morris who reminded me of uowan, I shall say 
iiianks.,,, ..and to Jigs -Lee I shall say nappy Dir thday. • •,,.

3> *1'VO
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Wednesday, ^arch £6th, a>952.

Memorandum:

one of those hurly burly days in which a lot of tag 
ends were gathered together, but nothing very satisfactory 
because nothing vast was undertaken.

About this time of year, I frequently find myself 
at damning suddenly falling heir to a flock of workmen 
I don t want, J. 4. sends them because they have to be 
givenrsomething to do and .it is too early to put them in 
the field ana much easier to send them back behind the 
bushes, ixS ^0ne of them has the vaguest notion as to 
what might be a weed and what a carefully nursed plant, 
it is folly to turn them loose and sometimes impossible 
because of other commitments, co stay with them, i'oday 
was a case in point - two power mower opera, ors, three 
who might be used for tidying up some of the houses although 
one of those, if turned loose, would have emptied the inside 
of the place, and five stalwart field hands who might 
do ditch digging but 
amaryî s. wouldn t be so hot at weeding

Then tere were appointments for morning and afternoon, 
and Jd hand coming for dinner and a couple of unexpeted 
guests, and so the day played out.

ii.adea to my own distraction was the loss of a letter, 
•^ast evening i as&ed my secretary to nictate the address 
of wrs. Morris of Jacksonville, and in one of them, —  
before writing the second envelope, in which i intended 
sending a couple of photographs, I inserted the letter 
I had already written before’ the secretary had arrived, 
fhis mor ing 1 found both envelopes, - the one with the 
photos in it, all nicely sealed, and the other which 
never had been sealed, and ^othing whatsoever to be 
found of the letter^ It seems curious to me how things 
like that can happen but at least it hadn't gone out 
of the house, wh ch is one thing 1 am grateful for.
I thought this circumstances furnished a good excuse ior 
a thorough housecleaning, on the grounds ^ would 
find the lost item, but x never did, but the reco ubbc 
may be found, J- suppose, in the re-fresnetied domicile, but 
I'm still annoyed every time 1 puzzle over the thing.
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I'he ladies next door were in Alexandria today, and 
in consequence r saw J. at dinner, ~e says the 
d . G. “enrys, pere et tils, are coming for a brief stop over 
this weex end. I’m lad they are making -it now and 
not waiting for “aster, fox ± reckon there will ample;doings 
a couple of weens hence without too much family being present 
to gum up 'che works.

Thursday, AVAarch 27th, 1952.

Memorandum:
1 think  ̂mentioned "Miracle at Garvilie'1 recently. 

xhe author made a point that eems to knock a flock 
of old concepts completely out regarding leprosy, miss 
Martin says the failure of the patient to assimilate 
sufficient calcium causes the bones to suffer in 
consequence, which causes a shortening of finger bones, 
for example, but that untrue are all the thousand age old 
stories about the leper having a finger drop off at the 
joint. As I Tead this book 1 find myself wondering 
why people have always been in such a panic about the 
disease, since it seems it isn't v ry communicable and 
people suffering from it apparantly may live quite 
as active lives as other people with average health.
Per naps this is because from biblical times tne ailment 
has been paraded as tne nmst dreaded of all affiliations 
and thus has taxon on a horror in the public mind that 
really exceeds its lamentable potentials*

Phis matter leads me to consider the weekly report 
of Korean casualties. 1 believe these figures include 
all accidents, including those occuring inside the camps and 
not exclusively on the battle field, i don't know the 
number of people in the armed forces in Korea, but 
I think it would be interesting when the weekly Korean 
casualties are given, to follw t e same with a statement 
of ^casualties in the united otates, or some section of 
the country, The parallel might be inte sting. Station 

n u, ues koines, gives tne total number of people 
killed in automobile accidents each day# giving the number 
•r-nled from tne first of each year. If memory serves, l 
believe somewhere between 400 and 500 are killed within 
365 days in Iowa, uife expectancy on the bat.tle 
linecould scarcely be expected to compare favorably 
with civilian figures, but even so, the Korean totals 
won!an t seem quite so impressive, 1 think, if 
placed°along side tables from tne domestic hazards.

I'm missing Ad. sorrow these evenings but in a couple 
of weeks he will be turning up with particulars that 
will seem to have compensated his absence.......

Thirty million ways of putting it would never tell 
you my s rprise and delight when, contrary to my expectation 
that we were heading into little ^iss Lee s birthday, it 
turned out, t anks to the morning post, that it was 
Arenbourg's and mine instead.

Your letter of the 22nd was wonderful and I cannot 
tell you how surprised and delighted **r enbourg and 1 are 
to find davallaro and ^ehar and the gre t big birthday 

^ portraits of **r. Hamilton, all rolleu into one modestly
proportioned package, the latter wit all contents coming to hand 
in perfect order, -uow am x to say thanks for so much 
happiness, and all in a single day

Prom 6 a.m. until now, —  8:30, —  1 have been on 
the jump. 1 wanted to do a couple of th ngs at ^renbourg 
early-early, but had to return rather sooner than 
I should have preferred since 1 received a note saying 
eight pair of strong arms and soft heads were awaiting 
me on my gallery, wanting to be told what to do at gardening.
I stuck with them until the Knipmeyers came. Pilgrims 
impinged upon our sitting, then dinner and more strong arms and 
soft heads and more pi rimgs until Y. 0. arrived and I 
couldcommune a bit with you. Then more, pilgrims and 
supper, — late-late, and I cannot restrain myself from 
saying I am amazed at my self control in resisting 
tne' impulse to revel in theHogers and Hammer stein and 
the Cavallero disks. Hut 1 know perfectly well if ■L 
ever collapse for that utter bliss, I shall never fcet 
around to chat with you, and that is what I want more than 
anything. And afterward picture me as completely sunk in 
one of the happiest musicales of the year.

It was so nice of you to say y0u are enjoying a romp 
through Lestan's 1940 Journal. I laughed about Mrs, Pank 
rercy's remark-about the Greenwood reflecting pool. I had 
completely forgotten that morsel.
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~nd how kind of you to keep me aavised regarding 
the doings of a flock: of people, and the demise of one, - 
the Duncan JJlli.ott presence in the sound film, the 
death of Jacques Danielson and so on. Yes, Fanny 
hurst and her husband lived at hotel es ^rtiste when 
I knew them,.-when the Frank Dullonds and Robert and Bessie 
Potter Vonnoh lived there, and * had heard nothing about 
an occasion for an obituary, how indebted i am to you for 
keeping me abreast of things.

But the best news:of all was the breather reported enabling 
you to have a go and one ting or another, which undoubtedly 
served almost as a true vacation, ^nd i guess you will 
need one, what with the impending festivities of the natal 
day celebration and the chance that there may be an ulster 
wedding in the immediate neighborhood. It all sounds as 
though one~aust bowl doesn't ceases to blow before another 
begins.

It looks to me as though 1 am about to have one, although 
of a different sort than I had anticipated. Ihe enclosed note 
from Dr. Fletcher means nothing, since a telephone tis 
morning from him advised that ^odding darter had been forced 
to cancel his visit because of illness in his family. But 
I especially invite your attention to the ,unrevealing note 
from la Btorm. I think i hage figured that one out very 
neatly, this afternoon when x should have been heading out 
for supner, who appeared at my door but little 4iss Lillian 
trie ell, her daughter and a Williams, they
stopped off for a Q n n t on their way oouth to the 195^ conclave 
of the ^atvie ^ris Bociety. «<e had a nice chat, nillian 
opined that Blythe would be among tose present, and miss myra 
and so on, I said: "a/nd of course the sisters Dormon”, and 
Gillian said ’’Do. we stopped, at Briarwood, and ole vpxginie 
is just back from a throat check up and they said- some old 
woman was arriving on the 28 th at Briarwood and so they wouldn’t 
be able to go oouth”, Prom that, do you deduce, as do I, 
that a Btorm may be expected just in the offing, Hummmmmmm,

So things whiz and so runs out my day. *.nd thanks be 
to God for oday's post which ^rought so many different 
manifestations of the more precious symbols of all that 
radiates from Lyme, ^nd praises be that you have put down 
your foot about the situation in the "cave of the winds”,
I have a feeing you will get what you want by way of 
situation, and I’m so glad yoU are giving thought to your good * 
health first.

what a happy birtnday is mreiicourgs and mine, now 
for a measure of telepathy tnrough the medium of the disks.....

Friday, liar eh 28 th, 1952,

Memorandum:

■<hat a lovely musicale I experienced last night.
Laturally, it took place on the back gallery, with only 
the tapers from the Chapelto give a soft glow in such 
perfect harmony with the ^ehar and the Roger compositions.
Lie Frau, as though sensing something was astir, had 
quitted the front gallery for the white garden and before 
1 had the disks turning, was perched on the edge of Bt.
Giggin s fountain, the candle light sometimes glinting 
in her-eyes ana faintly shimmering on the new waxey leaves 
of the water hyachinthes. I sat in the chair in which 
you photographed me. I had brought my little old duck,
Yucca, with me, and it rested on the arm of the chair, —  
a couple of coke bottles on the mill stone base, and 
a pack of cigarettes along side.

fhe even ng was perfect for relaxation, no breeze 
was stirring, and the overcast sky seemed to lend an 
added note of intimacy I played the Oavallero rendition 
first, --both sides, and was delighted and Lie Frau sat 

perfectly still, save for turning ner head from the direction 
of the Blessed ^artin hack to me now and then.

xind then I moved on to the .uehar section, entranced 
with all the old familiar melodies and Thankful to God for 
all the happiness and peace flowing from Lyme to me, and, secretly 
hoping some of it was flowing back, .about half through the 
other side of tne ^ehar record a little cotton tail poked his 
nose up over the Giant's ^eard, eag.ing the gallery, and 
a couple of moment's later a second. ■‘■'ie srau, in the 
mean time, apparanfcly finding the iron basin a little 
hard, had deserteu it in favor of my lap, and 
although it was she who sighted the rabbits first, for 
her head, turning quickly in their direction, inclined me to 
glance that way, but she made no move to join them, 
even as they gained more courage, and began frisking about 
in front of the gallery, and back and forth as far as the 
sun dial. It was such a pleasant evening to in augurate
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Arenbourg's birthday and mine, and after I had 
extinguished the candles and come inside, vaguely having in 
fnd doing some mail, I found the peace so heavenly, I 
simply folded up my beard and didn t touch the local key
board until this morning, Pongiht-I'ra going to have 
another concert.

I spent three hours from dawn until about 9 at 
^renbourg. fhe white wisteria is especially lovely there 
at the moment, and thanks to tne birthday celebration, I 
am commemorating it with some additional purple wisteria 
to intensify tne white, I am delimited to say that the 
bushes are looking ever so sturdy, and f think 
forming ti.e vines into young trees already indicates 
the effort is a success, fhe morning was damp and the 
air moving ever so gentlyf and so heady with the honey of 
the white wisterian perfume that it was enough simply to 
breath to get an impression of ^.raby and heaven all rolled 
into one.

1 brought back a big armful of lilies for the > 
fireplace in the living room and the Ghapel. And tonight 
both sections of the house are heavy with the delicious scent.

You will enjoy nrs, *-oore 1 s letter. Odd that after 
all these years, it should arrive on the day h. Garter, Msquire 
had been expected, I like the idea of a Presbyterian 
librarian and teacher in a Gatholic institution, Yhat 
is one of tne good sides of natchez, along with a cemetery 
Wj.ere sleep Gatholic xrotestauts Jews and negroes I 
understand t- ere is a xrotestant or two on the staff of tne 
convent in iatohitoches, too and while these little beacons 
of religious tolerance are modestly placed and at distant 
places on the eroad field of religious schools, still 
one cannot help feel better to know that even these two 
tiny examples exist.

hot a peep from the direction of Briarwood, but 
that will probably be forthcoming along about 
•^aturday or Sunday, nnd speaking of Sunday, I am glad 
to report t at it may be rather more quiet than anticipated 
at this bend of the,river, as the J. G.’s are not coming, -- 
Senior having been called to new fork unexpectedly.

I was glad to see ms, Bombs today when 
I dropped by Celeste's for a 9 o'clock cup of coffee.
She seems more relai.aed than the last time 1 saw 
her, although she puts her whole self in the .welfare bush 
ana by building a house at the same time probably 
forgets momentarily about her son in ^orea £

5 3 8 4

Sunday, March 30, 1952.

Memorandum;
now nice, and how unexpected, to find, an air mail note 

in Saturday's pdst, giving me a fcli pse of how the week end 
seemed to be shaping up. it was so kind of you and makes my 
birthday so much more fulsome and happy.

I don’t reckon it is possible, but i'm hoping_your 
morning, at least, was as peaceful and serene as mine.
Only a few fthop ans passed this way, coatless, fox the 
day' has been, pleasantly warm and a 1 ttle humid, with 
o c ca si anal gleams,of sunshine.

cJ.-ji. went to.Ballas yesterday, fhe 3. G.’s counld come 
and the ./ends didn t show up for dinner, so .at, Ben and 
I, after an aperatff at lucca, had dinner together at the 
big house, we three. You would have liked it and we 
would have liked to help celebrate. Gonversation was. good, 
and much of it revolved ab ut politics and the fruman 
announcement he would not run for re-election, and around 
the personality and doings of one -Leonardo da Vinci. it 
was all very pleasant among the fiied chicken and such like 
and only the presence of a Lyme personalit to make the 
gathering perfect.

Yesterday a Mrs. heford passed this way. i found her 
strolling the’ gx the garden, someone at the store having 
told her it would be alright if she wanted to walk about a 
little. She lives 100 miles west of Oklahoma Oity and was 
spending the week end with her husband on Black Bake, some 
where near Briarwood, where her husband was fishing. She 
had driven down this way because she had heard about 
Melrose from her cousin, one Garl harness, f was so 
glad I had stumbled over her.

Our conversation was interrupted, however, by a telephone 
from some Baton Bouge agency, either on behalf of the otate 
or Federal set up, regarding a man now in Louisiana who 
has charge of rehabilitating the blind. It seems he has 
been having rather hard going with his project and somebody 
in Baton Houge, probably Mr. ^ycock of the ./elf are department, 
told him there was one person whom he felt sure could 
give me a new lease on his job and the telephone call 
was accordingly put through to Melrose. I never tried 
rehabilitating a rehabilitator, but it will be fun seeing 
if I can take a crack at it.
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I was rather amused at something some florth Texas pilgrims 
had to tell me this afternoon. They had been to the iris meeting 
and yesterday had seen Sister there. She told them she was 
going to spend the night with “eeks ^all in hew Iberia. Imagine.

She also sent a message by them to me, saying she 
would be here this afternoon. I discounted thatfone, too, 
and at 9 o'clock:, as I pen these lines, she hasn t 
put in an appearance, and, so far as I am concerned, she 
will not see me if she should, although x am quite 
sure she hadn't the slightest intention of passing this way.

I had rather expected the uormons and la storm, but 
I reckon Briarwood is probably getting iris enthusiasts 
today, too, and I will experience a "visitation" along 
about tomorrow or the next day. . *

One of the afternoon pilgrims had never been to ^elrose 
before but somehow had heard of the plates and asked if 
she might get one or or, as she 'wanted to send one to 
this friend or that, and to her daughter, living in 
the hour land Mountains of "aw Jersey. As I understand 
it, the daughter had never been to -elrose and what 
such an item may moan to her, i cannot imagine.

I skimmed through a few pages of "I Live On Air" by 
Jhester or some such name. It has to do about broadeasting 
experience by the author in his association with u. B. 0,
I think it is a 1940 or 1941 publication and seems 
mildly amusing, the author speaks of -uoweel Thomas and 
"his million dollar voice" as being one of h. B. J,1s 
great assets. That makes'the book seem a little dated, 
what with hr. 1. having subsequently been so long with 
0. B. 3.

at 5 o'clock this morning, I Wished around in the 
ether waves to discover what i could about metropolitan 
weather, hoping this particular* day would be 
altogether on the pleasant side, i gather that it 
inclined a bit on the cool side, however, but perhaps if 
you had an opportunity to make a round in the botanical 
gardens, the ozone was plentiful.

It goes without saying that I shall be ever so interested 
to learn ho your day actually turned out, and I am 
sure that if you had an opportunity to operate your 
telepathy dials a bit, you had little difficulty in 
catching waves lengths from the Yucca station. 
x hope it has been such a happy day ana should you be 
tuning in two minutes from now, you will find the back 
drop filled with concert music from the white garden....
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Monday, March 31st, 1952.

Memorandum:
^nd so here it is the day after, — and here's hoping 

yesterday was grand and today nothing but a pleasant reverberation.
A pin point mist has been dripping along since last night 

with the weather bureau reporting less than a half inch in 24 hours,
but with the promise for something more substantial tonight, 
and clearing skies on the morrow. The temperature has remained 
fairly high and thus Spring unfolds new batches of greenery and 
blotches of color all over Arenbourg *-nd Melrose. I made 
the most of the favorable dampness to round up some items 
for transplanting, light purple and deep p rple wisterians 
that will*harmonize and contrast nicely with the arenbourg 
collection. I got fairly damp in the doing, but^a hot 
shower and some dry clothes put me all straight in a
ji£iy.

Bo tremor out of Briarwood as yet, so x reckon tomorrow 
may be the magical day,

Lillian Trichell passed this way again during- the afternoon, 
following her jaunt into oouth -^ouisiana^ I gathered from 
what she'had to say that at long last she is aware to all the? 
outrageous performances in the >«enk section, and she reported 
harum-scarum antics at Lafayette.

She reported seeing Blythe but said Dr, Band was detained 
in his arrival as Blythe's mother wasn't well,

Bhe said the people to whom she had given plates had 
been enchanted with them and she wanted a half dozen more 
to send to other people and I was glad I had them for her.

Bhe added one other note from Briarwood which she had 
picked up during her stop there last Thursday. 3 he said 
the mormons were fine but were in something of a panic 
because their guest, — she apparently didn t know and probably 
the Lormons never mentioned la Atorm, who is, perhaps, traveling 
with her niece, — and the'panic was caused by the failure of 
the. oriarwood water system, and there wasn't a drop, save what 
could be hauled from the brooklet far from the house. I 
reckon the electric pump may have failed, — I certainly hope 
.the water table hasn t dropped, but however that may be, it

ft
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■“ucille. 
the last 
1951

we

seems to he particularly unfortunate that the thing should 
have 5 one haywire at just the moment la Storm was 
approaching, --it reminded me of the business hero 
summer when little Miss Ida blew in with •aelen and 
another point about this calamity is the fact that 
time la Storm visited -^riarwood, the big freeze of 
hit the place and for a week Briarwood was snowbound and it 
was but with the greatest difficulty they were eventually 
able to get the lady and hex niece back into the outside 

world to catch a train back to South Carolina. I pause to 
knock^wood, but should la Storm pass this way at the moment 
still qo have the pump functioning,

. ^ i s  afternoon I was reminded again of another of the 
curious folk ways customs that still survive in this remote 
section and which probably will uie out with the next generation,
b e t M ' C ^  f  eet 0ff 0n ***** as he uncle was •h h ™ e turiel- 1 t°ld her 1 era oa6 ht to be some pretty fiowers ui one gardens and that A would fix her up with
V i ? 9 ^ou?ilet- -“ut | she hastened to recall that members
if one oouldn t take flowers to their kinsmen's funerals,
f h f h  loh-h 1 ldvn deatn in one's family circle within h following year, Ahe man who didd was Uncle Hathan 
carpenter crowding his 90's if not his 100's, and “ obablv
the°parishfaVlly todened with ra^ v e S as anyone iS y

I think i have m ntiouea before that to avoid „ n  
.disaster of a death in the familv no raiA Mi*.? 1 k0
must ever lend a hand in dig^ng^he grave. This ofLn°IPSS 
presents a unique problem for when people like u-noio 
die kint to everybody for miles around a search L v  ®" 
oe long before rounding up anyone qualified t i e  tbe 
pick and shovel ierhaps, under such circums ances ?? is 
just as well taat they let so much time elapse between
m  e„„”thanS dsath around th8 ^ddle «  last wtek until this coming Sunday, for it is Dô <-'iblp hi? -t-uo-f i <

they may have discovered somebody'who ton ' t"'reintod
old man to prepare his final resting ptace! t 0 the

when I was t t o o S ^ h T K S S  It ^J o r ^ o t t e n
t“ ie„“ th 1 W!P of various^aspects oYlh? 4 * \ ^ l l T oi

»  “ • *■?»«»«.Si E: 1,1:..*;:.1. 01*"”*1
at a°resSaurant" on loyat d t r e e l ^ S r e ^ f ^ r ^ t f / 0 <raSat m? 

terribly lpsll. il was o n l ^ w h e n l ^ n t e r e r L r  *im
appointment and because he fad completelv f nr2 nf?mQrâ ?re<i t our • 
f ndd eve’ y%neh| i o S | 4 W » W  t £ l k \

\
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Tuesday, Ipril 1st, 1952,

Memorandum:

-L'he Mormon plot thickens, After expecting to see 
them blow in at any time, I was quite unprepared this afternoon 
when Caroline telephoned me from Briarwood, — or rather 
the country grocery store at Saline, a few miles up the road,

che invited Celeste and me to come for dinner on 
Thursday to view the dogwood and iris, I am not supposed 

to know anything about the Briarwood calendar, of course, and 
so 1 merely asked her if the four of us would be alone 
or if she was having a party. Che said they would be alone.

In view of wtu t has gone efore, --at least so far as 
my imagination has taken it, this seems a little 
puzzling. And the whole thing seems more obscure when, 
on second thought, 1 recall that ^illian stated the 
reason Caroline couldn't attend the Couth Louisiana iris 
show was because she was expecting a botanist. I don't 
know why I didi^t ask mysplf at the time how it was that
Caroline wouldn-t have welcomed the opportunity to
take a botanist-with her since one may assume a botanist 
would,undoubtedly be entranced at the opportunity to 
view -Louisiana's greatest native floral show.

The whole thing makes no sense up to this point, and 
will be exceeded only if Celeste and L go to Briarwood to 
look at dogwood and native iris when there are ample samples 
of both slap in our own gardens. I shall take up the, matter 
with Celeste at,9 o'clock coffee on the morrow and if 
her program isn t too heavy, I shall probably run up 
to raod, not to^see the iris ox the dogwood but in
anticipation of finding “the botanist" crashing about
somewhere in the glades.

Personally, I have never cared much for so-called 
"surprises", and that line on la Ctorm's card illustrates 
as well as anything how inconvenient the hint of one 
may turn out.

eventually, if it should actually turn out that 
la Storm hasn t dreamed of setting foot on Louisiana soil,
I shall have ^uch material to include in my next letter to 
her.
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Y/ednes&ay, *pxil 2nd, 1952.

I d n't suppose any of this has anything to do 
with a so-called -upril pool's joke, hut it is certainly 
simmering down to something like that.

i*nd speaking of the ^pril tool's ^ay business, the 
only example I humped into today was, --of all places, - on 
the five o'clock radio news broadcast this morning when the 
voice lof the news commentator introduced the announcer, and 
since I am accustomed to the day to day early morning 
program, I must say the thing held something of a 
jar as it broke on the air waves. the conclusion of 
the 15 minute broadcast, the two gentlemen resumed 
their usual roles for the commercial and the signing 
off ana in unison cried "*.pril ^ool at the ether waves, 
all of which seed a little tacky.

~nd speaking of radio programs, i heard a comedy 
thing a while back in which a man asked his 8 year old 
nephew how he had enjoyed the Church service he had 
attended that Sunday morning, The child responded:

"i like the music alright but it seemed to me 
the commercial was a little long.”

I reckon the broadcasting stations will be working over
time tonight, retailing the vote by vote counting of the 
primaries being held today in Wisconsin and ^braska.
I shall be interested in learning the results on the morrow, 
but in spite of so much experience in the piecemeal dribblets 
the radio stations seem to delight in handing out all 
night long, I, yself, find the whole business a mighty 
bore, and can somehow et through the night without 
having to keep my ear glued to the endless string of 
ever chaning totals.

Like me, 1 suppose you are enjoying the ■uarry -ueseur 
broadcasts, but, nevertheless are looking forward to id. 
Morrow's return. 1 am so glad you g-ve me a biographical 
sketch of the latter the other day, for it?was all 
news to me. I was interested to know he has a home in the 
Lowell Thomas neighborhood. Jestchester and Duchess counties 
along with Connecticut seem so sceady in their appeal for 
eminent hew Workers while ■‘-ong island somehow seems to 
fluctuate from generation to generation ast a popular 
presidential neighborhod for the same type of people.
•̂ o many things to talk about and such a nice mufcicale to 
anticipate instead of listening to Wisconsin vote counting....

iiemor andura;
I scream every time 1 think of the tomfoolery 

connected with the Ctorm business, for in today's post 
comes the enclosure. That she should be climbing aboard 
her niece's plane to swoop down on "ew Orleans is no surprise, 
and since-Briarwood.nasn t as ample landing fields in its 
neighborhood as lias Melrose, 1 reckon I am not likely to 
bump into the lady when making my bow at the Mormons on 
the morrow, ± don11 even know if I'm goin, as 
I left whatever arrangements were to be made to Celeste 
who was supposed to telephone her at noon today. It will 
be time enough for me to le- n about such particulars on 
the morrow, as 1 drop a coffee cup at Celeste's and pick up 
a wine glass to welcome the ^nipmeyers.

Marvelous weather seems to be obtaining pretty 
mucL across the country and with a pleasant 80 .egrees and 
rnuph sunshine in this area, it was an inspir- tion 
to have a go at gardening with all hands to the pump today.
I asked the store to discourage pilgrims, should any pass 
this way, and accordingly x as able to divide my time 
between ~renbourg and -^elrose to advantage. I have 
£ couple of appointments for the morrow, one at 8 o'clock 
and another aV-4, which ought to give me a couple of 
hours in the morning and an e ual number in the afternoon, 
and stifl be able to squeeze in the ̂ nipmeyers and 
the briarwood business, fou will notice from the 
enclosure that Cenla was willing to accept the new 
hour and limited numbers which 1 set forth for bunday, 
and -L'm glad 1 shall thus be releivad of the hordes that 
otherwise might have descended upon me,

Mrs. Coombs dropped in for a moment this afternoon, 
ihe seems to be feeling pretty well and ashed me 

if 1 could interpret a reiark, made by the merchant- 
planter when she'’ stopped at the store on business, 
he said he was glad to see her and wished she might have 
a coke with him although he assumed probably she, too, had 
to watch her calories. *»he assured him calories had to 
take care of themselves and she would enjoy a coke. I
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tajjtfl it the question was simply a reaction to the 
prolonged cold wave that his "been blowing across 
the fence, *t supper tonight, J. ■a. seemed in a 
gayer mood, so x take it the breezes may have let up.
I was amused to learn that in spite of earlier enthusiasm 
for -r. Taft, he now thinks, regardless of the ,/isconsin 
and Nebraska pri arias, that Taft couldn't win an 
election even though he might get the nomination. General 
Eisenhower’s recent remark suggesting a degree 
of conservatism must have made a most favorable 
impression in some quarters, if not on me.

Ihe tractors continue dron ng from morning until 
night across the cotton fields, but planting 
will not start for another week, ^ddly enough, I ’m 
all for pushing the planting ahead, but my reason 
has nothing to do about the welfare of the crop but rather 
the stability of Tucca. Ihe annual invasion by the big, fat 
bumble bees is upon us, and .it has about reached the 
point where 1 need to supply myself, - and guests, if any, 
with parasols to hold over our heads when gracing the 
galleries, fhese are the insects that bore holds in the 
old beaded beams, and .after going stright up into the 
wood, turn at right angles and bur rough along for about 
a foot, at the end of w ich they probably 
either lay eggs or store honey, or possibly both. The 
result of all their industry is that showers od sawdust 
come sifting- down from on high and there’s something about 
the quality of the scuff, — it seems to have a mixture of 
soft wax about it, that sticks mightily to ev rything on 
which it falls, - furniture, clothing or perruques.
I suppose a bout 150 labor vigorously from dawn to 
dusk on each gallery producing a sort of sawdust mist 
that never ceases, a little broom work, the dusting 
off the the leaves of the wai.er hyacinthes, the skimming 
or the surface of 3t. Biggin’s fountain and so on wouldn't 
ee too^ arduous every half hjur, but he devastating 
thing is the wreckage being caused by all this business 
on the timbers. I have, soaked the gallery ceilings with 

even as 1 have in years gone bye, but the 
bees just lap up the stuff and seem to bore more'hivigorously 
than before. And so this business will move along at 
full blast until cotton is up and the airplanes are out’ 
in force to spread their deadly dew. That is why I am 
observing at appropriate moments in the right circles that 
the season .is cert inly advancing with remarkable strikes.

^nd now for a bit of ^enar and Gavallero and so to bed....

Thursday, April 3rd, 1952.

Memorandum;
t-'4' •'''

x'he truth is: - x feel as though I had been to Alaska 
and back, all in the same day. ^nd I mentioned Alaska not 
because of the climate, for it has been pleasantly warm, 
but merely because both Briarwood and Alaska chance to 
be north of here.

We reached the Briarwood gate about noon, and had 
found our way to the new log house, through many a winding 
wood’s road by 12:30 at the latest. The dogwood 
shimmering snowy white through the woods reminded me a little 
of Sterling Aorest, and from the gallery of the house, slap 
in the woods, one could feast the eye on explosions of yough 
dogwood trees in full flower from every side, South, toward which 
the house on its little knoll faces, -ast and Vest. The 
gallery floor is flush with the ground, made of about the 
roughest hun^s of stone set in concret one is likely to 
sturtble over. The three steps to the front door are 
about 3 or 4 geet in length, wonderfully rough and real neck- 
br eakers.

One enters a large living room, panelled in finished wood 
without stain, paint or varnish, perhaps rufebed with linseed 
oil. T^q floors are good and carpetless. xhe Storm furniture 
is bamboo or some such and comfortable, nothing by way 
of a shade, curtain or drapery softens the excellent light 
coming in from the three windows on the South giving on the 
gallery or the two on the ^ast side, flanking the big stone 
fireplace.

To the -<est of the big living r^om is a little bedroom, 
with a small window on the gallery and one n the West, next 
to the bedroom a little bath with no running water.
Immediately behind the big room is a kitchen, and next 
to it, on the •■est, I suppose a bedroom of the ladies Bormon.

o o much for the lay out. , ■u. had given me a bottle of 
muscatel wine the other day, and x presented that on our 
ar ival. oe had a large portion of same before dinner, - in 
the big living room, and a delicious meal, simple, but 
wonderfully contrived, fried chicken, rice and or vey, some 
sort of a skfcade and a chopped up fruit dessert.
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Ole Virgin!© had a cold and looked old. Caroline talked.
^mone other things she said was that the Lentcher-atarks were
there last wee*, to see the iris. l'hey are threatening to dig -
her a deeper well, as we have known fur the past two years,
she volonte red the information that -*r. ^eutcher-Ctark was
ansions for her to paint all the Louisiana iris, — which would
be thousands, and.he would pay her $£5.00 for each iris she painted
but she just hasn t time to bother, ohe added, paradoxically
enough, she admired nr. worsley so much, that the letter had
driven out there, £0 miles or no, when she had telephoned for
her to come when she had influenza. She said she had written
the lady doctor only yesterday, asking her not to press her
for the doctor bill, as the lormons had no money, lhat is
so typically Bormon, for Oaroline could easily paint an iris
a day, and she not only has the native models but billions
of them she has painted for other publications which she could
more or lees duplicate, and, as 1 figure it, that ought to
bring her in about $150.OG a week but somehow that
doesn't seem to halanee against no money for the doctor,•and
at the same time seems a little lacking, in grace for people
threatening to dig her a new well, une can’t figure out" the
"brmons except to say they love the woods,,live in the heart
of the same, and are as happy as clams and possessed of abou’t
as much business sepse and money.

*md add to that that they have a servant, xmra, who occupies 
the former ^iarwood home, and that lady of color has a flock 
of grown up ana growing up eh ldren, and they all combine to 
uo outside and Slade work for the ^riarwood menage. it's 
all wonderfully puzzling, and that s about all one can say 
about the whole thing.

•*e arove to the iris quarter, deeper in the woods and 
at a boggy point where t, e surrounding knolls must drain 
lots of water to make it ideal for stuff that- likes 
its feet in water. i'he bog is about half as big as the ^elrose 
iris garden and there area t half as many iris there, but -i 
reckon there are many of mfich rarer vintage, Except for 
the t ings growing in the woods, one sees no flowers, —  
no German iris, for example, or roses, or anything 
that will tive any suggestion of human love of color and 
fragrance, and as the underbrush grows slap up to the gallery, 
one has no place to plant anything anyway, inspite of the 
several hundred acres of woods that would be a paradise 
if they would only toss in an occasional bulb or root.

Ih-t old over worked phrase, "out of this world" seems 
to apply perfectly to Briarwood for 1 felt, on leaving, I had 
just quited such a place, but -l ’ m glad i went, for now I 
better comprehend when people ;use the same phrase about ^elrose, 
which also is in the same category, but on slightly different 
lines, i
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P t o k i s  I f 3;

Friday, April 4th, 195&.

Memorandum:
Perhaps I should begin this note with a post script to 

Yesterday's, since, come to think of it, I apparaotly orgo 
to mention that la Storm had not included Briarwood on hex 
present Louisiana go-round. V/hat actually kept Caroline at 
Briarwood, heaven alone knows, and the more so as she loves 
to roam the open road and as at least two people passed her 
way inviting her to make the Iris pow-wow trip as their guest.
I reckon it is to be shunted aside as just another 
^ o r m o n - i s m  that beggars explanation.

I’m afraid I piled on so many details about the Briarwood 
he lira yesterday that I not only succeeded in boring you with 
details*but touched on nothing else, and that in spite oi 
the fact that yesterday was really a big news day, so far 
as Washington, at least, was concerned.

fhe firing of ^ewbold morris, followed so > ickly by 
his firer, Mr. McGrath must have been a bit puzzling, so far 
as radio and news print space was concerned to the visiting 
officials from she Netherlands. With one tornado to tne 
North of us last nigh,-, and another to the_South, tne ether 
waves were in confusion, and all night brilliant flashes 
but little thunder punctuated the spread from dusk to dawn.

1 had hoped W H 0, ^es Moines, would broadcast the speech 
of the Queen of Holland before the joint session of Congress 
which had taken place during the afternoon, I believe, but 
while the re-broadcast was probably put on the air, i s>ever 
heard a peep, since the atmosphere had Iowa completely biotoed out.

^nd then, too, the dismissal of the attorney General and 
the head of the Clean-up agency gave the news commentators 
such toothsome morsels that the aether land s Queen scarcely 
got a line. I do think it surprising how few Senators 
attended the joint sessio , — only about 37, 1 believe, and of 
all people, bearing such a namet senator holland of Florida iaillea 
to put in an appearance. 1
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We continue to get fairly high winds tornght, perhaps 
30 mile an hour numbers, not enough to blow off any shingles, 
hut sufficient to bring in exceedingly cool temperatures, 
the prediction had been for 80 aegrees during the afternoon, but 
it was 53 at five o'clock and now at 9 is 45, which certainly
remonstrates the weather man can make mistakes. I reckon we

must be getting the tail end or outer fringe of the big blow 
that is s&id to be whipping up the Grulff area and passing on 
Eastward tonight.

■My jaunt in the big road was so out of keeping with
my usual routine that I failed to go to sleep last night
after folding up my beard, and so I fished around in the 
air waves to find something, even though favorite stations 
\ere not available. I was enchanted when 1 stumbled over 
a talking progr m, and doubly entra ced when I discovered 
it was none other than Sanator haft, giving a song and 
dance to the republicans at Springfield, Illinois.

that man beats anything X ever ran up against 
for nerve. fhe urden of his speech was that we ought 
to select delegates for him in the July Convention because 
he ?is opposed to everything the hew heal and the Fair heal 
stands for. - at least admire his frankness in thus 
playing on the nerves of the hate-Hoosevalt, hate i'ruman 
section of the upper crust. Jhat mowed me down, however, was 
his eternel stat sties. said that under the Beprlican
^resident, ^orbert noover, in the year 1931, the 
government took only 6 per cent of our taxes, while 
under the present hemoeratic regime 18 per cent is being 
extracted. From this, 1 gather, he is trying to make 
the big bo„s think that there was nothing like the "good 
old days" of 1931 under ^oover. Frankly that’s just 
what 1 fear ^r. faft might be stupid enough to try to 
undertake, — setting the clock back to Hoover, but 
how he can imagine anybody wants 1931 back again, 1 cannot imagine.

bn the gardening front, I have been pondering on some 
of th. program for this year 8s planting, so that it 
may include some deep summer items, before folding up 
my beard, 1 think x shall aoi something about getting 
some ihillipine lilies so they can be started this Spring, 
i have had fairly good-luck with them in the pastand 
usually'by July when they mome into flower tiey are usually 
8 or 9 feet in h ight and their gre t Faster like blossoms 
exude a marvelous perfume. He lost the few we had through 
nox fault of o rs, but l think it wi 1 be nice c ebrating 
with them....  ,

(beie. JkW k,
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Sunday, April jfbhl 195E.

memorandum:
How nice to findtyour Wednesday air mail in Saturday’s 

post. Somehow X hadn t expected one quite so soon, figuring 
as I did that the natal day week end would consume 
all energies, not to mention the bogging down of people, 
which,- according to my expectation, would push letter 
writing back until Palm Sunday had arrived. But instead 
your lovely letter came to hand to make my Halm 
Sunday week end a happy one, and X call down bless Lags on 
your head for having unleashed so much sunshine for mo.

speaking of sunshine, there has been lots of it 
in these parts over tne week end* naturuay was brilliant 
but chilly with a brisk breeze slap off the ice cakes.
^ut to^ay was pure sunshine without the draft, and
the result is a lazy invogoxation that somehow invariably
marks the advent of Spring.

But X had scant time to enjoy the lazy sensation, for 
the fine weather brought out the people and the people 
dove-tailed so neatly in their .arrivals and depa turos 
that it was first dark before I was done with tnem, and 
after 8 o’clock before I had supped across the fence 
and withdrawn when the Beverend Fathers arrived for  ̂
a game of Canasta, or should one spell it "-»aii-nasty .

I have often thought what a curious picture would 
result if one were able to portray next to each other in 
point of arrival and departure the cultural and economic 
status of each succeeding visitor, foday had a contrast 
that would have formed a striking graph, were the several 
attributes of one inaivldual oe placed along side tne 
next. For instance an expecially fancy -r-ackard car with 
much liveried chauffeur and footman rolled up at tne 
front gate and out stepped Hrs. Steward, mistress of 
Oak Alley and millions, dressed to the tip of the mode, 
exaui sTteTy cultured and slightly inclining toward the - 
dull side. Hith her was a Hiss Boyd of California, 
friend of the late ^nne Morgan and not too ponderous by 
or in spite'of her probable gold ballast, nn hour and a naif
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later, as we were saying goodbye at t n same point, 
an eu rustic daugnter of the soil, white "but a little 
on the'Tobacco -load style, approached, explaining she 
had secured a neighbor in Grant parish"where she lived to 
look: after her goats while she dashed up to the 
Gane hive' co utry to have a look: at Melrose. The 
different in deportment. and costume of the first batch and 
second was arresting.

La .aid-then there was the group which I thought was going
to be Cenla, — I must have read my mail badly, for 
it actually turned out to be the Historical Society, 
that went- off nicely until we got back to the front gate 
when the president daid u i i al meeting of the noeeity 
before summerset in would be in JunO and asked me" if 
I ,would be the guest speaker. I declined, home 
other‘officers horned in on the conversation, and 
so i compromised by saying I might open the winter sessions 
by taking to the platform at the firt meeting in 
September, This tentative promise was the more readily 
forthcoming because the Harry Chocolates from Hake diaries 

: were waiting for me. They have a vast acreage of 
tide lands along the Gulf Coast and, I -suppose, were 
interested in that flim-flam compromise voted by the senate 
lafet week concerning State versus Federal ownership of 
submarine ttles covering oil rights. It was 
.the Chocolates, following a visit here a few years ago, 
who decided to have their new home in the -̂ ake Charles 
area built along Yucca lines, with architec its coming 
here to take measurements, etc. They say they 
are enormously pleased with their home but now want to 
purchase a Cane Hiver property with only enough acreage 
to raise five or six hundred head of cattle "just to 
cover tne taxes, the idea of a Cane Hiver retreat being to 

* enable them to withdrawn from time to time from the
whiz of the Gulf c0ast and thus "get away from it all”.
I pointed out the desir©ability of the old 
Francois Bobiaux home on the Joyeous Coast, and speaking 
of Francois Bobiaux reminds me of the huge laugh 1 got from 
your discovery of what unexpectedly happened when you 
unthinkingly decided to reduce Father Mississippi to 
initials.. In a paper on Free M? sonry I once.,put down 
a subtitle, - "George Washington and F. M." and never 
felt so close to "Uncle George" before or since.

e The nands came later; with Haul %Lng be in with
them, the latter having flown down from Hartford for the day. 
Tomorrow night x hope I am less sleep and may thus 
talk a little more intelligently.......

Monday, ^pril 7th, 1952.

Memorandum:j .
The splendid weather continues and Mother mature continues 

flouncing her finest greenery in ever widening circles. I 
swing my hoe in tmison«

I am under the impression i enclosed a letter two or 
three days ago from Marybeth Lavis, announcing her 

: return to Kansas City following her vacation in Haiti.
xf I did enclse said letter, you may rec 11 she mentioned 
picking up a few books in Jew Orleans on hr way home, including 

1 Ghosts, bearing the nyle naxon look plate. I intended
pointing to that paragraph when i sent the letter, but 
neglected doing so.

hither you or I have the photographs taken of the 
book shelves in my living room, — as executed for the 
Library Commission a number of years ago. if memory serves, 
the book referred to stands out rather well in that photograph, 
he that as it may, it chanced to be one of the books stolen 
either by Games Cunningham when, as ^udolph’s friend and 
the Madam’s guest, he staid in the house for a couple of 
days at one time, and later told ^udolph he had lifted some • 
items. Or it is possible Mr. wunningham did not chance to 
lift that - particular book, for that Mr. Van somebody, a 
friend of Miss alberta's who was invited here by Celeste two 
or three years ago lifted a few items from the same shelf,
I believe; ne was here when Tucca was being repainted inside 
and the flying in and out of Workmen and said ^r. Van was 
enervating.

I suppose that since “r. Cunningham1s home is in exas, 
it isn t likely he disposed of the book in question in 
hew wrleans, although he may have done so, since that would 
be the place a *->axon book plate might be expected to bring 
the best price. ~*ut it seems to me more lilely that 
ur. va may have been the one to toss it on the market.
« Be that as it may, it seems to me one of the most 
remarkable coincidences 1 have recently run across that 
a book stolen from this house should be disposed of in 
the Ccescent wity and ac uired by a Kansas City friend who
by chance happened to be passing through Louisiana at 
the time the book became available. I have
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written -lafybeth the circumstances and told her I am 
glad she got the hook: hut have suggested she inquire of 
her hook: s op to see if they will tell her from whom it 
was purchased, suggesting that she cook: up some flim-flam 
tale of a notation she found in the hook: that impelled her 
Do want to write to the former owner, assuming that the hood 
had probably been in private hands following the death 
of r. oaxon a number of years bach, it will he 
interesting t see if anyDhigg comes of it, hut wnetuer. 
something does or not, tire whole business, making such 
a neat circle, presents quite an ’oddity, don't you thins.

I notice I need new ribbon and 1 have one, hut 
my secretary is under the weather and so between now 
and tomorrow night, I'm goin to try to get some 
son of the soil to tinker with the thing a little. If 
there should he a skip of one day iu receiving a letter 
you will of course understand that ray effort in teaching- 
mechanics to an agricu.ltj ul soul hasn t produced much 
fruit. I have been successful in the gast, hut 
tnat is no sign X shall have equal luck with today's 
problem.

I notice^there1s a letter in today's batch coming 
iroifl ^ina. I m wondering what she arid little îiss 
alberta are planning for magnolia painting in May. I 
have about made up my mind I am not 6 or rig to move a finger 
by way of inviting them, "ft. r all, there is a vague chance,
I suppose, that Carolyn may surprise me by carrying out 

her expressed intention of coming early -ay, and 
secondly there is always a chartce th t iaynie, whose health 
isn t good., may. eventually reach the point where he will 

* wot"'join with his yonger brother in making such strange 
noises about little ^ise a , coming here, and I think i 
shall stick to the cnanee that Carolyn may.come, keeping 
the decks clear instead of being nice to little Miss' 
and starting a potention dust bowl.

x.nd another thing, if I haven't mentioned it already: 
Celeste asked me the other day if 1 thought Caroline 
normon s nild ^'lowers of Louisiana mlgnt be obtained 
second-hand. x tola ber i Quid ask you, find she seemed 
encwanted. 1 think wel.ste would probably care to spend mighty-
little on a book so if you ever should.stumble over one 
you might mention price before purchase, — and don t let 
tr.e search for one take any time whatsoever, for i£ is merely 
one of those things that should you cahance to stumble over 

one you might make a mental note, but otherwise dismiss 
the thing a.rom yo’-r mind, no-hum, I could chat forever but 
must stop.....

Tuesday, April 6th, 1952.

Memorandum;
Begnd the new ribbon.
My secretary remains in bed but after all-these years,

Peter undertook to insert the fresh ribbon for me, and 
although he specializes in rigging up tractors, he took 
old Dr. Underwood apart and put it together with all the 
facility of an old established firm in the typewriting 
field although this was the first time he had ever so 
much as set finger to a key.

1 am sorry to say that the pilgrimage business was 
brisk today, and all were consistently dumb, but it is 
from the dumb ones X learn the most and one lady from 
Minnesota taught me a new trick that X shall employ 
frequently until the cotton grows to dusting status. I 
had inten ed a short tour any way but it turned out 
even more so than X had anticipated when we approached Yucca 
and someone r marked the sound of bees. There are 
millions of the harmless big old black bumfcble bees that 
bumbble around from dawn to duak on the galleries, but as they 
have no stingers, or at least have never been known to uses 
them, they are quite harmless. But the lady cried out in 
alarm, halted in her tracks and said that if there were 
any bees around, she wanted to turn and leave. * told 
her that frankly there was a swaasm of them, as she could 
readily see and hear, whereupon she bolted and the balance 
of the party with her. ^ence forth, when i,m busy and 
the pilgrims unusually dull, X shall work that one up for 
all it is worth, and it ought to he worth a lot as a time saver.

x'he season isn t most favorable for undertaking 
certain garden re-arrangements, but X recall “r. Baehelier’s 
opinion that "the time to move a tree or a plant is when you 
are ready to move it," — implying the season was a secondary 
matter.

And so, with a view to giving Yucca the dignity that has 
long been its due, I removed a section of the picket 
fence facing the front gallery, — perhaps thirty feet of it, 
directly opposite that postion of Yuccas Southern facade where 

open the doors to the boudoir and drawing room.

.‘-ft;.

»
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With the fence down, along with the tons of clematis 
and honeysuckle that have always hidden the fence itself, 
a whole new vista is glimpsed fiom the front gallery, stretching 
the entire length of the iris garden, with its lines of althias, 
crepe myrtles in the smaller plants or trees, and the grandiflora 
and diciduous magnolias and the larger palm trees, — a half dozen 
allees, flecked with the multi-colors of the native and 
German iris, heightened by the deep green of occasional box 
and yew, and the whole approach to *ucca through any of 
these walks quite striking in it somewhat ponderous but noble 
lines. The picket fences continue at each end of the 
30 foot gap to their west termination at the old gate we usually 
used, and , — or thather, 1 should have said to the Hawt, and 
to the West to the end of the garden, demarked b,y the bamboo 
hedge, Extending into the iris garden I have marked;off 
a semi-circle, extending from the fence to a gate that will 
dominate the several paths running from the iris garden, 
and the effect as one approach the house is really , ^osing.

I am casting about the country for a great iron sugar kettle, —  
for 1 hear there was one 7 feet across in some remote section 
of the parish, and another of 11 feet across somewhere else, 
and if these can be secured, the pot will go slap in the 
center of the semi-circle, and reflect the Southern facade of 
Yucca as one approached. I didn t accomplish as much as 
I had hoped, and from now until after Easter, I reckon 
I shall be subjected to endless interruptions, but the 
fence is down, most of the myriads of stuff pushed around and 
back, and eventually the semi-circular fore-court will be 
fenced in and properly hidden by a hedge, and ^ucea . 
will astonish a flock of people who have never seen its 
majestic lines before, for, if you stop to think of it, no one 
has ever been able to take a photograph 0f *ucca from its 
"outhern exposure, How they will have that opportunity, 
and I'll bet dollars to doughnuts the first person coming this 
way with a camera will be that tiresome Clarence Laughlin, 
but i hope not, but rather that Carolyn may be among the first 
to make use of it on a film,

* IThis aut mn I shall have to re-arrange the bananas and 
butterfly lilies along the gallery so they will b&Aanee more 
pleasantly with the new approach, but that will be small as 
an undertaking, although sufficiently laborious as a move.

1I
Isn*t it nice havingEd. borrow back again. I like what 

he had te say about the Queen of the -etherlands and of her 
Mother on tonight*e boradcast.

1 had thought I would write a stack of letters tonight, 
but I seem sleepy and so *** think l shall leap through a 
shower and have a little sessions with Messrs. Rogers, 
fiehar, and Strauss before calling it a day, ..thanks to 
little Miss .Lee of Lyme......

lass
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Wednesday, April 9th, 1952.

Memorandum;

% e  dust bowl is blowing agiin, but aside from 
the gauze like film present in every direction, the 
sun has had no competition in the sky and tonight 
the moon is big and round and wonderfully orange.

At noon we were promised a tornado or two for 
this even ng, sometime between 5 and 10, but at 
5 the weather bureau issued a special announcement, 
asuring Louisiana residents that the big winds 
had treked .Northward.

While it occurs to me, I must mention something 
mildly amusing that occured when Mrs. Stewart 
and -~iss Boyd were examining the treasures of the 
African %use on Sunday, i'he mistress of Oak Allee 
was especially fascinated by the yellow cotton and 
asked me if ^ could tell her something about it.
I explained that during the ante bellum period it 
was the staple given the slaves to raise as their own 
li tie crop, with the eolor being so distinct that 
there would never be any temptation, when harvesting 
it, to reach over into the row of white cotton 
belonging to the master, the white staple being so 
easily recognized at a glance. X told her the bale 
in the African n0use had been raised here on **elrose 
by Miss Cammie a number of years ago but that the 
seed of the yellow cotton had originally come from 
Hanking.

“How perfectly delightful," was Mrs. Stewart's 
enthusiastic but altogether serious response, and 
turning to *iss Boy continued :— Qnd just to 
think, Grace was on very friendly terms with Miss 
Cammie but % a ,  her sister, was my favorite, and yet 
it was Han who supplied the first seed*"

Eventually X must write that one to Lora who 
was quite fascinated by some of Granoe King's original 
letters here at Mairose, and I'm sure he'll get a 
huge kick out of her cotton seed sister, Han.

Haturally, it goes without paying I never 
bothered to correct Mrs. Stewart s impression.
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*sn t it good having dd. Morrow hack; I 
enjoyed Sis summation oftonight's new*, although 
I had expected he would do a little more about the 
iruman seiaure of the steel industry.

Last night 1 fell asleep just before the Presidnt 
went on the air, but woke up again just as he began 
speaking. I liked everything about it and am glad 
he made his ooncept of the outrageous stand of the 
steel industry so clear. 1*11 bet more than 
one rugged individualist just about collapsed of 
high blood pressure, what with the fury tha must 
have been theirs at the President temerity to call a 
spade a ?pade By taking the stand he did, and by 
annunciating his opinions with such force, it 
struck: me that again a Democrat had demonstrated that 
the party, knowingly or unknowingly, was again

whi?h the B«Pi*lioans sinoaLincoln have willfully ignored; — that the great problem 
of uovernm. ent is the distrubution of wealth.

» It was pleasant to hear from the Kleiseis today.
omehow I had gathered from something written around 

Christmas time that they were fixing to pass this way 
about that time and accordingly 1 had put off sending 
J*1?111.?' plate, but the other day I concluded I had 
had the thing kicking around about long enough, and 
hence the enclosed bread and butter*

x i a ™ 8,8 impressed by ^r. Taft's success in 
the i!iiiinei8 primaries toataling 800,000 or 
some such number of votes for Mr. Republican. I never 
would have dreamed so many people in Illinoiskwould 
nave joined with him in sighing for the good 
old days of Mr. Hoover in 1931 and the 6 per cent 
income tax, but on^second thought, Illinois was the

o£.Uno1® ^ann0n and farmers and laborers oi his home state were always returning him to 
congress although he consistently rode r-ough shod 
everything by way of legislation that would have

<thS2 ’ "S1!?* s98ms silly» but is nevertheless true. So is *r. Taft, - in a way.

, A'he ladies went to Alexandria to meet their a .® 
Iberia newphews and grandsons who oare coming for the
2 o i L 9an™hIrr8?k;0n I1U  get enouSh oomrany without going anywhere to meet any.....,**

5404

Thursday, April 10th, 1952.

Memorandum;

I liked what the weather brought us last night, 
for the tornado never did show up by around 11 o'clock a 
rain began and the thermometer slumped in sympathy. It 
has drizzled all day and the thermometer has refused to move 
much about the 40*s or 50*s.

And I may my plans fit in with this dampness by 
moving a lot ofnstuff around to suit my ideas as to the 
new outer "ourt" of *ueea. ‘-there were a couple of mig 
-hinese magnolias thaa had to be taken u. or sawed down, 
and as I can t bear to think of the latter, and as weather 
conditions were so favorable for the former, I set myself the 
task of digging huge holes before tackling the up
rooting of the trees. The plantation was completely @n 
holiday, but as I was whai^ing atay with ay spade, t heard 
voices by the side gate where I found Deter, H*ra and Duny 
moving a telephone pole which I had condemned some moiiths^ 
back because h* it stuck out like a sore thumb from the 
nandina hedge between my gate and the African House.

And so, aft r they had moved the pole, ..trying 
to get it done before Joe ^enry appeared, — they came and 
gave me a hand with the diciduous magnolias which were 
up-rooted in a trice, shall we say, and now, after a tremendous 
soaking by ^eaven and by a garden hose, — I hope the poor 
things aren t drowned, - they look as though they had always 
been there,0 I suppose the trees were 20 years old and 
certainly as many feetfin height. The tap root of each 
was imposing and I can t imagine how I would ever have 
turner the trick by myself, but perhaps the whole busniess 
whould simply be charged off to luck. I shall charge it off 
to a miracle if either one of them survive.

That that leads me to mention the big old crepe myrtles 
transplanted from Mr. Earnest's former garden some weeks back.
I am surprised to discover that all of them are starting 
to put out their 1952 leaf system, as brave and opulent as 
you can imagine, and while it must be said they axe the
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easiest things in the world to transplant and make grow 
these were such large trees i never expected them to

sf£ns life again# X suppose the "proof of the 
pudding will come along about July or August when the full 
heat gets turned on and the full strain of living will be 
at its height for vegetation generally If they actually 
survive that test, then 1 shall be cjntinoed that nothing 
can ever kill a crepe myrtle. ^

<

v, L htvldTt?e ?ao?alJ’ sp00Qh last or whatever may be thename of the Inland Steel company that voiced the resentment 
against r. iruman 0n behalf of the combined steel industry.
-p-j i itpleasant ^o listen to, devoid of logic and generously
filled with the usual big-shot misrepresentations. The 
two points, as I recall, were that Congress hadn't voted the 
President the power to sitze the steel compan£esf and secondly 
the steel com anies don t make a 19 or 20 dollar profit on each 
ton since the federal tSxes deprive them of the entire amount.

. r gon«??ss didn't vote the ^resident the power, since
!y the Constitution gives the President the power to

il ^  0m0rSQn e y , and, of course, so faras the cry that they don t get the full 20 dollar profit on each
in thQr'world d° they suppose other people fare, or does the poor m n n dnaire class assume that noone 

pays income tax on his earnings Then, toe I was sorv the
the in *hat, old and m0^h eaten subterfuge about
knows thatCbiea8tafib0whfi°W?+d by t miXHon investers, when everyboc Knows that big steel, while it may have amii,, different
completelyeowiedS c *t*olftd and almost
*ha?es but rlthti t l t miili0U St0Cit holders of a few picayune
In̂ their own pocket^ U h l "h° haVe tnM reat H oofcs ofstocks : , owr pockets; 1he static was so poor X eouidn't hear
touisht^fo^tt^oin^6^ ’ Bu? I,m h0pin*  ̂“ay fea luckier 
a peghor two/* U  * pleasure to hear hinl them down

.hi.),14!86""8 t0 mf a clipping about the Historical Soeeity
Monday or^uaadtv th® “lexandria T°wn A'alk o 1 abouti oKf?i°rAi5ileSday» and 1 suPP°se was something tossed off by
I^end'it^along^egardlaes* 94 fr°n ^  °th8r “eBS it9m* **
, , -**'s always a pleasure to hear from Mr. Cain hut I*m honing
wha^thine^will^nh S?®8? * 5l0* in S0m6til»e during the week end
the rive** at a high pit#h at thls ^end of
a little Wi!h,?7 damp 8lothes» a hot hath, anda little musicals before folding up my beard.
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Friday, April 11th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letters of Sunday and Tuesday 

in today's post. 'Xhe canoellationdate on one was 
blurred and by chanoe theTuesday letter was read 
first, which, because of an interruption, enables me 
to contemplate Good Saturday -with added zest, since 
X have both letters tucked away in the armoire and am 
thus guaranteed a second little chat the moment Y. C. 
puts in an appearance on the morrow.

I*m so glad you found the account of the Briarwood 
Jaunt so comprehensive. It might well have been 
otherwise, for I must confess the unusual sensation 
of being in the big road made me so sleepy that night 
that my Memo m ght whell have turned out a mere scrawl.

And may I thank you for transcribing precisely what 
la Storm actually wrote. My secretary is not adept at 
long hand and the Storm correspondence when in long hand, 
depends more on my imagination than the secretary's 
interpretation, and apparantly my imagination was inade
quate in that instance.

~~ t ■" 1 ' ■ :• • • ■: - _ . ' • ‘ " ’ ■ ‘ ■ , , . .
Heavy cloudiness obtained all day, with the thermometer 

•hoovering” around 60, with the humidity in the 90*s.
#11 that, of course, was to the good so far as* the 
Arenbourg and Melrose children are concerned. The 
forecast for Saturday is continued cloudiness but 
tempera ures in the 80*s, and that will be alright, 
toe.

During the past two days the new leaves on the live oaks 
unfolded hut completely, introducing a thickness of 
shade that seems like veritable darkness in this 
overcast weather. Little clouds of tender green are 
beginning to form in the topmost branches of the 
pecanes which means their new summer finery is being 
shaken out, and since it is said "pecanes never get 
caught by Jack Frost", I reckon one may assume the 
winter is but definitely finished, although it does 
seem as though we never had any except on the 
1st or 2nd of November.

I believe the J. M. Menrys, -pere et fils, axe
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likely to arrive here tonight The S, G, *s will 
not come, and the latest report, — always subject to 
change without notice, is that none of the Wants will 
appear, and even their Cloutierville emporium is 
said to be out of commission for the faster holidays.
People with sense, of course, wll always wait to get 
sick or injured during regular office hours, and never 
on holiday week ends, — or at least that seems to be 
the idea of many physicians. But if anyone is fool enough 
to patronise a Wenk, he just about deserves to find himself 
up a tree on occasion.

I have been soaked up to my knees since 5:30 this 
morning, although I did change my shoes and trousers 
twiee, only to get bogged down again as soon as I 
had done so. By some miracle, — the cloudy 
weather, I suppose, — I escaped pilgrims, but ^less 
I am vastly mistaken, X shall have more than ±  
quota totals on Saturday and Sunday, ■“'ortunately 
I have nothing on my calendar which will make the whole 
thing a "catch as catch can" buisness, but that is 
better than trying to cram uninvited guests in between 
scheduled appointments, as was the ease with la Steewart 
last Sunday, but X must say I wouldn't have missed the 
"Banking Ban" business for anything.

X think I shall finish the Chester volume, - 
"X Xdve On Air" this week end. Xt is mildly interesting 
and done in newspaper typle making it easy to skim 
over. X take it Chester is concerned primarily with 
the broadcasting of special news events, and 
theze.-is vast to do about getting the first flash or 
more extended accounts of latest happenings on the 
air, with the primary purpose seeming to be that 
of getting a second or a minutes drop on the Columbia 
and Mutual airing of the same news. As in the ease 
of radio stations that have to give all night sessions 
on the gradual totalling of votes in order to be 
first with the results, so in the other branches of 
human activity the same mania seems to persist, and 
for the life of me X can t see any point in breaking 
one's neck in order to°blare out some bit of information 
one minute or two before a riyal organization blows on its 
trumpet, I suppose there must be some advantage in this 
split seoondhexalding of an event that by no means 
of the imagination can be pumped up into something 
world shaking, but I don't comprehend what all the rush 
is about. But X must fold, hold ng the thought 
your week end is ever and ever so pleasant......
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Sunday, April 13th, 1952.

Memor andum;

How nice to have your Sunday letter waiting for me 
in my armoire this morning when 1. 0. dropped in.

I enjoyed ever word of your splendid letter and was 
delighted to know the natal day went off so nicely, although 
I can well imagine you were altogether enchanted when 
night came on and you were eventually able to fold up beard 
in the privacy of your own boudoir. Isn't is wonderful 
what tricks do play about the mind when dreams be-stir themselves, 
and the concept of little Miss Lee, Lestan and our friends, 
all gathered together under a great big spreading cedar 
was altogether charming.

■ ?
And may I thank yQU for, sending along the clippings which 

I am going to enjoy at my next sitting. But oddly enough, the 
fact that you mentioned the Boosevelt plate as being the 
subject of one clipping set my head to buzzing and automatically 
unrolled an idea for another place which I shall begin work 
on immediately. It will be something like this:

, :
Cane ^ivor will cross it,-diagonally, from upper left to 

lower right. A couple of sjpmbols at the extreme 
upper left will indicate the town of Batchitocftes, —  
perhaps the circular staircase and '’Uncle *̂ ack the statue 
of the ^ood -^arkie. Hext will appear the Joyeous Coast 
as indicated by Beaufort and Woodlaftn or Oak ^awn or Qakwood or 
whatever the Alphonse Xrudhomme place is know by. Then 
will come Melrose which will be slap in the middle. A couple 
of Rouses and a Church will appear at that point, and 
under the Church will be some notation such as "St. Augustin's 
Church of "Children of Strangers". Bext down the line will 
be a couple of oaks to indicate Magnolia, — Gdon t you 
love that, oaks to suggest magnolia). Xhen Kate Chopin's 

house, Then Uncle X'om's Cabin with a cabin, perhaps, and 
Uncle Tom holding little ^va on his lap. In the 
upper open space at the right will be these words:
"Cane Biver,
Batchitoches rarish,
Louisiana.”

In the lower left open space will be some writing, —  
whatever seems appropraite when X have stirred it up.
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It occurs to mo this place should he identical with 
the Melrose Plantation plate, so far as border design and 
coloring are concerned. Then, if some people want to use 
the Cane Hiver one in conjunction with the Melrose one, 
they will make quite a nice pair..

Thanks to your grand letter, this idea has come up 
for air. As described above, the whole thing must sound 
pretty sketchy, but if in any of it you see some flaw or if 
you have any ideas that would improve it, do let me know.

In the mean time, I shall write to Edwards China, 
indicating the idea and asking them to reserve all rights 
for us in the creation of such an entity. I shall write 
Hina tonight, asking her if she can gige me a hand in 
the business. I hope she can, since the design would be 
the better if it details carried through. I shall include 
my initimable" sketch to her and a flock of snapshots 
of the various-things i want included. If she cannot,
I shall contact Robert "eblieux and give the thing a push 
in that direction# I

And may I say thank you ag in for having been the source 
of this Gane Kiver item.

I j
Saturday was so ething to inspire on to start building 

an ark, for it poured all day. But the weather remained warm, 
and the Arenbpurg and *ucca children apprantly thrived.

Some of Juanita s friends came in the afternoon for a little 
tour, and I'm glad she was here to accompany us. Joe made 
the sloppy rounds, too, and later told me he was astonished 
and delighted at all he had learned about the place. The 
Henrys are sights.

Joe came to see me this morning. He wanted to buy me 
a new typewriter, but i declined on grounds that this one 
still functions alright $nd he could "hold the thought" 
until *hr stmas. I didn t tell him I*already had a *
^oyal never touched sitting on the Gayosa iron chest right here 
in my boudoir where we were chatting.

In spite of the mud, Joe wanted to make a round 
with me to see the new Gardener*s Garter parterre, the 
new lay-out just beyond the great window of the Studio and 
the beginnings of the Mavant-oour'* immediately in front of Yucca.
He liked the whole business, and I was glad as he is 
proba ly t^e only one save the General who will ever know 
they weren t always there. *

We dined at the big house and all was lovely withnot 
a Wenk within miles. But here i am at the bottom of the 
page and not really well started. "-Slit tomorrow will be 
another day, and in th mean time, may I eay thanks again for 
the happiness your elegant letter brought me this faster morn....
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Monday, April 14th, 1952.

Memorandums
Gool and clear, — and all the pilgrims I didn't 

get yesterday deluged me this afternoon, — first Mrs. Wood 
who is a friend of m rs. Coombs, then Ura before the departure 
of la Wood, and then a flock of people before ura‘s departure, 
and these included a Mr. and‘Mrs. wampbell from whom we 
shall proba ly hear later, for they are lovely people, and then 
during their visit, two other sets of people whom I 
never saw but heard about only from the servants.

And speaking of a deluge, I'm wondering if Louisiana 
is likely to get its feet damp before the flood waters of 
Nebraska and Iowa have found their boistrous way to the Gulf.

I doubt if we ev r get any of the Missouri-Mississippi 
water in this section, but aed xtiver water ie just as 
wet, x reckon, and it is the inability of Bed^iver to 
flow into the Mississippi when the latter rea’hes flood 
stage that backs up *ed ^iver and spills it ofer into 
Gane. In 1945 the central Louisiana floods were 
at their height during mid April. I reckon it will take 
a other week or so for any Mississippi excesses to be felt 
in this area, if at all. i mention ^11 this now with a view 
of assuring you, as you probably don t have to be assured, 
that while Melrose plantation may well go under water, 
the residences axen t like to experience any dampness, being 
on a high level of ground, although in the 1945 business, 
the water did come up to the baboo hedge at the end of the 
White Garden, which, I'll admit, is getting fairly close. .
"ut even though the water might seep over the White Garden and 
across the bricks of the front and back galleries, it isn't 
likely to get any higher, so 1 urge you not to give any 
prospective sea-scapes any worry.

Only one more dolorous thought relative to melting 
snows in Montana and the Dakotas,--with what uncertainty 
farmers and planters from St. Louis to the Gulf must be 
putting in their crops. Melrose began planting cotton today#

Just one more point: - I'm recalling how the hill billy 
politicians prevented the great spillways of South Louisiana 
from being opened during the 1945 floods because hill billy voter 
lived or more precisely squatted on State lands through which
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the excess waters would have flowed and relieved all pressure 
on the Bed ^iver Valley and the devastation in that area, 
even though it was tax payers' money which had purchased 
the lands and constructed the great spilllway locks. If 
5he Washington politicians, in their hatred of S’. D. R's 
success with T. V. A. will forever prevent the same 
accomplishment in the Missouri that created an Sden out of 
the Tennessee Valley, then at least I hope the Louisiana 
pliticians may he prevented from am making "ducks and drakes" 
out of the flood controls in Louisiana, already completed hut 
never permitted to operate*

The great advantage of all pilgrims treading hard on the 
heels of eachoother lies in the fact that the balance of one's 
day is left comparatively free, and so 1 was able to give 
a couple of hours to Arenbourg and a like number to Yucca,—  
the "avant-cour" before the big parade got under way.

The ladies across the fence took off at 7:30 this morning 
to whisk the Regard boys back to their home in Rew Iberia.
The ladies will return here late Wednesday night. I'm still 
experiencing vibrations from my venture to Briarwood a week 
ago last T ursday with the two ladies, and Just to think they hage 
been in the big road every day since then and are now 
in South Louisiana, I suppose my wonder must be mixed with 
Jealousy at the thought of Madam Regard, heading toward her 
82nd birthday, being able to take foot in hand with alacrity 
and enthusiasm while I am thanking ray lucky stars I don t 
have to get beyond the front gate. p

' t

Mr8. Wood brought me the enclosed Lormon article* It 
was clipped from the Shreveport Times a couple of weeks ago, —  
and undoubtedly bore a March or April, 1952 date line,

I was esa$ ^specially glad to see ^ra, even though the 
pilgrim pressure made it impossible for us to cover much gr und. 
Still I was able to compare a few notes with her and she kindly 
assisted me in some local spelling problems, such as 

Klsatchie, which is the name of a National forest the 
hills behind Montrose where wild game preserves are included 
in the forestatiojj There are deer, wild turkeys and heaven knows 
what all I thought with Gane River cutting diagonally 
across the proposed pictorial plate, it might be nice to 
have the words "Gane River Country,

Natchitoches âri-s,
Louisiana"

occupy that section, and in the opposite lower section of 
the place have a few trees and wild game to add whimsey to the 
composition So much to talk about and yet how grateful I am 
for this little opportunity....*.

1 f * l I / \ 0 . y
J t u d U -

e

Tuesday, April 15th, 1952.

Memorandum:
I had to stop and think twice when I wrote the 

word, Tuesday, in the date line, for somehow I feel a 
whole week has elapsed since Sunday, Time has a way of 
whizzing anyway, but sometimes I am astonished at how much 
can be undertaken in the span of a day and therebye make 
it seem as though a whole foock of days had run their course 
between a single dawn and dusk.

As for any contribution made by my own efforts for 
the gaiety of humanity today, I can t think of anything 
I can chalk up for in reality I haVe merely lent encourage
ment to workmen who were actually sweating it out in a 
cool 71 degree temperature. But new fence posts had to 
be set on a section of fence at Arenbourfc and a stout 
five and a half foot fence had to be erected as the 
barrier of the "avant-cour" at Yucca, with the result 
that 1 expended most of my energies going and coming and 
getting a little ways but of course never as far as one 
anticipates, although the Arenbourg posts are set and the 
new fence and gate in front of Yucca is three quarters 
finished.

A banged away ±x rather late on this machine last 
night, with the result that I "lay-long" this morning 
and found myself still in the bed at 5:30 when simultaeneously 
there was a knocking on the boudoir door giving on the 
front gallery and on the window giving on the back. I 
had asked two stalwart youths to assist me early at 
Arenbourg and without encountering eachother on their way, 
both had arrived at Yucca, — one from the front and one 
from the back at the same moment It didn't take 
me long to slide into my trousers and boots but 1 
suspect my shirt tail was snapping out behind as I headed 
up the road.

Both secretaries came this afternoon but T was 
too busy to see them and so I shall have to let the mail 
go for another day at least. There seems to be a fat letter 
from Laisey in the Lell, one from Relen cancelled from Waco, 
on from Madam Morris of Jacksonville, so ething from Lora 
and two or three non-descript items which are probably bread 
and butter numbers, — I hope.
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. enclosing the Judge ^ilson copy in yesterday*s
post with sister s letter, the Judge Wilson item having 
arrived in my mail at the* same time Sister's letter came to 
hand. It didn t take me long to dash off a note to Judge 
xilson, telling him his Osburn move was exceedingly unfortunate 
and that so far as any hopes of effecting his designs on 
the apron, that was definitely a waste of time, so far as 
I am concerned, since pressure of the nature employed 
guaranteed a short-circuit of all thought of the business 
under discussion# I send his letter along merely because 
I think you will be amused by the hocu-pofcas tomfoolery 
full grown men amply in their lodge correspondence. Of course 
five-cent-cigars, with both feet on the ground, don’t believe 
in such things as the trappings of royalty, but brother, can 
they lap up that Supreme Eleagle stuff or whatever the 
ridiculous "signs and wanders" names and titles they love 
to be-deck themselves out with. *

I laugh at myself every time I think of havine writtnn 
you was reading a book by Williams, entitled "fllephantville" 
for, after hearing the title repeated several times 1 gather* 

it is not "Slephantville hut "Slephant Bill", and I* 8
Svy 1 thinfc the latter dull enough. Perhaps the 

pubHsher was inspired by the exploits of the late Mr. Cody 
who was.so long known as "Buffalo Bill" and thought'Mr. 9
William s last nhme might entitle him to some similar 
soubr quet. The book, and 1 like it vary much, is

80 if tha *hi«S had tepn called urmah Bill , the presence of a couple of big B*s misht 
have had some value, but "Elephant Bill" doesn't seem to ' 
do much for my imagination, although if-some expert, 
devoting himseif to skunks tosses off a symposium on 
hose friendly little animals, I suppose some publisher will 

end up by calling the,book "Skunk Bill" or "Pole dat Bill" 
and then -the "bill" mania fer inclusion in titles out to be about played out. ~

and sir gaVQnme a buaa this morning. Sheand irma Somperyao Willard are planning this summer to
contrive the 10 generations of Brudhommes and descendants in
side branches on parchment, of course, by hand, and the
mistress of Beaufort wants to run down to consult with me on
a couple of points before undertaking the job. She
suggested Wednesday or Thursday and I said * didn t oare
which, for I have two appointments on Wednesday afld three on
ihursday, and I can sandwich her in with all comers, and
tFJXl !ay aga*n thQ soonQr by having the mire peopleto muddy the waters. So things turn, and as for me, after 
a hot shower, I turn in to bed.....

Wednesday, April 16th, 1952.

Memorandum:

The weather is marvelous.

I have only three armoires in this house, and it begins to 
look as though 1 had better round up a couple more, what 
with the mail stacking up. Yesterday's remains where it 
was and today*s has been added to it. fortunately ^one of it,
I think, is of any particular moment, -..I hope.

At the moment 1 find myself inundated by an excess of labor, 
none of which is capable of doing much without someone being 
present to tell precisely which bit of vegetation is in the 
plant class and which in the weed. The only reason I have 
too many hard hands and soft heads is because planting is 
going ahead full tilt and by modern methods, that job requires 
few workers. In anotherweek T shall be unable to round up 
anybody inside the garden barriers, for every mother's son and daughter 
will be swinging a hoe as the endless rows of new cotton will need 
to be chopped out. *nd then the hoeing season will follow through 
and i shall be contemplating the impressive growth of weeds and 
wondering how it is that my labor"supply always comes and 
goes in waves.

Aside from several scheduled appointments, there 
were two or three fetches of pilgrims, each succeeding set 
duller than that which had gone before,

. t
But T was glad to sandwich in Mrs. Goombs for a few 

minutes between jumps. ±*ast week, as * learned from Mrs.
Wood the other day, she came pretty close to having pneumonia, 
but has now fully recovered and is beginning to plan moving 
into the new Goombs residence in town, which everyone says is 
as pretty a place as one is likely to see.

aer primary reason for stopping, aside from the socfefel 
element, was to tell me of a mulatto youth in town, — some 
kind of Uncle Dor, who appears to be unusually gifted with 
the meager paints which have come to his hand. I believe his 
mother is a servant in the Goombs menage. There are several 
children, T believe, a d  perhaps the father is dead. The
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Ihursday, , “pril 17th, 1952.

boy who is 16 or 17 had to give up going to high school 
to help support the family# Although he never has had any 
adequate materials, he has*tried painting wite soraps of 
discarded paint tubes he has found, - using whatever 
cardboard he could f nd as canvas* ^rs. Ooombs says some 
of his things are really excellent and adds that it is 
pitiful to see little pieces of cardboard bearing an example 
of his artistry, stuck: timidly at the side of the grocery store 
showcase where the boy works, placed there by the boy, who 
hopes someone may want one And thus enable h^ra through a 
saie to get some paints.

It seems she had mentioned Melrose to the boy and told 
him she would ask. me if she might bring him down for a chat sometime. 
Naturally I told her I should be delighted. She asked 
when it would be convenient for me. I told her at precisely 
that moment when she and the youth could get away most con

veniently. It's time for the African House gallery to have 
some new exhibitions, and I shall arrange one forthwith 
for this sepia Tintoreto or Magenta or whatever his name may be. 
a poor mulatto probably has too many cards stacked against him 
to ever get anywhere, but it would be so pleasant to give 
him a bit of encouragement. Aft r all it doesn't matter 
if he never does accomplish anything c5mmercially if 
only some manif station of interest in his efforts may provide 
him with the pleasure that must come with such a medium of 
self expression.

But, to get away from the subject of Art, you really should 
have seen the extraordianry rough sketch I packed off to Hina 
this morning, asking her if she might be in a position to put 
it into ship-shape black and white for the new plate.
I liked the forest, - Kisatchi, - best, for the deer were
larger than the trees, the turkeys like peacocks and the
foxes as big as the deer* In short, it was a sight. I
sent along an explanatory note, — I may find a copy which, if I do,
I shall enclose, together with an endless letter. My inimitable 
Sketch calls for the ^egend: "Cane ^iver Country — Natchitoches 
Parish —  Louiiana" to occupy the space at the upper right 
hand; Gane aiver bisects the design from upper left to lower 
right, and Kisatchie fills in the space at the lower left, but 
poor Nina will be quite justified if she responds with a flat Ho 
in trying- to untangle my handiwork. But forgive me for all 
these no account details.....*

Memorandum*

Another day of perfect weather and equally perfect 
hurly-burly. The weather man promises showers for the week end.
&o be it. Perhaps I shall get caught up on one thing or 
another, including the mail*

Today I got around to read only the enclosure. I am 
so glad Helen got a lot of rest during her cttrkise, for she 
really was vastly in need of it. She was perfectly right 
in assuming I would be surprised to see the article, for although 
I had assumed she might do some account of her jaunt around the 
Gulf, I scarcely anticipated she would preface the business 
with an account of this bend of the river.

Don't you love the account of her visit to little MiSS 
Alberta and the latter's observation regarding the cats* And 
there was something about the way she handled little Miss Alberta’ s 
friend, the little man with the apron, that made me want to see 
him, test night I was reminded of an evening in Manhattan years 
ago when I invited a few friends to my houseto listen to the 
heavy weight boxing match between mein lieber Max Sohmeling and 
somebody or other, perhaps Joe Lewis, and how my guests arrived 
r the garae was scheduled to go on the air, and how
I withdrew momentarily to the pantry to see about cold beer and 
pretzels and how finally, a minute.- later, on returning to the 
li"ing room, I was thunderstruck to learn that the fight 
was all over, having come to an abrupt end with a knock,out before 
the first round really got to going good. History didn t repeat 
itself in many details last night, but I did invite sevlral 
gentlemen of color to come by to listen to the middle weight 
champion bout between »?ugar Ray Robinson and Grasiano * We did 
manage to get a glass of wine^pour before therBnd round started wher 
Lo. a minute and 50 odd seconds after the 3rd round started, 
the knockout came and the main entertainment feature of the 
evening was over before it had really got well under way.

I saw Celeste for a few moments this morning. She reported 
a gay round of entertainment in South Louisiana. Weeks Hall 
came over to the Oouragerehouse for a little visit and was 
kind enough to send a flock of nice messages by Geleste to me 
Hhe said tfeeks didn t partake of any refreshments, as it
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is still difficult for him to manage his arms, due to the
brace he still wears to support his mended broken back,
fhe Tony Avarys also entertained for Celeste and she says their
home on a high knoll overlooking the Gulf is a marvellin
comfort and simplicity. I was busy at 9 o'clock coffee time, and
as she had some uninteresting parish friends and 1 was pressed
for time before the Knipmeyers arrived, 1 passed up the coffee bean
and saw her but momentarily later in the morning when she passed
by to bring^me a little gift, *>he found me whaling away in the
avant-cour which she seemed to like but which floored her a 
little, too? 1 think, £or while it represents nothing more than 
pushing ti few trees around and giving the place a line of demarkation 
by means of the barrier, 1 think-She was puzzled or stunned or 
confused inasmuch as any undertaking, such as planting a bush 
involves quite an expenditure of thought, nervous energy and 
and.exhaustion on her part Somehow 1 get the impression she 
can t quite believe that what she sees before her has been 
accomplished with minor effort which makes it impossible for her 
to believe that .only a limited about of labor has been expended 
on the project. ^

» bhink I mentioned the other day that I expected to make use 
of the harmless big old bumbl bees, burrowing on the ceilings of 
both galleries at Yucca to hasten the flight of tiresome pilgrims.
But now find I shall have to think up some other subterfuge 
for all of a sudden all the bees have disappeared. A heavy 
odor of h. D. T. filtered through the gardens today X 
think its origin must, be attributed to the great tractor-tantok 
machine being used to spray the unfolding leaves the pecanes all 
over the plantation. £he racket made/by the contraption is 
impressive but the D. £. T. acidity is cut by the heavy perfume 
of the magnolia for scat!, sweet olive and day.lilies *or 
human beings within the garaens it really l e n t  bad,‘but apparently
off dullQpilgrims^e bUinb:L0 bees» — and to my Scheme for frightening

. °J the latter I had my quota today, curious assortment
p®?ty*,iQCluding a Mr. and Mrs. Shay of Boston, along 

“ b another ^assac usettes lady and a nnn and the whole batch 
must be tired tonight for the energies expanded <>n something 
that registered not at all on their comprehension. It will 
always puzzle me why people put themselves through such tours 
when they obviously havenftt the slightest intellectual or 
cultural capacity to understand what it is all about.

^ 4--^0ni^h£ ^da Jor?ovs/ reported the D. A. R. girls actually have petitioned ongress to sena a delegation of Congressmen to count
rmfl ^ ,orb know. As usual, they seem to be worrying about gold
and not about people. Rope they select Mr. Taft, he would be fine.!.,

Friday, April 18th, 195B.

Memorandum:

And so, what with the weather man promising scattered 
showers for the week end, and my mental processes concluding 
there might be no pilgrims, I decided I^would give way to 
an impluse to bank Yucca in billions of blossoms for 
the sheer whimsey of it.

And so at dawning I marched to Arenbourg where X 
gathered scads of white German iris and two armfuls of 
Josephine lilies, making it necessary for me to make 
two trips up and down the road to fetch all my plunder home.

But tonight the Ohapel is heavy-heavy with the perfume 
of the lilies and the fireplaces in both the living room and 
boudoir are "wedged out" with blossoms, sometimes nearly white, 
sometimes nea ly all pink, and I must say the place looks as 
thought preparations were all ffsot" for either a wedding 
or a funeral.

I have been cultivating some rather rare native iris on 
the river bank, and I brought an armful of their pale blue 
blossbms to sprinkle around with and through the boquets of 
German iris, and the white sets off the blue to especial 
advantage, while the larger contours of the white flowers 
somehow ;give the suggestion that the more delicate 
blue blossoms of- the native ones are simply pale blue 
butterlies, "hoovering" about admist the big white 
globs and the thin sprays of greenery of their leaves.
It's all very pretty and all in-very bad taste, - sueh an 
abundance of horticultural ldvliness, - or can one ever get 
too many flowers scattered about when showers are predicted and 
pilgrims may not put in an appearcnee.

At long last I got around to run through most 
of my mail, and as anticipated, there was nothing of 
much interest in any of it. I shall enclose one or

* * * * *
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two pieces herewith, — especially the long hand from 
Daisey in the Dell. I shall write her this week, end 
hut waht I shall say, I know not. What she says about hanging 
the story on my personality is an error. To begin with, the 
point of the book, was to get out some kind of a thing on 
Melrose, using the Madam more or less as the peg on which 
the tale might hang^ although, as I recall, it was 
originally hoped the thing might be done in scrapbook 
form. Then the personality of the Marie Therese mistress 
started creeping in but perhaps she never did get much space.
And now Dainsey in the Dell wants to introduce another 
personality and the thing before we know it is going to 
be cluttered up with people and bereft of Melrose. As yet 
it doesn t seem to have dawned on little ^Iss Garber that 
she mii-ht well take needle and thread in hand and t do a 
bit of stitching, — p word striehing on the fabric. It seem 
so easy for her to tell me how I ought to contrive the 
thing but if she knew I had to wait days simply to be able 
to read her letter, I suppose she might better comprehend 
how impossible it is for me to attack the job she 
outlines so glimbly.

But the poor thing is ill and perhaps when she eventually 
gets back to good health, she may appreciate the sitaution a 
little better, or I can make it quite plain to her when 
she pays that threatened visit as she heads for South 
Louisiana.

A couple of the Severend fathers from St. Augustin's 
Church telephoned to ask if they could co e to see me 
sometime this afternoon. I was as busy as a hen a-settin', but 
they could come, and come they did. They are fiddling around 
with preparations for the celebration of the hundredth something 
or other of St. Augustin's, which will get under way along 
about next year, — Juhe, 1963, I believe, and wanted to 
get some historical data from me. I still am a little vague 
about what they are fixing to beat the drum about since the 
Church was built in 1829 and was functioning right along 
from then on down. I felt like telling them the most salient 
feature of the summer of 1853 that I knew anything about 
concerning the religious set-up locally was the Yellow Fever 
devastation which ended up by impelling all the nuns to foresake 
the convent, thus making it possible for Celine to make it 
her home in later years. But they seemed to think whatever I 
gave them by way of other data was helpful, and they didn't know 
it, but they had given me an idea to do something about the 
business, but more of that at a later sitting. And so 
the week end begins and it is said the whole Wenk tribe will 
honor us either tomorrow or Sunday......

Sunday, April 20th, 1952,

Memorandums
How nice to find your fat letter, one envelope enclosed 

within another, in Saturday's post. Both road through the 
mail sacks safely, and I need not say how entraced I am to have 
all.

And may I start out by saying how much I appreciate all 
particulars you shared with me regarding the hearth* I have 
contemplated that matter daily for ever so long, in full realization 
of the probable£:nerve strain that accompanies such situations.

May T tell you with equal truth that vaguely in the back 
of my mind 1 was wondering if by some strange twist of Fate, 
a call might' be forthcoming from off yonder where once Simon 

Bolivar was want to roam. I don't reckon there is a chance, 
but what with Fiction out-done by Actuality on occasion, one's 
mind is certain never to keep abreast with potentials.

And may I thank you for giving me full details regarding 
the Anne Morgan will. Altgoether it seems to be about as 
heartening a disposition of worldy goods as anything I can 
remember. Miss Boyd spoke of the Mount Kisco demise but I knew 
no details and somehow while we were speaking on that subject, 
we got off the track when someone interrupted and we never did 
get back.

I have a new name for certain Sundays, — each being called 
not Fal Sunday, but rather "Bomb Sunday" when, as so frequently, 
the whole Wenk tribe arrives, ? s was the case today.

Xhi gs didn*t reach suoh a high pitch as someti es, but 
even so, it was sufficiently vibrant to give me a splitting head
ache, There were many gifts, — a cake, much goose liver, tuna fish 
salade, chocolate milk and the Bord Know what all. There was 
also a snapshot of the Ante Ghopin house, and that is what 
I wanted most, for now I shall be able to send it along for the 
finishing touches which * trust Nina is making on the 
Cane Hiver Country pictorial map.

And speaking of the latter, i want to ask this question, to 
which I trust you will respond quite frankly. Would it be better
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fox m© to have Robina hav© the sketch photographed for me that 
bothering <to send it to Manhattan. I know Robina has good 
photographic facilities, although 1 am not sure if the work 
is executed locally or is sent away. If it is a little 
bit difficult, in view of hearth-side arrangements and the somewhat 
crowded situation at the office, so that handling the thing would 
put you in a bit of a pinch, just let me know, and I shall 
mail the sketch, — when and if completed either to Shreveport 
or to you, and you know 1 shall understand perfectly if you think 
that under momentary conditions in Manhattan, it would best to 
have the thing photographed nearer this bend of the river. I 
am hoping Rina may have the thing done by the middle of May, a>
I want to get it photographed as soon afterward as possible, 
so 1 may send thejphotograph to Edwards of Baltimore, so that 
work on the plate can get under way as soon as possible, I 
want to avoid /t e disappointment I esperfenced last year in 
having the business drag until after the holidays, and 
as Natchitoches will probably have orowies about December 1st 
for the opening of the annual Christmas festival, it would be 
advantageous, no doubt, to have this item available at thdt 
time. 1 should imagine I might expect Nina to have it done 
by Juijie 1st at the latest, but one never knows. In case she 
doesn t come through, i shall enlist the services of Robert 
Debillieux, and thus still get the thing in hand in ample time,
I hope, -̂ o please be quite frank about this matter, for it 
will be as easy for me to mail the sketch to Shreveport as anywhere, 
but 1 enlist your cooperation merely because for purely sentimental 
reasons, like to share whenever possible such undertakings with 
just one person, But in the event that things are a little tight 
at the moment, please let me know and be assured I shall under
stand perfectly,

* You were right* at out the photgraph * mentioned of the books 
in my drawing room, 3-he photo I had in mind was of the stack at 
the right of the fireplace, and it was simply of the shelves, and 
nothing else. I’ll cast about for it, and if I run it down, 
will send it along to you to keep in your file,

••• ' - v' <

From the enclosure, i take it there is scant chance Carolyn 
will hit Melrose before another frost comes ’round. I shall 
write her, giving her the boy friend’s paris address, and send 
along a letter with it, --addressed to £im. If Carolyn does 
fcet here in May or June, all well and fine, but that would scarcely 
live much opportunity to work*on the article before she returns from 
Europe, and so I don’t care which way the thing turns She is a 
grand girl but lacks that most virtuous of virtues, dependability.

And may i say thanks for all the noble enclosures which I shall 
use, and also thanks for the Uolfax*»da ^inci anniversary particulars, 
neither of which I knew. Your letter has made my week end so happy...
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Monday, April 21st, 1952.

Memorandums

Just to tart off on a sour note, — at supper J. H. said:
nQh, by the way, some fellow telephoned lobg distance 

from-somewhere, asking if he could take^photographs here 
tomorrow. I told him it was alright. You havenft any 
appointments for tomorrow have you.”

"What was the man’s name,” ^ queried.
t t  II don t remember..,.nobody I had ever heard of before.... 

Possibly Loughlin or something like that. Why do you know 
anybody with a name sounding like that,”

"I do. Nut ^ wish I didn*t.”
« *

"Well, ^orrd, now I remember that you did say something 
about - someone being a bag. Well, do what you please with 
him. 1 forgot."

In truth I think he did, but something tells me 
Mr. Nfitughlin wont forget me very soon, following tomorrow's 
sundown.

It was, a misty dawn at this bend of the river today, and 
an excellent time to transplant things which never should 
be transplanted this late in the season, and so * set a 
new line of nandinas at Arenoubrg and fifty odd like plants 
around the new picket fence of the avant-eour at Yucca, all
before the mists evaporated and a semi-cloudy day made its
bow. Tonight the sky is clear but the weather man 
promises scattered showers for this area, and I am holding 
the thought a. few of them may get scattered slap along 
the line of the new hedges.

There were guests for supper, — two or three old friends 
of the family. Unwittingly.they made one of thos® "better- 
left-unsaid*4 th ngs as they headed down the brick walk 

* .toward the front gallery. The walk is really quite lovely
at the moment bordered on each side by dozens of great
golden day lilies, taller than usual, — perhaps three to four
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feit above ground.r And sprinkled through these are 
unusually virle poppies, — from powder pink to pale 
tomato, as tall as the day lilies and each plant unfolding 
marvelously deeled petals on the dozenuor so blossom each, plant 
supports. 1 have never seen them more luxuriant. And 
interspersed tall, tall Milk and Wine lilies, adding just 
tne right note to the various pinks and yellows, and the 
variety of greens from the lettuce-like shade of the poppies 
to the deep emerald of the day lilies. P PP

^ addressing themselves to nobody In particular, although 
J. . and i>an were present, they exclaimed: s

""ever have the gardens looked so marvelous. You must 
have been giving them especial attention this year, Francois.w

"aturally I covered by laying the whole thing on the 
Lord and the mild winter, which, after all is putting credit 
where credit is due, although perhaps the effect of the 
borders along the bprick walk this year are a little more striking 
because a lot of harmoniously contrasting plants, formerly 
scattered more windly, arc producing a different impression 
this spring becaure of their concentration. Both speakers 
however, are five cent cigar business men, and their 

implied bouquet was a surprise, .since they are not the type 
conscious of unusual colorings in any garden.

But before bringing thi$ Memo to a close, let me rush head-
an id0ai “ to wit, that in view of ail the birthday celebrations at Arenbourg this year we

n+{f^o0harf?^Tem 0ti aS a&ainst parallel celebrations for Others, did X say during the impending month, and thus 
give circumstances centering aro nd the domestic hearth an 
opportunity to change for the better before opening any

°* 1 exPress myself with unusually badgrace tonight but 1 know you will understand my motive which 
is to make things as easy all the way around, and if by skipping
thnt 4?y ot®er7anoes, we shall do so in lull rfa ifatlonthat actually they have been celebrated billions of times 
previously throughout the past twelth month, and when things

Sl°! a littla later- "e onn always plot u^the thread where it was temporarily held in abeyance. It P
0{|0?r out this suggestion prettylate, but if it isn t too late, and it holds any measure of 

easing any efforts, do by all means let us lay hold upon it 
for everybody s sake and most of all for little Miss Lee's.

the friendship that enables discussion of 
everything with the unflagging understanding that goes to 
make for such perfection....  *

Tuesday, April 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum:
And so the day dawned misty and warm, and 

remained |ust that way throughout*
Naturally X was delighted, since X thought it 

would^add scant comfort to the Aaughlin duo. fhey 
had said they were coming early, and as I have no idea what 
Laughlin's idea of early might be, X suppose 11*15 was 
early as-he measures time.

he had the same gril with him who had come last time, 
and she must be crazy to have permitted California to 
get between her and him, and then actually resume relations.

•Laughlintiand she both were all charm and I was 
all wfroideur“. He asked about the ^lemenee paintings and 
said-X had never told them about them on any of his 
previous visits. X told him that was quite true, although 
I had called his attention to the Cane Aiver Gobelin and 
he had manifested no interest whatsoever. ae said he didn't 
know about her at the time. 1 don t know how he usually 
finds out about such matters; Actually 1 suppose he 

must have heard someone beat the drum about her creations and 
belatedly decided there was something to her things after 
all. *e asked if he might see any excamples. X told him he 
could,’ that they were upstairs in the African House.
He asked if he could take some colored films of them. X 
told him they were there for eveyone to be enjoyed and if 
he wished to film them he might, "e spent the next 
five hours working on them, and secretly 1 was enchanted 
because 1 am glad they will be recorded but I wouldn t 
give him the slightest hint that X oared what he did?
I never saw him again until he was leaving when he 
said he would be back on the morrow to see other 
examples of the Clemenee creations, as someone had told 
him X had an excellent one in my bathroom. 1 told him X 
did, and that he probably remembered seeing it there last
summer when, in expressly ignoring my request that he 
not viol date the sanctity of that roam, he had done so, and
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that Yucca would not he open on the morrow for any picture 
taking and that that picture was not to he recorded. As 
I hoped, that was precisely the one he wanted to reproduce 
most, and primarily because I had set up a road block.
He said Mr. ^enry had told him he might take pictures inside 
the house. 1 told him "‘r. ^enry possibly referred to 
Melrose but that even Mr. didn t haVQ any say.so about
what was photographic material and what was not in my 
house, and, that 1 had already decided on that point and 
it was final. Me drew in his horns at that and promis d to 
be back on the morrow, and so, it appears, he hasn‘t learned 
yet he is dealing with a mule.

But why do X spend so much time on such a spelndid 
photographer and such a bag of a human being.

fhe weather was so perfect for transplanting things, 
even though the calendar was all out of joint for such 
unde takings that X simply transplanted. All the nandina 
set out yesterday was as fresh and green and pretty this 
morning as before they were moved, and today's damps and dews 
have further confirmed th^ir new lease on life giving 
every indication they don t even realise they have been 
moved. 1 dug up a flock of crepe myrtle, some in full leaf, 
and some althias also in complete greenery, and gave them new 
residences. The althias seemed to droop a little but they 
will make it alright, l believe, and the crepe myrtles look 
as crisp as the nandinas.

£y much fanfare, a couple of Baptist potentates passed this 
way by special appointment, The ladies were fairly intelligent 
and one of the HM0n of God” seemed to be culturally capable 
of comprehending what he saw, but as for the other, the 
,tour was just another of thos "psalms to a dead mule".

a year or more back I may have mentioned a wood carving 
youth of African aocestry who specializes in making 
wonderfully perfect toy automobiles. X never could get 
him interested in anything save that subject, but 
now 1 have asked him to fashion me a couple of simple 
wooden crosses, and I am told he with whittling mightily 
tonight on the same with a veiw of coming to see me with them 
tomorrow evening aftr school. I thought they might 
find a place below St. Veronica's Veil, just suspended on the 
old cypress beam, half imbedded in mud. I shall be 
interested in seeing how they turn out, for X am hoping 
that this initial digression away from the Detroit influence 
may open a new avenue of expression that will untimately 
give much satisfaction to the artist, I hope.....
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Wednesday, April 23rd, 1952.

Memorandum:
And so Celeste went to town early to g t herself made 

beautiful in anticipation of a week end frolic in South Louisiana, 
and accordingly Madam Regard and I had coffee by ourselves.

And Madam Regard, speaking of little Miss H00, said:
"francois, if X only had -the gift to express myself so 

beautifully as she, I should consider myself fortunate indeed.
A day or two ago I had the lovliest note anyone ever received from 
one whom I felt so drawn to the moment I first saw her, and 
one whose greatness of heart is so wonderfully balance by 

such intelligence. I cannot tell you how touched I was by such 
a beautiful expression of love and affection.n

And so little Miss a00 can march to the head of the class, 
and I don't mind saying my own heart felt the warmer because 
of this example of genuine pleasure wh ch one loved one had 
brought to another.

And while speaking of admirable personalities, I have 
recently stumbled over a radio personality that reminds me so 
much of the Anne Harding type. *er name is Jane tiokins, X 
believe. I gather she has a 15 minute program over the National 
system sometime during the day, although X hear her only at 
midnight ’til 12:15 in a re-broadcast over W M 0, X)es Moines.

I find no similarity between the Pickins and Harding 
voices, and yet by some miracle there is some quality in the 
Spoken word that brings forth an almost perfect mental 
picture of the physical impression of the other individual.

The Laughlins came early again, —  2;30. 'Xhe weather, 
misty all afternoon, njfith only occasional geams of sunshine 
br aking through, wasn t any more cooperative than I. But 
the man told me he got*a good picture of the Prankly stove, 
wh ch is probably true, and if so, it represents an accomplishment, 
since that bit of furniture isn't easy to record on film, X 
imagine, ^r. *aughlin offered to bring his photographs for 
me to see, but X declined on some trumped up grounds. But 
J. ■CL. took time out to look at them and found them very good, 
and it must be said .the man is an excellent artist.
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Whenever X think of him, I am reminded of that 
episode that transpired in the tileries at the height of 
the 1st Empire. Napoleon, furious at Talleyrand for having teen 
up so some chicanery, denounced him mightily before the entire 
ourt* Talleyrand muttered something in his heard by way of 

come-back and the Smperor asked him to repeat what he had said, to 
which Talleyrand aeco modated by suavely remarking:

1 was simply remarking what a great pit it is 
that such a great man should have been so miserably brought up**

Mrs. ^aybury of Shreveport dropped by around 3 o'clock.
nrtfflflf ?£,T5?e Atl?nIio Monthly which contained somearticles she wanted to read to me at some subsequent sitting.
ii»h?UehJ h® WSS bear but 01180 before, she somehow gave mei ression she had decided to take me over for a bit

be haf a r12 y®ar 014 .granddaughter she wants to
Sa ^  if^f wil1 talk wlth the ohild wh0 wants todo an article on Cane>iver. A child of such an age
seems a bit imature for going into the mysteries of the
cafe au lait coloring obtaining in this area, but perhaps,
like alL grandchildren, she is exceptional. On the mothering
side, la arbry explained that the other night she awoke
possessed of the feeling that there is something pitiful*about
me korug all plone out here behind all this shrubbery from
dusk til dawn, and that X ought to have some means

of summoning people, should I need anyone at midnight.
Accordingly on the following morning she purchased a big
dinner bell and is now in the process of covering the same with
a rag doll figure, somewhat in the manner of *unt Jemima 1
gather, and she threatens to present the same to me on Friday.
She feels Aunt Jemima will be a source of vast comfort to
me in re-assuring me that whenever I need help, all 1 have
* m° is &]-al3 he* and up the semblance of the role

of Town Grier. It is certainly kind of the lady to be so 
concerned and to do something about it but something tells me
ob?ect0mima Wil1 bQ m°rQ °f a d0corative Piece than a utinitarian

t/? tu9 ®a£tQr of the Plate of the Cane Eiver Country, I think I shall have the thing registered in some fashion. I 
laughed to myself when I couldn't decide if the thins should 
be copyrighted or patented. There isn't the slightest 
chance that anybody would ever use the-design to our disadvantage 
the i t ^ auS0!i? PresQ13?« of a copyright notice on the item may^ive 
'of piospecuve purchaser! y ”°M  Pr®°i0US quality in the mlnds

^he gardening business goes on apaoe, and thanks to the
a quaJ\ter inc|?es of rainof yesterday, plus the bright blue weather, with heat, promised for the balance of 

the week, greenery ought to be oozing....
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Thursday, April 24th, 1952.

Memorandum:
A lovely day with the prospect of similar ones straight 

ahead. Madam Cloutier, as remiss in carrying out intentions 
as in correspondence, failed to keep her appointment. XU 
fact, by some miracle, nobody showed up, which means 1 had 
better try to get a good nights sleep in anticipation of 
an inundation on morrow.

I't was good to hear from nelen again so soon, and 
1*11 enclose herewith or under separate cover her letter along 
with the second installment of her account of her Gulf cruise, 
1 asked her to send a couple extra ones of the first article, 
thinking Dora, la Storm and ^r. Belle might find 
paragraphs amusing, such as the observation of little iss 
Alberta on the oat situatibn, since all of them are 
acquainted with that lady, and naturally they might get 
even more entertainment out of the episode of the 
naming of the child.

And speaking of children, i have a great big new 
baby on my hands in the form of an embryo secretary.
I. C. plans to go to Shreveport to push a lawn mower during 
the summer just as soon as his St. athew s school is out 
about 3 weeks hence. ne hopes to continue his education 
up yonder when school re-opens in the autumn and so it 
behoves me to cast about for someone to take his place.
As I figure it, if I wait until school has closed, every 
mother’s son will be swinging a hoe in the cotton fields, 
with easy money scattered a.out, secretarial jobs would 
have scant appeal.

Bara told me his boy could read a little and so 
he pass d this way today, and seemed to get along . . . .  
pretty well. At least he knows the letters of the alphabet, 
which is more than **• can say for Junior i'ugabou, poor child, 
who never wi 1 get that mystery solved.

It had been several months since X had seen Lee, — of 
all names, --under the circumstances, — although am sure 
no kin to the other „«and I was a little taken aback when 
this 14 year old yiuth ioomad on threshhold, towering 
perhaps 6 inches more than six feet in height. At the rate

and
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he is going in a vertical direction, he really ought to be 
quite- a man by the time he reaches full maturity* If 
he makes a go of his new Job, I shall have to get Qarolyn or 
Helen to take a picture of us together, after the manner 
of Brew and me yeadswr years ago, only in that ease 
Mr. Brew was definitly on the smaller half of the human duo, 
whereas in contrast, -bee and I ought to present a rough 
suggestion of a Singer midget and or along side an &thopian 
wardiff Giant. *

* *

By someone in’Natchitoches, passing through the dogwood 
glade of Briarwood, a batch of,Phillipine lilies for me were sent 
to town, transferred to *aynie*s car, and thence delivered 
to me this noon. xhey are fi6e plants, perhaps 4 inches high, and 
as they retained ample earth about their roots, I have 
no doubt they will grow right along without sensing they 
have been whisked around the country at such a great rate.
* waited until nearly sundown to put them in the ground, half 

on the **orthwest side of la maison de la reine, and the 
balanceat the ^ast end of Yucca, perhaps 8 feet from 
the Ghapel. When they blossom in ^uly, I shall cut the 
Arenbourg ones immediately to give additional strength to 
he rooots in that garden, but shall let the Yucca ones 
flower with abandon, since their snowy5 glory will entrance 
pilgrims and communicants alike, for one will see them from 
the entrance 0f the Chapel, --as one glances straight 
ahead *with the gorgeous breds, blues and amethysts 
of the stained glass windown giving an unusual valueto • 
their classic eleg nee and simplicity. In the rich Gane 
Hiver soil, these lilies usually attain a height of 7 or 8 feet 
and as the ground where they are planted is about a foot 
below the level of the Chapel floor, their appearance ought 
to be quite striking through the stained glass as one 
entere the sanctum.

What with last winter having been the mildest on record, 
ana everything in the world of vegetation being weeks ahead of 
time, 1 am puzzled as to why the bananas seem to be about a 
month behind schedule. At Arenbourg they are definitely 
ahead of the Ĵ ucca and ^elrose groves, but even so they are 
not making the strides they should. In speculating with 
one of my most untutored friends on the subject, I was 
enchanted with the observation he b,ought forth; -

rtIt sure must be them bananas is yit fooli * round, await8n' 
for dat cold to come what ne er did make it.” ~ 0

* ■ *
And now I must take a whack at the mail, and then fold up 

by beard in anticipation of a hurly-burly tomorrow......
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Friday, April £5th, 1952.

Memorandum:
And so, as you have perhaps already noticed from the press or 

the enclosed clipping, lass Miss Alberta is dead.
Oddly enough, she, who was always so cagey about her age, 

should have it blazened forth so prominently in her obituary. But 
from her cloud, she probably looks down, peeping over the shoulders 
of the readers, and with a new sense of values as to, the agelessness 
of her personality, is at long last getting a hearty chuckle 
over the information.
< ■ ■- • . . ' ... v. . / .. • . ' ' • • - • ■

And how fortunate she was in dying as she did. No one 
ever probably disdained doctors, medecine and castor oil more 
than little Miss A. and somehow it is fitting that she could 
have passed away in her own house, the house she loved so much, 
and never had to go through the rigors of being handled by 
physicians at 823 Royal or fiddled with by nurses in a hospital. 
Undoubtedly she often would have benefited mightily, by 
a real doctor's attention but since she didn‘t like them, she 
was perhaps unique in having lived 77 years without .ever having 
had to consult one.

At supper, J. a. told me there was an excellent editorial 
In the same Picayune that carried the news of her death. I 
searched for the paper but it had been destroyed. It would 
be nice to have for your scrapbook and 1 shall try to round up 
a copy in town, but there is probably scant hope of.finding one.
The date on the clipping will possibly enable you to find a 
copy at your local favorite out of town newspaper stand.

Coincidences are always arresting and I like this one 
particularly. On Wednesday I dropped her a note saying the 
first big grandiflora magnolias were beginning to unfold 
on the old tree by the side gate and recommending that she 
fold up her traps and head in this direction. There is 
something rather nice about it, — that the tree whose blossoms 
she liked best to paint, should have blossomed on the same 
day she"died. Only a day or so ago, if memory serves, I was 
pondering on why the bananas were uwaddling about so languishingly 
this year, after such a mild winter. I might have said the 
same about the °ld Aaithful grandiflora which opened in 
1945 on April 12th, — how well I remember. It seemed to
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mo they were delaying without excuse in 1952. But now 
I think, they were so right, just to make a lovely sentimental 
coincidence,

Mrs. Mayhry or whatever her name is, passed this way this 
afternoon alone. She brought the Aunt Jemima bell, she 
styled it a large one, •-about 2 inches across the base, but 
accustomed as I am to the big old dinner bell sitting on the 
front gallery of the big house, it didn't seem too big. But 
the covering was charmingly contrived by her own hand and 
I shall keep it with the last one Blythe sent me for a while, 
since it wi 1 please the lady who gave it when she passes 
this way with he granddaughter on ^ay 16th or 17th. She 
brought a carton of cigarettes and some other item which, at 
the moment, I canpt for the life of me recall. I felt sorry 
for her. Like Maud Fattison, she is all wrapped up in herself, but 
unlike Maud, she is apparently generous to the point of 
effusiveness. She unburdened her current love affair to me, - 
the 80 year old lawyer who had handled her husband's estate
for her at the time of the latter s death. She says this man
is really madly in love with her But is too timid to admit 
it. *he proed the poi*it by telling me she had a post card 
from him, written at the Waldorf a while back, and she could just 
tell he was dying to see her. She immediately wired him she 
was flying to ^ew *ork and would be at the Waldorf within
12 hours. Bhe arrived and found a note from him, saying he
was sorry he had been suddenly called away on business and 
because of his timidity" he didn t tell her where he had gone.

She said her telephone number is Shreveport 4-6770 and 
that if i would ever need her or anything her half million 
could procure, i was to telephone her anytime, day or night.
Poor la ajpbry. I don t mind saying I wasn't sorry when another 
qppointment terminated°our sitting. After she had departed, 
one of the gentlemen remarked upon the quality of the lady's 
diamonds. Diamonds at noonday seem a little odd but I 
suppose that is all the lady has, except a daughter and grand
child, a home in some fashionable suburb and the ability to 
make people scatter when she, dying for companionship, puts in 
an appearance. And back in the woods is the negro youth 
carver of wood but without money enough to buy tools while 
in Datohitoehes,the embryo mulatto da Vinci delivers groceries 
because he hasn t the few dollars it takes to go to school 
while la Maybryf easing back toward Shreveport in her sleek 
new limousine, still a-drip with diamonds is so much 
poorer than they that her poVerty cannot be computed.

A* hodge-podge letter ^about hodge-podge assortments of 
peopfteand after pondering the matter over not at all,
I come up with the impressipn that probably little Miss 
Alberta was among the world s more successful people for 
she gave herself to people through the medium of her brush, and 
rounded out her cycle by resizing he major portion of her 
dreams......
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Sunday, April 27th, 1952.

Memorandum;

now nice to find your Tuesday letter in the Saturday 
post. xt was such a pleasant chat and I was especially 
touched by your reveries in the Hollis garden, i have a feeling 
if given a chocie, you would have much preferred to spend 
the day day at home but it is good to know the enforced outing 
held in it the setting and opportunity for such speculations.

* c

Late this afternoon, fortified by a huge old hob-nail glass 
of cafe-au-lait, I indulged in an equally pleasant half hour of 
speculations, seated on an old bench, — only Die Frau along side,- 
beneath the grandiflora in the avant-cour, the subdued, slanting 
rays of the fading sun mellowing the surroundings and 
playing pretty patterns of light and shade about me.I reckon 
1 need point out in which direction my thoughts traveled.

From the smaller enclosure, you will note we were able to 
secure a copy of the fimes-Ficayune editorial on little 
Miss Alberta. x am sorry it bears no date, but as it 
appeared on the*same day as hex obituary, — I believe that 
was Thursday, April 24th, 1952, itkought to go along 
nicely with the obituary notice already sent, ^ome to think of 
it, the editorial must have been already prepared in advance, 
as is the custom for newspapers to do in what the profession is 
pleased to call its "morgue ,* I believe. Lyle used to talk 
about "bringing the morgue up to date". In connection 
with that, he used to talk about the Bulletin Board he and 
his associates on the Ficayune used to keep immediately above 
the "morgue files". The heading on the Board read simply:

"Those We Wish Were.,...* —
and it was the habit of the various staff members to inscribe on 
that Board the names of various and sundry living individuals 
whom this one or that one, — and sometimes the whole membership 
wished might accommodate them by providing an opportunity for the 
files below to be opened to pass along to the presses their 
already prepared death notices. Although he never claimed 
to have originated the Bulletin Board, I have heard from others 
that it was his idea. Purely it must he said Lyle was a sight.

The other clipping «*. gave me Saturday. 1 am under 
•••'*"*’ Kw..the impression it may he twb or ^hree months old And perhaps 
1: r»fyou have already had it. I didn t read it, but for the
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caption, which I thought mildly hfiXsing,— "The African House" 
neath the Kleiser rendtion of the ^hapel of the Blessed ^artin.

Bright sunshine has bebn the order of the day throughout 
the.weekend, and although there were a few pilgrims, X can't 
lay my lwk^of accomplishments at their door, at least not 
directlyy for I disposed of the few who came with dispatch,
£ even had three secretaries during this morning but they 
Were employed primarily in straightening out accumlated stuff 
and I still have half a dozen long-ish letters unread in my 
armoire, none of importance, X hope, as from Beth Mead and 
the like.

Yesterday Alton lohnson. came to see me. a e is the colored 
boy, — a negro, --who is rather remarkable in the wood carving 
he has executed during his first 16 years, 1 may have mentioned 
he won a hundred dollars last year for a wooden model of a car 
he made in some kind of a contest sponsored, by General Motors,
He had brought a couple of crosses, fashioned for the Ghapel, 
and wanted to discuss other objects that might lend themselves 
to artistic appeal, 1 had a few examples of 16th century 
heads of Christ which he viewed with admiration, X showed him 
the hand made furniture in the big house and suggested 

several items such as birds, animals, miatures of St,
Giggin's ^ounain, the African house and so on that might 
lend themselves to his industry. What X am hoping to do is 
combine a whood craft and painting show in the African House 
later in the year, using the mulatto descendant of “*arie Theresa 
for the painting, — the grocery store da ^inci of color for 
the one and this embryo Angelo of the cotton patch for the other. 
We may or may not get somewhere, but it is pleasant to encourage 
these youths in their artistic ex ression since probably neither 
of them gets more than tacit approval from any quarter, and #  
probably they are often discouraged by parents or associates 
who count their endeavors in this field as sheer tom foolery.

Of course it was "^omb" Sunday, but as the ^enks were 
planning much entertaining the* first three days of this week, - 
the Louisiana Medical Society is meeting in “hreveport, — they 
only remained long enough to addle the soup and sour the coffee, 
and were off again. The Shreveport papers had carried notices 
of little Miss A. *s death, but in their mad whirl through life, 
they, of course, hadn't heard pf it until they came to aelrose.

x'he ladies across the fence drew in. about first dark tonight, 
reporting a wonderful frolic in South Louisiana. Impending 
parties on the home front are matters of primary importance 
and ^arie Antoinette cuts another deck of cards..

Monday, April 28tlu 19&2.

Memorandum:
n lovely day and 1 made the most of the dew at dawning 

by pulling weeds at Arenbourg. On my way back to ^elrose,
I turned back at the side gate to pull one more weed.
A muffled little cry wailed from near where my hand grasped 
at the base of the stalk. 1 looked a little more closely 
and discovered x had grasped the foot- of a little xaLoit 
as my hand h d e-neii led the weed, ne was a little fellow, 
probably not more the ten days old. I picked him up anu ' 
he stopped screaming and remained perfectly still as I stooked 
his soft little head, not so big around as a quarter. After 
a moment I put back 0n the t round and he hesitated for a moment,-- 
and then scurried off. There wasn t anything important 
flbout the episode but it was ever so pleasant.

At the outset X intended saying yesterday’s ^emo should 
reach you at the same time this one does. I made my rounds 
at the office at the usual time, but the postman had already 
come and gone. I sent a batch of letters in to town for posting 
later in the morning, but held out the ^emo, preferring it to 
go through the usual channels.

xhe out-going mail was unusually heavy because 1 felt 
nearly everyone who had acquited a Kinsey canvas would he 
interested in a brief account of her de abIT andthose living 
outside the Aelta region might not discover any obituary 
in their local papers. Yesterday morning X ran through 
some Guests Books and Address Books and was surprised to 
discover the names of 157 people passing this way whom i 
had sent to little M i s T X T s  studio, and of that number there 
were 84 who I had been advised had purchased one at least 
of little Miss a ,1s creations. X was surprised at the number, 
and that doesn't include people like the Harnesses, who, in 
turn, had sent-others whom X did not know to 823 Boyal.
I didn't write to all of these people, but x did get out 
notes to more than half, and X shall send a few more notices from 
day to day during the balance of the week.

I was particularly interested to learn from a A,lew wrleans 
pilgrim, passing this way today, that on Friday a studio 
which on Wednesday had two Kinseys on view, priced at **85.00
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each had disposed of them both at f125.00 eaoh on Saturday.
I am so happy to know you have examples of her artistry,Surely 
those who knew little *̂ iss ^lberta will find them douhly value 
for the association of the canvas with its creator, hut 
even the casual *rt fancier of our generation will cherish 
them as about the best examples of Louisiana painting 
during the first half of the 20th century.

I like Robina's remarks regarding little Miss A.f 
and in her terse fashion, 1 think she has summed up the 
personality very neatly.

Somehow I got the impression we would be hearing from 
the Campbells, and LoJ the enclosure came in today’s post.

• : ,v., ̂  They are altogether grand people and in a way, — and I
V,l eau4,Cu£L- don t think it is the fishing influence, - they remind me 
, y , of the Harnesses. I suppose the package referred to in their

letter will come to hand, shortly. It is the receipt of 
letters such as the Campbell's that inspires one with the belief 
that the time invested in bothering with numb-skulls isn’t 
all wasted, since if all pilgrims were forbidden entrance, 
one would not only be freed from the dullards, but at the same 
time one would never fcet to know the Oampells, and suely 
they are the salt of the earth.

I’m glad I haven't a y histories or biographies to read 
tonight. ■‘‘here is a delicious waxing moon in the Northwest, 
slanting its soft light across the white pillars of Yucca 
on the white garden side. -Cie £ia u is sitting on 
the shelf just beyond the glass here at my window, peeping 
at the gold fish and glancing through the pane and me now 
and then as though suggesting a musicals m'ght be in 
order and that she would mind nestling up on my YaP* Y 
feel hunry for a bit of Lehar, Tchaikovski and Btrauss, 
and after I have knocked off a few letters, I think I 
shall joint herfor an hour's rest and relaxation before 
calling it a day.

I am wondering how your radio programs are unfolding tonight,
« what with daylight Savings have made it bow yesterday, frankly 
• I was' mildly surprised when I caught Edward R. "‘‘orrow at the 
usual time tonight, for 1 half suspected Y would have to go 
fishing for him an4 hour earlier or later, but there he was 
slap on the dot at 5*»45, plantation time, and I find myself 
wondering why it is 1 have always been such a dunce about 
getting straight something which in reality must be quite 
simple, — the Eastern -seaboard'^ enthusiasm fox tinkering 
with the clock a couple of times a year. However that 
may be, may the new radio time,— if any, confuse you not at all 
but Y reckon the good programs will be doing their seasonal fading 
shortly anyway....••

Tuesday, April 29th, 1952.

Memorandum;
”Mais voyez-vous, la-bast --la Ohapelle et la 

croix balancante."
Thus sapke one of my dusky bi-lingual neighbors to a 

companion as they came on the gallery of Yucca from which I 
had just removed a step-ladder, after hanging a wooden cross 
on the set of deer horns just above the ghapel door.

And so for that moment, at least, the ^hapel of the 
Blessed ^artin, became the Chapel of the ^winging ^ross.

The chqin of the rosarie on which the cross hangs is 
of fish line, with knots to indicate the places usually 
occupied by beads. Y had hung one cross just inside the 
door, a foot above the holy water font. The other one, above 
the door was suspended in such a manner as to be touched 
gently by the double doors as they are opened or closed, and 
the contact of course sets the cross, thus suspended, to 
swinging. x believe the code of the tfifth Avenue Association 
prevents display windows on the avenue from introducing 
any moving object, but since ^elrose is far from Manhattan,

„ I think there will be no protest regarding ”la croix balancante”, 
and x must say its modest gyrations add a gay note to the 
setting.

One more point about the cross while I am on that subject.
I might have* expected a negro to give a special and unexpected 
twist to the creation of the thing, since negroes intuitively 
seem able to give everything an individual twist, ^ut when 
the 16 year old ^lton Johnson presented them to me last 

Saturday, Y noticed about them, — that they were merely a couple 
of crosses of plain wood, beautifully smooth in their natural 
state. But this morning as Y was adjusting each to its 
new station, I sensed the presence of a touch of decore that 
and entirely escaped me until then, it was so subtle* Slap 
at the intersection of the two pieces of wood my finger 
detected a star delicately carved into the surface. The keener 
eyes of my dusky visitors this morning noticed it even 
before 1 had pointed it out JPor all I know, there may be 
millions of crosses in the world with a star carved on them, 
but Y have never chanced to see one, and in view of the youth of 
the carver and his limited experience with religious objects, 
you may be quite sure he never saw such a thing. But that 
of course is what makes the cross quite special, both
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because its fashioner wanted to put a special stamp on it, 
and even more fascinating it becomes because one would like 
to know what mental process or inspiration impelled the 
use of it, %  guess is that there is some span in the youth's 
imagination between Bethlehem and Calvary but your guess is 
as good as mine and proba ly neither of us would ever be able 
to follow through the artist s mental^process that arrived to 
such an end. °

The morning post brought,a flock of letters that 
inclined to 11 put me up a tree". *t least a rather 
large one did, with a letter,*a couple of pages long, 
from ^arolyn, along with another page of questions, 
plus 30 or 40 pages incorproating the salient features 
of the mateiral already suppli d her and somehow folded into 
an article, Ihe questions are easily enough answered, —  
historical points, but following her admonition to run through 
the entire article first without stopping, and then go back and 
elucidate on check places presents something of a problem, 
what with the uncertain state of the secretariat. Hut X 
shall contrive the business somehow, and x doubt if there 
is much rush about it anyway, for although she still refers to 
a June visit, the word "September" crept in as an 
alternative, and x reckon that is-about when X shall first see 
her, if indeed then.

Today the thermometer, under blue skies and radiant 
sunshine, moved up a few points and summer seemed to make 
her bow. The impression was confirmed along about/..three 
o^clockathis afternoon when the first pari of orioles arrived.
I halted operations and found myself a bench in the shade 
when the first liquid notes came spilling over the top of 
the grert oak. I invited a passing field hand, bent on 
quenching his thirst at the cistern to join me, and over 
a cold coke, we observed the initial operations of 
our feat-ered friends. The center of their interest was 
on a big old pecane in the iris garden, hast winter a 
huge limb had been blown down and X had found an oriole’s 
nest among the twigs as they were being carried away.
I suppose it must have the the 1951 residence of the pair, for 
obviously that particular tree was their center of gravity, and 
yet they seemed a little puzzled in not locating their former 
home. The male bird kept inspecting the west side of the 
tree, his musical notes bubbling forth unceasingly.
xhe female remained adamant on the -̂ ast side of the tree, 

making not a murmur, but obviously determined that hat least 
had been the original s}.ght, as, indeed, it had been. Call 
as he would, she wouldn t budge from her side of the tree, 
he even tried to push her off her branch, but got nowhere with 
that, and so finally a compromise was effected and the last 
I saw was a piece of str ng disappearing up on the South side 
and the summer season had obviously opened......

4// 4\Ifol i W
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Wednesday, ~pril 30th, 19 5H.

U AA& 1

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Friday-Saturday letter with 

enclosures in today’s post Heedless to say X have 
enjoyed every line of the }ormer and have safely tucked 
away the balanoe in my armoire, what with an interruption 
impelling my noon secretary to fly out to the cotton patch at 
the stroke of the plantation bell^ The five o'clock 
secretaries found a guest here and so withdrew without 
assisting me to carry through to the end of the enclosures, but 
I don’t mind that, for there is the added pleasure of looking 
forward to your handiwork again on the morrow.

And may X say nobly you stated the case of the 
handling of the photographicdwork for the sketch. Somehow 
there is something akin to what Hina wrote in her original letter 
regarding the matter, in that you both somehow succeed in conveying 
the impression that it is not you but X who am conferring the 
favor, which, it must be admitted in all fairness, is perfectly 
sweet of you botfc, but quite at variance with actuality, 
since it is 1 who am the recipient, not y0n. £ut before 
going further, X want to inquire about a point that 
passed through my mind the other day; - would it be possible 
for you to ask Kodac to mail the sketch and a print or two 
to me direct, therebye saving you the necessity of having 
to pack them and toat them to the post office. X imagine 
they must do a lot of out of town business, and if this could 
be accomplished through their own organization, therebye saving 
you the additional worry and labor, X should feel gretly 
releived.

As for the print, I trust you will retain the negative, 
bu I shall require but a single print, preferably 
8” by 10” glossy, to submit to the Maryland manufactureres.
X-am sure the latter will require but a single print, and • 
unless you hear from me to the contrary, it might as well 
be sent direct to me. If, on the other hand, Hina should 
dwaddle and time should become short, I might sand you a 
letter for the manufacturer so that you may post it at 
the same time the print is posted directly to aryland. But 
unless X bring up this additional burden at some subsequent 
sitting, the sing print might just as well be posted straight 
back to me. I shall repeat this request when 1 forward the 
sketch, so you need not clutter up your mind with any of
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the above points at the moment*

1 enclose ^ina's letter which reached me in today's post, 
have never known ^ina to be adamant about anything in this 

world, save size for sketches. By this writing, I have 
written her again, sayin the size doesn't matter, but that 
she might do in on a square-ish layout if convenient, say 18M by 
24 or some such, and apparantly giving her too much latitude*
Perhaps this inclination for pBxxis preciseness stems from 
two cause,,£ first'on the charity side, because of school 
traing, , and seoncdly ton the less charitable side) because 
the call for details provides the perfect excuse wanted 
to explain away procrastination which may be the reason 
why such a gifted artist doesn't produce more. Be that 
as it may, in my original letter on the Cane Biver go ntry business 
mentioned a time limit as of May 15th, and in making 

acknowledgement of today's dieter,  ̂ shall repeat the dead line 
nnd refer to a other letter she must have received by now,

c •

„ Qame to see me at 4. ^e said Blythe was on some kind
of a frolic in **outh •Louisiana, He said he thought it had 
been too long since we had had an old fashioned chat and so 
had skipped the camp and come here. The ensuing two hours were 
pieasant, in which we did everything from the Bormons to the drunks 
and back again, ne spoke of the time he had contrived to secure 
a seri.es of lectures for Caroline at #2,500.00 to be given 
at Southwestern, — 28 in all per year, each lasting an hour, or 
more is she,felt so disposed, on any botanical subject she
frAAQL t0 °ach# To his surPrise, Caroline, although

°n the had no time for such nonsense. N0 wonderthe lady doctor can whistle for her professional fees.

, brushed up on Asiactie affairs quite un xpectedly
iast night when arry o0utee tapped at my door at midnight. Once 

beeri emPloyed the ,yenks and had been badly 
d CQrtificates being non-existent in these

°f ?1S birth* hQ didn i havQ ranch difficulty getting into the avy during his tender years. How I, guess
^e had just touched Cane Biver on a furlough 

Cuvermg years and no end of mileage and he wanted to 
sum up his impressions with someone whom he felt was both 
sympathetic and understanding. His childhood interests had, 
among other things, given him a rough knowledge of typing 
on’an old^nderwood, and because, as he said, he "had luck” and 
as say, because he as a keen mind, he landed himself a 
comfortable birth on a destroyer and( appears to have remembered 
all details of a hundred far flung places. I learned more about 
naval operations in ^orea in two hours than years of radio 
listening had provided. Some ody had told him about the 
Uhapel. At 2 a.m., he lighted a candle, knelt in prayer for 
a moment, and then said goodbye, — and day was done*....
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Thursday, May 1st, 1952.

Memornadum:
How nice being able to resume your letter, one third of 

which was read yesterday, one third tonight, and the f nal 
thid to be anticipated on the morrow.

t •' x *

The radio had plenty to say about doings in Moscow, 
c ^aris and Home, but somehow neither Mutual, H. B. C. nor 

C. B. S. mentioned the fact that while the great Eurasian 
capitols were on a frolic, the colored schools in Natchitoches 
Parish were celebrating their annual field day, and so I 
was quite in the dark about the business until t£is 
morning before mail time when, up to my ears in work, i was 
set up by secretaries and pseudo-secretaries, all requiring 
their days wage in advance to get themselves to town for the 
ball game. Only ¥. o. remained on the plantation, and as he 
was busy planting cotton until first dark, he didn't arrive 
here until almost t i m e  for the bus to head for town and 
the night festivities, so £ set him the task of reading but a 
single page and then let hi m fly.

Thursday brought with it an opportunity to get caught 
up a littlq on less personal mail, and I ran through 11 pages 
of Carolyn s manuscript. Frankly I found it very- readable 
and the arrangement will turned. *1 hadn't gone far before 
I recalled an old story lof the Madam's: -

"An old woman walked to town on a rainy day a getting 
her long skirts covered with mud, she out them off just 
below the knee, so altering her appearance that on reaching 
home, not even her own dog recognized her."

■̂ he point of this tale is that I ran into myself rather 
abruptly in the article, and although many of the phrases employed 
up to that point had been mine, I hand't had the slightest notion 
I was going to be the peg on which the article was to hang.
But 1 kept an objective viewpoint and must say the thing 
jogged along interestingly enough so that I was really curious 
to read further when circumstances cut me off from further 
exploration for that sitting. There will have to be minor 
corrections, but these are usually but a word or a phrase, such 
as changing "*arie x'herese from a planter of cane and cotton to 
one of indigo, and so on^

If the balance of the article retains the same degree of 
interest, I should imagine it ought to sell readily, especially
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when tricked out with an elegant set^of pictures, I shall 
write Carolyn tonight, recommending she make up her mind 
about taking a crack at pictures before starting out on 
her European jaunt

I appreciate your impressions, as expressed in your 
letter regarding the impossibility, — and its disadvantages, —  
of depending on Carolyn1 s plans, They echo my sentiments to 
a 2. like so many other artists, and for that matter, 
like lots of ordinary people, the whimsies, being part and 
parcel of the make-up, one simply has to put up with them, —  
if kputtig up with them seems worth while, — or drop 
them completely. And 1 must say that while I am exceedingly 
annoyed by my inability to do much about them, I think 
their owner of sufficient worth to merit tons of patience and 
disappointment.

And may X thank you for giving such a comprehensive picture 
of how things turn in the 57t street neighborhood, and 
in the lands of Simon Bolivar. it goes without saying that 
the pictures presented of both locales were deeply appreciated 
and especially because they form such an important backdrop of 
or for the people moving nearer the front of the stage.

On the home front X was amazed this morning to learn 
Alfred Llorenza, Jr., had died of a heart attack during the 
night. He, his wife and three or four children occupied 
a new home next to their or his father, on the north line of 
*renbourg. Alfred, ^r./was a sturdy, muscular man of 40, 
and had never known a sick day in his life. Alfred, senior, 
and his family, all stricken with typhiiid, were Dr. Knipmeyer*s 

first ^adshitoches ■‘‘arish patients when Dr. K. came here 
on October 17th, 1922.. At that time, Alfred, senior, lost 
3 children and his wife died a little ater. m q is a 
fine man and X feel his years have held more than his share 
of personal losses.

I intened saying before now that X used another machine 
in making the envelope for the memo that went forward to you 
today. X had run out of envelopes and on reaching the post office 
found the mail man there, and so 1 grabbed J. 1s typewriter 
and knocked off the address. X mention it merely that 
you may be assured the difference in type was due to me, 
and not another, and X shall always mention such occasions, if any.

p j y  In today*s parcel post goes forth a little package for your
jy~^ Xp/ji/week end of next week. Two items are wrapped in blue paper,

' inside the box, plus a paper bag, containing a couple
little eatables. X tossed in anything by way of catalogues, 
magazines or newspapers to keep the stuff from jiggling 
around, so everything may &e disoared on receipt, and 
you win have &li

>
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Friday, ^ay 2nd, 1952.

Memorandum*
Mow nice to have the final third of your letter for 

today.
~nd thanks for telling me about the Spring dresses 

the trees are be-decking themselves in. 1 try to 
keep abreast with your weather through an early morning 
radio report, but somehow the Weather-Bureau never 
says anything about the progress of the leaves, lilacs 
and the like.

W'e used to have a few lilac bushes here, but lilacs 
were made for sturdier climes and by the time they get 
themselves adjusted to the intense heat of Louisiana summers, 
they somehow appear to loose all their Northern resistance to 
cold with the result that a cold snap like that of 1951 

finished them off, but completely.
The final signature making the advent of Spring authentic 

in this area is the leafing out of the pecane trees. During 
the past week, this annual miracle has been accomplished.
X so seldom get to the pecane groves or beyond the gardens 
that this manifestation isn.t so striking as it would be,
I suppose, were “L to be mor@ in the open spaoes. But 
y0u will recall there are three trees immediately behind 
the bamboo hedge at the b ck of the white garden, and 
the one in the middle forms a perfect dark backdrop for 
the great sundial. It is through that contrast of 
light and shade that impresses me most as the season 
advances, and at this writing the setting is finished 
and complete for the next six months.

I am at once regretful and tickled that the postman 
held back.the 1st class mail today. On the good side, 
it gave me an opportunity to run through a lot of stuff 
I had been holding aside as of no reason for rushing.
But on the other hand, one day's skip usually means a double 
load on the next go-round, but-as it will come on Saturday,
I may find it easier to wade through the stuff over the 
week end than m  the middle.
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1 am sorry to learn that %s. Coombs' territory 
for the Parish has been changed so that her new province 
will henceforth cover not the Southern river bottoms • 
but the hilly -Northwestern section where Welfare workers up 
to now have never explored the native habitat of their 
clients except in company with a Sheriff or a Sheriff's 
deputy # It's a bin-bl^Iy secti0r{ which is bad 
enough as a starter, but the mental developement of 
the inhabitants is such that many of them really should 
not be running about loose but rather should be resiting as 
guests of the State m  the asyium. I*ra quite sure
Mrs. Joombs will not bother with'armed guards in making 
her rounds., For many people, such ventures would be 
distinctly 0n hazardous side, but in quite an 
oppostie way, ^rs. Coombs is probably as immune to 
such dangers as was little Miss Alberta in her quaint 
tours across Europe in °* Portuguese vi lages and
lost nooks in the Basque contry or the Flemish lowlands.

I shall hQ holding my breath m  hopes my.reading 
machine doesn t go out of whack, but if don t use it more 
than I have during the past week, it wont matter much if it 
does or doewn't. Besides, something tells me that if 
it does go on the rocks, I shall'be able to get the same 
kind of service as before, although we may have to stretch 
a territorial point or two ^n order to effect the restora
tion.

For a day, the enclosed card remained a mystery as to 
the identity of the sender. It seems curious not to have 
put down initials if not a signature. I gather it 
may be from Mrs. Chalkley of Bake Charles, as 
the %alkleys are the only people I can think of who might 
go to -New url ans and Yosemite all in the same week. And 
I do remember having mentioned that I was casting about 
for a sugar pot, thinking that residents of South Bouisiana 
might stumble over one more readily than one would be likely 
to "way up Horth there in the Bed River country”. J. h, says 
Mr. °halkley is a rich man, and if J. H. says that about anyone,
I am quite sure the person must be fabulously heeled^

Dr. and Mrs. Foster of Alexandria, Ba., came by this 
morning with some Tennessee residents. One of the ladies for 
years had told he associates about magnolia forscati, and 
she nearly jumped for joy when, on asking to confirm her 
contention that, there was such a thing, I led her and her 
"doubting thomases" to four in a row that were in full flower.
So runs out the day, and the promise of showers for the week
end is sweet to my ears. May yours be a quiet restful one, too.
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Sunday, May 4th, 195S.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your letter in Saturday's post, and 
how good of you to send along the nice collection of notices 
regarding little Miss Alberta. I shall be so glad to 
make use of them.

I liked your impression of hQien»s second article on 
the Gulf cruise. I am under the impression she probably counted 
off about so many columns to be covered by that jaunt, and it 
happened that the second one, contrived perhaps as a filler between 
more interesting ones, was less fulsome in material than seme of 
the others, but called for creation regardless of the scantiness of 
the material in order to achieve the requiste number of separate 
items covering the trip.

It was so well said, what you wrote regarding little Miss Alberta's 
physical departure but he lingering on of her artistry in the 
canvases that will continue to gladden the eye of so many people 
down the years. I wish people in the old days had established the 
habit of pasting suclh-notices on the backs of their canvases, for 
it most certainly w uld have served to enlighten other owners down 
through the years. And as *1 say that, I am reminded I have 
intended pasting the Picayune article on the back of The Blaok 
Swan, and must amke it a point to do so this very week.

The week end has been cloudless, with the morning's pleasantly 
cool, the days hot, and the nights just right.

On Saturday morning I went to St, Augustin's ^hurch for 
the funeral services of Alfred Aiorenz, Jr. Celeste and Maaam 
Regard went with me. The Ghurch was more than filled to capacity 
so far as pews went and there was a concourse of people standing.
The last funeral 1 had attened there was Saline's and although 
Joe Rocque continues to hobble around much as usual, I fear there is 
a liklihood that he, too, will be filling the^Church again with 
another vast gathering of people before long. 1 don't know 
if there we;e any other white people at the -^lorenz services besides 
us three, although J. may have been among t ose standing, 
although x don t know if he went or not. I supposo there 
were perhaps 700 or 800 people present, as large a gathering 
of mulattoes in a single building as one is likely to encounter 
anywhere in the world. One or two of my negro friends had 
expressed the desire to attend, but they must have decided against 
it at the last minute.
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Back at Yucca a little after 10, Y found a secretary waiting 
for me, and as he ploughed through the post, I donned plantation 
garb and so was ready to be up and at the pilgrims who arrived 

before 11.
Ihere were two or three ^enrys for dinner, and; as 1 

walked out of the front door with Frances ^enry, she remarked that 
a car had just rolled up to the side gate.' It turned out to 
be Bssae Mae Culver and Alice Aar roll* a young-ish girl of the 
r̂ oane type, slated to succeed'3^s*"ae ilae as State LibriEian 
when Mssae ^ae retires. Yhey came and sat for a couple of hours 
with me at Yucca before heading out on business in Shreveport.

I was impressed by the information one pigks up unexpectedly 
from random sources. Mssae Mae was recalling the time last year 
when she;and ^ois Lester missed me when driving upt to Briarwood 
to spend the day. She assumed I hadn't been to Briarwood and 
mentioned what a nice cabin and comfortable furniture "that 
lady from South Carolina had provided for them". Mssae Mae, assuming 
further, Y suppose, that I probably did hot know Mrs. Storm, went on 
to say that as for herself, she Would always be vastly indebted to 

her, inasmuch as It was while ^rs. Storm was living In Louisiana 
that, as a power in civic groups, she formulated and put through 
the legislature the legal and legislative framework that brought into 
being the Louisiana library Commission, subsequently incoporated 
as a State agency as Ihe Louisiana Library. It was during 
the formation of the Commission, I believe, that Mssae Mae was 
selected to be its first Yxesident.I naturally said nothing 
but made -a mental note of a paragraph I might nclude in my next 
message to Moncks Corner.

iSssae ^ae said -̂ ois Lester is doing alright and at pilgrimage
time she had opened «'averl'y .to the public for two days, receiving
450 people the first day, and about 600 the second, fhat's taking 
them in large doses, I should say, but perhaps the idea of getting them
all jammed through in a couple of days isn t bad.

* - 6

I managed to get through the last half of Carolyn's 
article and found it not so entertaining as the earlier part.
I reckon she lifted much from Laisey in the Cell's second part 
of her article, perhaps with a view to rounding out the projected 
work for benefit of the agent, with a view fco doing more work 
on it later. It will require quite a lot, but I think I 
can shape it up in several places easily* the great difficulty 
in writing the "^lrose story is making its original and ultimate 
mistresses of distinction balance nicely. IrwShuddei t the thought 
but perhaps this will ultimately be achieved by projectint the 
peg of my personality throuth the latter section, as she did in 
the first, thus avoiding the seeming break in continuity.
The weather is hot and grand, day it be the same by you.....

5
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Monday, May 5th, 1952.

Memorandum:

Aull summer with growing supplies of orioles and red bugs, 
much dust, more cotton planting and the thermometer in t£e 

upper 90*s.

Yat came in for dinner from Barksdale and left immediately 
afterward for a ten weeks course in Washington, I). C., before 
heaing out for service abroad, probably "ngland. h© 
asked me to be sure to remind him to take Carolyn's address with 
him hut he iflew off without it, and as he is an acute sufferer 
from writer s cramp, Y reckon he will do his exploration 
of the ^otoraac without the aid and comfort of little »iiss ^amsey.

x am enclosing a couple of clippings from the *unday,
May 4th, Picayune, although my guess is that the date is 

not attached, "either is important, but ± thought you would 
be interested in the forthcoming Kinsey show,

Although ten days behind in opening a number of -letters 
I hope are of second or third rate interest, i have no more 
sense than to go right on sending out my usual batch, and 
while a number of these, such as to Charles Mazurette, don't 
beget answers, still the average will be sufficiently high-to 
keep me snowed under with the n in-coming post, I reckon.

.Iw was busy at the Underwood last evening when Celeste 
tapped and on entering, said she had come to drag me across the 
fence for a dab of supper. and just as the screen door closed, 
nr. Band tapped, and joined us for a little snort of 4 Hoses, for 
him, and a spot of wine for me. Celest, having just consumed 
a few pegs of beer, declined either the whiskey of port. But 
since ^eleste was here, the doctor, who already had millions 
of people at the camp, naturally didn't say anything about 
supper 'neath the cedars, and so, after he had gone and I had 
dined next door, I returned through the Gardener's Garter Gf.rlar 
Garden, - so snowy against the darker green under the full moon, 
and resumed my letter writing.
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It occured to me in the miast of my Memo to you that 
I had better write three different slants on a single subject 
to Mrs, Holoman, Da'isey in the Dell and to ^elen

fo -‘is. hoi Oman, I outlined two articles with different 
emphasis, — one for the Times xicayune Magazine and the 
other for the Special j?eatures section of the Shreveport Times.
To Daisey hell I did five pages that ought to embrace pretty much 
everything she would need for stirring up an article for the 
Corning Dews of Dallas, — whatever section of that paper her Melrose 
article appeared in. *nd then, for *elen, 1 did one of 
equal length for her Waco Times-heraid eoluran.

The burden of each was a news item, detailing the 
inception of the idea and its progression in portraying 
the historic Cane *̂ iver section of Louisiana in porcelaine.
To each I hastened to say that illustrations could be supplied, —  
perhaps a jpair of plates, •-the Cane -̂ iver Country and the
Melrose Plantation on0S* 01» T* Plat0s not l0nd 
themselves readily to newspaper reproduction, a likeness 
of the map of the Cane Kiver Country might be employed.

The human interest for Helen’s column could stress the 
difficulties to be surmounted in making thejoriginal 
sketch on huge stretches of wrapping paper to which a very soft 
pencil is applied. The eventuail reduction of the over-sized 
rough sketch and the bringing of it into focus and final finish 
by % n a  Mclnness (the Texas angle thus creeping in), with 
a' wind up of the nostralgic touch in the sketch of the 
wild game in the kisatchie ational Porest for the big game , 
huntefs of Texas, plus the figure of a fisherman on the banks 
of Cane ^iver, as a reminder to other Texan Isaac 'Walton 
devotees from Waco, Houston, Austin, Dallas, etc., who know 
their Cane ^iver fishing so well. Then followed an account of 
what the ^elrose Plantation plate representedin historic 
and cultural fields, after which a third plate was described, 
embracing the salient features of the major scenes in "Children 
of Strangers". Another uepicting ante bellum monuments in 
Natchitoches* etc., etc.

In each article it was suggested that a line should 
stress the unique medium of catching a panorma of a segemont 
of the country in porcelaine and that collectors, fortunate 
enough to secure items from the series would be especially 
avid°for the earlier ones which, as of the present writing, have not 
been released for public sale. If one or four of these articles, -- 
especfelly the Holoman one, were to be released about the time the 
Jane ^ivox vountry plate rolls on to th^ public market, the 
publicity ought to be advantageous, don t you believe.
Ho, hum, — so much to talk bout and so^pleasant cnatting with youi.
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Tuesday, M ay 6th, 1952.

Memorandum;
How nice to find your xhursday letter in today*s post.
-a-nd although I have read it, Tt swells the total to 

three items, — two in 2nd class post, that with vast 
will power, I consigned to the armoire. That old adage abut 
the -devil finding work for idle hands may be ture enough, but 
why hasn’t somebody stirred up something about the Angel 
who is put off by hands too busily engaged in mundane matters.

Once before dinner, twice afterward, I had so far 
succombed to temptation as to start joying with the knot when 
outside agencies came to the rescue of my tottering 
determination by calling me awa. from said armoire. And 
just before sitting down to have a little chat with you 
tonight, I weakened again, when DoJ one of the gardeners, 
•whisked temporarily into the cotton patfceh, tapped at my door 
to unroll his problems to me. I let him "talk them out", gave 
him a glass of wine and sent hira across the moon drenched 
white garden, through the dark green wall of the bamboo and 
so home to a peaceful rest, I hope.

-̂'rankly I know the flat package must contain a disk, 
and if I were to weaken at this late hour, rig up ray reading 
machine on the back gallery and so sample its contents, I 
would devote the balance of my waking hours to sheer men al 
telepathy and this little Memo would never get itself down 
on paper and along about Monday the postman would seem to 
be failing you, whereas in reality, the fault would be entirely 
mine.

Your note was so nice and it was so thoughtful of you 
to sena along the data concerning little ^iss a .1s burial, 
of which I had heard nothing

In response to your inquiry regarding the circumstances of 
her passing, T have heard nothing as yet. Hut sooner or 
later news will be seeping through, and you may be sure I 
shall pass it along promptly.

And thanks much for telling me of the news from the Hhine,
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reaching your true hand"the last of ^arch , which I take
may have been in the nature of a birthday^letter. It is
so good to know that the health of ,your friend is improved,
and altogether heartening that the family, — or what is left
of it, of the other one time >»eco associate is moving
along so satisfactorily, “hat a nightmare those April and
May days of 1945 must have been for tne residents of Berlin, and
the wonder is that so many of them survived. When one
considers the individual experiences in such a time, one
can t help being struck by the number of miracles that sometimes
transpire in such a concentrated gathering of humanity.

And may I thank you for sending along the Lafayette 
clipping. How Judge Wilson would have loved to have yanked 
out the old *-arquis’s* apron during the festivities of the 
other presentation ceremonies, and as Supreme Kleagle or whatever 
his fine title is, 1 have no doubt he will be among those present 
at the doings.

Among my other visitors today was Ats. Woods of 
Natchitoches. *he is one of the pillars of the Episcopal Church 
and told me that organization is sending out a call for 
a new preacher from uklahoma, In response to my inquiry regarding 
the Reverend ^avid Coughlin, she explained that he has accepted 
a call to Hawaii and leaves with his family on June 1st.
I gather from this that he may now consider himself as starting 
out on the first leg of his journey whose ultimate goal is 
New Zealand, a d as “‘rs. Woods spoke further about the Hawaiian 
hejira, I smiled to myself', thinking how amazed she would be 
i she had ever heard of what he had to say a year ago when 
he honored me with his confidence. ue telephoned me the other 
day, asking if he might come out that afternoon, but as 1 had 
already agreed to do a round with the Baptist department,
I suggested he just take a “shot in the dark at some other 
date, should one occur prior to the end of tfie current month.

The enclosed card somehow brought mack memories of all 
the doings at Corning Glass when preparations were being made 
for pouring the "big eye'• It occurs to me that post cards 
may constitute unmanageable particulars in the address section, 
and I need scarcely remark that as I have no intention of 
preserving them on my own hook, you, too, will always feel 
perfectly free in exercising your own judgement regarding 
their destruction, albng with any other data coming to hand, 
should their retention seem inadviseable. It seems rather odd to 
me that in spite of the correspondence going on between me and 
the Bluff Plantation lady, I still haven t the vaguest notion 
as to what her own first name might bd.......
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Wednesday, ^ay 7th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Your lovely card dances merrily here before me. I 

have read it x thrice, and need read it no more, for now I 
know it by heart, and as its message harmonizes perfectly with 
its delicious decors, scattered across its pages, the 
words and the flowers somehow fuse into one, and the whole 
message, written and painted somehow reflects a segement 
of little ^iss a©©, and the mileage between Manhattan 
and ^elrose never seemed to contract so much.

*nd I might as well confess I was quite unprepared for 
the elegant assortment of pictures wh ch came into 
view as x placed the card on my desk. Some of them 
were familiar, frankly some of them were exhausted from 
my last .supply, while others came as something suddenly 
remembered after years of complete forgetfulness. A case in 
point was the likeness of my old friends, Say-rah and Janie.
I shall£,use one or two for enclosures, — thinking prhaps 
Miss JSellia would like one, for instance, and naturally I 
shall use one in the scr pbook.

And how especially thoughtful you were to provide me so 
generously with the envlopes for the same. Mxcept for the 
standard ones used in correspondence, envelopes are something 
one doesn’t find in the country and 1 am entranced to be 
able to make use of these. x seldom'have occasion to use one, 
but it is so wonderful to have them whenever the occasion 
arises.

Tonight the moon is almost full and th white garden 
doubly bright with dozens of little old fireflies scurrying 
to and fro with their little lanterns. Their light never 
seemed more a bit of precious moonlight, splintered off 
the big round disk sailing high over head. The thermometer 
is in the 80's. The electric fan is already whirling 
away on the gallery and the reading machine is "all sot” 
for a pleasant, leisurely concernt, — all ^arpischord, if 
you please, and I m salving my conscious for having jumped1 
the date for opening the packages by saying that at least I 
had the will power to restrain myself from striking a single 
note on said harpsichord until I had had a little chat with you, 
gotten out some mail, and then, after a shower and bedecking myself
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in some loose, oomfortable garments, with the Christmas 
slippers of leather and sheep skin, when, with a glass 
of wine and a fresh p ck of Kools, 1 shall drape my form 
in my most oomf or table "lolling dhair", and with M e  Prau 
nestling along side, i snail start the evening concert, and 
something tells me the sitting is going to be long and 
pleasant no end. Guess if my thoughts, to the tinkling 
of the harpsichords, wont just naturally be traveling from 
constellation to constellation iT1 a northeasterly direction 

until slap over Lyme. It is such a lovely birthday, thanks 
to nydia and.1 m glad 1 "jumped" it by a couple of*days, 
for tomorrow night will have another and equally ponderous 
moon, and the fireflies will be just as busy, and the 
cigarettes and disks will be doing precisely the same business 
they will be undertaking tonight, within the next hour.

^rs. Coombs dropped by this afternoon, keeping her promise 
to bring down the descendant of Grandpere Augustin for a little 
tour and the opportunity it would afford him to chat with me 
about his interest* in painting, a thin* this effort on 
xirs. Coombs part must have been something of an effort, for 
yesterday she moved into her new home and what with her 
Welfare Work going on uninterrupted, I reckon she must have 
lots to claim her attention, which, û iaer the circumstances, is 
.just as well, perhaps,, since she hasn t heard from her son 
in Korea since February and tomorrow she goes to Shreveport where 
her daughter undergoes quite a serious operation.

As for the mulatto youth, he is 16, medium height, and 
of that delicacy of frame one associates both with the artist and 
the 10 or 20th generation descendants of Grandpere. What a pity 
the boy had to give up school for the grocery, ^viously 
he is talented and while the three or four oils be brought 
were good, they were over-shadowed by the water colors which 
had a sturdy charm, delicious color and a finess e that 
was almost 18th century in their feeling, ^e said they were 
his own creation and not copies of anything, The charm of 
a couple of these was such that tears might easily have started spill
ing at the mere tought of the cook-eyed world in which we live 
that in spite of all the welfare billions poured out so often 
on no account scoundrels, here is a talented youth who, in 
spite of his gifts, will nev , have an opportunity to develops 
tnera, what with the poverty pf his family'and the necessity of 
being a bread winner during all those years ahead when a little 
instruction and encruragement wouldtip the scales in favor of 
the means of producing orks that woula give him no end of 
satisfaction and probably would delight many a soul both in his 
ti e and afterwards. But we discussed a show in the African House 
and perhaps through that medium, or some other, some twist of 
fortune s^wheel will make thiags a little better for his future, 
hut of this annd other matter, more anon, -now for a fco at the 
mail, a shower and tnen to my narpsichor(^

• • . .
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Thursday} May 8th, 1962.

Memorandum:
Such a lovely concert last night. It is nobody's business 

how much4 time elapsed between the striking of the first chord 
and the last one. As for myself, i don t know either, for 
toward the end, the tinkle of these sparkling 17th and 18th 
century cou-positions somehow fused so perfectly with momentary 
periods of slumber and sleep that the sitting may have lasted 
no more than an hour or perhaps aicouple of centuries. All 
I am sure of is the fact that the moon’s shadow cast much 

longer traceries across the gallery when I be-stirred myself 
to fold up the harpsichord for the night and drowsiness 
contrived to make the singing of the mocking bird in the 
old crepe myrtle seem like something out of a moon drenched 
Paradise ad Lie Prau stretched and arched her back after a long rest 
and I silently forsook the gallery for my downy couch.

It s so nice having so many hire oays all in a row, and, 
what with tonight's stage all sot for another celebration, I 
anticipate a repetition, and, as though having advance news 
of the impending program, Lie Prau is already perched on the 
snelf on the far side of the windowu, here at my right, 
and withinin reach of my hand, were it not for the intervening 
glass. Little Miss Lee and Lie Prau, seemingly as one, have 
contrived to make this birthday among the happier I have known.

The weather remains in the 901s during the day, but the 
nights are del cious. The absence of rain i pelled me to do 
much watering of the more delicate things both at ^renbourg 
and Melrose today. Pven the planters are praying for a shower, 
and that is news for usually they are want to declare they can 
raise cotton without any rain at all.

We have not approached drought proportions by any means but 
as a preeausion against failure of moisture, the plantation is 
planting cotton between the rows in which seed were placed 
last week on the assumption that should the first ones not 
germinate because of the dryiiess, the in-between rows will, then 
which ev r progresses more favorably will be cultivated 
and the other ploughed up.
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I

.. developed a thory, unsupported by any other
authority that my own observation, that plants should be 
given a maximum of liquids when putting out new leaves and 
buds and that the rest of the time they "mosey along' pretty 

what fver whimsey old Mother Mature dishes out.
the ^ r i L m0it !aL afth°UghFth!r! may have been showers during e pnng, it is more important to keep a bountiful water
supply constantly within their reach during that season, — more 
important, in fact, that watering them during the long dry spells 
of deep summer when there has been no rain at all. as I see it 
tne Plant tends to insulate itself against heat and drought 
in a kind of mid-summer hibertion and so it is able frequently to 
make it very nicely with a minimum of water, whereas in the 
season of new leaves, — usually in the Spring, or the 
putting out or fomation of buds,A.whi.ch can happen a y old 
iirne, tne greatest amount of water possible should be put 
within their reach. Oddly enough the Chinese magnolias, 
in anticipation of the follow February, are want to start 

buds along in September, usually a dry month, and 
therefore I tend to pass by the items then in flower in favor 
ofpumping water to the Chinese magnolias, even though their 
leaves are about to fall and flowering time is about six months <off.

- . h h  1 s?!m *? haTa b09*! swinging too long on the Garden 
®a*a °* n ^ o U n g  in on the old JJirt dauber, ..and X apoplogi.e for this endless diatribe.

ac,L*°r?SS-th? :£anc9 tha re:£urt'ished "white house" glistens 
tflS n?onday sun. ana just on it first-coat of 

hst weei a second ooat out to make it
nl nrinnri L n ll,Jding. X noticed today that a harmony has been planned, uoo, in transforming the accompanying garage in
at' t T m t i 1^ ? ’; m S° r y 1 forS°t to take6a glance 
turke^1n ^ 1L ? hi k9n 000F immeai«tely beyind the |arage where . u key. and chickens are incarcerate prior to decapitation
fo£ 1952SUm9 I9ad9d fo r an eGually resplendent new’look
mistress'who usedTo say“? r9ml”d9d °f “  °ld plantaWoU

"Nobody knows how much I envy ladies who, when aenressed 
can wash away all dejection simply by chasing- around to the 
nearest shop and selecting a new hat. If only a new hat 
would tnus eradicate all my dispapointments and fill me with 
the delights and satisfactions that seem to radiate from those 
tnus easily satisfied, I reckon I'd spend the rest of my life 
flying in and out of hat shops.”

But here 1 am at the end of the page, and withal happy 
because we could chat and because we have a concert in the offing..

31
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Friday, ilay 9th, 1952.

Memorandums

How nice to find your air mail in this morning's post.
-‘•’he card sits here before me, dancing merrily along side 

its companion which proceeded it earlier in the week, and 
both are dancing jauntily to the tap of old Dr. underwood, 
not only because of the vibration he sets up but also, I 
like to think, because you have done everything to make my 
day so happy.

As for your birthday letter,kit was right in line with 
the day, endless sunshine and deliciously refreshing as zephers 
from the Gulf set all the gay, tender leaves to dancing on 
their branches in perfect unison with the gaiety in my 
heartl am particularly touched by your quotation from 
Susie Walls s' letter of some time back. At the time i 
read the Wailes message on its receipt, and re-reading it today 
in your letter brought forth the deep conviction that it 
actually should have been addressed not to me but to 
a certain address in Lyme where the galaxy ±a of stars 
radiate with an intensity that puts those, if any, in other 
diadems slap in the shade, ^nd so L have the pleasure 
of feeding back through the post the same identical message, 
since I can honestly say and from the bottom of my 

heart that only at Lyme is it so richly deserved.
It is good to know you heard the re-broadcast of 

the Presidential tour of the M'hite House. I'm sorry I 
missed it all around, I had thought some of the major 
magazines would do a White House number in color,—
I'll bet Illustration would have done as much, at the time 
of the official opening, but perhaps color printing takes 
longer than black and white and such pictorial articles 
will he forth-coming in subseuqent numbers of perhaps 
at the holiday season.

It is interesting that in today's letter you should have 
inquired as to the name of the style of the plate used in 
the^elxose Plantation number. It has a name but I 
don t know it, but shall make inquiry a little ater.

In the mean time, i shall point out the reason why it was
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a pleasant coincidence that you should hve mentioned the 
plate, since the only other item in the morning post was 
the finished sketch, from -̂ ina, which I have glanced over 
hurriedly and put in the mail so it will go forward in 
the same post with this letter and, since it is insured, will 
probably arrive a day or so after this *emo reaches your 

true hand,
I shall write a letter to Edwards China which I shall 

enclose herewith so that you may post it from Manhattan 
on the day the print goes forward to Mrs, Oowperthwaite.
I don t seem to have any labels to hand at the moment and 
so 1 Shall impose upon you further by asking you to make one 
out, addressed in the same manner as the envelope,I shall 
enclose.

I think you will agree with me that ^ina did a superb 
job. I think her treatment of the hisatehie forest is 
just right in that its absence of strong shading throws the 
emphasis on the center of the composition which of course should 
be the center of interest. You wixl note from the enclosed 
letter and accompanying note attached to it, — boths 
intended for Edward1s *hina, that I have requested a 
correction for the Yucca caption, and have suggested the 
possibility of eliminating the words, "Little *hiver", to further 
heighten the focal point on the words Cane ^iver. Actually 
Mttle ■‘Hver fnerits no such prominence, and if any river were 
to be noted with letters outside the main stream, it should: 
bear the name of Red River. But that is of no consequence, and 
1 reckon the words, "Little ^iver” will be omitted from 
the plate sketch anyway.

In my original layout to Nina, I gave emphasis to the 
presence of people of color at tfte beginning and end of the 
Cane '“‘iver course, — "Uncle Jack tipping his hat in Natchitoches 
and Uncle Tom at the far end of the stream. I hope the final 
firing of the plate will bri g out with clarity the 
intention that these two figure $ represent people of color.

In a subsequent **erao I shall give a few sidlights to the 
various places selected for incorporation in a Cane *kiver Country 
plate. There will be a squawk from some people because 
their plantations didn t get mentioned and equally strange 
noises from others because they, drew merely a tree and not 
a -bouse . fit I am satisfied, on looking the finished t ing over, 
that 1 have given emphasis to what seemed important to me, 
and if the Erudhommes, Cloutiers or ^ertzogs want to 
stir up another more in line with therir estimate of values, 
that, naturally, will be their privilege.

It!s so kind of you to offer with such oepn heartedness 
to handle all this business for me. Your giving of yourself 
in so many ways has made my day so happy.....

!/i yitMph
5 4 5 6

Sunday, May 11th, 1952.

ASL* 
jf

Memorandum:
I always thought 0ne particular type of chocolate cake,

sprinkled through with pee ones or walnuts was &°?d* p fnnd“bLiness Sohrait made such oakes better than anyone else in the food business.
I don't mind saying i think little iiiss tee makes them s best, 
atiil-think the good, the better and the best are delicious bu 
the superlative out of byme backs everything else off the boards.

cThe gay tin box, so beautifully wrapped, came through 
safely in Saturday's post. will power partly, but mostly a busy 
day impelled me to reseruve opening it until first dark when 
I could be quite alone and return to my unfinished celebration which 
has been mine for so many days back, thanks to just one person. I 
hadn’t guessed the contents, for in spite of the hint in your 
letter it never occured to me you would still have any pecanes leit.
And so! what with a fine musicale all rigged up for the evening,
some loose clothing draped about my person, and saia person itself relaxed
in an easy chair, and, brother, did 1 go to town, as it were I
have tried rationing them to make them stretch as far as possible
but i have broken that schedule already. Frankly, 1 shoula li^e to
let Celeste and ^adam Regard sample my birtnday cake, but at the
same time, the temptation is prefcty much of a strain, and if tney
don't hurry up and stay home a bit, — tonight they are at some
religious frolic in town, - they:are going gfco get leit completely.
But what will slenderize their figure through lack of P^1trcip^tion
in this latest example of your artistry will but tend to fatten mine
and it is going to require excessive nobility on my part to stave off
a bull*.just occurs to me that this letter may reach your true hand
r.bout the time the sktech for the Cane River Country plate
becomes available, and so i shall mention* one or two tMgs
as they come to mind. What would be your idea as to the most
suitable or more suitable medium for newspaper illustration^
the original sketch or the plate, should the New Orleans,
waco and Balias papers be interested in carrying same with an
article by Mesdaraes ^oloman, Baldwin and Garber. I am under ne
Impression the design, when incorporated with the Plate, m ght
be indistinct, in view of its c o m p r e s s i o n ^  *?»***•
pictorial map as photographed on paper, and not included with tn
plate and accompanying border, might give greater clarity when
reproduced in newsprint. Would that be your i pression. I figure
if Helen wants to do an article and wants to use 0nQ plate, she
can readily photograph her own. For Baisey in the Bell and la Holoman
tney can make use of the map itself withouth the plate, don t you think.
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a suitable! >>rt i aU®3?1 S V 0 P °rti Wn°° 01 Dallas papats bring forth v .1 018 af g ole. 1 shall request permission for recrintini? and
Same* al0?g wlth B Plat9> to the Sditorsof thed two hatohitoehes pppers. 1 shall contrive those presentations to tats 

p ace on the same day i shall make a presentation of a plate to the
airp«r“eStei iD t0!n> S° thnt thS reP°rting of ?hat event may appear as a news item to further inauce reference to the item in
th?- >??i ^ PeIS- “  5098 without sa ing, of course, that ■' ?lP , 1'9 don- only after local emporiums have been made 
methL1̂ ^  lHth h 6 produo*- "ould this seem like a good
SKU: t t a w w : zxuas&gsar

have' Mncent?ated8(inn?hlit9Jatiii’iWritini? °f 1,110019 Iom" sse“ to explored the stnfe i the /bQllum anSle, and apparantly none ever
conf^med "Hidden h??nrS1on+“ ?t s«tject. The Federal SoverLenl uu.niii.nea hidden Bill" plantation to Hobart MoAlnin
precise location, eto., but it would seem thV M  g lts
?heSM ? ted '"r* «lth the 11 teraryhigure^of*"Uncel W *  and
Itat^papers “ ^ i n S T l  M * *  ^ H ^ r e , never «plored the" cs-i- • ^ -P • iginally 1 had in mind to use the c i r c u l a r 1 im v i

I substituted hifh??' ltuation*.»«t
thine® Jaaf" t0 b9gln ^ith’andP"Uncle i'om" to'lnhwith^^^put the
might sayhn pasnn^if^*1 9SpG<4 ally in the color element. I „ + T_.fav ln Passing* if 1 haven t mentioned it before thnt
Hatohitoches statues of "̂ he Good Darkle" was erected in the IrUrr,* 
century from or with funds set aside by Mr «?ack Brvant 

white man of “atchitoch.es, well know tohots o ^ o ^ i l k . ^ S ' E t . ,

r^in«Thr0Ug? ?hat ie snld t0 1)9 the ooinage of a resident of the

referre^to

^iTioits^ioirA,
‘A ' s  s ™  ^ s y r a s s f a r -

tne week and^dropneahn1"?.-)“! h r°Ute fr0“ "9wWrl9aus to Hatohitoches for 
line bottle of Dubonnet port' dhe tolrhmn^V^t9yBoon* bearing a mighty 
that she had seen Uttle -iss J  * counle J™a° thl“-! of ^terest, first, she seemed fine and oomiH +-* ,1 a couple of aays before her eath and
she had found a’note saying iiiss Jammie^had^a^a^nl?0thai' ? papois, in love with Erma's pana nri nr tn v,-?a ! a college grilx, been
this fact to the âdara who"had dismissed^ ith^wit^a $?at ®h® had mentioned wave of the hand. But this sheet Z s  I t  i t  8 flush of fa°® and 
records and all remain, and now i coating my fes!ivlues!!.’.!!frett°£’

5458

Monday, May 12th, 1952.

Memorandumj
The marvelous weather continues and yet, some strange 

twist of Fate, the pilgrimage business has fallen off wonderfully 
and I am able to get a heap of things done without dropping a 
hoe or a typewriter every five minutes.

Of course the fact that pilgrims are less numerious doesn*t 
mean they no longer exist, but they are appearing in lesser numbers 
which is all to the good.

This afternoon the Reverend Pompey Gillie came to see me, 
bringing his wife, sister and daughter-in-law. A‘he mission was 
two fold, first, they wanted a tour, which they got, and secondly, 
the reverend wanted me to advise Br. Rand that not this coming 
Sunday but the last one in the month would be perfect for pictures 
at St. Augustine's Ohurch on kittle -Uver. i didn't see the 
Hands yesterday since they didn t come to their camp, but 
it looks as though T might be sSelng them on the last Sunday in the 
month.

This morning saw the ladies next door and they were entranced 
with the couple of pieces of birthday cake I left for them 
yesterday evening along about an hour after dark, while they were 
still in town. They found it on their return and with a glass 
of milk, had it for dinner or supper, and loved it. But not half 
so much as I. I might as well confess my selfishness by admitting 
that that gesture is the only one 1 can make so far as my brithday 
cake is concerned, for sheer selfishness impells me to keep 

all the rest for myself. My little tin chest of them is resting 
in the next room, and about an hour hence T shall be taking it 
under my arm, along with a pitcher of cold milk, and be-taking 
myself to the gallery for a little musicale and snack before 
calling it a day.

And speaking of the ladies next door, it is interesting to recor 
that they forgot my natal day until it had passed and so decided it 
would be nice to have a joint celebration with Madam Hegard for 
a Mother—^ay-Birthday business. On Sunday morning ^urellia came 
bearing gifts from the ladies and an invitation to dine with them 
at noon, and dine we did, and it was pleasant, but the cake 
turned out to be a cherry pie, which was elegant, and I was
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but completely delighted because I already had a better
fr°m ^yrae horae tQttQr ^han anything anybody else could have contrived. & * *

. Er)ol°sed herewith or under separate cover I shall send a 
letter from ^uth hopkms who was here last summer one Sunday
evening with Carolyn. I think she writes well and I feel sure 
you will find her account of life in Washington, especially 
the doings at the Indian Embassy quite entertaining.

A package from Bora in today's pet brought an astonishing 
assortment of wearing apparel both for me and for my friends 
ihe new shrrts and sweat shirts are intended for mei x. reckon 
while the suits, trousers, belts and the like are for others ’
:S ?°iLV8 tall!r than I. I usually have to caK about wi?h 

diliS?no®.to someone with a figure to manage the
jUits. this time, however, 1 don t have to do much casting about 
for lee, one of the new secretari8s, is, at the mature age of 14 ’
n n e r H i t 6 till’ ? 1 U  to  s H d e  i n ^  lit new ’, .y . 1 ease, I think. I can t help wondering what height
i wi:l eventually attain, once he has acquired maturity.

fhe feelers, put out in every direction, for locating an iron
t £ f f r e ^ n ^ o h ^ v V n ^ 6 llUit* Althou^  every p^ n  a U o i ^ nPr°tBtly had them during the ante bellum period none 
ar to be found any more escept in South Louisiana w h a t  w i t h

I f 10"? !°r!p drlVeS f0r ilon duri“S two last worll 5ars and 2?! g!???*1 tendency of local sugar cane planters to use tin containe 
boiling tne sugar, as opposed to the heroic big old iron ones 

one of my little Mver negro friends, passing this way this m“ n!ns 
to ask me to knock off a letter for him, returned ten minutes

*2 f?poit that ha just ismembered .there was a big
and Kagame !ubi^BoooJslthtuai plantations lying between Saline’s ana ^aaame Autun-Hoque s. Isn t it oda how wide the net has baan
and yet how close to horae one may be located. *nd so on the morrow' 
circumstances permitting, I shall contact some member of the Balthliar 
family and see what oan be done about it. I understand it has been
P&blblTat* the™—  l^manifest fnt^est^nlhe^thinT
ss-ssss **tn, it otosi be

^lton Johnson came to see me this afternoon, ne brous-ht 
some little crosses he had made for the Chapel and to aiscus* one
Z i8°pos8es8edPof^oharrifarJ?B+ tUrnin* °V9r in his »*«*"
to please X ^p e  he go^s tit 6if  !• a 4..n.
my tin box and tbe baok galLry a I Ux a hot tath-minute....  y a a meutal telepathy going a mile a

I* <?,.
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Tuesday, iay 13th, 1952.

Memorandum s

^ow nice to find your elegant letter of Saturday in today’s 
post I so often complain about si® de ivories that 1 had 
better give, credit where credit is due, and remark that ip the 
^ay 10th letter, the usual dwaddling along the route didn t 
occur. *

A flock of circumstances shredded my time pretty much today, 
but 1 was able to digest the first page of your letter with 
leisurely enjoyment* I had to kangaroo through the 2nd and 3rd 
pages, but have them tucked away in the arraoire and so am 
guaranteed the pleasure of having another chat with you on 
the morrow.

X am glad you had an opportunity to make some in-xoads on 
the package that reached you toward the middle of the week, And 
may * thank you for giving me the details regarding certain 
particulars mentioned in the ^rly text. X want to explore it 
rather thoroughly eventually, and \t occurs to me that with 
my present *A..m..dat bees am, ain t it" secretariat, X might 
just as well have a go at French texts as English, since one and 
the other are equally Greek to my reader apparently.

A slight interruption of 2 hours intervenes between this para
graph and the foregoing. I haven't put a yellow, non-insect bulb 
in my desk lamp as yet this season and so X keep the door on 
the gallery closed while doing desk work. I opened the door 
to find none othe than *>ing *>olom, grinding from ear to ear, and 
smiling out a greeting of "Surrise". ^e had just arrived 
from Maryland, having driven down in his new Buick and we 
had much ground to cover to get caught pp on news of the past 
six months, ue couldn t believe 1 hadn t been down the road 
to see the new house of the overseer, built on the former foundations 
of the one destroyed by fire, and invited me to take a ride 
with him on the morrow at which time, as he explained, he would 
point out the new features of ^elrose to me.

i
■®ut while I haven t been down the road, it is a fact nevertheless 

that 1 have been up th§ road, and only this morning. Whe I passed 
by Celeste's this morning, X asked hr if she would care to drive 
me up to the Balthazar plantation, and she was entranced at 
the prospect. And so 1 telephoned ^ay Balthazar to see if she 
might be at home, — it so wonderful all the mulattoes having 
telephones, .and, she was.
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May is perhaps 45 or 50 and owns a section of the former 
rather extensive Balthazar estate, Her house is about 1914 or 1920, 
rather pleasant, .painfully immaculate, some Grand Bapids 
furniture and some marvelous ante helium pieces. May had 
infantile paralysis as a child and limps a little. a gentleman 
of color married her a few years ago for her money. He got 
her jewels and some bonds but she still has the place, plants 
20 or 30 acres of cotton and raise 50 or 100 turkeys, some fine 
chickens and so on. I took her a Melrose plate, both because I 
wanted to use it as a wedge for lifting a pot and also because 
I wanted her to have one, nowing she would like it on several 
counts. Bhe was entranced, and told me b could £ave either or both 
of her two iron pots, but I declined as one wasn t as big as 
St. Giggiu's and the other was identical with one I have in the 
African h0use, and I saw no point in simply collecting pots for pots 
sake. But May seated determined 1 shouldn t go home empty handed, and 
aside from giving Celeste and me some canned fruit, which 1 handed 
over to ^adam Begard on our return, but asked me if 1 would 
be interested in a machine to grind corn. Hhe took me into her 
basse-cour and there stood a splendid example of the ante bellum 
meal grinder. She said if l would consider it, she would so much 
like ine to have it. I shall pick it up one day this week when 
a truck and a half dozen stalwart arms are available. It is 
square, the frame made of large uprights of wood, each upright 
being perhaps 5 inches square, and it i perhaps 3 or 4 feet from one 
upright to the other, or 4 feet square, fhe thing stands about 
5 feet In height. the top is an oblong of wood, perhaps 18 by 24 
inches into which the corn is poured, and from it , trickles down 
to the stone just beneath, the stone being horizontal, in 
the same position as the base of Bt. Giggin‘s fountain. *nd 
marvelous to relate, although exposed to the weather this past 
hundred years and more, the thing still works, and May herself 
demonstrated how she herself sometimes ground (growned' corn into 
meal, is the oniy ante bellura m\ n  of its type I hAve ever 
seen and 1 think it will add another note of interest to our museum 
collection, ^t is too vast to get insioe the -frican house, but 
i shall put it under the plantation bell on the hast side of the 
House and the projecting roof will give it adeq at protection, — some
thing it has never known, ^nd if the wenk brants don t smash it up be 
fore the summer is done, I shall be thankful. °

May served an excellent creole coffee, and with true 
rega.d for mulatto amenities, declined to partake of any herself while 
Celeste and 1 sipped ours. And so,he went for a pot and brought home 
a mill, which doe'sn t wind up today s doings but was a good starter.

A A
l love your vignette of crossing wentral lark south, with a 

big moon between the buildings over your shoulder, and the 
operations of the telepathy department along the way.How gaateful 
to God am I for one little Miss Bee of Lyme.....

Wednesday, May 14th, 1952.

Memorandum:
tfrom a passing pilgrim, I was able to get a few letters 

read but o f course saved the balance of yours until If. 0. 
passed this way, and it was grand to explore the second page
before an interruption prevented finishing it completely.

As the other two secretaries had passed this way earlier,
I am thus guaranteed the pleasure of a third day's chat with 
you, although tomorrow's will be a little more brief, since 
I accomplished nearly the entire message.

It is so good of you to give me a glimpse of the 
laris picture you saw behind Berdorf Goodman s. It sounds 
well worth while, and it goes without saying^that i am entranced 
you had an opportunity to hear Duncan Blliott's voice. I have 
no idea if his voice appears about the same on tape recordings as 
on records, --sometimes, I understand, there is quite a difference, - 
but perhaps it was sufficiently true, the one to the other, that 
you might easily imagine how pleased I was with his recorded 
voice, and how its excellence suggested Alexander Soourby's, although 
delivery and tonal impressions are more parallel than identical,

I echo your opinion completely regarding the pleasure it
would have been to have been sitting along side when the first 
dip into the Bostell volume was undertaken, and it is pleasant 
to know he mentioned the ^adam as a source for his material, and 
the Jenkins and Braezeale papers. I think Bo stell is 
as thorough a student as I know and B am so glad this volume 
has been brought out In b;;ok form, for that implies the 
University will be giving him a other degree shortly, and that 
pre-supposes an increase in salary, and since he never followed 
the Madam's recommendation about disposing of his six offspring 
in order to make his research easier, B reckon he will be able 
to use any extra money coming his way,

f-he reason 1 had to break off before finishing your
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letter was because a servant came dashing in to say that 
a truck: and seven men were awaiting me to make the raid on 
the Balthazar plantation. It just occurs to me that this 
particular place was formerly referred to under the greater 
tract, known as .Reform Plantation, --as section of old Francois 
Robiaux's holdings, and I think I shall ask its present owner 
to register a name for her present acreage. I think she will 
not guess the implication and I shall not reveal it to her, and 
I feel quite certain she will be even more entranced to accept my 
recommendation that was Madam Cloutier with he Beaufort business. 
Naturally, the obvious name of this Balthazar place .vould be/ Gaspard rlantation, don-t you think, or would you prefer Melchoir, 
for surely the names of at least another of the three wise men 
should thus wecome associated with property belonging to one

bearing the name of one of that trio.
*

Well, anyway, we made the trip alright, although we 
had some difficulty, in spite of all the brawn present, for 
the truck was high and the mill heavy. *ut we made it 
without incident and on our return, placed it, as indicated 
yesterday as a probable site, at the Fast end of the African nouse, 
The wood is so worn by the weather that one or two of the 
up-rights will have to be reinforced, but that will not 
be difficult as soon as a field hand-carpenter finds time to 
lay aside his hoe for a saw and a hammer. All the original 
gear is intact and in order, and the mill stones in perfect 
condition, so that if one had a mind to, corn could be ground 
°nit today. I find it a miracle that this ante bellum 
object, so important in early plantation life, should have thus 
survived all the hazards of Time and Man, and now that it 
is not exposed so much to the weather, it ought to be good for 
a other couple of hundred years after it has been repaired a 
little in one or two place where it is a little weak.

Although the local business minds tr to give the imoression 
such iponuments of a departed age are of no consequence, in reality 
I think there is a secret satisfaction that another treasure has 
been adoed to the ^elrose collection, and we both know perfectly 
well that the Madam would have been delighted over its find and 
^reservation.

<

I must tell you again how much 1. appreciate that section of 
my brithday e bracing the photographs, in glancing through them 
again this evening, the one of Grandperds portrait gave me an 
idea for its subsequent use, in connection with-another sketch 
or two, for a pictorial plate, and although that is something 
to be considered later, it is so pleasant to realize that your 
gift brought forth the idea.......
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Thursday, May 15th, 1952.

Memorandum}
How n ce to find your gf’and letter in this morning’s

poet,

Somehow X had not anticipated one, and as it was penned 
on Monday, congratulations again seem to be in order for 
Uncle Mam for having- made the rounds so spryly.

It was good to you to pss along the quotation from 
la Storm's letter which both refreshed my memory on theipoint 

it covered and filled me with gratitude to you for having 
solved that matter which as puzzled me regarding her name.

I ’m wondering how much longer she will linger on 
the Pacific Goast, since a jaunt to Europe is said to be in the 
cards for this summer, which seems to leave a rather thin 
filler of sandwich of Time. I can only gsp at her energy 
and unflagging interest in things at 80. do you
suppose she must have been like half a century earlier. Is 
it in the answer to that question that explains her widowhood, 
do you suppose.

And thanks for passing along the glimpse of coming 
events, as seen from y o u r  vantage point It goes without 
saying that I shall be interested no end in the final decision. 
At the same time T t̂m hoping the visitor from the lands of 
Simon Bolivar doesn t linger too long, especially if his 
presence means throwing the domestic front into a hurly-burly 
of activityt from bigger® and heavier dinners and more 
people in to burn the midnight oil.

Today was one of those in which I come to its close 
dissatisfaied because I have accomplished little to how for 
the enervation The prolonged dry spell has almost reached 
drought proportions and 1 have accordingly been busy soaking 
a lot of acreage, which, since it requires n0 expenditure 
of energy, should make one tired, but somehow^ I am 
always sweating away at the job, just standing- still, and 
I never have been able to find out why 1 find the business 
so tedious, except, perhaps, that time passes faster if 
I'am more actively fiddling at something other than miles of 
garden hose.
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La Mabry, or whatever her name is, came to see me 
during the afteroon, ringing a fine bottle of whine 
which she declined to sample, and which I let go by the 
boards in favor of a cold coke. She is having some of 
her Natchitoches Parish property surveyed and spoke 
with some enthusiasm of a young man, engaged in the 
lumber business, who has been dickering for some of the 
trees on her property. She says his name is W. R. Cox, 
and is familiarly called "Slick" by his friends. 1 should 
think that name ought to be enough. She says he is a 
diamond in the rough, Jias never been to Melrose, and has 
asked her if she could eventually bring him bye. She says 
she would like my. opinion of him. Frankly I have no time 
for polishing dimaonds in the rough and less time for hill
billies, as I take it he is, and so I told her my schedule 
prevented me from receiving any but my intimate friends for 
the balance of the summer and 1 hope she appreciated the 
brushAofitter from Edward's China indicates they are all "sot" 
at their Rock Rill establishment and are all poised to have 
a go at the Cane ^iver Country item. I suppose this letter 
reaches me about the time the design comes to your own true 
hand, it occurs to me it might be a good idea to put a 
covering of cellophane over the original sketch when the 
plates are ready and lend the sketch to some emporium dis
pensing the merchandise, since the pen sketch, surrounded by 
the finished product, might catch the eye of many a window shopper.

From the enclosure, you will note that Laisey in the Dell 
declines the idea of djing an Cane ^iver Country article for the 
Dallas Morning News. I suppose this is due in part to the fact 
that at the moment she is consumed with other thoughts in preparation 
for her vacation. Nhen September rolls 'around, she may give 
the matter fu ther consideration, since the article itself shouldn't 
require much labor, as I have already supplied her with four pages, 
single spaced, representing both a likely framework and sub

stance, except for whatever she might feel might be added bv wav 
of human interest. Naturally if 1 submitted .an article 
about my own creations it would be obvious to the Editor that 
I was taking a stupid way to beat a drum, and the stuff would be 
chucked into the trash basket as unpid-for advertising, which, 
in reality is what we are hoping to do, although if the thing* 
were present by a special feature writer about a new twist 
inhietorical documentation through a ceramic medium, it seems 
to me it might embrace interesting reading for Dallas readers who 
know and love to road-run through the Oane River country.

Well, so things turn, and now I must get at the mail, and 
thence to a bit of harpsichord music and so to bed.....

«
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Friday, May 16th, 1952.

Memorandum:
I reckon Carl Garmer was not the first person in the 

world to wonder at the reason for some limited geographical 
spots being intensively productive of one type of thing or another, 
and surely we have both pondered as to why the Gane River 
co ntry and ^lrose especially seems one of those spots.

*nd all this is prefaced to a fruther remark, recalling 
the unheard of doings in the horticultural department when after 
50 years of failure on Miss Gammie*s part to sprout a grandiflora 
magnolia seed under most favorable conditions, one non-ohalantly 
burst into life atop the big old palm in the front garden, 
hard by the gate,

and in view of such considerations, you may well 
picture my surprise today when I stumbled over another 
fine young magnolia grandiflora, perhaps two or three years old, 
flourishing mightily up in that big old pecane tree, called 
The Patriarch, in the center of the bulb gardeh behind the 
Weaving House.
 ̂ fhere is something about this phenomenon reminding me 
of Ida Maaurette and h£ broken leg, when everyone was filled 
with comisseration at the breaking of the first, but everyone 
went into gales of laughter when, just back from the hospital 
where the first one was set, she tumbled down stairs and broke 
the other,

I could scarcely believe it when I discovered the magnolia 
in the big palm, but on finding this second one, I merely laughed 
and told myself it was impossible, even though the thing was 
actually slap in front of me.

On the national front, the political pot continues to 
seeth but seems to arouse scant interest so far as I am concerned, 
hast night I listened to W. .averill narriman, and found in 
him the most satisfactory, radio personality on the upper 
political level that l have run across in the -democratic camp. 
Perhaps you heard him when interviewed by harry ^aseur and 
proceeded by F. D. R. Jr., and followed by Senator J-ehman.
I liked the way Mr. ^arrLiman didn't dodge the questions and
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agreed with what he had to say, I heard Mr. ^ullus in a 
symposium on-foreign policy and three criticisms of the 
administrations handling of the same. I liked what he had 
to say, too.

I am a little puzzled that eueral -^isenhouer has received 
as many votes, for Republican delegates as he has, surely 
senator Taft epitomizes the conservative wing of the 
Republican rarty, and since the republican *arty itself is 
more on the conservative side than the democratic, I should 
think that if i were a Republican .1 would find that 
the Senator and not the General stood for all the stand- 
patism with which the republican Barty has so long been tinged.
Therefore if 1 were a republican, I most cer ainly would be beating 
the drum for the Senator, as I believe all the ultra conservatives 
are. If the Senator can only get himself nominated and can 
persuade General ^aorrthur to sound off on their ultra conservative 
bender, then someone like Mr. **arriman really ought to have a 
chance, in spite of all the mink coat stuff that is going to 
weight so heavily -̂ n the forth-coming contest.

I
inadvertently x threw out a card received today from rate 

Perkins, in response to a note 1 sent her on Sunday, telling 
her of the impending Cane xtiver Country plate. She responded 
by asking me to set aside a dozen for her, saying she would send 
a check whenever aesired, and delivery might be made any old ti e
between now and Christmas, --- or after that, if that was too
early. Rice pal, Miss Kate.

.

May Balthazar came to see me this morning, bringing me 
a couple fcf quarts of black berries she had picked at dawn, 
ahe^wan^ed tofbuy a plate. She said some man who had taught 
at St. ~athew s School several years back, had lived in her home 
during his wane *iiver stay and that once 1 had invited him to 
drop by to see me, and that on the appointed night, he had 
eaten supper, because he looked forward with so much enthusiasm 
to the conference. I remember the man alright, but 1 can‘t recall 
there was anything special about the reason for the meeting 

save that of one neighb ,x being invited to call on another, rerhaps 
it was the first time the man of* color had been bidden to the 
hmne of a white one. Be that as it may, — and I only have May's 
word for it, the man has continued'to write her, following his 
ueparture from this Parish to study somewhere in some other 
college for colored people and he never fails to inquire after 
my good helath and doings at -elrose. It was her point that 
i \ ° f a l }  PeoPlQ iu the world, would love to have a Melrose plate. Well, that was an easy one, and i'll bet he gets one,

Californians on the agenda for tomorrow morning, and so the 
week end will begin. ^o hope yours may be ever so peaceful and happy..

Sunday, May 18th, 1952.

Memorandum:
A gentle rain has been falling for the past 20 hours.

It must be rathei general, since Oklahoma, San Antonio and new Orleans 
weather broadcast report the same situation.

The planters were all beginning to cry for rain, but 
at least one of themdidn’t take long to remark that enough is 
enoughand clear skies would be wefcome again, but the prediction 
for tomorrow is scattered showers. But for our side of tne 
fence everything is in a receptive mood, and the present excess 
of water will stand us in good stead when, along in July and August, 
the Arenbourg children will want to drawn on the reserve.

Saturday was pilgrimage weather, however, with much sunshine 
and spanking breezes from the ^ulf. I bad too many people, -- 
California, South Carolina, Maine, Florida, Oklahoma, Georgia, 
not to mention Louisiana. There were some I never did see, as 
I learned from ^ugene who had sent some from the store wnile v a 
busy with others. Today’s rain, however, gave me comparaoive 
ffeedom from road runners, but my time has been cluttered up by 
local callers, - Ben> Celeste and so on. hr. Rand came to bring 
me an elegant supper̂ , with much roast beef, tomato Juice jello salade, 
deviled eggs, pudding and the Aord knows what all. As I 
had already agreed to sup across the fence, the Rand handout 
fitted in very nicely with other stomachs passing this way that 
weren^t so amply lined.

It seems to have been a hurly-burly week for the ^ands, although 
I am not sure of all the doings. B0r one thing Br. Rand wrecked 
his car, but fortunately escaped any injury to himself, ^ h i n  
the hour of the wreck, his sifeter, living in Alexandria, suffered 
a stroke and is in the hospital. These two things seemed to be 
t:.e main peaks in a week of rough contours.

But he wanted to tell me of a surgery case he had stumbled over 
in an old medical book in Cheneyville, ^a., which delighted him, and 
enchanted me. Along in the 1840’s, a Cheneyville physician was 
called to a plantation to attenu-a slave who had oeen struck in 
the stomach with an axe which, among other things, haa^severed 
one tube of his intestins. With what seems to me vast imagination, 
in view of the limited medical aids within reaoh, the doctor
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called lor a tallow candle which he whittled down to a size just 
a traction larger than the severed intestine. He then drew 
the lower pant of the intestine over half t; e candle, and pulled 
the upper section down over the other part, so that the tubes were 
joined, lapping over just a little, and, with the candle inside, he 
had a foundation on which he could sew them together. The heat 
of the body, after the stomach had been sewed up, tended to 
soften the shaved down tallow of the candle within the intestine, 
and when food was admin stered, toe tallow automatically loosened and 
so was naturally eliminated along with other waste material through 
the normal channel of the alimentary canal, The slave lived.

Dr. Hand said that on occasion he has used a bead or a bround 
button for such a purpose with results that have been satisfactory, 
but he was delighted with the ingenuity of the ^heneyville physician.

I

I haven t turned out as much mail today as usual, but 
reckon x shall knock off a few letters before folding up, The 
unending crackle of static offers no temptation to readio listening 
and x have nothing of interest for the reading machine at the 
moment, so x may readily stick to old Dr. Underwood without any 
impulse to divert my attention in other directions.

It occurs to me that on the sketch of the Oane Biver '"ountry, 
tiiere are at least two omissions' which I shall air mail a "memorandum 

about to Bdward’s ^hina so they may be inserted forthwith, assuming 
the photograph of the sketch may reach them this week. One 
omission calls for two words <■ to be inserted beneath the cabin 
at the extreme light of the sketch, opposite Magnolia, The words 
should be ’’Brick Quarters", for the ^agnolia slave cabins are the 
only one of brick?in the Parish, and although well over a hundred years 
old, are still occupied by negroes on the place. I think there 
are about 6 or 8 of them* all together, forming a little street.

On the extreme left of the sketch, between Cashmere and Beaufort 
Plantations, the words Bayou Natchez should be inserted, as this 
was the site of the encampment of the ^atohez Indians when they 
came over here, after being driven out of the ^dams bounty area 
by the ranch in 1729., In&dentally the present little community 
of Bayou "atchez is dominated by people of wealth, including a 
State senator, and it is possible the presence of the "atchez name 
may have a desireable effect on quickening interest of' the 
said residents in the plate, don t ^ou think so. And so 1 shall 
send along these notes to Bdward*s ^hina, and try to restrain myself 
from adding anything more, although if the thing weren t so crowded 
air ady, should like to put in the caiinon for Colfax? the Natchez 
Trace, which, incidentally crosses the ^ane lviver co ntry at Bayou 
Natchez, etf., etc., butit is the salient features which must be 
included and not an endless conglomeration of unmanggeable details.

If only you may have had a measure of the coparative peace I
have enjoyed this week end, x shall be so happy for you....
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Monday, jAay 19th, 1952.

Memorandum;
&ow nice to find your air mail in this morning’s post.

It was so good of you to take time out when so pressed 
for time to give me two pieces of news of equal interest, business 
and personal.

I*m sorry the sketch got such rough treatment in transit, but 
it will not effect the final design on the plate, which is the 
main consideration. As I understand it, the manufacturer must 
of necessity make a new sketch that will fit in more perfectly to the 
limited space of the circle in whiohu.it will figure. And .in that 
transposition, any imprefection that appears in the print may readily 
be eliminated. As remarked above, that is the primary concern in 
this business. Of secondary interest is what if any use the 
Louisiana and Texas press will make of the prints when, if ever, they 
are offered for illustrations. I had thought of using the original 
sketch in connection with some window display or other, but that 
isn t imperative, But even so, if it should seem desireable, I 
shall slimply tie a cord or ribbon from side to side and from top 
to bottom, so adjusted as to conceal the cracks, and the presence 
of some gay streak of color across the prosaic black and white 
sufrace of the sketch, may attract the eye of the passer-bye the 
more quickly. I have some pretty blue ribbon which might be used 
to especial advantage, since there will be plates surrounding the 
sketch if actually used in a w ndow display, and the blue of 
the ribcon against the white of the sketch will harmonize pleas-* 
antly with the general color scheme of the accompanying plates.

As for the newspapers, if they use the photograph of the 
sketch for illustration, they can om^t the crack when making up 
the block, but even if they shouldn t,..it really doesn‘t matter, 

since newspaper illustrations are notoriously of such poor quality 
that probably nobody would so much as notice the blemish.

Again let me say how deeply I appreciate your kindness in 
taking time out during such a busy season to acquaint me with 
full particulars. And my thanks, too, for giving me the probable 
date on which the prints will be forwarded both to Maryland and to 
Melrose. I shall follow up today’s air mail to ^dward^s China with 
another which should easily reach them well in advance of receipt of 
the print, and at the same time I shall drop Mrs. Holoman a
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letter guaranteeing therebye that she will not pass this way 
next Sunday when Daisey in the Dell is here, for it will he 
easier to handle the Dallas business and the Dew Orleans at 
separate sittings.

I have knocked out an article, suitable for either the 
Morning ^ews or the Picayune and shall let Daisey in the Dell run 
through it on Sunday when she is here. If she wants to use it,

I shall keep it here until she has completed her vacation, and then 
forward it with an illustration direct to Dallas. In the 
mean time, I sha 1 contact Mrs. Holoman and give her a go at 
the thing to be used as a framework on which she can hang some 
rigamarole of her own, And a third print will go forward 
immeidately to Helen, in case she wants to use it in connection 
with hex column in the Waco paper, and the fourth I shall 
give to the editor of the Hat chi toch.es limes, but not 
until hearing from -uelen, on the assmption that her column might 
lend itself readily for re-print by the Datchitoches paper.
It goes without saying, of course, that the Datchitoches limes 
will not be given either print or copy until around the 
1st of July, at the earliest, — perhaps a little later, just before 
Christmas advance advertising begins and so crowds out news items, 
and alsoc it goes without saying that : t least the first shipment 
of plates must be in Louisiana before the publicity is released,
Should the Picayune publish it in the Magazine Section, about a 
month will be required, as the Magazine Sections are actually 
printed in St. Louis four weeks ahead of release in Dew Orleans,

I shall keep the fifth print in the scrapbook to have it to hand 
should some unforeseen request call for the item before one or the 
other copies have been returned, and eventually, if one does come 
back, I can send said 5th to Dina as a matter of courtesy.

In view of all the excitement about and around the family 
hearth during the past week, I marvel that you have the strength 
or will to bother yourself with all this business on my behalf,

x J? appreciate it all. I have been holding the thought all day 
that following the final Sunday morning of hurly-burly you were 
aule to collapse for the balance of the day and indulge in a 
large slice ofsolitude and quiet.

lhe drizzle continue throughout the night. Perhaps a couple 
of inches of rfdn fell during the entire period. Ihin gauze like 
clouas veiled tne afternoon sun so that a maximum of moisture is being 
absorbed by the earth while thef gourds and dahlias, planted a while 
back are up and growing madly,

And once more my thanks for your splendid help in all this 
picture business. If this letter reaches you before you get tne 
prints, please know the delay in posting them will make no 
difference. Let convenience guide you I pray......

Tuesday, May 20th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter in today's post, for it was 

quite unexpected,
4

And may 1 say thank you a thousand times for the mis- * 
spelling of Joyous Coast. Like Sister, I could take a prize 
in my spelling, as only you know too well, and in the somewhat 
addled pictures I make of certain words in ray mind, I 
too often fuse a Joyous with a Joyeuse, or simply make some 
outlandish combination of letters that is bound to look even 
more odd in type than i^ the men al pictues, if any, I may 
chance to ha?e when writing,

I shall always be indebted to y ^  if you will call these 
curiosities to my attention for no one else will and besides, 
while L must admit I have £o qualms about writing anything whose 
spelling I know not in correspondence with you, I^should be 
distinctly shame-faced if L continued the wrong spelling of words to 
others who are more or less on the casual side of my acquaintance.

I shall get off a Memorandum, correcting the Joyous Coast 
spelling, so that iSdwards China may have it in ample time to 
correct.

I was so interested in what you found on the pictorial 
may of the State and it is interesting that item should have 
used La Cote Joyeuse spelling instead of the English. * may 
be wrong, but it seems to me in such a case as the present one, 
the "nglish spelling to go with the balance of the spelling on 
the map is on the side of better taste, if not in the best 

Harnett 1. Kane manner of.tossing in a "oui" or a "Don” on 
tne slightest provication further it would seem to me that 
if we used "La Cote Joyeu&e" we would be consistent only if 
we foil owed-through with such a thing- as "La foret 
Nationals de Kisatchie" and that really 0ught to entitle anybody 
to a crowning with a skillette or the item spelled something 
like that.

It is said that Dan ^enry is being married today or to orrow 
to some girl he.has been going with for a few years. He claims 
he wants a cook I met her once, and think he got one. I 
believe he got two children to boot, which ought to fit in 
neatly with his nature.
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Madam Regard speaking of a hurried visit to a foot doctor 
the other day, sp6ke of various treatments accorded people who 
suffer from foot difficulties whichoshe and Celeste and J. do 
"but which, as L pause to knock wood, I may say with thanksgiving 
that 1 do not, What Madam Hegard had to say may or may not he 
of value to anyone who suffers from corns. It seems, according 
to h r  doctor, or the doctor's assistant,;or somebody in the 
office, that one of the best treatments for that difficulty is 
simple enough, --simply put a drop of water on an asperin 
tablet, and apply the resulting paste to the corn, and if 
one is going out, leave the paste on the spot when pulling on one's 
stockings and that within the day, the thing will be cured.
It sounds a little too simple to be true, but I know nothing about 
wnat causeas the difficulty to begin with and even less as to 
what asperin is made of and how the t ing works chemically, and 
so 1 sell it as I bought it, --for nothing, and without 
guarantee,

I was surprised to learn from Eeleste yesterday that we 
again have alligators in this area. The Natchitoches Parish Sheriff 
Earle R-orris, and his wife were driving down this way recently, and 
neart the juncture of the Melrose -Lane with the cement highway 
at Montrose, they noticed a big old alligator beside the 
road, not far from the bridge at that point over Old River, —  
one time Red *kiver before it mo ed to Cane River, It seems 
the only weapon the Sherif had in his car was a short handled 
hachet, -Ran intere ting commentary local Law enforcement 
accoutrements, but he couldn t get close enogh to the beast 
to take a lick at him, ^e dfd have an iron chain in the 
car, --andtner interesting side light on Sheriff accoutrements, - 
and with it, he tried to lasoo said alligator, but had no luck.
^t kept opening its gigantic mouth and flipping its ponderous 
tail, but gradually mpved backwards, but always facing Mr. Morris. 
Eventually it backed itself slap over the embankment, and so 
disappeared beneath the sufraee of the water w^ich is quite 
oeep at that point, — the place where several soldiers on 
war games here a number of years ago were drowned.

today's mail was heavy and I had an opportunity to run through 
one or two items very sketchily and so will not forward the letter 
from Laisey in the bell, who, fortun tely sets June 9th, as a 
date lor a visitation, This wi 1 enable me to give her the 
cut for the newspaper* covering the article on the Cane River 
Plate, and in the mean time I shall try to get in touch with 
Mrs. Rolowman for a Pioayune one. The suggestions in the 
ohrevepnrt letter are to the point, and 1 shall take up the 
Hearn matter at the appropriate time. Again my t anks for 
tiie assistance on the Joyous Coast business. Isn't it wonderful 
how many errors can creap into a matter so limited in possibilities,,..

-^ -te r e d o
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Wednesday, ""ay 21st, 1952.

Memorandum:
*

and speaking of Memoranda, a week ago last Monday, when 
r I heard Anne Harding and Louis Calhern were going to do

"The Magnificient Yankee” for Rux Radio the following week, I 
intended calling your attention to the program, but forgot.

Last Monday night I chanced to glance at the clock just 
on the hour, and although 1 had forgotten what was "cooking”, I 
did recall there was something or other I wanted to hear, and 
so was delighted when, at the sound of her voice, I recognized 
my favorite actress.

I thought both stars were excellent as Mr. and Mrs. Justice 
Holmes. I had seen Calhern but once or twice on the stage,
Once in some role in which he played Cesare Borgia, perhaps, 
or possibly it may have been as Rannible with Jane Cowel in 
"The Road to Rome”, or perhaps both. Re never was a great 
favorite of m;.ne although he always seemed adequate, but of 
course little Miss “arding was just as wonderful as ever.
I hope you heard bbth the play, and especially the final 

return for the curtain call, in which she explained that originally 
when called by the movies to do ^rs. ^omes, she had at first 
declined, being under the impression that "The ^.agnif icient 
Yankee” was a baseball story, and at the moment she 
"couldn't quite picture Anne warding on 3rd base".

Today's weather was pure Spring, with a mighty heavy dew 
last night-that made the Arenbourg-Yucca scene a bit dampish 
before the sun really got turned on completely. My morning 
was borken into by three pilgrims, one lady from '“ew Orleans, 
the other two from Alexandria, bearing ■ note from x,r. Rand, 
asking me to extend the amenities. They were lovely people and 
I didn't mind the interruption, since they apparantly found much 
in their go-round. I was slightly amused at one observation made 
by two of the ladies. In speaking of the Rands, I inquired 
has to Ellen Rocket was making it, as I hadn't see.n her in 
some time, and we all agreed she had a wonderful personality, 
and 1 observed that it was after the pattern of her father, for 
she does suggest Ed Rand in many of her ways, ^ut two of the 
ladies agreed that it was true Ed Rand had a strong per sonality, 
but both hastened to say it was to be expected, since it was just
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like his father’s, Now actually while i£d Rand is quite 
individualistic, with no particular loans in erither side as 
to character, it must he admitted that i^ he resembles anybody his 
personality more closely follow s Blythe s pattern than that of 
his papa. *ut by a couple of little phrases, I took it that 
hr. Rand was the hero in that family for my guests, a d so X 
just let the whole thing pass,

L took time out this afternoon to attend to a few little 
matters, such as re-arranging things in the fast expanse that is 
Yucca s attic, I was perfectl delighted to find some fine old 
stationary and Venetian blinds, I guess they were >bout 
six and a half or seven feet in height, the Venitiain blinds 

were about the conventional width, something over a foot or foot 
and a half, and the stationary section was double that width.
I brought down two of the Venetian o es, for end pieces and 
one of the stationary one, for a middle piece. They must be 
of ante bellum workmanship and still bear ant ancient green 
paint. This 1 proceeded ti sandpaper off, not quite finishing 
the job before night caught up with me; X shall eventually 
paint the three sections plain white, put hinges on them, and 
thus will have a pretty ante bellum screen which X need not but 
which may lend a decorative note on the gallery or perhaps 
in the living room if the whim impells me in that direction.

I'm still days behind on the mail, save all that is casual, 
as for example, the enclosure, which a struggled through because 
it could be put "in all mains". *on't you love the "sweet 
burrender part,^ I had to have that-spelled out to me a second 
time, since I had never dreamed of offering myself in that guise 
to passing pilgrims. If only the weeds could talk, I 
reckon they would be ganging up on me in a body to discover 
how anybody ever tripped over any "sweet surrender" stuff in 
the hoe-swinging department. Fortunately the kindly 
gentleman will never hear me .sound off on the three youngest 
members of the family whom he seems to love and 1 seem to loath 
and so in his ban Antonio isolation, his peace of mind on 
that score should remain undisturbed.

I continue wading through "Mr. Lincoln and his Army'V.by 
Bruce watin or Cotton or some such, making about a page a 
night, so reaoily does my head start nodding as soon as X 
begin. Up to the present it has been all Army and Battles and 
only a vague glimpse of "Uncle .Abe", and carrying little for 
military men and matters, I ..find the thing, although well 
contrived, a bit on the tiresome side. But it seems to be 

about all A have to hand at the moment, and "any port in a storm".

Marie Antoinette is all of a twitter about the prospects of 
a new sister-in-law, and the more so, probably because she has 
never seen hert and so must turn to me for a word portrait and 
knowing the quality of my inimitable sketches, you can well imagine 
there is much k left wanting when 1 get through.....

'])ak •> v/n(y MUMaou--

Thursday, May 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum:
Somehow it seems logical to begin this note by picking 

up where we left off in yesterday's Memo.
I think I had ended with some reference to ^arie 

Antoinette. At coffee this morning, I ‘learned of her 
conference with Paynie and Frances from whom she learned that 
in taking unto himself a wife, Dan had also automatically 
begot himself a family, in view of the fact that he has already 
had two children by said wife.One day when high a couple of years 
back, » perhaps a year and .a half, he had spillled this information 
and then, later, being sober, and apparently remembering, proceeded 
through a variety of contemptable means, to make life disagreeable 
for the person to whom he had confided it in a drunken moment.

It will be interesting to notice the various reactions 
to this information of marrying a family of his own when, for 
example, the fine feathered kin folk in Baton Rouge hear about 
it. It s certainly going to be a field day in Shreveport, of 
course,-and as I have never mentioned my knowledge of the existence 
of this out-of-wedlock family to a single soul, I shall simply 
sit back and receive the confidences with wide-eyed amazement.

It seemed to me at the time of her death, the Madam 
should have been spared another twenty years at least. In 
view of the humiliation this business would have brought her, it 
is certainly better she didn't have to live to go through this 
unexpected twist.

irnd I must take this opportunity to give Ueleste her due, 
for although she must have been profoundly shocked by the 
swiftness by which she found herself possessed of a new sister- 
in-law and a couple of nieces or nephews, all in one jump, still 
her impulse toward kindliness impelled her to pick up her 
telephone and congratulate Ban and invite him and his bride 
to come out for dinner or tea whenever convenient for 
him and his wife.

Because she has been treated so incondfciderately by so 
many of her in-laww, and yet is never failing in coming up 
with forgiveness and apparant forgetfulness of their un
kindnesses, it sometimes seems to me her attitude toward 
cruelty in others toward herself is much like little 
Miss Alberta's attitude toward illness, - a kind of blind 
determination that it actually doesn't exist, and it's all so wonderful.

i 7
5476
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In the field of correspondence, at long last, I had 
an abundant secretariat to lend me a hand and I covered 
many a typed word, for not only did three secretaries 
show up hut Dr. Knipmeyer ran through some of the longer 
things with me and kittle King came by and said he 
would love trying his band at secretarial work during his 
Oane ^iver interlude from Aberdeen,

I especially invite your attention to the letter 
from Daisey in the Dell. She seems to have included 
a couple of i autobiographical notesthat are interesting.

\ j»or instance, in saying that to little Miss alberta, she
was probably just "that girl from Hammond" suggests that 
Hammond was once her home, and I'm wondering why, for 
Hammond is the heart of the strawberry industry some 75.miles, 
perhaps, to the northeast of "ew Orleans, and the center 
of hill-billy regions par excellence, iou may recall that 
is was at Hammond that the Huey £. Long newspaper was 
published in the 1930*s. "hat in the world aside from 
fiddling with strawberries do you reckon the Garbers were 
doing,in that unlikely place.

.

hnd this is the first time 1 remember having heard 
anything about a couple of aunts kicking about in the backdrop.
Hi nee they are all planning to head for '’home'’ on June 
^th, I gather from this that the aunts, too, live in Dallas, 
and 1 am wondering if it will eventually turn out that 
Daisey in the Dell lives with her mother and these two 
ladies, - which, if true, - suggests a houseful of 
females that might explain a lot of things in the personality 
of Daisey in the Hell herself.

1 shall write her saying that the morning of June 9th 
will be alright, but at the same time, I shall make it 
clear that I am not inviting the four of them to break 
bread with me or with Celeste, If she were a smart girl,
Daisey in the Dell would park the three ladies in Natchitoches 
for rest and relaxation and food to break their jaunt from 
Lake Charles, and so dash in here alone for 2 or 3 hours 

when we could feed her easily enough and find time for 
a little concentrate literary endeavor, - a possibility which 
seems inordinately remote when three ancient bags are 
milling around in the bushes while Daisey and I-try to concentrate 
on word values and methods of proceedure It's marvelous 
to me how 1 can arrange other people's vacations for them with 
such disregard for their wishes and at the same time find 
it impossible to contemplate such a thing as putting foot 
in the big road for myself. But I had better fold 
up along' about now, only pausing to voice my a preciation 
to you again for all the nice things being done for me regard
ing the design and all....#

Friday, **ay 23rd, 1952.

Memorandum:
Now for a little chat in the dark. A storm this after

noon not only toppled the thermometer but must have blown down 
a tree beeaking the hi|ih power lines. Thus the radio, 
reading machine andlights are having a little respite, .but 
old Dr, Underwood jBgpsx jogs along regardless.

The pilgrimage business is picking up and before today’s 
rain, I had plenty of them. I suppose people have airways 
tended to head out in the big road by one route and return by 
another, and yet it is only of late I have noticed so many 
of them going "around the circle, as for example, two groups 
today from the Dallas area who said they had traveled Southeastward 
through Natchez and across country to Mobile and back along 
the Gulf ^oast and up this side of the Mississippi.

One of the visitors, a Mr. Bonnet, had stopped off to 
see Weeks yesterday and found him in a talkative mood but 
obviously a little worse the wear physically, I don’t know 
if he implied an alcoholic element obtained, and didn t inquire.
He said Weeks was making up a list of impossible people
who couldn't come to the Shadows, and first on the list was
one narnett ^ane and second was Clarence ^aughlin. I
think I had better knock off a line to .̂ eeks, saying Amen to his
starter, and comparing notes further. We might run
the dnager of conspiracy charges or a combination for the
restraint of trade, but an exchange of data on the point of
undesireable pilgrims mi^ht prove helpful to both of us.

I thought I was sleepy last night but after going 
to bed, 1 discovered I wasn't. Today's storm must have 
al eady been brewing somewhere in the offing for the 
scratching on the radio made listening impo8ible, 
although there was no lightening and the air was warm and 
balmy. And so I arose and arranged a little musicale on 
the gallery, with much harpsichord and piano and one big 
orchestra, having fortified myself first with an electric 
fan to discourage insects and a couple of chicken sandwiches 
and a glass of chocolate milk. The bamboo was busy with 
billions of fireflies, all scurrying' around with their little 
lanterns while over in the magnolia, heavy with ivory globes, 
hard by the Chapel, my old friend, the mocking bird, responded

» \ «
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to the first strains of Peter Illyovitch's Nutcracker,
and it was all very pleasant, and sleep wasn t long in catching
up with me in ea nest.

J. B. flew up to Memphis last night to attend some 
meeting of a Federal Gotton Board. He will probably fly 
back, tonight, and will not be too enchanted with the rain, 
which up to now, and it is still drizzling, amounts to 
about an inch, 1 should imagine. I believe one reason why 
planters prefer heavy rains before planting and none afterward 
isbecause of the effect of rain, not on the stem or leaves of 
the plant but rather because ample surface water at the 
early stages'of the growing period induces the root system 
to spread out around the stem just below the surface of 
the earth instead of stending a tap root straight down into 
the ground as its so rce of moisture. The spreading of the 
roots, of course, tends to subject them to damage whe.n 
the hand hoeing and the tractor cultivation gets under way, 
and then later in the season, should a prolonged dry period 

develops, as it likely, the root system just below the surface 
gets less moisture than would be the case were a generous 
tap root present to plumb deep into the soil.

I understand Tayn'ie and Frances' have gone to the hospital 
in Alexandria for another rest. Why they prefer a hospital to 
home or some resort,,1 know not. 1 suppose perhaps one element 
in the decision may be the scandal currently rocking the town.
I know not if they have seen their new sister-in-law, niece and 
nephew but assume they have hot, for it seems odd that having 
lived in a Small town for the last Zb years, they and nobody 
else seems to know the new sister-in-law who, until quite 
recently, has been a resident of the same place.

The name was June Walmsley.

All day I have been holding the thought the weather 
may be fare in Manhattan and therebye make dashing about to 
Kodak and the Host Officefthe easier., ^ut if rain or 
other circumstances haven t been oo-operative, I hold another 
thought with equal vigor,-— that you aren't bothering with the 
business at hand until things have cleared and smoothed ut 
a bit. It's so good of you to handle all this business, 
it would be impossible for me to convey any notion of 
houw grateful my heart beats hammer out their message of 
.ppreciation,... *

r a
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A heavy shower about Z o'clock this morning, followed by 
full su shine all day, brought a duplication of yesterday's 
weather and much spurting of greenery all over the place.

Before the sun had la penetrated the curtains of mist this 
morning, 1 marched up the road to make a little round in 
anticipation of crowds that might be up that way for the ball game 
during the afternoon at the honkeytonk and a swing-out tonight.
Three of the grandiflora trees had huge candle-like buds, about 
to unfold, and I thought it wiser to remove them forthwith, not 
only to let the strength expended in making seeds go back into 
the luxuriant growth of the limbs, but at the same time to save 
any marauders from succombing to the demptation of collecting 
a fine and fragrant bouquet. On my return, I tried something 
I had never attempted before, and it worked. I had brought 
three or four of the tightly closed buds back with me, and 
as they had been broken off short, they were possessed of stems not 
exceeding a quarter of half an inch, which looked si&ly enough, 
what with the buds being several inches in length. I put 
some water in some little squat wine glasses and stood the 
buds so the embryo stems would touch the water and the bud itself 
rest on the rim of the glass, and place each on a side table and 
one on the bidet. To my surprsie and delight, all of them began 
making motions within half an hour, and within a couple of hours, 
each had unfolded completely, their petals flat down to the 
surface on which the glasses rested, and covering them completely 
It seems to me 1 have heard some mention having tried such a 

thing, but without any luck. I reckon today's vents venture 
turned out alright because by coincidence, each bud chance to 
be just at that stage when, had it remained on the tree, it 
would have opened as soon as the sun had struck it. Be that 
as it may, both the living room and boudoir are brimming over 
with a heady perfume and while the occasional tables look 

a little weighted down with such heavenly burdens, the effect 
is altogether striking and pleasant.

The pilgrimage*business, lahhough not brisk, is sufficiently 
active and yesterday I was glad to welcome a couple of maiden 
ladies from town, — old friends of the Madam, - the sisters 
fausin. They brought four or five ladies with them, and one of them

t - : : :

Sunday, May

Memorandum:
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turned out to be a friend of Robina’s, and that made it doubly 
pleasant. They had stopped off to do Beaufort on their way down, 
and as they arrived here about 12:30, I have no idea when they 
thought plantation people eat, or, since it must have been approach
ing 3 when they got back: to town, I wonder when they themselves 

usually break bread. Like so many others, non-residents of 
the plantation region, perhaps they think plantation people 
donpt eat anyway and merely spend their .lives lolling on the 
front gallery, fortified by mint julifs .

|Oddly enogh, although the sisters Tausin .know everyone in 
town who were friends of the ^adara, neither of them had 
ever seen or heard tell of the Melrose Plantation plate and 
expressed much impatience to obtain three, which they did.

I haven’t seen any of the clippings but am told several 
Louisiana papers are carrying notices that a man of color is 

entering his candidacy for election as a member of the School 
^oard in the Parish of Natchitoches, Re is Reynald Friedman 
whosp wife was of the old mulatto gentry family of Schfcette.
They live on the opposite bank of ^ane ^iver about a 
mile or so up the road, not far from la Balthazar. I 
know both husband and wife, — she teaches at St. Mathew*s school, 
but have no idea as to his qualifications, although they would 
have to be mighty poor if they were worse than those possessed by 
some of the current hill billy Board members. Reynald is 
a descendant, - son or grandson, of one of the non-Aryan 
Priedman gentlemen, living in the Bayou Natchez area, not far 
from Beaufort. I always laugh in my beard, as I may have remarked 
before, when I think how crazy the Ku Kluxers would be, and 
perhaps are, when in Reynald, who attends St. Augustin with his 
wife,,.they encounter in some single package a multto, a 
Gatholic and a Jew, How the firey crosses ought to flame at 
that one.

I made a foresome at dinner next door and for dessert we 
had cake that had been presented to J. H. yesterday by Sister 
who stopped at the store but didn’t honor any one else, which, 
if I may say so, brought vast satisfaction to all, — including 
herself, > hope.

I have made a few inimitable sketch, as only L can scrawl, 
with a view to getting something suitable by way of a plate that 
will serve as a souvenir for the centenary celebrantion of something 
or other at ^t. Augustin's next June, or rather June of 1953.
I am fiddling with the portrait of Grandpere, the ^hurch and a 

dab of Gane River but haven t achieved any satisfactory result as 
yet, but f shall have it shortly andhave no doubt the ultimate 
product every mulatto attending the pow-wow next summer will 

want one, and. perhaps some white folks, too. hOVV soon this
chat played out.... .
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Monday, May k6th, 1952.*

Memorandum:

-arid so let's talk about a plate for "Grandpere".

And that suggestion is made on the assumption that you 
have regained your composure, lost when you attempted, futilely, 
to make head or tail out of the attached inimitable rough sketch.

The first big tax on your imagination is to assume the 
sketch is more or less round, ^he next thing is to envision 
a modified reproduction of Grandpere's portrait slap in the 
middle of the plate. 1 am getting a good photograph without 
my presence appended from Mrs. nolloman.

About a third of the way Up from the bottom of the 
portrait, we might have Gane River, in a curve, cut across the 
background.

Going slap to the top, we would have a tiny sketch of 
Grandpere's original home, with the notation:

"Montrose Plantation —  Augustin ^toyer — 1768 - 18 whatever."
You may recall  ̂got Glemence to paint a picture of that 

house in w ich she once lived, Tp looks like Melrose without the 
towers. It ought to delight the descendants to see it. Actually 
the name of the plantation wasn't Montrose, but I think that name 
will due nicely.

Then, slap at the bottom a sketoh of the residence of Louis 
Metoyer, the joint builder of the Ghurch The notation will read 
"Louis ^etoyer —  Melrose Plantation 17—  - 1832".

Melros? wasn’t called ^elrose during his life time but 
that doesn t matter, and we shall use Yucoa for the sketch of 
the mulatto plantation home.

Then to the left side of the portrait we might enter the 
words, not like those on the original sketch, but so as to
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run something like this*

mgxmMra^axxxxxx
"Church of St. Augustin,
Melrose, -Louisiana,

« t *  ?

irom the portrait of 
Augustin ^toyer,

celebrated in Lyle ^axon’s novel,
’Children of strangers1

Either just above this wording should be a motif of a 
crossed brush (for portrait) and pen (for novel)

To the right of the portrait might rn this legend;
"St. Augustin's Church, z
built by the
brothers Metoyer, f.m.c. in 1829,
Dedicated in 1853.
Ke-built in 1917.
Its centenary observed 
in 1953.

The symbol of a cross, either above or below this note, would 
balance the crossed pen and brush on the opposite side .

, . ■ _ .

,,, 1,0 tell me ™hat you think, about suoh a business Oelpota 
will not see this original sketch but 1 told h «  I wntemilated 
mtking a plate for the Church and she instantly said millions
before *or 4t* 1 wa«ted ^o see the^sketchbetore I sent it along to ^ma, together with the nortraif rrP

napere and the sketch and photo of Srandpere's house and^>f Yucc
. . even though it will have to be corrected, it will he
helpful if you will eventually return this rough! layout for
plans1fo?°thePpflni-alay suS&estions you may have, i'he elaborate 
beinf made h!n ? celebration a year from June are alreadybeing made, „o I should have ample time to fiddle with thisc * 
while cracking the whip over Corpus Chrlsti and Hock Hill.

AU,rs. Holloman s letter in today's post is enclosed and it 
would seem she is reaay for an article/ 1 reckon thl pho?os mav
® / e,re day 01 ?°* ntld I oarl get h&r busy on the Picayuneand 1'imeslShreveport) articles for the Jane hive? Sentry thi^.

news IhPa?hieh?eturr,?srI?l0U^  e7arythlng jumping and not much'Q q returned from the hospital today, reported the Wanks
- ent oaturday evening with the Hands, — not with Dr Hand I am
M d rw  thinge^turn?10138 t0 h9ad °Ut 101 a folie on uianda Hie, ,

Tuesday, May 27th, 1952.

Memorandum;
How nice to find your Friday letter in today’s post.

I’m sorry you have had such a hectic week, but am 
holding the thought you caught a bre ther over the week end.

And don't worry about the non-glossy prints. I believe 
Edward’s Ghina will be a ble to operate in its preliminary 
stages satisfactorily with the one you forwarded and I haven't 
a doubt the glossy one will reach them in ample time to 

. bridge all gaps in time and production. Besides, we ’’don't 
have to catch a train", and should the delay result a little, 
not a particle of harm will be done. The important thing is 
that they received the likeness of the sketch, and the rest 
can be made to fit in nicely in all good time.

And speaking of mail, the package you mentioned as 
going forward to me on the same day as your Eriday letter will 
no doubt arrive in tomorrow’s post. I am glad you 
advised me as to how the photograph came out. Isn t it nice that 
the crack across the design didn't show. I’m sure the 
print will provide selling appeal for the Baldwin-Garber-Holloman 
editors and'if and when the articles get printed, they ought 
to do much to create interest in the plate, — and, as I have 
noticed on other subjects, the interest in the matter will 
be quickened many a* time in subseque t months, long after 
the article has been read and forgotten until the reader is 
confronted by the actuality d what he has seen in print, so 
that the effect of such notices vibrates long after the 
day it appears in print.

Although I read Mrs. Holloman's letter hurriedly, I gather 
she may be expected to pass this way before he end of the 
week. T wrote her suggesting that she make it one of these days, 
and not later than the first week in June. That will give 

her a week or so to get her version typed and sent along 
to the Picayune by the middle of the month, and as four weeks 
are required to get the Magazine Section through the presses, 
that ought to briug the thing about right for coinciding with 
the delivery of the plates. So far as I am concerned, it 
will be equally satisfactory if the Picayune article should 
not appear until September or October, which would probably 
be ideal.

AS for Daisey in the Dell, scheduled for appearance on

»
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June 9th at this bend of the river, and armed with
a print and an article, already completed but undoubtedly
slated for a few Garber touches before going to the Dallas
Horning Dews, that paper should have it easily by July and
any time after that they carp to publish it will be fine, although
I have slanted the article with a view to appealing to the
Travel Editor since by now, following the Melrose article,
he ought to know that scads of Lallas-IPort Worth readers of
his fine paper incline to explore th&s region regularly, and
so should find the article of particular interest. I
shall request Hrs. nolloman not to submit her rendition for the
bhreveport Times until mid July but I have advised
Helen her a tide can be published any time, and 1 am hoping
it may appear in June or early Duly so I may use it to
give to the Datchitoches Times for re-print, since it will prodfbly
be better done than any of the others.

I’m glad you like the idea of using the original sketch 
for display purposes in connection with the release of the plate.
I think I shall perhaps use the Dane Hiver or rather the .elrose 
Plantation sketch in connection with the Uane ^iver Country 
plate, should The Villiage shop in Alexandria want it at the 
time Hatchitoches is using the other.

In the realm of society, it is my understanding that 
t e £>ride and gcoom were callers across the fence last night 
and the elder of the two ladies reporting the visit this morning 
observed that everyone seemed more or less "ill at ease", which, 
under the circumstances, I reckon, would be-quite understandable.

The day was cloudless up until a out first dark when a "scattered 
sprinkle” developed. Last week's rains had an adverse effect on 
the haying which is currently in full swing, what with 
half a thousand cattle to be fed next winter. Ben remarked that 
he wished the rain would hold off for a few more days, and I 
found myself thinking of how lucky is such an absentee land
lord as Carolyn, sitting up in Washington, unmindful of 
local whimsies of the weather, and wondering if she has the 
type of tenant farmer on her place to worry about cattle eating 
too much green clover in May and anticipating needs for ample bales 
of hay along ab ut January and February. Something tells pie 
a place t e size of Carolyn’s isn't going to prosper much for 
her own benefit when left to the care of tenants.

I intended saying above that 1 agree with you regarding 
the desireability of reproducing a finished plate, if the 
newspapers will give space for two illustrations, I think 
nelen ox Mrs, Holloman may concur, and either of them might 
have a shot made of the finsiished producted, and if so we 
shall borrow the negative. Otherwise we might wait untij. all 
three items, currently cooking are available, to be caught in the 
same film. But 1 must stop for now but again my thanks for 
all the nice tings you ha?e undertaken for me.....

5486

Wednesday, May 26 th, 1952.

Memornadumj
How nice to find your two packages in this morning’s 

post.
Both traveled in perfect condition, thanks to your 

expert wrapping, and not a bend or crease was to be noticed 
in either, so far as the outside was concerned. I have not 
opened the larger one as yet, but have explored the contents of 
the smaller, and found everything there so perfect, not only 
as to the actual photographic work but also the 
further example of your thoughtfulness in having enclosed 
the extra envelopes for mailing, that I am filled with 
gratitude to you for all these latest manifestations of 
all imaginable matters in my behalf, and this in spite of 
the hectic week through which you were passing, Somehow 
the plain word, Thanks, seems so inadequate, and yet I know 
you realize it wells up straight from the bottom of my heart,

-and because of your having provided me with the extra 
mailing envelopes, I was able to address one to ^elen forthwith, 
and thus send it out by the same mail to -uelen who accordingly 
should have it about Friday at the latest, which will,.afford her 
an opportunity to contemplate it over the week end, if at home, 
and perhaps inspire her to do a feature article, — let us hope, -- 
which, while cutting scant amounts of ice in Waco or among 
Waco readers,, save as a story, may well serve as a subtle 
advertising medium, if copied by Louisiana papers.

The drizzle continued all night and all day today, and 
is still .coming down gently. The weather bureau says 
Shreveport as two and a half inches and -.elxandria one inch.
As we are in between, I suppose we are getting about an inch and 
a hal#pd all this detail rega ding the weather situation is 
to give you some concept of the dampness of things on the day 
the humming birds decided to put in their appearance. Uaturally 
the floral buffets provided* but so&gy fare for our newly 
arrived feathered guests, and so, in my role of Grover Whalen,
I immediately dusted off the glass feeding bottles, refurbished 
them with honey, and in five minutes the travelers were 
standing in line, provine, for the billionth time sun th t 
non-human beings are ever ready to adjust themselves with
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vast adapabilityfto aids set forth by man for their con
venience. I don t know how much,intuitive power a humming 
bird may pdsses.s, but X shouldn t be surprised if in his 
dampened, hungry condition, he was projecting a thought wave 
of gratitude in the general direction of Lyme.

What with the dampness makin out of door pursuits 
impracticable, it seemed to me an excellent opportunity to 
make use of the shelter of the Yucca gallery to have another go 
at sandpapering the blinds which are be contrived into a 
screen, hut before 1 had gone very far, the .Lark i/uke 
passed this way and took, over the business with expert 
hand. ~nd thus the dark green paint gradually disappeared 
ana the wood colored base emerged. I procured some white 
paint, and on the morrow, the Lark Luke threatens to return to 
give me a hhnd at slapping on the paint. Personally I 
think painting olinds, especially the ones with shutters that 
are .stationary, rather difficult, what with the paint having 
a tendency to move under its own steam toward the edges but 
Log has assisted me in doing those on three sides of the 
Ghapel, and he accomplished that undertaking with much 
dexterity and neatness, and I reckon his sia splash in the 
direction of the screen will be equally artistic.

It was a pleasure to chat with him, for the 
^ark uke has a fine sense of Jiumor, and without knowing 
it, he frequently scrambles his words just enough 
to make them doubly effective, if or instance, he was talking 
about some colored bag who is cooking at one of the 
local camps on week ends. *e said that before the season 
„i8 half over she will probably not bo thus employed, —  
she have so little sense and ain t got any understanding

ereft®1Se°P1«. a«d Of these days she'll be Showing how disrespectable she can be to white folks”.

Thus far this week X have received ..four let ers from 
various sections, according to the cancellations, written by 
people who have probably passed this way recently, since each 
expresses some form of appreciation for the privilege of 
a tour, but in each case no address, either on envelope or 
letter, gives any hint as to point of origin, and while 
1 probably called the different ones by name when intorductions
wer® sd• 1 hav® long since forgotten the identity of
each. »Vhen addresses are &iven, I, of course, make it a 
pomt to acknowledge the letter but X certainly don't have to 
«^0g^ h9,P° f / l th 3U5h itSmS whsn the tiroes is omitted 
has faded°nCl b8twsei1 th® Uame and memory of, the personality
_ , before I went to sleep last night, but after all 
lights had been extinguished, I was entrance at the sight of
ul11** eA ir9?ly \aiUnS ta°k and forth' hiE lantern a U  agLw
ah ^ thV eSteV b07a my reoumbant figure. It was such a cleasnt note to slice out on from consciousness to dr arasLI.. Pieasnt
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Thursday, May 29th, 1952.

Memorandum:
And so the rains eased off but the drizzles continued 

until,he middle of the afternoon.
I shouldn't say it was ideal weather for painting but 

the Lark *uke came early this morning and under the shelter of 
the front"gallery, put the primer coat on the three sections of 
tie screen. The forecast is for warmer weather tonight and so 
perhaps he will be able to get the second coat on tomorrow, after 
which the hinges can be put on and the new screen will be 
"all sot" with no especial place to put it, so far as I am 
concerned. Stillt it will make a pretty object, perhaps for the 
gallery, and besides, it isn t being made for this particular 
season but for another whenwS shall he able to use it to 
advantage.

And speaking of screens, I fm wondering if T have mentioned 
what an opposite service from what it was intended the one of 
the Louisiana contry has in my boudoir. I have it standing 
between the old Gayoso iron safe in the corner leading to 
the bath and Grandpere's cloc^, standing by the door on the 
gallery, designed to obliterate the trash that has a way 
of accumulating on the marble top of the chest of drawers 
stationed at that point. You may recall that on the wall 
above the iron safe stands or rather hangs little Miss 
Alberta's portrait of Uctoria. As portraits go in 
this house, it is perhaps the least interesting of all,* and 
I keep it there simply because Long and -teter sometimes like to 
pass this way and sit for a while and look at mama., ^ t  
pilgri s who will pass up father and ^on, Grandpere and all 
the rest without so much as a glance will unexpectedly manifest
a fascination, _ostensibly, -7ior Victoria's portrait# It is
usually so obvious that it isn t their interest in the’portrait at 
all but merely their consuming'"cur iosity to discover what is 
behind the screen that I ha£e now reached the point that 
I *ust laugh when someone starts cdgeing in that direction and 
knock them down by recommending that they pay no attention to 
Victoria, who wont mind, but inviting them to look at the
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imposing assortment of things concealed by the screen, Three 
bags were here the other da,y and ! followed that line when one 
of them started to nose in Victoria's direction# She 
greedily^tuck out her neck: and after taking a good gander, said 
she didn t find anything of interest there.

r>

"Yes, Mammie," retorted one of her companions,"but you 
know perfectly well you would never have given us a minutes 

peace for the rest of the day if you had not had the opportunity 
to satisfy your curiosity."

*nd to that 1 added a silent "Amen", and wasnglad X didn't 
have the prospect of an entire "balnce of the day' with such a 
bag, The next time somebody digs up a baby's skeleton,
I should perhaps make use of it "behind that curtain , which, 
at least, would give the bags more of a start than they are hoping 
to find.

Locally we are on the verge of a series of afternoon and 
evening entertainments, - bridge parties-and heaven knows what 
all, and Celeste is inclined to be rather jittery, what with 
all the things to be considered, - if tne weather is going to be 
fine, if there will be adequate supplies of magndlias and 
gardenias, etc., etc., ad infinitum ad nauseu#. In ti.e 
raindst of a torrent of such speculations this morning, she did 
digress momentarily to say that she had to stop in at the gift 
shop in town yesterday and was told that a couple of ladies had 
just left the place, searching for the ^elrose Plantation .plate.
^he was asked about the prospects of anyone in town ever being
able to secure them for public sale. It's pleasant to know
there is a demand. X have about made up my mind I shall hold
the ^elrose Plantation Plate for a time, releasing the Gane
fiiver wountry one first. After the initial saturation of
the#market with the latter, It seems to me the Plantation
one' could be eased onto the market so it can be offered
as an excellent companion piece to the other, and probably, because
it has been comparatively difficult to get, will be snapped up
the more readily.

Eventually 1 finished "Mr. Lincoln and His ^rmy", and discovered 
the title to be a fraud. The books should hage justly been 
entitled "General McClelland and his Army of he Potomac" which 
was actually the only thing the book was about, but I 
suppose some smart publisher figured the iiarae of the 
President would tend to sell the book whereas his unsuccessful 
military commander of 1862 would have excited nobody's interest.

The mails are thin, the secretaries thick, and so the 
week appraoches its close. Do hope it holds in promise a quiet 
week end for you,...
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Pxiday, May 30th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your grand letter of Monday in today’s post.
X am so glad you had an opportunity to turn through a stack 

of unread papers over the week end, and while that may not 
represent complete relaxation, it suggests you had a couple 
of moments in which you could escape BX -from the hum-drum of 
having to remain indoors on a rainy week end.

As usual, your information regarding the death of Prances 
Benjamin Johnston was the first inkling I had had of that 
event. As time goes on, I reckon I could begin to work up 
some kind of a superstition about Leath knocking on the door of 
more than one acquaintance within a limited period. Little 
Miss Alberta, — Prances Benjamin Johnston; the Madam and 
Mr, Bachelier, --which is pure coincidence, of course, but it does 
strike one with force when one stops to try pinning the events 

within a limited time zone, -̂ he only joker in that'superstition 
is the confirmation o_ the rule by an exception, for there 
are a number of people of clor in this area whom Hr, $enk has 
killed.-off, so to speak, within tow or three days of each other, 
and they have all proved him a quack at predictions by simply 
refusing to fold up their pbeards.

I didn't see J, H. tonight at supper, as he is reported to 
be detained-on business in Alexandria, but X shall probably 
see him at dinner on Sunday and I shall chide him for not having 
told me about the death of "his friend". I may have mentioned 
that he once called on Madam benjamin at her Bourbon Street 
residence in the Orescent Gity, and how b he explained that he 
was most cordially received because he had been foresighted enough 
to present the lady with a fifth of whiskey on his arrival, but, 
kiuddingly, he razzed me about my unpopularity with the lady, saying 
she didn't at all like the letter i had written her, telling 
her not to bother keeping' any of the promises she haa made 
the Madam and me the year before.

One of the things the ^adam was forever quoting was Lyle's 
admonition that she would be sorry if she ever invited "d. B." 
to ^dlrose, and then, as though to prove it, he himself dragged 
her here for a ten day stretch, leaving us to hold the bag while
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he, after the first three days, journeyed hack: to Dew Cleans 
hy ambulance, with a fine case of -^elerium Tremens. I'have 
probably mentioned that Aurellia, then the house girl, was scared to 
death of that lady"fwhom when, out of the Madam‘s hearing, she 
invariably referred to as "la Barbe , for Madam Johnston waved 
her long handled, old fashioned razor, while shaving her chin in 
the direction of -“■urellia, when the latter ina. ver tently passed 
through her room when "S. B." was in the midst of taking off her long beard.

I shall always be indebted to her for the question she 
put to me when 1 received her on the front gallery of the big 
house at a a.m., on her initial visit, loaded down with dozens 
of suitcases, cameras, an electric fan, a percolator and 
the ^ord knows what other plunder. I extended a salutation of 
greetings and said .if she would follow me up the stairs I 
would show her to her room and bat#. It was then she put

saTd? in sPitQ of a*1 the baggage I was weighted down with: - heiore^ I take the first step, 1 want to know just 
what your position in this household is.U

' ■ h y . '  ■ ■ c - ••

But in view of all the circumstances obtaining at that 
strauge hour, l simply brushed that one, off by saying:

irankly, Miss Johnston, I have been here for years on end, and 
I, personally haven t discovered the answer to your question as yet 
but if it s all the same to you, we might let the whole thing go* 
until morning when both of us may solve the riddle to our mutual satisfaction."

That showed what a fool 1 was, for "S. B.” never in her life 
saw t,.e morning at ^elrose, since the aroma of coffee permeating the 
air from ohe firection of her section of the house was never 
aetected before 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and it was fortunate 
the sun set was late in those July days, or she never would have 
snapped a Gane ^iver photograph.

nn ?°I, ̂ mQrica's most extraordinary lady photographers\ century. I’m glad I u-new her but am
tnankful l shall never have to encounter her again, and, I hope 
I shall never have to brush up against the lady said to be her counter 
part, one Frances Parkingson ^eyes.

The enclosures speak for themselves, ̂ he dizzy .uaisey in the Bell 
by her note, makes her advent a matter of'guess and speculation

oaS oUSJ lQ?fu?d U  is *arther ^o m  Melrose to Balias than she had supposed, which seems odd, and what with the Melorse
“ °ri? V °  dif0uss» thQ proposed article for the Dallas coining
Blus,bpfinfhnirI1ti0? the r?adjn& of Alice Walworth's book and all, plUw her Mother to be receiced and perhaps a couple of aunts, —
i sounds as though the 15^minute sitting or whatever, ought to be
airly filled, especially:if a couple of pilgrims are tossed in for gooa measure.

Sunday, June 1st, 1952.

Memorandum: * . -  - *
Mow nice to find your Wednesday Air Mail in Saturday's 

f post. And for the billionth time, may 1 say thanks to you again
for having dispatched the glossy prints, which undoubtedly will arrive 
in Monday's post,kand may I thank you an equal number of times for 
your amazing and extraordinary help, as demonstrated by your question 
regarding "Oak Lawn", and at thb same time, may i say thanks, too, 
for the delicious little vignette you gave me of how things are 
turning in your neighborhood. l^want t. re-read the letter, for 
there was one paragraph which was garbled for me because of an interrupt! 
about a broken dish, - could it have been a plate, and if so, don t 
worry about it.

You hadn't mentioned the brithday frolic of the girl friend, and 
I am always interested in ews from that quarter. I think the 
thefetre trickets a wonderful idea, and especially for the person to 
whom they were given. 1 have a feeling I know that of all people 
she would prefer to share the theatrical sitting with is none other 
than a lady from Lyme, and 1 hope that may eventuate, but whether 
or no, the choice of the gift for her, I think, was simply grand.

And as I lean on you so heavily for setting me straight on 
all sorts of things, may 1 again refer to the Oak Lawn business.
I am astonished at your wonderful keen mind in catching this, if 
ideed, it is a catch, as is probably the case, unless, by chance,
Friend *nr*e1l. .m£y have made a slight error, — and your 
question arriving at just this moment is so perfectly timed, since 
it affords me au opportunity to check on the matter and make the 

* correction when the manufacturer's sketch arrives, which, I suppose, 
will be in a day or two. There are three plantations in the area 
or perhaps four, which are confusingly similar, - and all Brudhorame 
places, — Live 0ak, ^ak Wood Oak Lawn and Oakland, and while it 
is no wonder they are readily inter-changed, it is quite possible 
that even the -trudhommes and Cloutiers get them mixed up now and then. 
What with Beth Williams Gloutier being the historian of the tribe,
1 telephoned her for two things when I wa* ma*r4 out the original 

' drawing on my own hook. First 1 asked her the name of
the present Alphone Prudhomrae place, — the Ph«nor Bru^^ftmme of 
"Old Loui .»* a^a" and of the Bostell opus. She declared that to be 
Oak Lawn, but it is quite possible she was just as wrong as she 
could be. Lext L asked her for a snapshot of Beaufort, which she 
promised to bring me next day, and hasn't shown up with as yet. I
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simply went ahead on malting the sketch, drawing on faulty memory 
as best * could for the details, and I guess it turned out about right.

The Alphonse (Phanor) Prudhommes do not hav^ a telenhona, hut 
I shal" run uu there tomorrow and asked.them if they knw the name 
of t^eir plantation, and i hope they do, and I shall he guided by 
what they themselves say. In the mean time my thanks for bringing 
up this matter, for naturally I want the thing to be as correct as 
possible.

Mrs. Gwens, Blythe’s sister-in-law, was gaining her strength back 
so fast that the Bands planned a big pow-wow at the campe for the 

entire week end, and among their guests was to be included a lady, 
recently accursed with faulty vision, who is unable to get herself 
adjusted to a ’’sweet-surrender”, to quote old Ban ^ntonio, - and 
she was to be bounced into my lap. Blythe visited ^rs. Wwens early 
Saturday morning at the hospital, found her wonderfully improved, and 
then headed up this way with a caravan of food and week end plunder and 
two or three servants to lend her a hand in making preparations.
Dr. Band telephoned an hour after Blythe had left home to say his 
sister had just died, and so I went over to the campe to 
convey the news which was to knock out the frolic but completely.
I suppose the funeral may be today or tomorrow, we have heard nothing 
further, however.

And may 1 thank you for passing along the additional news 
regarding the burial of ”S. B." Johnston, *ome to think of it, 
she must have shaved off a few years to get’an obituary giving her 
only 88 summers, for, as I recall,^sha passed for being 86 when 
vtsiting Melrose , which, if memory furtherfserves correctly, was along 
about 1944, I don't see as it makes a particle of difference, 
but it is remarkable tha she could have been so active and so 
"haggish” at such an advanced age.

It was "Bomb Sunday" at today’s dinner, with the uenks being 
:here in force. Sister wanted three dozen ^elrose Plantation plates, 
and I had them for her. If she gives as companion pieces the Gane 
Biver Country plate to all who have received the Plantation one, she 
will just about exhaust the first 24 dozen as initially ordered.

I believe 1 sent you the Bdward's *hina letter on Friday night.
On receipt of it; I immediately air-mailed the Copyright Office in 
Washington, asking for appropriate forms to be filled Out and filed 
for copyrighting the design. Bdward’s China was quite right 

about jcant need of copyright, so far as pirating is concerned, but 
Bdward s doesn't know of possible publicity that may slant the thing
so that, as someitmes happens in the case of the Plantation items, 

some people want it for the personalassociation, and the publicity 
may enhance that tendency, and so I shall go ahead regardless, if 
Washington will be-stir itself to the point of not holding up pro
duction through lack of supplying information. Again my thanks 
for the gr* nd letter and blessings on you,,...

ll
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Monday, ^un© 2nd, 1962.

Memorandum:
1 had thought X would kneok out quito a stack ©f mail 

last night, alter our little ehat, hut the typewriter ribbon 
jumped the traok, and so I suspendod all operations on the 
Underwood and did a bit of radio listening instead*

And thus X hoard tho announcement of John Jwiy'i 1doath and 
it brought back momorios ©1 looturos X had hoard him deliver and 
while X^never understood tho man's theories very well,_X believed 
him t© ho an exceptional person* Only last week 1 sandwiched i ,, 
one of his philosophioaX volumes between Mr. Lineoln and 
hut, as several times in the past, I found that kis phraseolgy 
was sueh, lor my typo ©1 mind, that I usually lost ol his sontonoos by getting tangled up k inhiswordsombinations. 
Geme to think ol it, I suppose one ©1 the meat /^markable things 
about Chinese and Jewish philosophy is the last that so muoh 
ol it is sot forth with suoh ©laxity and simplicity*.that ho 
who runs may read", and Dr. Dewey, to my way ol thinking,* 
occupied an opposite polo, i» that X spent so much mental effort 
trying to comprehend his ideas that I quiokly be earn© 
exhausted, and so lost most if not all of the vital points 
ho undoubtedly was establishing*

I meed t. think, and still d., that if high s.h..l .hildt.n
must struggle with Caesar, Cicero, Vixgil and the test i n __
original ■‘•.tin, it would h. s. rameh better if they were giT.n
in the child*s natire t.ngm. a year or two before
int. the mysteries *f th. syntax and construction of tho original
s. th. child would at least hart some notion at what tho
subject matter was about before haring to grapple pretty muoh
in the dark not only with tho strange language and its construction
but the subjeet matter as well.

1 have read several essays on tho Dewey theories and yet , 
still require someone to set them forth in simple laguago for me,
«o that after oom rehonding what they are all about, might 
ho able to undertake an exploration of the original Dewey 
writings and ovotually understand them a little*

B«t today's big nows, of course, was tho Supreme w©urt s 
decision that *̂ r. xruman did not have the inherant powers 
take over tho steel industry. That, of course, is an JP111*0*} 
it seems te me it hinges simply en whether*a suffitiontly dangerous 
state of world affairs merited the seizure, and obviously tho ^ourt
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thought matters weren t sufficiently grate to warrant the ^residential 
move* ^ut 1 believe historians of American Government pretty much 
agree that the powers of the xresident are pretty much a matter 
of interprstation and that almost anything can he effected by 
an executive, at least as a try, with the ultimate deciding 
factor resting about equally in the hands of the ^ourt and the 
people* With the decision being 6 to 3, it is obvious the 
three memebers thought the situation called for Presidential inters 
vention, and X suppose in future eases along parallel lines, it will 
remain for the wourts again and again te mate the decision and that 
the curb against the possibility of Presidential possibilities 
will not be imposed until after the act has been made*

On the home front, the coot went to town to consult the ldy 
doctor who found a 240 blfod pressure and sent her home to bed for 
a week* I hope she doesn t ever cook here again as she is 
a slovenly bag a d what the negroes, remarkably free from the use 
of 4 and 5 letter words, describe as "jus* a plain san of a bitch".

X. 0**8 mama, Juanita, is filling in for a week or so and 
everybody seems entranced at her efforts which we knew in 1946, prior 
to the birth of a offspring which forced her to give up extra* 
domestie duties beyond the confines of her own hearth*

Phe weather is wonderfully het and, thanks to last weefc*s dampness, 
things are growing by leaps and bounds* Belatedly and at long 
last, the first tape jasamlne unfolded it*8 lovely petals tod$y, 
it was on the big old bush hard by the ehirnney on fir. Miller 8 
cabin* Tonight it dances gaily here en my deck, making a ned^to 
every tap of the machine and shedding a fragrance that seems te 
out do everything of Andalusia and Araby all rolled into ono. It 
has longed seemed to me that the first flowers of any variety to bloom 
at their particular season hold a fragrance that is fresher than 
subsequent ones en the same bush or tree as the season advances further. 
Perhaps my sense of smell becomes jaded. Perhaps their is a 
difference in the perfume generated as the sap is altered by the 
change of the season and the using up of the first supply that 
has been considerably drawn on by the earlier blossoms* X must 
inquire about this from seientists from pure curiosity, for 1 cannot 
see, if it be true, that it would make the sightest difference 

to any one*

(.Ir8. Gharles Weed appeared unannounced in the garden about 
11 o clock this morning, bringing drawing material, sandwiches, 
a thermos bottle, ete*, and asked if she might try painting the big 
house. She was no mere troublesome than the Kleisers and the 
results of her efforts at the close of day seemed te please her* 
fhus things turn and summer really gets under way* Mail be slowed 
up, what with a new pest master at Bayeu Hatchei, a distributing and 
forwarding station.••**it was so late today it might as well not have come
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Tuesday, June 3rd, 1952*

Memorandum;

And so, what with the enelesod letter from California today, 
and all, I thought you might be able to round up a modest seat 
for the theatre en the 16th, or perhaps invest in a nice quiet 
dinner seme place er same such, and se the enclosure within the 
enclosure is tucked in herewith, and hew pleasant it is te 
share these little windfalls with my £• of Lf or rather L* of the L*

Thanks te yeur thoughtfulness in having the prints made of 
the portrait of G andpere, plus the sketch of the original 
St* Augustin s Church, X did business immediately today upon 
receipt ef yeur shipment ef the glossy prints which arrived ever 
so perfect in condition, although a day later than they would have 
under normal circumstances, what vyith a new postmaster at Hatches, 
ha*, getting the "works gummed up a little* These will be 
so perfect for the articles, and again a billion thanks te you 
for having handled this business so generously on er to such 

a satisfactory eonelusien*

The sight ef the glossy prints impelled me te head slap 
into the birthday ones, and through dint of further research, 1 
get settled a couple ef outstanding points eonvorning both the 
Cane ^iver Country item and also the St* Augustin layout*

You will roll en the fleer, as did 1, when I learned what 1 
did from Alphonse Xrudhomme about the names ef a couple ef 
Joyous Coast plantations* first off, let me bless you again for 
calling my attention to the Oakland business, for Oakland it is, 
according to Alphonse, who ought to know, since he lives there, 
and as the sketeh has net arrived from Edward’s *hina for correction, 
I shall be able to handle that nicely in all good time* But 

here is where I fell out: * in speaking ef the .varieus Oaklands, 
Oakwoods, Oakfclawns and se on, Alphonse casually remarked, —and 
he knew nothing about what X was stirring:

"You know that eld X’rhudhomme place up the river where the 
Cuy Cloutiers new live, well, that place used to bo callod ■ 
something else, but new they call it Oaklawn."

Well, what they are calling Oaklawn today is what was always 
known as Cashmere Plantation, and Cashmere plantation it is 
going to remain en the plate regardless, for X certainly want 
te call it by something other than an unimaginative 1960 appelatien, 
and Cashmere was locally rather famous toward the close,of the 
Civil Wav, for it was the first plantation in Central Louisiana
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whoss #wa«r, - a  Prmdhemm* widaw with ssveral ahildren. ts.k 
the eath ef allsgiMw. te the Oaiea Government, a pre-retrulsite
anv°forL? e^ 4  0f ®5 othei transa«ti®nfi eeuld be effected byany former citizens of Louisiana. In erdor to save their y
piantations from the tax gatherers, all the Prudhemmes eventually 
had to ta*.e the same oath in order te get any moeny at all but 
because the -bady of ^hasmere had had the courage to go ahead and 
leoic after her family and plantation and thus comformed to the * 

tv*y n0T®5 sPflLQ to her again* Cashmere is a name that soujd be remembered, and ^ashmere it will remain on the nlate don t you think so. nw PAaw»
~  t

Well, because of the advent of the Glossies mv mind 
to finishing up the plate of Saint ^ugustin, and*finish it I did 
I made a plate a couple of feet square, sketched madly tvied and* 
pasted, and so get the whole thing rounded up, and 8hipt©dPQff 
to îina for bringing it into line. Instead of using thf crossed 
quill and paint brush over the notation at the left of the portrait 
I substituted a couple of hearts, one super-imposed on about a half* 
of the other, -one a dark heart, the other a white one. and thus 
£j»?®®lor a0m^inati0n» as suggested below in the script, as 
friihren of strangers , —  so the pictorial implication will be there f

®?®8tJ thQ r®8t» includin€ the raulattoes, it will simply be a touch of Valentine insignia or some such.
î ater in the afternoon I did what may be anether pleasant

0fr"atehftnehBRehoi v114!6? WuBnin*ham <“*8. **yton *winigb») of atchitoehes telephoned te ask me to do her a favor —  irivlns
® ‘?u* som® friends visiting her from Cleans. I was ^

?nd 1 ?housht the occasion exeellent to ask her to return the favor by seeing to it that her brother-in-law owner 
and editor of the ijatehitoehes -times, should allot araple’spaoe to 
the notice of the Jane -iver Country plat* whe,. it “ roils allied 
was delighted t the opportunity to aoocerate, and so i auess that 
department is as well taken oare of in advanei as oould bs hoped for.

I made a few last minute changes in the St. Augustin design
Hnn?ro!Lg * frwjdpere* s plantation, long since forgotten! nft’ ontroso, as originally planned, but the much mere logical one
• L aV K £ r 3 1 SI*» ’ onB?hats K? v11 ^:nts
in the1 future at tho most o * ™ ^ * * *  timêrne IU5UL®* * thin* It will not be necessary for us to
?n°hAtfrh?h fin?1 8k;et«il» as I am making it round and it ought to be able to go slap into production'without any alterations *
And so the day turns, and so again do I want to thank you for*the
me^sf.r in t0day,S P°8t* and a11 th8ir ® " * ^ n  In /oil S t
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Wednesday, June 4th, 1952.

Memorandum s ( T )

T O
I had half expected letters frem Bock Hill and Washington, but 

nothing frem either source turned up. Perhaps tomorrow.
But as I was leaving the Post Office, the telephone rang for 

me. It was Carelyn, calling frem Marshall. She ehatted fer about 
BO minutes during which she explained she wouldn't get down before 
September, as she is sailing frem Hew York en Tuesday and is in 
something of a Jam fer time. She hopes to get baek a week or 
two before returning to the State ^opattment. She says she plans 
quitting Government serviee in January. She said she had talked with 
Helen last n ght and that she is alright and half premised te 
fly ever te Paris and baek for a couple of weeks in July. How those girls do get around.

“he said she had not seen Pat in Washington, as she had boon 
heading for Hew *©rk the day my letter reached her advising he 
was about to make his bow, and from Hew York she had flown direotly 
to Baleigh, Borth Carolina on some Government business, after which 
she had headed fjr Marshall whente she leaves againtn Friday.
I guess I wouldn t get around to correspondonto, were I so constantly 
on the Jump but seme times A think seme ef it is a chipmunk darting 
in and out a stone wall, getting the Jumper precisely ne place,

Het until midnight yesterday did i get around te turn through 
the recorded Talking Bocks Topics whieh came to hand in the morning's 
post* ihe thing embraced 54 titles and none ef them were of 
much interest to mo "hat with the Library of Congress functioning 
so marvelously, it seems surprising that the section for the blind 
dwaddles along so poorly. X oontomplate stirring up that department 
with a 8tiok one of these days in hopes of getting mail 
acknowledged at least.

In yesterday's **0 0, had X not run out of spaoo before X 
realized, X would have congratulated you again en your generosity in 
having made copies of the speech before the Historical Bociety last 
autujjn, for, as tho California letter indicated, your transcript 
had traveled across the nation and at least afforded la Storm 
pleasure, even though it may have proven a little hard en 
her dinner group whe had to sit through it.
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The weather was in the 90* s today and may aeeount hut probably 
doesn't, for a sleekening of the pilgrimage tr«de. The Hands 
came this afternoon, bringing a fine jelly roll take. Blythe 
seems happier than in months and Dr. Hand was rather on the 
gay side. I was glad his brother, J&arry, from Ban Antonio, 
oame, tee. The death of their sister was touched upon but only 
that and nothing mere, ur. Hand, in speaking ef hex condition, 
two weeks ago when she had the stroke, indicated at that time he 
doubted if she would survive and so perhaps they were all as 
much prepared for her death as one ever is, —which isn t saying 
much usually, it seems to me. <■»

% e  ■t'ayne ^enxy frolie en Grand Isle didn't last long. I 
believe they went there last ^Hinday night and en Tuesday 
Paynie consulted a stomaeh specialist in ^ew ^rleans who found 
nothing particularly out of line with the stomach and so Paynie 
took himself and his wife t© the Alexandria hospital again.
I have about made up my mind he will outlive all the rest ef 

the tribe and enjoy his real and imagined ailoments all along 
the way. ^

Une thing 1 learned from the Hands was of no importance whatso- 
ever, but surprised me a little. They asked me how the new plate 
was coming along, remarking that Bister when calling on them a 
week ago, had told them 1 was engaged in stirring up a new one.
As a had mentioned it to no one in Louisiana, I eonclude Hina 
may h?ve mentioned it in a letter to Bister, although at the 
inception of the matter, 1 had told her A wasn t mentioning it 
in ohreveport. Whether she knows about it in this month or next 
makes not the slighte t difference to me, but it is remarkable 
how news gets about. I am reminded of the so-tailed 
* SQwret sessions bohind closed doors'* that Congress is always 
advstising, the details of w eh are usualy broadcast over the 
ether waves in a matter of hours, fellewing the hearings.

I was glad to hear the 3d. Morrow review of tho Hisenhaex Kansas 
speech, and later tonight will fish around in tho ether waves to 
soe if a can t find it broadcast, perhaps over -wes koines.
I gather it was a conservative statement of general ideas as 

to various questions before the country, and I am inclined tc 
think that approach to the election will draw as many votes in 

tho long run as will Mr. Taft's sartasm. I still ean*t 
imagine real Hopublie&ns voting in the convention for anyone 
but the Ohio Senator who seems to stand to the nth degree for 
everything the Hepublioans have stood fer sine# the Civil War 
but A hope there are enough people in the party to see the follv 
of following the eld road they have travelled so much to 
their disadvantage during the past quarter ef a century 
and so si&ot the General rather than the Senator at whicago! but 
if they do, a fear, the Senator will die of fury. There's a big 
moon tonight and a big musicale Just in the offing and it will 
be so pleasant letting thoughts run toward Lyme....
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Thursday, June 5th, 1952.

Memorandum:
( - 

How nice to find your Saturday letter in this morning's post.

A have read and relished every word, but have not run through 
the enclosure, which A em saving until the morrow, as the post 
was rather heavy, but net with anything from Hock &ill or 
Washington. The package came, tec, and that alsc is sitting 
unwrapped on the shelf in the bookcase, and may I thank ycu 
billions for all.

It is so heartening to know the prolonged week end turned out 
so nieely. How good to know that in spite of the dampness out
side, you were able to catch a "breater" indoors, and so get caught 
up on a flock of odds and ends.

I am po glad you gave me your i pressions regarding the 
date of Grandpere s portrait. I think it important to include 
a date in the data going into the plate, and in making up 
the original layout, forwarded to Hina along about Tuesday or 
perhaps Monday, X put down the year, 183$. The signature on 
the portrait carries that date, and from some quartor, X have forgotten 
just where, —perhaps from that Delgado gentleman, I understood 
tho artist, —Feuville, or Serville, or whatever, oame to Hatehitoohes 
in he summer of 1836 to paint old Judge Henry A. *ullard, and 
that seemed to dovetail neatly with the date on the portrait itself.
And so A wed that date, but frankly, I'm inclined to think the 
1849 date might, aotually, be the oorreot one, for, as evidence, 
there is the notation in the Madam s hand which you oitod, and 
the equally and perhaps even more tolling point offer* by yourself,— 
tho absence of any refexenco to the portrait in tho will Grandpere 
drew in 1840. f

I am so glad you brought up this 1849 point on more grounds 
tan ono, for it ends to make several aspects of tho wholo 
portrait much clearor in my own mind, and besides, every time wo 
contemplate the finished plate and read tho 163$ notation, it 
will stand as a little beacon to both of us as a point on which wo 
both pondered Jointly when the thing was in the making.

I'm so glad you asked about JTrank. He lives in.Shreveport and 
on occasion has done some work for Hobina. She hasn tr mentioned him 
lately and I shall ask her about him the next time I~write.
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He was the best servant *elrose ever had until a whole 
flock of people and oireumstanoes impelled him to forget his 
troubles, — and they were genuine, in the cup, I suppose he 
left ^elrose for Shreveport somewhere between 1942 and 1944, White 
people mulattoes and negroes on the plantation, whenever anyone 
mentions eoffee, sigh a nostalgia sigh, and agree that never oould 
anyone, before or sinoe, make eoffee like Frank, and net only 
did he know how to make it, but always, whether he was happy 
or sad,frolicsome or sober, it was always and forever the same,

You may remember he photograph of his younger boy, little *rank, 
which was in the group e mulattoes in the manufsoript on Melrose,
He was the little boy wearing a slightly tattered straw hat,

Frank s older boy, Tony went to Hq* Orleans for a while where 
he worked fer Lyle, Later he returned to ^olrese and I may have 
reported in some Mem$ around about 1940 or 1941 that the last 
time I saw him, he had asked me for a cigarette, which I had given 
him but was out of matches, ^e accordingly put the cigarettes in 
hi8 pocket and proceeded down the road te a honkey-tenk and 
on entering t:e plaee, asked somebody standing at the bar for a 
light, £he man said sure and, pulling out a revolver, shet feny 
dead, — and for a long time after that I was want te speeulate en 
what different eourse Fate might have taken that night, had I 
chanced to have a mateh.

*na moving irom the cate-ar-lait to ebony, I found myself a 
bit puzzled today when the Dark Dike, leaving his.traeter beyind 
the bamboo where he was oultivating ootton, came by to say Howdy 
and to ask me % question, 1 think 1 mentioned he own occupies 
wlemenee s house, and several trees and bushes grow luxuriantly 
about the plaee. He said he wondered if I could tell him the name 
of the tree growing at the corner of hie yard that was shaped 
like an armabelle, had fine leaves and some pretty flowers, I 
inquired about its height, and in describing it further, he described 
an arc at the same time, usggesting the shape, whieh gave me the 
key I needed to uni©ok<the armabelle. At first I had pictured 
one of those strange little hard shelled animals that live in 
this region but by the motion of his arms, he divested my mind of 
the animal and provided me with an umbrella, and when I pointed 
to a tree, growing slap out of the corner of the ^hapel. he 
grinned mightily and delcared it to be the same thing, — a' 
mimesiwo news items on the home front, and X must fold, first 
across the fence 20 ladies were entertained at bridge, and second 
I have but on© complaint against Juanita, who by the way, looks just 
like 2elma whom we saw marching to Arenbourg, for Juanita is 
cooking such delicious food that if she remains more than a week 
as high priestess of the pots and pans, I shall be falling away to a ton,.,,, • #
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Friday, Jun 6th, 1952,

Memorandum;

And se the post arrived en schedule this morning, bringing 
net a peep out of the Copyright Office but bearing the desired 
final arrangement from-Book Hill,

ubviously they have done a splendid job with but a ecuple 
of points te be brought to their attention, suah as, thank te yeu, 
the change of the name frem ®ak ^awn to Oakland Hlantatien,

Slap at the top of the plate they had introduced a compass 
like the one on the Melrose Plantation plate, and pointing in the 
right direction, I netieed a smudge just te the right of the 
compass and was teld by Lee whe was running over the thing with me 
that it was "a gang of trees",

1 reckon they need a little something te fill in a void between 
the eo pass and the cartouches carrying the words "Cane BiverCountr^", etc

You will be fleered, as was I, when yeu realize that 
this "gang of trees", introduced purely for decorative purposes,., 
chanced tc fall slap where Briarwood would be situated, X shall 
accordingly instruct Book Hill te write the word, Briarweed, slap 
under the "gang of trees", and thus the Dermens will get into he 
picture without anybody ever having planned it se,

I think this will probably please la Storm and x think the 
Lermons wont mind, and as iris pilgrims frem all ever eventually 
find their way to Briarweed, this additional feature, se 
completely unpremeditated will find favor on all sides, and 
you ipay be sure 1 shall never breath a word te anyone that it 
wasn t all fore-ordained,

I doubt if in all the history of design anything thus unwittingly 
introduced by people thousands of miles away and completely Ignorant 
of the region being worked on could ever have chanced en anything 
se perfect and se pat, and X scream every time X think of it,

*nd, as between this paragraph and the one next above, it occurs to 
me X may take advantage of the spate, slap at the bottom of the 
plate where there's a vacancy between Kisatohie National Forest 
en the left and Uncle fern's Gabin en the right. In that
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space, ana runnin, along the rim of the design, i think. X shall 
reeommend that Hook Hill introduce these words:

M Created - 1952 • francois ^ignen”.

Ihis will enable me to start the G.Kayed final proof back to 
Hook Mill on Saturday and thus save a good slioo of an entire week, 
were I to hold it until Monday awaiting some word from the Copyright 
Off!oo, which, in its dwaddling fashion, may or may not take a couple 
of weeks to respond. In ease Saturday’s or Monday post such bring 
the desired information, I oan air mail instruetions to _.oek Hill se 
it will reach there by the time the approved sketeh does, and 
the appropraite words for eopyright oan be substituted -fox 
the ones mentioned a ovo* And if the information doesn t come to 
hand before produotien begins, then the thing ean go through as 
is, bearing <the signified substitue words, and the main object o 
t e business will have been accomplished regardless.

On the home front, the thermometer eontinues in the 90*s 
and the sun altogether torrid. Celeste tells me the party 
of yosterda was a great suooess, and cireumstanoes fitted into 
place so neatly that Madam Hegard didn t eellapse until after 
the last guest had departed, whereupon~she began to vomit and 
took to her bed, the lady doctor being summoned about first dark 
and wonder expressed all around that exhaustion should ever 
eateh up with those whose lives primarily are devoted to pleasure*
Mut in spite ef all the evident sprightliness of the ehipmenk, perhaps 
many an old stone wall conceals more than one, worn out from 

incessant darting in and out.

Sunday, June 8th, 1962.

Memorandum:

It seems odd now, as I think baok on it, how twice last 
week I remarked to Celeste and Madam Hegard that I had suoh a 
moving sensation of urgency in getting off the St, Augustin 
business to Mina

And then in Saturday’s pest came Nina’s letter, misdated 
Wednesday, June 6th, with the Wednesday being correct, ©f course, 
since it came to hand en Saturday, June 7th, confiding that on 
the day before she had suddenly decided to take off for South 
America at the end of the month.

The lay-out for St. Augustin's had boon forwarded to her 
on Monday, l believe, and so must have reaehed her almost 
immeidately after she posted her letter to me.

Naturally, as soon as I read her letter, I immediately 
dashed off a note to her, asking her to disregard my letter and 
the plans, saying that as the business was not scheduled for 
release until 1953, it could be taken eare of in all good time 
after her return from South of the Hquater.

Half the Cane Kiver negro population had a vast frolie last 
night, what with a wake being held en Mongolia for a 12 year old 
girl who dropped dead returning with her parents from Church cn 
Sunday night. Eeter attended and told me it was pitiful tc 
see so many little folks, friends of the girl,^eaoh bringing a 
oape jessamine or two, and tears running down their cheeks as they 
placed them on the coffin of their departed little friend.

today’s pilgrims included five members ef the teaching 
profession from somewhere in the *‘ulsa neighborhood of Oklahoma.
On entering the front gate, they halted a ruptly to gave at the 
big palm and to ask me what that kind of a tree was called. I 
assumed they meant the botanical name, Derrangiana, but that didn't 
seem to register, and then I discovered they didn't knew it was - 
a palm. In this day and age, I theught everybody tn earth 
from pioture8 in a million publications, would recognise a 
palm tree, but it seems I could be w ong. I must pass that 
information along to Bora who really ought to love it.

I have a hunch the week end may turn out fairly 
Mrs. 11oman, ^rs. *ombs, “obina, the *ands, eto. 
a/O hope yours matches last week's...

full, perhaps 
but perhaps not.

Surely when one is planning suoh a jaunt, one has plenty of
0 ds and ends t© take up one s time and energy without having 
the additional bother of fiddling with suoh a thing as St. 
Augustin's. Still, as the material in question must
have reached her late on June 4th or early on June 5th, three full 
weeks intervene between then and her sailing date, and
1 am under the impression she may try to squeeze it in regardless, 
and if so, it will be a very pleasant feeling to know the thing
is done and resting on the holding shelf until the appropriate 
time arrives for it to go forward to Hook Hill And so I shall 
bo looking for' a line from Corpus Christi during the ensuing 
week, and then we shall see what we shall see.

About a year intervenes between now and the rest time to 
release "Grandpara" but I figure it this way, — if ^ina 
returns in October, she will probably have lets of things on 
her mind up to and through the holidays. A couple of months 
must be figured for manufacturing and delivery of the item in 
question —  assuming that all goes according to Hoyle, but 
there is always the chance Nina might not got around to work 
on the thing until well into 1953 and the first thing I would 
know would be the faot that the time had run out and the job 
not accomplished, and so x think shall undertake it right away 
regardless, and if not through her, through some other artist.
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You will not be especially surprised at me for saying 
I have wished a billion times since Friday that we both 
might oull the last issue of Life together and explore the 
script as well as the pictures together, 1 suppose this 
collection of ante bellum Louisiana homes is the result of 
that visit Pile representatives were n mating down this 
way a while back when Baton Bou&e telephoned to ask if they 
might come to “elrose.

There were so many pictures I should have liked to 
look over with you, ..for there were ample t© be admired, such 
as that most elegant of avenues leading to the home of 
"Hanking Ban", and it would have been fun t© have a go at 
Mrs, tfrank Percy on her elegant gallery overlooking the 
reflecting pool that "would float a mule . Perhaps I imagine 
it, perhaps there is something to it, but you can decide for me 
in the matter of BellegrovO, what with the clarity of your 
vision to determine the matter. By folding the magazine 
baok at the sam so that you see but half of the double spread 
of Belle Grove, the house will be out pretty much in two, with 
the eolonade at the left quite separate from the other appearing 
on the page folded baok. It seems to me the photograph on 
the left page, actually the front facing the river, the 
proportion of the architetural design is so perfect that 
one scarcely grasps the magnitude of the structure.
Then, i glancing at the other side, * the oolenade 
on the right hand page, it seems to me ene more easily 
grasps how huge the structure really is, Perhaps both give 
the same impression in this picture and I am biased by 
the impressions I have received when viewing the actual 
building, which, in turn, may have been effected by the 
lights and shades obtaining at the various times X have 
visited it* I think I have mentioned before how little ^iss 
Alberta wfex went to great trouble to paint Belle Grove once 
from the front, and when she got the canvas home, she was 
consumed by perplexity because the proportions she had achieved 
were such that the massive pile she had transposed on to canvas, 
looked p ecisely the size of a doll's house*

1 had expected mail on Saturday from Laisey in the Pell, 
saying at what hour 1 might expect her and hex ouavan on 
the morrow,; another from Mrs, Holloman which didn't turn up, and 
a third from Hebina saying she might pass this way this week end, 
as I had advised her last Monday that the »enks would be in 
Ghioago, Perhaps in tormoow's post at 9 will come a letter 
from Paisey .uell telling me that she expects to arrive at 8:30, 
in which she will be convenient to hand to read the epistle 
for me,

^ut I must get busy and knock off some letters now. It has 
been a quiet week end for me and may it have been eeually so for you

5 5 0 6

C b D - U  1 l".

Monday, June 9th, 1962,

£

Memorandum:
The weather is what might be desoirbed as host as 

a biscuit,
*ut it is altogether pleasant and tnese last days have 

been Uoubly precious, holding, as they do, suoh pleasant memories 
' of yesteryear,

Put the mornings are oeel, even as then, and marching up 
the road an inspiration at this particular season, what 
with the ozone net being considered at all but merely another 
walk at another time, which has a way of lingering with 
unsual vividness at this particular season.

And this morning, on quite another front, was pleasant enough, 
both from the weather viewpoint and the little visit paid by 
^aisey in the Pell and her Ihey arrived about 9 and so
had a brief cup of coffee across the fenee, after which ^ama in
spected the gardens and houses on her own hook while Lai80 in 
the "ell and x covered quite a bit of ground undisturbed at 
Huooa,

*Ve went into the manuscript rather thoroughly, and ( 
it was baok in her oar agin when they pulled out at 11 e clock,
^he wants to finish her dscteetive siory or whatever, naturally, 
and then wants to have a go at the manufioript. I thought 
it might just as well be in her hands sinoe at the moment she is 
he only one sufficiently aoqua nted with the local set up to 
give it the pains it requires for assimilation, *1or one thing, 
.Laisey in the Pell is possessed of that rare enthusiasm about 
ante bellum business and seems possessed of something like 
a here worshipper's concept of the Madam, and these two 
virtues, plus her acquaintance with some of the personalties 
a pearing thnx in the soript will or could go far in moving 
her to do something about it. It might just as well be 
within her reach to prod her a little at eaoh glanoe in its 
direction, and if nothing happens after a while, and some 
other medium presents itself to labor with love over the 
manuscript, then x can always ask her to send it baok.

Her virtue of hoesty and fiar dealing almest presented a 
problem. I gave her the article for the Dallas Morning "ewe to 
read while 1 took ̂ ama on a quick little tour. On my return she
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expressed her enthusiasm for it and said she would most certainly 
submit it, after adding a little filler, to the wallas paper, 
but th I might be sure my name would be on the by line, mow 
the fact is that the article devotes itself to telling how really 
wonderful the series of plates really is, and if the article 
were to appear under my name, it would not only be ridiculous 
but would wreok the career of any Editor who would ever 
publish such a thing about someone whose name appears at the 
author, for while it could be contrived as some sort of an 
autobiographical thing, it could never pass as such in the 
third person fashion in which it is written* 1 almost had 
to start withdrawing the thing :rom her hands before she finally 
consented to use some name, •-any old name, i didn*t care whose 
in offering it to the newspaper. 9

10
Tuesday, <?une #th, 1952.

"JPcre-warned is fore-armed'*, and I don't mind telling you 
this is going to be a dull letter.

In the first place the weather is sizzling in the 90*s, 
and in the second place I was bogged down with people from 
8 until 6, — and some of them were mighty dull.

T had written 6 or 8 pages which seemed adequate to me, but 
she wanted lots of details about the various places appearing 
on the map of the *ane *fciver wountry, and so before folding up my 
beard tonight, 1 shall write her five or six single spaced pages 
giving endless details about the various illustrations, and 
from there on out, she can add to and subtract from and change 
about and do as she pleases, and all 1 ask is that the map itself 
gets into print.

The dwaddling Copyright Uffioe nevQr oame through with any 
response to my urgent request for suitable forms, and since 
production is being held for that, I air mailed Bock hill to 
et the paltes roll, inserting, in place of the copyright notioe 
at tne bottom of the plate this simple combination of words: *
"Contrived - 1952 - Francois Mignon”.

possible ^*is pseudo-signature may influence the demand 
among frienas and among collectors, and it may not. I was glad 
i*ina carried out my request that her name appear, as you have 
noticed it does, along side the fisherman at the bend of the river 
1 have asked her to include her name on a bale of cotton, a skiff * 
or some suoh on the sketch of Grandpere's plate, and thus two 
names get on the single item which is certa nly ample, *nd speaking 
oi Hina, nothing oame to hand from her today, meaning nothing but 
probably tomorrow something will, meaning much, whether it be *es or o,

Hy t0morrow* possibly tonight, ^rs. Holloman should recoive 
the Picayune aritolo and glossy print which I posted to her 
 ̂ morning, not caring to await her advent in person any longer 
what a hodge-podge letter this turned out to be, but there is * *
always a chance th t tomorrow s can t be worse Still it 
started out in a perfect reflection^of my mood which I now recapture and get on with my work,,,...

*nd

There were some nice people from Florida who had never heard 
of ^elrose whe arrivin in Natchitoches but who somehow managed 
to get here before mail time, and lingered rather,long but 
the morning was comparatively ooel and so it wasn t so bad.

They were followed by some California people who were 
alright but had scant capacity to comprehend what Melrose was 
all about, I understood them to say they were movie executives, as 
seemed to be borne out when, after seme dliberation en their part, 
one of them asked if I would care to sell the Chapel intact, mud 
walls and all. I wouldn't.

*n& then Just as the dinner bell was ringing Dolly Wlamsley 
and a friend from Cut San Antonio blew in. *he tdew Walmsley and 
her J.ate husband were want to come here in the old days but I 
hadn t seen ^olly since the Madam's death. She is a kind hearted 
person but is a born hoyden and with nothing to do in life, tries 
her best never to move bn until the last thing has been exhausted, 
including her hosts. She and her husband, Bobert, had been kind to 
Paynie when he was starting out in life, and I vas glad to 
see Tayni® and Frances at the dinner table, thinking it might 
give me a breather after dinner, but it didn't, ‘They returned to 
Yucca with me and remained until 2:30 when they announced they were 
going to calls on Celeste and Madam Bogard. 1 didn t tell them 
Celeste was spending the day in Alexandria,., I am sure they remianed 
with ^adam Bogard for hours, although 1 didn t examine their calendar 
blosely, as ^rs. Holloman and a friend was oOming in the front gate 
as Dolly and he companion were going out the side one.

Mrs. Holloman had net oalled at the Tost Office for her mail 
before heading up this way and so the article which * had mailed her 
yesterday, — of which i had made no copy, was sitting in Alexandria, 
while she had come up with a view to running through the unseen 
manuscript with me.

»
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* 1 diota]'*<i ?notller h#r» stressing points X may hay*
withhtha°nioifitly1i? th« other on. awaiting har at horn*, along with tna flossy print, bha says tha Ploayune willoartainly want

and oT ona of tha platas. I told har she oould us® the one of mo standing by the portrait of Grrandnora 
oould photograph tha -al^sa^alntation plata. P 8h# h9r89lf
_ „Sh! wiU laatoaar tha written and diotaotad drafts within

IftaTn!!nr,0ft»Pse Qa:£B and try to return to “elroso on Saturday or  ̂’“ dsy> a final ohoafc on tha piece, after 7 
which, but at the same sitting, X hope, we shall be able to stir 
up a parallel one for the 2hreveport ^imes.

In a reoent note, hobina threatened to come
during the month, 
afternoon.

'©no Saturday1
1 hope both ladies don t select the samo

tfor some time I have been intending to mention one of the 
peculiarities of th. ^.l^bia boradcas?fng Station”ef^hrev.^rt, - 

" is a fifty thousand watt outfit,and serves a wide
area in this section of the country. I den t reoall about tha 
pastern stations, but it seems to me all the^stations I have ever 
heard have begun their day of braodoasting by playing the 
Star Spangled Banner. J?hat has been true of K f K h! too until
% f i S a ^  thi with tho"avionai -“nthom, It makes it bow to tho tune i Dixie.

i‘ha station is owned by the “hreveport limes, more i e m h n o . n
1 ' “ * has al"ay s b**» inordinately anti-3oosevi.it and anti-Truman, but somehow it oomes as a surprise

I ^ i s t ^ e m a m L ^ r 911 g°lt S° far 88 to b# “nti-hational ^nthem.I must remember to pass that along to Dora.

which\«v*ormm ™  a®*hin« *r°m down Corpus ghristi way,which may or may not moan Rina, oomplying with mv reauast
roturnod tho original plants for tho St? -Sgust^ plats Sr
porhaps has rolled up her sleeves and gone at it hfmmsr’and tongs.

pose as Democrats and Join tho Taft Sepublioans of ?hich all tha
of c?ur?*m 9X08pt in n m % ' It>s unthinkable?o.,ia th® “epublicans nominate Taft, the ^.mooratsS3J trounoerathe1Ohio°handsbdown.08rtaiUly "i8h th9y "bb

the1 ha?d sufficiently proven my statement at 
°? mtm§» so 1 shall herewith leap into a 

hot bath and thence knock off a hit of mail ife and then oall it u u. ay....
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Wednesday, June 40th, 1952.

memorandum:

Bow nice to find your four page letter of Saturday in 
this morning*s post.

Circumstances prevented me from reading more than the 
first 4th, but that was e eugh to make the balance of my day a 
happy one, and then there is the added antieipatien of tomorrow's 
pleasure in further exploration.

i sha 1 be holding the thought that you will be successful 
in your attempt to track down a ticket for the 18th, for 1 
know it will mean twixe as much to the girl friend if she 
realises that yeu, toe, are in th audience, and it's going to 
be fun for you, toe, just enjoying the same pieoe over again.

It is so wonderful that you get a bleak again in such 
quick succession, and I am hoping you didn*t spend all your 
time on correspondence but gave yourself a few moment of relaxation 
as well.

In response to your inquiry regarding meeting the invoice 
from Hock hill, I hasten to say that I have successfully negotiated 
those shoals. Just in advance of the arrival of the invoice, I 
disposed of three dozen Melrose Plantation items at a single 
threw, which was a step in the right dirdetien. mnd then I 
borrowed a year's advance on my salary which oempoetely turned the 
trick. This 1 shall be able to pay baok in part by the first ef 
August, I suppose, since the Cane River Country items should be 
her© by the end of July, and although * may be mistaken, I am 
under the imrressien 1 shall have no difficulty in disposing ef 
the 24 dozen plates within a very short time which will enable me 
to pay back on the salary, and, I hope, leave enough to pay for 
a small order ef the St. Augustin plate when it is ready te go 
inte production. Frankly, and for what reason * knew not, I 
did net want te touch the 200 Bachelitr dollars in the Batohitoohes 
bank on which a check has been drawn in favor of little ^iss Dee.
It might have been just as simple te drawn on that account, but 
somehow it makes me happier te know that that remains intact and 
that should little Bigg i-ee aver haft occasion t© drawn on it, she 
will have the assurance that it can be so drawn in full without 
any question as te the full a eunt.
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Today's pilgrims were to# numerous to permit any of them 
to sign the guest book., which I regret, since they represented 
a rather unusual cross section of humanity for a single oon- 
Gentrated afternoon* At dinner we fed the master meohanio who 
is putting the gin in order, a stalwart, kindly person who 
probably came from the hill-billy section* His assistant was 
a man ox like antecedents who told me he and his wife and five 
children had gone to Bible School in St, Paul, Minnesota last 
year and that while he has a church where he preaches somewhere 
in the Parish, he is working as a meohanio during the week to 
pay back the money her borrow to go to Bible School, I invited 
them on a tour, following dinner, I slanted the thing to suit 
their limited cultural aspirations and I believe they enjoyed 
themselves* The *hapel was a distinct shock to the mechanic 
preacher. He fell silent from that point untib he was 
heading back to the gin, when he wheeled around, clasped me by both 
hands and declared with some fervor;

"You have shewn me the bight," — and was gone*
M, appeared shortly later with a sister-in-law of 

Wurtell's widow, — some of the Garrett kin folks from Lest Biver 
down Barlange way, I believe* 1 had pilgrims waiting for me 
before they left, and these included some oollege professors and 
a grand personality from Hambourg who has beon studying 
Ghild Psychology at H, U* She lost her mind over Glemenoe's things 
and I only regret she is leaving Louisiana on the morrow, for she was 
one of those people, rare enough, who instinctively sense what 
Melrose is all about*

I
^nd that brings me te ^arie Antoinette who doesn't, and 

a mild tempest is brewing because "something’s got to^be done 
about people who are forever telephoning to inquire about a tour".
It has always seemed so simple for her to tell them to telephone
me through the store, but that seems to bo a hurdle she can't 
comprehend. If the Aew Orleans and Dallas publicity comes off 
as anticipated, that lady is likely to be heading for a fit and 
doesn t know it. If she makes enough racket, she probably could 
get the front gate oh&ined which would pro ably put a dent in the 
impending bow of the ^ane *iver Country plate, but * am hoping 
to be able to short-circuit her selfish tirades*

So turns the day, and the sun has biased away mightily, and 
the grass is about hoed out of the cotton and G# will depart*
Sunday for Shreveport to out lawns for the balance of the season, 
and then go to scheel there when autumn comes* 't s 81 at 9 
oclock tonight, but a brisk fan keeps things pleasant and 
in my armeir awaits the balance of your letter for the morrew,,**
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Thursday, Jun L&th, 1952,

Memorandum;
It was so good, having the balance of your letter today, 

and;the best part of it was the chance you might have te fill 
up the lungs with Mt, Kisco ozone and te indulge the body a bit by 
stretching out in a beach chair, far from the beach, I hope everyth nj 
went according to plan, that the weather was cooperative and 
the day an enormous success.

And may I thank you endlessly for all the particulars about 
impending events in the field of research, ^he study of mankind's 
history sounds titanic and wonderful, and all the ether items cited 
are equally thtilling. I am so glad te have these particulars, 
and shall run through then again frem time to time to digest them 
thoroughly.

And may 1 thank, you for letting me re-read little Miss 
Alberta's last letter, whose contents I had fergotten* 1 never 
will need the original, but 1 do appreciate your thoughtfulness in 
sending along the transcript te re-aoquaint me with the last 
oomraunication. I never did have a response te the condolence 
letters sent her relatvies, and ne one I am acquainted with seems 
to know what, if any, disposition was made ef her Hew Orleans property 
including the portrait of Lyle which somebody or other had contrived,- 
perhaps Hdith Fairfax Davanpert*

There was a letter in today's post from friend Bostell, and 
since he is a resident of the Crescent °ity, he may have some 
news, and I shall inquire, although 1 reckon 1 may not see him 
before he heads up this way in July,

And speaking of July impells me to congratulate you en your 
impending time eat for rest, and 1 hope above everything that 
this "breather" will provide you with an opportunity te de 
lets of nothing save rest* Unless I hear te the contrary, X shall 
assume that our daily chats may Jog along Just as usual, and 
that you will &ways advise me if there should ever be a held up 
in that department* A shall take it as a matter of course that 
the box will continue to ield its little envelopes until 
you pick them, up, even though several days might actually elapse 
between visits to their little compartment mid-town*
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if her# was a telephone oall this neon from Mrs. Holloman, 
ohe wanted to tell me that she had received the article alright and 
lilted it better than the one I had dictated to her the other day, 
and that she had read it to *r. Holloman who was very enthusiastic 
about it as sent, and suggested she forward it forthwith te 
the Picayune. This she is doing so that it will be en 
the baiter's desk, en Monday morning, along with the glossy print, 
which Mrs. thinks a splendid piece of Jihotographie work, — it 
is so clear and distinct in every detail. She says she feels certain 
the Editor is going to want some additional pictures, and she 

will mention the one of me gazing at Grand pore, — a very suitable 
one for the article, since I have given considerable space to 
that subject in the article, but if the Mitor wishes additonal 
ones, she will head up this way on the following Saturday and see 
what we can stir up. And if he accepts the article and glossy 
print as is, she will come up regardless so that 1 may dictactc 
an artiole on the subject matter but with a different approach which 
can be used by the ^hrevepert Times. Personally, 1 shouldn't 
be surprised if the Picayune artiole didn’t appear until early 
autumn, which will suit me alright, but if it is accepted forthwith,
I shall use its impending bow as a pry to work,on haisey in the hell 
te persuade the Dallas Morning bfWS to get a move on and what 
would bo most satisfactory for our side, of courso, would be te 
have the Dallas article appear just about two weeks before 
the ‘Picayune one comes out, for by then the article will already 
have been printed in the Pioayune Magazine seotien, -~a month 
elapses between printing and release, and therefore cannot be 
withdrawn, so that big guns of publicity from tho North can 
cover tho field well in advance before tho Salvo from tho South 
scatters tho thing across the »̂ulf aroaThus before the reverberrations 
of the one have died out, the second big blast will strike the 
attention of those who may have missed it en the first go-round, 
thus canvasing the whole territory pretty thoroughly.

Naturally I want you to have a couple or as many ef the 
Uane ^iver Country numbers just as soen as they appear, but 
I of course foresee the inconvenience they might occasien because 
Lestan, the Second, will probably find his name en the 
page of this pictorial boek en porcelain. Unless you request 
otherwise, i'll send one along regardless, and if you find it 
inconvenient to retain, just toss it in the first trash basket, 
being assured that others will always be reserved to fill 
your wishes at any sursequent time.

v ,
T am consumed with admiration these days for little Miss Lee 

who "holds the fort" with such courage and faith, and if 
only,(biblically speaking, I were ?,ble to help "hold up Moses* 
hands *, it would give me such vast satisfaction....

Friday, June 13th, 19 5S.

Memorandum:
The heat continues and thanks to the heavy dews each night, 

vegetation continues te flourish.
Mrs. Hichardson Ayres ©f Alexandria and her daughter, Josephine, 

came to see me this morning. Mrs. Ayres is the daughter of 
Miss Kate Davis of batch©z, and hor husband tho son of Aunt Nellie 
whose mother Mary Dambdin's aunt. 1 think I may have mentioned 
Aunt Nellie and Aunt Gorinne, wjie own Boseland Plantation adjoining 
Windy aill, and occupy a town house, in batchez, - Melmont.

Mrs. Ayres was casting bout Tennessee in search of family 
relationships, as her great great grandmother was a daughter 
of Charles Dickinson, whose sen married one ef Joseph Srwin's 
daughters, and got himself killed in a duel with one Andrew 
Jackson, by now, you must bo completely lost, and so 1 shall 
hasten on to say that Dr. Crabb, President of Peabody College at 
Nashville had been consulted by Mrs. Ayres and while he couldn't 
help her out much, ho suggested that tho only person in Tennessee 
who might be able to throw a little light in hor direction would 
bo Lestan the Second who perhaps had heard all the details from 
Miss Oammie and who might have access to some family records that 
would turn the triek. I was glad I could.

I must rush on to say in parenthesis to recall that it 
was Aunt Nellie whe with her husband inherited three fortunes 
successively, squandered two, retained the t ird, invested in 
ne aocount land near -Lafayette, La., and struck eil, and then 
woke up one morning during the past decade to discover eil speuting 
on their eld boseland Plantation. It was Xunt Nellie who casually 
pulled that lino that floored me years ago when, in remarking about 
the ups and downs of Fortune, remared that "and so having lost 
all our money, wo closed Hoseland and moving closer to Natchez, 
rented Longwood which we occupied for several s aeons". Now 
"down to the last, yachot" is one thing, but leesing all one's money, 
therefore renting Longwood, of all places, beats anything I have 
over heard.

May Balthazar chanced to come into the store this afternoon 
when i was en the telephone. She waited for me and explained that 
a mulatto lady, some relative of hors, had seen tho Melrose plate, 
and had asked her to ask mo if it might bo possible for hor to 
acquire one. Andwer: — it would.

and
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?or?yi,fo?,k<iy* an intelligent mulatto woman, perhaps 45 or 50, crippled slightly, and living alone in her comfortable 
plantation ho^e, operating the plantation on her own hook 
raising scads of chickens and turkeys and probably alwavs’havina 
oraved companionship that few of her mulatto friends appreciated.
A man married her a few ye rs back, lived with her long enough to 
get the family Jewels which were quite valuable, I believe

tii#r®uP@n died. loam under the impression 
*iay would love to cultivate friendships both across the fence and 
on this side, toe, but her strick mulatto up-bringing makes
0 101 k*r vast chasm between the mulattoand the white, and thus she finds contentment in trying to do 
kind things for **adam regard and Celeste, such as bringing them 
blackberries, iresh eggs and the like, never accepting proffered 
ooffee at their nands and, if white people chance to beat her

^ c o f f e e  h?ux* always serving them a marvelous brew, but 
mindful of the color line, always declining to partake herself while her guests arc sipping theirs.  ̂ rB 11 wane

T i? a Sora®what wistful tone of voice, she said she wished
1 would drop by her house for coffee again some day as she remembered

t ha a8lest* aud 1 there* ftold h «  I
"°a*d i t0 mav* a r0und shortly, and if Celeste were
and^sha offo^aa°?A b? ^ ! 9l£ whioh to pleas* her no end,and she offered Co send for me any morning I would find it convenient
should cars not he available herTat the time, feor Say ’

t?^„“°mpa“ionsh£P aud t,n times more interesting that she realizes, since she undoubtedly personifies many a dusky 
daughter heiresses in their own right during th“ a to bSllL

"as ““P1® 111 a11 thingsSsave the color
daring or contL.pt for^aciafconsideraUoSsJ8 r ^ ' s e ^ a l T

S2SU-
‘he ultimata^in'^e si re ability, '"and w h U ^ t h e

fSr husbaSds theWoccaa?“neSt t0 Ugh* tlnt®d “tattoosiur nusDanas, the occasional one that could land a white men
must have been ..vied by all their acquaiiiancSs.evSnthoSSh I

may, 9V?r married a mulatto man, but I never hoard of it, ——that was too much, but onoe in a great while 
tne thing came off the other way around. *

But, Lord, what a lot of speculation about the raulattoes and 
nothing by way of space left, save to hope your week end is a nice ene.....

&~L H~ i ^
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Sunday, June 15th, 1952.

memorandum:
A quiet week end with only minor inconveniences, and ene 

that has been all quiet, T hope, on the Ayme front*
On Saturday morning i learned Jeleste had taken ̂ adam 

Bega d to the hospital on Friday afternoon, suffering from the 
prevailing intestinal distemper that seems so wide spreads 
at the moment, — about the same thing that Susie Wailes 

was afflicted with, I suppose. The lady doctor thought it would 
be simpler bo have Madam Begard in town where she could 
look after hor readily, and apparently her attention was 
productive of immediate results, since I found Madam 
Begard sitting up in a chir for her supper of milk toast 
when i leaped across the fence this evening -bout first 
dark.

Dr. Wenk brought the two boys for Sunday dinner and left 
them here for the ensuing week, it seems Sister went on 
to Wisconsin from Chicago and will remain until this coming 

week end. J. Xi. took the boys to town this was evening 
which left the home front fairly quiet, and save for a 
few pilgrims today, — the first arrived at 7j30 this morning, 
quiet has obtained even at the honkey-tonk, where a baseball 
game, scheduled for this afternoon, was cancelled when one 
of the players was killed in an automobile accident.

She only other casualty 1 heard of at the honkey-tenfc 
was a youth who had his skull fractured when, it is said, 
he toppled over after to© many beers, striking the back of 
his head on the footrail of the bar. Spotlight is is 
somewhat unusual name and he is a resident ef the Gohen 
plantation. The lady doctor was summoned at 4 this afternoon 
to attend the wife of » i H  Bogers who had a baby on Satruday 
and a fit on Sunday. *n ambulance rushed the lady off to 
the hospital Just before **adam Begard was discharged, and 
so things turn at this bend of the river which, in spite ef 
such events, was nevertheless a peaceful Sabbath and 
comparatively uneventful.

1 was glad to be able to stay awak for a while on

ILL
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$  or g o t tlj r  on arii la  Mabry i s  t

. vq u t 1 oa I xi U iiicago, w h iah ,
.uA7G .

attohi the *“Cpuallcan national 
'■.T as I arc ao.ioexa, she can
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2:s Su’S*:,;.:?"- •••*to “ ■*«*■“” •
.... L aiso had a *° at volum» 2 of Douglas freeman's iH? of George Washington. Ihis boot and volume 4. dealina 
with doings at Mount "emon from 1758 to 1775 £ivas *

*• *h* pleasures and problems of the oolonial Virginia planter of tobaooo. 1 gather
various circumstances, not the least of which was the 
rather unsatisfactory system of marketing the oroo in 
England, seems to have just about provided the planter with 
whatever he needed to import, with no margin t0Pm y  off

1*Jv®stl?eiat:s til# purchase of negroes to produce the tobacco or to pay for the land, bought to raise the staple 
If anyone made money, it would seem he did so through the *
an*evorwei1 t®veloped lands f« ther to the w2sf toward which 
h L  ?Ln  8 tide of migration flowed, tfrom what Ihave thus far explored, it would seem that under the economic 
conditions obtaining at the time, the making of profit from 
tobacco was impossible I should like to knfw if present day 
tobacco planters fare any better, for 1 am under the impression 
that today, even as in the colonial period, it is the merchant 

the government that realizes the fat incomes on the weed 
and that the grower of the stuff counts himself lucky if he * 
breaks even on the most modest of investments.

Preeman delights me by quoting lavishly from the
lettir? and publications of the p riod and i don t mind saying x was entranced at one

f i a h i L t nr ? n i ht0 * "as in  a l8 t t# r  of 1760 l r 0“  a ««thasist9r. congratulating hor on tho safe delivery of a baby, so earnestly "desired by you all".

a "voSQIn i!S°fLdid •!* Martha wasall-er and somehow 1 had always thought of the
as something out of the latter p> rt of the 19th 

and first half of the *20th centuries rather than the 18th 
hut there it stands, slap from the pen of the wife of tie*
“  "*! "«s ^th.r of ais "ountry", which*o#rtainly*so8ms

t0 its usSaS*. ®7®n though on* must admit 
Tr* and Ml!* u,0T^  Washington both possessed unusual virtues, we.ii.no. of iSnglish was not ono of thorn.

In response to my air mail to the Copyright tiff4 08 mnv 
I received an air mail response on June 14th, whioh arrived V  
too late for use. On Saturday night I heard a pirtion of 
tn<= ^lsenhouor Detroit speeoh and was disappointed in it feeline

arJd disappointed^others by thi Ungstraddle that characterized several points, gd. Borrow the
“iS?- q“0t,d som8b°<iy as saying that somhimes nard questions require hard answers which h .

e t r o i t  , , ■

Monday, June 16th, 195&.

Memorandum:

Mow nice to find your Wednesday letter in this morning's post.
It is tucked away in the armoir, for unending interruptions 

prevented me from quite completing it, although I did i.f ini shed the 
first page and was enchanted to get you as far afield as Bleasantville 
besiae the brook, with the table going up and the chairs properly 
placed for a bit of food and beverage. IChe fact that you could 
get this little sniff of ozone in the open and be with companionable 
people is heartening, and although I accepted with poor grace the ■ 
enforced delay in reading the balance of your letter, I am nevertheless 
filled with satisfaction to know that you really did get out for a 
look at green grass, gardens and large segeraents of sky. unframed 
by steel and concrete.

fhe doings of the telegram and the Simon Bolivar agenda 
all seems so odd and confusing, and I shall be holding the 
thought that the balance of the season may not be cluttered up 
with to© frequent appearances from represntatives of the land of one Simon holivar.

v *. ,fiaJu?ally l '* sorry to learn "*he king and I" was all sold out. 
but shall continue holding' the thought that the last minute may 
see an unexpected bie&k in the aisle at just the moment you make 
your appearance at the ticket office. I suppose the same night will 
be a busy one up and down the road at this bend of the river, as

°f th® ^ cally P«Pular 19th of June celebration, and every mother s son and daughter will begin their folio at sun down 
on Wednesday-and probably some of them will sti 1 be carrying 
on when dawn of the 20th reddens the Eastern sky.

„ -̂ oil-owing a pattern which makes no sense, a quiet Sunday was 
xollowed by -a hurly-burly Monday in the pilgrim section, and^

Passing this way were notable for their dumbness, 
did get a vague interlude of merriment out ef La Maybry. or however 

YrLfP?U f hef an?5* brouSht h*r sister with her and came to
111 n 6 tour mi«ht la order, it wouldn't, butshe could bring her sister to say Mowdy, what with the clock pointing
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to 2 in the afternoon, and the sun boiling away at 100.
J-hey really aren t so silly, the two of thorn together, as la Mabry 
is when ndt shackled by a member of her family. It seems she 
has oontaoted some famous eye specialist and he has told her 
he would seem me when he comes to Oxford, ^iss., on a vacation 
sometime if we can make dates of mutual convenience. It 
is kind of the bag to go to the trouble and guarantees to drive 
me yonder, or to John Hopkins, if that is desired, but it is 
all so unseless.

Tuesday, June 17th, 1952.

Memorandum:
&oth ladies confessed to me that they are Crhistian Scientists 

and both seemed vastly puzzled that X should have the Mary Baker 
3ddy opus and seemed acquainted with it contents, although net 
a member of their Church. X told them frankly X thought two of 
the most remarkable women Hew England produced in the 19th 
century were **ary Baker ^ddy and Hydia Pinkham, and that X thought 
it a great pity for the mutual benefit of both bags that they 
couldn t have joined forces when the would have aocomnlished 
miracles with Miss *infcham to roll the pills and Miss *ddy to 
beat the drum. My impulse was to tell them that X thought 
God made asperin, as I had explained to little Miss alberta, just 
so we wouidn t have to bother Him with all our little aches and pains 
but was afraid that might disturbe their fervor, and naturallv * 
I donQt believe in anything like that. y

, '^missionary, the Reverend West, who must be facing an uphill 
job in Cloutierrille, passed this way at some u seasonable time 
between the arrival of a secretary and the striking of the supper 
bell. I feel sorry for the poor guy and accordingly squeezed in 
a litcle tour for his nieoe and for a baptist Beverend and wife from 
the piney woods section of north Mississippi. It pleased the 

reverend «ebb, and didn t hurt the dumb bunnies he was trying to 
entertain, but the whol§ business was of short duration. Ihere was 
something a little pitiful about it when the ^everend «ebb who 
obviously has done quit a bit or reading, remarked to me that during 
a recent jaunt in Mississippi, had driven by the ^aulkner place 
whereupon the wife of the preacher chimed up that she, too, had * 
once visited that little old town that sounded like Paulkner but 
she thought it was in Alabama, not Mississippi. The -‘Qv. Webb 
clanced sidewise at me, and X smilled and agreed with the lady that 
she might be right about the State, famous for its towns of unexpected 
names, and all went along merrily.

In Regard to your observations regarding Carolyn and the faot tha 
she didn t get here before getting to Stockholm and the hope that she 
may make it in septebmer, — my own impressions coincide precisely 

with your own. *nd if she makes it in September, that will be 
wonderful, and if she doesn t make it before next June, that will 
be no surprise, she s plea§ant to* work with, but one can count 
on her not at all and if one can make progress in that way, alright 
and if not, then one might loose his mind on the wild assumption that 
anything could be done about it, it was so nio *

il

How nice, having the balance of y ur letter to 
explore this evening, and to know your Sunday outing was such 
a success. Getting back home well after dark indicates 
that your stay ran well into twilight before starting back, 
and that is such a restful hour anywhere but particularly in 
the country, and x rejoice that you could experience such 
a rural frolic.

While X think of it, I might mention I am sending along 
a small box of ne importance in this same mail, containing 
some sweet stuff that may somehow fit into you desk for 
occasional reference. X. took the opportunity to enolose a 
pamphlet sent a week or so ago by la Storm, concerning 
the Xalomar okas observatory which la Storm took the 
trouble to send along, I reokon, because X had mentioned my 
interest in how things panned out for the "great eye” which 
Corning Glass fabricated a dozen or fifteen years ago.
'■The California sweets are from her, too, and the Hew wrleans 
ones from some passing pilgrim whose identity X have forgotten.
I took the opportunity to drop the Christmas oard of senator and 
Mrs. ^ong, mentioned at the holiday season, but misplaced 
until t day. Xt is of no importance and don^t bother 
about saving it, for i merely wanted you to notice the 
quotation, remarked upon before, beginning with the word 
spelled in the same fashion as the senator's.

X was interested in your observations regarding the two 
contesting candidates for the Hepublioan nomination. J. 
was very talky at supper. He is beginning to like the 
General, which seems or would have seemed odd, if he had not 
said that he very much doubts if Senator Taft, if nominated, 
could get himself elected. He didn't have a y  Hemocrats he 
thought big enough to carry the election and that ruman didn t 
have a chance, but I opined that if the Republicans nominated- 
Taft, X believe Truman could beat him.

X feel rather sorry for these days, for again I
believe he is having to carry a lot of things on his mind,
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just as he always has had to do since taking over the place
when he was 20, and somehow it always seems unlair for
a youth of such tender years to have to bring up somebody
else's family, even though that family doesn chance to be
your brothers and sister. Eugene tells me that Dan is
on a drunk, not having appeared at his office in three days,
and that the marriage of a few weeks back seems to be already
headed for the rocks, and that while Dan has told his wife
to get out of the house, she hasn’t followed his orders. I
suppose there will be further scandal before this phase
of the current marital wrinkle has been smoothed out
or further torn asunder. Off hand, I should say the best
about ^elrose that will be remembered will center around
such an edd assortment of names as M arie Therese, the Madam, Dyle,
J. H., and the GeneralWith x*ouis ^etoyer, Jr., tossed in fox 

i C l good measure. Curious, indeed, with such a setting and such
a heritage so few other names should appear.on such a list.

A tent show is operating thi§ week at the local honkey-tonk, 
and every night the tent will be ’’wedged out” by the simple souls 
at the close of day when the hoes have been cast aside and the 
traotors put to bed, for no matter how often the same program 
is put on, the first night customers never tire of going 
again and again until the entertainment picks up its traps and 
moves on up the road. Junior -“ugabou was perfectly entranoe in 
telling me how wonderful it all was and how surprised when the 
slight of hand artist got him to cackle a little whereupon it 
was apparant that without much struggle, said Junior Fugabou had 
produced an egg slap, like that, but he himself could,explain 
how he had done it, but there it was right in the man s 
hand. Such entertainment and the old fashion nhorse operas" 
are always a source of delight to the field hands and 
in view of the entertainment thus afforded, there seems to 
be little or no blood letting, head cracking and so on. Thursday 
night, being the 19th, three different honeky tonks will bring 
in orchestras from Shreveport, ^ew urleans and baton Bouge, and 
it will be hoc-ray, boys, for one night, and Saturday will 
probably convert the honkey-tonks into all the solemnity and 
quiet of a morgue. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights 
all p> eked up for leger-de-main, Thursday night a general swing-out, 
Friday night getting over Thursday night, and Saturday a 
convulsive quiet with Sunday everyone broke and praying for Monday 
so the old routine can be resumed once more until nSo-say-shun" time 
in *ugust.

*he enclosure will amuse you 1 shall not tell the lady, in 
making my response, that intuitively sensed her husband was 
jealous of me, which was natural, since he is a quarter of a century 
older than his wife and X, hut why the gentleman from California 
who has never seen or known me, save through her account, should 
be disgruntled, I i . c ^  tcan t imagine, and less..,.
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Wednesday, June 18th, 1952.

Memorandum:
The weather remains hot, although an occasional 

breeze tempers the humidity from time to timo. I have 
accepted your admonition about toe much exertion dur ng the 
full heat of the day and am devoting myself to the more 
strenuous chores early and late, with piddling reserved for 
the span between 11 and 4.

A cold mass of air, or perhaps a mass of cold air would be 
better, was heading this way from the Canadian border a couple 
of days back, but it stalled on the Texas-Oklahoma line, and 
shifted Eastward, so the Northeast got rain and we got baked.

The lesserx orders in these parts do se well inllistening 
to boogey-woogey and not paying attention to news oasts these 
days of the meeting of the new Louisiana Legislature, for 
if some of the people knew what kind of bills are being reported, 
they would really be distressed. For example, in pending 
legislation stlanted at Welfare administration, one bill 
proposes removing out of wedleck children from the relief rolls, 
while another proposes that any lady currently drawing money 
for her out of wedleck children will be automatically removed 
from such assistance if and when she begets another such off
spring. This whole business somehow seems to require a Solomon to 
give an humain decision, for while it is perfe tly manifest 
that fianci&l protection should bo accorded children, legitimate 
or otherwise, it is perfectly true that a surprising number 
of unmarried ladies during recent years have gone at the 
business of stirring up a flock of fatherless children because 
the welfare department has been paying $25.00 per month per ohild 
to their mothers, and thus ladies who have stirred up half a 
dozen such are making out very comfortably and, it is said, 
mighty few of them are inclined to be-stir themselves much 
either in looking after their own children or lending a hand in 
any line of endeavor, saving making use of the same method to 
increase their incomes further.

I know of one gentleman who made a verbal understanding 
with three ladies, offering to sire children for them a 9 month 
internals, if they, in return, would give him a percentage of 
the monthly checks ensuing after the birth of each ohild. X have
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noard of strange rackets in my time, but «*» guess that probably 
approaches the unique more than any other. One such gentleman 
even went so far as to have a lady taken to Court for^bxeaoh

th°USht th#r* "8S n°
seriously the cook complains with bitterness that her age prevents her from having more children, for she

department fifty dollars a month from the Welfare
fhe people referred to above are of color, but the whitos

Go7er™*nt mon®y are «n just as immoral a level in 
vaarlv &V ? r 9X?rapla > Dan with an income of thousandsiMiiyrSoii: ‘:rs  k.s s v ;iH„»•:* x si^vj.u:„ra?

On the home front, J* M. drove Celine Soy, Celeste*<* si
for^Sout^is611?4?3̂* t0 flexandria» whence she catches a bus *ihl boss Wi n  i f ee£.thej lsft at noon, .,nd ! guesscne doss will be back before tomorrow dawn. I must make «

hi? ab0Ut n0t absanting himself on the
wfSf h l T l f ?  a*ter this» lor US8n* wouldn't give
Z  settUna mon8y again8t th9ir Saturday nightw»«uy ssuiing, and for some reason, quite bevond̂ the
of my imagination, 8 or 10 of them appeared onmygall.rvatoTn..
oi day, apparently under the impression that 1 guard the^enrv
T o lZ  on*fullUhlaft*at ? b s8 ? 08 o f  5he t o S S - tohat with the tent show &oing on lull blast at the honfeey tonk tonight and all tha
ZZ’FffZT* ?oh8dul8d 1 or the morrow, I reckon they all could readilv ?88 ® l m f* hard cash alright. Eeau -act came a little adUy
I hel̂  them”6 i*/?! duanita wanted to go to the s ow and could 
Ihat1L« ! i * t?ld Beau 1 hadn t 1 °* since Sunday, and
retd bett./th™ y01̂  r8|1?°8m8fit*7 He said his daughter could tt L. m! Y* «nd that if 1 wished, he would bring herm? °n,tile morrow. X suggested Friday, since ^hursdav will° k -tj!.' -4i«. ,.:rss::u__,, r r* ~ z *“• ww-u uuiiiea section Beau told ma
Beau^thn? b80p f?ru 0tt0S Pi eking and school, and I didn't tell Beau that . 0. told me he wouldn t. In the mean time uerhaus
^nd ffr«nWU1 1.nd 8 h??d fully as alfiointly as did her brother md if so, a major problem will be solved. *

I fortif??d .l?;t night* and 1 s88n'8d 80 wide awake,
a vZs ff Lyffll + * s°?8 ni08 00ld butt8r “ilh and read many 
inl^he 1767 1iyto 1 aehington, and liked all that 1 read, cover- 4.17?7 r 1769 y«ars, Which.must have been among 
\ . f^ffon s happiest. X sometimes think a school historv text
a t t h f i p p ; : : ^  a s in e u  * * • . * * «  -
studied PL  ?la?# Wr]*n historical personages are beingudyed, so the student can get a glimpse, and thus a n  **
impulse to explore the broader source materials further.,

C.

Thursday, June 19th, 1952.

Memorandum:

Ihe holiday has been profound, with not a lick being done 
on the plantation, but much racket from the baseball arena up 
the road during the afternoon, and the raucous strains of 
boogey-woogey noises from the Same direction tonight.

Today's woather has boon unusual. The thormomotor stood 
at 84 at 6-o*clock this morning. The weather stion reported 
the humidity at 99. A cloud coverage during the afternoon 
intensifiod tho humidity and thefthermometer was a little over 
100.

^ut the mud walls of ^ucca tended to keep things pleasant in-* 
doors, and I made the most of the situation to give Grandpere 
a bath, — the first he had had in about 20 years, I imagine.
1 used soap suds, applying them with a soft cloth, and it was 
wonderful to see how much dust and hew many layers of smoke soot 
came off. blow the portrait looks as fresh as a daisy, as 
to that of his wife, daughter and son, all of whom got a going-over, 
what with the success attendant upon Grandpere. The Knipmeyers 
came before 1 had finished and “‘■adam Knipmeyer gave me a hand.
^ne always seems so* rewarded in such undertakings if something 
more than subtle results are forth-coming, and in Grandpere's case, 
the portrait fairly glistens.

®f course the plantation, so far as work is concerned, was 
at a standstill all day. But infspite of the heat, the baseball 
game must have been a hu6e success, for sounds of applause and cheers 
came from the direction of the honkey-tonk during the afternoon, and 
tonight there is a vast stirring of sound waves from the 
same direction, bearing strange noises made by some boogey-woogey 
band. Perhaps i mentioned the thermometer stood at 84 at 
6 this morning. I reckon it is still in the 90*s tonight 
at 9. purely the several swing-out places must be boiling, and 
I haven t a doubt the road is being burned up between one honkey- 
tonk and another, for there is always a tendency on the part 
of our friends of color to fly up and down the road at break
neck speed, simply to be going from one place to another, whereas 
tonight there should be the added impetus of whizzing along faster 
to stir up a bit of breeze.

5524
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i-ast night b followed George Washington a little further, 
getting him up to about 1771. *y that time, he had just about 
completed his change over from Tobacco to Cotton, — and why 
I used bi^ letters, T don t know. His wheat was being converted 
into flour in his own mill her had built on Mount Vernon, and 
his other endless activities, as plantation operator, — there 
were several, — hisChurch activities, his role of legislator 
at Williamsburg, his trips to the Great .Dismal Swamp, into the 
Ohio country etc, etc., etc., were somehow nicely balanced 
by his energies expended in the chase, his fondfcess fdr the 
theatre, and his social activities, including the playing of 
cards at which he did not shine, — all somehow add up to a nice 
balance that seems unqiue in a person, obvously so figted in 
business affairs. Hever before, I think, had I read of his 
charities, such as his devotion to the administration of the 
estates of friends and neighbors, the advancing of money to 
less diligent planters, often in the face of their inevitable 
bankruptcy, attention to the estate and education of Martha’s 
two children, and such moves, as for example, in the case of one i»r. 
Hamsey of Alexandria who requested a loan, probably with a view 
to sending his son to Princeton, to which request Washington said 
there was n© need, since he would be glad to advance so much 
money per year, covering the cost of the college career, on the 
condition that the money would be accepted without thought of 
repayment and that the Bamseys would never mention the matter 
to anyoaneto Think of it, the above paragraph is pure 
Washington in style, oddities of spelling, strange capitalization, 
cumbersomeness of phraseology and all, and yet, were the 
sentiments to be retained and the sentence structure put into 
suitable English, it seems to me some such particulars should 
be incorporated in every text book of American history, to balance 
the endless emphasis on military aspects of his life which usually 
loom so largein such publications, as for myself, I shall always 
look at the portrait on the dollar bill with much more feeling, after 
having read this volume 3 of freeman*s biography.

Friday, June 20th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your Monday letter in this morning's post.
I am glad you had an opportunity to fiddle about at leeisure 

while other people wore themselves out looking for a place 
in the mountains to collapse just long enough to gird up their 
loins to chase back to town.

The doings of the Bolivar descendants is be^yond one's 
imagination, or, perhaps more precisely, reveals a complete 
absence of imagination on their part. I'm not sure that 
imagination rules the world, but in human society the absence of 
it makes the pleasure of personal contacts go to pot.

It was so kind of you to give me ‘some Glimpses from the 
handiwork of m e n d  *ostell and •‘-estan, deux. I had heard of 
Phillips, the *^rudhomme blacksmith, but never knew before that 
he was insane. I had heard that when sold, his price had been 
entered into the ^ean Baptiste Prudhomme account book as having 
brught twenty five cents, which vastly intrigued me, for nothing 
in that particular report mentioned the $400.00 doctor bill.

I can readily understand how you had to forego the 
pleasure of being at the theatre on Wednesday night, wifct with 
the three-ring circus awaiting you at home. I am holding 
the thought that before this late date you are freed of like 
performances and that you may have another interval of quiet 
just ahead.

t*1® quiet obtaining on the Corpus Christ! 
front, I take it St. Augustin may be coming into proper 
focus. Hot knowing just when Hina is hopping off for South 
America, it seemed to be a good idea to forward her a little 
bon voyage giftthat could be packed in her luggage, if desired 
or made use of as a mild stimulant, should she waver toward 

la2s.k®*’ore sailing. And so I sent by parcel post 
ot nict and a lueiously lovely yellow bottl<

of isauterne which had come to hand via Irma Somperyac Willard 
wiiict seem like slightly odd traveling companions on suoh 
a voyage, b t perhaps they will do.... .

I*m still laughing at your quotation from the Lestan journal.
I had completely forgotten about the odd Christmas gift Lyle and 

I discovered in the otherwise vacant armoire. I had news from 
that eld plantation house the other day, and made some notes, 
which I may eventually find and pass along. I must ask some 
passing pilgrims what the present status of Belle Grove may be.
I imagine the colonnades are still standing, they are so 
titanic and probably built independent ef the wooden, burnable 
material that made up the framework of the house itself.
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Beau âck. Brought me his daughter, I believe her name is 
Bmily, this noon, to substitute for her brother as secretary.
She reads very well, and if she doesn't get the "Shreveport bug”, 
and so flies the coop, as it were, I think I may find a lot of 

my problems solved,
r~* " “r" ^  : : I |

•

l»ike her borther, she is thin, thin, probably is about 
16, but seems full grown, at least 5 feet, ten inches or so in 
height, Like her borther, her skin is bufc I mean black, 
and while the limps cover the splendid rows of white teeth, 
there is something about the way both brother and sister manage 
said lips that in speaking, they seem to make an effort to 
bring the lips together, which is somehow fascinating the 
way a doll would be fascinating, were it so contrived as to 
reveal the bridge work when the toy seemed to be speaking,

'l l

I regret my inability to enclose a letter from the Picayune 
to ^rs. Holloman, bt X am forced to return it to her, along 
with her accompanyin note, as the Picayune asked several questions 
to be filled in, as did Madam Holloman^s on her own hook, I 
am therefore reporting that the Picayune reported the Editor,
Mr, Ogden, was out of the office for six weeks, but the 
Assistant hditor thought Mr. Ogden would want to publish the 
article immediately on his return, buasked for some additional 
information, — siat of plates, their coloring, if all merchandising 
houses were supplied throughout the Late of Louisiana, etc., eto,
I wrote **rs. uolloman, telling her that frankly 1 couldn't 
imagine ifc the Hieayune thought it would be giving excellent 
free advertising to retailers if merchandise they carried were 
thus publicized, although I told her my guess was that it as 
better to announce that nefer have any of these items been 
released for public salt, thus eliminating the free advertising 
element, since Mr. Ogden might get the i pression that by publishing 
the article he would be giving our efforts a heap Of free 
publicity, and 1 think we might better Just stress the point 
that these items have never been released for publio sale, I
also suggested that if the aritloe needed elaboration, she might 
speculate on the reason why Yucca, which has housed so many 
creative efforts in history and literature, should again 
be the scene of a new medium in the presentation of historic 
lore.

The weather continues hot but the day has been happy 
enough, not only because of physical effort but because 1 could 
have siich a nice two way conversation with you, and I'm so glad 
you don't mind if x keep writing during your vacation.,..

%
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Sunday, June 2£nd, 1952.

Memorandum:
The excess of heat and pilgrims might well form the oasis 

of this diatribe, but they ae both old stories and indigenous 
to this neighborhood, and so we might as well skip them.

The enclosure from Baisey in the Lell arrived belatedly and 
added little to the sum total of news, I believe it was the 
9th instant that she was here and that night I wrote her 
endless additional particulars for the Balias lews article, —  
none of which seemed needed, to my way of thinking, simoe she 
had been handed a complete and what seemed to me wholly adequate 
article when here, *‘rom her letter, I assume this has been 
resting on her holding shelf ever since, which is alright, and 
since we may assume the Picayune article will await the return 
of Mr, Ogden, six weeks hence, it is Just as well if the Dallas 
business doesn t get into print u$til the Picayune thing has 
gone into print with a view to releasing a month later.

It seems to me s. Holloman was out of order in not sending 
me a transcript of the final draft she forwarded the Picayune.
I should like to know what she wrote concerning the matter, too, 
for I think she inclines to think up lots of que tions to ask 
the Picayune regarding possible different or additional 
points, not covered by any given article. Apparantly she has 
never yet learned that Mdifors can think up enough additional 
things without any need on the part of contributors of 
articles thinking up such things for them,

as for Baisey in the Dell, 1 take it she likes to mull over 
her prospective articles long in advance of submitting tx.em, and 
ends up by getting bogged down in the mass of material she 
conjures up. Joint effort isn't easy in any literary undertaking 
but seems unusually difficult when the participants are separated 
hy distance, 1 could have chunked Mrs. ^olloman the other day 
when she was here and in regard to nothing in particular said 
quite unexpectedly:

"You know, in looking over some of our correspondence, I 
discovered that several of the points you had pointed out
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to me in the past which I disregarded, turned out to he 
exactly the points that Mr. Ogden brought up later, almost 
as though to prove that you had been right before anything 
had ever been written him.”

Prances Henry came to see me a half hour before dinner on Saturaay. 
*>he said she and k aynie had been dining in a fairly select restaur at 
in Alexandria a night or two before and were surprised, when looking 
across the room, to see Ha Majeste avec Mme. de Montespan, occupying 
a table with the latter’s daughter. She said she had heard much 

buzzing in Natchitoches about the business but she had never met 
the l&dy before until the two tables were joined. she said 
further that ^me, de ^ontespan Spoke of me as an old, old friend, 
and that many people both in Alexandria and Natchitoches had 
whispered the word, Romance0, as between her and me. To quote 
an old plantation mistress of mutual acquaintance:

"Now that takes the rag off the bush."
According to trances, the lady talks much about her intimate 

acquaintance with the Gane Hiver region and of her friendship with 
me, and as she inclines to parade these matters before everyone 
acquainted with this*neighborhood, it probably ends up in convincing 
the uninitiated that in reality she is some secret love of mine, —  

at least on the part of those who never dream that it is another 
gentleman living close by who is the object of her especial interest.
1 guess Prances about summed up the whole business when she remarked 

her amazement that all the ^enrys seemed to prefer stupid women.
naturally, I can not restrain a laugh in my beard when I think 

what wealth a biographer might enounter (encounter), — intent 
on a book about Lestan or Lyme, — there would be so many people 
who would assure him they knew all, whereas, in reality, they 
were acquainted with but a single chink of light, and all of that 
was nothing but opitoal illustion.

Interruptions today knocked out the writing of "must” 
letters, as to Charles, Madam "‘aroc and so on, but * shall dash 
them- off forthwith and then leap into a hot shower and then 
be-take myself to the back gallery where I want to read a 
couple of pages concerning G. Washington, Esquire, and then 
indulge in a bit of Peter Illyovitch. a slab of cherry pie 
is awaiting me in the ine box, along side a bumper of buttermilk, 
and pie and Peter Illyovitch, buttermilk on the frosted side with 

G. Washington, — and you will agree with me that such a combination 
requires nothing save a dash of Lyme to make it the ultimate.

x do hope your wee*. end has held some moments of relaxation 
and that a thermometer is behaving itself at your bend of the river...

lAa? , It-
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Mondays dune 23rd, 1952.

Memorandum:

I sensed exactly how you felt a while back when receiving 
the somewhat rumpled drawing of the Gane Hiver country, for 
this morning the postman brought me an untidy thin package, 
folded slap in two,..containing the Grandpere plate sketch.

It's all so humiliating.

But, on second glance, my ruffled feelings were smoothed 
somewhat when I discovered the whole thing would have to be 
re-done anyway, for the hearts and the cross *re too large 
to suit my taste, for both motifs should be rather on the subtle 
side, I think .

Obviously poor ^ina must have been racing against time for 
one or two other little unimportant points, at variance with my 
original sketch, were noted. Por example, there was 
the somewhat arresting statement:

"Gentinary of establishment of Paris, - 1853."

In view of the recent celebration of the 2,000th anniversary 
of the founding of Paris, the above statement seems modest enough.

There was another statement in the same column which ran:
"St. Augustin, built by Augustin and Louis Metoyer family, 1829.
In my original draft, I had written that the ĥurcji as built 

by ^ouis and Augustin "f.m.o. - 1829". And at the very 
top of the page,..and following an asterisk at the bottom of 
the page, I had stated for the artist*s information that 
"f.m.c." stood for "free men of color", but that I preferred using 
the old time method of using initials only, all of which seems to 
make the substitution of "family" for "f.m.o." seem edd*

But the portrait itseli turned out nicely, and the houses 
at the top and bottom of the sketch are fine, and so with 
the minor changes in proportion and lettering, it will come 
through nicely in the end.
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It may come as something of a surprise when you learn that 
this morning at coffee, I casually remarked that little Miss Lee 
was taking time out during the month of July, to spend the 
month in the mountains, either the Catskills or the Adirondaoks, - 
the finally decision not yet having been made.

All this was inspired by something that had come to me yesterday 
from the grapevine when a mutual friend of Celeste*s and Lee Hertzog 

confided to me that Lee and her daughter, -»etty are planning to 
run up to **ew York for a couple of weeks in July, — sometime after 
the 4th, and that they wanted Celeste to go with them. I 
instinctively realized, of course, that such an excuse to get into the 
big road would be too much to resist, and so it seemed well to me 
this morning before the matter had been touched on by anyone across 
the fenoe that I should remark upon news from Lyme and the 
contemplated removal from the city during the impending month, 
immediate I was let in on a secret, --that the lady, according to 
her own word, might be journyeing Manhattan way during July, and 
I thnk she was expressing genuine regret in learning that you 
would probably not be in town.

I
Mf course I leave the whole business up to you, for your 

tentative plans can be adjusted by your office to suit any situa
tion, but. it occured to me you might find it just as easy to 
skip getting tangled up with the tourists, and the more so in 
view of the possibility that actually you might have other 
out-of-towners on your hands at the same time, and what with 
one circumstance und another, it might be easier to skip the 
rendezvou during the current visit, and so the foundation stones 
were laid in advance of my knowledge!supposedly) of any impending 
plans spr nging from this end of the line. At least this lie 
on my part offers the perfect alibi for absence, and you will of 
course feel perfectly free to use it or not as you see fit. Should 
you want to confirm, - or- rather casually toss out a month of 
mountains, it could so easily be done by dropping a recuperation 
card to Madam Begard (Mrs.>B. Begard), penning a line on 
how nice it would be if she might be found on some mountain peak 
when you arrive in the Adirondacks, as is being planned, for 
July. But of course no note is required at all, since the seed 
has already been adequately painted and will blossom readily 
enough without any extra nursing.

as regards the enclosure, let s ignore the request for a 
photo of the plate fox a while at least. After all, X have sent 
the Picayune a plate, and if they want a picture for the 
article, they can readily enough photograph it themselves.
I think we ought to skip the Grandpere one, too, photograph:*ally, 
since its alterations will be r-quisite before any such thing is 
considered......

:

Tuesday, ^une £4th, 195&,

Memorandum:

And so i deoided it,wouldn't be a bad i idea to round uo the 
lull support of the tteverend fathers whioh ought to give a maximum 
f push in getting the Grandpere plates rolling among the mulatto 

communicants of St. Augustus, whioh impeUe* m H o ^ *  2 
appointment with father Callahan for 9:30 this morning.

TJie ex-President of Duquesne was awaiting me on his gallerv 
auci ran through my proposition quickly, offering to withhold ^ 
release of the Grandpere plate from public sale until after 
tne annual autumn Pair which the Church puts on, and instead,
letting the Church handle the sales during that week end, plus
une profits of the retailer, and el padre seemed entranced over the prospect.

45 shall leave the notation on the plate about the centenary 
of the institution being observed in 1953, although the thing

mamv! lts is* the plat®» ~ in tae latter part oflyoP. The oelebration of the centenary gets under full sail
in June of next year, but money isn t easy in the cotton country in 
June, but is dribbling about readily enough in October and 
November, and the appearance of Grandpere s plate at just that 
oirae ought to give it a maximum opportun ty to dispose 
of the major number that I shall have oontrived, although I shall 
restrict that number very narrowly so that I shall have few if 
any left on my hands. If any do remain, however, I shall put 
them on public sale, and as the quantity will be limited, they 
can readily be disposed of. It seems to me the item will enjoy
T®r ,̂ saf?f* except; among Grandpere*s descendants, butin view of possible publicity pending, it is quite possible 
collectors may want to. get in on the deal, and if so, I can 
accept any orders on the basis of 6 weeks delivery which will 
enable Bock B i n  to turn out some more. *

frankly, I have no doubt I could dispose of all the items 
among my mulatto friends without any difficulty, but it is 
reassuring to have the guarantee of the influence of the clergy 
behind one in this particular enterprise, and I am at the same 
time glaa to do something for Grandpere*s Ghuroh financially since 
th« retail profit on the sales made by the Ohurohlnawaywillre- 
present "found money" for that institution. * *
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Luring our conference, held in camera, there was much 
social doings going on elsewhere in the Bectory, where Celeste 
was chatting with the other priests. Father Callahan and X 
joined them and X was invited to inspect the new Chapel which 
had been built into the ..ectory a few months back. Frankly, I 
was curious to see it, too, because everyone seems to feel that 
it was the sight of Yucca's Chapel of the Blessed Martin that 
inspired the idea on the part of the reverened fathers to rig up 
one of their own under their own domicile. It is a lattle larger 
than the Blessed Partin's, and while the latter*s dominant note 
is color, the Bectory one is an absence of the same, ioking 
mud walls, the Becotory one is composition siding, 1 suppose, 
and painteu white. From a Church being dismantled in Alexandria,
La., five windows had been obtained, two,long ones, set flush
with the floor, as in the Blessed Martin s, and going to the ceiling.
These face the west whichuought to make~the room wonderfully 

boiling, especially in summer, Then there are three small 
windows over the little altar, of odd shapes, they are, with 
two ofjthem a little like the upper part of the one in the Blessed 
Martin s, and the other a triangular sort of thing, with the three 
sides curving in between the points. All are of indeterminate 
design, the sort of thing one would find on some non-descript 
inexpensive vase, turned out in the gay *90’s. The glass 
is frosted or non-transparent, and possibly opaque, with 
only a little swirl or two by way of an Anna Held or Sarah Barnhart 
swish toward the top, and so pastel as to seem part of the 
balance of the window. Frankly they suggest a religious instituion 
not at all, either in coloring or design, and what with the 
whiteness of the room, produce a washed out characterless impression. 
In a way, since the Church serves mulattoss, it seems to me about 
the difference between the marvelously deep velvety hue of 
a negro and the pale, indeterminate faded cafe-au-lait of a 
scantily toned mulatto. Some day you will examine the place 
yourself and decide how unfair I am being. To paraphrase that 
song of Paul Bobeson's in his rendition of ’'Show Boat", the Blessed 
Martin Chapel ’’still suits me”.

Crabbing at random for a clearer comparison, I think 1 can 
make myself even clearer thus: - the Blessed Martin Chapel 
is Miss Lee, both as to depth and character; the Bectory Chapel 
is pure Marie Antoinette, the same shallowness and transparencies.
*o there you are.

Two mechanics spent the aay here, installing two colling 
units in the new white house, - one in the boudoir, the other 
in the(living room, a third cooling unit was installed in the 
master s office at the store. The mechanics were the brothers 
Walmsley, boxthers of the bride, By chance the grom put in his 
first appearance since the nuptials, — at supper last night.
It is said he looks terrible and is trying to figure out a plans 
to rid himself of wkix wife and offspring, ^nd.so things 
turn, chapels and charlatans, and all in the day's work,...
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Wednesday, June 25th, 1952.

memorandum:

Here comes a dull letter,, so either brace yourself 
against boridom or better still, just play I didn't 
say anything.

For the day has been long and on the warm side, without 
a breather from sun up until after first dark, in cons- 
sequence whereof the scatter-brain department is hitting on 
all cylinders.

If I can find it, I shall enclose a letter from Holloman
which, if memory serves since noon, when I explored it, contains 
nothing, a carbon of her letter to the Picayune, mentioned in 
her letter with the request tha I return it, wasn t bad, but 
between her and the Picayune,'the story about the plates has 
been just about submerged for some kind of a thing revolving 
‘about a personality instead. I have no doubt the thing they are 
contriving may be more readable than what I tossed off, but 
why they just could let the plates roll, I can t imagine, -̂ ut 
since nobody probably ever started off such a thing on a shoe
string, it is perhaps remarkable that anything at all gets 
this far.

As f<pr myself, I have reached the point described by 
the madam s phrase when she wanted to indicate a person's 
failure to remember something or possibly the indifference that 
emerges after one has definitely finished with something: -

”•••••jus t as indifferent as a cow over her last 
year's calf”.

Although hoeing continues in the cotton, I drew a 
couple of strong arms this morning in pursuance of a request 
for a bit of assistance. Usually nothing on earth can 
hook a ho© hand before the cotton, hundreds of acres of it, 
has been but completely freed from grass. But long ago I 
learned to use impending holidays as a pry to‘ lift 
brawn, what with the prospect of extra Henrys likely to be falling 
in at any holiday week end. And the trick worked today, although 
the 4th is still ten days off;
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i-n the midst of strenuous operations this afternoon, 
just about the time 1 had reached a pleasant irmundation of sweat, 
Joseph Pierson, the Natchitoches banker, appeared among 
the bushes. he explained his mother, Huth, had sent greetings, 
and that awaiting him in the car were Mr. and Mrs. Forester, 
the former being the President of the Jhamnber of Commerce 
in town. He was so anxious to have the Foresters meet me and 
take a gander about the place. I allowed as how I 
was available, deserting the plants for the people.

Hr. Forester asked me if L could give him a general idea 
as to where Uncle •L'om,t cabin reputedly stood. I told him 
X would show it to him on a map a little later, And so after 
the tour, X pushed them onto the sofa in the living room, and 
brought forth the sketch of the Cane Niver Country map.
Everybody was enchanted and, almost as though X had rehearsed 
him, 1<jt . Forester said how fortunate it would be if something 
like that were conveniently hung in the Chamber of Commerce so 
that visitors could be directed to it when dropping in to 
inquire about the region.

Somewhat coyly, I fear, I asked him if he would care to 
have the replica of the map, fired into porcelain, for 
the office of the Chamber, ne said he would be entranced.
.and so that just about nails down one good source of advertising 
for the impending item, and the best part of it is that 
in such a situation, the plate ought to serve for years on 
end for just the purpose we had in mind, — calling it to the 
attention of people generally and passing pilgrims in particular.

It is pleasant to report that ~adam Hegard is up and about, 
but her recuperation isn t quite complete, for there remains that 
toad-like stolidity that-ailing people manifest before their old 
time vigor and animation has been completely restored. And yet 
Celeste is gambling on a complete return to vim and vigor on her 
Mother's part before next Tuesday when the "Antiques" will 
be enterained by ^adam Hegard. This is a rather large group 
of elderly women which Madam Hegard declares ’Celeste engineered 
her into before she knew what was up. These ancient ladies meet 
every month at the home of one or another, and the thing falls 
quite flat, X believe, since age never was the sole ctiterian 
of common interest, and i think ^adara Hegard finds many of the 
oldsters decidedly on the dull and hypo-ohrondiracioal side.
My grapevine, meantime, reports nothing new on the Manhattan 
hejira for July, and nothing direct has been mentioned as yet, 
but it is nevertheless definitely in the cards, and you are as 
secure as you may care to be. High-ho, - and now ana bath 
and bed......
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Thursday, June &6th, 195H.

Memornadum:

A matter of no moment occurs to me which X intended 
mentioning s me time back but somehow forgot.

a week or so age there were some California movie ex
ecutives here and with them an expet on antiques.

1n the living room on the odd shaped tip-top occasional 
table, A keep your Christmas box of metal, the one exectued 
in the blue and white of the Wedgewood manner, which originally 
contained the elegant fruit cake.

The antique expert thrilled with enthusiasm when 
his gaze landed on this object, and with rare consideration, 
asked if he might pick it up to examine it more closely 
as he had never seen such a splendid piece of Wedgewood. His 
exuberance attracted the attention of the other people 
present to this object, but I told him I was distressed to 
be forced to deny his request, as the piece had just been put in 
order by a mender of china, as one of the acanthas leaves had 
had to be replaced at a cost of considerable time and 
artistry, and in view of the humidity obtaining at the time, it 
seemed wise to admire the piece from afar without touching it

»<e had just been examining the bidet which X had explained 
was a mulatto import of the early 1600's, and, as so frequently 
ha pens, the history of one object was confused with another, 
and when the peo le said goo bye at the gate, reference was 
made once more to that most pslendid piece of Wedgewood "which 
was a mulatto import of the early 1800's".

So there you are, and if that gentleman ever passes this 
ay again and gets a opportunity to examine the cake 

box and discovers it to be ersatz Wedgewood, he is going to 
drop dead of chagrin tttfeht then and there.

The weather continues trememnoudsly hot and we are 
actually experiencing drought condition, save for the 
heavy dews at night which seem to make up for much of the 
absence of rain. One easily remains all a-drio 
except when dropping in to the house across the fence or
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the office which maintain a temperature cb or 30 degrees 
lower t at that obtaining elsewhere.

_ . \ 1 1
In view of the unusual heat that is a characteristic of 

Louisiana at this season, I have been think, much of late about 
the new policy of the Parish school board which has instituted 
a new schedule for the colored schools. Up to this year, 
the colored chi dren have gone to school from November until 
May. How the old custom has been done away with, and 
the children go from mid November until May, followed by 
a month e vacation during June. The they go back: to 
school from or during July and August, vacation at cotton 
and pecane harvesting during September and October, and 
they go back: to senool again in mid-Uovember. This 
arrangement fits in very nicely with freedom for hoeing 
during June and cotton picking in September and august, 
but disregards temperatures completely. All the negro schools 
I know, having been bult for winter ocoupanoy, are usually 
provided with wood stoves or butaine, with scant, if any, 
reagrd for ventillation. And since the institutions were 
neve occupied during the full heat of summer, such considerations 
didn^t matter. But now, with the full blast of oven heat 
(Burned out, a room "wedged out” with children, and not 
so much as an electric fan to stir the air any, the experience 
ought to be one in endurance rather than education. I should 
think. !

And speaking of things educational,my little old 
scholar of way back, — Brother, • Olemence's grandson, came 
to see me the other evening, ^y now he must be or 
14 but doesn t seem to have grown a bit since he used to 
rattle off; *

"Ihe man is ifi the garden, haing out clothes,
And along came a blackbird and xi±p snipped his nose slap off."

* I

I can't believe that the Paris Green, consumed when he 
was five or dix could have arrested his growth completely 
after all {ihese years, but whatever the cause, the 
youth hasn t grown at all, and as he is the same age, I 
believe, or about the same age as Lee, who is over 6 feet 
tall at 14,' 1 must eventually arriange to take a snap shot of 
the two of them together.

dam Begard tells me the Beverened fathers oalled on 
her last night and did much talk about their enthusiasm over the 
prospect of handling the Grandpere plate. Let's hope 
tne same enthusiasm obtains when it comes time for them to 
start beating the drum in earnest......
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Friday, June 27th, 1952.

Memorandum;
The heat continues, bringing forth its usual crop of 

pilgrims, including some from Ur. Band at 2 this afternoon, 
and it's wonderful to what physical trials people living within 
the Alexandria area will go to explore ye olde plantation when 
everything is melting donw and 364 other days in the year, many of 
them less enervating, are available for sight seeing.

But if the pilgrims can take it, I can, and besides,
± am usually secretly glad they interrupt me when X am 
whaling away at the weeds, for I must confess it 
is a heap less enervating, guiding the uninitiated than 
contending with out of hand vegetation#

And after the last batch had gone, it was about 5 and 
I collapsed on a bench in the "avant cour" for a cigarette, and 
we impressed by the tameness of the birds assembling for 
afternoon tea, for the water in the big old iron pot must 
have been tepid if not precisely boiling, Perhaps it is 
the heat that makes humans and animals more quarrelsome and 
our feathered friends less combative, for there sitting 
about the rim of the cauldron ail at the same time were 
4 blue jays, two cardinals, one mourning dove, two cat birds 
and a flock of smaller is fry, probably warblers whose 
identity A couldn't establish# I was especially entranced 
at the sight of the cat birds, for the ones who used to nest 
in the great oak, aming each sunset hour redolent with their 
liquid music, had never sung again after the great Wenk bombard
ment months back, perhaps February of 1951. But now 
it appears a new family has established itself, not in the old 
oak but in the magnolia of the "avant court”, and at 
7:30 this evening they were pouring out their hearts with 
song that seemed just as melodious as anything I ever heard 
issuing from thedr Luopean cousins, the nightingales.

The waxing moon has also inspired, the mocking birds to 
do their best these soft, velevty nights, and 1 hear 
two of them in the white gardenf making the night sweet 
with their music#
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In today s post oame an odd assortment of things, includ
e s  ,an unsealed air mail from Heno, e.ntaining a folder 
on the Planetarium of the Franklin Society of Philadelphia, 
i assume nothing else had been enclosed in the envelope which 
was mightily tattered, 4 v

Another item was a note from a Dallas lady who had been 
nere a couple ox weeks back. It was a bread and butter business 
Dut included an inquiry as to the possiblity of bringing , 
a number of ladies from Dallas wifth her within the next 
month or so. She explained she had been so enchanted with her 
visit that she could like to share- the same sensation with 
her friends. There is nothing unusual about that, but when 
1 consider^ that Dallas is 300 miles to the Northwest and 
a bevy of bags seem to think nothing about make a 600 mile jaunt 
for a go-round at -^elrose indicates that there must be something' 
wrong wit their heads or else I sometimes fail to realize how 
much a ^elrose tour means to those who really enjoy it,
' r • ■ . ' . ' ■ '• - • *

 ̂ I telephoned Dr. ^oombs at his college offioe this afternoon 
to inquire after the health of his family. I had heard he had 
recently undergone a minor operation for some malignancy on his 
wrist, hut he said he is alright and is having a fine time in 
his vegetable garden where he works every day. Mrs. Goombs he 
said.gets two shots every day for some nerve thing, having*to 
do with the ruputured whatever that got knocked out of line —  
is guess in the spinal column, last year. Her docotrs think 
tome injections, over a period a $ year or so may obviate the 
necessity for taking the backbone apart and putting it together 
again, ^e said her sister was in the hospital, having 
fallen into a hole in the street in Alexandria, and that her 
motnor was on the mend, following the blowing of of her kitchen 
gas stone which sprayed the poor old lady with boiling grease 
and set fire to the kitchen. , Fortunately the prompt arrival 
of the fire department saved her Mother s home from being wricked, 
i must say that family has more adventures than any I ever ran across.

j_-i * couple of engineers and electricians will lbor at rigging up
the new machinery in the gin over the week end, and what with
lonalv°£pTCtH01 haVi£g "borab" ^nday, too, I shouldn't be

i* ?* Sa?S hf had a couPle of lines from Fat, saying he would De here for two or three days on the 4th, when 
tne Joe Henrys are expected from Texas, — after which I 
reckon melrose may subside into the banalaties of 
pilgrims and plants....

Sunday, June 29th, 1952,

Memorandum;

so the beet news of the week end was moisture.
On Saturday evening about sunset, a half inch of rsin fail

2^w,:r ?:‘s.£4rsg;$?s‘,_^^^% -sb ii- is -:ig & riE z

with a pole oat °--Iaffv° °ih£y ‘'n® mail> and once presented me
sometime have aMelrosf iourf I thought1 the* tima* mightana afterward th* n i u v u  ^nought the time auspicious,
I could imn fnr ,gIim ‘,'ai<? bbe go-round meant more than

a S =•“ s.2fa%.ru 22....people of seemingly small capacity for 
ssimilation, really do carry away something with them.

Dr £iiii°ao?Ut-imi! a:£!:elnoon» “and fattison app.ar, bringing
asted &•!!!“ ? °?nta0t and W m i s ,  a friend r. Hand's

he “i&h* come back shortly to do some color photo^rnchv 
two ort r!af “• that th« Photographs Dr. Hand took for me
they we^e *nan™a8 T  T  ne!er been ffi9atlo“9|l since the dayy e snapped. I wonder what happened, or if he simply forgot.

I was glad to see “rs. Coombs for a few minutes Saturday.
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She had had some errand down this way, hut was in a "slow hurry", 
what with having to get home to take her daughter to the hus 
for Shreveport where the latter is in training as a nurse, ihe 
girl is not up to par, what with the impending operation for 
the removal of three wisdom teeth which require a bit of surgery.

Mrs. Coombs was delighted at the propgect of a Grandpere 
plate. One of Grandpere's descendants is a Coombs servant, and 
^rs. Coombs said she was positive not only the servant would 
want more than one plate, but in mentioning them to other 
descendants of Grandpere in town, of which, it seems, there are 
many, quite a stack, of the things would have to be rolled 
in the general direction of Natchitoches. Somehow two 
of these had heard of the Melrose Plantation plate and had 
be-sought Mrs. Coombs to discover some way of obatning them 
on their behalf. She said that a couple of wives of 
college professors had asked her for the same favor, and 
she surges ed that the college stationary might welcome and do 
exceedingly well with the Cane Hiver Country plate when it 
becomes available. It seems the whole coolege has to go 
through that department to get mail, and lots of visitors to 
kin folks in school use the same post office, so that something 
in the nature of a souvenir such as the Cane Hiver Country number 
might be very desireable. I think the idea good,

Maud Mattison, who hasn’t been interested at all in 
either the Melrose Plantation or Cane Hiver wountry plates, 
save me a mild surprise by asking me to let her have one of 
the Grandpere plates as soon as available. Prom the inception 
of the idea for this item, I have been convinced that ti would' 
sell not at all, save among mulatto kin folks of Grandpere and 
yet both Maud ^attison and Mrs. Coombs have asked to "get in on 
the ground floor", surely these two requests mean nothing so 
far as indicating a trend, but I should be astonished if, in 
the end, Grandpere unexpectedly rooled 'way out in front.

I
Although summer is definitely upon us, the real "dog days" 

are still in the office when the honkey-tonks are scenes of 
bigger and better scuffles. Still, some hint of what lies ahead 
was manifest this afternoon when the widow brown, {currently 
Mrs. oam Peace) did a bit of carving on Madam Pugabou, both 
ladies having to be taken to the hospital to have a bit of sewing 
performed on their respective persons

Closer to home 1 learn by the grapevine that impending plans 
for the Manhattan jaunt have been temporarily shelved because of 
a slight indisposition on the part of ogee’s daughter, and 
so unwinds the beginning of another week....

Monday, June 30th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Ihe sun didn't shine today. Neither did it rain.

But with the heat af 97 and the humidity at 99 and 44 one 
hundredths, it didn t require much moseying about to 
get the sweat glands going full tilt.

The plantation didn’t work and so the Nark Nuke came bye 
this morning and we decided it was an excellent time to 
slap on another coat on th© screen. We shall probably put 
on a other later in the week and then it will be completed, 
and mighty pretty it looks already. AS to what 1 am going 
to do with the thing when it is finished, I wouldn't 
have the slighte t idea, but it's pretty alright, and 1*11 
find a place fox it somewhere.

Ihe cutting scuffle on yesterday at the local honkey- 
tonk was followed today by Madam tfugabou and associates 
going to town to see about having Nina Brown Peace arrested 
and jailed for disorderly conduct. Alphonse Metoyer who 
as operator of the honkey-tonk, gave his version of the doings 
to J. u., said that "Nina is sure an outlaw lady alright 
but she's good for his business since she knows how to slide 
up to the men folks and ,_et them to buy whiskey".

Ihe use of tne word, "lady" is so common in these parts, 
that one would be astonished if one heard anything other 
than, say, "wash lady” or "scrub lady" or some sue*, but 
i guess this is tne first time 1 have heard of an 
"outlaw lady", and, naturally 1 love it.

And speaking of ladies, those across the fence must be 
well on the mend, since they headed out for town before 7 this 
mo ning for a go at the Beauj? *arlor. Ihe younger lady 
went back to town again this afternoon, but the elder one 
remained at home and I saw her for a few minutes before 
•supper ti e. She siad she felt tired and wished she didn't 
have to entertain the "antiques" on the morrow.
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_ i'or days I have been intending to thanic you again for
of%athef°Baumffartrar tor*?rd®d re09«tlycovering'th. letter "ketch of 30o!he tladai?. giving an historical
his statement S  L V  I *ugustin- 1 impressed by xus statement that the P rish was established in lfi45 whinh
dŜ L Sre0it\fthr e yr rs la*er thM tha Kev«end Others no»
which cleric X‘ !<"** f* *<■*«•■«** to know™as correct, although 1 must say 1 accepted
thought^ f ,„vh?v,£lat! wfth?ut giving the matter much l-nought, — any thought, m  tact,

I woulln-firnof ko f *?? historlan Baumgartner was,x wouian t know. uf this I an certain ha invert hfo
harishoners, which is more than can be said of the credent
incumbents of his post. But I sspspect he was V
with them in one respect, -his complete lack o f
sure?vl»ath^r0|„their+hiSt0rio past* Had this not been so
tearing down of the*1829* Church to^uil^the0̂ ^ 611?1300? th*

could bavrbeen8ereotedr9SButUIdre‘oonBlz# ™ofCh th® “f* *d m °*aimply because he didn?l appreciate the that
he may not have been meticulou. ehmfhi ^  ?hurc? is no elsn the 185<5 OT th 1 meticulous about his dates, but since
Church fu? wJth the iarish T t V f L T  not witheithe. way. a* lC doesn 4 seem to cut so much ice

admonition^* m . ^ o T r ^ a T  tf11 69t a srail°. out °* the lady's
It is .ound council hnt. r l'ltr!' 0n a?? mor9 ohina at the moment. Si 2 Council but a little on the hilarious *ide toothe uiara mentioned in the letter may or may not have «« *
explantory clause, indicating Clara is Frank's former
wife, — 1 have forgotten the c ntext, but so she was.

th.t “ “ o S v :  '” h »«■»«•*

“ ,ssg ssreracket well lubricated?.... smocrats xi they oan get their
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Tuesday, July 1st, 1952.

luemor andum:
c

How nice to find your long', newsy letter of I’hursday in 
today's post* At first announcement of the news tha.t;you 
had simply taken off the day filled me with no end of'delight, 
but as 1 progressed and discovered that you had taken a 
’’vacation to turn the world upside down, hang it out on the 
line, take it in an iron, and the Lord knows what other lines 
of endeavor, then wasn't so sure that you had done well 
to escape the drudgery of routine labor. As for myself, I 
am taking your advise to go slow during these hot days, and 
I am hoping you may take a page from the same recommendations 
to do likewise, *

i was at once fascinated and flabberghasted by your account 
of the strange harum-scarum doings of the Simon Bolivar numbers.
It doesn t seem possible such "Alice au pays des merveilles” could 
go on in^the current century. .But as I frequently witness different 
but somewhat similar performances, the antics of your problem kin 
are quite within my comprehension. *nd was there ever such a 
sigh, such an expressive sigh of relief, as when, momentarily, we 
find ourselves free from such perpetrators.

*.n& how well you expressed that curious,-and withal slightly 
ridiculous interest we all, on occasion, summon up when some 
void demands a filler, i am thinking of the television program and 
how, no matter how trite the thing may have been, it suddenly 

became the object of vast concentration on everyone's part, with 
ev ryone sec retly thankful to heaven for having thus provided 
something or other to fill in the blank moments, — or hours,

- * -  t

today's post was one of those that usualy turn up after a few 
days of unusual thinness. Today there was a bumper orop, much 
of^which I haven t even opened, I am glad to say that my latest 
secretary, — I believe her name is iSmily, reads remarkably well, and 
bravely waded through much today, but except for your letter,
I read but sections of those which might call for immediate attention, 
and la Storm's, which was long and in a hand that was a little difficult 
for one unaccustomed to it. I shall try to run through it on the
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morrow, and then pass it along. A six page assortment from ^rs. 
Holloman contained a letter from her to me, a letter from the 
Picayune to her, and a transcript of a new segment of story she 
has just forwarded t he added'to the original one. As 
she probably altered the original manuscript about the plates 
considerably, — she says in her letter to the Picayune she didn’t 
retain a copy, and as it now at pears from the duplicate, asked for 
by return mail, that she has dipped into unusued material 
originally dicfctated for the article of a few years back, - 
”Miss Oamraie Still Mves at Melrose”, just what the final 
results may be, 1 shudder to think.- For example, there seems to be 
one place in which she quotes me directly as sa ing: "inhere 
never was any telling whom one might encounter at dinner 
in the big house”, - which 1 may have erha^s sai<| when trying to 
give the impression of the variety of Miss âramie s friends and 
the various lines of endeavor they represented. But taken out of 
its context, 1 can only wonder what the final impression may be like, 
Hut since the primary purpose of the article is to sell plates and 
not personalities, I shall not object too much if tie former end is 
achieved, and I shall probably have to charge off the strange 
Holloman personality tints to unexpected costs.

One thing in la Storm's letter struck me as coincidental 
as things that are always happening to you and me. In writing 
her, it has been my custom, even as in writing you, to mention 
any wine that particularly Bk struck my fancy, and the other day 
I reported a tawny port, bottoled by the Christian Brothers 
in Hapa, California. This letter was written after la Storm 
had moved on t Beno, but in her response, she goes into some 
detail regarding the self same organisation, and indicates 
she has but reoently visited the place. She is what Miss Cammie would 
style a sight. .

And speaking of la Storm reminds me to s-y how glad I am 
you found the fruit and nuts from her to be alright. I laughed 
loud and long at your fortitude in not going into the ^ew Orleans 
number at the same sitting on the grounds of avoirdupoids.
I suppose everyone is forever trying to fashion the rest of 
humanity after'is own pattern, but in my case, I most certainly 
do when it comes to the matter of eating. 1 am a great 

believer in it, and just so long as an individual feels well, I 
think he should slide straight ahead in the food department, 
for who cares about an hour glass figure, either in gazing at one 
or possessing one, and I have always felt a little extra pomidage 
is a wonderful insurance against times when non-digestive ailments 
tend to eat up one s reserve strength. So much to talk about 
and so much desire^to share a bit of that lender Leaf tea, but 
I must fold for now, alter thanking‘you for such a happy day....

m
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Wednesday, July 2nd, 1952.

Memorandum:
The weather continues,...

I dropped by to say Howdy to ^adam Begard this afternno 
about 5, and whet with my garden activities, although at reduced 
speed making the 100 degree temperature seem much higher than- 
that, T nearly frozen when I made my bow next door and 
was presented with a large bowl of ice cream, drowned in frozen 
strawberries. Celeste was in town, and Maaam«Begard and I 
had ample opportunity to cover a lot of unfinished business.
Hut the most astonishing thing the lady opined was:

"t's so much cooler today, isn't it.”
-»nd the answer was but definitely Ho.
Celeste must have had quite a harrowing morning for 

flanked by only three servants, she undertook supervisinga 
going over of the big house in'anticipation of impending company 
and that is a chore that inevitably upsets the applecart.

as for myself, I had a single servant for six housesa 
and a few acres of garden thrown in for good measure, and 
so my problem wasn't nearly so great, so far as making- 
people; jump crooked.

I sometimes laugh to myself at the master*s concept of 
woat labor is involved in keeping an establishment such as 
the six houses and gardens in order. Yesterday mor ing, for 
example, he asked me if one servant for a half day wouldn't 
be adequate. 1 guess he was yearning to put said servant 
into the field with the other hoe hands. But by noon I 
had contrived sufficient tangle to require further assistance, 
and as the master won elevent hundred golden schmakers at 
the gaming talbe in the afternoon, he seemed positively expansive 
by the time another night had passed.

From his mother-in-law, I learned he saw his suddenly 
acquired niece yesterday and raved 'over her beauty more than 
he had everu been known to remark on anyone before. . It will 
be interesting t see if she is trotted out here for the 4th.
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In yesterday's memo, I didn't get around to thaak you tor 
passing along the crux of the Palomar Observatory story, and 
I am glad to have it, as I shall want to refer to it .when next 
I take Underwood in hand to write la Storm, I got around to 
explore her letter today, and am enclosing it herewith. Going 
for a swim at 80, as she casually mentioned in her letter, is 
really something to contemplate. Surely she is a remarkable 
individual and I woner at hex vitality. There is something1 about 
her energy that reminds me of the Madam's and how once remarked to 
her how happy he would be when she got to be 90 and so would 

not generate energy enough for for more that three or! four people 
instead of sufficient for ten in her usual state.

The sudden &usts of wind in Saturday's and Sunday's rains 
were of that curious course, seeming to blow slap down from on high 
rather than paralleling the surface of the earth, and the net result 

was that lots of plants look as though some mighty hand and forced 
them slap toward the groupnd. a  lot of thing could be straightened 
up, some of the things would straighten up by themselves, and 
enough plants were so flattened they had to be cut down, what with 
their main stalks being completely broken. The bananas along 
the front grxllery suffered very slightlyk but there were a few 
big leaves which were snapped off and had to be removed. In 
snipping off a couple of such, I discovered that tie big old 
blossoms on the Orinocos are putting out, — impressive items 
suggesting fat spear heads coming to a sharp point, and the whole 
bud about the size of two hands cupped together. The winter 
was so mild, I anticipated a large crop this year but the early 
November frost wrought havoc with this year's prospects, and 
I am gratefull that there will be any at all. Oddly enough the 
^renbourg ones, in a more exposed position that the Yucoa ones, 
seem to promise a better yield, so that by the time autumn 
is upon us, the Ohapel of the Blessed Martin ought to he 
quite gay with emerald-green bunches of bananas suspended from 
the rafters like huge exotic chandeliers.

I must get off an air mail letter to Hock Hill on the morrow, 
for it only came to my mind today that I probably didn't make it 
too clear on the Srandpere plate that the 100th anniversary 
of the establishment of the Parish was concerned exclusively with 
the Parish of St. augustin and not with Natchitoches Parish. Until 
this thought struck me, I had never thought about the presence 
of political and religious Parishes, severaly of the latter within 
the confines of the former, — a circumstances which, of course, 
could happen only in -Louisiana, since this is the only State 
having the- political divisions styled as Parishes. Well, so 
things go, and i must fold for now and may your vacation be 
a thumping success.....

5548

Thursday, July 3rd, 195B.

Memorandum:
The thermometer continues to “hoover around 100, 

but last night it touched a low of-78 which somehow 
seemed quite frigid just before dawn. I continue to 
mosey about at s^ow motion speed and thus far the 
heat 'really hasn t bothered me at all.

c-

I had expected no servants today but drew two, and 
so was fairly busyuntil 11 when the pilgrim patter 
began to emerge.

B&rlier in the morning I learned J. -u. had 
sent some movie people to see me, but 1 never did see 
them or perhaps they though the big house was the only 
structure to excite their interest. I did see them 
trapsing out of the front gate an hour latter, but 
I didn't deter them in their flight and whence £hey 
came or when and whom they represented, I haven t 
the vaguest ida. I understand J. H. talked with them 
earlier in the day in town, but I never did see him, 
and am thankful I eluded that business.

At 11 the Sondahls of Shreveport arrived, - 
Mr. and Mrs. and’Miss, alone: with a young lady from 
St. Louis. They are old friends and know the place 
pretty well, as Mr. S. did.some restoration work here at 
one time or another. But they hadn't chanced to be 
down this way since along- about!194£ or 1943, and 
so they had many a new twist to inspect. It was 
Mr. S, who restored Beaufort, and I believe he is 
considered one of Shreveport's more successful architects,

-hey are charming people and I asked them to hurry 
with the tour, for, as I explained, the dinner bell would 
soon be sounding and I wasn't dreaming of Inviting 
them to dinner, what with the lateness of the hour 
making it unlikely the cook woulc have much tons luck 
in addine water to the soup.

We timed the tour neatly but just as we reached
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the front gate, five minutee after the hell had 
rung, it was noticed their car had a flat. It was 
fortunate that the garage wasn’t too far distant, hut 
it took^the experts about an hour to chance the flat 
and my ’’soup" was accordingly delayed considerably. *

My little old lady secretary was la e in arriving -- 
usually she aaes it at 12:30, but today it was 4 " and 
I smiled to myself when she ashed, on departing:

” ■ 0̂ i nave to come tomorrow, and the reason I 
ash is because there*s a frolic up the road."

I told her she didn't, for I figured 1 still would 
nave nee and Junior Fugabou as stop-gaps, and they 
are lihely to show up, frolic or no frolic.

The Joe Henrys were expected tonight, but they areuived 
at one 0 clock noon instead, and it is always a pleasure 
to see them. Both sets of 3. G-.1 s will arrive from 
Baton Rouge tomorrow (the 4th) in the afternoon and 
remain until dinner on the 5th. The Juniors w 11 
occupy J. h. \ s and Celeste’s section of the domain.

The helplessness of Junior isunder lined by the 
fact that the 20 hour visit is carefully timed so 
that only three eliminations of urine will be necessary 
during his absence and it is understood that other 
matters reserved for the sanctity of the private 
bath room may be by-passed during the interim of their 
base rice from their own home, What a pitiful situation 
ana how wearing it must be not only for the patient but 
for those nearest and dearest.

. * }eto6r. 1S01?n5o?k which, as I understand it,• Hall, indicates the Grandpere plate
will be executed and forwarded prior to September 15th. - 
arroagical date l specified, for I believe the 3t. Augustin 
■cair takes place in October, and I wanted to be sure 
the merchandise was to hand well in advance to the dead line 
. take it father Gallahan must have mentioned the 
impending plate to someone on the Joyous Goast recently 
fox today two residents ox that sedtion telephoned me to 
inquire when the item would be avilable. these people 
are not in the intellectual brackets and X imagine 
rather unsympathetic to anything in the color department,
I was a little surprised at the inquiry. Berhaps"they 
were making the request for information in behalf of servant 
and yet they are scarcely the kind who would be that 
considerate, u

Friday, July 4th, 1952.

Memorandum:
now nice to find your five o'clock letter of Monday in 

today's post.
Receiving mail on holidays, although an old story at this 

bend of the river, is, nevertheless forever a mild surprise to 
which X never get quite accustomed. And today it was doubly so, 
because I had anticipated nothing from the direction of Lyme, 
assuming your social calendar was pretty well clogged duulng and 
perhaps following the week end.

But thank heavens that week end is over and how pleasant it 
is to contemplate your little sojourn in the Gatskills where 
I hope you encounter no end of ozone, coolness and goos of 
sound sleep. < 1 laughed to myself at how soon the moun ain 
trek became a-reality after 1 had charted the’plans, all unknown 
to anybody.

locally the weather remains unchanged and while the , 
program was about as usual for a'holiday, the pilgrims weren t 
so numerous as X had expected.

This morning a couple of fine gentlemen from Dallss telephoned 
from town, explaining they were acquaintances of Rudolph, and 
asking if the might drop in to see me and ^elrose. They could. 

Before I had gone with the post, the grapevine advised me they 
had already had arrived and were chatting with Joe in the 
store. It turned out that one of the men recognized Joe, whose 
name he had never known, as being in a group with him in the Armyf 
(for) a week, 7 years ago, studying chemical warfare. He certainty 
must have a wonderful memory and of course Joe was glad the man 

- made himself known. Odd that the man who had heard Rudolph speak 
of Melrose so often, had* never known the name of his military 

associate and so never connected him with Louisiana.
My guests remained until after 11, and at dinner, Juanita 

spoke of having spent the morn ng with Celeste down at Mayor ^oyes 
camp, down Magnolia way on the opposite bank fo "the river, and 
she brought me a message from the Mayor, asking if he might stop 
in this week; end sometime. He could.

• • • • .
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I was glad to see Dr.Rand this aft rnoon. he and the hoys 
were at the~camp hut Blythe didn’t come. Something other 
than her mother1s' imperfect health must he hiting her.

^ servant brought news that the Senior and Junior S. G.’ s 
had arrived and were across the fence, so hr. Hand and I went 
over there for a little visit. Junior seemed fine, and the 
gaiest member of the groups with his wife, Barbara, a close 
second. J. had had a rampp built up his front steps, and 
so Junior can fly a^out, inside and out, like a breeze, 
especially as he operates his rolling chair with seeming easy 
and pleasure.

We all dined, save ^adam Hegard, at the big house, and 
as I drew a place between J. and Barbara, found the 
conversation went along nicely ?Mth the fried chicken, potato 
salade and so on.

The table ran thus: - J. H., Joe, Celeste, the General, 
la., nie, Frances, Juanita, Madam General, Junior, Barbara and myself. 
From this, you will note the absence of two members of the 
family. Three times a telephone invitation to Ban brought 
a refusal to attend, and a call to Shreveport last night elicited 
a like negative from Sister, - although the reasons for declining 
Yviere probably scarcely the same.

In today’s post came a note from Daisey in the Dll, along 
wit an article which I Okayed and returned forthwith. The 
article isn’t any good, and I shall be astonished if it ever sees 
print. Well might she have improved on my efforts, but somehow 
she felt impelled to inject so much Texas material andbefore 
one is half through with the piece, one.has forgotten the subject.
I believe the manuscript she mentioned in her last letter, as gettig 
ready to forward to ^r. ^cott was the one she had stirred up some 
time back, - a dete tive story or sdme such, and come to think of 
it, perhaps that is why she hasn’t been sleeping well lately—  
too much blood and thunder, possibly.

As for the errors in the manuscript or the hews article,
I didn't think they mattered at all, since th article wasn t any good 
to begin with and probably will never see print. And even 
though~it may, it id doubtful if anyone will read more than 
the first sentence, so all succeeding errors wont register anyway. 
Apparantly the girl isn t up to par or some such, and I thought 
it pointless to take th© thing apart and expect her either to ’’see 
the light* or even want to m$ke the corrections, and 1 just said 

fine and let it whiz, Bow i 11 whizz into my tub, and 
thence to my downy couoh.... c

■

Sunday, July 6th, 1962.

Memorandum;
How nice to find your letter in Saturday’s post. I 

am sorry to say the postman was so much ahead of time that 
he had already departed before 9 o'clock when I passed 
that way.

] •' • IAnd may I tell you how kind I think you are to have marched
over to 42nd Street. It was so thoughtful of you and as 
soon as the glossy arrives, I shall put one in the mail for 
the Picayune, via, Holloman, immediately, 2 he two glossies 
will be ample for current plans, but it is nice to know 
a film exists so it will be to hand whenever we have occasion 
to draw on it.

I hope your jauht to the mountains wasn't too enervating 
and that right now you are luxuiiating in gobs of rest.
Saturday morning at this bend of the river was razzle-dazzle.

, Madam General at breakfast announced she t ought something 
by way of twenty five thousand dollars should be expended on 
^elrose immediately to ’’make it a show place", and if not, 
then it should be closed up tight. She said-that in a round 
about way news,had come to her that some pilgrims had remarked 
the house wasn t in good repair and that it was humiliating 
to know people°should find it so, uf course she hasn t any 
intellectual comprehension of what the place is all about 
and I reckon hex type of friends want nothing so much to see 
as a great big Stanton ^all, all a-glimmer and a-glw with 
ten coats of varnish.

Joe -^enry was supervising some repair work and somehow 
he got into a tiff with the lady and there was a general gloom 
over conversation from then until Baton *;ouge and Conroe 
departed slap after dinner. :

I gave Barbara a little tour in the early morning and 
found her a pleasant child with as great aspiration and appreciat 
tion of the local set up as her mother-in-law. ^ater the 
senior and Junior S, G. e came to visit me and make a tour 
of the gardens. The wheel chair moved along like a breeze, 
in spite of the grass and soft spots of ground where the hoes had 
been running.

I think everyone at this place felt relaxed when
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vve wara co parfetivaly alone again, a large parage was 
leit at •j. . s by the -oaton itouge contingent, saying it
was a wedding-‘pie sent lor the brother who never came out from town.

tn â 8r quiQt had bGen rest°red, friend Postell cameto spend the afternoon. *e had just returned from i-ake
Hlacid ana had much to tell mo about the Hudson Valley His 
family is on the joyous coast but he must leave them to 
Oiiase somewhere but hopes to return in a week or so. He

Wh° l0St 006 ^  y°arS aS°» haS had an for cataract on the other, and it was not a success.
S? in his 90 s, nr. l̂attas has recently made a will leaving

Pf?erS and fxom a hundrQd and seventy-five to nve hunarea thousand dollars to the Howard-Til den library -perh haps the medLcal section, — he wasn t sure. *

a . 1 Sa? Mada?"H* this afternoon and gave her your message.
QFnnf ! ? 11 so pleased to be remembered. She seems to have 
ŝ °°? n̂Q week ©nd very nicely and said everyone had fun 
playing cards last night. I said I assumed the gentlemen
™a^od*F0li^ CS SOme* bUt she £aid the Choral read the paper hV 0£h9r5 *ere playing cards, as , on taking' ^^urellia home after supper, discovered that many circuits 
of el hfricity serving other sections of the neighborhood 
were without ligate and as ^resident of Valley Electric, he ’ 
had to spend some time giving the matter his attention before 
.returning home, and that he had to go out two or three times 
later during the evening. The clerk'had already told me 
tnat *e, de Montespan was reported at a camp just below 
tne spiUway, 1 was reminded of some faulty transformers 
in tins neighborhood during the war into which the cardinals 
wero forever getting into, with a view to- making a nelt 
h h ^ p0f®’ a“d every time they explored one of the electrical 

hi *?°la Eystem would he completely blown out. 
ast night there must have bean a series of birds in the box.

o the la-t h S !  °nia F°int yoa broutht up in your next
about tL L  b  * amozed thst you had remembered about the Phillipino lilies, planted beyond the stained
glass window of the Ohapel. how remarkable you are.
circle 'Zvlt ?r? doi?6 entirecircle, Having attained a height fl from 2 to 3 feet and
ill have aoubled that height within the next ten days or so

when an explosion of white trumpets at the top of e> ch *
stalk will proclaim the glory of God in a variety of

a£ °?e4.̂ pens tiie bhaP©f door and catches sight of tehm through the reds, blues and amethysts of the glass beyond 
which they are flourishing. How wonderful are they and Lyme..
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J S .  B .V  / clipping mislaid, will send latex.

Monday, July 7th, 1952.

Memorandum:

It s a rare and somewhat dubious accomplishment when 
a person or political party can somehow succeed in over
shadowing itself . But that is the first impression I have 
in listening to the MacArthur keynote speech in Chicago.

Like 150,000,000 other people in the country, I had 
been looking forward to the speech, in view of all the hoop-la 
and drum beating about its scheduled appearance. But the 
scuffle within the Convention itself during the day kept the 
lime light focused on the.inter-party brawl, although the 
long heralded speech didn t come off until hours after the 
scuffle had been momentarily ended, giving prospective 
listeners an opportunity to forget the battle of the dele ates 
and prepare their minds for the great pronouncement by 
tne Waldorf Llama. *ut while old soldiers may fade away, 
the vivid memory of the recent knock-down over rules on the floor T;ldll* P  atlQ ^  would take a mighty good speech to re-capture 
the listener s interest, — and such a speech, it turned out. was not forthcoming, *

purpose of a keynote speech, i suppose, is dual in 
purpose, - first to elevate the party in convention, and 
second, to level car sink the opposition party not In 
convention.. This may be accomplished either by sounding 
an emotional clairon call to party members andthe marginal 
voters whose ballots will determine the November election 
or by an alternative methond, wherein .the keynoter simply* 
denounces everything and especially the manifest short
comings of the prty pf the opposition.

*^acAithur selected the latter course but neglected to 
make use of the most devastating materials available and 
denied himself the major effects of those things used by 
coucning his message in such long sentences, too many %64.00 
words but vaguely comprehended by large segments of his 
radio audience sme by going too far afield, as is oalling 
the Democratic iarty a war party which convinced no. one, 
so that both his personal and political purposes, whatever they 
may have been, were advanced not at all. y
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One manifest weakness of the Old *uard, as typified hy 
MacArtnur and Taft, is their absence of a sense of humor*
Perhaps the Old ^uard never listened or read the Roosevelt speech 
about Falla getting lost in Alaska, which they might well 
have studied in preparing the keynote address. And particularly 
is this applicable in view of the tenseness o proceedings 
at Chicago only a few hours prior to the MacArthur appearance 
before the microphones. uf course nobody probably could have 
anticipated the doings of the day very far in advance, but even 
so, there were several hours of interim between the close of the 
convention^ business and the beginning of the speech, and 
the whole thing should have been worked over to eliminate 
the two ton words and phrases and light and ironic 
lines put in their places.

Off hand I should say the truth would have been as well served 
and as mucfc political advancement attained if some suoh sentence 
as this would have been tossed on to the air waves:

"I come to consider with you such matters as 
mutual cooperation and not mink coates" or "The Republican 
Party stands for a vigorough, all-out prosecution of 
the Korean warleaving it to others to threaten punching the 
not e, of a music critic".

Such lines, of course, would have instantly been styled 
flippant by the .opposition but that seams to be exactly what 
the Old Guard lacks and F. B. R, certainly demonstrated that 
in political turmoil a single laugh may cut as much ice as 
a mountain of ponderous half truths and denunciations.

Well, so much for first impressions of a speech which, as 
it turns out, ended up in a fizzle and the bigger* fool am I to 
be giving it so much consideration.

On the home front, the first big red leather-like petal 
of the rinoco blossom dropped to the ground, therebye initiating 
the inception of this year’s banana crop, as the fruit 
begins forming at the point each petal breaks off.

I hope Bmily, - pronouced Bmma-lee, isn’t down with the 
prevailing virus difficulty which has kept her papa in bed during 
the past week. Pprhaps she went back to Shreveport with her 
brother on Sunday. Be that as it may, there was no mail of 
interest and so lee could manage nothing easily enough. The 
enclosure, - printed, must represent personal property and not 
real estate,, as 823 ^oyal is worth between 30 and 40 thousand 
dollars. Bo hope you. had an oppor unity to do a bit of radio-ing...
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Tuesoay, July 8th, 1952.

Memorandum;

How nice to find your Thursday note in this morning's 
post, along with two larger photographic envelopes, the one 
from you, the other from Rock Hall. Oddly enough the Rock Hall 
one came perfectly flat while yours came perfectly folded in two .
I hasten to report, however, that in spite of the folding so that the 
extreme ends touched, the glossy surface wasn’t broken, by some 
miracle, and so in the same out-going mail I sent along one 
of the copies, so it may reach the Picayune promptly.

I must congratulate you on the excellence oi£ the photographic 
work, for it is certainly splendid and I see no reason why the 
Ricayune reproduction shouldn t be equally so, what with such 
a splendid original to work on.

It was so kind of you to take time out to dash off a little line 
from the Tost uffice just before you dashed up town to make 
preparations for your departure. By now your little outing wll 
have just about run out and you will be, thinking aoout heading bek 
for town. 1 g0 hope with all my heart that the weather and all 
attendant circumstances have been most favorable and your flight 
into the greenery has done you oceans of good.

As the enclosure indicates, the photo being returned by 
Rock ^all was of Grandpere, even though the letter says Louis.
I, for what reason I know not, am particularly glad the final 
sketch is being mailed directly by the artist, but I have a 
feeling that sometime we are going to need that artist's address.
I shall send it along when it comes to hand with the request 
that if convenient, it bo kept on file so just in case we 
ever have occasion to use it, it will b® readily to hand.

Locally the heat continues but we are promised a dab of 
coolness tonight in the wake of "widely scattered thunder storms".
I don t need any thunder storms but if they would like to 
scatter a bit of rain around this neighborhood, I would 
approve. Tut I seem to be thriving on the heat and now and 
then grab off ah icicle in the office or across the fence. This
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morning whn telephoning in the office, the cleric came in 
to whisper that there were a couple of ldies outside to 
see me. I finished my call and went out, passing the ladies, 
and on to the front of the store t see about the mail before 

getting bogged down with pilgrims, as the clerk: handed me the 
mail he whispered a^ain that he had just learned the ladies had 
come to see J. and not me, and so the ladies went their way 

and d mine without any of us exchanging rowdies. This afternoon 
along a bout 4, Charles Cunningham of the Natchitoches limes 
telephoned me to inquire if 1 knew anything about St. Denis' 
son-in_law. I told him 1 knew a little, he said there were some
ladies in his office from the University of Texas at Austin,
who had been to ^elrose this morning to see J. , but not 
finding-him here had followed to town and'waited all morning for 
him at some office or other, - R. R. a . , probably and only 
at the moment before he had made the telephone to’me did 
Charles tell them that they mi^ht learn more as.out de ^ezierefrom 
me that from J. h, What a hurly-burly. *nd so X invited 
said ladies to make another pull up and down Cane ^iver on the morrw 
when X shall receive them in the morning and try to toss them 
some of the stuff for which they are spending their days flying about.

X r gret <b report that ray reading machine is getting a bit 
faint which probably means the tubes are about to die, but X can
always send it in to town and I know Madam Coombs will be glad to
take it under her wing, even though her Welfare administration 

at pesent has nothing officially to do with this region. I 
am readin a sleep-inducing volume by Dr. martin Gurapert, —
"Anatomy of sappiness", a McGraw-Hill publication I like it 
because it talks about medecine and the human illb generally, and 
the relation of a happy frame of mind to the latter, — and all 
in a language sufficiently simple for me to understand. Dr.

-urapert seems to be a German physician, - Jew, X suppose, who quitted 
Hitler's domain ip i936, and, X suppose, perhaps came to the United 
otfites, although X am not sure- about that point What the man has 
c-0 say seems to ma&e sense and much of the data either refreshes my 
memory ctr acquaints me with new facts X haven't known before. The 
person reading this boo^ is alright and so is the material but perhaps 
it is the Republican Convention or some such that makes me contented 

to nod as soon as I call it a day and get rigged up for a bit of 
reading in lieu of Chicago radio clap-trap.

X was delighted tonight when reminded of an expression, 
common enough in this region, but somehow almost forgotten through 

cnance. a  passing pilgrim thjls afternoon had left me some peaches 
and grapes. Tonight Deter passed this way and I inquired;

"Which would you rather have, some peaches or grapes", to which 
he promptly responded: "Wh? me.. 1 ain't got no rather.%....
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.Wednesday, ^uly 9th, 195£.

Memqrandum;

Really, you know, it would do no harm to nave my 
head examined.

I sat down to hear iSd. lorrow's report. That would 
take 1£ minutes, after which I had a stack of things to do.
But M.  Morrow had been pushed off the air by the Gonvenetion, 
and I got so fascinated by the functioning of those Democratic 

functionings in a Republican gathering that that 6 hours or 
so have elapsed, and only now I seen, to have sense enough to 
choke the radio in favor of old Dr. Underwood. But it 
wat pleasant to see the Taft forces getting a drubbing on 
their steal of the Georgia and Texas delegates and since my 
day had been fairly active, the physical rest was probably a 
good investment. Surely 1 shouldn t have difficulty "resting 
my eyes" after this little chat before folding up my beard.

The ladies I came so close to yesterday but didn't 
meet, came back this morning and we had a pleasant sitting 
and they left seemingly much satisfied with the information 
ŝ bout old ae meziero they had found. They were gracious enough 
to remark on their way out that even though they had 
obtained nothing by way of information concerning their 
present project, the visit would have been of inestimable 
value since the Melrose tour meant something quite different 
and more telling than anything ever to be found in archives.
In short they were not o the type of mind that is Madam 
eneral's. As a matter of fact, they might travel far to 
see some such marvel as, say, the Acropolis, and wouldn't 
turn away disappointed as they declared that not all the 
shingles on the edifice were properly regimented.

A telephone call from sorae^rizona people wanting to 
pass this way took me to the telephone at the store as the 
Texas ladies left. There sat Marie J-ong chatting with J. H., 
as both were eating ice cream out of paper cups and 
drinking cokes from bottles. The ex-Governor's voice is always 
raspy with a sandpaper scratch that is arresting although 

not to pleasant, albeit striking. I didn't linger for more
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than an excnage of amenities, for I had some other matters 
awaiting me ana besides, x concluded the -Longs weren’t

then^'h*yS f unless something particular 
T f ;  °n hl® — hill land, Jarle hasajout a frth the number o i cattle Jelrose numbers, and as

arounf pe0Gn9E <*« ralESli iiarle fiddlesaround in one venture or another, including the silent nnrtnnr-
ehip 0 1 cna -■‘sclsraore cattle auction business in Alexandria 
he probably got enough graft during his last administrtion 
to make business for gain quite unnecessary.

m  t ore.now. I should hava referred to the odd markings
on t;is memo in pencil. It is a rought outline of tie

red leathery-like petal of the Orinoco, now beginning to
a hGi'rtnhalfC^ dare tU£lla*ly th? Jaby. bananas, never attaining 
fovfliv ^  a tne 0rind)co» begins opening itslova^, pale purple blossoms before the giant Urinoco, and
thio pLrtQ±len(i Qncoura£®ment to get well out in fronttni. ^ear, a nave been coddling the babies by vast sullies

+lQX it\PiaGeS Wnere tllGy are doin£ unusually well. But one tnrn^ that rnp̂ es plants fascinating is their tendency to 
ao tne unprearctable, even as do people, and this year
iah? ^ ta 01 ?de Gare fcheY h#ve received, the robust 7 and 7 foot eabiGw haven t so much as offered a sign of an embryo flower —
£ 1 5  r t h r e f l a t  l i t m  ° ld a b w / t w o  a n f aor feet 111 height, - a sort of dwarf baby that look*
as though it were suffering from a ixture of malnutrition and^
* SQ™ VV> s1ittinf off by itself in the most un avorable 
and driest place in the gardens. It, of course iu*t to rove 
something or other, has defied all the rules of’life and 
custom and during the rast three or four days, has unfol ed
l a L 1fnr1mettQXOti% flOWer 0rle G0ula QVer imagine* It’s too? to ?tait drawing parallels, but somewhere in

1£ a fQiationship as between this neglected
?lanh J v at hSS GOme int0 richest lovliness ai„d the inexplicable graadiflora seea that selected the top ofIthe palm tree to 
show what a seed could really do if it set itsPmind to it.

ro „rte>?rnlng t0 Jhioa£°. 1 “bet remark that there was one re <-rk by a newspaper man anti one vote by a delegate that 
struck me with great force. At the conclusion of a tvaical 
and outrageous speech by Senator McCarthy of Wisconsin a 
commentator remarked to the effect that th Senator remnininp- true to character, had delivered another Middle of th-» speech, as for the vote 1-refer to fh the Setter
oil man, < t e  or some s u c h / w h o t h s ^ h T l d h ^ r l e h r a r S a n f 10 
ana then corrected himself to cast his ballbt in frvor of 
oeneral uaeArthur. It's all so fearful and wonderful..?!.

Thursday, July 10th, 1952.

Memorandum:

■̂ ow right was that Chicago lady, ^rs. Kelly, in 
her remarks about the difficulty of accounting for tastes.

I have tuned in to the republican convention once or twice 
tonight, but seem to have struck the least interesting spots, 
fox each time 1 drew nothing but a racket, the voices of 
delirious men and women, some mighty poor singing and 
general pandemonium. now full grown people c n go in for 
such high-jinx, I can't imagine, a s  for suitable material 
for radio reception, X can think of nothing more meaningless 
and dull and surely the money expended on transmitting such stuff 
is sheer waste. But perhap it is more entertaining on Television 
and 1 suppose the participants on the floor find all this 

business much to their liking, — I hope, — since anyone 
not possessed of enthusiasm for such non-sense woU£bdn‘t 
remain long in such surroundings.

The Orinoco flower continues to enchant me and 
naturally A call it to everyone's attention. i»mong today's 
visitors were people from Baton xiouge and Natchitoches, people 
in their 60’s, and oddly enough, although life time residents of 
Louisiana, none of them had ever seen the Orinoco blossom.
Several people in town have Orinoco plants and they grow with 
vast a andon around Baton Kouge, and in both places, I am sure, 
are bound to produce fruit with more or less regularity, although 
I must say that for some reason the Melrose plants, of which there 
are dozens scattered about, - dozens, for example, running the 

length of the store, but only those along the gallery at Yucca 
seem to come into production. The reason why so few people 
have seen the fruit forming, I suppose, is simply because 
few people take time to examine the plant. In the case 
of cotton, so many people of Louisiana visiting the African 
house, express enchatnment at the sight of the bouquet 
of cotton, still on the stalks, for while everyone has seen 
fields of the stuff all their lives, a surprising number 
of them have never been within arm's reach of the lint while 
still ungathered. There's somthing-about it that reminds one of 
shoemaker’s«children never having shoes.
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You recently recalled the similarity in last names 
as between a man of the ante belluin period, prominent as a 
surveyor and that tfi an individual recently become a 
member by marriage of the local family. In regard to 
that same individual* the scandal mongers are or course having 
a field day, and are making the most of it, for example, 
there is the case of the hoverend Green, that carck-pot preacher 
who figured in the press a few years ao 0 when one or two 
newspapers ran his picture, snapped when said Baptist Divine was 
engaged7in burning "Mid Summer fires" in the streets of̂  
hatchitoches, The latest wrinkle, according to gossip, is 
that the Reverend one evening be-took himself to the street 
where the lady of dubious virtue dwells, arid proceeded to ̂ 
shout his denunciations in the direction of her domicile from 
his vantage point on the curb. This cause but mild interest 
on the part of the neighbors until the same gentleman of the robe 
actually entered the house to carry out his rebuke in greater 
intimacy, and, it is said, he did sucljt a thorough job that 
although the shouts subsided, he didn t actually complete his^ 
mission until dawn of the following day when he was seen leaving 
the residence in a very subdued manner. In view of the aswoII 
inclination to uresentthe tawdry side of life, it would seem he 
has some excellent material within easy range of his own 
neighborhood,A phrase of a popular song of years back keeps 
runnin through mj mind; - "Oh, give me a June nieht, the 
moonlight and you,,,,,'1 and it occurs to me hir, ^swell might 
spin a tale concerning the Reverend, entitling the same 

"A,June Knight". Don't you think so.
In the field of the rapid adjustment of a imals and birds 

to new situations and self prevervation is ever so manifest 
this year, now that the poisoning of the cotton by tractors 
is getting under way, — usually a couple of weeks before the 
airplane method is employed. The tractor method got under 
way last taonday and automatically the numbers of furred and 
feathered friends in the gardens jumped amazingly, The 
quantity of rabbits was ample in June but within the last, few 
days the jack rabbit population has grown astonishingly^
The D. D.T. or whatever that is sprayed on the folliage in 
the fields is killing but the food supply of greenery in the 
garaens isn't eff.cted and the animals seem to sense this 
instantly, -1 suppose the number of bugs and worms in the fields, 
too, may have dropped instantly with the application oi the 
poison and accordingly the birds seem to concentrate on 
our feeding bars and where ever 1 stir the ground with a hoe. 
Undoubtedly flocks of them take to the woods, too, hut 
since birds usually seem to prefer living in proximity to 
man, — if not a Wenk, - scores of them are taking up new 
rosid nee in the bamboo hedges and the becanes. It said > . 
d  . . . 1 . ' ...................-------------------- ---------------
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Friday, July 11th, 1952.

Memorandum;
I chanced to be at the store just before noon when 

the radio was carrying the first ballot vote of the Convention.
We waited until the virgin Islands had casts the final, - its 
"unaminous single vote for -isenhower", and as the General still 
lacked a few votes to give him the nomination, we concluded 
we could easily eat our dinner before the second ballot had 
proceeded very far, and so we let the store — and radio, — and 
went merrily on our way. Picture my surprise a half hour later 
when d turned in on my own machine, expecting to find the 
second ballot well in pxsx progress, only to discover there had 
been no need for one, since Minnesota, following the Virgin Islands 
vote, had recuosted the right to change its vote from Stasson 
to -isenhower, thus bringing the whole business to an end abruptly 
and without further ado.

But tonight 1 don*t know the name of the Vice Presidential 
candidate, although I suppose he has long since been selected.
^ne of the unending "scattered shower" things has been going on 

for hours, without any rain at all but^no end of grumbling 
in the skies, and the electricity from on high has so scrambled 
radio reception that one can hear nothing but incessant 
bangsphe last 1 heard, there was talk about one of the 
California Senators being named to run for the Vice Presidency.
If I remember correctly there (their) names are, — in spite 
of the suggestion of a vaudeville listing, - Rolan and Rixon.'
I have heard both gentlemen over the radio during the past 
year but can, never seem to remember which is whieiji. But I am 
sure that one of them is a bag, and 1 hope he isn t the one 
to he selected. The hag I have in mind is the one w$ao beat the 
drum so madly in favor of the new Immigration ^aw, which is 

, certainly an outrageous piece of buisness.
Well, so much for politics, and if the thunder from heaven 

had only brought us ain, the ignorance would be worth 
sustaining so bar as anything coming- out of the Chicago 
stock yard district. But rain we shall probably not get, and 
yet I must say that while it is terribly dry, we haven't as yet 
reached drought proportions, and there will be rains eventually, —  
and conventions, too.
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On the home front, there doesn't seem to be anything of 
special interest "cooking".

A telephone from bister to announced that she is
entertaining some of the Garret kinfolk from êw Hoads over 
this week end at diouoierville, and w ill  bring them to ^olrose 
on Saturday, -that i s  really something to look forward to, as 
I haven^t seen bister since her Chicago hejira, and I can't  
imagine what the Garrets, whom I know, can be thinking about 
i f  they aid accepting week end hospitality  in the Wank menage.

One Rebecca Walk, a teacher in the St. Augustine school 
on ^ it t le  Aiver came to see me this afternoon. Ghe has in  
mind gathering pictures of things throughout -Louisiana which 
are related to the development of the negro, with a view of 
showing the pictures andtpresenting appropriate data to her 
classes. -Aelrose seemed to be a f i t t i n g  subject to begin with 

and the more so since Ht. Augustine's i s  built  on ^elrose. I 
was interested in la walker s projected program. I am 
glad to jot down some data for her over the week end. I even 
wont so far as to accept her invitation to v i s i t  the school and 
harangue the students, ha Walker said a car would come for me 
any day at any time I cared to name. 1 named 9 a.m. as 
convenient and suggested we compare notes as to what day when she 
c a l ls  for the data on Monday. The lady i s  pure black, -  which 
is  worthy of note, so many 01 the teachers of color are mulattoes, 
and I am especially glad this is  so for St. Augustine's, since a l l  
the students are pure ' V  black.

Flopping back to the Bepublican Convention once more, and, 
as you are perfectly  justified in hoping, the fin a l  time, I want 

to mention two points:

f i r s t ,  &r. Taft 's  Senatorial collegue from ^hio, Ar. Bricker,  
in addressing the Convention immediately following the 

Eisenhower nomination, declared with vehemence that "we" 
shall continue to fight u n til  every la s t  v e s t iLe of th e - 
hew heal ahd Fair heal have been destroyed, which sounds miahty 
stupid and the best; summation 1 have run across as expressing 
the w i l l  of the Old '-'uard, and

second, I want to express my wonder h as to what in the world 
happened to "the forgotten man" of the Convention, one Herbert 
Hoover, nis advent was hailed with such e e e -e la tt ,  and his  
speech heralded with such applause, I am puzzled that following 
his hour on the platform, 1 haven t beer, ablo to find 
hide nor hair of the man. Perhaps he is  polishing up his 
armour to join **.  Bricker in t i l t i n g  at wind m il ls ........
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Sunday, July ISth, 19 52.

Memorandum: .f

The pot i s  the thing, — but more of that anon.

i t  has been a hurly-burly sort of week end, tiresome but 
withal rather satisfying for the l i t t l e  seed planted here and 
there for ultimate flowering.

■ -

X don t seem to remember much about Saturday, save that 
the Wenks Game in force during the afternoon, bringing 
their "ew Hoads kin fo lk  with them, — a cousin, Frances, who 
isa  sister of the ex-Madam Wurtelle. a  big endurance 
contest developed between bister and me, when she declared she 
wasn't leaving th is  house un til  i  had promised to accompany 
her and the.family to C lo u tiervil le .  She said; "I guarantee 
to pour you back before i t  gets too late ,  i f  you know what I mean", 

and X told her i  kne the quality of her whiskey and comprehended 
prfectly  but that X had no intention of going. Eventually she 
pulled out.

After suoper J. A. 0ame by to say that iladame de Aontespan 
was in the neighb rhood, and had, asked that he bring me around.

I accepted the invitation but delayed starting until  so late  
that she, thinking herself deserted, had already departed for 
Alexandria. X saw her for a few moments this noon, following 
dinner across the fence, — the f i r s t  time in months, 1 believe.

But she was leaving for Alexandria early as, X believe, J. H. 
was, too, and Bat by himself, for -fat had returned from Washington 

last evening. Ostensibly J. u. and *at were going to call  
on Aaynie at the hospital. I t  is  said his kidneys are fast  
playing out. I believe a couple of transfusions have been 
given. I t  would appear he might not survive from this  
malady, although today or a year hence, I suppose, might 
witness the end, -  unless some miracle cure i s  effected.

This raroning, to get on with the pot business, Dr. Hand 
telephoned me from Alexandria to say they wouldn r  be up un til
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nest Sunday, but he wanted to let me know he had found a couple 
of pots for me and it was perely a question of transportation 
that intervened between their present situation and this 
bend of the river. 1 told him the transportation would be forth
coming. I took, the matter up with immiedately and he said
a cattle truckawould be heading for Alexandria Tuesday and the 
items coulu be brought home with no difficulty at all, I 
shall be glad of one for the avant-cour, but,, should 1 get 
the second one, some distance South of Alexandria, I shall 
perhas rest it temporarily in fpont of the big house where 

i>r. nand has had an idea 1 have been going to place one. 
abater it can be moved easily enough to another situation.

Mrs. Andrew Bowman who had written she would be up this 
afternoon, telephoned to say guests had ariived unexpectedly which 
would force her to delay her trip for another Sunday. This 
suits me perfectly, as I should be glad to have the Cane iliver Contry 
plates here w&en she arrives, since she may want to use some in 
her Village shop, and it will be easy to gige them to her when 
she passes this way. I had hoped the plates might be here during 
late July, but I haven t had a response from Bock: Hall rega dirig 
any tentative shipping^date.

I was glad to have a few minutes chat with Pat alone. He 
had much to tell me about his visits to interesting places about 
Washington, Philadelphia and A4ew rork. a.e stressed Aount Vernon 
and Wi11iamsburgh especially, which was a pleasant surprise, since 
he did so either becuause he was manifesting an unusuai aenry 
trait of thinking up something to talk, about that would be 
of interest to his listener or because he had really be impresed 
by the places. When we said goodbye, and after 1 had shown 
him the sketch of the wane *viver wountry, lapsed him while 
in "urope seeing marvelous things-to sometimes remember, - 
excuse the splint infinitive, that I had long thought of 
two historic American sites in the form of a mathematical 
eouation: - That ^elrose as a plantation is to Louisiana what 
Williamsburgh as a colonial town is to Virginia, ne repeated 
the phrase and seemed to likie it. 1 think it may linger with 
him for a while. And thus are tiny seeds planted that 
some day may bear rich fruit in the field of preservation and 
appreciation.

Bo played out the week, end, and i hope yours was less 
hurly-burly but withal carmmea full of opportunities to 
relax.••••

Monday, July 14th, 1952.

Memorandum:
This is the uay, if memory serves, when we all should 

join in the chorus of "Allons, enfants de la T
the local cannon never so much as exploded and what-ditties 1 
indulged in were on the same key I generally employ iox rather 
dull pilgrims, for I had half a dozen today. And, of 
all places they might have hailled from, --Conroe, Texas-

^aynie’s health seemed the big topic of conversation locally. 
J. **. , after telephoning Joe last night, telephoned him again 
thi's noon, advising him to he in r adiness for a funeral.

Celeste drove down to the hospital this afternoon and the 
Baton xtoue Henrys drove up to Alexandria for a brief call. _ 
Bleeding of -the kidneys have required three
a; many days of late, and at supper J- *as oompletely baiiled when 
J. ■U‘. remarked that ^aynie had had the same difficulty a yea 
ngo' and it wouldn t be surprising if he were^back in 

Hatchitoches by the end of the week and cranking up his o*rf and 
driving it himself up ana down the road to ^elrose. 1 
make no sense out of any of it.

■»

I know you will be midly interested to read the enclosure, 
if it seems best, just destroy it after reading. At least 

. don't bother to return it to me as I have no wish to Pre-erve it,
4 although 1 subscribed to the reference to potential ^geniality 
*\ -y which 1 thought you would enjoy rending, ana 1

v̂ ould be as floored as was I by the news about the travels 
of the little dootoi. I f  8 just another ease in which the.^adam 
would have remarked: ’’Anything you do is alright, b 
it” Off hal’d I should say that last summer s *u&ust neat tm. 

impelled flight to the West *oast isngt likely^to be much 
less this middle of July, - at least hot from any *°P0**® * 
h^ve read, — or any thermometers either, hut that is merely 
a detail, and 1 reckon tne real reason si that the laay prh&ps 
i>ets bored in one place within a certain time and simply has 
do move on to a new place or back to a former one It represen s 
a type of restlessness I have never known and so i am quite 
incapable of compehending the motivating foroes behind it.

T \\ V
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, the fiold of horticulture, I am puzzled by the
dwaddling of the butterfly lilies this year. After the

record, I assumed there would be “the ghosts 
of butterflies , to borrow tne •‘■arrish phrase, all over the 
place by the middle of ^uly but it appears I was mistaken, 
it is true tnere are a couple of little buds, bit unless I read 
all signs awry, ti.ere wont be an unfolding of perfumed wings 
beiore the end of the month,Both at Arenbourg and Yucca 
l give them liberal libations daily. Usually heat plus moisture 
produces tne tropics but there’s nothing tropical bout 
the flowering of the butterfly lilies this year.

. ..I, had.51o go fishing about in the ether waves to find Md. Morrow
tonight, -i usually hear him over a Columbia affiliate in 
nreveport, but tonight the Morrow time was taken over by 

some prohibitionist, * which doesn t seem at all like *£r. sorrow
n%inally °*ught with him *8* w W L of the^oosevelt Hotel’ Cleans, Somehow everything about the impending nemooratio 

convention seems anti-climactic It appears the Party will
pl^hk more liberal than the Hepublicans, which wouldnTt 

be difficult, and they will no doubt select as intelligent a
^ vSUrely a more lib@ral one» that scarcely seems to 

iVir: -isenhower, unless some unimaginable
4th wftb 11 fr?^ably sail slap thrpugh November
win rroh lla^£ flying ana like one of if. I). E. s famous runs, 

whi eh p nably sweep everything including ^aine and Vermont
the He™ihiinnn f ^ t  - an odd thing, how ultra conservative 

n h i  1 f  farty kas become during the past 20 years, al-
iTThmv-i hh! al ?ys Ûst that* v*hat 1 mean to say is thato«Ch°+6\ tne SGarrt opinions thus far expressed by "r, Miswenhow:r 
-eem to be conservative enough, and yet sinde they aon’t seernn 
quite so conservative and reactionary as the faft-noover-MaeArthur trio, they seem almost liberal by contrast MacArtlmr

I like the idea of the democrats in recommending a ulank
^he°initial^cnrno 8 pIim“ y !°t6S *0r tha of’“ dates.r:!,.1Tni,,ial purpose seems to be to et a man whom the people want

than,one trumPe<l up by the politicians at the last"
for if !hey ha7S Pr°P°s6d a lHe ballottor êlecting thS >/icd ^resident, but assume not. But with
BO per cent of the vice ^residents of the United Btates 
eventually becoming Presidents, that ssleotion, so often siinmad 
over seemsppetty important, too. hut 1 must now * write i-ome letters and then fold
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Tuesday, July 15th, IS 52,

Memorandum:
I am sending this by air in order it may reach your 

true hand before the sketch of the Crandpere plate which 
arrived from Baltimore in the morning’s post and which 
I immediately transferred to another folder and handed
back to the postman.

It was so good to have your letter in the same post 
and to know you contemplated a nice cozy week end.
What a business, — finding a flock of Bolivars on your door
step on your return from the mountains, but the promise 
of impending quiet held out the hope that you might 
catch your breath a bit regardless, following your return to 
town.Just before mail time this morning, I learned the ladies 
across the fence were preparing to take off for a frolic, - 
I believe at the island camp on Magnolia. Ifo orrow they leave 
here at 6 so that ^adam regard may have some tests made at 
the hospital which will take the better part of the day, I 
hoped to 6et the clerk to run through the data on the plate but 
that seemed futile, since he pronounced the data as 
alright without enumerating any of it to me. ^nd so i 
made a quick decision and simply slapped the wh le thing 
into another folder and sent it out by the same post to 
you. thinking you wouldn't mind too much giving it a _ 
"gander”, and sending it on to ^oek Hill, if it is alright, 
with merely a slip af paper^attached by clip ox some such, 
reading' simply "£-Kay. f.m. or some such. ^  you prefer 
a note or if corrections are necessary, a sneet ox 
plantation stationary is attached herewith which you may
use.

I asked these three matters be adjusted on this final 
sketch!
first, the letters, — f.m.c. — be substituted for the word 
family, in the column at the right, just in front of the 
date of 1829.
senco&d, that the word Parish, carrying the letter h be 
substituted for the word Paris, which had appeared in the 
.original sketch, and
third, that somewhere on the plate, - I don t care where, 
be added the words, — Contrived, 1953, Francois ^ignon.
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There is no rush about getting the thing1 off, and 
if you would care to hold it for a day or two, believing we should 
have it photographed, so that a film will be to hand eventually, 
that would be alright, hut please don't do so if the photographing 
is very expensive, for we can wait and have the finished plate 

photographed instead. *s a;work of ~rt, this sketch isn't too 
hot, but it did occur to me that if the Picayune article-is 
delayed for a photograph of me at work, it might interest the 
publishers to include this somewhat different type of thing 
with the photo of the finished Plantation plate. But 
this is of no moment, and you may decide either way you think 
best, and, if further corrections are necessary, — assuming 
the,three mentioned above have not be sxzs been carried out, 
aon t consider photographing at all. a

And may L say thanks to you for handling all of this 
ffor the present project and me and us. - <

A  bill of lading covering the first part of the Jane Hiver 
'ountry plates arrived today, saying- shipment had been made in 
part on the 9th. X suppose they will be here shortly, perhaps 

in a day or so, and it goes without saying I shall roll a coupin 
jin your direction forthwith.

And may 1 tell you how right it turns out that you were in 
sending me the Baumgartner document, giving the date as 1856, not 
1853, as to the establishment of the Parish. One of the Keveiend 
fathers came to me for a couple of hour's sitting today, asking 
me'to assist him w ith the historical data being prepared for the 
impending centenary celebration, he said that just yesterbay 
father Jallahan had discovered that the date was 1653* not 1856.
I told him the plate could not be changed at this late hour. He 
?said the Reverend fathers planned to defy ^istory and go ahead with 
their celebration next year regardless. «vhen the *hurch gets to 
messing around with Jiistery## Well, anyway, among other things
it just goes to prove that it s difficult to contrive a plate carry 
much data on its design and have it free of all errors. -But if 
the ex-^resident of Buquesne can take it, X certainly can, for 
while it is our plate, it is his Church that has determined the dates.

If all the above seems unusually hodge-podge and lacking in 
clarity, and if you would prefer having me look at the 
sketch before it goes to Hock flail, just send it slap back to me, 
for there is ample time. Hut if the three items mentioned have 

been taken care of, and the thing meets with your approval, just 
address it to ^re. ^liza eth Hdwards Jowpertnwaite, udwar&s China, 
Hock ^all, H©nt County, Maryland, .̂nd either way, blessings on you 
for all the kind things you are forever doing for me......

i

<w/>
c-i

Wednesday, July 16th, 1S5£.

memorandum:
i’he pot is the thing and has arrived.
But more about that in a moment. Something happened that 

there was no cattle to be sent but , just before heading
out for Hew wrleans, sent a truekuwith a couple of people aborad 
to Alexandria regardless, a pin-point rain had been falling 
staadily all ni^ht, as it has all day, and the whole plantation 
was resting as it were.

But the* two truck drivers, on reaching Alexandria, discovered 
the pot was more than they coui manage and so they telephoned back 
for extra stalwart arms, oeven departed forthwith, and the 
rest of the day was all quiet until about 6 o clock when the 
truck pulled in. it seems the 7 gentlemen sent to assist 
had no more effect on moving the great cauldron that the first 
two. Thereupon hr. Hand telephoned for a wrecker, and finally 
the thing was Misted aboard. 1 suppose it weighs about half a 
ton. Fences and growing things made it impossible to get the 
thing very close to the spot 1 wanted it, slap in front of 
Yucca in the "avant-cour’’ 4but we got it fairly close by driving 
slap through the Cardener‘s Garter Garden, beds of eannas and 
heaven knowns what all. Jn the morrow we shall take down some of 
the fence of the "avant-cour" and slide the thing along somehow 
and by tomorrow night, X hope, it will be in its permanent resting 
place, brimming o v e  with a few hundred gallons of water on whose 
surface some purple flagged water hyachinthes will he xx riding 
high, and the pot will look as though it has been there forever.
Its buld and heavy, horizonal lines coincide perfectly with the 
architecture of Xucca, and 1 think we ou&ht to get some lovely pictures 
of the two, the roof line of i'ucca reflected in the mirror of the 

pot's surface, - if and when some good photographer gets around 
t is way.

X thou5ht the Jane ^iver items might arrive today, what with 
the bill of lading indicating they were shipped on the 9th, 
but perhaps they will come tomorrow. I am curious to see how 
the several corrections came out, as X never did see the
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linal sketch alter these adjustments had been taken care of,
-stnd, of course, it will be unnecessary for me to remark: that 
my impatience to got a couple rolling in your direction will 
be boundless until -i- actually see them on the way,

-•hat with one thing and another, I haven t heard any 
weather reports today, but last night X gathered we were 
scheduled to get a mild blow from the dull where shipping 
was cautioned against fairly heavy seas, J- suppose the past 
24 hours of dampness is a result of whatever is stirring 
along the uulf, and as we seem to have received about two inches 
Ox rain, as against on one 16th of an inch registered in Ehreveport 
tne moisture can be assumed to be fairly cpnfined to the 
southern section, Perhaps Shreveport dldn t need any moisture 
any way, what with the election, mentioned'■'in a recent en

closure, having turned out favorably for the wets,
. . .  ■ * ( ' - : '

although 1 did not make a round this afternoon, I understand 
the ladies across the fence returned from the hospital late this 
afternoon, fllowing ^adam regard s tests, Hhe had remarked to 
me the other day that the whole thing was useless since she was 
feeling alright, save from the lingering aftermath of the 
virus infection, but ti seemed easier to go and be done with 
the business than to resist the pressure that would otherwise 
be fcetting her, she .is such a kind soul, it is ood to. know
t is latest wrinkle is finished and hope she has a flock of 

peaceful times slap ahead

ihe enclosure was delivered to me last Saturday by messengert 
I just got around to read it today. It, of course, speaks for itself, ^

xhero is a curious thing about the association as between 
the writer of the enclosure and ^rs. ~Adzew bowman, and is 
perhaps best to be explained, X believe, on the grounds that 
tnat latter is apparantly one of those who labors under the 
impression that the lady is question is a particular friend of 
mine, - and of no one else on Jane Mver. as a matter of fact,
-rs. Bowman is a v..ry nice person, a friend of the ^adam's and 
aiso a kindly disposed acquaintance of Geleste. I think she 
waul simply die of mortification if she really knew the true facts

[2?* -Gan thi?f ?f no wa? ^ 0 set her straight without getting mvoiyed in some kind of a three wayrow which I should not relish 
at all since i can t abide even a one way on©. In a recent 
coyersacion had scouted the idea of giving ^rs. Bowman's fhe
village -nop, the exclusive handling of the Oane iliver Country item 
m  the- Alexandria neighborhood but now I am not so sure I want to 
have any business dealings with her, for, out of the kindness of 
her heart, she is likely to invited la u

,r calls, and la ontespan to accompany
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Thursday, July 17th, 195^

Liemor andum:

How nice to find your week end letter in today1s post,
•‘•t had so many interesting things to tell me, 1 know notwere 

to begin, and so 1 guess i'll just plunge in by congratulating 
you on the twist you gave things effecting the status of a , J,

now much satisfaction must be yours in having' contrived this 
new departure. It delights my soul to think that your 
architecture has: fashioned a new frame-work that is going to 
right things up so pleasantlyfor her, and in view of the 
business location, do 1 foresee the possibility that you may 
even be able to travel a bit together, or at least run 
the chance of seeing each other occasionally en route. It 
is such a mr,velous sensation, knowing that a new day is dawning 
for her and, as you may have noticed a billion times, following 

your efforts in behalf of another, the golden dawn provided for 
others has a way of reflecting itself splendidly in a million 

unexpected Directions.
1t goes without saying, too, that f was enchanted at the 

report of your 'outing and how cooperative the temperature, with 
ample heat during the day and sufficient ̂ coolness at nifcht to 
make a quilt pleasureable. 1 reckon you mit,ht even have borrowed 
the wool tack and liked it,

. I incline to agree with you in the optomism with which we 
may contemplate the occupancy of the *Oiite House by the General, 
What I suppose is going to happen will be President Eisenhower 
attending to much of the business, especially the foreign port
folio, while Mr. ^ewey lends much advice if not,! indeed, directiaa 
to things dome Stic, My guess is that M*# Eisenhower can win 
the election pretty easily, and without any assistant from the 
Old Guard and I’m hoping he doesn't kow-tow too much to them before 
Hovember 4th and not at all afterward, although probably Taft 
could up-set the whole legislative program in the Senate if 
he wanted to, much as he did for Mr. Iruman, but I think he is 
likely to do that anyway. The ^ixon nomination ofr Vice President 
enchants me not at all, but let us hope he will be one of those 
officials who sometimes get lost in that office.
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1 think. Hrrirnan would ho my choice, if the -democrats were 
to win. There has been lots olfiaout Senator -uumphries I 
like, i was astonished to learn from somebody or other at dinner 
the other day that Humphries had studied something or other at X, S. U.

and may I thank you for telling: me about the latest wrinkle 
in the Hlliott Hoosevelt doings. Somehow there is something a litth 
sad about thinking of the F. L. B. properties being sold cff piece

meal, but there s solace in knowing Madam fioosevelt retains her 
place and that ^yde Hark remains forwever well buttressed as a ' j
national shrine. I had heard nothing about the sales you 
mentioned, and am sorry Canada didn t do something about Campo- 
bello as a monument, too, — there ie so little opportunity for 
any other nation to make a gesture, such as the one outlined 
a while back in the Mckensie-King correspondence, but, of course, 
that could be done at any time in the future, should anyone 
in the country of our neighbor to the L0rth care to do so.

And may 1 thank you, too. for your thoughtfulness in making 
the offer regarding Grandpere's design. There was a bit of 
telepathy or b coincidence in the fact that you touched upon the 
matter at about the time I referred to the sketch going forward 
to you for your inspection and approval. Isn't it wonderful 

how you had acqua nted me with the 1856 date for the establishment 
of St, Augustin s xarish before the ^eveiend fathers, living 

here for years, should have discovered the error oi their historic 
ways. Hut that^ s the characteristic way with you, to know about 
such matters although miles from the neighborhood, while they, in 
tneir ignorance of facts, — perhapse divines aren t supposed to 
be factual, — go slap ahead with the centenary celebration three 
years in advance of the one hundredth anniversary.

With the assistance fl 10 or 12 negroes, I got the pot 
moved to an approximate point where I wanted it, and set up 
on a base perhaps 10 or IS inches from the level of the* 
ground. I was called to the telephone Just as things were
beginning to Jell, and eo the pecise magical, point wasn't quite 
hit, but £0 or 24 strong arms were anxious to get the thing 
accomplished, not only because they knew a Jug of wine would be v ̂  
tneir immediate reward but also because an impending shower was % '
Just on the point of breaking, and as it might have so softened 
the ground that work would have to be delayed indefinitely, T
they smashed through to completion, and it is alright. ;
It's precisely what I wanted by way of a pot and after X have t. x
some colorful zinnias in bloom around its base, it will be 
pretty as well as ponderously impressive. Again my thanks for 
your grand letter and all the happiness it bourhg me.

5574

Friday, uuly 18th, 1952.

t

Memorandum:
And so the plates came this nooon and a couple of 

them will start rolling yur way in the same Saturday 
post that takes this note.

P talked about a companion piece for the Melrose 
Plantation plate. Well, not only did we get a ccmpanion 
piece wh ch certainly should resemble the one to the other, 
but we drew a set of Siamese twins, for you can t tell 

tthe Plantation one from the Gane Bivar one. And"While 
it is true that twins should always appear alike, the 
similarity in this instance is so striking that 1 think 
you are headed for a disappointment. But then, there is 
no grqat loss without some small gain and at least we 
haven t got to give thought to having the second photographed 
since^we have it already to all intents arid purposes in the 
one already "struck”. *

All in all, it has been a busy day, but P must pause long 
enough to knock wood: — for marvelous to relate, there 
were no pilgrims who ever succeeded in maing the front gate.

The ^ark Luke appeared on my gallery early this morning, 
saying he would like to give me a hand in putting the 

final coat of white paint on the blinds, being converted 
into a screen. P was all in favor of that. And Lo.' 
before first dark, that Job was completed and half a dozen other 
odds and ends. *

Hornetime during the noon hour, ^og sauntered by the gin, 
where he fell to talking with “r, Youngblood, the mechanic, 

who has been supervising the re-conditioning of that institu
tion. Jog must have remarked that I wasn t quite satisfied 
with the place the pot«had finally landed^ Later Log 
told me of this and said, which made me laugh, -

"You know that “x. Youngblood is sure a fine wh^te 
man, and he told me somethin all colored folks what: s go sense 
already knowed. ne say that- he had lived all his life 

in Natchitoches an^ had always heard tell of ^elrose and knowed 
it was down this way alright but that it was you what 

woke folks up to knowing elxose was really somethin .”

j *—
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•“og is a sight. And half an hour later, ^r. Youngblood 
appeared, bringing half ,a aozen colored stalwarts fronf the gin 
with him. he said yesterday's rain had forced everyone to 
hurry so, he thought maybe 1 would like to have the pot placed 
a little differently, which was hind of him, I must say,
And so 1 pointed to the magical spot and left him and his 
crew and five minutes later th$ trick had been turned, and 
that was that. Mr. Youngblood s wife is coming home from 
the Alexandria hospital tomorrow, after hving recently had 
a baby, — their third, I believe. When Mr# xoungblood* 
left, he had a little thin pckage under his arm and declared 
he was the happinet man in the Yarish, since he would now have 
a little surprise gift for the wife on her return.

I took, ten minute, off to grgb a cup of coffee across the 
fence at 9. following the 1 dies return from the hospital 
day before yesterday, they went on a frolic at magnolia yesterday, 
and so 1 hadn t seen them for a couple§of days. One of 
the heverend fathers from St. Augustin’s arrived just after 
me. I exerted vast effort to secure facial control when, 
as he spoke, I found these words formulating in my mind;

Mi'he priest lies and the bishop swears to it,”
for what father Hondoau had to say was that Father Callahan 
had asked him to tell me that he had just been advised by 
the .Bishop, — Greco of Alexandria, that indeed the 1853 
date for the establishment of the Yarish was the correct one 
and not 1856, and so the centenary planstwere going ahead 
as originally scheduled.

Sometimes when everything gets out of joint all at the 
same time, 1 ought to remember that today was finally 
accomplished the finishing of the screen, the permanent emplacement 
of the great sugar cauldron and the advent of the plates.

And 1 ought to remember, too, I reckon, that these three 
happend to come to fruition only after plenty of circumstances 
had functioned long before, so, in realtiy,, it wasn t 
any flood but merely a flowering. *

I,m so glad you mentioned Egon in your last letter. Your 
thumbnail sketch was so perfect, 1 could see him plainly.

Andl wanted to thank you, too, for mentioning the Currier 
and Ives plate you saw in the mountains. Sometime, if 
convenient,5 it would be nice to have the name of the 
manufacturer. Long have 1 thought of a modified Audubon 
item, - a simplification after the manner of Lois Lester 
creations from the original, and it would always be nice to 
have the name of the wurrier and -̂ves manufacturer. I1 he 
Baltimore artist mailed tne Crandpere sketch in a hock hall 
folder, so we got no where with that one. But I had 
better start folding, thanking you again for yesterday's hhappiness
. . . . •  .... ... .......... ....... .. . . ..  M —  __  _IA ______ __ _______ __....  1 \
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Sunday, «*uly 20th, 1952.

Memorandum;
It was a hurly-burly sort of a week end, but withal rather 

satisfactory.
Saturday was one of those days, — one of those hot, humid sort 

of days with nothing on schedule and a million things, mostly 
odds and ends to undertake. 1 undertook them all, and even went 
so far as to neglect taking off my long beard, thinking- that 
after I had converted myself into a complete mud pie, 1 might 
as well start in with the razor and end up with the tub.

■°ut along; about 3 Mrs. Coombs appoared to report that my reading 
machine couldn’t be fixed until next week, and hard on her heels came 
Mrs. Holloman and a Miss Bowman. The later continguent was 
heavily loaded down with cameras and pictu e taking paraphanalia^
With the picayune in mina, * thought there was no time like the 
present, and so B waved the wand for the cameras to start, making 
use of what little tere was of my shirt-tail-less shirt, to wipe off 
a bit of grime and sweat. *nd so a flock of pictures were forth
coming and some of them, 1 hope, turned out suitable for the 
Picayune, *nd so if you ever chance upon a likeness of what 
appears to be a disreputable looking long- bearded recluse, completely 
gone to seed, it will probably turn out that I am the subject matter.

jkt 9 o'clock this morning, Bosalind Aswell telephoned. She 
said a gentlemean whom she did not know h and had never seen, telephoned 
her five minutes before, asking her to drive him to ^elros© where 
he wanted to take pictures of the place and of Clemence Hunter.
8he said his name was Clarence Laughliti and di 1 know him, I 
told her I did and did not need to see him. Bhe said she would not 
call,him back, but wanted to be sure before snubbing him that he 
wasn't some particular friend of mine.

<■»
Bhe said she and Jimmy are busy wit the galley proofs of 

a forth-coming novel, readv for January release, they hoped. Bhe 
said the article in Header1 s .Digest is by James H. Aswell, 
a fifth cousin of Jimmy’s, livin, in Tennessee, who is always 
trying to sell articles^ and sometimes succeeding, in hood—winking 
the Motors into believing they are dealing with ^ames Aswell.
Of all the people one would ever want to impersonate, James aswell 
would seem to be about the last I could imagine.
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L-long about tnree o’clock this afternoon, when I was 
in the tub, trying to get freshened up a bit before the ad-vent 
of some^uropean travelers, a tap at my door pulled me all a-drip 
from my sea shell, and there on the gallery, of course, stood 
one Clarence Laughlin. it seems he had secured the services of the 
drew family, -̂ r. Grew being Begistrar of the college.
My greeting was informal and restrained, ^r, **a ghlin said 
he wanted to run through his historical data with me so 1 might 
check any errors. I told him he would have to send me his questions 
and I would be glad t respond, said he had thought of that
but then realized I couldn’t read and so thought it better to 
come for a personal conference, after w ich he c uld get some 
pictures. I told him that no pictues might be taken today and 
that in spite of my inability to read, I did keep a'few channels 
open with the outside world, i suppose he must have enticed the 
Grows down here with a promise of a tour, for “is, Grew al&cwed as 
how she was ready for one. I prayed her to control the 
impulse until slater in the season when, by appointment, I should be 
glad to arrange it. '

*/hat a bag tnat fellow is. *nd there is more but that 
may be saved fox a later sitting,

I don t recall if *1 mentioned that Bosalind said they were 
rushing th@ proof sheets of the book in order that they might get 
off to California shortly, partly pleasure bent, partly business.
Brom that one may assume that Hollywood may be a port of call, 
a place not unknown to **adam ^swell, and I’m wondering if the 
movies could be contemplating doing; one of the ^swell^novels.

J. got off on a banker’s junket to Omaha or some 
such place this afternoon. ixe was undecided about leaving 
up to the last moment for *aynie hau been carrying on at fcne 
hospital, denouncing the dqctors, saying he was 4 oing home during 
the afternoon if they aidn t cure his kidney difficulty immediately 
and generally acting like the moron he is, J. told me he 
thought it unwise to leave at such a time if faynie were actually 
to fall out within the immediate future. * I volonteered 
a quotation from ^adam Bobina who once told the Madam who 
was hestiating about going to Natchez because Miss Bally was 
having heart trouble and might die; - ’’Just remember 
what say, --Miss Sally will still be going strong on Cane 
Biver when the rest of us are all in our graves.”

The ba kers travel by special train, of course, and J. 
finally ot off, but you may be sure train travel in return will
bo too leisurely for him and that he will be flying back no
sooner than the ptsw-wow has gotten well under way."

x‘he Bands never did show up but 1 reckon they will make it
during the week. 1n the mean lime, the pot continues to excite
admiration on all sides, and 1 thought Laughlin was croing to have 
a stroke when I for fence him taking a picture of it on this go-round....

Monday, July 21st, 1952.

Memorandum:
•r ■ " • . .

So seldom do  ̂get in the big road that you will easily 
imagine my surprise when this morning I found myself in 
Satehit ches,

ihe most important thing I attended to was getting 
a frosted chocolate, for X hadn*t asted one of them in years 
and little did tn© person who proffered the drink guess how 
much 1 relished it.

as might have been expected, many of the things 1 hoped 
to attend to just couldn't be managed on this first go- 
round, what with people away on vacations, etc. -dut I was 
able to present the Library with a Cane Biver plate and 
put through a like gesture for the Chamber of Commerce, 
after which I dropped a couple of dozen plates in an 
emporium which will sample their rolling power during 
this off season with a view of hoping to be able to 
determine something about the autumn demands well in 
advance of delivery time on the part of -.ook Hall. »

t
You would have laughed to see how gingerly the secretary 

of the Library handled the plate when I presented it to her 
for inspection, as I awaited the appearance of the head of 
the institution. Th? poor secretary, a woman in her middle bG s 
perhaps, just couldn t believe her ears that somebody was 
actually giving the library something, and so, in order to 
side-step getting caught in some kind of a sales transaction, 
floundered about pitpously to find just the right word 

in expressing her opinion of the piece j
It took me but an hour and a half to head out from 

here and get back, as between 10:00 and 11:30, and 
as I shall be getting- in the big road again on the morrow 
to contact the newspaper Editor yonder and attend to 
some other little matters, I shall be entranced if can 
make the roungl trip in as great speed, — and ^et a frosted 
chocolate to boot.
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'TuesofiY ;l*~
■Wcrj.noofty, July J & r d , 195£.

Today’s post brought a card from Lortalnd, Oi e g o n  and 
Although trie initials, ”W. S." could be made out by my 
secretary, that was all, I must say la Storm is getting 
about the country,

^ f °  ^Iom ,<est oast came a thin package, containing 
Wiiat the folder described as an air plant", which, of course 
is nothing more or less but S0 per cent Spanish moss and 10 per 
cent fern. x immediately draped it on a'vhinese magnolia

* holain£ tke thought*» it might flourish, but feeling practieally certain that there is so'much
thr.ivê tmuch1°ng °ane *'i7QI that this typo of veS0tation doesn’t

aftPrnL^piT° 0f a ? ° ^ e of *ounds with pilgrims during the afternoon, I succeeded in getting the big pot drained of
le well water which 1 had put in the giant cauldron last Saturday 

i suppose the pot holds several hundred gallos of water but ,Y*
rt is easy enough to empty, for 1 simply insert a counle 
oi ruboer hose in the thing, draw out the air from the 
tube, thus starting the water to flowing, and, of course 
xrom tnen on the thing just syphons itself until it is empty.

point of ail this removal of water is due to the fact 
txmt tne iron content of the water direct from the well is so 
great that a heavy scum is instantly formed about the surface 
oi the pot, with the water so charged with rust, after the 
air sDr ikes it, that the water will never get transparent.

I could easily fill the thing from the well water after the late 
gone through the several filters, but as there is clorine 

(chloriuej in the resulting flow, that would killl all the gold fish.
has^v

^nd so the pot has been emptied in preparation for receiving 
just good old fashioned Cane -kiver water, a truck with a few 
bar re is can run down to the spillway and fill up the conDainers 
and return forthwith, and one the thing is full, the evporation 
should oe not more than a bucket a day and that can readily
oe auded from thfe cistern, ^nd -uored, what a lot of tal*c about a pot.

You will enjoy the enclosure, for it seems to deal 
witn personalities of whpm we have heard before....

Memorandum*
c ■ * ■

do often during the past couple of hours I have found myself 
"holding the thought" that circumstances might be favorablejin your 
immediate neighborhood to be tuned in on Ghicago. It doesn t 
happen too often that both Madam Hoosevelt and Senator Benton 
are starred on the same program, and, if Luck did favor your 
schedule, then I know you found yourself as delighted as did I.

Lor one who always enjoys ridiculously robust health, I 
felt considerably, out of joint during the pst £4 hours, for the 
virus that has been sweeping the country settled in my intestinal 
track and put me out of navigation, save for the most pressingmatters, 
and whenever possible in betv*een times, 1 kept flattened out in the 

bed.
It wasn’t so far back that 1 was remarking how I think little 

extra weight in reserve isn*t a bad investment, and I am drawing on mine 
dsw now." Lor when not up to par, which is rare, I take a pa^e from 
Grandpa and hie Lrau and forego food, and this seems to work miracles 
for my' ailments usually.

Then, too, there is forever that curious effect that makes itself 
manifest when circumstances smply force one to mosey about, and often 
that extra exertion seems to tip the scales in favor of a return to 
health.

gave for going to meals today, just to maintain routine, but to 
eat nothing: save a glass of milk, I kept flattened out in the bed.
Along about £;30 a tap at my door impelled me to put on a bathrobe 
and respond, it was Blythe with four ladies, including a Madam Hougeot 
of whom hr. Hand had spoken to me before. Bhe is loosing hel sight 
and Dr. Hand wanted her to know me, thinking she might get some iaeas 
if sue observed the way people could get about regardless.

1 explained to the ladies I stood vastly in need of five 
pretty nurses and asked them to grace the living room while I got 
dressed. They staid for four hours, which, from my phisical status, 
was long enough, but it was a pleasant sitting, and what was of 
importance was the fact that Madam Hougeot left in a gay mood , 
askint if she~miL-ht come back again shortly for another round.

One interesting political sidelight I learned from Blythe was 
this: - her neighbor, James Madlemore, is at present in Chicago as 
a democratic delegate, ana before ho left Alexandria for the Windy City,
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he told the hands he was going to vote for Eisenhower in November.
Phis is interesting, it seems to me, since the statement, made 
last tfrida, , came from a democratic delegate days before, perhaps 
a week before, the Democrats had decided on the identity of their 
forthcoming candidate. Surely a split of Southern politicians from 
the party of democracy doesn't seem so trememndous when, as in this 
instance, one of the delegates, and this particular one, an aspirant 
for the candidacy of the overnorship of Louisiana, announces before 
hand that he isn1t going to vote for the democratic standard bearer 
any way, regardless of whom that may be. ' '

I am sure you were impressed as was I when during the tremendous 
ovation accorded a i b. Boosevelt, Senator Byrd got so mad at the 
applause accorded that great lady, stood up from his seat in the 
Virginia delegation, clopped on his hat and stalked from the 
Convention

And before ringing off on political, matters, I am wondering what 
office Judge Smodley is running for in Texas. *ou will note 
reference to his candidacy in the enclosed letter from I’anny Batchford 
who without intending to go so, qui^e neatly avoids mention of the 
office being sought, Betty Sme&ley s husband has been a member 
of the powerful Railroad Commissionsin Texas and a judge of 
the SupremefJourt, both of which jobs may or may not be elective 
ones, I don t know. I occasionally listen to a bit of arum beating 
from Lallas-and San Antonio and Borth worth stations in the 
current political turmoil, but 1 usually get somebody running for 
the United states senate or a Sheriff1s job, and the political 
clap-trap dished out by aspirants of either office are usually 
enlightening in a moron sort of way, as indicated in an earlier 
let or regarding the fllow who, among other planks, trumped up one 
for "giving the country back to God".

As soon as Blythe and her party had departed, I foolishly thought 
I.woula do well to flatten out for an hour before the supper bell 
would impell me to appear at table to keep people frg from being 
conscious of my droopy feelings, and so 1 undressed and folded. But 
withina few iflinutes, a violent knocking at my door brought me up 
standing, a colored youth working at the gin had fallen from a ladaer 
and smashed and splintered the bones of his leg axidx and was being- 
rushed to tne hospital, with the store temporarily closed in taking 
care of that business so that no telephone was available, save across 
tne fence where a party was in progress and the 17 yea old youth 
knocking at ray door had-no one to telphone the lady doctor that his 
wife, whom he had snatched from school last Aarch and married, had 
just fallen on the steps of their cabin and was in the midst of having 
a miscarriage, ^t’s just like pilgrims say; - "Everything here is so pe 
peaceful her? it s just like heaven," - except, I hope, one doesn t nave 
an int stinal grippe in heaven.... .

5582

Wednesday, July 25rd, 1952.

Memorandum;
f - * ' . . .

now nice to finfl your air mail of Friday in this morning's 
post, it seems to have dwaddled mightily along the way, but it 
arrived safely eventually.

~nd first off may 1 tell you how houghtful it was of yoiuto 
handle the checking over of the Grandpere sketch and S’f^ing ^  
off to Edward’s China, and may I give you no end of oak leaf clusters 
for having the photographs made, Bor now it appears they may 
well arrive here in time to reach the Licayune shortly after tae 
Saturday photographs, made here, axe forwarded to that office, 
and it will be advantageous, of course, if all three designs ^et 
reproduced, — the ^elrose Biant at ion plate, the map for the 
Cane -*iver Country, and this one of Grandpere which-, in luself, will 
introduce a bit of variety in treatment, should all three be 
reproduced.

The feeling is still embryonic but I am under the initial 
impression that Grandpere may go over rather better than 1 had 
originally assumed. Oddly enough the two or three people, outside 
the mulattoes who naturally will grab at it, have expressed a desire 

« to have it when it is ready. Brankly, it never occured to me that anyon
would.

Oh yes * before I forget it, let me report as to the state of 
my health about which I did much aching in yesterday1s^spistle. 
it seems the lady doctor gave some magical medecien t Celeste or 
Madam Begard or̂  bot when they were stricken, — an odd combination,
I believe, of milk of* magnesia and bismith, of all things, un® takes 
four doses in a couple of hours, and Loj one is* back on one s feet 
and the virus apparantly dead, least so the thing was represented
to me, and 1 sampled the stuff this morning and by afternoon I 
was as fit as a fiddle.

I wish X had had the stuff yesterday and therebye might have 
skinned boring you with the details, Then, too, it w o u l d  have save 
me the trouble of knocking off copy for the Natchitoches limes 
under adverse conditions. But that piece didu^t re'quire much 
effort to begin with, and 1 got the thing finished and shipped of 
to the Editor who may do something about it within the next week
or so.
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As to the enclosure from la Montespan, I guess the identity 
of everyone mentioned is clear enough, except Miss 32 who is 
a daughter* The corner described in the letter sounds awful 
but it is evidently to be taken as an example of favorable ad
vertising.

On the family front, the health condition of Baynie seems as 
confusing as usual. Xie wont let his wife leave his room, and as a 
telephone call is supposed to be put through every day to acquaint 
this branch of the family with his condition, such a report, made 
in his listening doesn t amount to much. Frances telphoned from his 
room this morning, saying his wealth was about as usual, hater 
she escaped for a few moments, telephoned i>an in ̂ athcitoches to say 
she understood the Sidneys weren't functioning, and expressing the 
thought that one of his brothers~ought to be present, And so Aan 
telephoned ^ugene to telephone J. ■u. who is at present someplace 
in Minnesota or “isconsin, and J. will take a plane to get him 
back this way tonight.

M fine example of how a lack of imagination on the part of one 
set of people re-acts to the advantage Of others is demonstrated by what 
I learned from bylfche yesterday as to how 1 came by the pot. It seems 
her sister, Julia* Fyle, has a kindergarten school on the White estate 
and not to far from the school was situated the great cauldron, full of 
water and gold fish. The other day a couple of the children 
were found floating around in the pot and, although they were fished 
out in time, still they did succeed in getting their adventure reported 
in the Alexandria Town Talk. Julia thought the pot should be eliminated 
forth with and hr. Hand, hearing about, asked Blythe if she thought 
her mother, “is, White, would want me to have .it. Blythe asked her and 
she declared nothing; would please her so much. She, herself, had 
deagged it from a Bouth Louisiana su^ar plantation, wrecked by the 
Givil war half a century-earlier and had intended keeping it forever, 
but as it had become a hazard wuere it was, she would be delighted J
it T would accept it.

Bow, smart me.....if 1 had owned the pot, B should have removed 
the gold fish,* cyphoned off the water, tossed in a wheelbarrow of 
broken brick, on top of which I would have piled a ton of rich 
soil, in which I would have ‘planted dozens of big gold and red 
cannas that would have beautified the kindergarten garden and 
harmed nobody. But I’m glad nobody thought of that onb, for 
really the Yucca setting is bound to be far more perfect than anything 
could possibly approach with such an object in town.

So turn's the world, and B have your Friday letter and am 
all well, and now 1 must get to my radio and see what Bob Trout has 
to report as to how the democrats are hopping it up in the Windy Gity...

5584

Thursday, July 24th, 1952.

Memorandum: *
how nice to find your Sunday letter in today’s post, traveling, 

as it did, hard on the heels of your air mail of Friday.
I’m so clad you found a bit of time to yourself over the 

v,eek end and although the fare must have been a little thin in spots 
it is nice to know you succeeded in getting lost to Time while 
plodding through some heretofore unexplored pages of Bestans 
Diary covering days at Bdgewood and the Bine Bidge and Washington 
neighborhoods. It certainly was odd how these old entries of 
years back should have come up for examination so shortly after 
a contemporary Memo reported the visit to Yucca of a couple 
of the people whose Batchez families appeared in the Bestan 
notations of so far back.

And I ’m glad you had the little garden gathering at 
Hollis and that prospects of 1. J.’s new arrangements are 
progressing, in pursuance of that visit. Bomehow I sense that 
just as a whole flock of circumstances made so many things 
out of whack in that menage a few years back, so now, thanks 
to the impetus given them by your trip to the mountains, anot 
equally impressive chain of circumstances are about to set 
no end of things to converging on a straight©!, happier high
road. Blessings on you and all your good works.

I’m sorry you have been having such steaming weather 
and by now things are cooling off a little in your neighborhood. 
While' things continue warm in these parts, no heat in the country 
is ever so"devastating, I think, as in town, and especially 
in Manhattan where the constant humidity makes winters more 
biting and summers more enervating, with the nights seldom 
greatly altered by the 20 degree temperature drops which usually 
take place in the country every 24 hours, affording an unfailing 
measure of relief to human, animal and plant life.

Bilgrims gauged up on me today for no apparent reason. The 
thermometer was around 100 and too hot for road running for all 
save the road runners, and people came from Tennessee, Texas, 
Mississippi and Louisiana, except for a little chat with 
tii© knipmeyers between 10 and 10:30, I contended, with people 
all day until after first dark tonight

*'or a while tonight, B listened to the wrangling by the 
Democrats —  and others — in whicago. To my way of thinking,
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x t about boils down to this, the delegates from the recalcitrant 
states of Virginia, douthOarolina and .Louisiana are wolves in sheeps' 
clothing, actually.republican.reactionariesand contributing 
nothing save liability to what we hope is a preponderantly 
liberal democratic *arty. The espousal of the Dixiecrat position 
by the Hteveuson forces somehow gives one the feeling that 
the Steve son forces are first of all politicians with a view 
to using any plank or theory, even reactionary, to float into 
power. Purely such candidates can inspire little confidence on 
the part of those who inclines toward the Democratic Party 
as opposed to the Republican because the democratic-has long 
typified liberalism. If the douLlas, Humphries, Lehman 
librarals could have wsn won in forcing the three reactionary 
Southern states either to sign the pledge or to withdraw, 
then liberalism would have won. aad the three reactionary 
states withdrawn, the democratic rarty would have lost no votes 
in those states anyway since, through evidence and surmise, none of 
those groups are going to do other than vote Republican anyway.
«*nd if they haa been forced out of the democratic rarty, the 
three of them mifeht frankly have gone Republican in name, and 
three vigorous southern States under the republican banner would 
be a salutasy innovation, since the reactionary Southern 
states have too long masqueraded as democrats whereas in reality 
they have been nothing but a bunch of unopposed die-hards.

Inowing nothing whatsoever nbout Stevenson, I get the 
impression from tonight's Chicago doings that he is all 
politician and of that slick variety that leaves little room 
for the vittues of ~tateamanship. ^nd I suppose lots of other people 

gained similar impressions and therefore the election of 
Eisenhower will be viewed with scant regret by the liberals in 
the Democratic ■‘■'arty since the only other alternative would 
be a politician, too slippery to suggest intregrityeitner in 
a liberal ox reactionary sort of way*

on the home front, I saw J. a. a few minutes at 6 o'clock 
tiiis morning. Yesterday afternoon he w?as on the Watkins -state 
at Winona, Wisconsin when the telephone call reached him to 
come home. Thecountry hos<t of the-^ankers put a lb seater 
private plane at his disposal and he flew to Chicago where 
he caught a commercial plane to Shreveport and so was here 
sometime after midnight, laynie, in the mean time, decided to 
take a turn for the better and now is said to be well on the 
mend, receiving droves of visitor and so on. Tomorrow the 
story from that quarter may be the reverse, but one never anticipate 
such strange twists, as fox my own good wealth, it is abundant, 
than&s to the lady doctor's magical medecine and I'm hitting on 
all cylinders, and may you be able to say as much for your 
own good self.....
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Friday, Vuly E5th, 19 5 E.

Memorandurn:

How nice to find your Tuesday letter in this morning's post, 
together with your copy of the letter to Rock Hall which 
strikes me as just perfect, and thanks no end.

And how nice of you to say you like the plates. I'm 
glad they didn t dwaddle along too slowly and reached your 
true hand unbroken. It goes without saying that if at any 
time you should have occasion to use additional ones, you have 
simply to say the word and they will start rolling.

In this morning's post came three photographs, taken last 
Saturday afternoon* ,I immediately re-addressed them and sent them 
along to you. I don t need them back unless, because of their 
size, they present a°prohlem for you to handle conveniently, 
in which case you might bounce them back in this direction.

The quick glance I gave them prevented me from hoticing 
all the details. One quick look, however, was sufficient to 
reveal that the camera, obviously good, did a fine job in catching 
the patches of sweat induced by Saturday's heat and humidity, es
pecially in the case of the one wherein the Blessed martin and 
I are considering' the situation. You will be as delighted as 
I that the likeness of at. Veronica's Veil came out as clearly 
as it did. *s a composition, the thing seems poorly centered but 
I'm glad your Veronica is present regardless.

In the case of the composition wherein I am fiddling with 
the screen, the photoer&pher missed my point in specifying all 
that would show would be the end of the screen nearest the carrier a 
plus the complete composition of ancient instruments on the wall 
of the Ohapel imme-. lately int the background. I believe 
another shot along those lines was taken, and I shall see if 
I cannot obtain the fiihms bo see if, they are any good.

As for the portrait of the pot, it speaks for itself, -- 
the iron one, I mean, and I trust,, * ecause of the presence of 
the figure in the picture, you may get a true concept of the 
6 foot diameter of,the thing. I must have been fiddling with
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the water hyachinths when the camera functioned You will agree 
with me the camera did an excellent job in getting the shingles 
on Yucca's roof and the current crop of bananas, "if I am unable 
to obtain the films later, I might eventually want a likeness of 
the pot to send to the hands and especially Madam White, for 
she will never get up here to see it, and it would be nice to 
give her this glimpse of her beloved old garden piece in its new 
setting.

I think there were about a dozen shots taken in all, 
and 1 shall write today to ask if all or some are available for 
borrowing purposes.

Ye are scheduled to have lots of Henry's this week end, although 
it is said the .ienks axe not coming. The Baton -louge and Texas 
ones are en route right now, I believe and will probably devoted them 
selves mostly to a visit to ^aynie at the Alexandria hospital 
where, it is said, he isn't doing so well a ain.

I had just finished reading your kind letter when a telephone 
came through from “‘rs. Peyton Cunningham of Ylatchitoches, saying' 
some of the Prudhoffimes at least, — her mother was a grand
daughter of "Uncle Bhanor", were delighted at the sight 
of the plates of the Gane Hiver Country and that she herself 
had dashed out and bought some in town# Madam Vernon Cloutier 
telepnoned Celeste, saying it had been her intention to get 
down to see me today but she had been sticken by the previaling 
virus and so was remaining at Beaufort. She wanted to say 
that she was enchanted at the sight of the plate and was going 
to want several. They will retail at ^3.00 each and in 
view of this first ripple of re-action by local residents, it
would appear we need have no fear as to getting back the money in
vested in them. Only autumn will reveal if they have any success 
with out of town visitors, but the assurance that the initial cost 
will be covered is sufficient news to make us not regret this 
attempt at recording Natchitoches ^arish history on porcelain.

I saw May Balthazar at the store yesterday and invited her 
to drop by Yucca where I presented her with a plate and made the 
most of the opportunity to lay a couple of foundation stones for 
the sale of the Grandpere item, showing her the sketch and getting 
her reaction. Bhe liked it and said sne felt sure all her kin folk 
would want Grandpere when he makes his bow.^ow that the little shadow 
regarding disposal of the original investment begins to fade, all 
that remains is my gratitude to you for the fun we have had in
contriving this business, so unimportant in itself, so vital
in the bonds it has tightened.

The sky is cloudless, as it has been for the past 24 hours, 
but somewhere an electrical disturbance is scrambling the ether 
waves and I have no iaea, in eonseouenee, as to what has been cooking 
up Chicago way.... .

»
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Sunday, July 27tht 1952.

Memor andum:
May I tell you that the photographs came through but in 

perfect order, the envelope as straight as a string, not even 
the corners frayed and the contents, naturally altogether in 
perfect order. :

- * ■' ■ ' ' x ■ ■ ■ - ■ v  ■ Y  • • •

And didn't the prints come out wonderfully. I am so happy to 
have them and have blessed you a billion times since their advent.

I chanced to be at the lost Lffioe when the postman arrived, 
and opening them immediately, I inserted one of the prints of 
Grandpere's plate in another folder, addressed ft immediately and 
aroppeu it in the mail, so it undoubtedly reached ^rs. Holloman 
on Saturday afternoon about 3 o’clock, and if she is as smart 
as I hope she is, she, in turn,- shuttled the thing off to the Picayune 
which should have it: to hand in tomorrow's post.

If Baisey n the Bell doesn't have any luck with her 
Dallas Morning News article, - and I must say I don't think it 
worth much, - I shall make use of one of the new prints to 
send along; to ^ary Bagget Bake, writing, an article that she 
cna use in submitting the piece to the Worth Worth paper.
Helen will perhaps be able to use one for the Waco Times Herald, 
and in a couple of months, Mrs. Holloman can use one in the 
Alexandria Town Talk, either in connection with a piece about 
the plates or possibly is connection with religious news con
cerning' plans bding made for the centenary celebration of St.
Augustin* s.

It was so generous of you to sned such a bountiful supply 
and as I make use of each piece, I shall be thinking of how 
much you silently figure in that word on the plates, "contrived".

The week end was again both hot and hurly-burly. All the ‘“■enrys 
were here and •‘■aynie in the hospital was manifesting all kinds’ ,, 
of signs O’: energy, flying up and down the corridors and generally 
disporting himself. It's wouaerful what the mind dows over matter, 
and from two or three sources 1 gather he is no better physically 
and that his recovery is impossible.
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From quite an unexpected quarter came this "bit oi hews:
B&n's mother and his fiancee drove down to Natchitoches

from Fort Worth to see him* 1 did not s0e at the nouse at supper last night or dinner to day, since I suppose he was at 
the' hotel'. After all the *enrys haa departed however,, along 
nbout 3 Ben and all came to see me. conversation was ot little 
interest until he casually remarked that yesterday at Sam lobm s 
store up the road, a salesman, in looking over some money he ~ 

had just received in payment from the new owners oi the store, he 
mentioned a fifty dollar check, made out to and endorsed hy 
one Clementine Hunter, - and it was either from Loo^ or nife. I 
suppose the check had been cashed in the --.store, and- the store 
had paid a bill with it. I haven t the vaguest notion what t is 
is all about, but assume it aay have something to ao with tne recent 
visit of one Clarence i-aughlin, but however that may be, what 1 
am glad about is the fact that Olemence got fifty golden schmakers.

And then from one of my Bed Biver friends whom I see about once 
in a blue moon, I learned that little Miss ^mma-lee "done got 
her marriage license with that Jackson boy what lives up the road 
las’ week". I saw little Miss Bmma-lee yesterday, per her 
uaily schedule, but nothing was mentioned about wedding bells.
I believe she is 15. I'll cross the next secretarial bridge 
when 1 come to it, but I hope my "informant" may be wrong, for 
one thing about Hmma-lee, she can read. c -

i)r Band came this afternoon, and it is only co-incidental 
that while he was here, the daughter of la ^ontespan came in company 
with a colored servant. I exuded a few words of charm on the 
boiling gallery and then re-joined Nr. Band. '

fhe General came by to spend a couple of hours with me 
this morcing. *e liked the pot and said it was the largest 
of its type he had ever seen. As I recall that article by udge 
White which I may or may not have sent you two or three years ago, 
tne five sizes are the "grand", "f Umibeau”, "cyrop" something or 
other and "batterie", and I believe this is the flambeau, with 
la batterie in the role of St. Giggin’s fountain.

fhe General was delighted to see the photographs of the plates 
and the photography was so excellent on Gran&pere's that he 
could readily”read it without his glasses.

After dinner 1 had a little chat with Joe and Bat. fh© 
latter told us he had been engaged in special Services activities 
in che Baton ^oue area during the past week. He says the 
Government feels there are lots of dangerous Communists at 
large in the country, especially in the great urban centers.

I need not mention the pilgrims which were of no interest 
and I can skip a health report, for I'm feeling fine, I hope 
you can say as much and guess just a little how much your 
kindness in sending the prints means........

5 5 9 0

Monday, July 28th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Hot-hot, and everybody’s health seems to be on the up and up, 

including ±aynie, with only o M  Uncle Lewis a casualty of tne 
week end frolic at tne local honkey-tonk. Uncle Lewis lives in 
a little shack hard by the gin, was born in 1873, is the fatner 
of Victorine Johnson who went to jail for a while along aoout 
1940 for having killed a hill billy in a local salon.

I reckon Uncle .Lewis, something of a philanderer, got into 
a mix up with a younger man over the attentions of some lady. it 
is said Uncle ~ewis cut the younger man’s throat pretty badly wnile 
Uncle Lewis got thumped on the back of the head with a coke bottle 
and on the eye with perhaps the same sort of instrument. Be that 
as it may, he spent the night flat on his face in the cotton patch 
just behind the bamboo heaee of the White Garden, and this 
morning Celeste was delegated to take him to town to have the 
lady doctor work *>n him. Hue says he will probably loose one 
eye, but even so, there is probably sufficient gleam in the other to
do him alright.

*s was to be expected, in view of the report that Bmma-lee 
was getting married yesterday, she didn t show up at her appointed 
hour today, and so 1 must begin casting-about for someone to take 
ner place. I still marvel that in this- vast neighborhood, 
dotted with various things called schools, so few people can ac ua y 
read although many of them attain high school status. I assume 
the teachers simply pass the pupils along to get thorn out of tne way.
interruption, — had to telephone tor a doctor to attend a pregnant 
mother oi 16, fee-set fey what her husfeand described as high blood -naan 
ing, I suppose, that she has a fever.

{ n-uring the past 24 hours I have been heartened by the remarks of 
two commentators whose opinions reflected admiration for bot 
Bepbulfclian and Democratic candidates, ^inowing nothing fnT
Stevenson, I am glad to learn that he is possessed of aninuellect, for 
it was only too true, as one of the co mentators remarked, that 
usually the electorate has had to chose between two nurab-s&ulls, o 
at best, not more than one candidate had anything much suggesting 
an intellect, the rare exception in our times being the race between 
two such men as Charles ^vans Hughes and Woodrow Wilson, wherein 
both gentlemen were possessed of unique intellectual equipement.
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I got my reading machine back, today, -abs. Coombs taking 
time out from her . office to dash down here with it between 
jumps, Although 1 had pilgrims, I parked them long enough to test 
the machine and to inquire after the house of ^onmhs, which seems to 
be doing alright.

i A'a

« %une of Grandpere s descendants is “*rs. Coombs' house servant 
and when she first "saw the Melrose ■‘•alntation plate, she examined it 
carefully, declared it was a history of her people and asked if she 
might some night' take home the item and show it to her people. She 
saia if it were possible for her to ever obtain one, --she hoped Mrs. 
Coombs might intercede for her, — she would be willing to pay 
any price asked, firs. Coombs told her she hoped to see me today, and 
tonight the girl, I feel sure, will know that it is possible for her 
to own a pi a te.

another reaction of color, --this time negro, came to me yesterday 
morning when Clyde Claude -nmett Bavis passed this way early in the 
morning'to deliver some message from the store, ue said he hau heard 
colored fol&s talking the night before at the honkey-tonk about the 
plates 1 had made but as ne had never seen them, he wondered if it would 
be possible. 1 showed them to him, uis sole interest was in the 
Melrose Plantation one. he asked if x would eVer have an extra one to 
sell, as he would like better than anything else to send one to his 
mama who lives in Houston. He said he knew: she would like it and what was 
more he knew that all the colored folks from Cane hiver now living 
in Houston would be mighty jealous of what his mama got in the package 
he was fixing to send her, come next pay day. named, of f some of the 
neonle, Nathaniel Brew, his wife, Srna and so on, and said he was going 
to get me to write a card to go with the plate, telling him mama not 
to let anybody more than look at it, for he knew well enough that 
some of those people would break down when they saw the old home and 
most of them, once they got their hands on it, would, never let go and 
his mama would be out a plate.

i'he General and Junior 8. G. *s got their gift of a plate each 
a weG£ ago last *Junaay and I have heard nothing regarding same, 
either written or oral.

I am sending out very few but of course one will go to Briarwood, 
Bora, Baisey in the ^ell, the Campbells of *•’orth -orth and so on and 
*kobina and a few others a little later. Aiid speaking of the 
Campbells, 1 wonder what ever happened to them, for their initial 
letter was so nice. Perhaps the heat or the Conventions got them.

Bo spins out the day ana a dull letter, nut it has been 
a happy day because 1 have frequently referred to the photographs and 
blessed little ^iss *eee for everything nice coming my way....*.

5592

Tuesday, July 29th, 1952.

Memorandum;

And what a surprise, — not thirty billion times of trying 
to express it in some suitable fashion would adequately satisfy 
the Arehbourg brithday token in this morning's post.

And how sweet of little Uiss" Bee to have in mind sharing 
a windfall? from South of the border. *nd in view of the size of 
the -urenbourg item, I am holaing the thought that the windfall 
itself may have been Upwards toward a million.

i’he plate carton came through as safely as one, two, three, 
and 1 must confess that X hadn’t the vaguest notion as to what it 
contained. Vaguely X thought of glossy prints but all of those 
had come through. On the gallery of *ucca I opened the 
package and my surprise increased when X saw the three or four 
in ch square package within the larger one of a foot in measurement 
at least, fhen out turabldd old Br. Underwood s decoration, and 
with it the ^renbourg item, and 1 was what might be styled’in all 
truth, —  floored.

now nice, nice, nice, and as to what nurpose it shall be put 
only you wh6 know the local set up so perfectly can appreciate. * 
■*ut more of that anon,

Bor n© particular reason, and certainly by nothing 
suggestive of a hunch, 1 was up and doing a half hour before dawn 
this morning. I felt as though 1 wanted to put the house to rights 
and 1 hadn’t? done much since Sunday. I turned the house inside out, 
or at least had all the moveables on the gallery before sun up, 
and long before breakfast the rugs had been beaten, the floors 
scrubbed and everything back in its accustomed place an 
hour before Andy arrived to help me with some gardening.

At breakfast, Eugene said Baynie was getting tired of 
the hospital but remained about the same physically.

An hour or so latei when 1 was momentarily at *ucca,
Archillius Brown, Jr., came to say two things, - first that 
Mr. Baynie had died, and second that he needed a little shot,

■ue got it.
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SGben came Beau N.ack, asking if he could talk with me a 
few minutes about his daughter, Nmma-lee, ne could. He said 
she is 14 and haa promised him on Saturday she wouldn*t get married, 
hut had broken her word on Sunday and p rticipated in tying the 
knot, although neither he nor Juanita knew about the event until 
long atfter it was over. He said he had told her on Saturday 
she probably never would have another chance like being a 
secretary to a white man and that if she kept up her school 
work, learning both at school and in her secretaril work, she 
would get along fine in her studies and that he and his sister 
would see to it she got through college. But marry she would.
<i/h t he wanted to ask me was what 1 thought about him going 
to see her, — her husband, 19, also a student, lives up there, 
and telling her again about finishing; her school, and asking 
her to come to talk with me about it if she didn’t thin colored 
folks ha$ any sense about such things. I told him I should 
be glad to talk with her if she cared to come by to see me. He 
said he would see to it that she did before the week ran out.

Plantation activities came to a full halt immediately 
on rec ipt of the news of a death in the family. But the store 
remained opened, as the store must, since the xost Office is inside 
the store and the *ost Office must remain open. Then, too, today 
is some kind of an election thing, and one of the polling 
places is at ^elrose, the booths being in the garage just 
next to the store.

• • . - c

bs for the aenrys, 1 saw none of them today, except 
and Pat at supper, for just the three of us were"on 

the plantation, the rest having gone straight to Natchitoches,
I suppose, where the funeral will take place tomorrow 
afternoon.

it goes without sayin that this uiemo and possibly tomorrows 
may be a little late in reaching your true hand, should the 
post here be a little out of joint on the morrow, in view of 
all the doings.

Had you been here for supper, we would have had fun, for 
J. , after a busy day, was in a relaxed, cheerful mood and 
Pat was busy talking about his plans for Germany. X believe 
he heads out for Wiesbaden in September and as he is s taking 
a car with him, he will probably get around quite a bit. *nd 
being in the special services branch, he will wear civilian 
clothes but will be able to buy his gas at the ^rmy base at 
1*> cents per-gallon, as opposed to 6 0 -cents7in the usual commercial 
.places.

All this i write in the dark, as the lights were cut; just as 
1 began, b o hope you can make it out, but all that is important 
is that your **renbourg surprise today has produced a glow 
in the neighborhood of the'heart that will linger on and on....

Wednesday, July 30th, 1952,

Memorandum: *
This wont much of a letter because the day has been long 

and hot and humid.
Plantation work, of course, continued suspended and 

although at the last moment the plans were changed and r ay M e  
was taken directly to a Natchitoches Puneral Home, still there 
we.e lots of people passing this way during the morning, 
and everyone was milling around in that manner which 
inevitably accompanies the hours when no one has anything todo 
and yet the schedule still stretches far ahead before the 
final ritual is performed.

J, ii. came over to Pucca early to ask me to go to town 
with him and deleste and with Betty Regard Clour ager and her 
husband who »ere coming for the funeral,

j-ater Sister, whom, it seems, together with her husband, 
had spent the night at ^elrose, cam© and asked me to go 
with them in their car. I declined and the reason infruiated 
her. Perhaps 1 shall not see her for a while, but that suits 
me alright,

*«e went to the funeral home about B and went through that 
endless business of viewing the corpse and sitting about and 
talking in subdued tones to people we seldom see or have never 
met before, m t s . Stephen Garret of ^ew ^oads whom x had never 
met before was especially kind and urged me, both before and 
after the funeral, to come for a long visit at their home on
Pals© *iiver. —

The funeral cortege moved from the Puneral uome to the  ̂
Baptist Ghurch, several blocks away, and a simple but satisfying 
service followed, lasting about half an hour, a$ter which we 
all went to the cemetery where the sercies didn t last more 
than 5 or 10 minutes. Alter that there were lots of people 
to be psoken to, some of whom 1 knew and some 1 didn^t, ux 
course Blythe was there and 1 said uowdy, and 1 know "r. Hand 
and Hd were there too but P didn^t change. t,o see them.
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■ rat ^camperea back, to Barkdsdale iiuneidately and 1 believe 
the *>• * £ returned at once cto Baton ■i*voug,e. The wour&geres came „
Deck: here^and ^e Lth came over to see me fox a little chat while 
Celeste and ^adam Hegaid were ©ntextaining some south Louisiana 
neople who had just chanced to drop in, bringing with them one 
oi celeste's old friends, a native of wuba, whom Celeste has visit© 
in that island, 1 believe.

Supper wa^ for out four, ■dan, Joe, and i or perhaps me. 
fnyway it wasn t much for the newly wed was in his cups and 
inclined to be ''disagreeable. *na that was the day.

^ut x found -ee waiting for me when x reached home and 
we glanced through a couple,Of bits of, mail, but not much, 
inere was a letter from the associate editor of the Picayune, saying 
taQuditor, r. ugeden was expected back: at his desk., following -
a heart attach, within the next few days ana would advise regarding the article, °

were films from “rs. nolloman, which I assume are some 
wh-lh°L taK?n nQXe recently. I am curious to know about one, - 
w m c h  i astea to be taken so that it would include only one 
panel of the screen at which -1 am working, and wk showing the
thntXa ^ e an °?- th° *f\l behll]d me t0 *GVata5e. I have no doubt that some oi these films are worthless or of scant interest, and
so it nugnt riot be a bad idea to have them printed x small to 
uetermine which are of any account, ferhaps you can tell by
to°juUgeat *h° £ilms tJieaiselves, but that isn^t possible for me

Bor some unknown reason, the post mail was an hour in advance 
oi schedule this morning and so I simply held out the mail and 
will accordingly post yesterday’s memo with this.

I am thinking about a photographic thing to be entitled

^Gongo Shadows Along Gan© ^iver”

wnich I should like to have Caroline photograph but which I 
shall not consider, since she is so undependable. But it 
might be something -rs, nolloman could struggle with, since 
sne at least is nearer to hand and already has rounded up quite 
a few interesting photographs recording the Congo tinge that has 
deepened the pigmentation of some of the local citizens.

Qi ti-i rUQ 0± tnlt ana*?th?r poiuts» wQ shall .Speak at subsequent
bill* 6 ** ankS °n bohalf of the -renbourg surprise, andblessings on you.....  e ’ »

Dti 7/w
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Thursday, July 31st, 1952.

Memorandum; »
Bow nice to find your grand week e,i& letter in today’s

post.
It is so pleasant to know we both had the opportunity to 

listen to the same programs coming out of Chicago. You 
asked which station I listened over, and in response I must say 
I struck pretty close to the Columbia system, --Bhreveport kWKH 
and "ew wrleans WW1. Someone has subsequently mentioned how 
interesting Blmer Davis was and once I myself caught a few 
sentences of H. V. "Kattleborn", but somehow my inclination took 
me to the Columbia system, perhaps because I thought Bob 
Trout was doing a good job and also because I liked it on 
a couple of occasions when ^d borrow set forth his observations.

1 believe Mutual has some good commentators, too, and I 
like Blmer Davis, — I believe he is with mutual, and f like 
Martin Degronski, but all in all, Columbia seemed to draw my 
attention most. :• • t ■ .

It goes without sayine. I am delighted .that L. C. got away 
for a couple of days rest between jobs, and isn t it grand that 
your efforts in behalf of the new situation proved so successful.
Do be sure to let me know how she finds it, after the first week or 
two of the confusion that goes wit every job has passed. I 
think of her so often and find myself holding- the thought that 
all will run along' so smoothly. .

I* hadn't heard of the Movers film and was glad you mentioned 
it. I was''glad, too, that you could get a glimpse of the 
Chicago doings over television. a s I have never seen this 
new contraption, it is still all a little hazey and wonderful 
to me, although I have heard all about the apperanoe of 
the machine, the types of programs, etc. We aien t supposed to 
be in an area equipped for television reception, but several 
people in town have them, and even the household of the lace 
Hyman Cohen down the road is sporting one, and. reception 
seems to be pretty good, although atomspi.eiic conditions here 
seem to lake a consiaerable difference, and perhaps it is so all over.
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I a glad to have your impressions of Governor Stevenson, 
reports from various sources, radio and personal, seem to be universally 
favorable. J. H, whose vote has long been for the Republican xarty, 
tells me Stevenson did some good work fnr one of the federal agencies 

with which he was assocaited, perhaps i\. B, A, ne said a while 
back:, perhaps a few years, Stevenson was scheduled to address 
a meeting of representatives of the several agencies scattered 
thro gh the country at a convention in Chicago but, he regretted, 
he had missed the Stevenson speech Little more than a -sixth 
sense impells me to believe that both men are alright for the 
job, which ever party is successful, and that in itself is wonderful. 
Counting out the Byrds, one somehow feels the democrat's are a little 
more on the liberal side ana for that reason, one's inclination 
turns in their lavor. Surely Bisenhower has the big name and it 
will be interesting to see what Governor Stevenson can do about 
projecting his own theories and personality into the consciousness 
of the electorate as between now and November.

' ' ■ ■- ■ ‘ ■ - t ■ ; .

Today's post was fairly heavy and I shall simply grab at 
a couple of enclosures ana send them along, even though they 
may turn out to be of soant interest. An exception is that in 
the case of Charles Cunningham whose letter you will enjoy because 
it refers to how he received the plate. I -telephoned his office 
immediately on receiving the letter and gav<e him the desired 
information, which, if the paper had not already gone to press, 
will give it all that advertising could offer. I thought it 
very kind of him, and shall write and say as much, for he was not 
in when 1 telephoned f

In view of the obtiuary notice that will appear in this 
forth-coming Jssue of the limes, 1 hope the plate will not 
appear until the following issue, and yet, if it does, perhaps 
a lot of people reading it for the obituary, will find the 
picture of ^elrose Plantation plate of added interest.

I have no doubt the Grandpere original has been received by 
-iocfc nail, but I haven't heard from them as yet. I suppose they 
may delay writing until they can aoviee me the balance of the 
Cane River Country item has been forwarded, thinking L might 
prod them a little about the latter, since only partial shipment 
was made within the scheduled six week period.

Bow for a little reading about Washington, —  I am at the place 
where he is directing affairs from Gumai Mansion, and thence to the 
radio and the close of a day made doubly pleasant by little Miss Lee....

J
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Friday, august 1st, 1952.

* Memorandum;
How nice to find your gay five o'clock letter of 

Monday in today's post. -There was a flock of other mail which 
remains unopened, — none of it of any moment, but naturally 
if time pressed, I had to read at least one, so it was easy enough 
to choose.

Your note simply bubbled over with gaiety and di my soul good, 
and I laughed aloud at the mention o the Three Saints, for 
instantly I recalled the title of a musical thing, contrived by 
one Gertrude stein in conjunction with one Richals, perhaps, and 
instinctively I pictured ^estan in the midst of all that excitement 

t that went on behind the footlights in that remarkable production.
I'm so glad you liked the pot and the pictures. I was 

fiddling with a tiny butterfly that had rested on the leaf of a 
water hyacinth which made it appear that I was pointing to the 
pale purple flower of the hyacinth a little further along.
By now the films covering these three photographs and a few more 
have re.ched your true hand. 1t is doubtful if any of the others 
are anything to bother about, and should you have them developed 
out of sheer curiosity, x recommend that you have the small size 
prints made to you can determine if they are any good or not. Be- 
casue I have a feeling the photographer never could understand 
what I was driving at when trying to get nothing in the background 
save the strange instruments on the wall, 1 presu e they were 
not included in the picture in their entirity. But if they are, 
perhaps the film could be cut around the edges a bit and so 
get itself properly centered. If you would care to keep the 
films, you may. If convenient, however, it might be well, 
to keep them in a group by themselves just in case they should 
ever &e required for anything* else, such as possible use in 
some othet connection in some other publica ion than the Picayune.

I listen to radio reports about the drought in the South, and 
am glad, thanks;to F. D. H. legislation, the farmers are able to 
get Federal loans on food for their cattle whose pastures have 
been parched by the drought. And it seems so odd that Mississippi, 
for example, should be in such a situation, for our next door
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nogi'bhrQ to the Hast, --and after all, it is only 150 miles to the 
Mississippi niver, it seems so odd Mississippi should not have 
received much of the same well spaced rainfalls we have had this 
season. Last night it sprinkled nearly all night, slow, gentle and 
thoroughly dampening the ground, and so many little local showers 
have passed this way lately, it does seem as though we might 
have shared some with regions than needed them so much more.

■efore this, ^ guess I should have referred to the enclosure.
The miracle on the front gallery occurea this afternoon along 
about 3;30, when this first bu terfly lily of the season unfolded, 
curing the week end there will probably be several, and I shall send 
them to various peoples, like uora, ^adam Marco and the like, 
remarking they are ; among the first*’, but where'the first one 
flitted is nobody’s-business but little ^iss x.q q * s ana mlne.

I should like to keep the record straight regarding the 
matter of the investment in the plates, for I know you will be 
interested to know that, thanks to three orders today, I was able 
to retire a hundred dollars on the money borrowed to pay nock 
•uall in advance. I am under the impression the impending publicity 
may easily float us over the outstanding balance due. On her behalf, 
a friena^of ^iss Kate Perkins brought one check for 30 dollars from her 
one for oO from another friend of hers and one for twenty from a 
third, I hadji’t seem so much money in a long time, but it was 
pleasant to get rid of it immediately with the knowledge that 
r>y so doing the plate balance was moving in the right direction,

t A t first dark, Prances nenry with her mother came down to sa^ howd 
to celeste, ana 1 dropped by for a moment. She seems as gay as a 
cricket and wants to come to see me one day next week with a 
view to getting me to help her compos© an expansive notice for 
nouston and wallas papers, wherein she will list her Napoleonic 
and Louis ■‘•hillippe furniture from "the collection of the late 
Lyle ax oil, celebrated Louisiana' author”, for, in reality, she did 
buy Lyle s noyal dtree ap^tmertf things-about 20 years ago. I 
returned to -̂ueca Just as'fthe "moon was taking over the heavens, and 
passing through the iris garden and "avant-cour", I saw the pot 
in moonlicht for the first time, — we have had so many cloudy nights 
ox late, — and found it Just as elegant as in full daylight;

In spite of the excessivethumidity, the pilgrimage business 
was brisk today, --with ■L',ew Orleans, Dallas and Jacksonville, Florida 
being represented, ^ddly enough, the Jacksonville oeople, coming 
on a recommendation from Dr, Kyser of the college, reoonized 
the name of pr. Samuel Boy all ^ozris when x mentioned it, as being' 
acquainted with the widow. It tunned out that the mother of a 16 year 
old youth rememoered the late doctor quite well as he had been 
her physician when the ?boy was horn. Well, so things turn, and the 
day has been a happy one, and especially because of your gay letter....
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Sunday August 2xdt 1952.
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Sven liefer* opening this ™I%orwar ded* f or8*ld*4that I am herewith making use ef the gift jew forwaraee xor
Dr. und«xuosd. ;iw inginoi d o  m i s Xi3..io J}) .

Frankly, I should hare made use ef it a day^"tta.adlni"1’** plantation operation side traeked hands BaPa*i* the typewriter, as the patting *n ef a new ribbon is lee y
described. m m

I reeken this threading tusineeijmegt sUm f m  th. 
accustomed phrase ei "threading a needle » and_I likj mental operation whieh places ^. typewriter along side the 
needle as an instrument fer satisfying human needs.

Perhaps in Tuesday mail X shall hare a'pag? fiem the ,cJ
Hatehitoehes limes fer your true hand. I haven.t 8Ben f .inti „  "  p t̂ I am tola that the plate was gtv.npreferential
position and that the Parish is manifesting inter estlnt hi snows item Covering a subject ahoat whieh many people had never heard.

Bean ttaefc earn* to see me early this morning, if I SoSd wite a letter for him to his d^ht.rargingher t. 
finish her oar rent seheel term, even ^'ehmariied. 
he had started to lea;., he turned baefc at the t2%»n the
he wanted to tell me hewpreadhis , a Bp«aial he*niat® which * had sant har* ha sale. sne aaa *»*«»«* *
for it and wxappad in tissua paper, shea5*"ahiffar-raha". Ha jn tha baolt af the tap drauar of har ahixiar raD •
says whenever anybody eernes to the housef »he *Bt8 "ahfffer-roho" and brings oat the bo* and unwrapped the plate
. s r . r i  &  • < —standing or sitting close in front of ,the guesu so 
keep her hand under the plate for, as she declares,

' "I aint never gain' to have anything lit* that again in this 
life, and * ain̂ t goin ■•to get it broke •

I find it ton (thing that saoh a triffl* should somehow stand for 
so muoh in the hearts ef these simple folk,* , - ■ •< * ' V ' - ** *" i ’
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from the attached note, yen will gather I ealled ©n Madam 
Regard this afternoon, her daughter having gone to a wedding at 
the Cathedral in town. On Saturday Sa Majeste, hy personal visit, 
had indioated a desire en the part ©f la Montespan to honor Yucca 
forthwith, hut some kind of a flare-up as between them, deflected 
the latter from realizing her wish* With this in mind, when I 
made a round at *ucoa and found a message had been written on 
my note, I did not think it wise to carry it back with me when 
I was scheduled to break bread across the fence an hour or so later, 
supposing the message might have been penned by a feminine hand, 
and so it was not until much later tonight when a chance visitor 
passing this way, bent en heading toward a frolic at the local 
<hQnkey-tonk, that I learned the identity of my afternoon visiter*

The rather heavy mail of recent date has resulted in a fine , 
mix up of stuff to be unscrambled eventually, and I regret I don t 
seem able to discover a rather amusing letter of thanks from 
Juanita Henry of Conroe, Texas, wherein she remarked that Joe 
had brought her the Cane Hiver Country plate and that she liked 
the finished product even better than the pc eliminary sketch which 
she had seen when last here* Hew Lee was the secretary to 
read this letter, and Lee has a way of half spelling long words and 
taking a chance at tossing off the right word when the latter is 
short. Naturally this .often leads to so mighty strange interprets* 
tions by the time I get the long words finished in their spelling 
and converting the mi s-pr enounced s or ter ones* And a good case 

. in point is the way he dished out Juanita1 s phrase, fox, after 
partially spelling preliminary, he went back, and with a running 
start plunged through to the end of the phrase, so that it came out:

"I like the finished product even better than the pro* 
liminary chicken**

To paraphrase a line from Winston Churchill s speech before 
Congreas sometime during the wars

"Some plate -j~y* seme chicken*
On the rumor mart, the latest information which appears to have 

a firm basis for truth, the Crescent City has become the permanent 
home of the Spring bride, so that the answer to the eld popular 
tune, so much a favorite of the late ^ayor Jimmy Walker, —
"Will you Love me in December as you did in May11 is definite in 
the negative. , - ,

The heat continues but the moisture is adequate and vegetation 
flourishes. The rajdie spoke of rain in your area on Saturday. I hope 
it helped rather than hindered the realisation of a quiet week end.,..

Monday, August 4th, 195E.

Memorandum:
How nioe to find your Juesday-Wednesday letter in 

this morning's post.
X am indebted to you for no end of things en which to ponder 
and en which I can round out the passing scene*

How characteristically nioe of you to think of our 
nWwftl friend bevond the,Bhine as an undying flame, even though 
o£ oocaslta ?tAppears, through lapse cf time to be nothing much 

a timn the embers. But the fact that a gust from who knows 
whit direction*re-kindles the flame, and it is so heartening to 
know it burns brightly once mere.

I like the idea of rolling a oouple of plates in her 
direction tilt shipping doesn t involve tee much excitement and 
if ylu flel the presence of a certain name en one of them might 
never cause even greater exeitementif, by some strange turn ol 
tha wheel of fortune, seme person or persons, vaguely remembering

Itiss le. . whe understands all the ramifications better than anyone 
else, te decide. Whatever the deoisien, I a» all peised t. 
forward another set te 908, se that year own steak nay not be
reduced*

So just let me know your deoisien, and I shall be guided
accordingly.^e^ paragraph and the above, it occurs to me
that.a sharp knife might effect the saratohingeut of the
two words following Contrived, 1952 • If so, then it
seems te me all question about sending them would be automatieally
removed and the Subject matter detailed in the design would .
Qftrrv a sufficient clue.as to the identity of the contriver • 
do far as 1 am concerned, 1 should be delighted to-have them-r©11 
just as they are, but only that one little cloud of doubt 
is to bo considered and n disposed of as seems best to you. X 
imaeine frankly, that such a gift might really stand for 
a lot in the heart of the recipient, since they might somehow 
symbolize a segment of happy days, onoo glimpsed in part and 
probably often longer for as something to be attained in the future.
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And may 1 thank, you fax giving me particulars regarding 
*r, Soouihy s-latest activities. hong have 1 felt it well that 
the American foundation should get him to reading the better 
things, since I have instinctively felt his services would all 
too soon he unavailable, (Chat is one reason why X have frequently 
pressed library of Congress to reeord the balanoe of the 
better books, the initial volumes of which he has put into wax*
I felt this especially in regard to the balance of the volumes 
of little Marcel*s *A la Beeherche .du Temps X’erdu", of which, 
so far as 1 know, he has thus far read but *0n the Swanny Side 
of the Street9* Let us hope Hollywood doesn t appropriate him 
exclusively fox its own use at the expense of the American 
foundation,

, If the original pictures, taken by Mrs. Holloman are not 
toe vast .and cumbersome for your convenience, do keep them by all 
means. Subsequent to the posting.of your letter, the original 
films have come to.your true hand, X suppose, and by having 
small print8 made, you can readily decide if any of those beside 
the three which passed through my hands to you are worth anything, 
we can be guided accordingly* I haven t give the matter any 
thought and can t think of anyone in plrticular who would be 
interested in pfly of them, save possibly a picture of the pet 
for Madam Band s.mother, “js. ^hite and possiblye ene or the 
other ofe^ther^the St, Giggin or rather the Blessed Martin and 
perhaps the screen for someone like Bora ox H ^ g n  Baldwin or 
Madam Marco, . .

Today's post was heavy again and much of that from Saturday 
remains pretty,much as a Jumble in my mind, what with the 
secretariat still mere ex less out of kilter so that only what 
seems to me of primary importance even getting.opened, I 
ran through what seems to have been a very kind letter from 
Baisey in the i>?ll, thinking it might refer to the Balias Morning 
Hews, but it turned out to be not a business note but a sweet 
letter from a soul which is certainly fleudering about in a world 
to which, X imagine, she unable to adjust herself.

There was an endless one from Mrs, Melleman, all of which 
I have plumbed as yet, but X did discover that Picayune practice 
was still on the dilatory side, I hope the Natchitoches Times 
item doesn t come to their attention before the Magasine Section 
has pr inted the thing.

You were so perfectly right abou$ the thing I was holding 
against the screen, - a hand made iron spike which, foolishly, 1 
thought might pass ap a big soft pencil, but the camera was too
good and, if printed, will prove to the world X must have lost my mind, trying to draw with an iron spike,.###

Tuesday, august 5th, 1952*

Memorandums '
The mails continue heavy and the weather hot and humid.

The nightly dews are heavy and what with the abandonee of 
such moisture, weighting down every leaf and stem, the foundation 
for today's initial air plane dusting of the eetten at dawning 
made a perfect beginning for the seasonal fight on bell weevil, 
but prdtty devastating, tee, on birds and smaller animals* X fear.

Air planes have been dealing out their deathly dew on 
other plantations up and down the river, but today1s visitation 
at this bend of the river was the first.

It would seem as though the neighboring feathered friends 
must have sensed what was up, for, contrary t*e custom, none 
of them showed up on the galleries this morning until nearly 
10•30, Where they had secreted themselves, only they could 
tell. X put fresh water in the several bird baths and 
those spots seemed to be the most popular gathering places for 
a variety of songsters,* although none of t'hem felt moved to do 
much more than chirp or twitter.

It will be a while before somebody comes out with some 
reliable ’‘study of what effect all this dusting and 
spraying has en furred and feathered friends and what the eventual 
effect is on the hyman economy, X suppose one reason why 
the cat and pole-cat, — versus the rodent population, is and 
has been so set of balance during the past several years.
The chain is endless when one starts speculating, — for 
in the wake of the dusting plane there are no insects, which 
means there are ne birds, arid there axe fewer rabbits, eats and 
pole eats and pelhaps a larger proportion of rodents, but 
still the number is so reduced momentarily that the reptiles 
lack food and search for less civilised regions, while the 
fruits and grains, dependent upon peliniaation, come to a halt 
for labfc of agents in the insect world to perform their appointed 

‘tasks. It's rbally quite a whirly-gig and I, for one, propose 
worrying my head not at all in trying to figure whence the road 
leads. After all, an inquiring mind is one thing, but too 
freoriently people spend toe much time going into the nth 

‘degree on such matters, as for instance, bueh a brilliant man 
as Thomas Jefferson bothering to figure out precisely hew mxeh 
an individual cup of tea served at Monti cello cost. After all, 
he was going to pour tea to hordes of people as long as he lived 
anyway, so it does seem silly to have bothered figuring out the 
invididuAl amount involved in' each separate cup,

J (J i ‘ „ ,,5 ■' i j , l,i. ■ W.I'S ■- • ■* *•* * t ' .'v*
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A letter from the Picayune to ^ s # Holleman, which I have 
returned to hert indicates that the article will he published 
as soon as the present somewhat crowded schedule has been take care 
of. "Several Weakgw were the words used, and let us hope that 
during tose sevoal weeks the Picayune doesn t run the risk of 
having a fit by stumbling over the Natchitoches Times as 
of last Friday.

I saw the ladies across the fence this afterneon# Madam Regard 
gets around much as usual but X notice little signs of tiredness 
which trust are only that. Celeste said she thought she would 
drive her Mother to Alexandria tomorrow afternoon, on the theory 
the outing would be good for her, and besides she herself had in 
mind doing some shopping. Out of doors the thermometer is in the 
90 s, while inside their air conditioned menage it remains statie 
around 70 or 72.

t 1 < t  '•

Celeste also mentioned that in the beauty shop the other day 
she glanced at the Woman's Heme Oempanlon and discovered the 
first installment of Harnett Kane's life of Beaturiee Fairfax or 
rather Dorothy Dix, since, after all,, if memory servies9 the 
Kane biography is about a woman, and if memory serves further, 
Beatrice Fairfax was in sality a man.

Some of Dee Hertaog's people from Chenyville, —below 
Alexandria, were here today. One lady, perhaps in her 60'8, 
told me she is going to talk with her mother in a day or two 

and pass along the notes she makes on a slave-prinoe they had 
in their family. His name was Timho or 'Timbuek, and, during the 
disorders of the Civil ^ar and Reconstruction, he always spent the 
night in a downstair's drawing room, his gun along side, to 
protect the ladies of the family, sleepy above stairs, while 
all the* male members of the family wore away. He had one daughter 
Virginia, who died about 20 years ago. The Hatches Prione of 
Jalen was possible because slaves prior to 1800 were brought 
from Africa direct, but it seems remarkable there should have 
been any such still active during the Civil' War period. We 
shall eventually see what there is to all this, , if anything.

< v  *

I must* stir about in my basket and see* if I can't find 
an enclosure or two, for things are really tending to Pile up.
Hope I can find the one from little Mius ^ormon, for it is 
both nioe and typical. ▲ telephone from the Drug company in town 

.indicates siueh interest in the merchandise being currently displayed 
by that organization but I didn t inquire if anything more than 
polite interest was being shown? but 1 assume a few numbers must

80 * T°Td, still happy as a clam over your 
nice letters of yesterday and the day before......

J lvo f(j
%f) r  0  r  '

. t o
(
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Wednesday, Akgust 6th, 1962.

Memorandum: •

The mails continue rather heavy but the heat has slackened this 
afternoon and tonight, thanks to a nice little shower during the

afternoon*!! ^  ^  fi4a the laughlin letter and enclose same for 
your delectation. I have already acknowledged it, giving him 
the data requested, —in part, —and in answering his m * e s t  
for *r. Pipes' address, given him that, too, saying that it is 
my understanding Mr. ^ipes could last be reached at 721 North 
Peters, Norman, Oklahoma, but if that proved to be out-dated, I 
felt sure the communication would be forwarded appropriately from 
that point. This will give him the impression, a hope, that 
Dora and * aren t in brisk communication and will accordingly 
impell him to write unguardedly about what he has up His sleeve 
inregard to the ^lemenoe things. In the paragraph that *®^®*®d*
I said: "Rumor has it that certain canvases by Clemonee Hunter 
belonging to me are being published, reproduced in color or 
otherwise, in a national magazine, but I: place no credence la 
this, as * feel qu te certain you would not undertake such a step 
without receiving my approval in advance. *

If ^lemenoe has already received a eheek, —as she seems 
have done, then that means the stuff has alreaay gone into 
and at this late date is probably in print or about to be set forth 
on the news stands. Mr. Holloman suggested that such a line 
as noted would undoubtedly give Mr. ^aughlin pause, it 
will be interesting to see what, if any, response he makes.

Obviously the fellow writes a polite letter and his spoken 
words are unfailingly in the same vein but no matter how PoliJ® 
the boa constriotor may be in its approach, that in, no way softens 
its bone crushing propensities.

If I can find Ora's letter, you will like it. Only 
last Sunday I heard for the first time of the trips which the college 
has been arranging for years for people, including its students, 
on jaunts in various directions across the country. As i 
understand it about 16 people make up a group which **
an air conditioned bus. All meals and sleeping 
are included in tha oost of the trip which is soj.ewhere# between 
#160.00 and #200.00, and covers about f! weeks. The
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Western jaunt which Anne is taking goes through several interesting 
plaoes in Texas, a dip into ^xieo, across the desert country of 
Arizona and on to Los Angeles, up he Imperial Valley, possibly 
as far as San *raneiseo, and back through Yosemite or Grand 
Cannon and Colorado and so hack, home* ^ther trips go 
to ^ew England, taking in the big Eastern cities and so on*
It would kill me to travel with 85 people on such a Jaunt of 
course, but for those who like crowds and aren t too fusy about 
having to travel by set sohedule, this seems t$ be a wonderful 
type of trip and wonderfully inexpensive* Celeste has been dreaming 
up joining one of these, - "it would be so much funn,and I 
really think she would have the time of hpr life* I 11 
travel by one or by two when I travel, but lots of people 
like a frolic of three weeks in a mess of 80 other froliekers, 
and this arrangement stricks me as being ideal for them*

< “ ?
The power of the press was manifest today in he 

arrival of notes from Natchitoches people, asking for a plate, - 
a total of tw&hve being received, each,for one* ft is t09 early 
to judge if any of the present purchasers are going to want 
additional items,as gifts, and as m ny people are out 9f town and 
the pilgrimage business through town slow, I still don t 
have any idea of the things are going to "catch on" or^not, but 
it is heartening to anticipate.disposing of all outstanding 
investment in the matte*.

°n the home front, 1 am confronted with a distinctly 
different problem in the energy of "Polytc", son of MitoheJ.1, 
the Axe* Polyte presides.over the power mewer which swishes 
over the greenswards once of twice a week. Slow motion best 
describes the majority of lawn mower pushers and that is 
what makes Olyte so different, fox he insists on accomplishing 
in one day what it usully takes two men to do in two* But 
while the saving of time is a desircable facto*, still the 
unftailing abiliity on Qlyte's part to out not only grass 
but plants as well certainly poses a problem* The Phillipine 
lilies just beyond the stained glass of the Chapel were just 
coming into their full glory yesterday when ^xyte with his 
power machine whizzed around the bed, sniping off eight stalks in 
a twinkling* As each stok-supported five or six blossoms, 
the devastation seemed impressivm. it is true there are still 
standing a number of the same lilies in the same bed, but 
somehow I feel bound to attach an anchor on Olyte whenever he 
ventures beyond the big open spaces of the major lawns*

it just* occurs to me I might well have assured you before sending 
the Natchitoches Times clipping that the list of titles appearing 
in the article represent more of a possibility than an actual 
program* When in town a week or two back, and after talking 
with a couple of. people, 1 instinctively fe,lt .somebody or other was 
going to try a hand at pictorial plate making* Hence the endless 
titles in the article, by way of discouraging any immediate 
competition, don*

Friday, August 8th, 1958.

!

t

Memorandum}.
* r. . oT.’ii # 0: , clj '/ -jXu &- ■ v o*.-... ■ < ‘ •v

**ow nice to find your Monday letter in today*s post*

I am glad to know three items popped in at 908, all at one 
fell swoop, giving you a picture of last week*s hurly burly*

And thanks, too, for letting me know the films came trhough 
alright, Mrs. Holloman has said she doesn.t need them baek, and 
so, if convenient to you, they might be filed by yodr true hand*
It seems to me we might eventually *find use for one,ox two of 
the subjects for publicity, but at the moment I can'tthink 
in what respect* If Life decides to do the St, Augtstin story, 
then it would seem some reference in picture might be made to 
the Blessed ^artin, to contrast the exclusiveness of the mulatto in 
the St. Augustin det-up. But if Life does a story, Life will take 
all the pictures and do the writing besides, although they 
will prpbably call on Mrs. Holloman or me' to assist in the details, 
®omehow I have a feeling that some Magazine Section of some newspaper 
may eventually want to do the St. dugustin business, perhaps sometime 
between January and June next, and if so, perhaps the film 
in the present colleetion, showing the interior of the Chapel, nay 
be of service* There is something so paradoxical about 
a Chapel for negroes having been contrived under the very roof 
where Augustin and Louis Metoyer, builders of the St. Augustin 
<*huroh exclusively for mulattoes that it would seem it is an un- 
wsua 1 point in underlining the color differences in this ' 
strange set-up*

».d-XIoJ ■ cos I iae , li.es hhxm , ouxji  ̂ „ ir rodR lo a a 41 a
I invite your attention to the enclosed card and suggest you 

destroy at once. What is hilarious, of course, is the enthusiasm 
of the sister-in-law for the newest member of the family who has 
already been kjLoked out, and, worst of all, although only three people 
are supposed to knou it, when the kicked out bride Is two months 
along in pregnpnoy. We have all known various forms of degradation, 
but somehow this seems to be abokt the limit in something or 
other, ,, v;s tnedd o m  *o« fisv “  '

o v-**' • • "" ' ' ^
The weather remains hot and humid with partial cloud coverage 

and a promise of scattered thunder showers tonight so I suppose 
there will be little radic-ing, I spent the moruihg at Arenbourg, 
discouraging vines and weeds in the immediate neighborhood of 
the children1*, and snipping off the first seeds'of the crepe myrtles, 
so they wiil^blocm again this yea*. They are gofwing wonderfully 
and introduoate a note of greenery that is delicious.
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* saF Zelma at the post office this morning. She had her U - little granddaughter with her, — Little Kin^schild .
to he between 2 and 9 years old. sL is f m ,  h°/?9ra8̂ v
nointIddtori8t,in*+P?rr*9U® as bri«ht a® â buttoi!-- Hhl’ *h pointed to a nice tat watemnelon, almost as big as she, and said;

"Mams, — I wants meddow water."

Two things strnokome in that declaration. - first how 
so many of my wntutoried friends twist double words moaSd so for 
example, a woodpecker becomes a "peokerwood" and seoonaiir t *
thatmeldeiikeW,"Thenshee°^ KJn* ,8Bb0J*bis Mother Geese,
"She sheets*in the mud Ll.^."th* medW,4 inTaIiabl’r °at

I »asTilIdioesee°2« v 1sS^e$r« 0Mb,l8y,li0 *rant time willingly,
Sebliewz and°8ome y ^ h  ^ m  Si^fi^d^ Ihlv0 ^ ” itb fi0bert 
S w ^ T S  US i^he^letter^about^th

Jjjjj- M  it was so I l S t ^ e ^ r t 48^ 61'

^ s s^ ila E l^ f L i? L atŜ l l E r n ^ “ yhE  ^ • ana* i ° ft youbet I saw t S l ! d i «  across ?Se?enL^ haT8+? r t i ! e4 in today* .post, 
at the post office* so I ffokSn l , 9 " . 9 had ”ade a 
the morrow. The air oonditioSing'o v e r ^ “ r L a o s  °n -aeren 78, — a little shocking when steooin^fo =?iP Ih? h°use at an over 100, and I incline to entioa iin all a“dr*P **om something
Madam Regard is still her hind kind Jn?Pl>! ?nTto ^ ©  gallery for coffee,

a f ? e H i L 8“ ^ tmf4^ a*ffi8“t0*a ”akeh? r p«?e?tb̂ ain0basiyf^ * i l r 8 8l fv,lng *oef; 1 don t miss it at the moment ^  have so. sm^tsvwj,̂rSpjsuCwi -
lsn::sX"«SA1“42?L!sir ll“ -*S s *u  &  *

Bid I mention the ±aughUn prints came and were i»st .v,«t 
you might expect, -probably wonderful for fitness of *
but obviously stuff nobody on earth wools ? 1 4ebali
the thing he styled, "Marie There's House ?° ?sa* AB 101 example,

■ s a t s *
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Sunday, August 10th, 19&2.

Memorandums
. Mow nice to find your Tuesday letter in Saturday's post.

. « 1 j -'Somehow 1 hadn t expected the postman to bring any mail 
on Saturday but there was your letter, one from Hook Hall, another 
from Dora and one from Kenneth de frees. What with one thing and 
another, 1 secured the services of a secretary but momentarily 
over the week end and ~so I have made the most of our little 
chat and let the other things rest until Monday, withal, unopened.

I'm so glad the butterfly lily oarae through with just the 
sort of message its fragrance was supposed to transmit. I am 
so glad to haue the instructions for makihg a jar of their 
perfume and this year, with their flowering coming so late in 
the season, I think there ought to be gobs of first rate blossoms 
to use in oontriving the thing. It may be I ,shall have to do a bit 
of experimenting before I get the hang of the thing to perfection, 
for I have no,doubt the instruct ions are based on a supposed average 

humidity, and as that state remains rather high in these parts, 
it is quite probable *the moisture element will have to be given 
special attention.

*■ * t <•-••*••• •• • * 1 * •
At the moent I am doing all sorts of tricks to keep 

envelopes and labels from getting hopelessly gummqd up beforo 
they are put to use. I thought of keeping them near the water 
heater in the bathroom, but as that stands along side the bath tub 
ittiich gets lots of use these sticky days, the advantage of the 
warmth afforded by the heater seems offset by the inoridnate amount 
of steam from the bath. At the moment i have some labels hung on 
the wire by which the portrait of the Black Swan hangs abovo 

* my desk. This seems to be a pretty good bet, as the mild heat from 
the electric,bulb generates just about enough dryness to make 
the glue from oozing.

< ' Saturday morning 1 was impressed by thf oonenienoe of having 
running water when something or other during the night went hay wire 
in the well or in the engire that pumps the water, with the result 
that from $ a.m. until 2 pirn., all pipes were empty. I was so 

, glad-I had put water in the sugar pot for takig off one.s beard 
without water, unless one fiddles with thopc contraptions known 
as eleotric razors, beard cutting is up hill business. I'm

• i  : w u  O '"4 . u O Q j j l '  o I J L ; i . q  « J * i O

• • • • ♦ * '  1 •v J • • *i - ■' • ',J v
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glad the thing didn t play out last week: end when there was 
so much doings around here* And I'm glad that a watereade is t 
now available again at the touch of the faucets, for while I don t 
feel impelled to spend my life in a shower, still it is pleasant to know a few drops are available when one feels an inclination in 
that direction,

. Saturday's conference with Mrs. Holloman turned out so-so,
I had written 8 pages of mulatto business, all pivoting about St* 
Augustin's Church and tried to impress on her the importance of 
keeping the mulatto usingss to the fore and keeping Melrose 
and Yucca out of the picture. If this can be achieved, the 
vaguely potential article to be done as a duet with Carolyn will be 
in no way effected, IxJthrew in a few sub-titles such as

"loo ^ears of Iractiole Fair Practices"■ : .■  ̂ i

which given the general slant of the t ing and tossed in a dab 
of the Blessed Martin*s Chapel for sheer contrast.

Once the idea has been transmitted from Hew Orleans represntatives 
to the home office, life will fly down a photographer or two and 

« a couple of writers and the game will be on. There isn t any 
point in crossing bridges before getting to them, but I-feel 
(instinctively that if the Life people ever get a glimpse of Melrose, 
and they can't miss seeing it frou the air, the problem wi^l be 
to keep them from using it as the tail to wag .St, Augustin s or 
employing St, Augustin s to wag the plantation, m neither ef 
which will suit my program. But perhaps they wont even acoept the 
original idea, and so suoh worries would be useless*

We dined aoross the fence and an excellent dinner it was*
Pat has a gill friend .living in Washington, — I believe she hails 
from West Virginia, and she flew down to Shreveport and I believe 
they drove down here this moiling* .

Southwest of Bidden Hill plantation, - see Cane Ri^er plate, — theere 
lies some 15,000 acres woned Jointly by the Sstate, Cousin Arthur 
Watson and ex-8enator Fredericks, It inolines toward h m  land and 
has much forest and a lake of about 400 aores where a camp is 
about to be ereoted, some sort of an exclusive thing, it is said, but 
I cannot imagine. Whenever I hear the project mentioned, f shy off 
in the direction of the nearest "gang of trees", for I don t want 
to get tangled up in planning the .layout of bmldings, park^or 
drives, Perhaps nobody is dreaming of asking my adviee, — I hope*
But except for J, H. f 1 like none of the people involved and I prefer 
attending.to our own Mohildren" without going to far afield as to 
suggest advantageous plans for-suoh a project* Ho much more to 
talk about but I've taken up all the time with nothings.••••*

»
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Monday, August 11th, 1952*

* *

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter in. today's post. It was 

fun talking about pictures and I am glad to know something of 
the subject matter they eoyered, — those that came out like 
something, f

The greenery you noticed in £ront of the pot presents 
a problem difficult to solve, so far as the greenery 
itself is concerned* Many years ago, perhaps 10 or.more, 
the bag tree,, some of whose leaves you have sampled, was 
planted there at about the same time the grandiflora was 
set out too close to the bay, loth grew well, and just 
about £ept pace with eaoh other in height, Boon their branches 
were entwining, but the cold snap of 1951 killed down the bay 
to its huge roots. The big trunk had to be saw down, but I 
left the roots beoause this type of bay is rare in these parts, —  
for all I know, its the only one in Louisiana or Mississippi* 
and naturally* since the roots were too vast to be moved with 
any hope of successful transplanting, I let the little(Sprouts 
that came up remain. Then when the avant-cour was contrived, 
there was the sprouting bay, at just about the spot I wanted to 
place the pot, I think X shall leave it there for a while until 
I try planting another bay if X can find one. Then if that is 
established, something oan be done about the roots of the old one.

I am convinced that Mrs. Holloman never did comprehend what X 
was driving at when X tried to get the Chapel wall and its decors 
as the dominant note in the pictures taken on the gallery. But 
wh&te'ver there is to work on in the original films, I'm sure 
by your artful cutting, you will extract a maximum. Between you 
and me,* I thought the bill of five bucks which X received for the 
prints was a bit high, for X had figured the prints might run about 
$1*25 each* Perhaps, on second thought, the sender thought 
the bill was a little steep, too, and for that reason threw in 
the films, but the Hollojnan mind, while undoubtedly always one 
of intregrity, is something I shal,l never quite oomprehend, and 
it is quite possible that foj the use to which we may eventually 
have use of some of the shots, they may turn out to be worth the 
original investment*
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On reading the enclosure, you will not be at all surprised 
when i pbserve that, some people are nominated for jobs by 
conventions while others simply nominate themselves, and I offer 
the enclosure as a prize example of just that sort of thing.
It pretty clearly demonstrates, too, I think, you will agree, that 
la Montespan obviously has aspirations, if not at least in 
putting on the crown, at least of playing a Maintenon role.

I acknowledged the letter promptly, saying that the only 
thing I had in mind to hand her the other day was some olippings 
for which she had asked, and hastened on to observe that 
Columbus was lucky in hitting the West Indies just after the 
seasonal blow and not just-before, and relating some points 
I would like to have snapshots of on Jamaica, — the fabulous 
experimental station, — done, as I have been told, in the 
best houis Quatorize style, and some of the prettiest federal 
mansions of the 1812 period that one is likely to encounter t
anywhere. There is some doubt in my mind* as to what the lady's 
concept pf a federalist mansion might resemble,.but that's all - 
in the game and it will give her an opportunity to take a 
gander at no epd of stuff when she touches the island,

*

Celeste and I telephoned Blythe this morning but 
discovered she had headed out for B. Randolph's up Colfax way, and 
so we tried again tonight about 7 and found her at home. The 
^reason for telephoning was the fact that today is her birthday 
’and we merely wanted to sned along our Howdies* On aviOther 
front, I learned from Celeste that Frances Henry has started out by 
'Car with a gril friend to run up as far as Penland and back on a 
week's jaunt, although 1 think they plan to stop in Ashville, 
although will probably not miss running out to *see little Mies 
Luoy Morgan. .

Oter chatter from Celeste revealed that at some gathering 
in town on Saturday, the wife of Senator Fredericks spoke her 
piece about the plates which came up for discussion and she maintained 
thfiL community might be expected to rise to the occasion, but in 
her opfniqn the State ought to make some gesture of appreciation 
regarding .the originality of the history in porcelain. Imagine.
•* ,•. j 11: C ) i  ~ 11*, V 1 .... !! 0 i  X , U *• ’ vf ^  j. ; t ' : \

At supper, J. expressed himself as finding Pat's girl 
not pretty and he voiced the opinion she was 8 or 10 years 
older than Pat. I don t knqw if .she is pretty or not but I 
did get the impressi8n of maturity, which, to my way of thinking, 
is( all in the girl's favor, for I never was one. to measure 
congeniality in terms of years. I talked with Ora on the telephone, 
and she threatens to pass this, day during her present two weeks vacation 
That should afford much opportunity to take up matrimonial topics 
on a big scale.....
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Tuesday, August 12th, 1952.

. * ■ »

Memorandums. .
And so Celeste said this morning,
"Oh, by the way* I wanted to tell you that the sweetest 

message the family redeived following Paynie's death was 
from ^rna."
* I didn't see the card, but I can well imagine she was 
speaking the truth and I know she was deeply appreciative. Another 
laurel lef for little Miss Lee.

»

This afternoon a picnic was the order of the day. 2?he 
place selected for a site was^in thd Kisatohie National Forest, 
and those participating in the ffcolio were the Reverend Fathers 
across the river, Dr. and Mrs. Ambrose Eertzog from ^ew Orleans 
and family, and a number of. pther Cane River Hertzogs, some of 
the Cohens, 1 believe, Celeste and a few others from somewhere 
bout the parish. Naturally * declined but I approved 
of the others going, as though it were any of my business. But 
it is said' the Forest is quite lovely with a stream of clear running 
' water with banks of white sand beneath the trees, and things 
rigged up for the general oomfort of the people who like 
the place for a sylvian outing* What with the thermometer 

* in the 90's, and the humidity at something over 99, -•
there have been tiny particles of water in the air intermittently 
all day, I reckon some forest glade would be about the next 
most oorafrtable place one could find, exoept an air conditioned 
housel laughed to myself whenever I recall how you, even as I, fished 
around'madely in± the ether waves, searching for the JSisenhower 
speech in ^os Angelese last week, for I, too, couldn't find the 
thing which, in reality, wasn't broadcast. It seems strange that 
in view of all the talk about the impending speech before hand, 
nothing was done about putting it on the air. I may say at this 
point that I am impressed by the political straws I grab from the 
wind, created by passing pilgrims. A month ago I wouldn't 
have imagined I should hear so many people say they are inclined 
to believe they will oast their vote for Stevenson; Four weeks 
back, his name was never mentioned. We shall probably see tide 
ebbinc and*flowing in opposite directions many times between now 
and the 4th of November.
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fhe enclosure is nothing but I send it along regardless 
because the group of which the writer was a member was 
not culturally capable of comprehending much but had 
the courtesy, at least one member did, to take the trouble 
to write an expression of appreciation*

Today 1 had a less satisfactory set, -•one was Celeste's 
sister-in-l&w from Mansura, and perhaps another was her sister, 
and three 13 year old damsels who might have been wonderful 
if trying out a new dance floor but.so impervious to anything 
Melrose had to offer that they didn t even bother to stick 
with Madam Regard who accompanied them, *-and at the * hour 
Just after the supper bell had rung. They put me in mind 
of those sweet girl graduates of a few years back who accompanied 
their professor fathers and their mothers on a M@irose tour, 
dated long in advanoe who declared, on arriving that if no body 
mifided they preferred climbing the big oak to seeing the gardens and 
buildings,

I'was rather amused, as you ould have been, had you
* heard what Celeste's sister, — I believe her name is Edna, 

who had left her sister-in-law at Meixose while she and the 
young things had gone on to spend the afternoon in town. She 
said she had called at Mrs, Hill's house, — I suppose Mildred 
Cunningham's mother and everyone there*was talking about
some new sort of plates that had a lot of buildings on them, 
buildings around the neighborhood of Natchitoches, she believed.
She said there was a lot of talk about the man who made them, too, 
and she wondered if 1 had ever heard of the plates or if 

by any chance I knew whose idea it was, since everyone there seemed 
to think both dish and man were important but nobody said why.

* ■' .  ♦
I told her I had heard something about some kind of 

plate sfa-rattlin around but what all the excitement; was about 
I hadn t the faintest idea and as for the man who stirred them up,

* I was positive I had never seen him- Along about then,* one 
of the young fry got tangled up in a rose bush and that 
conversation was side-tracked before Madam Regard got within 
ear shot. What I assume is that since people at* the Hill home

• knew the guests were Just up from ^Irose and probably tossed 
in the subject of plates as a means of getting conversation 
going, and yet Edna had never hsard of them and never did 
have the slightest inkling* as to the identity of the * 
contrivor. Some day it may or may not dawn on her as to
what all the chatter was about, but I suspect she is fairly 
safe from having the dawn break through too soon.

Think I shall fold early, as my reading machine isn't speaking 
to me at the moment..... •

.  ,  ,  ' \ j r  n  h *  o -  i n
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Wednesday, August lith, 1952.

Memorandum:

The weather* continues in the 90's and *1 continue 
the gardening at, Arenbourg and Melrose. Watering is 
the big consideration, for although the supply from on high 
has been sufficient up to fc now, I like to keep a little 
ahead of anything suggesting a dry* spell ahead, and especially 
at this season when some of the more temperamental things, 
like the grandiflor&s, have a way of getting round to making 
up their minds to grow about the time the long dry days of 
August hold the faintest suggestion of approaching autumn.«

I have a stack ef mail to attend to, but think I shall 
treat myself to a little chat with you. After that I shall 
indulge myself in a hot shower and a glass of cold buttermilk, 
and then we shall see if Dr. Underwood or the old Sandman 
will win. * * *

* • "  ̂ '

The enclosure is of no especial interest but I send it 
along that you may keep abreast with things. The matter 
referred to concerns a little hand gin of which i believe 
there was conversation or perhaps correspondence from the same 
quarter two or three years ago, 1 feel Rudolph is the 

. person to act as custodian, for he will appreciate its worth, 
and will undoubtedly turn it over to the college when he 
is through with it, and in such an institution it might 
be preserved as a curiosity, for it is unique in its field,—
.the only one I ever saw or heard of.f I shall not remark in my 
letter approving the idea that I think it should have been a p rt 
of theAfrican House collection where the r&w cotton, ’sphning wheels, 
looms and so on, including the raw ootton wh oh could have been 
run through the -hand gin for the delectation of those interested might 
hqve been effected throughout the year, — and 1*11 bet Denton 
doesn t Rave a boll of raw, unginned cotton,* but that is 

, alright. It would seem to me the 'thing to have done would have 
been for the lady to lend the instrument to Melrose, with the 
proviso that should the African House ever be given up as 
a museum, the item would revert to her, — and the more so, sinoe 
the outfit originally belonged either to the Madam outright 
or at least jointly with the correspondent. But there 
are enough other treasures in the African House, and just 

..so long as the gaget is preserved for posterity, it doesn't
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really matter where it Hinds an ultimate resting place.
Frbm the* Crescent City comes word that Mr. Wilds of Life 

lik.es the Centenary of St. Augustin story, and as soon as 
appropraite eaptions have been tooted off for the illustrations, 
the pictures arid notps will go forward to Life in ̂ ew York.
The latter organization usulaly tates a month to decide if the 
material appeals to them* This may be true, so far as their 
policy to advise their field representative, but when dealing 
direotly with those not associated with their staff, it seems to 
me it usually takes them much longer to make up their minds.
But assuming they approve, then another month or so will elapse 
before publication date, X expect, and in the mean time, little 
Miss Carolyn will have had an opportunity to keep her 
September appointment so that the story of Marie Therese may be 
Jammed through prior to Life publication. If she doesn't keep 
het engagements, she surely can't complain too much if someone else 
tears as the fringes of the thing a bit. My idea is to keep 
the St, Augustin thing strictly oontempoary, stressing the 
present mulatto in habitants and using the plate of St. Sugustin 
purely as an example of the preparations being made for the 
1953 celebration. And, of course, if Grandpere cou^d make 
Life on a plate, that ought to set several plates to rolling.
Twoobig national magaines probably wouldn't bring out stories at
the same time on geographical locations so closely identified
the one with the‘other, but I see nothing unethetteal in not telling
each publication that the other contemplates a story about the
Sane Hiver country since actually the one story is about Marie Therese
and the other about a community that obtained 200 years late*.

i

I don t recall if I mentioned in Sunday’s memo that just 
before first dark on Saturday, while busy with the butterfly lilies 
along the front gallery, X was surprised to hear someone say:

"Mr. Francois, — I’m Gillie."

And Lo. there was the Baverend Pompey M#* Gillie and wife,—  
the latter a (oute little rolly-polly of perhaps 60 summers, Just 
as broad as long. ~They were on their way from home up Cognac 
way to hold services at St. Augustinefs ^hurohuon ^ittle hiver, and 
said they had seen the article about the plate in the Times, 
and because they had a plate whioh they treasured, they wanted to 
stop off to tell me how muoh pleasure it had afforded them. And 
so we found us a big fan and a decanter and chatted for ten minutes 
and it was all very pleasant. *

j  7 :• \j J  - a  *■  v/ •• • *• u  - .

But now for the bath and the buttermilk and so to bed....
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Thursday, August 14th> 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your Saturday letter in today’s post. It 
contained enough material to keep us busy talking for a sitting 
that might last a week without interruption.

And may  ̂thank you for passing along the interesting particulars 
about George Washington. I, of course, had heard nothing about 
the State paper recently found in the Senate bundle. What a 
commentary on the times,' — A letter calling the Senate into special 
session by George Washington, penned in his own hand on stationary 
bearing the watermark of George, the Ihird. The times were as out of 
Joint in 1791 when it was penned as they were in 1767 or whenever it 
was the Hatchttoche's Courts were still using the legal form of 
"His Most Christian Majesty" whereas "His Most Catholio Mafesty" 
had taken over things years-before.

• ■ -

I am so glad you saved the map, too, for that would be 
as good as a travelogue, following the various trips G, W. made 
from the 1740’s down until the ypar before he died.

While **tink'of it. let me answer your question regarding 
the instruments on the °hapel wall. The upper one, as you assumed, 
is a vine knife. In this lush region where vines grow with 
such luxuriance, this type of instrument has always been a pre
requisite to plantation operations. Thetlength of the handle is 
important, for often the vines to be cut axe several feet from 
the nearest point a person can approach, what with thorns and 
brambles. It also affords one a vantage point of some distance 
from whatever might be lurking in the vines, and in a region 
where so many things creeping and crawling flourished in trie 
crld days, the length of the Randle must have been praotiole indeed.

The snfaller instrument, below the larger,, is a relio of 
th days when Yucca and the African,Mouse were built. It is 
called a toe adze, — although L don t know how to spell adze, but 
it is something like that. Its iron or steel axe is hand made, 
and the handle was also fashioned by hand as may readily be noticed 
in examined. The wood” is very dark, looking like mahogny, but 
I suppose it may be some wood of local, habitat, possibly
seldom if ever seen any more.« e * *
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It was called a toe adze because the laborer measured off 
his chopping by his toe. The trunk: of a tree, after being out 
and bereft of its branohes, was transformed from it natural 
round state to a timber that was square at the corners, and all the 
grand oid timbers forming the upper story of the African House 
and all the oypress uprights at xucca as well as the beaded 
beams of the ceiling, were fashioned by such an insturment and 
they still bear the marks of the toe adze, often eaoh mark: being 
not more than 2 or 8 inches apart. As the operator always went 
barefoot, using his toe to measure how much the adze would chip off 
at a blow, it paid said operator to judge correctly if he wanted 
to retain his measuring means. I have no idea how this
one every got under the ground beneah the projecting 
roof of the African Bouse where I found it when removing some 
old trash and smoothing off the surface around the building.
The wood is just as sound as it ever was, although one may 
see readily enough that one at least, iTOasibly more than once, 
it was used to stir a bonfire, for the wooden handle near the 
end where the adze is attached, has been blacked even deeper by 
the flames. I think it is not a great rarety, but 
I chance to know of no other in Mississippi or Louisiana, and 
1 treasure it particularly because I assume it was one employed 
in the days of “arie Theresa when Yucca was being created out of the 
surrounding forests.

t t

And may 1 thank you for giving me news of how 1. J. is 
progressing in.her new situation. Isn^t it fine that both ladies 
concerned with the business are satisfied, and how happy it 
makes me feel to know how delighted you must be, too, and the more 
so because of the part you played in "rigging up" the business.

* . * • * ..

It was nice of you to remember to ask the lady for the 
name of the manufacturer of the plate. Heaven knows if we shall 
ever use the information, but it will be nice to have, and if 
you, too, will retain the name for your own file, I shall feel 
the more secure, knowing it is available, should I chanoe to mis
place my copy.

*
I'm glad the article in the Natchitoches paper read alright.

Oddly enough, I havven never read it. I was in a rush wHen I 
ripped it off, as the messenger was waiting to take it, and since 
it appeared in prints, there has been so much "must" stuff to 
be explored that I haven t found an opportunity to-explore 
the contents. And so I appreciate your findings especially, and 
Kora wrote that it was alright, too, and* I can let it rest until 
sometime when have more readers than mail* naturally 
I was astonished you found so many other things in the* paper, 
including a reference to £r. John Kyser, and again I marvel that 
in all truth, you, sitting 1,500 miles away, know more about 
the looal set up than anyone I know who has spent a lifetime.
It has been such a happy day, thanks to your Saturday industry, and 
again my blessings on you for all the happiness you have contrived for me...
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Friday, August 15th, 1952.

<

Memorandum:
Hot-hot with a promise of 105 straight’ through the week end, 

and the nights cooling down to 77, which,-when considered atop my wool 
tack, doesnft seem too cold. But August is half spent and 
already t ere is a suggestion of autumn in the uncertain haze 
"hoovering" over the fields and the rustle of early falling leaves in
the gardens. ’ , - .But the thermometer apparently means nothing to the road runners, 
for I had them today from Kansas and Iowa, not to mention North Dakota 
and the district of Columbia, and— of all places, — Mexico.
• Around 8 this morning, May Balthazar passed by with her niece who 

lives somewhere in the Hast. She wondered if she might arrange 
a tour for her cousins, born on Cane Biver, but how living near Camp 
Meade in the Baltimore area where the gentleman of oolor is 
a permanent military fixture, I gather, since he has been in 
uniform since 1916, which, I should think, ought to entitle him 
to retirement'before many more decades have elapsed.

• • ■
And so I set the magical hour of 9:60, and a tour of color we 

had, perhaps 10 or a dozen, and I think everyone enjoyed himself.
Two of the ladies, perhaps in their 60*s, told me they had spent the 
major portion of their lives in’this section 6f ^ane Biver but never 
before had dreamed there were so many (ntereStig buildings and things 
behind the bushes.

I saw Celeste for a few moments at 11, for a quick oup'of 
coffee before*! took on some other people. She started to say something, 
saught herself* and then went ahead regardless, explaining she wasn t 
sure if she was talking out of turn or not* It seems she bumped * 
into Bditor Cunningham on the street in town the other day and 
he mentioned his intention, time permitting, to get out the 
plate article in pamphlet form. I told her not to worry 
about the surprise this would illicit, should a surprise have been 
intended if and when the thing comes my way. I think it very 
kind of °harles to have done this, although he is a oivio minded person 
and perhaps he thought a pamphlet would tend to increase the interest 
of people in the Natchitoches area.

Celeste was in town today, busy as *a bee, making preparations to 
attend somebody* s wedding at the Cathedral tomorrow afternoon, after
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which there will he a large reception at the home of the 
bride. She talked as though * knew about the whoje business, and 
I did know enough with the preparations, and didn t need to inquire 
the identity of the bride and groom.

On Sunday afternoon, she will take Madam Hegard to Mansur a and 
after dropping her, will continue on to Grand Isle for a week or 
so. Like the lady who headed out'Wednesday for the West Indies,
I reckon neither one has had a vacation" in over a year and a h&lf.

After several days of fairly heavy mail, today1s round was 
impressive because of the absence of anything in the first class 
section. I reckon I'll be getting a batch on the morrow or 
Monday. Other delivery service seems to be dwaddling, too, 
for I have the bill of lading on the shipment of Oane Hiver plates 
that went forward on August 1st, and nothing has turned up as yet.
If one could only enlist the road runnerfe to handle the mails and 
package deliveries, we w really ought to experience vast 
improvements. < '

Celeste had a bre d and'butter note from lat*s girl friend,
Wanda Gochran. Celeste read it to me without coihmeht, but 
I gathered she thought the lady lacked facility of expression.

I neglected to say yesterday with how much interest I shall be 
awaiting a report on how things rocked along during the visit of 
the Illion contingent, — if, indeed, it ever took'plaoe. Let's hope 
the travelers appeared, — and eventually faded out of the picture again 
without incident. I guess on of the things in human relations making 
them most satisfactory is the complete dependability which some people 
radiate, andthe absence of such an element can somehow exhaust 
everyone concerned before oontaots are ever effected. Let us 
hope everyone was on his best behavior and that a single visit of a day 
will suffice for ever and ever so long.

j - a  ■ - * - -

I am glad to report that yesterday Dr, and Mrs. Knipmeyer toated 
the reading machine in to town once more'and I expect Mrs. Coombs 
will have it checked today and will, *perhaps, deliver it tomorrow.
As you know, the groom of the'short lived romance is out to a like 
pattern as Willie and a "decade or so of oontaots two or three times 
a week gives one an experience in'such matters that would gladly be 
skipped altogether.

But tomorrow or *unday, if there be time, I shall be able to dip 
into Mr. Washington s'doings again aiid the account of the bitter 
winter of vallery tferge ought to balance up nicely against this 
August heat.....
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Su&day, August 17th, 1952.

Memorandums
You will perhaps alreadythave read the attached clipping and 

got a laugh out of it.
tCeleste cut it out qf the Natchitoches limes of this past 

week, - Thursday or Friday, I reckon, the 14th or 15th Apparently 
at tleast one customer viqited Millspaugh Drug, and, from the use of 
one word in reference to the gift, it is easy enough to assume it 
{was the Cape Hiver Country item that was selected.

And speaking of Weleste/Pat and I dined across the fence with 
the family, immediately after which the ladies took off for South 
Louisiana, and I suppose it will be a week from tomorrow before we 
see them again.

As anticipate, the reading machine, sont into town on Thursday, 
came back on Saturday afternoon, brought by M adam Ooombs. She 
is under treatment for high blood pressure and I didn t much like 
t{he t ought of her dragging the thing over the hot roSds, but came 
she did. And then, after trying it to see if t it was functioning 
perfectly, we couldn*t get a Bound oBt of it. She said she would t 
take it back to the mechanic and see to it that * got it back 
before Dr. Knipmeyer1s round on Thursday. Picture my humiliation 
an hour an$ a half later when appearing on my doorstep was Madam 
Coombs with the machine, having made the long, hot trip to town 
and back. it seems there was nothing wrong with the machine, but 
as neither of us knew anything about t^Q type of guard that had 
been attached to the needle, we supposed the thing was out of 
kilter, since no sound was emitted, -̂ y simply withdrawing the 
guard somehow attached to the arm or the needle of the machine, 
it played perfectly.

At just that njoment;, Dr. Hand and Horace appeared, and I was 
glad the four of us could ohat a little although Mns. Coombs had 
to race back to town again foi; some appointment.

Dr. Hand must have been doing a little labor on his own hook, 
since he brought me a message from Mrs. bowman, saying she would like 
a few plates if * would care to send them by Dr. Hand. At least 
this avoids an(exoulse, were any needed, for la Montespan 
acting as agqnt. I hope Dr. Hand handled the Bowman contact with 
adroitness, qnd I*m glad la Montespan, at the moment at least, 
is "all at sea". ......
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In the field of correspondence, it seems to m© ther has been 
something of a gap between several points of the compass and Yucca.
I guess it has been a couple of weeks since last anything came to , 
hand fror la Storm. Perhaps she is continuing her Northwestern 
trip further North, and is boating on the inner passage from 
Seattle to — well almost anywhere, perhaps Alaska, It seems 
long since we have heard from the harnesses. They are probably lost 
on the Colorado river, — fishing. I mentioned the other day the 
shipment of merchandise from Nock. Hall, sent on August 1st, had 
failed to come through. I «am under the impression you may ?have 
forwarded a photograph or two recently, perhaps on Wednesday, and 
that item will undoubtedly come to hand early this week. I reoite 
these several instances simply to keep you informed, of course, and 
assume that in each instance there will be letters forthcoming 
in all good time#
f v! ■ v. «

I presume I may have mentioned that Rand porraised on 
Saturday that he would come to spend several days at the camp this 
week. I am of course entranced at this prospect, for it means I 
shall probably see him quite often and probaby, as is usually the oase 
in such visits, other people may be expected to be invited for 
an afternoon or evening, and there wili proba ly be some little 
tours over here and perhaps a supper or two beneath the cedars, I 
hope, for and just because of one sitting beneath those particular 
cedars, returnig ta them always means something Very special to me.

In my reading last night, I got *r. Washington out of Jumel 
Mansion, and eventually across the river into Jersey, and I am ( 
beginnin to be impressed by the absence ,of certain names which aren t 
perhaps pertinent to this excellent account of Washington s ^
almost day to day career, but I am beginning to wonder why«one doesn't 
get at least a glimpse of some of them. For example, m  all the 
operations in and neur Hew York, I never once ran across -the name 
qf Alexander Hamilton. Perhaps the biographer plans to bring him in 
later by going back a little. And then, toa, I haven't met Thomas 
Payne as yet, __a man in whose own biography^ the retreat across Hew 
Jersey usually l00ms YarS0* Perhaps he, too) is scheduled to 
appear later, but it does seem odd that with such a master oraftsman 
of freeman handling the materials, none of these more striking 
personalities should have come up for consideration thus far.

*t has been ,a peaceful week end and I am hoping- you may say 
as much fojr your, own. The pilgrims weren t too many and as none 
of them were particularly interests® in afiything, I could brush 
them off with dispatch. How for a nice hot showuer, some 
ceiled peaches and oream and a glass of ^enderleaf, a chapter of 
Washington, and so to bed......
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Monday, August 18th, 195£., t. ,

Memorandum: -
*

How nice, --how doubly nice, — in finding both your Wednesday 
letter with the smaller reproductions and the greater envelope 
with the enlargements in this morning's post.

•

How can 1 begin to say Phan You. I think the whole 
shooting match is grand, and I'm crazy about the little folio 
with the small pictures, — so handy, just as you suggested, 
to let my local friends explore without doing any damage to 
the larger ones that may be used for publicity at one time or 
another. And it is curious how both white and colored seem so 
fascinated by snapshots, especially the latter, for, come to 
think of it, I reckon they perhaps do not see many, and there 
invariably seems to be a little*element of surprise and delight 
when they can recognize some familar personality or scene.

Wasn't it hilarious, in view of the two rather similar back
grounds, that Kodak should have slipped up in the enlargment of 
the one on the back gallery, printing the thing in reverse. I 
opened the p ckage eontaining the enlargements as soon as I 
returned to Yucca from the Host Office, and as my secretary didn't 
arrive until nearly @ o'clock tonight, I had not read your letter 
when or before, examinig-the enlargements. At first glance, 
when 1 discovered the instruments to be going in the 

. opposite direction, H gulpped and blinked and thought of
running to look in the mirror to see if I could detect anything 
especially wrong with my own make up* I somehow felt so turned 

. around that for the moment, I couldn't make out what was wrong.
Then it dawned on me what had occurred and I had lots of fun 
in standing the print with the correct execution along side 
the other, as though seeing myself forwards*and backwards all 
at a single sitting. I suppose this sort of thing happens every 
once,in a while but probably most films carry no reading on 
them, so that in the majority of cases, people simply accept them 
as odd and let it go at that. Well anything in which I appear 
is likely to seem a little odd,,but with the other shot in 
juxtaposition, the,contrast is really arresting.*

*

It goes without saying that I am as happy as a clam about 
. the whole thing and I shall get off Mrs. White's print to 

her in tomorrow's post with an appropriate letter, and I 
know she will be very happy to see her pot in it present situation.
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I have been as busy as a bee all day, as the faulty typing 
may suggest, although, if memory serves, my typing yesterday 
was even worse, although I didn't have the exouse of tiredness, 
i'he thermometer touched 105 and there was no breeze, but 
there were pilgrims whom I didn t need to see, since I had a garden
er or two to give me a final hafid before the potton patch claims 
every mother's son for the next two or three months.

Among others, Mrs. Sterling of the Audubon-Oafcley Park, 
came to see me. She had lots to tell and 1 had lots of time 
to listen to such a person. She was heading for Shreveport 
where yesterday*s papers announced that she would address some 
federation of Glubs. Among the tings of especial interest she 
spoke of were these points;-- t

She was so glad a few years back to have found and sent to me 
by a member of the family the packet of letters $Uss Gammie had 
written the Mathews sisters, then mistresses of Oakley, and 
espebially the nice letters in which the ^adprn had spoken of her 
visitb to Oakley with me. You can imagine how astonished I was 
at this news, for nobody had ever delivered any such packet to 
me, and I apologized to Mrs. Sterling for my seeming lack of 
appreciation in not having written to thank her for her kindness.
I promised her she would hear from me later aftef X had tracked down 
the packet, which, as I understand it, started out via Baton Rouge.

As regards lovely old ^ottage Plantation, she told me frankly 
she was disappointed with some of the things done there. It 
seems the actual owner has lots of money, holding patents on 
television things and heaven knows what all, and that is is his 
brother-in-law and the latter*s wife who occupy the place.
As you know, the Cottage is an early house and the ceilings are 
rather low, and so it is almost impossible to imagine anybody 
intorducing a rocfc crystal chandeliers in the dining room.
I reckon people are bound to walk around the thing rather than 
beneath it. It seems a sign on the public road, announces 
"The Cottage, — Over light Guest*, and that thp old detatched 
brick kitchen where Miss Louise used.to have such elegant 
meals prepared, has been converted into a Sift Shop*
It all sound a little on the regrettabdeside. f

On the lighter side,fshe mentioned a recent servant problem she 
had had. The daughter of"her servant, - the daughter being seven 
months in pregnancy, secured a lioense and with her beau, went 
to Woodville to get married, but the authorities there refused 
to tie the nuptial knot, explaining the ngirl is too young”.
Bongt you love t&at.

It was so good of you to take time out, in spite of pressure, 
and blessings on you again for all the happiness your kindness bring 
my way......

Tuesday, August 19th, 1952.

t * ■

Memorandum;
*

A little threat of a pin-point drizzle which came 
to naught so far as moisture was concerned, breeaed in between 
4 and 5 this evening, and now at first dark the thermometer 
is down in the 80*s and everything is delightful, following 
a muggy morning that ,fhoovered” too close to the hundred mark.

Today*s post was pleasantly thin, with letters from 
Madam Marco which nobody cane read and from Lady Lake which 
I assume to be long hand, as of up to now, but just at this 
moment it occurs to me that she usually does employ a machine, 
so there ^ill be something to examine for the secretaries on 
the morrow. -

* .
At last night*s sitting, it secerns to me I had a half dozen 

additional points from Mrs. Sterling to report, but in the 
interim, I seem to have forgotten them. But she did mention 
Mr. Kane, first with reservation and then, when she discovered 
no fervent enthusiasts for the gentleman in this quarter, she 
really wentt to town on him, giving quite an account on 
the gentleman's way of taking advantage of people*s kindness 
and ioposipg-upon acquaintances of those who have proffered him 
friendship. But this is all Old stuff in a slightly different 
garb, and so the details areni worth enumeration.

. , ’ - . - I . '  , ^

But speaking of Mx# *-ane reminds me to say that several 
ladies have recently mentioned having stumbled aoross the 
first installment of his life of Lorothy Bix in the last 
Woman's or/Women*s Home Go panion, and how very entertaining 
it isr If'you are caught up on your other reading~and want 
a good tale, /  accordingly invitex your attention to 
said periodical. d

It seems to me it was Madam Regard and Ora who spoke of
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the first installment, and as having liked it.
I

Dr. Pierce of the Feaeral Agioultural Experiment Station 
in the Shreveport' area was here today for dinner. He is just 
"back from a little siwng around Arkansas, and on through 
lexas. ne says the drought situation in those regions he visited 
is pitiful. Around MoKinney, Texas, which, I believe is a 
little IJorth of Hallas-ForthWorth, the dry spell began so 
early than miles of cotton never even came up from the seed.
Such tales makes one realize how very fortunate we really have 
been in this section of the State. I guess it must have 
rained a bit to the South of us, too, and at the right 
times, for the current estimates for the sugar crop is a 
bumper one.

Ora telephoned yesterday that she and R. B. were driving 
one of the Magnolia grandsons from Hew vrleans backato Magnolia, 
after the youth had spent the day with their boys in town, and 
that(they would stop by to say Howdy if the hands of the clook 
hadn t swished around too fast before they got away from 
the *erzog mansion. I don t like such tentative dates much, 
for it always leaves one a"little at tail ends, but  ̂made 
the most of the balance of my evening, after my chat with 
you and smie mail, by getting oaught up a bit on my Strauss, 
Tchaikovski and Mozart, for 1 was way way behind in that section, 
after the weeks of quiet of my machine. And so I sat rather later 
on the gallery that I might have, had there not b<een ax prospect 
of callers. 1 had illuminated the gardens to the extent of a few 
lamps which, at' this stage of vegetation, are pretty much 
concealed amoang the greenery and the flowers, and therefore 
doubly effective. I rested my eyes a little and Hie Frau 
curled up along side and did a bit of resting, too, i am glad 
to say the visitors never did show up, for I didn t feel 
like entertaining, and besides, I was entranced at^the opportunity 
of getting oaught up in the musicals seotion.

It seems to me  ̂heard something about a telephone from 
Shreveport regarding the advent of a flock of little Wenks 
for a week or so before school opens, starting, I know not 
when, - either as to **enks or school. I expect Celeste will 
bring bakok her p nephews with her on Monday,,and the Wenks 
and the Hegards ought to make quite a stand for whatever by way 
of a racket that may be in the offing. The colored schools 
for the elementary and high school children close their summer 
session this Friday, and then begins "vacation" on the end of a 
ootton sack f°i all the ex-puplls. So rigs the-oalandar, and 
bo do I fold up my heard....
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Wednesday, August 2.0th, 19 52.

Memorandums
A long, humid, chioken-on-a-hot-griddle sort of day, which 

now, at first dark, has' just come to a seemingly abrupt close, 
and I think it silly to 'start chatting with you when dullness is 
bound to be the order of the sitting. But I feel like 
chatting regardless, and so, without waiting to catch my breath,
I shall plunge in.

The afternoon started five minutes after dinner when some 
Texas people arrived. They were nice and we toured, with but a 
single break for me to bark out a few directions at a oouple 
of dwaddling gardeners. As I said”goodbye to Texas, old 
Brimingham, Alabama' appeared, — a couple of landscape gardeners 
and their wives, They were nice people, and so a tour was in order. 
But just as they ldft, old Oklahoma pulled up and they were nice 
and there was a tour which broke off just as Hew Mexico arrived 
ahd so things spun until supper when I decided to do a bit o| 
watering of day lilies and oamelias before dark, but Hr. Band 
and a Mr. Scarborough arrived for a brief chat and to say 
there would be twelte guests on Sunday, — at the oamp, and 
as none of the poeple had ever been to Melrose, might a tour be 
arranged, it might, of course, — and whatever happened to the 
secretaries, I never did learn, although I know that Haisey 
in the *uell, ^ina and somebody else, in letter form, repose in 
my armoir for another day. ' t

But while the morning was alright, as balanced up against 
the afternoon, the morning itself was busy enough in quite a 
different and somewhdt social sort of way. I got the gardens 
going about 5;30, turned Yucca inside out by 6sSO, and after 
breakfast, took a crack at a couple of "must items" fqr the 
mail, and was about to leap in the direction of the Host Office 
when May Balthazar knoded at my door. In a most diffident manner, 
she invited me to pass by her house to inspect her garden* —  
just any day that would suit me, and she apologized for interrupting 
ray work. Sometimes she reminds me a little of that oh racter 
Mriry Rhodes dreated in The Cherry Cloak, — good, honest, 
diligent and what wi’th her stiff le$ and a certain lonliness, 
a* little sad, perhaps, beneath a surface of exquisite politeness.
I told her this was the most appropriate hour in the whole week, and 

< we started out, her car awaiting us at the side gate.
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Poor M ay, so kind, so conscious of her mulatto tint, and 
inately wanting to do the right thing, insisted on opening the 
door of her car for me. It was hilarious to say the least, hut 
somehow so ^charmingly motivated hy a desire for color to do the 
right thing hy the superior white, that it was touching.

She has a large yard, with infinite possihlities, whioh 
she will never realize, since she will plant like the Madam, —  
prohahly, hut she loves flowers and that is all that matters. I 
pointed out several advantageous places for one thing and another whic 
I shall see she gets plenty of, come winter. Timidly, it seemed, 
when we* started for the house for coffee, she* asked me if I 
ever ate fired chicken. As ti was 9:SO, all thought of food' 
was absent from my mind, hut thinking she might have preserved a 
drum stick in the ice box for me, 1 agreed that I loved it.
* r  ' ' ? .7imagine my surprise when, on reaching her*home, she ushered me 
to a round dining table, covered with a snowy cloth, and fragrant 
with honeysuckle, obviously plucked at dawn. In a trice, a 
handsome goblet of fruit punch appeared before me, as May chattered 
away from some adjoining room. A bumper of lemonade and 
some tea cakes appeared and before I knew'it, the most delicious 
fried chicken I ever ate, with no’end of accompanying' rice, dainty 
greens of some kind and̂  heaven knows what all. ’May was entertain
ing a white gentleman for the first time in her life, I suppose, 
and was bubbling over with delight. I was having a grand time, 
too, and let her buzz. Knowing her timidity about the proper respect 
of oolorfor white, I occupied my role as guest more as a 
patron at a splendiedly cuisined restaurant, but when it 
came time,for the coffee* I gently put my foot down and suggested 
it would be so pleasant having it on the gallery and that both 
of us should sample the brew together. Somehow she managed to 
get her chair off behind some night blooming eereus plants and on 
a slightly lower level than mine, but we did have our coffee at 
the same time, which, in a way, flustered and flattered her at the 
same time.

" ■ : : • ’ • ’• 1,1 *' ■ t ' ” ‘' ’ ' '

Then she wanted to show me her turkeys, and she seems to have 
a fine flock, roaming under the pecanes in a field adjoing her 
garden, Then there was more talk about flowers'and where they should 
be planted, and she spoke about some tuberoses that had come from 
heT grandmother Jones* place up the river. I knew there was Metoyer 

< blood in the Balthazar family but didn't know about the Jones 
branch* T inquired: "You aren's a granddaughter of Catherine 
Clifton, are you," and she nearly expired wit surprise that anybody 
white on Cane Akiver had ever heard of such a person, let ’along, pulling 
good old Catherine slap out of air like that. I must tell you more 
of , Catherine, wife of Carroll Jones, at a subsequent sitting. But 
.for the moment, enough to say that I was back home a little after 
«11 in time for a round of the gardens, dinner and I wasn't hungry, and 
the ensuring, afternoon of pilgrims. Poor ^ay, htflf a century old 
and thus far never having done much but slave and dram, and j

* Thursday, August 21st, 1952.

Memorandum: < *
\  t . u 0 0  « v ' * ■ ‘ * , . . * ■ . /. . ,„.;7 ■ ,• • . -• »

Cloudy all*day with a nice shower at noon, and 
another at 6, o'clock, — and not so much by volume but 
adequate enough for giving the leaves a mild drenching, 
and now with the arrival of dark, the clouds have vanished 
and the sky dotted with countless pin points of gold.

Much of the mail whioh X finally got around to explore, 
was interesting and 1 shall try to find some enclosures 
giving some idea of what goes on in the world beyond the 
garden gate.

In yesterday's Memo, I mentioned Catherine Clifton, and I 
want to speak of her a little further, for she was an exceptional 
character, as was her husband, Carroll Jones. According to 
Carroll's epitaph in <3t. Augustin'd graveyard, he was born 
in Somerset Gountyfc Kentucky. According to family tradition, 
as a boy, this mulatto rode as jockey so e of his white planter 
father's race norses, and on ocoasion, was brought to Louisiana 
for such, doings when his father entered his racers in Louisiana 
turf matches. Carroll finally remained in Louisiana and married 
Catherine Clifton of Rapides Parish, of whbse mulatto parentage,
* if not something more definite in color figured in her immediate 
progenitors.

Right after the Civil War, the Carroll Jones'came to 
the Cane River country, where Carroll at one time was deputy Sheriff 
during the Heconstruction era. It would be interesting to 
know if he brought money with him or acquired'it as a member 
of the outrageous Reconstruction Parish government, but 
money he had, and he bought the old Antoine Brudhomme, 
just abov{e Madame Aubert-Booque's. I have heard the 
Madam mention the house often, as being one of the longest 
in the Parish. That's why I was so interested when May 
Balthazar told me she was present on the rfight the place went up 
in flames. She said it was- a single story house, containing 
18 rooms, and was about three times the length of Yuooa.
Thfct is a house I should liked to have seen. The next time
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I thought of James M Gain todav whan t -rr™ •_* .
reports from different souroes, ~hoth oolL«r il8d tB?size of the lake somewhere down the rno.a concerning the
Alexandria, where the “i t  A i U  r / ?  m d
on returning home to Melrose at the oiSJ ! workman,
asked Arthur Watson about it and was tol'fi tvL^i told m® he hai
ao»res* while half an hour later another 0076194 400
up with a 4,000 acre traot of water JoL h i ^ f 1 V™*
what s the difference, except that it seems to ha n v°?r t̂ ous®nd.
was until quite recently rather smaller until n s /  body0;f water wh*h
conserve and enlarge thS wa er course! “ now d^ VLTAl* t0
was Present i H h e  a n t f b e ^  p^r i%f “ !bL ¥** r®Si0n Bhiohmaps of the region, and I i X S E  1^1$
pleased to find ̂ an aoooUnt1^!ttheSoh bs:f?ra fol4ing up and was 
at the time of t £  retread across Jer^f 9Jv°Lth?^®1,eral* writt9n was all there was to it so far thflS9y+uby one 0?homas Paine. That
.and 1 gather Mr. I'reeman had so much data^on'^th^0™ 1̂  d!ns® was a°nerned, biography that he didn't want to strav afi«?? ^  subjeot of his 
qute from the pen of the' one time inI8L« w id to d° more than time in my life, i fina mv^elf wnna«^°n ®tay-maker". And for the first 
in the 18th century and if thic? Waa mg why men made ladies1 ooreets 
or if gentlemen fidiled wi?h ghLI^ L lish OU8tom»continent, too. If I remember ^ finSiai98 corsets on the 
favorite dressmaker was Hose Bertin nnri t! arj0 ^otoinette1 s 
hair dresser, but for the life n f ^ r  Ieo?8rdo her preferred 
of the individual who ran uu her reoall the identity
sh« must have worn them, as is evidenced bvh«: 51 f6* undoubtedlyLeferun portraits, and narti !??ea by S07eral of the Vigee-
holding a single rose#P Iy the oue in which the Queen is

MissJ Sflly's son who runs fa'gnolia is i£ a? "a? Mat flertz°*. oritioal heart condition. * f t e r ' W y e L a - ® Xandira with a 
of a heart condition, it looks as tho!rt MiL*!1?? Peered because 
live all her more robust offspring. 6 iss &ally mi«ht °ut-

weather is cooler and business £not9 to S° oft?n of late, hoping the 
is healing on its way out. Bo grab fllt^hfAeve? pSssib 1™!!.
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Friday, August 22nd, 1952,

Memorandum: ' <
A curious mail today, as a couple of the* enclosure will testif, 

for I didn t expect word from either source. But the General felt the 
impulse because he had seen somebody from Gane *iver whil Sister 
wrote because she wanted something.

der family came by for supper tonight,* bringing a piece of oake 
and taking away a bushel of this or that. On looking at the duffle 
alrea<iy boxed for fier, she asked me why I didn t sell iris to enthusiasts 
in that department. I said X preferred working to ‘save the gardens, not 
<to selling them short. The word selling struck a note that impelled 
her to say she would "give" me five hundred dollars if X woul'd sell her 
cloutiervilie house to anyone for ten thousand dollars. Imagine.
I told her she could keep the whole ten thousand, for X didn't want 
five per cent of anything, besides, X -added, X wouldn't know.what 
to do with so much money* X think she actually believed me.

 ̂At dinner today, X asked *f. H. if he had heard from Geleste, and 
he said he had received a card from Grand Isle this morning, saying 
everything was alright. I shall perhaps draw one tomorrow. Odd, 
isn t it, that I Should have received one from Mexico Gity before 
anything came through from Grand Isle.

c

As usually happens when Aurellia,is left alone for a week or so 
at keeping house, she today developed vast dissatisfaction, and 
oame to tell me her troubles. It seems she saw and had a chat with 
one of the favorite Reverend Fathers last Sunday, and he 
had much to tell her, including the fact that just as she' has to 
work for a living to kaap her body together,« so, also, must she work 
to keep her sToul and that she ought to go to Ghuroh every Sunday and 
that now and then she ought to take a vacation and go to Monroe to 
visit her relatives up fonder, as Aurellia works until 1 o'clock 
7 days of the week, something tells me her mistress wouldn't be too 
enchanted with her favorite Reverend Father for giving her.servantsuch ncommunistic" advise.*

Poor Aurellia......$he latest bug biting her is the desire
to have a oar of some sort. It seems that if Miss fiesta has one 
and enjoys it, she shouldthave one, too. Besides, her cousin living
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in Sorhaii, has an old i'ord truck ha would sell herfor one hundred 
dollars, and then she could get out in the afternoon and "see the 
pretty trees and things". But she hasn t finished paying,for 
her mama s tombstone as yet, — fifty dollars is still due on 
that, — and so she can t make the most of her cousin's' proffered 
Darrin* I can just about as near picture Aurellia driving a oar 
as I could envision, say, Blumette astride a motorcycle. And 
the one has about as much use for the one as the other for the other.

., 1 continue to plod along with Washington across lew Jersey, but
of as I m not 7®ry interested in all the detailsof military operations, I notice Jsreeman, in his frequent quotations

t0 th® Resident of Congress", invariably uses just 
those words and never gives the name of the-President of the Congress
* ’ waa loim Han°°<*. Perhaps this isn't intentional,
°L,P'wSS-i**18 part 2f the nuthor's Strsge- strategy to keep the 
f? > as^ nS't’°n > constantly before the reader and never employ the 

name of other persona ities when their title will serve as well.

. t 1 ?hinj£-°f it. — goipg back to the autumn of 1776
at Jumei Mansion, I gather from this work- that the name of the 
®??a$*'™a?. “orrisania t _ or something that sounds like that, 
hioh isn t-hard to guess, since it belonged to the Morrises at that 
fv®9* * !2p?°se the person readin the book in his pronunciation of 

ofnth0 estate,, with the first "a"-long, as in the
"Morrisania" "hi°h 1 instinoti70ly think of every time X hear

th® al?ttern in the kitchen is having another 
a,, s®?1®. hut actually not sufficient, X fear,

and foundhit t^ha pnnlpm®?SI t00fc har hlood pressure on Thursday 
?! at 200• &h« reported this on Thursday to the

bv dnnrtav* ?? f?id,ay noon shs had rigged the thing up to 300, and
to touch’ann I*0ere8Si0n in her mind keeps pace, it oughtto touch 500 at least, X should imagine, — and hope.

vnno-h from th? S*orm cardf posted in Atlanta, I gather that ladv

s h u t t l e  X T J T  Why* « * • * * ■ * ’ people
trying t o k e e n u u w l t h t L T  kn!1?8 wh6r9’that spot is, rather thanchar^otorlaad^tha wi!? ah® hop-skip and jump business that characterised the West G0ast summer he jira. . * • • * •

hfl ?° We h0ad.into another(week end, and one that is Koine to
^ yonr. neighborhood, I hope, I expect thin s will he

and the Rail 0ut’

the Lr for our little chat,
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e Sunday, August 24th, 1952.

Memorandum:
'■* •••

now nice to find your (Due sd ay let ter, written on cards while 
Daisey frolicked, which arrived in Saturday's post. (Dhe glimpse 
you gave of how things were turning and the prospects for the week- 

, end provided me with'just what I like in correspondence, — the sense 
of things obtaining and the prospects for the days ahead. By 
the .time this reaches your true hand, th© .Labor -̂ ay week end should 
be upon Manhattan if not on Melrose, only it probably will be on 
both places, with Manhattan making the most of the breathing space, 
if any, and me trying to keep ahead of the pilgrims* May 

we both succeed wonderfully.
Saturday night was a shambles for Ben and me. About 7 o'olook,

Sam Peace appealed on my gallery to say XL. had had to go to town 
unexpectedly and had taken th© little Wenk boy, who is staying here 
for a week, with him, and that he had sent the little girl over to 
stay with me until her parents picked her up. I didn’t know 
the child was on the place but it seems they had sent her up from 
Oloutierville with Sam Brown during the afternoon, — Sam Brown who 

knows as much about driving a car as a hog knows about a holiday.
I asked Sam where the little girl was and he said she was coming through 
the gardens, it was drizzling and I waited a couple of minutes, and 
then started out to meet her. But I never could find her in 
the gardens, the big house, the store gallery, the house across the 
fence. Ben was getting rigged up for a date in town, i told him 
of my problem, and we searched together, luck* fhen I thought 
her family by some magic of moments, had snatched her up between 
the gat© and my house and taken her back to Cloutierville. I 
tried telephoning Gloutierville but found there was no phone. Then 
I called ^ugene in town, hoping to get the namd’of some neighbor in 
Gloutierville who could inquire for me. -*ugene had to be traced all 
over town to be located. u© gave me sevefal names, as he is a native 
of the place. I tried all the names, getting the numbers from Central, 
but never could find, anyone at home* Celeste telephoned from 
Grand Isle during the excitement to say she would Be home 

Monday and couldn t comprehend what Ben and X were doing in her 
house where she had expected to find only «f* n* It was 
getting toward 9 o'clock, and we decided we had better go down 
to Gloutierville and see how things stood* Aad so through the 
drizzle we drove, and* picture our suprise on arriving there to find 
both house and office closed tight as a drum. Between 9 and 10
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got !?aGiL to "elrose and arrived. We figured out that
although the .<enks spend from friday to Sunday, inclusive in Cloutier-

* they might have gone hack to ohreveport. We called that place,
answQ*ed the ’phone. That solved the Saturaay night 

problem, and robbed Ben of his date and frolic in town. Why the 
parents in picking: up the child didn t have her or themselves acquaint 
somebody with their departure, heaven alone knows, but who in the 
rolrd would try to figure out their mental processes.

Today has been hot and humid and filled with'many a tour 
including the IS or so who came with Dr. Hand, •••no other Hands along 
and this "gioup included several of hr. Hands school mates of childhood 
and two of his childhood teachers. Hverjone seemed to have a nice ’ 
time and after they were gone, 1 had the Junior Huttons and the 
Abingtons and I can t remember 'all. So much for Sunday.

t ^  *»

Ars. doombs telephoned me on Saturday to say she haa chanced 
to pass by the limes office and the Editor had come in before she 
left, ne told her he is planning a special edtion for some 
coming event and «sfced her if she thought I would consent to 
do an article on The Dane Hiver Country. ^  said he would nrint 
it anywqy I wrote it-without editing it and while the balance of the 
paper would be on regular pulp, he would introduce one glossy 
page with a view to providing the readers with a less perishable 
sheet which they might care to preserve as a contemporary cicture of

* a eid B9t ! a ? nhe h a ! ' ^  me ab o u t S e S p o n  L  ° f
«  + number of re-prints of the plate article,

^  rS? n0t them off to me. She suggested that these be given 
whsnKfhpr»^it»° would bring them to me this coming Thursday, —and 
when they arrive, i shall of course sehd one along to you, although 
it will merely be a re-print of the artible you already’have.

And speafcing-of prints-and re-prints, reminds me'of a Srandnere 
plate print, and I'm wondering if that 4 2 m  Street gentleman would 
mate one more so I could have it by the 1st of October. The 
Picayune, l*ife, eto,, have the Srandpere prints and I fear thev 
may not come back by October 1st, when 1 thdught-I would get 
The Times to reproduce it, ostensibly in an article about the 
. • ngnsbin “hurch fair, but slanting a bit of the news so it 

wiH give all the plates some renewed publicity about the second 
week in ctober, which ought to be a stimulant for pre-holiday buying.
L hS8r>,IhatJMn1ilpavgh BIU®» whose entranoe is flanked by windows7 

right and left, have the left one fi led with James Aswell 
merchandise and the right with stuff contrived by lestan. —none of 
which suggests anything drug-ish, unless oiir products may be 
thus described as being "a drug on the market", *

•' ' ' : ' '  - 1 - r ’ f

We 11, so turns the* world and I’m going to turn in right now 
It was so nice having your letter and I shall be holding the t oight 

J our ■Labor ay WGQfc Qnd may provide a olouple of moments ju^t■tvx yout • • • • •

Monday, August 25th, 1952.

Memorandum: < *? *

It has been a pleasant, quiet day, and although the 
thermometer is in the 90’s, the humidity has remained down in the 50’s 
so it hasn t been trying, and perhaps I shall get oaught up on 
some reading tonight, since I don t seem very sleepy.

r> '
Under separate cover with this letter goes forward a

couple of^Grrandpere plates, which, I gather, turned out alright, 
although haven't had an opportunity to run over the script 
with anyone as yet. It is good to know the plates are here 
so that they will be ready for the St. Augustin’s fair whenever 
that affair comes off. I called one of the Beverend father's 
this morning to find out the precise date, but didn*t get very 
far. The mogul of the set up, —father Callahan^ is spending 
a month in iohigan, and it seems he hits the magical number.
1 was told, however, that they usually try to stage the thing 
at full moon, —s unds like Haster, doesn^t it, all that 
dependence on the moon, —and the Beverend father with whom I 
spoke thought the moon.of October came about the 15th, which,
I later discovered, on consulting the almanac, is not so, but 
rather comes on the 3rd. This, of course, will step up their 
bazaar a couple of weeks, perhaps

« - *
I had in mind writing a little piece about the fair 

sending it along, to the Natchitoches Times, with a view to 
having the notice, together with a picture of the plate, appear 
on the friday before the Saturday and Sunday scuffle about the 
Uhurch yard. t seemed to me this would give the fair a little 
publicity and at the same time advertise our wares a little.

? ' , y .

I shall enclose Mrs. Molloman’s letter in today's post.
It contains nothing of interest but 1 notice that she suggests 
she might be able to use a likeness of the plate in Town 
Talk, and although I blush to mention it, it does seem as 
though we need two prints rather than one, a*s suggested in 
yesterday s memo* With .both the Natchitoches and Alexandria 
papers carrying the out early in October, a maximum amount of 
interest should thus be created at Just about the most 
advantageous time, it would seem.
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Unmistakeable splotches of yellow and brown are beginning 
to exert themselves across the gardens but I try to eliminate 
the yellowing leaves of the bananas for a little while to 
maintain a maximum of greenery in that seotion. When trimming 
the bananas on Saturday, I clutched a yellowed leaf but let go 
right away again, as it developed, and with vast speed, that on 
the reverse side a fine hornet s nest had been fashioned by 
some of my insect neighbors. But I was lucky in the contact, for 
while 1 got a few stings on the fingers and arms, none of them 
took a crack at my eyes or ears, and so  ̂had nothing impressive 
by way of swollen eyes or cauliflower ears to trot out as 
Exhibit A of my encounter. Uobody ever heard of hornets building 
their hive on such a flimsy foundation, but this year's generation 
of hornets apparantly wanted to be different.

» < *

fhe thought occured to me this morning that Life might 
possibly be interested in the i&ltfhjLtp o,h ati vlfcie s,
and i am writing the particulars to their ^r. '‘‘‘lids of Hew 
Orleans. It occured to me, too, that the Picayune might also 
find it suitable material for a magazine article, so many people 
journey all the way up here ffom the Orescent City to observe the 
aoinfcs. ^ut x think it might be difficult to sell any publisher 
the idea, since every city goes in for holiday ̂ decorations, 
i haven t tried to analyse in my mind what it is that makes people 
journey to atohitoches from so far, but off hand I should say that 
it is .because the local treatment has nothing at all of the element 

present in all other such efforts A have seen, — something 
that ends up by making the tdwn look like a poor imitation of Luna 
Bark. In "athchitoches, however, tfhe whole thing is done in 
such a subtle manner that the impression is more like that produced 
by a firefly as opposed to a big Mazda bulb, and that very 
quality might make it difficult to sell as, a story to pulp 
publications .Remembering Mr, Kleiser had painted a night scene of 
the town during the festival, I telephoned the Chamber of Commerce 
too inquire about its location, and Mr. Forrester said he would 
like to come to see me and as he had a copy, he would be glad to
give it to me when he comes along, and so we shall have that as a starter for a possible article.

'■Today *. did one of the typical things which makes him so differ- 
ent and likeable. Yesterday we dined alone and talk fell on the 
grocery store da vinci in town. «*. H. said he had give up the 
gro ery for shoe-shining to give him more time for painting.
He asked me what 1 thought of the paintings and 1 told him *• 

thought the youth needed encouragement. Today J. n. brought home 
a couple of the boy*s canvases and is going to have them framed 
for the African House collection, fhe paintings are the poorest 
tne boy has done, but they are big and so is J. *e hQart to
t£en to°slaaf?orrt‘ 1,0W *°r a s° at the fading machine m d  9n t0 SlS9p for tomoiroB has a busy pilgrimage oale
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Tuesday, August 26 th, 1952.

f

Memorandum:
t '5

How nice to fi,nd such a fat mail dn this morning*s post.

The photographs,, together with your Friday note came through 
unbent and unorushed, marvelous to relate, and your Saturday 
letter came in the same good order.

f had an opportunity to run through your Friday note and 
to absorb one of the three pages of your Saturday letter, 
after which an interruption intervened to allow my secretary time 
to escape, and i didn t blame him, for it was first dark and he 
was probably tired physically from chasing cotton bowls all day.
And so the balancetof your letter, I have tucked away safely in 
the armoir and so am assured of continued delight at mail time 
on the morrow.

It is striking how .many things you referred to in your letter 
have been subsequently answered or were answered, as of today, for 
example, by the advent of the lost Cane River Country items which, 
after dwaddling about somewhere or other since August 1st, finally 
touched home base, the packages looking slightly the worse for 
wear but only three plates smashed, which seems to me a favorable 
average, as stacked up against the mileage they may habe covered 
in the past 25 days. *

Your expression of hope that the Grandpere item would get 
here in all good time was answered, of course, when the last 
mailed oairied a couple of the items to you-, 'It is so thoughtful 
of yodto suggest that this item might be photographed, but 
it seems to me your 42nd Street artist did such a good job in 
doing the sketch $hat the latter prints from it will serve as 
well as a direct photographing of the plate itself, and since the 
sketch was a bit larger than the plate design in its final 
form, perhaps the photo of the sketch may even serve better. I 
leave it to your own good judgement, but in considering the matter 
of reproducing the thing in print, it strikes me the sketch photo 
may , because of its clearness, be surpirior to anything that
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could be effected through the medium of the finished plate.

The little folders, struck off by. Charles Cunningham, 
came to hand today and i am sending a couple under separate cover.
I thought you might have^se for a couple for pasting purposes, 

if the presence of Lestan‘s name doesn't preclude them for 
preservation. In case it-is better not to keep them, Just toss 
them into the basket, and I shall save a couple extra ones so 
that you may draw on them at some other time, if that is more 
convenient. I think you will agree with me that the Times did 
a nice printing job, and, oddly enough, I have neveras yet 
heard from that office directly regarding this matter, although 
I have written to express my thanks,, of course. I telephoned 
the ■“‘ditor this morning but learned he is at home with a 
severe cold and'will pot be back before Monday at the earliest.
I shall call him then to thank him in direct conversation, for 
he will long since have had my note on the subject, and I shall 
take that opportu ity to i quire about the proposed article on 
the Cane Biver Coun ry, as mentioned in a recent Memo, from 
the messenger delivering the pamphlets down here, I learned that 
the Editor thinks he is indebted to me for having done the plates, 
and that as a member o| the community, he feels it the least 
expression of his appreciation that the pamphlets should have been 
printed on my behalf. It is so rare to run»across suoh an attitude, 
and of all places in the fourth Estate, that I cannot escape 
wondering. The next move is mine, of course, to acoo modate 
the Editor with an article on Cane Biver and then it will be 
his turn'to give Grandpere's plate space just before at* Augustin’s 
bazaar gets under way.
f

But speaking of nice print jobs, I must say I think the 
reproductions coming to hand this morning are splendid, even, as 
I understand it, my eyes are inclined to be "resting" as I 
attackdthe screen. I was interested in having a glimpse at the 
Manhattan prices for prints of this type, and it just occurs to 
me that unless my memory is playing tricks on me, the prints 
I sent along', ..the three forwarded before the films, were 
not precisely the same shape as the ones Kodak made. Perisonally 
I like the Kokak ones better, being more compact for the type 
of thing they portray, but I*m wondering, if it is true the 
local and the Manhattan sizes are different, why this is. But, 
naturally whatever the reason is, is of scant importance, save 
sheer ouriosity on my part.

The report coveringtthe Grand ^sle trip is all on the favorable 
side, and bubbling over with enthusiasm. One of the nephews 
did remark, however, that "the mosquitoes would be a little rough 
if one staid still, but as we were always on the jump, they didn’t 
bother us so much”. Well, they can have Grand Isle, inseots and-all, 
so far as I am concerned. The enclosures aren't much but i 
eead them along regardless. And once more my thanks for a grand
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Wednesday, August 27th, 1^52.

Memorandum:
t y -■

It was so nice looking forward to the balanoe of your letter 
which I began yesterday but was forced to break off before 
finishing. Tonight another interruption came at about the 
same time. But 1 raced through it while they waited.at the 
front gate, and tomorrow I shall re-read the entire letter more 
leisurely,

I could have batted the pilgrims both because of their 
hour for seeing the place and because of their stupidity. There 
was some man who has business dealing with J. H#f his wife and 
daughter, a man from Illionios and his daughter. The men were 
alright but the women were bags, the wife being one of thbse 
Hat chi toche S'numbers who knows nothing and will go to great lengths 
‘to assimilate anything, while the two young things were just 
plain scatter brained. - *

Y0U can readily judge my success in acquainting them with 
the mysteries of Melrose when tell you that as were were strolling 
toward the front gate, the women began explaining to the 18 or 
20 year olds that Lyle Saxon was a negro who wrote in one of the houses 
here on the place and had married the colored woman who owned the 
plantation. How Lyle and the Madam would have- loved that one.

It* was so good of you to give me a picture of the visitation 
yo all had from the Illion numbers. There must have been a strain 

•to start with before they arrived late, the uncertainty while present, 
and that tired feeling that comes with relief when such a thing is 
finally over. I go through that sort of thing once or twice a week 
and am always thankful when the episode is finished. Since the 
"bust-up" of the newly weds, this type of visitation occurs more 
frequently that during the brief honeymoon or whatever the few weeks 
period was styled. As in the case of the s*enks a year or two back, I 
would work hard to patch up that marriage, and purely for selfish 
reasons.

And may I thank you for giving me the quotation from the pen across 
the fence. It is always pleasant to know how the far side of the 
fence sees us, and the more so when it seems unfailingly favorable.
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frond Isle vacationist seems in the pink of health and 
. • fo hSt tL^aneuxa vacationist told me this morning she herself spirits tout t** “ r that her hands were shading moress.Kirss'“S’svrif su...,

ctc&ss s.rHrr? Ls/vluffs,1Uhelp toring things hack, to par, tou t, Ira tiy,
hflfnre leaving the health department, I regret to say

tv«+ teuorts from the Alexandria Parity hospital indicate that that repot # n PifluTisv and complications may
Puny ie tot hoi ffl.10butyi hole not. Mith hr. oend to tote an interest

attention to the case than usual. *
__ _ , ni. the Ivorv Hunters, --a film of which

I had notSheardOT 5he potentials in such a title are womderful, ana 
gooddtepL.-ooloi of African settings ought to hold lots of 
possibilities* t ,

I'm afraid you were a little disappointed when you'
~ tbp mrillnc envelopes ser& me some time hack, and discovered

ol„ ^ L ^ b e  Sl-wints and the list from library of Congress, nothing hut the re prints ^  list in duplicate, hut
note^of^the°usual aocompaAing material, the self addressed envelope, 
«nd so on I’m not sure if the list sent you is to he checked and so on. if thale t,e a plaoe to add suggestions,
vou might jot^down Saxon's Children of Strangers and Prout s 
Oities of the Plain We have asked for them before and having 
^  where we*might just as well keep on asking, and the
Io« so %Ie time! following a hot letter 1 wrote the American 
a.-mmdf.tion regarding the'library policies, - an attempted 
Quieting response, coming back by way of acknowledgement, as 

yq terdas Hon t bother at all with the thing if it 
turns out merely a*list 8f stuff. Simply ol»ofc it in the basket.

Of today's incoming mail, 1 shall send a couple of samples, vi . .. fmm “arY shodes. Miss ayra ana so o^ 1
a^afsTni-oy Miss ^ra'smnofeys, hut toward the end in thil*one she 
seemed to %t off the track a hit, although her concern oyer the 
problem1probably impelled her to go into the subject a hit 
exhaustively, «

a tn mv agents bv odd coincidence Mexico City returned
at iutt atooutbthe same time*as did the other travelers, tout I 
at ju-t aoo regarding the matter, either from Sa Ma.jeste
oi.nX1Montespanf — although from the latter there will undoubtedly
he news soon enough.

Must knock off a letter to Pat, Mr. father and a few others, and
then, I thin£ indulged in a toit of a muiscale before calling it 
a day. The*®"

5642 el-

Thursday, August 28th, 1952.

Memorandum;
Hoj» nice to find your Sunday letter in todays post.

f v'" ,v.'■"i"'
It came as a surprise to learn I am scheduled to receive 

some additional small prints, for 1 had not anticipated them.
As they were being sent a day or two after your Sunday letter 
I reckon i may start looking for them at the end of the week or 
early next, how nice of you to give me the pleasure of looking forward, to their receipt.

t * * * . .

There wasn t anything of particular interest in the day's 
several pieces of 1st class mail from other quarters. I shall

S0?e ?f stuff along, either herewith or under separate cover although it will toe scarcely toe worth your trouble reading I 
think# You will get a laugh out of the inquiry from Sister 
asking me how BentMckinnes spells his last name. If only 
sne would write him to inquire how I spell mine, after all these 
years. I understand some of the spelling appearing in other 
sections of the letter, aside from the envelope, is pretty funny. - 
suchs as "flours" for flowers, - and so on,

The Knipmeyers brought their newly wed son and daughter-in-law 
with them this morning. Jack is in the iurmy and his wife works in 
a cancer laboratory in 64th Stxeet, Manhattan. She seemed very pleasant.

v-V -t
Mildred Uunningham came this afternoon with **r. and Mrs.

Bowles from ^ew Oxlenae, They, — the latter, had made their 
initial visit her in June and wanted to come back. I enioyed 
seeing them again. Mildred said the Miligpaugh Drug company 
had recently received a letter from some lady in Oklahoma who 
cla med kinship to the Prudhomme family, and having heard of the 
Cane Akiver plates, was writing for a couple. Odd, isn't it, how news gets about. . *

i might have remarked, when speaking of the Shreveport letter, 
that in an earlier letter, 1 had pointed out there would toe no 
extra plates for the holidays and that if any were needed for that

* •«•»
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occaion, it would be well to advise me now, so they might be
set aside if desired. The response was typical, answering nothing.

In regard to the impending political campaign, which 
really seems slow at getting off to some kind of a start, I 
must say that up to the present, it would seem that 
Stephenson seems to have the edge on things, and I must 
say the quotations comeing to hand seem to make pleasant 
listening, I think his suppprt of IlaCarthy on Mr. Eisenhower’s 
part, isn going to help him in some quarters.

In regard to the Stephenson stand on tide oil lands, he is 
quite right, even in the minds of such Republicans as J. H., and 
I think the Governor of Texas has used the tide lands thing as 
an excuse for not voting democratic, although he is supposed to 
be a democrat. Actually many of the politicians, reflecting 
big money in Texas, are Republican in every thing but name, and it 
will certainly be exhilarating if sometime ox other the two party 
system actually gets established down this way, beginning with 
Senator Byrd of Virginia, and moving straight south.

r

I saw the ladies across the fence bu, briefly this morning,
* for they were entertaining a couple of the Reverend Sisters 
from across the river.' I found the latter quite gay and enjoyed 
my qrief chat with them. Our hostess was in a hpappy frame of 
mind, too, but did touch on some serious points she wanted to 
stress, including one statement, — I assure you in all seriousness, 
when speaking of a successful business man in town, she declared 
that "he is a marvelous dancer, and everyone must admit that 
dancing is one of the very important thins in life, very 
important", — and the Reverend .Sisters glanced and me and I 
at them, and nobody {said anything.'

This afternoon I saw Celeste about £ o ’clock, just as she 
was leaving the house to get into her car. She was wearing a 
somewhat curious bathing 'suit, sort of on the G?ay ’90 side, black 
of material and' much tohite edges. She was taking, her nephews and 
some other people to Kisatchie Rational Eorewst for a picnic, 
and kindly invited me to accompany thajn. Everybody, including myself 
would have dropped dead, 1 reckon, if I had accepted.

There’s a grand moon tonight, just made for a musicals on 
the back gallery, of which I propose to mate the most forthwith, 
letting my thoughts wander Northeasterly at will.......

?
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Friday, * gust £9th, 195£.

Memor andum: ■ t

Sorrow and joy have such a way of treading hard on each 
other’s heels, and I was genuinely sad last night when I 
learned that Mrs. Charles Wagner’s only son had die£. He 
was an architect, 39 years old, living with his wife and 
three children at Knoxville, Tennessee. He was a victim of 
polio. He was buried yesterday, I learned, in Natchitoches. Poor 
mother, poor wife, poor children.

And last night, just as I sealed your Memo, _it was
8:30, a tap came a't my door. It'was Ben who had chanced to 
be at the store making a call, when, as he hung up, the 
phone rang. It was for me, — Operator 4, Charleston, South 
Carolina, c'alling.

e *

I had no difficulty getting Charleston where Operator 4 
wanted to know if I had any idea who might be calling me. I did. 
And in a few minutes I heard Madam Storm. She was calling from 
the plantation*, and tried to call last night, she said, but 
a wind storm had blown down all the wires, but that service had 
been restored.

The reason she wanted to call was because she had received 
the Cane River Country plate and wanted to tell me how much 
she liked it, etc., eto.

She said her trip across country, coming East, had been 
wonderful until the plane stopped at Atlanta where the heat 
was tremendous. She got to Charles the same afternoon and 
everyone was out to meet her, relatives, friends, servants, 
"everything except a band".

f

She says she hasn t had time to rest up any as yet, as 
there has been so much $ork to be done, directing tne gardeners 
and getting' th ngs Hack in place after {the big wind, but that she 
is feeling fine and simply wanted to have a little chat. I 
asked her about the moon situation over the Cooper River and she 
said it was just the same as over Cane, if the sky in Louisiana 
was a cloudless as in Carolina, And tha^ was all, bu tI thought 
it kind of her to bother to telephone, and while in no way related, 
it sort of balanced up the Wagner news.
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0 Before i forget <it, I must drop Bora a note to 
report on a word used by my secretary in reading the 
enclosure from Shreveport, I^don t recall the phrase 
exactly, — something about Miss B8uise and the 
Great Beyond,-.which the secretary read as the great bayou.
I guess that isn't so very funny, but I think Bora will
like it regardless. In a country where, except in fulood times,
most of the water courses are remarkably placid, the n
line from the 23rd Psalm _~"He leadth me beside still waters'
probably does suggest some meandering bayou bo our colored •>
friends.

? *
The old adage about "no. grsat loss without some samall gain" 

• seems applicable, in the present harvest time on Melrose, So 
many of the Parish planters are using mechical cotton pickers 
that there seems to be an abundance of urban pickers to 
be drawn .on by plantations, such as this, which isn't employing 
the mechanical gaget this year.* I believe we haul about *75 
pickers from town daily*,' — they being rounded up by a leader 
living, in town, and taken care' of by him or her, during the 
entire day's labor. Everybody, — planter* and picker, seem 
to like this arrangement, and cotton is rolling in consequence.
I suppose the plantation has ginned 2 or 3 hundred bales 
for itself during the past couple of weeks, and no telling 
how many hundreds for neighbors ginning here. Thee have 
been.no rains of consequence since the cotton began opening, 
and the grade appears excellent, and probably brings 
between 40 and 45 cents per pound. With the”average bale 
supposedly weighting about 500 pounds, and each bale of cotton 
having about 1,000 pounds of seed removed from it, — the 
seed probably selling somewher around 75 dollars a ton, the 
money, like the cotton, ought to be•rolling, I <should imagine.

Erom where I sit* it looks as though there would be no 
great concourse of family over this week end. At one time 
it was thought some of the Baton Bouge numbers might pu'f 
in an appearance, with the kidneys of ^rs. General aren't 
doing well and of all the physicians consulted, only the 
lady doctor has provided medecine that seemed to be perfect.
But instead of coming up here, the latest report* has it that 
the persecription has been sent instead, and so that 
lets out Baton ^ouge, and I have heard nothing from any other 
directions to indicate a visitation.

I am so glad to <learn from your Sunday letter that cooler 
days, — and nights, are beginning to appear, and I hope 
this week end especially and weeks on end just ahead may hold 
lots of bright blue weather.....
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Sunday, August 31st, 1952.

, Memorandums
t

How nice to find your grand letter, together with the prints, 
in Saturday*s post.

f

People like Charles and Ida, Madam Marco and Bora will like 
seeing the pot, arid the more so because they know the Bands and 
the Whites, And then there are one* or two people about 
the place who have asked me if sometime I wouldn*t have a picture 
for them, and these will just suit the need. And thus a glam 
of sunshine w4.ll go spattering in different directions, and you 
will be the happier because it is all your own brand of sunshine, 
of which 1 know no finer.

It goes without saying*I shall be curious as to whom 
you bumped into at the funeral* where one has away of seeing lots 
of unexpected faces. And the great advantage of seeing them on 
such a occasion is the fact that one really doesn't have to 

. get too involved in conversation and there is usually a limit
within sight, as to the length of time such a gathering will last. 
Remarkable, isn't it, how the ailing brother lingers on and the 
more robust one departs. logic seems to play 'such a little 
part inthe arrangements of human destiny, it would seem.

*

- Contrary to my expectations, Saturday and Sunday have been rather 
on the qdiet side. Perhaps tomorrow will witness more activity on 
the part of the road runners, all of whom seem to be still running 
so far as Saturday and Sunday are concerned, but probably some 
will.slow down on Monday, — or a week henc*. *

According to my radio, early this Sabbath morn, Charleston 
caught the tail end of the current hurricane. What with the 
excitement they had in that area early last week, with telephone polls 
blown down and what not, it seems as though this second visitation
runs pretty close to the earlier one. f

; ’ «
*

I guess we are not going to feel any effects of the disturbance 
in this area. The Weathec Bureau last week had spoken of the 
possibility of rain if it got as close as Florida, but the skies 
remain cloudless, - and everything«is as dry as ever, save for the 
heavy dews. And the latter I noticed particularly Saturday 
morning, for I spent five hours at Arenbourg where in the 
more shaded places, the dampness still lingered in the in* taller 
grass when x left. Everything is looking so green and nice 
in that quarter, I was sorry I had an appointment here before
before noon that forced me to return to m ......elrose.
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Last night I got around to finsih Mr# freeman's opus on Mr. 
Washington. I was glad to say, — and to put it more precisely, 
that 1  had finished all I have to hand, — which is volume 4 , — down 
through Valley Porge. The whole business of this 4th volume is 
so day to day military that it has been a study and not: a recreation, 
but i am glad t devoted my time to ti, for I understand Washington 
the better and admire him the more, while at the same time, I 
hon*t feel the intense yearlong I used to regarding a chance to 
explore ^r. freeman s account of Mr. Hobert iS. lee, f0r assuing 
the latter is weighted down with as much military detail as the 
Washington biography, I can put o'ff fighting a day to day skirmish of 
the Civil War for ever so long.

The whole burden of volume 4 tends to throw into evep? greater 
relief what is perhaps whashington1s greatest virtue, --patienoe 
to a degree that is heroic. I am a little puzzled that things reached 
stich a low ebb pt Valley forge, by and lapge because of the utter 
failure of the yommissary Department utterly neglected its duty to 
provide food and clothing. In a way, having known Pennsylvania a 
little 150 years after Valley forge, I am wondering that the 
soldiers themselves weren t able to round up a, little wild game for 
their starving stomachs, but for all I know, they may not have had 
sufficient gun powder to venture into the forests on suc& a mission.

ihe biggest scoundrels of the Valley forge era were the frenchman 
fncest*y» - one Conway, and alongside him werethe American 

Mifflin who probably was responsible for much of the starvation and 
nakedness, and young General Wilkinson who , a quarter of a century 

was to figure so prominently in the Aaron ̂ urr business. All 
the above tnree were obviously bags of the first.water.

„ „0n Sh 0 ^ e r s e  side weie Laiayett., von Steuben, probably without 
the von and, among other Amerioanfb, one Alexander Hamilton.. X 
had forgotten that Madam Washington spent much of 1778-1779 
with her husband at Valley forge.

„ appendix spoke of the places Washington inhavited in
hew York in 1776, the longest place of residence from April to 
august or some such, occupying the Montier?property, — I am not sure 
of the spelling, later to be known as Hichmond Hill. This mansion in 
the country stood at the or near the present corner of Varriok and 
Charlton street, — I'm not sure of ^harlton spelling either, but 
think it was a couple of blocks below 61 Seventh Avenue South, and 
it was ^ichomnd Hill, of course, that after the ^evolution became the 
home of Aaron and Theodosia Durr.

Well, all this seems to have developed inljo quite a "literary 
evening . But now I must pause and what with the big moon, turn 
to things musical before calling it a day. May yours have been as peaceful.....

Xj

Monday, September fest, 1952.

Memorandum: «
* ' e

It seems so odd, — *abor Day all over the country, but 
people actually laboring madly in these parts. I suppose 
the banks may be closed, but 1  gue^s everything else is functioning, 
an$ just to demonstrate no alteration in things, the thermometer 
continues in the 90*s, with a low of 75 promised for tonight.
But,the weather bureau does say that a cold mass of,air is 
sliding along southward, having reached Oklahoma, and that 
we are due for widely scattered showers and a drop in temperature 
tomorrow evening. That will be an unexpected and novel change.

My mind was vastly relieved today when a statement arrived 
from a ^atchez bank, indicating there is a five hundred dollar 
balance there in Mr. Belle*s favor, for the last two or three 
years of her life, the ^adam would sporadically .remark th t we 
still had $70.00 of Christian's money in Hatchez and we ought 
to hurry up and spend it. Whenever she said this, and she repeated 
it often, 1  dismissed it as a mental process slightly out of 
joint, but later A  found myself wondering if she might have 
drawnton the account, reducing it to the seventy dollars, but 
today‘s statement indicates the sum is intact and it is good 
it can be drawn on whenever Mr. Belle wishes.

1 presume i have mentioned before that prior to Mr. Belle's 
visit to ^elrose at the timq during the war when he resigned 
his post following the ,Vichy take-over, he sent a check for a 
thousand dollars to the Madam and me, asking we deposit it as 
a checking account in our name, and that whatever charges and 
costs his visit here, in response to ^iss Cammie's invitation, the 
charges were to be drawn by either of us to defray his expenses 
while he was-a,guest. And x suppose I have related to you, too, 
how after he arrived, an intense jealousy developed on her part, 
fearing, 1 suppose, she might eventually loose me, and that 
one fwfcek end when * was in Hatches, Mrs. ferriday Byrnes received 
a letter from ̂ iss'Cammie saying what a dreadful stingey, 
grafting person was Mr. Belle, that he wouldn‘t even pay for his 
laundry, etc., etc., a giving the most false impression of a person 
a poison pep letter could from a financial point of view, while 
in reality, she was enjoying the checking account in her own 
name of his thousand dollars. Poor ^iss Laramie, so frighted for 
fear of looping me that she did such dreadful things hoping to 
cut off mutual friends and 3 0 guarantee herself the association 
of about the only person in the world on who# .she could lean.
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, Wasp't it good to bear Edward B, borrow again tonight.
And didn't you think, his symposium on the "business of 
a news reportee excellent. I agree with him that it must 
be impossible to maintain complete objectivity, but his 
promise to attempt just that in so far as possible was re
assuring, not so much to be applied to his own case as the 
many, like the Fulton -Lewises who, by choice of word and phrase 
and inflection are past matters in bias, and prejudice.

- 0  tyt V  «.

As for the enclosure, it speaks,for itself. I laugh 
to myself whenever the lady borrows my word, "the master",
. since it never seems to occur to hex that in blandly accepting 
the word, she automatically proclaims what is so evident, — that 
the feminine word for master is all bers.

I was annoyed at the enclosure of the two bjqoks, for I 
had written her rather specifically that all plates 
disposed of through her efforts would have to be at three dollars 
in order to protect The village Shop which will have to sell them 
at that price. But such^trifles apparantly cut no ice in 
that quarter. ,

Mayor fkeyes of Natchitoches gave a clam bakeof some kind 
at his camp on the river today and was kind enough' to send me 
and invitation which, of oourse, 1 declined. But as I, 
had promised him a plate when he was he^e last March, 1 made 
the most of the opportunity presented by Celeste*s acceptance 
of the invitation to send it along by her. If she managed the 
thing correctly by making the presentation, with the accompa ying 
note .at the psychological moment, our side should have received 
a fair amount of local publicity, — but on that score I 
count nothing at all as a probability.

<
I was entr need at some qf the items listed in the 

September Talking Book Topics received ,today. At 
the beginning of the review, mention was made that your friend,
Mr;. Scourby had just completed three pictures, — the Trinadad 
thing with Bita ^eyward (possibly woodi.. iJ?he second 
and third ^ere Magic Lady with -Loretta Yonngplaying , 
the part of an Army doctor, and-the third, "Cattle Kate", 
in vfhich he plays the role of a ranch owner, — both the^two latter 
to be released this autumn. 1 believe he plays the part of 
a secret agent in the ^eywood opus. And am glad to report 
that; some of the available things seem promising, and i ordered 
a number, including volumes 3 and 4 of Winston °hnrchill s 
history of t^Q war, something or other by one of the Van Loren*s 
about Jane, favorite sister of Benjamin Franklin, and 
an historical novel, Boyal Flush, having to do with the sister 
of Charles 2nd. There were some essays by Edmond and a few 
other thinfes, but 1 shall probably bear down on these individually 
when I get around to them. But here we are at the clo*e of our

Tuesday, September 2nd, 1952.

Memorandum: ~ '
» And so the radio this morning spoke of ’the rain that descended 
yesterday on Washington, Baltimore and Hew York, which gave you all 
a taste, I suppose, of what Madam Storm got in larger doses.

I^wish I might report that we had had a drench, too, but that didn't 
happen. The cold mass of air, scheduled for afternoon, arrived 
at this bend <of the river around 9 this morning, bringing a pin 
point mist that scarcely dampened the brick pavement, after which 
the sun came out and the balance of the day has been cloudless and 
tonight the moon is of washtub proportions. The cold mass had 
b oken up, too, but it is now in the upper 60's, and as pleasant 
as one could imagine.

There seemed to be a lot of telephoning on ray schedule today, 
but none of it of great moment. I telephoned the manager of the 
Telephone Company, Mr, Gox, and presented to him that idea I had 
neglected to "hatch" some time back, — changing the number of 
the telephone in the office of the Mayor, from whatever it is to 
1714, supposing, if accomplished, Uatchitoches would be the only 
town in America whose Mayor's office reminded the caller of 
the founding date of the community. Mr. Cox thought the idea swell.
Ke said there was but one difficulty, — the local system carries no 
number 1 as its initial digit. I reminded him tsxt of the 
Manhattan system whereby a person telephoning a doctor is automatically 
switched to a central secretariat, if the physician doesn't answer. He 
said he was acquainted with that custom and thought a parallel might 
be introduced so that a yone ringing 1714 would automatically be 
connected with the Mayor's office ‘regardless. Hef said he would 
telephone me on the morrow and let me know how much success he 
has thad in 24 hours of striving to effect the business.{

And* no sooner had our conversation terminated tfhat the Mayor 
himself telephoned, — just as I was hanging up the receiver. He 
called to thank me for the plate and to say that he and Mrs. Keyes 
had been planning for some time to give me a party and that they 
would like to know if I would prefer to have* it given in town or 
at their place in* the country, and which of my friends i should 
like to be present. I thanked' him but said that I never go out 
socially and that if i once started, I would soon enough bo bogged 
down by contacts with people or invitation from people whom I have 
too longed refused, and therefore i must reject the idea altogeth r, 
but that I sincerely a predated his kindness and that of Madam Keyes.
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<Then Editor Cunningham telephoned, saying he had really died 
last week: from sore throat, but had staged a resnaissance and was 
rolling up his sleeves on the matter of a speoial edtion of 
the Times which will celebrate its 50th anniversary in March, 
and he wondered if 1 would do the Gane Hiver country. He said 
it would not be edited in any way, — and what a false step he toot 
in mating such a statement. I would even edit my own stuff if 
I could only read it. He said whenever it was convenient for me, 
he would send me a photographer to spend as much time with me 
as I wished. He ’hoped to have ictures o'f the big house, the African 
House, fucca and anything else I wanted to use, but he did want to 
mate one speoial request, — a picture of me gazing at the portrait 
of Grandpa-re. I have no idea why He asked for that, but you 
tnow just as we<Ll as I do that it isn t going to be too long 
before some numb-skull is going to rig up some strang geneologioal 
tree in which I will be set forth as a lost-dauphin of Grandpere *,s.
I. suppose I mentioned the other day that some bag after her tour was 
explaining to a couple of young ladies that Lyle Saxon was a negro 
who came to write at Melrose and married the colored lady who owned 
the place. If they can twist Lyle and the Madam into such a 
peculiar status, they really ought to do almost as well by Grandpere 
and me. Lon t you think: so.

A
But since the matter oi & photographer had been brought up, it 

seemed to me the time was perfect for mentioning the cut of yrandpere 
to be used in the issue of The Times just before the local Fair.
That was easily disposed of when the Editor said simply that whenever 
I cared to run it, all 1 had to do was send it along.

And that sounds to me like “another push for our "flying 
sauceffeflay is voting day in Louisiana for run off candidates, and 
I wish most of them had done just that. Last night T heard 
Earle Tong and Senator Fredericks beating the drum for Earle*s brother, 
Dr. George hong, running for U. S. representative. T don't know 

which of the three talked silliest. Dr, -̂ ong was fighting his 
battles by assuring the people of his home town of Alexandria, that 
if elected, he would sponsor a bill to dig a canal from the Gulf 
to Alexandria, but what he proposed to do with said canal, once dug, 
he didn't explain. ...

I heard Mr. Truman deliver the major portion of his Wisconsin 
speech and enjoyed it, although I must say the Stevenson discourses 
are on a more forthright and intellectual plain, but probably it's 
the emotions that carry most voters,* and neither $he General nor 
the Governor seem to go in for that sort of stuff.

* • ; \ ■
There*s nothing in particular about Mrs. Sterling letter, enclosed, 

but A think you will agree she writes pleasantly. Tomrrow was the 
day Oarolyn was scheduled to be back in Marshall. Y/hat ever do you
suppose happened to ^elen......

Wednesday, September 3rd, 1952.

1  j 
I

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Saturday letter enclosed in the package 

wit the Grandpere print in this morning*s post.
For some reason, the mail was exceedingly light today, and 

yours was the only 1st class item coming to hand. Tomorrow 
will accordingly be rather heavy as a result of tonight s 
or rather today*s scantiness. t

The best news in your letter was the knowledge that.you would 
be having a measure of quiet, and what with a prolonged week end 
to 'o&an on 1 hope you were able to do no end of relaxing and 
a bit of things that might spring up for attention from sheer 
impulse rather than necessity.

How characteristically kind of you to rush into the matter 
of the prints. 1t was so thoughtful of you, too, to send along 
the one you chanced to have. Flease see that it is replaced 
forthwith. I am glad to have this today, so t may put in in
tomorrow’s post for the a 1 exandria Town_Talk, and with the
add tional print coming next week, that will allow ample 
time for the latter to get to the limesjjut
to be made prior to the St. Augustin fair, which, I suppose, will 
probably be held about ucto£er 4th and 5th. It s an  ̂
odd thing how 1 always get October 3rd and 4th mixed up in 
mjr mind,~so far as which is Madam Hegara's birthday and the other

s , but think the 3rd is ^adam Hegard's. Anyway the
moon, even as tonight, will again be full and if the weather is 
as perfect then as now', the bazaar ought to do a thumping business.

Tha manager of the telephone company, telephoned me this morning. 
He was entranced with the idea but as he has no numeral 1 in his 
entire system in this area, he cannot give me a definite 
answer about the Mayor's 1714 number. He said, however, that 
he was telephoning different telephone laboratories across 
the country and he felt certain that technicians in one or the 
other of them could work out a method wherebye the method could 
be effected and that he would drop me a line advising me as to 
full particulars.

My cup of coffee across the fence was rather brief this morning,

»
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as Mesdames B. B. Williams and George outton appeared quite
Uliex GGl;ê 1̂ * ^ina ^utton was waiting on my gallery while ura sought for me across the fence. They had a hit of 
letter writing they wanted some advise about, and I was glad 
to dictate tneir mail for them, and as ura can take down 
long hand rather fast, it went along easily enough.

Some time baok the editor of ladies Home Journal 
wrote tne '■'ate itoches Cham r of Commerce, inquiring about 
the possibility of old houses suitable for illustrations 
and articles in their publication. The letter was eventually

t0 “* s- Sutton who. in turn, and somewhat leisurely
in“town Ura did °S’ meuti'oni^  several housesi” ~and some down the river, including Beaufort,
Bil l ad and ^elrose. a response came back forthwith askina

for a flockof details and a request for snap shot sh if S I
the places S1V9 t M m  S°me laSa abo'Jt ttie §ensrul appearance of

„„ *ou ®®s how your photographic gifts come to such excellent
ahoutfwhiGhe 1?hAe  ̂had ^0t a ?ingle Picture of any of the houses Rhout which the Journal asked, and ‘naturally were enchanted
wnen X could lend them some from your collection  picture* which
the Journal said would he returned promptly, * ^

, the letter 1 dictated, -*■ stressed thsfact that the
wane stiver houses were tnever huilt as show places and never
ra?hsr9L r T 7? t B Ut°>SUOh flOZOn M t s  monuments, bit rather were plantation homes to start with and that they differed
tlev I  , ! !  r  hsnvi^  traveled pilgrimage roads la that* tney still were homes and not anything suggestive of d h? ^rev*q
Corner Shop or John Wanamaker s Bel ^aison. I hazarded*the \ 0bb 
that an article about homes instead of monuments might aeneal '
to Journal readers, hut had the gr.ee to aad t h a t t L f  noint 
was none of my business. point

it will he int 
from all this. , 

The weather is 
and hack to a deli 

hr. George Long was 
perfect dumb hell, 
of the hill billies 
building his Gulf t 
my day so happy and 
to Alexandria hefor

©resting to see what results, if anything,

" 57 f  90 in the afternoon, Cious cool again tonight, ihe election of
wonderful, too, a perfect landslide for a

off*Ce the perfect representative wh? elected him. I wonder when he will start 
o Alexandria canal. Again my thanks for making 
for giving Grandpore a push so he will ^et 

e the opening of the canal (smile). • • • • .
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Thursday, September 4th, 1952,

f  "  ‘ '■ V  '■ _  *' _ ; , .. - . . . . . . .  ' . I ;

Memorandum:

It's such a lovely night, cool and clear and a big old 
moon just peeping over the African House,

And mentioning that building, I sthlnt it will be the 
next subject of a Cane ^iver plate, --don t you think so. I 
want to have a go at the town of ^atchi toehes some-time in 
1953, but 1 shall have to await Mina's return from south of the 
Hquator before giving that much attention. In the mean time,
I feel the .urge to do the African and A think A Gan
manage that more or less under my own steam. I think
it would be nice to keep it on the light, si<jl©, after the manner 
of Bddie Buydam. But the mere building isn t enough, for 
a few figures always steps up interest a little. Off hand, 
it might be fitting to suggest the dual purpose to which the 
building was put originally by introducing a couple of slaves 
at tne left of the building, perhaps one in a~pillory, the other 
in dks stocks, and so carry out the restraining element 
for which the left side of the building was used.. fhen, to 
balance the thing, a couple of other negroes might be placed 
at the right of the building, contending with a barrel or 
some packing eases, to suggest the provision side. How 
does that sound as a starter. Well, we shall eventually see what 
we shall see.

? . y ....:•* y ' - ■ ;,; y vy :
I didn't see the ladies across the fence today, as Celeste 

took ^ddam regard to the lady doctor this morning. I 
belie e they 5o to have more tests on the morrow. At supper 
J. ~.f told me the pictures recently sent to town to be framed 
have come ;back and that they look very well. A assume they 
are either at the store or at his house, and I didn't 
have time to pass that way between supper, and secretary,

Ahe miracle of few pilgrims continues and I pause to 
knock wood, for it really can't last long. Mary Gunn came up 
from Magnolia this afternoon, bringing some youth, — a jet plane 
artist, with her, i?he youth is from Caldwell, ^ew Jersey, and 
found local vegetation wonderful. **ary is MioS Bally's granddaugfer 
you may recall, and a very n.ce child, bhe begins her firs t 
year at a , u, this coming week, i'he beginning of
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college life somehow always writes ‘’finis'1 to childhood, and 
when in a sentimental mood, one cannot avoid feeling just a 
wee hit sorry about the closing of adoor, never to be 
opened again, . And after the young people had departed, I 
suddenly found myself humming that old Beethoven Minuette in G 
with half forgotten words that suited the tune:

"There s a land that lies beyond the sea,
I’ar awgy, far awy,
irrom whence comes 'those sweet but fleeting dreams
when $11 else is gray, t
There s a garden where i<n happy hours,
Long ago, long ago,
I have played alone among the flowers *
And heard sweet winds blow.
In vain do they câ Ll, — my childhood is o'er, —
I must long for that enchanted shore, —
Lvermore, evermore,"

f So depart the younsters for college, . ... .

For days 1 have been intending to remark, upon the 
excellence —  thus far -— and, I had better break: off slap and
pound wood madly _the excellence of our gourd cron at

In the first place, as you probably know, gourds 
don t seem to be the easiest thing in the world to raise.
If I remember correctly, Caroline remarked about her inability to 
get anywhere with them a while back when»she sent me seeds, perhaps 
a year ago. ^nd in the t second .place, there seems to be something so 
enticing about gourds hanging on the vine that -passers-by 
young or old, can t resist plucking them, I selected the* 
raggedy house as a likely site for them on Arenbourg, and 
tho fence of the avant-cour at Yucca, The Yucca ones are 
struggling along m  a spot that is a little too shadey but

aro doi^  splendidly as of nowt but’what 
with fisher folk, roaming up and down tfte river, and likely 
to spot the Arenbourg ones between the time the leaves wither
u.iPov!1?? and the appropriate time for picking them! and

sha11 Pr?^ably get precisely nothing. . ti 1 it is nice to 
know they will grow regardless,

recently static has prevented me from getting my favorite 
P;m- news Ppradcasts from Le koines, and*so I have been enjoying 

“ "avis at 10 and jiric Leverai over another net work at 10*15 
ana i relish the i>avis sarcasm and the other man's comparisons.*

1 stumbled over old “Kattleborn" in months and somehow don't 
-s him. *8 an LBo artist,^he must be-awfully pro-conservative party,

.’i i  S 5656
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Friday, September 5th, 1952.

Memorandum: , _

How nice to find your week end letter in today1s post.

It is so pleasant to have the pleasant picture you sketched 
by pen of your Saturday holiday, and I am hoping the balance 
of the "days out" unfolded as pleasantly,

The best news wa the re-arrangement of things in the "oave 
of the winds". How wonderful is the potential pleasantness that 
comes with the removal from the scene of n particularly offensive 
personality and may thp days straight ahead reflect that i nrovement 
forthwith and unendingly

h::;. |
It goes without saying, of course, that I was interested 

in all reports concerning Tilloah and family and the present 
autumnal hejira to far places, I am glad, too, that you passed along 
the unexpected remark made at the bier. It somehow fitted in so 
perfectly with other unexpected attitudes that have gone before,

r ' ■ « ‘ 1
Yes,l noticed the unexpected space given:"The Old ^an and the Boa"

but of course had no one to tell me what it was all about, and so your 
splendid synopsis ^et me straight on that point, for which I am 
profoundly indebted to you, since I shall undoubtedly hear many people 
talking about it within the immediate future, andc it is always pleasant 
to know fcometing about ,the subject matter under discussion.

And may I thank you for mentioning "Scaramouche" and "amourette", 
and view of the latter definition, I shall write Caroline a 
letter tonight before folding up my beard.

And although I did not get an opportunity to finish the article 
about doings in the Cabildo, I am delighted to have the article;you 
so thoughtfully cut out and sent along for my delectation J-'he chicaner; 
going on in that museum for years has been nothing short of a scandal, 
and well do I remember how Lyle used to fulminate against old 

Fortier, saying he was positive that he was ransacking the treasure house 
but had no precise proof to present. Low apparantly some of the 
’’lending" is coming to the surface, although, unf or tun. tely, probably 
much of the real business will never 'be brdhght to light. But it 
is heartening to know that some of the original treasures have been 
located and are likely, therefore, to be returned. That is 
nart of what -Louisiana gets for eleoting politicians whose primary 
promise is to dig canals from the Gulf to Alexandria, and in a way,
1 -0l;es them about right, although the hilling part of it is that
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es the electing have never heard of a museum,and wouidn t have the s ightest notion of what one was if they 
humped slap into one# I suppose the so-ca led "clean-up" of 
x«liss heuaivine s note hooks and the ante helium newspapers is just
T«n°£i?Gr °aSQ --destruction occasioned by igrnoarance andnether accomplished through igrnorance of values or sheer * 
o icanery, the results are the earns in the end, — obliteration.

hf.Lohan? I ™  £ 0 X  h?ving taken Gare of the Library of  ̂ ness^ and for appending the suggestions. It is so nice o
l i - t i i ^ s 6 '“Y * - W e ° 2 J t ? i V 08? i 5 i l i t i # B  f ° r  l i k e  use  i n  f u t u r enotings, i approve whole heartedly and thank for hain- on 
generous wit your energies in taking 0are “  tl§ie detail
... ** PllS point> .You mightturn to the enclosures, which mav he in this envlope or an accompanying' one. odd that the one from V

eme°post ialoimtiv« 01j0 should have arrived in'the

hood Itoi5klL°!*2iSddi ^ t  fri«0 “9 ?h?n in the aarshaU-V/aco neighbor- "uou» tnin£iing 1 would start f^ss ng at her to come alone with her
=eason S® ‘jncL2’?1:>Csdly sxPaats to do a little later in the
j w , * ut whe need not rush, so far as 1 am concerned, for
I am dismissing her from my mind, so far as potential articles
tie 1 s?a11 make no eff0rt to stave off Life or
in-direct contact°w??h f,nttS 8 “atter 0 1  fa0t’ 1 raay a7Sn take a haild in airecx contact with both magazines, or, strangest of all I mav even
write Oarolyn herself to contact 'Ihe -adies Home Journal buJ
fornf « ttonmake motions will not be influenced by further waiting ior her to make up her very busy mind. ^

. f* was certainly good to hear from both Christian and helen and
5 “  a;;!:::; " " si*U i  ■»“ " « * » “ • £ .

ily day has been a busy one, and the weather, thank heavens p-inr-fssi ss as.’vs: :&&&• 5v£* ̂Pilgrims started orrmSe in * ;° DG attendea to tnis morning beforeQd around 10* this afternoon Mr. Forrester of the
T n l l l t t £  ^ a9/ ^ l a \ P a ln t i? * S

and begin this little chat with you I'm on*!! X °0Ul<3 °al1 it: a day 
glad you like the St. -ugustin plate <f>«5BpPy T ® 1 y0Ur l9tter.we might use. a photo of the lane aLl, F  °00urs to me eventually 
there^ s no rush about°that! Once i ^ h L ^ h f  ? ^ L PUWloity ’ but I m not sure. Sot the Grmidpere of fh to^owFI'alk iSiF'SU &}f now buzz, now for some correspondence and then to baa,aM a E ĥ?ftitW;?igain for such a happy day, - ®

Sunday, September 7th, 195E,

Memorandum:
Such perfect weather all week end, I have “found myself a bilMo 

times wishing it may be the same in your neighobrhood,
humidity is low and pep correspondingly high, and I 

needed all the latter, what with too much coming and going about 
the place.

The enclosure from Oarolyn speaks for itself. It came Saturday 
and I responded forthwith, thanking her for the ersonal details 
and remarking that as Life* magazine is toying- with the idea of 
having a go at Grandpere and his fine Ghurch, she might do well 
to concentrate ofl Melrose pictures at her early convenience, —  
just that and nothing more, thinking the Life business might give 
her the necessary prod.

A note from la Monte span announced her presence in the 
neighborhood. I dropped by the camp behind Fugabous along 
about 4, but found no one there, a s I was scaling the gate,
J. h. drove up, and so 1 had a ride back home, he said he 
had asked her not to come during this business season but she 
had disregarded the reauest, bringing a couple with her. he 
asked, me if x would pass back that way again after first dark when 
he thought they would be back. I would. I begrudge 
giving up Saturday nights which I like to reserve exclusively 
for reading but I went regardless. The couple who had come along 

were resting, but la Montespan was about, and as cordial as always.
her daughter was there, too, a charming child, and theye was 

much talk about the new puppy, new school friends and so on.
-here was some man there from Natchitoches, too, - Cleveland 
Bergdoff, of all nam^s, but he was tipsy, and as he is borish 
when sober, he didn t figure much in the conv rsation. The 
husband and wife awoke from their siesta and with Fugabous 
assistance, prepared drinks and began what sounded like an

• • • •• ••
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elaborate supper, and although they were intending to have a 
fj-ock: of things 1 liked, the price of lingering was too great, 
m  view of the dullness of the people, and so, after consuling 
oae drink, I withdrew. That was more than ample, and I'm sure 
the dinner was a much greater success with only kindred souls gracing the board.

Pat was home for the week end and left this afternoon, 
ne sails from ^ew *ork on the 2^nd, taking a new car he got 
this week end with him.

today s interruptions were such that I have knock off a scant 
oozen letters only and I intend doing no more as of this date

On Saturday afternoon L learned that OQies-te an^ Madam Begara 
were m  Alexandria, as they had spent two mornings in town 
having tests made on -Jadam Regard who seems frail indeed, I assumed 
they had gone for further tests down yonder, as that had been 
mentioned as a probability on Thursday, Picture my surprise when 
I learned later «that they had merely gone ox\ a shopping tour. Sopping' 
for nealth on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and for trash on Saturday,—  
it s all so wonderful and beyond my comprehension.

_  oTh!r? J 0 6 ‘Some ohildren and grandchildren of an old friend of I>3\ Rand. this evening. They were nice, but although the man 
obviously knew nothing about plants, wass nevertheless quick 
on the trigge to identify various types to other members of 
the party, ^e explained to them, pointing to a fiaar flowering 
quince, tnat it was a pomegrante, the forme? being a bush 3 feet 
high ana the latter 12, and got everything else equally mixed up, 
reaching the high point when he called the attention of the 
party t o the fine pineapple gluing along the front gallery,
ne was, of course, pointing with pride to ti.e bananas.

a ,, ^  ^ sfc this ?omQnt, between this line and the above, it 
^uddenly becomes clear to me that there is a certain "one-ness" in 
Carolyn's tod Christian1s personalities. dome to t£ito of It t ", 
protabiy ar-e- jointly possessed of as many similarities as any* two^ 
people x know, ^ach thinks nothing of tremendous distances, each 
^ S1h Chf h ? h par?0nalIty that “apti^ate immediately, a vest 
h h o y t0,tLaa iPteiost in things quite new to them, — people and 

places, and never, if each lives to be a million will never bo able
to stay put. Home for them will always be a place to return to after
traveling up and down the big road, a place where one oan remain Io m

Z  . tre?Ih 1° maite a sortie in some other direction, infinitely kind and considerate, each is wonderfully complete in himself
icy will make friendships instantly where others would take a while even 

to make acquaintances, and people will remember them long after they 
nave gone on their respective ways to more and more friendships * 
and more or more places whose value they will be quick to sense and 
whose iinest aromas they will never pause long' enough to catch.
I hope they get to know each other better if and when their orbits ever
hc0I h l f t o n ’- h « a . ! I .0h ma? haVS f ° r th9 ° thor l 0 t s  01 whioh each w u l J
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Monday,* September 8th, 1952.

Memorandum:

I thought the attached entrance ticket to. the Chicago 
convention might amuse you, if you had never chanced to stumble over one before. *

ba Mabry came to see me quite unannounced this afternoon, and 
this slip happened to be among much of the plunder she pulbed out 
of her voluminous pocketbook. ’

* . . . .

_  She had m?ch sraa11 *talk: to report from the Windy City, including 
no end of gossip as to how Senator Taft nearly had a stroke when 
he voting on tne iexas, Louisiana, Georgia delegations went the 

wrong way, and it dawned on him all* of a sudden^ that the jig was up.

There was also some tittle-tattle about Governor Gtevenson 
whom la ^aybry seems to admire. She said that everybody is hoping 
he will eventually marry the daughter of harry Bmerson £1osdick, which 
of course, was news to me, as I«don t gee the gossip columns and 
seldom here the cafe chatter. 6

The weather continues marvelous, with a bit more heat turned on 
toaay. J-esterday1 s breeze made living so pleasant, although 
I must say x was tired last night when 1 eventually got around 
to fold up my beard. I did read a page or two from The Anatomy of 
happiness before calling it a day, and I liked this thought;

"Religion, like Megecine, can fulfil it function if the 
people people leave the Ghurch or the doctor's offioehappier than before 
they entered. They must be neither bored nor confused nor complacent, 
ihey must have gained in their understanding of themselves and 
the worid around them. They must have gained of their understanding 
O h themselves around them They must better what to do with their 
lives and and must be inspired to act,"

I was interrupted twice in taking down this dictation from the 
machine, and may accordingly, have garbbled or repeated some of it but 
I think the general idea was caught.

, 1 subscribe to the whole thing,* and am amazed, in the case of
Pha£ 1 nav®r fcne™.tut two,.— the lady doctor and friend Miller, 

ho made such a state of mind,possible for the patient. And as
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^the?°m in^“ forSi-PÛ itS  w£ ° are suPP°s8d t8 adm inisters or rather m inister to the needs of their flock., I must sav i  h„M irrmmv,
3W0 ” h°  Sver S08med to recognize the importance of 

L s s ^ h o ^ e ^ ^ i r t o ^ n s p ^ e . 110'1118 ° f th9ir ao^ s Satlon , and even

™nh0^ f
howhseldom')areStheylito tbe9fonndff90tin^ happi“9SS ^ ^ p ira tio n , hut

down and°ch8eked o ^ f w L f  sending ^ U o s ^ p f S i L " 8? tJ ° tt9d91 ?on t mô fl *  ̂ a ian  i seem to have her name checked
®° 7 ? p a paGKaSQ forthwith and enclosed a l i t t l e  r m t f  ^  d

» * « -  *

the V U i a g f - h o r ^ l o J a L i a I 'd ,I ° a r^ ing^ hS 0 l lPPin6. ^  from from fown ia lk  P’ t : S ! h  ? ;  1 reotcm tha notice must be
of ^ ran d p Je ^ ay  a L f a ^ s w h v  Bowman that liken ess
write ha Holloman J suaeestincr t t - 1- i!7tv!am>! ? aSe r * and 1 sh a ll 
in sert a line i n d i S t i n f ^ f t  th e .b r ie l ™>*8 item, she
in Alexandria’ at fhe ^ ^ ? a S a^ 9 '<aM 88t l e s  may be seen

a note fro the b o y frien d  "^It'"sat  ̂ ■“onti ? ned i  had received

S w s B  So....
Of p le a s S e n L d  tTrllthf  .would maximum
thePfact that he w ill be i  Burmf l ° ? . was touohlag. uf 00urse 
ju st  a d e ta il  which i  shall -twelth month i s
re a lly  get to the f o i B u lS t i S n ^ t S * ? 1'K h a tV s itu a t io n 9* 019 plMS

one person wouw take h «  TaSpSingle: 0ut to dail09‘  1 a"> reminded of an old

Baw sa id to her law, 
i  a like to he? an opera s t a r 1' 

hhe got a chance somewhere in  France
Ihe fth91f i r f . time she tr ied  to daioe, -  u ie f QH  and broke her co n tract.” , . . .

I I
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k ;  Tuesday, September 9th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find to items in the morning post,  bearing 
n familiar  hand.

four l e t te r  of Friday, the 5th was on top, and the big envelope 
containing four l ikenesses of Srandpere's p late beneath. Let 
me hasten to say that the big envelope came through as such 
mail should, f l a t  as a pancake, unrumpled, unbent.

me speed witn wnicn you accomplished the making of the prints 
i s  splendid, and a couple of oak leaf  c lu s te r s  go to you for 
th& promptness of said execution, and a b i l l i 0tl for accomplishing 
a l l  tn is  for the cause. I should like to spe l l  out my appreciation, 
but neing a poor sp e l le r ,  and knowing as f  do that you rea l ize  
about everything in my heart to be expressed, i t  scarcely seems 
l ike ly  you could miss the f u l l  import of "songs unsung".

I t  was so good of you to jot down the l e t t e r ,  even though 
i t  had tp be accomplished under pressure. ^ urge you, however, 
not to put yourself  through when circumstances stack up against 
conversation, for you always know I *w i l l  understand how the 
road blocks can throw off the track the keenest intentions.

Tha^ the long week end didn t turn out precise ly  as you had 
hoped i s  regrettable but i  am hoping the following one made 
up for i t  in the opportunities afforded'for accomplishing lo t s  
of things, —or nothing, —during that b r ie f  interim.

Immediately on receipt  of the photographs, I dashed to *ucca 
and knocked off a few l in es  to the Jtfatehifcoches Times, together 
with a caption, so I could slap the whole business into the out
going mail when the postman had made h is  rounds down to the dam on 
one side of the r iver and back on the other. I wanted to 
get the material to the paper in ample time for a cut 
to be made, so that the thing will  appear in the Thursday i s sue ,  
which, guess,  is, October 2nd, so that i t  may be in the 
hands of mulatto subscribers on Friday, ju st  before the 
St.  Augustin bazaar opens on Saturday, October 4th. By sending 
along the print now, there ought to be loads of time for a cut 
to be made for the desired issue ,  and b less  you a&ain for 
having coordinated things so perfectly.

» » / * * *
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In to orrow'e mail I am expecting' to receive a note 
from Ora, giving me the address of the Mitor of The 
Ladies Home Journal. I shall get a letter off to him forthwith, 
hut as yet I haven't quite decided just how 1 will present 
the material I have in mind. I don t wont to do anything 
to up-set the applecart of the Journal and so have them skip 
ary Natchitoches houses they may eventually want .to do. Hut 
I do want to sell them the idea of doing Melrose quite separately 
and in an issue hy itself, as opposed to sandwiching it in 
with the Natchitoches material.

Knowing nothing about the type of stuff the Journal 
does, I am at a* loss to? know precisely where to begin.
A magazine that devotes itself to elegance of interiors wouldn’t 
probably switch over to pretty exteriors, no matter how unique. 
Still, it occurs to me that nobody has ever done anything for 
publication in color of Melrose exteriors when the Chinese 
magnolias are at their height, and although I never examined the 
situation of see if an explosion of shell pink blossoms lined 
up appropraitely with the white back drop of the big house or 
the shadow-y recesses of *ucca, I should imagine, however, 
that something might be done about it if anybody cared enough 
about catching the display to adjust their late February— early 
March schedule to passing this way, amply fortified with proper 
film, to do something about it. uf course a variety of hazards 
must be taken into consideration, such as a premature visit of 
Jack i'rost which would "cook" the blossoms in a twinkling, the 
chance of days of cloudy^skies and perhaps rain. Still 
the big show does come off frequently, and might constitute a 
scoop for the lucky person.

Perhaps I shall mention this possibility when I write. Nor 
one thing about which there is no question in my niP̂ d, I never 
would breathe such an idea to Carolyn for while she could 
undoubtedly do the job superbly9 how m  the world could one ever 
depend on her to start with, under the most favorable circumstances, 
and how much less so in view of the potential hurdles.

' , ",j /'V. f- * ; ' v "• "" • f ■ . . -

At first a had thought of sending a photo of the ordgnal 
sketch of the ^ane *±v q x country to Philadelphia, bfc on second 
thought, it might not be a bad idea to roll them a Jane X1>iver 
ountry plate, for not only would this seem to indicate the 

relationship of ^elrose to the Parish in which they have manifested 
interest, but also it presents the possibility that finding 
themselves fascinated by the geographic outlay, tfrey might, 
on subtle suggestion, decide"to use it as an illustration in the 
article. Well, we’ll see. In the mean time, my thanks to 
you again without measure for all the happiness your mail*brought 
me today,.....

Thursday, September 11th, 1952.

Memornadumj
. w  I , . .  i J  . * >. *•* • • -- ... -■ - - » ■ ....

How nice to find your Saturday letter in today’s post.
• ‘ r • r «

It was good to. know of the break you got for the week end 
and I ’m sure you made the most of it. *

I laughed at what you had to observe about the current 
biography^in MoOalls. Your observations are what might be 
styled a sight . Someone told me the other day that the Dorothy Hix 
column continues in the Picayune, at least. I suppose Stantley 
Arthur, s wife carries it on, just as I suppose she must have 
operated it for years before Madam Six died, for surely in
her latter years, such a job would have been too arduous for one 
at her advanced age.

And the mentioned of ^rs. Arthur reminds me of an off the 
record matter of no interest whatsoever, except that it recalls 
to mind.how Lyle used to love to get the Madam to re-tell the

tale about people living in the Plaquemine area, which 
ingariably ended up with «and it*was Miss So-and-so. who*later 
.became the mother of *rs. Stanley Arthur, who left town under a

w?sn * u?fd t0 the oxpzossion, and he always loved-to hear.Aunt waramie use it, — and oddly enough. I never heard 
her employ the eloud, save in that one single case.

And may I thank you for passing along so many interesting 
points.in the publishing world. I ’m glad Mr. Preeman has ^  
lived long enough to get 4r. Washington back to Mount vernon —
® Possibility I was beginning to doubt, following all the details
of the Hew Jersey eampaign. And I have no doubt the
Library of ongress wil re(record) this volume forthwith. I hope.
:™***®!s H 00ltfT0? the manusc*iPt, I believe, for on occasion it seems to me the thing has appeared on disks about the time it has 
tumbled off the press, and what with the time required for "canning" 
the business, 1 assume both the recorded and ink versions were - 
being turned out concurrently.

1 have temporarily folded up "Ih. Savanah" In favor of 
5J” *oh£U .8 T01’™ 8 * » —  Th« Si and *llianee, which arrived today

boo5 r800mm®nd8d ®arlier in the year also arrived, and I shall alternate the reading of these two items.
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Yesterday I sent the Crager's one of the 
Grandpere plates* As pu Ushers of "Children of Strangers" 
they ought to have one* — whether they may ever have read the 
book or not* for It is quite possible that there are publishers* 
like certain unnamed booksellers* who never cracked a book in 
their lives. Sometimes I find myself wondering what the 
Qragers are really like* From Lyle I got a fairly favorable 
impression. From hr. Butler I got a rather neutral picture.
It seems to me that haisey in the Dell's thumbnail sketch hasn't 
been too flattering. Perhaps, since 1 shall probably never 
see them* 1 may never get any picture at all. But of 
late I have been thinking about the half dozen oases I have 
known, espeically in business* wherein personalities which were 
perfectly delightful would clash and misunderstand each other 
completely when the respective orbits came within miles, 
the one with the other.

As fox myself* 1' like it when people set me straight, so far 
as their opinions are concerned, about a person I am going to 
meet for the first time, "ut, whether the picture be flattering 
or otherwise, I tend to file it away *n my mind and never take it 
out again until well after I have established contact with the 
individual and oome to some opinion of my own. Often 
my own estimate coincides with that which has been given by 
another in advance* but almost equally often it does not.
At the moment, I am under the impression I might not like the 
Cragersc* but^ regardless of that*4.1 thought they ought to have 
a Grandpere plate. We shall see what, if anything, happens next.

. • 1
Picturemy surprise about one second after Lx, Knipmeyer 

arrived today,when none other than Clarence,John ^aughlin appeared 
on my gallery. He started some endless xigamarole which I cut 
short, telling him that as I was in conference, he would have to 
present himself later if he wished to have a word with me. he came 
back to lucca* — I suppose he had been in the bushes, after Dr.
Knipmeyer left. He had some *rt instructor with him, - a lady 
from — of all places, — the college in Benton, Texas. What 
Clarence John was really up to was to persuade me to have the 
‘Clemence paintings orated and shipped to St. Louis for 
a show to be given by some friend of his* Such a show would be nice 
on several counts, especially if the magazine article and the show 
could come off at the same time, the article to boo$t the show.
I took the name of the St. Louis person and said I would communicate 
with him and send a copy of my letter to Clarence Joh, and 
a great big negative awaits hi™ on his return to ^ew Orleans, which 
will be after he^returns from California where he proposes to go 
to pick up "Mary , the bag who was with him the last tww times he 
was here, for it*>seems he married her, and I'm wondering what's 
wrong with her head.... . ^

ARE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.
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Friday, September 12th, 1952.

Memorandum:

And so the Senator and ihe General met today, and 
f ia view of the initial reports covering the melting, 
i am reminded of that prase, so often applied in the past 
to military souffles, -"They (General Eisenhower forces at Chicago) won 
the war but lost the Feacs . : t *

* 7
And while speaking of public figures, X hope you had 

the luck to hear Ed Morrow last night when he so swavely 
razzed the Archbishop of wanterberry. I thought it was 
most adroitly accomplished. I chanced to hear his Grace on the 
radio a few nights before, addressing some Episcopal group,
I suppose. He sounded rather pleasant, as a speaker, and I liked 
his humor. I was mildly amused when, in referring to some 
current problem in Britain, he mentioned "all the present 
members of His Majesty s Government....." or some such. I 
hope somebody will tell the Arehbishop, who must have been the 
S*1*6* George's funeral, that today it is
Her Majesty s Government who rules Britain.

a
And as I write the word "rule instead of Hules, — or 

did I do it the other way around, * would remark on how 
the British always refer to Governmnet as a noun requiring 
a plural verb. I notice in Mr. Churchill's War Memoirss, he 
carries the came idea in regard both to the Government and 
the Cabinet. "Her majesty*s Government art doing thus and so" 
or His ^ajesty s Cabinet axe agreed, etc." I don t recall*
Americans ever employing Government or Cabinet in ar$ other than 
the singular subject requiring a singular verb.

I enclose a carbon copy which speaks for itself. If I 
don^t get abound to tear off $he typed signature, you might do so, 
orrmerely toss the whole thing in the trash. It is of no 

importance, but I thought it would keep you advised as to what 
stirs. As a sales letter, it is too wordy, and as something for 
the file in town, — I'll send a capy to Ora, - it doesn’t stress 
the ^elrose scene too stongly, — that can oome later. 1 thought 
it well to insert something about an i pending article, as I 
did in the last paragraph. This may offer several approaches 
to handling a contact with the publication which “f. Fratt 
represents, if the thing ever gets that far.

t w
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Of hand, X should bo glad to know if the Journal 
does its articles by members of its own staff and if 
its photographs are also taken under the auspices of 
the home office, as is the case with Life, Colliers and 
a flock of others, but not, apparently, with The Saturday 
Evening Tost. If they do not supply their own writers, then 
the business of stirring one up from this bend of the river 
might be taken under advisement, — and perchance the pictures, 
although ifm not going to take Carolyn into consideration in 
such potentials.

. « ’■

With the letter, I sent a print of the Cane River Country 
and the re-print concerning the plates, thinking the first 
might give some idea of the region and the latter some notion 
as to potential illustrations for the article. I fixed the 
print of the Cane River Country ia such a way, however, as to 
make it quite clear that it could not be used as such but 
would be available as a plate. «

The weather continues wonderfully dry and warnrwith not so 
much as a suggestion of a cloud, although Texas seems to have been 
getting lots of cloud bursts. I am just back from a somewhat 
length^ sitting with ^adam Regard on her front gallery. J. H. 
is out, — perhaps la Moptespan could say where, and Celeste 
is in Alexandria.^ ^t seems she and one or two of her girl friends 
thought it would be•divine to go to Alexandria to a style show, but 
at the last moment, her friends were indisposed and telephoned 
her they couldn’t make it. but the telephone was put into use 
to find others to take the places of the ailing, but with 
no success, and so Celeste decided she would go anyway, and 
Claude Glyde Emmett Davis was hustled into the drivers seat 
and off they sped. Madam Regard was accordingly left alone, and 
I was enchanted to sharte and hour or two with her, after second 
dark. She is reading the Oonsuel© Vanderbilt memoires and 
had much to tell me about doings in England when little Miss 
Vanderbilt was fcuohess of Marlborough. X suppose the thing is 
running in the Ladies home Journal, Odd, isn^t it, when 
one gets to going on onexepisode, name, book or whatever, 
the thing is forever bobbing up in unending succession. I 
suppose it is like the person with a broken arm who'never saw anybody 
with a similar affliction until his own misfortunate, whereupon 
every other person'encountered as a broken*"arm.

Xn the4Sheer Luck Department, X must express Madam 
Regard didn t get a break when the chain suspending the swing 
in which she was sitting on the gallery broke. She was naturally 
a little surprised at suddenly finding herself on the floor, but 
wasn't physically effect, thank *eaven.,..,.
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Memorandums
It has been a pleasant, quiet week end, with no pilgrims worth 

mentioning and a general peace that in itself has been restful. The 
dryness and heat oontinue.

The Columbia neweast at 7 this mornin out of flew York spoke 
of rain throughout the lower Mississippi Valley, but I guess we 

« ‘perhaps don t figure in that category, although Mr. Jefferson thought
so. *

The Rands came this afternoon, and reported driving through 
a heavy rain which stopped abruptly, down the lane between here and Montrsi 
So near yet so far.

But occasional cloud .coverage hs lessened the heat during 
the day. Saturday afternoon it looked as though the clouds might 
be getting ready to spill a few washtubfuls on us, and Madam 
Regard was wondering if it would spoil the picnic on which Gleeste 
had gone, but nothing ever really a. ppehed.

Blythe this afternoon brought me what appears to be some 
elegant food for my supper, along with a bottle of wine. She 

f didn t have much news. Dr. Rand sat with me for an hour or so 
whil# Blythe was blundering the gardens for rare blossoms. During 
her absence from Vuoca, 1 got out a Grandpere plate which Dr.
Band liked. I wanted to give them one and 1 got another, asking 
him if Blythe might find it diverted her Mother tomorrow morning 
when she passed by to see her. I was well night thunderstruck when 
he said he might as well tell me frankly that it would be better 
if *rs. white didn't see the plate, as the presence of the 
reproduction of the portrait of a "gentleman of color might 
upset her considerably. •

Had I stopped to think the thing through, I might well have 
realize such a possibility, what withers. White s generaltion 
still so racially conscious, and yet I had dragged the thing 
out as a gift without anythought of the. tremendous potentials.
How pice it is to have been born at a time and under stars that 
didn t burden the soul with such prejudices.

e
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I;.got around to do some reading last night, and found much 
information regarding European doings in 1941 that up until no* had 
been a blank, to me, so far as details are ooncerned,

Mr. Churchill quotes direct from his personal message to 
Stalin, for example, several weeks prior to the Haai^invasion in 
June of that year, — a confidential message, — giving Stalin 
warning that Hitlertwas getting “all sot” for a leap. It 
seems remarkable that in view of*thls message and other channels coveying 
the warning should have been so stub Qrnly disdained at the Kremlin.
In speaking of it, Mr. ghurchill takes occasion to point out 
that this attitude on Stalin's p?irt brought forth a price of 
slaughter and destruction on-the Russian people that ws inealeuable.
With such a control over the press as obtains in the U. S. S. B., 
however, the people never knew that all this must be placed squarely 
on the stupidity of their rulers.

I found it interesting, too, that by their trade agreement of 
the year before, Russia was supplying Germany wit vital war material 
slap through the months of the collapse of the continent and right up 
almost to the day that hitler struck, and yet almost immediately,
Stalin in a preemptory, — insulting fashion, - called on Ghurehill 
to invade the continent which, as Churchill, points out, 
shows clearly enough that “the wicked aren t always clever and 
dictators always right”. «■> 4

1 was glad to see my friend, Y. C. this afternoon. He hopped 
a ride down from Shreveport this moaning, had dropped in to see his 
father and mother, was going to the ball ,game at the honfcey-tonk, and 
then'back to the city. he said he hoped to see his sister, Emmalee 
at the ball game and was going to try to get her to finish up her 
last semestJe of school this autumn, but doubted if he would have any 
luck.

returned from Natchitoches about 7i30 and reported that 
during the afternoon he andt«J. Williams had gone over most of 
the grounds of the -L'uoker uouse and oould not find the treasures 
I had described. I hope they didn't know what they were looking for, 
and that somebody during the past couple of days didn’t “lift*" them, 
i think 1 shall gird up my loins one day early this week*and make 
a little inspection trip on my own hook, although going to town 
represents a major project on my pprt, but it might be worth it,
don t you think so.....

- <$

Monday, September 15th, 1958.
t : " ; ; ;

Memorandum;

How nice to find your Wednesday letter in today*p post, but 
how sorry X was to learn of the i pending hurly-burly beginning 
with the week end, and carrying on into this week for heaven 
knows how long.

First off, X urge you to collapse whenever opportunity affords, 
for it is just too much, really ..'business and all added to 
the soeial side. And secondly,'you will use mental telepathy instead 
of the typewriter, I sincere ly hope, knowing full well that if 
X do not hear from you within the next couple of weeks, I shall 
simply charge off the silence to your good judgement in 

folding up the beard at the slightest provocation for “resting 
the eye” department.

You would have laughed to see how abruptly my secretary 
terminated today's reading. I think it did not quite finish, 
but X shall cheek up on the matter on the morrow. His papa's 
hog has been rooting about in the gardens of late, and - 
the promise of using the shot gun on all sueh marauders has 
impelled the various owners of such porkers, including Lee's 
papa, to keep the animals within bounds. Twince during the 
day Lee has passed this way, searching for the hog which escaped 
from its “fort", but he had had no luck when he came to read 
the mail about-first dark. We were sitting on the gallery 
and the shadows seemed a little deep for going any further when 
suddenly X^e, glancing up from the page,, tossed me the letter 
as he leaped from his chair, shouting;

”(There goes that there shoat into the bamboo. How I'm 
getting it and so'll sleep tonight.”

1 assume he was successful, and as the driving of the hog 
required a good half hour before home was reached, I knew 
that was the last X was to see of Lee for tonight. I had 
never thought of the hog element in the problems of ”le parfait 
secretaire* before, but so it is on Cane
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* Xn view of all the excitement on your calendar for 
tonight, i reckon you had scant opportunity to think of,—  
let alone, hear — Ed. Morrow. It was a good 15 minutes, and 
i liked the hilarious quotations from a Bussian magazine on 
American baseball. Be said there was a picture of 
a player who had pass out, and the caption explained that 
this bloody game, oerpated by men "from business”, bought 
and sold the players like slaves, and that the picture was 
one that had been taken during a battler between the two 
tteams, — the St. Louis and the Bodgers. How the 
Brooklyn Lodgers ought to like that one*

And while on the subject of quotations, I wish I 
hadn t t09 far buried the pages from the 3rd volume of 
Wiruchill s memories which I explored a bit last night.
I liked the touch so much that frequently appe ared in the 

account of the first visit to the White louse at 
Christmas time, 1941. 'Haturally X liked the reference to 
Mrs. Boosevelt, in which the author remarked that she had 
thought of everything to make her guests co fortable, and I 
wish X could remember the precise wording to pass along wherein 
the dail routine was mentioned, and how Mr. Boosevelt himself 
prepared cocktails before dinner, and how later in the evening, 
the Brim* Minister preferred to push the ^resident's wheel chair 

from the drawing room to the lift himself, thinking the while of 
' Sir Walter Baleigh spreading his ’cloak for Queen Elizabeth.

1 laughed to myself as X pictured what a knock out that 
team would have made at a mal masque, with the Prime Minister 
in the role of Baleigh and Mr# Boosevelt masquerading as 
Queen Elizabeth.
: - , :*J C  >. *'• o  .. v . i - v  . f  "v  '

I*m so glad you have enjoyed the inoomibg mail and especially 
the enclosures, A presume, for both were somehow better than 

this week s batch is likely to turn out. There was 
much in what you had to say about the artistry of the boy friend 
in covering such an extent of ti&e so adroitly in a couple 
of page8. I doubt if he keeps a journal, which is certainly 

* ^ut then in such a station, it might be a little 
difficult to harmonize Jotting down what one wanted to and 
then forever keeping track of the thing to be sure it didn't
fall into the wrong hands and perhaps occasion a mild diplomatic flurry. «

The card enclosed is from the Lake Lady, I suppose. How 
is it that everybody stops at the Waldorf. I'm sure they must 
have some nice guests besides McArthur, hoover and a flock 
of wold be society bags.....
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, Tuesday, September 16th, 1952.
?

Mmmornandum:

“How nice to find your Friday letter in today's post.
Frankly there was a decided surprise element in its 

arrival, for, as yesterday's memo may have indicated, I had not 
anticipated that oiroumsta ces would enable one to indulge in 
correspondence before the end of the latest flurry from travelers from 
the South and the East. <

Thad you should have found time also to make the hejira to 
42nd Street was equally unexpected, and although I appreciate all 
these manifestations of your unflagging kindness, I am 

fervently "holding the thought" that you may not be expending all 
your strength on my behalf when so many domestic demands, piled on top 
the claims of business may eventuate in an over exertion that 
will enervate you completely.

« As for the number of prints, — four, — being ordered, may I say 
that this amount is most ample. My thought is to make use 
of the photos of the original sketches for newspaper publication, 
such as the Picayune. I think the clarity of the original sketch 
will serve most satisfacotrily when appearing in print on pulp 
paper. For the magazines, however, and especially those like 
Life or the Ladies Home Journal or the Saturday Evening Post, 
it seems to me the likeness of the plate itself will seve to 
better advantage, and particularly" as the presence of the personal 
note on the finished sketch will tend to focus the personality 
element which may appear in some of the magazineartioles. And so, 
thanks to your thoughtfulness, we are now guaranteed an ample 

supply of this item and I see no reason why my "desiderata” will 
occasion fruther trips to 42nd Street in ever so long.

There were several letters in today's post, but yours»was 
the only one I got around to read throughout. There was an 
air mail from Carolyn from Chicago, but there was a time pressure 
that impelled me to read merely the first sentence in each 
paragraph, simply to determine if anything was suggested about 
an impending visit within the immediate future, and as I noted 
nothing a~ong that Line, I put the letter along with the other ones, 
in the armoir for tomorrow's reading.
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Tfcis moaning I assumed the unusual role of road runner, going 
in to town with Geleste a little after @ and not returning until 
afternoon or rather after noon. Celeste wanted me to lend her 

a hand in seeing about some Christmas cards which she is beginning 
to think about. She had in mind using the Melrose Plantation plate 
design, and 1 dropped in to the office of The Times, thinking 
that concern could arrange to have a copper block made for the 
purpose. By good fortune, we met Chrles Cunningham just issuing 
from the building as we approached, and he returned with us. My 
suggestion was that the Plantation sketch be used, eliminating the 
script at the bottom, - all save the notation, "Melrose 
Plantation on Cane hiver* or whatever appears in the cartouche*, 
and substituting in he place of the script, to right and left 
of the cartouche, the two words, Marry and Xmas. My thought was 
to encircle the design with a black line, perfectly round, and 
have the same printed, — that is the entirfc design, in black on 
a white card, more or less square. I think the thing may turn 
out nicely.

*

It was nice seeing °harles, — the first time since 1949, but I 
did not take time out to mention anything about the forth-coming 
Grandperp article or the anniversary proposed article.

While in town, i took occasion to drop in at Meillspaugh Drug 
and collect fifty dollars to be paid against Book Mall invoices 

/  and to wafc® arrangements <for the'reception of the Grandpere plate 
/ when October 4th arrives. Sveryone at the Drug company was so

nice. One window is still devoted exclusively to our contrivances, 
and was told the same situation would obtain during the pre-holiday season.

' : i*
< *

Then, while Celeste was shopping, I took occasion to explore 
the grounds of the *ucker house. The capitols have vanished, but 
I found in the garden two iron posts that while not precisely a classic 
harmony, are nevertheless quite unique and rather pretty in detail.
1 suppose,they are 10 or IP feet in height, the whole business of 
iron, the columns fluted and the tops capped by modest caps suggesting 
partially opened acanthus leaves, I doubt if I am able to get
them, for I learn from «>. *. *enry that J. M. williams has decided
not to buy back the house from the Par sh politicians controling the 
Library. Bo single individual on the board has the aut ority to 
oispose of any of the property, and it is i possible t suppose 
a quorum w d ever agree to dispose of anything wanted or unwanted 
at any kind of a price. But I shall contiui to hold the thought, 
and if, by some miracle, they should come to hand, I shail set them 
up temporarily as gate posts to the avarit court, reserving them for 

t ultimate dispostion at Arenbourg. Urns, --or large earthen 
jars, planted with ivy and verbeana could be placed atop the columes 
and the trailing greenery and flowers would be elegant. But 
that is counting ehicks before the eggs are hatched, still that is
fun, too. D q plQasQ g0 aa gpow as you can these trying days#...

5674

Wednesay, Septebmer 17th, 1953.

Memorandum:
I have often thought it might be helpful all around if I 

were to have & sticker made that could be pasted on Much of 
my out-going mail, reading: "Of Bo Importance, head or not, and 
Miss Hothing.*

I could stick one of this and therebye save you a lot of time 
for something more worth while.

While it occurs to me, let me answer you recent inquiry regarding 
the number of lists of proposed books sent out by the Library 
of Congress for selecting those titles to be recorded. These lists 
are issued about 3 or 4 times a year and not monthly.

And speaking of that department, may I tell you that last 
night 1 dipped into "White House Profile* which had recently come to 
hand, and, as you predicted, 1 find it a-fasoinating piece of business. 
I read only a few pages, up to and including a portion of the do ins of 
Dolley Madison, and enjoyed everything about it, learning much 
at the same time as I was being entertained. Perhaps the 
part which struck me with greatest force; — and regret, was the 
refusal of Congress to grant «fefferwon the money to landscape the 
Whiat house grounds. It wasn t clear to me if he actually sketched out 
his ideas, but I believe he did. In the monumental publication 
of the ^efferson papers being accried out under the Uchs-Hew York 
Times grant, I suppose the Jefferson architctural plans and all his 
sketches will also see the light of publication eventually, and 
should you ever notice any reference to the Jeffer sonjplans for 
landscaping the White House, I should be entranced to hear about it.

There wasn*t so much mail today, but even so, I didn't finish 
yesterday*s, although 1 shall before tomorrow has run its-course.
There seems to be another air mail from Carolyn w'hich I kangaroo-ed 
but will examine more carefully on the morrow. It would appear from 
the first sentences read in each paragraph that what she required 
to get the Melrose article finished and wrapped up was the information 
I had passed along regarding a potential visit by Life, concerning 
the St. Augustin matter, and her recognition of the possibility I 
intentionally threw in, that once as close to Meixose as the 
bridge, it might be difficult to keep the writers and photographers
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:’s;.7.sr.j8vr,Sig;:‘«s
either Solliers or The oft^day ^ S  "oat la l « ° « ° nS?ltins 
an acceptance of the thing from eithw one m  the S w  *
weeks, she anticipates a round at Salrnna -for + ^ 0r within two October. If sha »»it. r!. eirose for pictures sometime in
the crenerv f£a ’l t 3 ““U 1  Hovember, Jack i'rost will have withered 

?ryf ? oolor Pict“ es wont amount to muuh until another Spring breaks through again.

t„ recently that one of these days I am soink
to trot out the idea to some publication that the time to taf« 
pictures to maximum effect at ^eirose might betheearlvoartof 
February when all the buildings could serve pr mari?f as back- 
drops for the Chinese magnolias, in full flower “ that seaso^.

mv o ^ ? n S e^ « + P?JitiCal m?tters* may I say that it has long been 
respective ™?2Lthe lareponderance of the electorate makes up their
these two weeks b . t S e « o f ^ t e m b e ? 0̂  thJuVlTtsb%j sus sas-sr̂ rtarfS-:*a«
to stem the JSisenhower tide a e  S  “,0t fast enough, I fear, 
loosing votes throughthe llft^oOprZ tie ui Lt P^ iB them fast enough to wreck his chances within She Sext six wwks.

,h** ■*»* «»>*«■• ss*;.
,A .M t S 2! tw° sentences from fiobina states she was writing

Thursday, September 18th, 1952,

Jfrom• . • siippcx , i. le.fiinea the oiuei wank, of f qrri up
Xb going to Columbia Military Aoadc here Sat want ,,
days. I'm glad for the child to be out from uMeP the 8 °°}le*e
And now for a glance at "White House Profile- and thPnP? to bed?!. ̂

Memorandum; . t

it*a Thursday, according to my calendar, hut it almost 
seems as though the calendar could he wrong, as Dr* and Mrs.
Knipmeyer weren t able to make it today, and I really missed their little visit.

But there*s recompense in everything, and it ohanced that 
during the morning, which I had thought would he husy with guests, 
a secretary, drenched by excessive dew, passed this way and so I 

was able to, run through quite a lot of mail, hut none of it was 
of much interest. 1 shall enclose a few samples, although nothing 
save Carolyn s letter is of any moment. Priend Postelie must he * 
hogged down with his correspondence, too, for, even as I, letter 
writing shows poor results when too much impinges on one's tima.

o^^+IL°A?tinHp tu?nin °7er iri my mind what is probably best to do about adies home Journal. Perhaps a letter will come through in a da^ 
or so fro® Richard Pratt that may throw some light on the matter.
*?hat with oarolyn s gifts for color photography and writing, the 
Opportunity for her to do the Cane River houses with me seems to 
hold muc£ by way of promise, — but only promise. In the first place 
^arolyn s utter lack of dependability is to be considered. Then 
too, X dont know if the Journal farms out its desired photographic 
and written work, or if, like Life, they prefer to use their
°Z n nWith Oarolyn in Washington, she could easily slide up
to Philadelphia for a conference with Herr Pratt, X suppose, and 

there might be something advantageous in such a meeting. If so 
and Carolyn and X were given the assignment, I am wondering if i 
could count on Carolyn. My guess is in the negative, and yet I 
find myself wondering if, through such a personal conference, she might 
eventually secure several assignments for the Gulf States area, —  
and if so, — and if she would carry them out, the whole thing would 
be extremely advantageous. And yet that little word, nif* be-olouds 
my thinking processes in this matter. Well, perhaps a letter from 
Philadelphia may settle the matter, —  I hope.

« Tf* wilY note from Carolyn's letter that she mentions October 
as a time she may get down this way. As I have perhaps remarked in 
an earlier Memo, the vegetation isn t getting any greener for 
oolor photographs as autumn slides along in the direction of 
the first frost Already the countryside has lost its lushness,
Melrose^ ^  WaC° haTe bd0n mord profitably spent at
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But for the life of me, 1 can't imagine why I carry on so on 
this point, and I apologias for all the tiresome racket.

I felt unhappy at 2;30 this afternoon when I heard the 
plantation bell, for when it soiinds at other than scheduled 
times, it means fire. And so it was, but fortunately of little 
consequence. Mr. Earnest's armchair was biasing merrily and 
filling the house with smoke, suggesting a real conflagration. It 
would have been just too much to have had another home go up 
in smoke after such a short interim since the one this Spring.
1 chanced to be at tihe front gate when the bell sounded but
maintained my course in the general direction of Yucca, and
never did hear any particulars other than the bare fact mentioned above.

I am hoping 3d. Morrow doesn t get in the habit of giving us 
tape recordings of speeches in the news too often. Two or three 
times of late he has indulged in this first hand dispensing 
of ideas by giving the voice of the person direot, but, for myself,
I prefer Mr. Morrow’s reports and opinions in place of undigested 
evidence. What with the Nixon acceptance of several thousand 
dollars from Galifornia business men for expenses during the past 
two years, Mr. Nixon seems to be out on a limb, but, since 
he has been a Senator living in Washington during that time, perhaps 
he is part of the mess that Mr. Eisenhower promises to clean up, 
but surely there must be donfusion and shame faces in the 
ranks of the Republicans tonight, not to mention subdued smiles 
and a bit of glee on the part of the democrats Mr. Nixon will 
“f7® to sjulia adroitly 11, hano.lorth, as the prise haohet man ol 
the Republican team , he can still that same "holier than thou"
f t J 16 h?s been re®*inS off at such,a great trate since *hioago# Thus Mr. hisenhower is hande>d a hot potatoe which he may *very well try to 
ignore but once the over warm vegetable begins to burn, it may 
provoke twists and turns that will not impress the electorate too 
favorably. Poor Mr. Eisenhower, if he had only accepted the 
democratic nomination to begin with, he. would not find himself 
in smooth seas, for Taft would be his opponent and would 
represnt no particular problem.

YIn,th# Mabry not., the question as to what was don. today about 
Wh«t be answered, lor nothing was done, w d
I eonti«„« i! 01 not b® decided within the near luturI continue to hold the tnought" regarding the oollonettes, hoping
in^h^right^dlreotion?* *1U “°7* n0t “ *-*■**«
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Friday, September 19th, 1952.

*  V ”  4 ; •; ,

Memorandum;

How nioe, following the surprise of earlier*in the week, to 
find your Wednesday air mail in this morning’s post.

How you found time to knock it off, — what with all the busy 
hours that clog up wour days, I can't imagine. But it was 
so kind of you to jot down so many interesting points, only 
in reference to the Salem paper, please, I beg you, don't 
undertake any transcribing until months, — the holidays, in faot, 
are finished.

By the way, speaking of Salem, I recall how surprised I was 
the first time my attention was called to the origin of that 
word, for I had never before thought of the Pilgrims as having 
clipped off the frist part of Jersusalem until I read in a year or 
so ago m  some book or other about the Salem oolony in Massachusetts.

I am so glad you didn't have to get mixed up with the air borne 
travelers from down yonder$ and I am hoping that your determination 
to relax a little at home about the time they arrived did not end up 
by wearing yourself out in undertaking a million things while 
the coast was, clear. —  * <

It goes without saying that I was all ears about the "wishful th 
thinking department, and i hold the thought that something 
may eventuate in that direction. Wouldn't it be wonderful all the way 
around. Every once in a million years transpires that seems to 
delight everybody and somehow this seems like a promise for just that 
sort of realization., ,

So often I contemplate a situation that has dragged along over 
so many months, wherein everyone concerned is effected by some sort of 
an enervation that comes with seeming futility, and I know not 
for which member of such a group one owes the most consideration, 
what with everyone so definitely effected, but in such different ways. 
How surprising a twist it would-be if the mere wishful thinking 
should eventually emerge into a reality.

I laughed at what you had to say about certain people possibly not 
recognizing each other. I can't imagine it, for my part, and 
neither can 1 imagine it for your part either, in proof whereof
you actually did recognize the Soientifie section readily enough at a 
glance.,..
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I'm so glad you are planting to break, bread together one# 
of these days, and something tells me you are both going to 
have to talk fast-fast, even to touch on subject matter, so long 
left dormant. I hadn t heard that the concern with which 
she had formerly been Associated had moved, which; somehow, seems 
almost as odd as though somebody said B. Macy moved to Hoboken,
or some such.
? ’ *

I remember her brother, whose health seemed so indifferent 
when he was in this country. I shall be interested to learn what 
news she has to pass along. .Were I to join you both at 
luncheon, I probably would draw up a list of the whole 48th Street 
staff And so run through thq list of personalities, some of whom 
have undoubtedly almost faded out of the picture completely in the 
year A between. Qff hand, my guess is that Lest an 2nd has vanished 
more completely than all for all save one.

It certainly was kind of you to let me know about the Cane River 
prints. There is no Vast rush for them but when they do come to hand,
I shall put one of them to use, holding the others for subsequent 
employment.

And as I write that last sentence, it occurs to me that I 
had better to go to town again nex,t week to see Editor Cunningham.
As a printer, I suppose he might have connections with manufacturers 
of stationary. How would it be to have some Cane Biver stationary 
made, using the map, — perhaps the entire plate, for a design, covering 
the entire sheet of stationary in an exceedingly subtle sepia 
coloring, so faint as to be noticeable only if glanced at a second 
time. If this <san be done, and I know can, for Penland has some 
stationary done in that manner, but with a figure of a woman spinning 
or weaving, — and after it has been done, then use the Natchitoches 
Times to call it to the attention of the public, and although nobody 
in the Parish ever writes letters, still,.if persuaded the use of 
such stationary would be patriotic on a Parish scale, it might 
at least be disposed of* in gift form. As this idea has just 
unfolded in my mind, I shall ponder it further and speak of it again 
after 1 have worked it out.

You will be amused to know that Secretary in Confidence, —
Ezra's boy, Lee, invariably, on reaching your signature, reaas 
it slightly backwards^, saying; "Three"* He had just said "Three" 
tonight, when an interruption came and-I did not get to your clipping 
which will afford me pleasure on the morrow

'So manyy things to talk about, so many little streaks 
of rose through the cloud coverage on the horizon, holding the 
promise of another day's eventual dawning regardless. ..<...
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Sunday, September 21st, 1952.

Memorandum:
■ t

Such a pleasant week end, still dry but cool in the evening, 
and mercy?of mercies, not many pilgrims.

And those who did pass this way were civilized, — the Crowells 
of Alexandria who brought the Chases from California with them. The 
Crowells are lumber people, I believe, with soadA of money but 

, not cursed by its care. I had met them a few times at suppers under 
the cedars and it was pleasant renewing the acquaintance.

I was interested to learn from Mr. Crowell that Hr. Band is 
Alexandria's dominant Bepublican. That would be like Dr. Band, 
for while others like James SioLemore and Governor Kennon are acqually 
Bepublicans but masquerading as Democrats, Dr. Band, if a believer in 
Republicanism, would be a Republican regardless and would care not at 
all who kn$w it.

All doctors, I suppose, must be inclining toward the -Eisenhower 
camp anyway, what with that gentleman's statement that he is 
opposed to health insurance and so one I should like to know where 
the lady doctor stands, but I imagine she give politics .very little 
thought. Fortunately, its the patients who elect the President 
and not the physicians, fact that the Bepublicans don't seem to 
have senssed as yet, and the Democrats have done nothing about.

What with peace pervading.the plantation last night, * was able 
to do a bit of my Saturday night reading, and I got the White 
House Profile up as far as the election of McKinley.. It certainly 
is an interesting volume and represnts no end of research. I am always 
happy at the amount of political data that is included, sometimes, 
perhaps.it was tucked in as filler, but whatever the reason, the 
material{is interesting. Somewhere in the chapter on the Grant 
administration, reference is made to the Credit Mobilier scandal 
that rocked Congress in those years, but I could find no 
reason for the appearance of that point in the book, as constructed, si 
since there seems to be no tie-in with the subject under discussion 
in that particular chapter.

I intended mentioning the Storm letter in my last Memo, but

• #  *  *  *  *
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readhed the end of the page before touching on it* I thought 
you would like the story la $torm had to tell about the servant who 
said, *after having two accounts called to his attention, declared that 

was all the orookedness he had engaged in during the absence of his 
mistress on the best Coast,

It reminded me of a parallel episode that happened to Celeste 
a few years ago. Some people came unexpectedly for lunch one day, 
and she dashed to the ice box to open a can of Spam, — but it 
iust wasn*t there. Mat Burden was a sort of house-man— gardener for 
Celeste at the time, and she jumped on him for having swiped it.
He swore he hadn't lifted it, and to clinch the point, he 
declared: *

c

*JJo M*am, I sure ain.t borrowed that there Spam, That 
sure id God's truth 'causl Ikaingt tole nothin from your ice box 
since the last can of sypup I lifted better than two weeks back.

Up to that moment, Celeste hadn*t missed the syrup*
* fb

t I-declined an invitation to Magnolias this afternoon.
About this time of year, it is their custom to have a party for 
old Hose, the cook, and usually quite a few white people who dine 
on Rosa's fare at the big house during the year, join in celebrating 
her birthday which is usually arranged fairly easily, form point of vie 
of date, since Hosa herself hasn t any notion as to which month that 
blessed event transpired when she made her initial bow into this 
world. The party is usually held at Rosa s cabin, near the brick 
quarters, with much food being served, with an emphasis on cake and 
whiskey. Celeste took the three Reverend Fathers from across the 
River and was back by first dark, reporting a fine time=having 
been had by all, -- *

I learned both ladies from across the fence head out for South 
Louisiana on Friday of this week, »adam Regard going as far as Mansura 
while Celeste will travel on to Hew Iberia or where ever it is the 
Sugar Festival is being held. I suppose they will return early in 
the week,

t: x ran across a new word,in my reading a while back. It was
pronounced as though it might be spelled, — "Hedonism , and means 
the indulgeing of one's self in selfish pleasures. Once I 
asked if anyone next door Could find the word for me in the dictionary, 
but fortunately it was convenient at the time, and in view of what 
I tĥ -nir the definition is, it was perhaps;just as well we didn t 
get around to looking it up, — and it goes without saying I shall not 
bring up the matter again at that point.

I have thought of little Miss Lee so often over this week end,
hoping that like Lestan, her Saturday and Sunday held a little measure
of solitary pleasure, too,,*..*

Monday , September ££nd, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find the prints in today’s post. I am 
astonished at how speedily they came through It seems 
to me such envelopes generally reouire 6 days, and if so 
this one seems to have broken all records. And marvelous 
to relate, the envelope arrived just as flat as when 
you posted it, and the prints are perfect for what I hnva 
in miidthink the print will lend itself nicejy to reproluction 
on paper used by better grades of paper, as used by Ladies 
Homes Journal, and if the medallion type of thing can 
be worked out for stationary, they will serve that end to 
perfection, too. May I say Thank you, and pin several oak leaf 
clusters about your person for the endless nice things 
you are forever doing for me.

And speaking of the stationary, I am enclosing a
^ ™ ? , L fr™ / 0U^ rie?dJ Miss £uoy* whioh wil1 runningthrough, and, although I am not sure about it, I am under
the impression this sheet may have that subtle touch 
of design on it, but the yellow bulbs I use to ward off 
insects, seems to have concealed the design completely 
from me at the moment, and it may turn out that this 
chances to be a blank sheet anyway, save for the print 
at the top and the typing beneath.

*
And having spoken of stationary to such length, I might 

as well turn to the Journal of the Ladies, since I dragged 
that publication into the above paragraph somehow.

Ora telephoned me today, reporting she had just 
received a letter from Richard Pratt of the same L.H. Journal 
in which he said that she had made Melrose sound so fascinating 
he had decided he would like to concentrate on that place ^  
for publication* and that as he had known Lyle Saxon and 
Alexander .Yooocott, he was doubly moved to do something about 
the place, ne opined that he would make a round "this winter" 
and wouid bring Mrs. Pratt with him, "as she sometimes helps ~
in thS a2.’“ w  SSSatSy*4* “  t0 h°USlne p0S£lbilites

A
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Naturally, I shall use this information to advantage,
I hope, on Carolyn, although the season really, in view 
of the prolonged drought, is much too late to secure 
pictures suggesting the lush greens and the floral contrasts 
tha would have been so impressively abundant last May,

If Mr. Pratt has February in mind for a Winter go-round, 
that should be perfect from the point of vie of Chinese 
magnolias, but if he plans anything in advance of that month, 
he is‘going to bump into the same barrenness of greenery 
that littlee Miss Bamsey has dwaddled about to jockey herself 
into with such maladroitness.

Early this evening the radio announced that ^r. Bixon 
will make a public confession tomorrow night over the air. 
Immediately following that program, there was an interruption 

to bring a new 'bulletin from Los Angeles that Mr. Hixon 
was withdrawing. I was panic-stricken, for naturally 
I am hoping he will remain the Vice Presidential candidate.

For my impression is that he will give Mr. Stephenson a 
heap more votes by staying on the Eisenhower ticket. The 
10 o ‘clock news repeated the confessional angle, and so 
I take it the Los *ngeles report was merely a rumor.

I think I neglected to report on Frid/iy, tjiat according 
to a decision made by Parish authorities on Thursday last past, 
the Tucker property will be retained by the Parish, the 
property swept clean of its old house and other, ante be H u m  
evidences, and a new library constructed on the sight. On 
Saturday J. came to tell methat he had contacted 
the contractor in charge of demolition and disposal of the 
"trash", destined to be sold as firewood and filler for 
the bayou. There was a significant gleam in his eye when 
he remarked that he had spoken to the contractor of my 
interest in "those old posts".

I believe the new broom will start sweeping clean, as it 
were, about the middle of October, after which we shall 
see what we shall see. In the mean time, I am planting 
ivy and verbeana in big pots, just in case the avant oour 
eventually becomes the sight, — instead of the bayou, — of 
the strange pillars from the past. f

I was late in tuning in on Lux Badio, and although I 
recognized the piece' as Beerkley Square^,, discovered they afelled 
it "I'll "ever Forget You"....,...
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Tuesday, September 23rd, 1952.

ttamorandum; f
t The weather continues wonderful, with a pleasant 80 at 

sunset and an invigorating 60 at dawn. But as man is never 
quite satisfied, I must say we could stand just a dab of moisture.

The enclosure contains nothing in particular, but 1 send it 
along regardless. The answer to the qustion about the letters, of 
course', is in the negative. As for the book mentioned in the 
letter, I never heard of it, but  ̂telephoned the library to send 
one out for me to look at. If the author is Stewart Landry,
I shall inspect the thing with reservations, for Steart Landry 
is a racial bigot who got out t at book that out-did Herr Rebels 
a few years back. 1 think it was called J-he Quit of equality 
or some such, and I recall the Madam tossed it out as so much - 
rubbish. >

It occured to me, on reading the clippings which I returned 
to "‘rs. Sterling, that some organization in Hatchitoches ought 
to sponsor a lecture by the lady on Audubon, and so I set the 
wheels turning forthwith. I acknowledged the lady s letter and 
asked for details regarding her illustrated discourse and if 
she would like to harangue one or anoter of the Hatchitoches 
societies. I suppose she will jump at the opportunity, since 
it will afford her excellent publicity for the cause for which 
she strives.

In spite of the fine weather, the pilgrimage business seems 
off, thank heavans. That doesn*t mean to say I am without such 
matters, but the pressure isn't^nearly so great as in boiling 
or freezing weather, which somehow seems a little odd. N

This afternoon the wealthy Albert Bfcevensons from somewhere 
up Briarwood way, came. , bringing some Bio Grande people with 
them. Mrs. Stevenson was finished at Ward-Helmpnt in the same class 
with Celeste. They are wonderfully alike. I still puzzle over 
what hour such people think plantation "folks eat. J-he obvious
answer, of course, is that they don t think.

< © c
But aside from being annoyed at them for coming at such an 

hour, T must say I was delighted on one point, — thd hummingbirds 
put on a wonderful show for their benefit around the feeding bottle 
suspended on St. Giggin's shoulder. There were half a dozen waiting 
their turn and one of them, apparently tired of waiting, rose slowly 
from the line and perched on my shouldef t<5 test. The btevensons 
and their guests were enchanted.
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9f course I listened tonight to Senator Mxon's 
speech until he exceeded the purchased time and was out off.

As a political speech, it was undoubtedly worth the 
$75,000.00 paid the Columbia net work.. As the whole business 
was supposed to be concerned with the $18,000.00 fcicfc-in, 
it seemed to me beside' the point that somebody gave him a 
dog whom his 6 year old daughter named Chunkie or some such; 
that his wife in Irish and born on Saint Patrick's Pay and so on. 
But that is probably good politics even though it has nothing 
to do with the matter in question. As for myself, X 
haven't the slightest idea if Al Capone, for example, ever 
so much as had a wife, let alone”when her birthday may have been, 
and whether the mobster had any offspring and what they might 
have named their dog.

And then I am sick and tired of cheap politicians who 
quote one statement and proceed to twist it into another meaning, 
as for example, the way Uixon quoted the Pemociatic Chairman 
as saying that if JSixon couldn^t live on his salary as a Senator 
he ought to quit, and then, in the next sentence, JSixon turning 
the thin around and declaring that the Pemocratic Chairman 
thinks only millionaires should be elected'Senators. I 
thought it equally glaring that while calling on all candidates 
to give a financial statement over”the air as he had been 
forced to do by his own Republican Party, he thought 
Mr. Stevenson and Mr. Sparkman should do so, and if they didn't 
it whs because they didn't dare, --while in calling on them te 
do this, he never mentioned Mr. Eisenhower as being in line 
for a like statement.

I think Mr. Uixon hafe persuasion in his speech, the same 
kind of persuasion that so many people in the Repbulican Party, for 
some unknown reason, have, — persuasion with something sinister 
about‘it, and somehow concealing a metallic quality of inhuman
ness that always seems to go along with politicians who set 
property rights above human, — the same type of people 
who tried to get a famous sentence to redd, before the document 
was accepted: - "life, liberty and property instead of 
pursuit of happiness.

Well, as must be evident by now, my eyelids are beginning 
to grow heavy and sleep is "coming down" as the local expression 
has it.

i\  - , i  1 0  * • <t "*  f  ’ • * t

It has been such a pretty day, the Arenbourg gourds look 
so nice, and I have thought of little Miss Lee so often between 
waking and now......
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Wednesday, September 24th, 1952.

Memorandum;
v ' e • * ' ' • ■ •' • ‘ •' • ■ • •

I send along the enclosures for what they are worth 
which isn't much. \

;ust confess to you that when I saw the envelope from 
Martha Robinson, I found myself instinctively asking myself 
what in the world she could want, since she apparently knows 
how to write only when in need of something. I like her 
ever so much as an individual but I have saantpatienoe with 
her refusal to write

And adter reading her letter, I realized perfectly well that 
the real excuse for her visit isonot to find data on Philadelphia 
Rolan but to provide an entrace for Stewart Landry who has been 
dogging me too long about coming to explore the Melrose library 
consult the Isaqo Erwin diary and so forth and so on. Little Miss 

Martha may consult the scrapbooks as long as she pleases for data 
on Miss Philadelphia, — what a name, — but Herr Landry wont get 
to first base on the Isaac Erwin diary since it is under lock and 
key in a place to which he will not have access during his visit.

The letter from friend Miller was nice, — the longest I can 
remember seeing from her a in ever so long, if indeed ever. I am 
under the impression she is at tag ends, not too entranced with 
Marlin but perhaps uncertain as to where she would like to find her
self. So far as I know, she has never been in Alaska or Australia, 
and I'm inclined to think some indistinct but exceedingly remote 
horizon is'what is beckoning to her. Hers is one o £ those personalities 
that never takes root any place, therebye making it easier for her 
to fly from Chicago to Brussels, to Oxford, the Congo, Tokio,
Shanghaii, the Caspian Sea and heaven alone knows where, — just so 
long as she never has the impression she is going to stay long in 
a place. I never heard of anyone suffering from terrestrial 
olausterphobia but I think she does, and I think she avoids 
getting very much interested in any place in which she chances to find 
herself, knowing full well that the moment she experiences the 
sensation of her roots reaching down into the soil, she cannot

Impulse be-stir herself and pull out, — and in which 
^ ^ ^ d i r e c t i o n  doesn't matter much. Poor anchorless soul 

and wearied by the tempest of the years. *
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t i am certainly proud of nothing X have accomplished
today. The continued drought makes it wise to keep
hoses running and I find such employment on the tedious side.
I had intended taking ti e out to do a little writing 
hut what with hogs to he chased out of the oanas and 
depredations to he looked into where a family of armadillos 
had been burrowing into the Phillipine lilies, I 
never did get around to so much as glance in Dr. Under
wood^ direction. , . aSecond thoughts on last night*s Nixon broadcast find me 
forming a strange triangle in my mind, — Roosevelt, Hitler 
and Nixon. There was that God given quality about 
f. d . B*s voice that was somehow persuasive without ever 
seeming to he. There was the hysterical fanaticism about Hittler's 
that must have‘made millions of his listeners believe he was 
telling the truth, he seemed so frantic about it, although 
his knowing deceit could have foiled nobody who paused to 
think. Nixon falls somewhere between these two, - with a 
good radio voice and chicanery cloaked in seeming 
righteousness, and I have no doubt this combination of 
attributes will impress many a voter favorably. At 37 
Mi. Nixon has age in his favor for a long journey down the 
years* I hope he never makes the White House for it is 
obvious from the type of friends he keeps, he’would make 
frantic efforts to set the clock back' , and surely that would be
a calamity. « " ..

In all this business, I am a little puzzled by Mr. Eisenhower. 
X can readily understand how he can string along with the 
Tafts during"the campaign but it does seem to me he is over
doing his enthusiasm over Nixon, but that may be due to poor 
direction. One up-shot of all the excitment that floors me is 
the fact that after having done as much listening as I have, I 
still am quite in the dark about the $18,000*00 and 
why it never was reported on income tax returns. I assume, 
however, that the legislative boys long ago saw to it that there 
would be ample loop holes for themselves when they drew up 

« the income tax laws. » ■" ' . s . V^n the ho e front, the ladies are as busy as bees, making 
preparations to get themselves beautified in town tomorrow 
in anticipation of taking off for South Louisiana on Friday.
They are leaving in the morning, so Madam Begard can be in 
Mansura by noon, and Celeste can head out alone for New Iberia 
to get Inhere before evening, for there is to be dancing in 
the streets and no end of gaiety. Isn't it pitiful....

* Thursdayl September 25th, 1S52,

"Memorandum;

The beat thing I have heard today, was what Elmer Davis remarked 
in hia broadcast. I don’t recall the precise wording, but 
it was to the effect that he hoped those dreadful Democrats 
really don t take away the dog given the NAxon children, as 
their papa seemed to fear when making his bank statement the 
other night. * ,

I put a couple of pamphlets in this morning’s mail, —  
second class. You might throw away the envelope, as X 
pated 908 over the address by which the item came to hand.
You may have the Penland folder but *1 sent it along regardless.
I know not what the Oakley pamphlet contains but thought you 
might enjoy, turning through it. -̂ on t bother to save either 
on my account *

With this mem©, X shall send along a few letters of no 
particular interest but they will serve to keep you informed as 
to how things rock along various pathways.,

Un the plantation front, the cotton continues to*roll, but 
mudh of the harvesting is done by day laborers who come out 
from town each morning, transported bac.k and forth w in a 
schoAl bus which ", XL. rounded Upom -ueaven knows where.

I must remark upon the seasonal manifestation, peculiar, 
in a way, which begins exerting itself about this time of year.

Durmg July and August there is usually quite a bit of evidence 
of snort tempers, perhaps on everyone’s partt, but noticeable especially 
jLi Sutherings in the honkey-tonks. With the cooling

off of the full summer heat, there follows a succession of 
domestic squabbles that always crop up at this page of ‘ * 
the calendar. As these days are the ones wherein «the 
laborer makes or does not make a harvest of the fruits of his 
labor, it is particularly telling, — these seasonal domestic 
distrubances.

*

An excellent case in point is the household of the Dafk 
Duke. Just as cotton opened for picking, the Dark Duchess
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Jhd5ew from Jhe family hearth. She was gone about a month,
^hich means she did not participate in rounding up the cash 

which is so abundantly available at just this time.
a

Another case is that of her sister, — Ezra's wife and 
mama of my secretary. Ezra's family makes a crop on shares, 
tne planaion alloting them so much acreage on which they can 
raise a crop and harvest it by themselves. As the family 
includes several childra old enough to pick, --my '
secrtary, for example, over 6 feet in height at 14. — the 
moeny is actually made at the harvesting of the crop and 
especially is this true if the family has done all the hoeing of
^he the season. The plantation charges against.he crop are placed on dusting, spraying, ploughing, etc!;

; J eems ver7 fa*r such matters, the margin of profit for the crop maker is rather generous. At the
the plantation pays $3.00 a hundred pouds for 

picking. About 15,00 pounds of cotton with its seed is required
S L r K V f S 0? P? “ ?ib£ e- N0W ^ st at the o* harvesting;^the children and went to stay at Puny*s 

havin& picked but one bale of cotton. Naturally 
the plantation cannot leave the cotton in the field, and 

so town day laborers are set to work on the virgin staple.
■̂s the picking of each bale cost about $45.00 you can readilv 
2 *  1h°" alJ *>i the iSzra family begins’evaporati^f
rrort,^t?^hvth! fxP®"ses involved in getting the crop into 

!?e *air»'in the present ease, there are other
ntdlanri on to,,be made for mon®y advanced during the season, such as #500.00 advanced during the summer for repatts on the 
car which W s  wife wrecked, -and lo.' by the timT 
he account is totaled, there is mighty little profit for
r>AS)-WvJf<-bnv8 tillad the soil all summer, but threw away their 

opportunity by suiting when harvest time arrived. If the 
screntists would only hurry up and siscover a miracle drua that 
would put some sense into peoples heads, that would be wonderful.

~*zra» who works at the gin, keeps on working hivF o>At*si 
more glum from day .to day. Fugabou who finds himself in a like
onmeendU ° ^ ^ T r u n ^ f o r  lay!ss:rr .̂K srsv,
fo shS,.‘i’«3*"Si” 8 f r s - t S :  '*s M a s
leaving the fruit on the vines until the latter are eomnletelv
fd^y ’ afte^ which I shall dry the fruit in the sun and then w L  them
? L  l bvtt91 Prese*Vatio“. Must read a little now from The Savanah, and then fold.....  m

Friday, September 26th, 1952.

Memorandum:
..1 : - «  -

The lo*vely weaths continues with everone save the gin 
workers making the most of it, since cotton picking slacks off 
about 10 o* clock on Friday and is forgotten from then on until 
Monday. It is a striking thing that the plantation laborers 
disdain a full week's work at a time when of all season’s of the 
year, there is an 8 weeks^period when money rolls easily. *n a 
way, -their attitude seenm a little short sighted to me, hut 
perhaps at the* end of the journey they will have made the jaunt 
to as much personal satisfaction as the more industrious.

t c

I was glad to see M  Hand_ today. He drove up to see me this 
afternoon, having nothin in particular on his mind but merely wanting 
to chat a little. I reckon he staid an hour or so, and we covered 
everything from his grandmother's health, which seems to be ultra 
delicate to the latest twist in pdlitios, especially Hepublican politics 
for A gat-er he inclines toward his other's position in that
matter, -

?

I welcomed his arrival, for I had just finished designing 
a new plate, --the African House,-and I was glad to turn my mind 
to something else, and Ed Hand is a stimulating conversationalist.

I had thought of going into the woods to round up some golden rod 
for week end bouquets hut a never did make it. I can do that on the 
morrow at dawning.

And speaking of golden rod reminds me that it is a plant 
particularly devastating to most sufferers from hay fever. And 
that reminds me that the Baptist minister passed this way with 
some Texas frdends the other day, and I remarked upon his sniffling 
and weeping. It ta seems he is'a victim of hay fever, and although 
I said nothing to me about it, naturally, still I was turning over 
in my o n mind that hay fever must rank as an industrial hazard for 
people in his profession. After all, most marriages and funerals 

X  have attended in my life seem to have been pretty heavily buttressed 
with, bouquets, and this factor must present quite a problem to 
a person who devotes his life to tying marital knots and presiding 
over the last rites for the departed. Of all afflictions for 
a preacher, this seems to be about the most annoying, I should 
imagine.
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There was a note from Madam Crager which I shall try to 
track rdown and enclose herewith. If you will kindly try to 
remember her address, * shall appreciate it, for I am under 
the i pression * shall be writing her again before long, alt ough 
at the moment * can't think just why. perhaps it is something 
about publishing, although I think the Crager imprint would 
not suit the M felrose manuscript precisely, but it may be 
handy to have the address regardless. I think the name 
of the street is the most hilarious I ever ran across. If 
you will pardon the pun, it all sounds so "simple";’

I waded through a couple motra pages of The Savanah 
last night but I have again shelved it today, for the mail 
brought me volume 4 of the Churchill opus which I want* to read 
forthwith, and also to hand came the book having to do with Franklin’s 
sister, which I want to dip into next, „-and the Savanah, like 
Old Ma» River will always be jus' rollin1 along.

Across the fence, I am told, the ladies were up and into 
the big road at about the same hour when they departed, with 
little Miss Lee,when she departed. Long since, I expect, 
before tonight s new moon was lighting the White Garden, the 
dancing in the streets of % w  Iberia was going full tilt and 
Marie Antoinette, poor child, was trying to kid herslef into 
thinking she had found momentary happiness which, after all, 
perhaps isn t so much ersatz for her after all, since, If 
she meant wfiat she said a while back, "dancing is one of the 
important things in lifew.

. . . .  M  ' . .. , i '• ' •' t '■ ' ■' ' ; *' ' '

An episode in politics cam up for disucssion during M  Hand’s 
visit, and by chance J. mentioned the samb matter at supper.
James Maclemore who sold his business for four hundred thousand 
dollars to get himself elected Governor fcf Louisiana last year 
now admits he dumped the whole 400 thousand into his unsuccessful 
effort. And so he is now signed up with the Hisenhower forces 

in the State and is trying to engineer Louisiana for the 
General in hopes that he may re-gain by Republican appointment 
what *he lost in his unsuccessful democratic splurge.
What a business this politcal hocu-pofcus thing is. There 
was one remark at supper, too,' that is worth pondering on:
■ *- ■•• '''■ t  * ■ , °r ' , .. • ; • . ,, : •; q r{ f, f V - : i

Did you ever stop to think that the 18,000 dollars 
of Mixon’s, is probably not a drop in the bucket when stacked up 
along what he has undoubtedly received" from a flock of sources, —  
the #18,000.00 merely being what he got caught up with,...*..
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Sunday, September 28th, 1952.

Memorandum;

PLANTATION LIFT) IN LOUISIANA

The Melrose Scrapbook

I guess that ought to be the title for which we have been 
casting about. Hop does it strike you.

The weather has been pure Indian Summer this week end, and 
yet in spite of its, promise of felicity for road-running, there 
hasn^t been too great a crush of pilgrims.

Martha Robinson with the Landrys, came Saturday morning, and 
we had a pleasant hour or two toogether, with a rather quick tour 
to begin with, followed by conversation at Yucca.

juuvwx  e n v i s i o n e dmuwvvcxxu ijauuAjr essfiseu niseix as navin^
anything half so wonderful as Melrose in all Louisiana. He 
and Martha prayed me to get busy and do a book on the place. I said 
nothing. They presented me with the new Landry opus, — "Plantation 
Life Along the Mississippi. The title gave me an idea. I continued 
to say nothing on that score. It was noon when they left and they chanced 
to meet J. . at the front gate. Mr. iandry, a descendant of Josai 
hrwin, remarked upon their kinship, and both he and Martha 
admonished J. a, to realize Melrose is one of the wonders of Louisiana*

After they had departed, the thought struck me that the same 
house whioh published the Landry volume might do a Plantation Series 
and "Plan* Plantation Life in Louisiana" might just as well be ’ 
the -second volume in the series.

I shall write Daisey in the Dell forthwith, asking her to 
return the manuscript* There will be nobody to Help me arrange 
it in proper sequence, but that is merely a detail, and to it, I 
shall add the glossy prints of the Cane River Country and the Grandpere 
plates, don t you think so. And after that, or rather before 
that, shall write the publ shers of the Aandry opus, — X suppose 
it may be the Pelican Press, and see what is what.
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I was up and doing this morning at 3;30, having in mind the 
day would probably be fairly busy, and wanting to get some of the 
Sunday mail knocked off before the sun got up, I took occasion 
to aot on an idea which occured to me sometime during the night when 
I awoke to find my radio going full tilt, and broadcasting some 
silly business from a hew Orleans night club. There seemed to be a 
lady master of ceremonies and during her chatter, some mention was 
made of the 150 anniversary celebration of the Louisiana Purchase,
That was all I needed to impell me to writes letter to the 
French Am assador, along lines as indicated in the duplicate 
letter attached. You might remove Lestan*s nameif that seems adviesable, 
but the duplicate might be saved for eventual reference, should 
anything ever come of it.

If France will dig up a Louis XIV statue, I shall get 
busy enlisting the services of the Hatchitoches Times to inaugurate 
a campaign to have the city provide a site and the citizens to 
raise a fund for a suitable, base for the statue.

Itc is really amazing when one stops to think of it that not 
a statue exists in Louisiana for its name sake. As a starter 
to commemorate such namersakes, this move, if successful, ought 
to provide lots,of copy for various publications, I should 
imagine. I don t suppose there is any chance this idea would 
be emulated by people living in other states who might feel the 
impulse to erect statues to the name sakes of their respective 
commonwealths. How let*s see how that would start, if it 
ever got going: - Maine would erect a statue to the Luo de Maine,
Hew *ork would erect one to James 2nd, who, as brother of Charles 
2nd, was Luke of York in whose honor the colony was named.
Pennsylvania already has plenty of statues to old Sir William Penn. 
Maryland could set one up for Queen Mary, wife of William, I guess, 
of William and Mary fame1 Virginia could get going on Queen Elizabeth, 
the virgin Queen. I fdon t know if the Carolinas were named after anybody 

named Caroline, — I guess*there was a $ueen at a latter period by 
that name, but 1 assume Carolina is some kind of a corruption of 
Charles; and then there is one of the Xing Georges for Georgia to 
do something about. Gff hand, the State of Washington is the 
only other remaining unnamed State honoring an individual, but I 
suppose that State has plenty of likenesses of G. Washington, Esquire.

In the case of the Louisiana project, the present French Ambassador 
will have to be a, heap different from most French Government! officials 
I have known, if he bothers to do anything about the idea, but 
it does no harm to start the ball rolling, whether one gets any 
cooperation or not.

t * ' : • . *40f course I left out Delaware as a poential statue erector, but 
that s alright. For all 1 know Lebaraska may have been a person once, too.

5694
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Monday, September* 29th, 1952.

Memorandum;

It has been a lovely day, but even without pilgrims, it 
seems to, have been a long one, so far as gardening activities are con
cerned, with the net result that something tells me I shall not 
take long to start "resting my eyes", after this little chat with you.

First off, — and I feel shame faced to mention this, - I am 
wonder ng if, between now and the 1st of February, you might 
run across a copy of Aunt Benjamin*s letter for me. It has been 
so long, since I read it, and I guess the only tiem I ever did hear it 
there were so many interruptions during the Madam*s reading, that I have 
but a hazy notion of its contents. Still, I am under the impression it 
was excellent, and it occurs to me I might use it for one of the Cane 
Hiver reflections.

I guess I have outlined for you what method I propose to employ 
in doing the thing for the anniversary number of the Times. If 
not, I shall report that I have in mind calling the whole piece 
Li^ej^verJ^ and then break the thing into sections,
each section containing 3 or 4 typed pages, and numbering them 
1, 2, 3 and rso on. In this way,’ there is a chance that I can toss 
off that much material on a given subject before an interruption 
knocks at my door and sends the balance of whatever I have in mind into 
the middle of next week. But if I make use of a vastly modified 
form, along Chrrcfcill War Memoire lines, there will be no need for 
the usual continunity, and possibly the breaking up of the symposium 
into fragments: will make the whole thing more readable, too.

The whole thing is style rather nebular in my mind, — what I 
shall say and how I sha 1 say it, but perhaps it will start off with 
a light discussion as to just what Cane Hivor is and how it got that way 
geographically Perhaps the Ho. 2 section could be given over to,the 
brief statement as to why Cane iVivor is different from all other 
streams from the St. Lawrence to the ■‘H o  ^rande. Ho. 3 might be 
something about early colinzation. Ho. 4 might be given over to a 
couple of tri^f aspects on white civilization along the river, - and 
Aunt enjamin s letter ought to be just the checker to demonstrate the 
better side of ante bellum culture. The rest of the business will 
unroll from that point, and end up with some personal remarks about

s
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various personalities, sucn as the ^adam's and a sampling of 
the straws*in the wind to See which way th5 river is going from 
here on out.

But please don t let te Aunt Benjamin thing worry you. I 
am under the impression you may have a copy of it. If you have, 
and could let me have a.copy by the 1st of February, that would be 
ample time, if you don t have it, or if it will not be likely 
you will be able to get^at it by the 1st of February, just play I 
didn t say anything, I can easily enough cite some other example 
of Pfudhomme doings to make the point I have in mind, — or, I can 
even chane my mind. «

I have given some thought today regarding Pelican Press doing 
our book. I think I see a few advantages, in that- the Pelican might 
push the- thing with greater vigor in the »̂ulf States area than would 
tne salesmen of a? larger publishing house located outside the Gulf 
area, and since the major portion of sales will be in Texas, Louisiana 
and Mississippi the amount of sales might "be favorable to those 
larger trans-Gulf corporations possessed of longer new titles 
or rather longer lists of'new publications. Perhaps ell this 
is wishful thinking, but perhaps, on the other l>and, there is some 
reasonablefiguring in such ponderings. For all I know, Pelican 
may not be interested anyway, but I have written Daisey in the Bell 
to send the manuscript regardless, and we shall eventually see what we 
sha 1 see. I have also written ̂ artha rLobinson, asking her for the 
address of Pelican, _-and for all 1 know, Stewart Landry may somehow 
be associated with the concern. I think I didn t do much of a 
thumbnail sketch of him Or his wife. They were°alright, sort of 
50-ish and vastly interested in white civilization of the ante bellum 
period. I suppose it was Pelican, perhaps, who published The 
Boston Club and what was that other thing of Landry1s, oh, yes,
The °ult of Equality, which is just as near 'the opposite of anything 
I would do about people of ciolor as any one could stir up. Perhaps 
Mr. "andry needs some education about people of color, — so many 
people living? in Louisiana do.

Prom the terse note from the Picayune, you will notice the 
"flying saucer" bus ness will get a'going over on Sunday* October l£th. 
We know what the illustrations may be like, — at least, I assume we 
do, but what te text is going to set forth, I have no idea, and I 
shudder to think of what la Holloman may or may not have contrived when 
she made the final licks at the initial manuscript which was dictated 
to her in large measure in the ‘midst of much hubbub.

This must make might dull reading and I apologize for same,
And let Aunt benjamin be dull, too9, so far as giving you the slighfcst 
worry until one day, four months hence, you chance to stumble over her,- 
and if you don't, it's still perfectly alright....
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Tuesday, September 30th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Thirty million times would be altogether inadequate to 

say how surprised.and entranced I was to find your most elegant 
letter of Thursday, together with a registered package, coming 
in perfect condition, in this morning’s post.

How sweet of little Miss Lee to remember Arenbourg 
so magnificiently, an£ o .ething or other in that direction is 
going to unfold in some mighty pretty fashion as a result, 
whaa with planting ti -e us.t int the offing, but as to just 
what form it will take, I haven t as yet decided. But I shall 
' be going into detail on that point one of these days,' as I 
am already making preparations for a dozen different undertakings 
as soon as *̂ ack Frost haŝ  made a round and the -November rains have 
softened the metalic condition of the soil. In the 
mean time, how much pleasure I am going to experience as I 
rest for a few moments from my daily chores and find time to 
envision what next will be on the docket.

*

It was so noble of you to make the transcript, and, frankly,
I am floored by the extent of the article which I had not 
realized was so long. Perhaps, in glancing at in in print 
form, I missed a few columns when estimating the extent of the 
thing.

t ' * ;.. .,. . ■..

I am picturing you chained to your desk contending with the 
work at a time when you might have been on a frolic in the 
open air. In a way, I imagine an exouse to get out of going 
had a touch of the genuine desire to be alone for an evening, 
but' if only there hadn t been all the labor attached to the 
evening when sheerr rest would have been so timely.

And while I think of it, — and let me hasten to mention it 
right now, — please don t pay any attention to the Aunt Benjamin 
transcript, for I shallpnot need it after all, and I hope this 
letter, traveling hard on the heels of the one that went forward 
today, will reach you before you have completely passed out at the 
thought of having to look up the letter mentioned in 
yesterday1s memo.
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\

Under most pleasant circumstances, 1 had a coalerence 
with Editor Cunningham 'this morning and we discussed the 
whole matter of the article, as to scope. I gathered he 
had heen giving the matter thought, following a desire on the 
part of a feature writer to do the Joyous Coast neighborhood.
That delighted me, although 1 had simply inferred that possibility 
as he spoke on some matter. He then asked me how mueh; of the 
river I wanted to do, and 1 told him I preferred sticking to home 
base as much as possible, although I should be glad to encompass 
the whole stream if that would be to his liking. He said 
he didn t want me to trim my impulses in the slightest degree, 
and tha£ could have the whole thing if I wished it, Naturally 
I said I would be content with concentrating on just this 

bend of the river. And so I shall not need the Aunt Benjamin 
business but like an old hen, half resting in the dust and 
flicking her feathers full of loose soil, I can scuffle around 
in the Melrose earth and kick up a few morsels of dirt that will 
annoy a few readers, delight a few, and go over the heads of most,—  
after which, like the well self-dusted chicken, 1 can stand up 
and shake my feathers and get on with the next problem.

.The Mayor came in for a little chat and threatened to call 
on me one of these fine Indian Summer evenings, but Charles and I 
got our heads together again on one o two other projects and I 
spoke to him about the idea of a statue of Louis Xlt for Natchitoches. 
He was knocked over, as he said, when it dawned on him for the first 
time that Louisiana had never had a statue of its name sake, but 
said he wondered how in the world the thought had come to me, since 
it apparently had never dented any pther brain. I told him it probably 
had occured to millions of people but that nothing had never'been done 
about it. ne said he w s quite sure that he was not among the 
millions who had thought of it, but was resentful at himself for 
never having considered something which on the face of it was so 
obvious a basic thing, fitting alike for "atchitoches and Louisiana. H 
He assured me that whenever 1 wanted to undertake anything* to 
further the Louis Miv business through ihe columes of the Times, 
as many columes for as long as X wanted them would be mine, all* 
of which 1 thought very nice of him. On leaving, I received a 
copy of the sect Ton of the paper of this week carrying the article 
about ,the Grandpere plate, and 1 shall, enclose it herewith. I 
haven t read it and so am a little hazy about what I put « 
into ft, there has been so much stuff knocked off on this key- 
blard during the intefim.

* ‘ . • t

Tonight 3d. Morrow, broadcasting from atop the CBS building, 
remarked upon the big moon over the metropolitan area, so I 
know you are having fine weather, too. The same silvery moon is 
over the white garden and thoughts very shortly will be traveling 
from there in the direction of the same metropolitan area, carrying 
plenty of telepathic messages to little Miss -Lee who has made my day 
so happy......
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Wednesday, OQctober 1st, 1952.

Memorandum:
r

Mr. Hamilton seems to be getting no end of mileage.to his 
credit these days.*

In a letter from la Storm, w ich as ,yet 1 have not been able 
to decipher, is this likeness of the first Secretary of the Treasury, 
and I can think of nothing that would be better than to have 
it invested in an evening's outing for little Miss Lee.

a expect I shall be able to get the ^torm letter de-eoded 
on the morrow, and it will follow along in my next. I didn*t want 
to wait to send Aaron Burr’s victim along with it, however,-as I felt 
the sooner it reached little Migg Lee, the sooner she might 
find some occasion to make use of it.

Aside from listen!® to Glare Booth "Tokio Kosert Luce on 
the radio last night, I devoted the balance of my waking hours to 
the Mark Van Loren biography of Benjamin Franklin's sister.
Perhaps the reader tends to make the book a little on the dull 
side, perhaps the text is a little dull, — and yet what is 
really the situation, the listener is probably a bit on the dull 
side. Of this, I must say for the book, it has a great deal 
of material about which Iknew nothing, and the detailed account 
it gives of the poverty of the Franklin family, its shiftlessness, 
its tuberculosis afflictions and its insanity forms a drab pattern 
for a background which somehow, although not in this volume in particar, 
Benjamin Franklin appears in even more brilliant colors. Everything 
about the correspondence between him and his sister indicates how 
kind he was to his family and how generous he was in helping 
them, and one come to the conclusion as one progreses with the reading,— 
I'm about half through, that this "first civilized American" had 
a heart as big as his brain, and heven knows the latter was-exceptional.

You will find the enclosed letter frop Mrs. Sterling to contain 
several points of interest. I shall write her that 1 am glad she 
shared some of her problems with me, since "misery loves company", and 
from what she has to say, 1 take it that problems concerning a 
publicly owned shrine are not unlike those confronted on occasion 
by those devoting a degree of affectioneon the privately owned ones.
I think I shall be able to arrange a rather large gathering to
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he$ir her leoture in ^atohitoches, and since I shall not attend, I 
shall look forward to seeing her either on her way to town or 
on her way back to St. Franaisville.

While I think of it, — and this is really at any old time 
between now and February, I wonder if you could locate the film 
of St. Augustin1 s Church, — the one taken from this side of 
the river, showing mighty little of the Ohurch, save its steeple, but 
giving grand reflections of the trees in the water. I thought 
this view might lend itself nicely as an illustration for 
"Cane Biver Beflections". «

« '

As the copy will not be turned in before February, there is no 
rush about .this print, and the print itself needs to be of no 
particular size, for one that is 3 by 4, or some such will be quite 
adequate. I have the 8 by 10 inch one in my Christmas book of 
Melrose, but I plon t like to remove any, of those prints, for while 
it undoubtedly wpufd be returned, I don t want to take a chance, —
I love my books and their leather bindings so much, and turn through 
them so often, and as much, I• suspect because of the feeling I 
have that they are Miss Lee's doings as much as for what the 
pictures themselves portray.

Th^s morning's dawn was so wonderfully clear that i found 
added zest in marching up the road for a little work and a little 
pondering at Arenbourg, wanting to contemplate the i pending 
birthday festivities a little, — and slap on the spot. I 
found some two or four legged animal had brushed against the gourds 
and had knocked one on to the ground. I accordingly brought it 
bnck to 1ucca and have left it on the cistern top at the end of the 
iront gallery where the sun has shone on it all day, and although 
it s premature for it to be off the vine, I'm hoping it may dry out 
nicely, and if so, that will be well in advance of its brothers and 
sisters lingering on the home base.

•̂ ate this afternoon, I dropped by to see ^adam Begard for' a f 
few minutes, — the first time I had seen her' since her return 
from Mansur a. She seems about as spry ns usual, but says she is 
inclined to get tired easily. This tiredness is noticeable in an 
occasional word or phrase, as when she spoke to me about a priest 
I had met recently. £>he said he was in the under current, - a bit 
of news that I took without batting an eye lash, but was puzzled by 
the word until, through subsequent conversation, i learned he had 
come from Poland and had been active during the last six months of 
the war in underground work*

I had such a delicious musicale last night, and what with 
tuermometer and moon being both so high tonight again, I think 
I shall indulge in another........

Thursday, October End, 1952.

Memorandum:
There’s little or nothing ol interest in Let ter

save reference to the enclosures, ta couple of which I think y
will find intesting. - ~~ '

La Storm, living up to her name, is certainly a sight, 
paddling around in the young hurricane sne described as 
having blessed South Carolina with a heavy dew . With 
the uhvsical courage to disdain the elements as she jogs on 
toward 81° she really must have been possessed of a tremendous 
spirit when in her prime. ,But perhaps for some people 
rrime of life doesn t taper off as it does for the majority, 
ihinh the iadsm! for example, held to her full v gor until__she 
woe? npnriv 70. In fact tr.era never was. any tapering oil, 
simply one day she was po?sessed of all her strength and enthusiasm, 
a n d  the next day,she wasn^t, and it never oame hack.

Berhaps la Storm will he like that, for the.way she is 
flying about the country woulo seem to indicate that sne suff s 
not at all from any diminution of her faculties.

it is kind of her to invite me tq South Carolina. Hatu.ally 
I shalhnot1 accept, hut invitations are pleasant who her accepted 
or rejected, and I shall of course respond to the , „
in =uch a way as to suggest that acceptance is to be anticipated, 
a lUtle liter! which in the end, will turn out to be much later.

Mrs. Brandon’s letter is as nice as °’®r* J?° ^i^eokon

1 ran through some of the clippings which came fn both 
envelope”' from Dora and la Storm. It would seem that Archibald 

' lutledge is definitely on the iiisenhower band wagon, which in a way 
isnct surprising, since most planters are.

a s for Dora’s clipping about.the restoration of Versailles, I 
was of coursemueh,interested. I gather the writer of the article may
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not have known much about the actual needs of the Chateau, since
the roof seemed to be the main thing mentioned. If memory
serves me correctly, a new troof was put on the big chateau in
the 1930's. That was carried on through the gift of John Rockefeller
who restored the little farm of ^arie Antoinette at the same
time, I remember so well the great steel girder that went
slop through Mme. de Pompadour's private salon on the floor
above the Rtate apartments of t ,e big chateau, -.ah item that
was introduced, so 1 was told, to give proper support to the
new roof then being completed, I hope the thing didn't wear
out in ten years, — the roof, I mean, but if it did, perhaps the
girder will have worn out, too, and some method may be found to
eliminate it entirely, —  I hope.

One of the Reverend Fathers from across the river called on 
me this morning.„ The purpose of his visit was to inquire if 
the Grandpere plates would be here in time for the bazaar on 
Saturday, I allowed as how I thought Grandpere would be in all 
readiness, I even went a step farther, rolling six dozen 
of them slap into his lap, after which I presented him with a 
package which was merely another Grandpere, properly wrapped with 
the wall bracket attached, asking him to accept the*thing as 
a gift for the Rectory which seemed to delight him. As 
there will besno re-order on the Grandpere plate, I suppose 
that design, more than any of the others, wi 1 become a real 
coliectorYs item. Row odd if this sheet of paper, surviving 
a hundred years, should come to the attention of a collector 
of Cane River lore, and the latter make a pilgrimage to St,
Augustin*s rectory to find the last surviving example of 
Grandpere1s ,"flying saucer”, —

If you have had an opportunity to hear Ed Morrow^these last 
two nights, you will have been as impressed as was I that 
so much time has been taken up by a gentleman named Richie or 
some such, doing a re-hash of the day's base ball game. All the 
white folks living in this area whom 1 know are well acquainted 
with the names and biographies of all the players on both teams 
which undoubtedly would enable them to comprehend what Mr. Richie 
is talking about, the identity of the participants mentioned, and 
so on. But the killing thing about the -thing is that 
the sports enthusiasts I know in this area are not at all interested 
in news casts of Ed. Morrow, — or anybody else, I guess, since baseball 
seems the one and all consuming event of the day appealing to them, 
with the result that you and I who are perhaps on the dumb side about 
the finer points of baseball get the whole thing unreeled on the 
Morrow program, and those who could understand the lingo of the 
game never tune in on Mr. Morrow. Viewed from either angle, Mr.
Richie's efforts seem to be love's labor lost”.,...,.

Friday, uctober 3rd, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your Wednesday air mail in today's post. 
There was a flock of other t ings, some of which I read by 
hit or miss method, reserving your letter for a confidential 
secretary, both on account of the confidential nature of the 
reader and also because it is pleasant to hear him end up 
with "Love, Three",

'** i  ■ ; ■ . . : - ■ 7

But "the best made plans of mice and men" went astray, for 
just as we were mid point in'your letter, much hooping- and 
racket gave fair warning that the Wenks were approaching Yucca 
in force, and so, half read, your epistle went into the armoir 
where it will remain undisturbed until the* morrow, thus 
guaranteeing me a pleasant chat with you regardlss as to how 
much other hurly-burly developes.

My morning wasn't so bad, what with the wea her, even as 
yours in the country, as mentioned in your letter, was perfect. 
But I should have knocked-wood when recently I reported the 
absence of any crush of pilgrims, for my entire afternoon was 
cramped full of them, one batch treading hard on the heels of 
thepnes just ahead, so that by the time first dark arrived and 
the secretary with it, I was ready to call it a day, somehow 
not anticipating the sudden on-slaught of #enks, which just 
about put the finishing touch on the enervation section. I 
think Sister was not drunk but merely in one of her completely 
wacky mental states. She had all her big guns trained across the 
fence, denouncing the ladies in that direction with such 
brick-bats as"fhat God damned old son of a bith, Madam Regard, 
she's rotten to the core" and so on and so forth, and the whole 
thing relative .to nothing obvious to the naked eye. And as 
though to intensify these pyrotechnics, fher youngest brother,, 
the ex-groom, sat at table, talking with some affability to 
the clerk and speaking not to much as a "Godd evening" to 
Ben and me. It was all very civilized, the whole business, 
as you can readily picture, impelling one to ponder on what 
is more wearing that having to live with lunatics. t

t ' w
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So fax as-Sister's reaction to me was, I must say it 
was as revolting at the opposite end of the emotional scale 
as her insane attacks on poor Madam Regard, for I was loaded 
down with a huge angel(of all things) food cake, and no end of 
other eoables, - fancy cheese, bottled something or other and 
canned heaven knows what. I’m a fool when it comes ,to 
gixts from such a source and as soon as quiet had returned

the ri70? 7  *he "enii withdrawal, I made the
2nd te-took myself across the cotton fields 

to ^et to it all the food when to some of my negro friends 
vvno could. use it to advantage and who d.idn*t have to know about

?Ut °n it: S0 far as 1 was concerned by the association with the dormer.

^ut eno gh of all this unpleasantness. The pilgrims today were 
pleasant if too plentiful, -lezas, south Carolina tnd South Dakota 
being represented. And Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood drove down 
from Natchitoches to invite me to have dinner with them in town 
any date would name. -Naturally I'didn't name any, and shall 
devote myself <to thinking up reasons between now and the middle of 
the week as to why we shall have to put off the., dinner until after 
the holidays.. The tfoods are so kind but so incaphhle of 
comprehending that I really prefer to close my door on the 
world after, sun down to commune a little with that lady of
o?rathedbeardlttlG readlng and writi-ng . followed $ an early folding up

thic. late date, I should have called for your
th! enclosed Picture of bhe African House../hat with the intensity of the light and shade, plus the 

general composition, it is the best picture I have ever seen 
of the African House. Isn't it a pity the cancellation 
marks appearslap in the most noticeable part of the photo.
It was taken by a expert photographer associated with the 
Veteran s Administration, and although I have several times
as the eantlan»u t re-PrintB. I have been unsuccessful,
know^where^tha11? 1 ’ h?S suffered a relapse and nobodyKnows where the efilm of this picture may be found. I had
mat “which*! h A8?8® ?“?* psrhaps 12 hy 16. and placed under a 
anraonraite ^  Resenting to Miss Aee at spme -ppropraite time, and that I have seduce in my armoir but
as between the time that likeness was achieved and the effort to 
secure a perfect copy in this post card size, the poor’man
reference**and ‘s h o u l d M ^  * *6°P *hi's P°st oard subsequent thft U  be ConvQnient for you to keep on filetnat. will be alright, or, if you prefer to have me keen in *

.•««. B«  * =•»« m . .fo4
■ î^ucVb.. o .,o - . , 7 7  ~ ~I?

j3 you., uwutjsh.

Lid. ^ . . . .

J - !u S

* \ •
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Sunday, October 5th, 1952.

Memorandum:
Save for a Saturday night hurly burly at supper, the week 

end has been perfect in weather, people and peace.
The Wenks blew in while we were at supper. Sister was 

appaxantly quite off. Mattie the cook had been to Oloutierville 
in the afternoon whdre they both had probably had a few snorts. 
Sister said she was vastly distressed because she had just 
learned fcf "fron somebody in Oloutierville" that I had so up-set 
J. on Monday and Tuesday, perssuading him to fire the cook, tha 
J. H. hadd't beeh able to eat any food for two days. Imagine.

But fortunately Saturday nights don t last forever, and 
peace returned after the tribe headed out for shreve’port.

T

The clerk, with wife and child, and Frances Henry came 
down for dinner today, and'with Ben and me, dined across the fence, 
to celebrate the dual birthday of Madam Regard and h#

Madam Regard was so happy to show us the cards she had received 
and declared the one from you was the lovliest both because of 
the beauty of the card and the one who sent it* You would 
have been touched by the pleasure your message gave her. Heed 

7 I add that I concurred.
I was mildly usrprised at what the ladies had to report 

on their return from Ohureh. They said that after the priest 
' had concluded saying High'Mass, he admonished his parishoners 
when attending the bazaar tonight to give especialy thought 
to the St. Augustin plates, urging them to buy them not 
only for their own homes but for their children and for their 
relatives no longer living on Qane River. Advertisements^of this 
nature fTom the pulpit strike a new note so far as my limited 
•experience is concerned but in the present instance, I must 

* say I am not opposed to publicity from the pulpit.
t ■ "* * 7  * '* ’ . . _ ■

Late this afternoon,' I made a round of the persimmon trees 
to find the dry weather had just about finished them off, save 
in a few isolated places where the shade of other trees had 
afforded extra protection from the prolonged heat. I put
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a couple in a familiar tin "box and will send them along with
the same mail that takes this letter. You can readily throw away
the outer wrapping, for I put the box in a paper sack, so
it could he easily managed, after the wrapping had been tossed into
the trash basked.

I tucked in the cone of a grandiflor magnolia from Arenbourg, 
too. 'I fear all the lovely little red seeds will probably 
shell off*in transit, but yOu will perhaps find a few of them 
in the bottom of the box. It has always seemed to me they exude 
a slight perfume if held for a moment or two in the closed 
palm, but that may be sheer imagination.

Just as I was starting for dinner on Saturday, I met 
none other that Irma Sompberyac Willard on the gallery. She had 
been in Natchitoches to spend Friday night with her sister 
and was*on her way back to Baton Rouge. She brought'me 
a little booklet which I shall try to attach to the persimmon 
package. She said she had received .nquiries from Laris 
regarding the A B G section that is in the back of the boot, —
I believe the last three pages, as it seems several educators 
want to make use of the material. But as I have no one to turn 
through it for mb at the moment, 1 seem much in the dark 
as to its value or even its nature. Don t bother to save it, 
as I shall not find any opportunity to tftrn through it.

It seems that in Natchitoches she had heard about the Gane 
River Country plate and had hoped she could get a few for 
Christmas presents for various people in different sections of 
the country. could let her have a ’dozen which seemed to please 
her no end. She is returning to Natchitoches on the week end . 
of November 2nd and hopes she may get some more, but I doubt 
if there will be any at that time, for the 24 dozen originally 
ordered have about played out, and if I were to re-order a few,
they would scarcely be here before the 1st of December.

? *

Naturally through my min<i* running at cross currents, is or 
are Robina*s admonition about going slow and what may happen 
as a result of the Times Pioayune article a week from today.
Perhaps nothing will happen as a result of the article, and if so,
I shall at least not find myself shame-faced, for what with the 
items reaching the vanishing point, a sudden spurt of interest 
would just about sweep the holding shelf clean.

i '

And so the week end turns and Brooklyn won again, and sin^e 
the weather permitted ball playing, I ta^o it you may have bJen 
i.i,'}l-> •; gt. ; u; • o f ozoiifc _u o Be ic<._ ^ txd tL s ci scmt su c h , I  

I hope......

5706

Monday, October 6th, 1952.

Memorandum: t , t

What rith yesterday*s high in the 90's and today*s in the 50*s, 
it really seems quite bitter.

Just after I had finished Sunday’s Memo, one? of the Reverend 
Fathers tapped at my door. The bazaar was still going full tilt 
and I take it the Grandpere plates were rolling, for the priest 
asked if they might have one hundred more. I had only three 
dozen, but was glad to turn them over to the "gentleman of the 
cloth”. . ■

I had rather expected somebody or other from the Rectory 
would get bver this way today, but I reckon they must be 
too busy counting their in-take to venture out of doors, what 
with the chill weather obtaining at the moment.

I saw Bill Jonesat the Post Office, ^e said he had; bought 
one plate and later, giving the matter a little more thought, 
had gone back to get another or two but found that segment 
of the bazaar ^washed up", so he a sumedthat partiular booth had 
been swept clean, if it-has, so much the better, if not,
I shall be glad to take over whatever is left, for 8 
or 10 people have asked me for one or more, and it is possible 
the Picayune flurry may call forth a demand for a few. Then, 
too, the festivities of theecentenary, planned for Spring, 
will undoubtedly call for further merchandise of this 
special bracket, so there's no $avi er of having any 
excessive hold over of this b rand  o f  j n e r o h a n - ia e . If 
thto o le . u .u t  viii-.b " A i l ' s  % i .4  a :  t nt f vwtj.1",
ijx the Grandpere p episode m b- .rapped up as-having 
approached satisfaction all around.

I was glad to see Mrs. Howard this afternoon. She brought 
a friend, Lucille Simmons, with her. Both ladies are 
quite civilized, and Mrs. Simmons spoke of her sons, who must 
be in the 16 or 17 year bracket, and apparently are possessed of 
the same keen interest in what goes on in the world as their mother. 
Mrs. Howard turned out to be rather different in appearance and 
personality from what I recalled. .1 believe her first visit 
came on the heels of a couple of tours just concluded when she 
arrived for her initial visit, and I suppose it was I, not she, who 
was a bit on the enervated side. Today she reminded me a 
little of the lady doctor,, but I must say she doesn't parallel
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Tuesday, October 7th, 1952.

Madam Worsley, since, I gather, Mis. Howard is a devotee of Mary Baker 
Mddy. It was Mrs. Simmons who brought that fact to the surface, 
since, like so many Eddy-ites, nrs. Howard seemed a little 
diffident about speaking' of it, and’ like so raanv others of 
her faith, seemed vaguely surprised when I didn't denounce her 
for her belief. She- seemed to find it almost unbelieve able that 
I should have "Science and Health " on- records but when 
I told her they were read by the same header Brown who broadcasts 
the oston Saturday services, she seemed convinced but still 
puzzled that anyone would enjoy reading the £iddy Bible if they 
weren t commulicants. She fairly beamed when she heard me* 
say I~felt that one of the most remarkable women Hew Mngiaad 
ever produced was Mary Baker Mddy, while Mrs. Simmons, 
obviously not in the Mddy camp, inclined to frown a little. Then 
I went on to opine that if, indeed, Mrs. Mddy was one of the 
greatest successes ti her sex brought forth in Hew England,
I must hasten to add that I thought a close second was Lydia 
Pinkham, manufacturer of "pink pills for pale people”, —  
at which Mrs. Simmons crietd out with merriment and poor Mrs< Howard 
seemed more puzzled than before the first clouds of doubt had 
given way to a beam of hope and satisfaction.

? ? t ‘ * . I
Quite aside from its historic attributes, the true value of 

Melrose (when the lunatics are absent) is the opportunity 
it affords the pilgrim to pause momentarily and so catch 
his spiritual and intellectal breath. I have long 
felt that in the field of Psychiatry as in the realm of 
Journalism, the same catch-phrase might truly be^applied;
"Give people the light and they will find their own way". Some
times at Melrose the average individual, withdrawing momentarily 
from the hurly-burly of the swirl of every day life, can 
momentarily perceive a truer perspective of life and his relation 
to the rest of the universe, — and one such glimpse on his own 
part is worth a billion dictums f om storied tomes and 
pedant strictures. The 600 mile trip from Dallas to Melrose 
and back, just to spend a couple of hoursout of the surge 
of the main stream of daily doings, seems like an investment of 
time and energy of Questionable value, but as they departed both 
ladies declared their visit to have provided them with more than 
they could set forth in words, and since they were the ones to 
expend the energy and were pleased with the results then far beit 
fr-om me to question their investment policy.

I fear this is a mighty dull memo,? but perha s tomorrow 
will be better......

/

Memorandum:
The Weather Bureau says its cold, and I'm inclined to 

believe them.
The post wasn't much today, but: I did find the enclosed letter 

from Carolyn interesting.
Although I shall not tell her so, I don't mind confiding to 

you that perhaps the 4chief value of her contact with Mr. Pratt, 
which, I must say, she established with remarkable speed after I 
had written her on that score, --the chief value comes from the 
fact that through Garolyn I may be able to get a couple of 
magazines to do something about the Audubon-0akley business, which 
seems to me important. It's odd how something like the Audubon- 
Oakley matter should get a little attention in small newspapers 
and somehow escape the big publications. I'm inclined to 
think that many an Hditor may not have heard much about Audubon to 
begin with, and in the second place, I'm convinced nobody has 
approached any of the big publications with the proper slant 
on the subject. With Carolyn's camer^to record some of the doings 
down yonder, <the story can be presented not as a bird sanctuary, but 
what the nation can do by way~of creating lovely p j:k and 
saving an historic shrine by various means, including the 
use of convict labor which especially in the deep South has 
too ong been concentrated on piddling on second class road work 
or frittering away energies on cane fields to no particular 
point or purpose.

Through the connection with Mrs. Sterling, — and I shall 
stir that bit of ember from time to time, I think a story 
may be forthcoming that will be to everybody’s advantage, 
while at the same time through Lois ^bster and Madam Sterling and 
t ose people at The Cottage, two or three other stories may be 
plucked easily enough in the same neighborhood with a minimum
of effort. j . .I have been giving some thought to the St. Prancisville
area of late on other grounds, and if things work out 
to everybody's advantage in the spring, I might have 

t Mr. Aemoyne ef the Historical Society call a meeting at 
Audubon at wh ch gathering I shall harangue the Society
and at the same time take the opportunity to present the
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Society and perhaps Audubon-Qakley with a couple chips of 
porcelain on historical matters, which should he nice for everybody 
and at the same time take the opportunity to survey the neighborhood 
at a quick glance, introduce Carolyn to the plantation people 
and the graveyard, and so return here at the cfcse of a busy day, lea 
leaving Carolyn to snap the p ctures for stories that might 
be acceptable to several publications. All this is purely 
nebular on my part at the moment, but I shall start a few 
whfeels turning gradually, so that the whole project will be in 
good running order, should there be occasion to jump aboard in 
the Spring, at which time, if Carolyn is lost in some other directio 
there will still be amplereason for me to carry through some sort 
of â  program, and if, by some miracle*, Carolyn should keep her 
appointments, then that would be just so much gravey.

; . ■. j •' O'C- •• -• * ' ■ 1 • • ■' " "' ■' . •
<■ Hex reference to the "Elying Saucer" story may be well under
stood by little Miss lee, if it hasn t been discussed by ^emo as 
yet. l don t recall if I did'or ! did^not mention that I 
tucked a paragraph into my last letter to Carolyn, remarking 
that if the Picayunestoriy goes over neatly, we might use it as 
the basis for a sightly more extended subject for magazine 
purposes. Apparantly he idea struck her as being not impossible.
~y thought was that if«tho Picayune found the subject matter 
had sufficient general interest to publish, the same might be 
the case in other magazines, — illustrated ones, so'that in 
cooking up the thing, we would have occasion to reproduce the 
plates to demonstrate what t e tale was all about, ---and, of course 
it is uhe publicity for the plates that is the point of the whole business.

How ta;6 editors- of any of the pictorial magazines handle the 
story is a matter of no interest, to our side, but simply that 
tney give ample space to the porcelain creations, don t. you 
tninkCefoeste very kindly urged me to attend a little Sandwich and 
champagne party she is giving, i suppose, right now, but was considerate 
in not^ pressing for my presence. I don t know the people too well, - 
including the-^overened Fathers, 1 suppese, and some of the Maganolia 
widows, and naturally l shold much prefer being slap here, 
tor it Is nice and cosey, butaide and all, and there are a few letters 

to write ana a chapter or two about The Savanah I prefer exploring 
to staggering around in chit-chat with nice people but those who 
mean nothing to me so far as giving over an evening which would 
be pleasant enough but not nearly so much fun as being bv one’s own fireside. ° ^

And so Brooklyn which 1 hoped would win, did not, but actually 
like the champagne and sandwiches, I’m not distressed either way.,',..
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Wednesday, October 8th, 1952.

, Memorandum:
How nice to f.ind your fat envelope in 'this morning's post.

t

Although T  had written you not? to bother to make the transcript,
I must' confess to you that actually, when I decided to do just the 
mulatto section of the river, I still yearned for the letter, for 
although I had originally planned to .use it in the Bermuda 
section of the article, I thought it would be so nice to insert it 
in the Melrose section, quoting from it to show what type of 
literature' having to do with section of the river appealed most 
to the Madam. Thanks to your industry, this is now possible, — if 
I can just find somebody to read it in its entirity to me, and I 
am doubly happy about your promptness, because this effort on 
your prt, arriving' before my cancelling letter, now will make 
the article mean so much mord to both of* us since we shall both 
have labored on it together.

And thanks so much for being so charaeertstically thoughtful 
as to give me the page number in Old Louisiana wherein Lyle sets forth 
some particulars about the matter, and also for the particulars as 
revealed by the obituary. You are so inexhaustible in thinking 
such kindnesseses slap through to the end, and'it means so much 
to me. *

I know' just what you were talking about when you Said the 
thermometer was at 40 and that meant scuffling around in the moth 
ball department. It was 40 this morning here, too, and I 
rustled around to find a mighty pretty sweater that had come to 
me from little Miss Lee, and which was just the checker in my 
out of door activities until the sun got well over the horizon and 
made*me shed it until late this evening when I was standing around 
running water on plants that looked cold enough without having 
dampness added to their status, but the ground is so dry they 
will be glad of the moisture on the morrow, when we are promised 
warmer weather as a respite.
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There was quite a wail from Mrs, Holloman in this morning's 
post hut as the letter contained some data she asked me to 
transcribe for my own file, I simply sent hack, the whole 
letter. She took me to task on two points, — first because I had 
released the plates and second because she had learned from 
Hrs. Hand that I had sent Mrs. White a print of the pot.

As for the first matter, --release of the plates, I had written 
her several months ago on this point, explaining at the time 
that the reason 1 was anxious in getting the publication date Of 
the Picayune thing, in which she had inserted the line ■fhat the 

* plates had not been released, that if the Picayune didn t hurry 
up and publish the article, it would be out-dated, since I was 
planning a release both in town and for the St. Augustin fair. I 
reckon she never got my letter, or perhaps it came at some time or other 
when she was distracted, and yetc, as  ̂recall, she later mentioned 
something about altering the sentence in the article so that it 
would read that after original creation of the first plate, it 
had not be considered as an item for general sales, but, in case 
the demand for the item increased, such a change in status would 
be effected. Be that as it may, she didn t seem to remember all 
this and screamed. As for the pot business, I don t see that 
that matter is any concern of hors, lifter all, we paid for the 
prints and the'films, and that ought to make it ours, 1 should 
think. But of course what really got into her hair was the fact 
that %s. Hand probably took delight in sticking a pin into her, 
since Mrs. White refused to receive the Hollomans, her husband's 
law partner, following the latter divorce and remarriage, and Madam 
Hand always gets a certain sadistic pleasure in taking a swing 
at la Holloman. I don t recall if * ever mentioned whence 
came the pot, --and th8t was nobody's business to begin with, but 
if I thought of it at all when **rs. nolloman was here, I probably 
avoided any mention whatsoever, since Idealized the name 

of Mrs. White, as donner, would excite no vast happiness on the 
Holloman side. This is of no consequence, the whole thing, but d 
mention it as an example of the curious twists that some people 
can try to*contrive to make themselves momentarily diestressed.

I'm so glad you like the idea ofrthe Quatorze statue 
for some place in Louisiana, and especially Hatchitoches. I 
haven t heard from the Ambassador as yet, but will of course 
keep you advised.

I haven't heard from the Hoverend Fathers from across the river 
as yet. Celeste told me this moriiing they were at her party last 
night but had been too busy to check on the affairs of the bazaar 
as yet. And of course I can readily understand that, in view of 
the social demands imposed upon the clergy. ...

Thursday, October 9th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to' find your Sunday letter, so pleasantly ample, 

in today's post.

How glad I am to know tha your sent along the transcript 
of Aunt Benjamin’s letter before you found my cancellation 
in the post, hard on the request of my initial request. For 
now that I am to concentrate on the Melrose segment of the 
river, I shall find it much to my satisfaction to be able to 
quote from this letter, as d prize example of the type of 
Cane Biver literature that Miss Gamm̂ e liked best. Again 
my blessings on your brow for your nobility in providing me 
with this, and if the article is any good at all, I shall 
like it better because you have contributed so heavily.

I got some of my mail disposed of by thfesor that 
passing pilgrim, hut, of course, saved your letter for 
the confidential secretaries, one of who came just before 
supper. I read a portion of your letter at that sitting, 
thinking the other would be here on my return from the 
big house and would dash through the balance, slap to the 
"Love, Three” department, hut he must have got lost on the 
way, and thus I am guaranteed the pleasure of a further chat 
with you on the morrow.

*nd may thank you for passing along so many interesting 
details about what is going on relative to the restoration 
undertakings at V rsailles. I am so glad to have these details, 
and am wondering if this shouldn't provide Illustration with 
a marvelous vehicle to bring out some publicity on the matter.
But 'then, on second thought, Illustration never did seem to warm 
•to Versailles, --a fact which always puzzled me, since it always 
struck me that Versailles was just made for Illustration articles, 
but little or nothing was ever doiie about it.

I got a laugh out of your reference to ura's current efforts
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to surmount pronunciations correctly of the Gorman "r", and 
your own instinctive reactions to the American "r * s'1 in 
such words as Rural. Should you ever feel impelled to drop 
her a few lines in German, heT address is
Mrs. B. B. Williams,
1054 Williams Avenue,
Natchitoches, La.

I think, you have that address, and I do not recommend that 
you put yourself to any trouble in the matter, for I reckon that 
Ora, like you, has^plenty to take up her time, but l pass 
a Long the ciddres? in ease cy chance you should ever stumble over 
a line in German you wanted to pass along, and'it goes 
without saying that you are quite free to mention the names 
of some of your friends living down this way.

You will be as pleased as I when I tell you that 
my letter to the Ambassador app rantly registered favorably 
As I mailed it on the 29th or 30th, sending it by ordinary 
post to Washington, I take it that it did not linger long 
with the Heverened Bonnet, — and thanks a billion for giving me 
the articulars you included in your Sunday letter concerning that gentleman. { « &

In today’s post came a letter from the Consul General in 
New urleans, suggesting a conference. I interpret this to 
mean that the matter is being given serious consideration.

< ~ '

I? telephoned Charles ^unniugham to acquaint him with the 
reaction, ue told me there wasn't any question about the 
^ayor and Town fathers recognizing the great value the town 
would enjoy if this business is successfully terminated, and 
that I could rest assured of adequate backing on the part of the 
town. I took the opportunity to suggest‘that before 
releasing any publicity on the pending matter, I thought it 
would be well for us (interruption) --I thought it a good 
idea to de~ermine a site for the statue in advance, so that that 
point need not be a subject for con r*overy, since if such minor 
be ails are settled before the matter is introduced to public 
consideration, it will save a lot of unnecessary discussion, 
leaving the main object as the sole matter for discussion — and 
arproval, without a y hair-pulling- in advance. f

He agreed and I accordingly wrote New Orleans a letter the 
carbon.of which is attached. Of course, contraty to the last 
paragraph, I m not dreaming of going to ■‘•'‘ew urleans, hut this lette 
will serve to settle a couple of points in advance on the 
part of the government, after which we can open up the cannonade,..
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Friday, October 10th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your Monday '•post' script" in today’s post.
.1 hear the same story every year, — "they will be finished 

picking cotton next week", -and that usualy starts along 
about the first of October and runs through until about 
Christmas. But what with my no account secretariat, I never 
so wished an exception might turn up this year in making the 
statement true, so that I can get things a little better rigged 
up for tve incoming post department. As it is, I read your 
"post script"^first, and then a hurly-burly developed, so that 
I had to put off the balance of yesterday’s unfinished letter 
until the morrow. Bat I tell myself that guarantees me 
a gleam of sunshine for the week end, and thus try balancing 
up my impatience with anticipation.

I'm so glad you enjoyed the several itpms coming your 
way and I hope the Hamilto item may be employed for something 
that will provide a moment of sheer relaxation.

In writing Madam Marco, I referred to the typed letter, 
not asking if she did it, thinking a yes or no response might 
tend to depress her a little, if the negative answer would he 
forthcoming, but I did say that I was entranced and jealous of 
her, since^ the letter proved that either she was up and 
at her keyooard with her wn hammer or that perhaps better still 
she had had better luck than I and had been successful in *
rounding up a dependable secretary.

As for Madam Storm, where in the world do you reckon she 
may be at the present' time. In a earlier note, I though she 
mentioned something about Nova Scotia, but Williamsburg and 
Manhattan may be merely stops along t e route. Perhaps 
in reality she never mentioned isovia ^cotia, and I must 
say this seems to be a somewhat doubtful season to explore 
that somewhat forlorn region. People do go there in, 
the summer time, --the lady who came on Monday with Mrs, Howard 
had been there this last summer, hut I can’t see much urge to 
go there at any season, and especially at a time when 
Jack Frost must have just about flattened out the flora without 
which that region would offer nothing so much to mo as 
an impression of a glance at the end of the world.
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I finally finished, the oav an ah, and found it an interesting 
compilation of biographies of unusual characters, some well 
analized political manifestations and as comprehensive, short 
hut pertinent accounts, of racial problems, likely to be run 
across in books of more concentrated subject matter. As 
has been re .arked before, there are so many fascinating historical 
p rsonalities that one wonders why the movies have to cast about 
so frequently for outlandish and wholey fictional mater al 
f'or instance, there is-the account of henry Schultz who 
started out with nothing, built the town of Hamburg, South Carolina 
on the opposite bank of the Savanah from Augusta, Georgia his 
flyers into,high finance, his crashes, his returns to * 
affulance, his somewhat ridiculous tangle with the law his 
ruin and finally his refusal to die when everything else in life had 
ueen tried and fQund not too satisfying. Frankly, I never heard 
of henry ^ohultz before but I'm glad I caught up with him at 
long laso, lor somehow ho typifies the "boon and bust11 oattern 
that so frequently is a part of the American saga. And then 
there was an endless tale about a half breed squaw, I tuess 
during the late col nial period, who went through most 
extraordinary experiences, and eventually through all manner 
of fraudulent claims, succeeded rounding u^ a fine estate and 
lived out her last years as an opulent plantation mistress. She 
was obviously^a bag of the first water and one who must have 
driven an entire colony of Georgians completely nuts with her outrageou 
doings, and yet, quite aside from her will power and determination 
she exemplifies a spirit of perseverefice that co pletely 
backed the more virilsex of the white population slap out of 
countenance. I have read and heard lots of stories about the
poor red skin and 99 per cent of these tales end up in tragedy,
but here is a true one that didn t end in tragedy and what s 
more, tue lady, outrageous as sh© was, apparently knew what she 
wanted, how to get it and succeeded in face of half a dozen 
gobbles that would have downed men of greater strength before 
they got started. Perhaps in years to come, such ibofraphies 
will oe portrayed, in films, and luck-.the student who can become 
qcquaioted with such biogra? hies by merely sitting in on a 
single film*

_ , J ^  afeout to read a little from "Master Plan, U. S. A " bv
John iisher, or some such. I sampled a page or two and it sounds
informative as a picture of matters revolving around the 
dtate Department and the- tfhite House, as of 1951. The President 
is depicted as often right.in his decisions to accept roco mdndations 
°f. Apartment, but wit out ability to inspire the people
'f1 * or 5° acQuaint them with trends before they startxploding. The secretary of State, on the other hand, is opesented 
as about the best the country has had in decades, but-'of a 
nature that is so intellectual, capable and correct, ,',a~ ,
r f l  t I inn*- a L  ̂ L ■ L  ■* ■fit' i.. 11 " .I lirtiHfa ■ if — — ■—  ... ■■■— *-2-—   
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Sujiday, October 12th, 1952.

Memorandum} *

A lovely week ehd at this bend of the river, and may the 
same thing be said for the lower reaches of the Hudson.

As was to be expected, 'the pilgrimage traffice was a bit 
on the heavy side, but as the majority of the visitors were either 
old friends or potentially new ones, there is none of that 
end-of-the-day enervation that usually goes along with 
the presence of dull travelers.

Saturday J. H, forgot to tell me that President Fletcher 
of ^southwestern had teleohoned from Lafayette, asking if he might 
oring some friends to see me and Melrose early Sunday morning, 
hut that didn t matter, for when they arrived, I had already done 
a day s work and was going full tilt on my weekly letters to 
Charles, Madam Marco and so on.

* - *

. Mrs. Fletcher brought me, — of all things, -—a lemon pie 
she Herself had stirred up last night, and her husband presented 
me with ahuge gob of cheese, manufacturered by some department 
of the university, from milk produced on the University farm.
I have tig t sampled either as yet, but shall do so before folding up 
my beard, and to orrow half a dozen families on the plantation will 
be gnawing on hunks of the product which, in its present state, 
probably weighs about’ten pounds.

They told me about an article in today's Picayune, with 
text and illustrations by an Hthel Holloman, and said the whole 
thing was very good, especially tl̂ e clarity of the illustrations.

Sarly in the afternoon a group of HqW Orleans people, 
including one gentleman on the Picayune, passed this way. The 
Picayune gentleman mentioiied the article and said a double 
spread of pictures, taken in and about Yucca, had been included 
in the original lay out but apparantly at the last moment^ 
everything had been eliminated except the pictures of the plates.
I suppose this sudden elimination may be attributed to the subtle 
hand of some ^ew Orleans historian or perhaps as a result 
of the "Holloman mad” about the pictu e of the pot going to 
Mrs. -/hite, The Picayune man said he thought he could find out 
what impelled the sudden switch, and if he did discover it, he
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Monday, October 13th, 1932*
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would let me Tknow.

As fox myself, I haven1t read the article as yet but 
if the Fletchers liked it, I^reckon lots of other people will. And 
as for the itttx omission of the Yucca photographs, that is 
ail to the good, so far as our business is concerned, for what 
is most desireable is emphasis on the plates, and, from what I 
can make out of the thing, the subject matter of the plates is 
the thing on which attention is fodused. I haven't had an 
opportunity.to explore any of the wr tten material, but if, as 
Dr. and Mrs, Fletcher reported, the text and illustrations are 
attributed to one Ethel Holloman, then that statement would seem 
to confirm the report of the Picayune gentleman regarding 
the page of mcca photographs, since none, 'actually, of the 
illuslrations employed in the article, as it finally appears, 
is by the Holloman camera.

1/ ■ •  '

^long about first dark, I was surprised but delighted to 
have Ed ^and, his wife and Ellen -Lockett, together with half a dozen 
of their friend^, appear on my gitllery. We had a pleasant sitting 
for an hour or so, and as they left, the African House looked wonderful 
wi at with night ?having come one during'the istting, and all lights ’ 
in the building giving its appearance in da kness something that 
was as remarkable as its architectural lines in day light. They 
said ^rs, White continues to hover on the brink and that Dr.
Hand seems to bee flitting with over-work, what with his efforts 
as local chairman of the* "Democrats of Eisenhower" organization.

Twice my secretaries put in an appearance during the day, but 
each time we were interrupted before w.e really got started. I 
did run hurriedly through the Daisey in the -Lell letter 
which sounds as sweet.and tired as usual.*

I find a letter from &x. *ratt which came some time back 
and got lost in the shuffle, but I think it contains nothing 
of much interest, l̂ ut i send it along regardless so you may 
keep abreast of that quarter. *

radio played out on Friday night, just as the conclusion 
oi the otegson speech i# Hew Orleans, with its post script 
in arehch. Perhaps it was the post script that knocked out 
the machine, but I thought the whole text of the speech excellent 

5?”  thV « di0 took. ^  working oraor again soon for 
which ou ht tn ii i T i 0^  82?m *2 be deteri°rntin6 at the moment, 
l 8tatueSmoSt t i L S S . ! ; *  mS t0 8 gesture with .

Memorandums
How nice to find your grand letter, of Wednesday in 

today's post. .
« ' • . t

I can only marvel at your ingenuity and artistry in having 
eradicated the marks from the post card with such adroitness 
and dispatch. That is just another example of the keens mind 
you possess and which I lack, for never in this world would 1 
have supposed such a thing could have been accomplished, and there
fore never would have tried an eraser. X think you are smnrt. ^oiqs- 
how, the episode reminds me of ray lack of imagination tin another 
direction, --food, for many a time ! have gone into a delicatessen, 
dying of hunger and uiiable to imagine potntoe salade as being 
available until my eye would chance to run on the stuff, and I 
love it. - Perhaps I had been equally hungry days on and for just 
some such sort oi 'stuff, but anything as simple as salade never
came to the surface of my brain. »* ,

' It is certainly more5 than thoughtful and generous of you 
to have rushed over to Mr'. Kodak's emporium on my behalf. 1 
am sure the likenesses will he splendid and I know ^harles ounningham 
will be enchanted to have this picture in his anniversary number.

I may add that when I. shoued him this card onjmy last 
visit to town, he expressed vast admiration over it,/but regretted, 
as did I, that the cancellation marks had ruined the" picture.
You see you really are to be commended foij your handling of 
this matter so skillfully.

I am so glad you told me of the Allis-ter ôoii. program wnich 
I do not know about. 1 shall go fishing for it as soon as 
my radio is functioning again. X never heard the man but during 
the week ——the last week, -—of the ■democratic' ■ Don vent ion at 
Chicago, and X thpught him wonderful, I may have mentioned it at 
the time, — X don t recall, but if so, you know how glad I must 
be in learning thftt he is again available over the ether waves.

And thanks much for telling me of the -Lehman and Eleanor Hoosevelt 
s eeches. X am so glad you passed along this information. Truly, 
as you say, she is great.

Sitf
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Of course I had heard nothing of the D# B. and their 
pest speaker. Por once those gals really got just the right person 
to address them. Now next year they can negotiate with Senator 
McCarthy, and then everything will he wonderful, lever 
were two gentlemen so perfectly cast for such a role for such a gathering.

It goes wthout saying tnat I was shocked when I received 
the attached clipping. Oddly enough ± it came from ^rs 
Howard who when here last Monday, had heard me mention Mrs 
Baldwin s name, casually enough, — something about the identitv of 
the person who had taken a picture of some building or other ^ 
at elrose. In today’s post came a little note from her savins 
she wondered if this could be the lady I had mentioned.

I shall write a letter, addressed to Lucille, — Mrs Holt 
w f ™ y ’ '7a"d SSnd ^  to flalan s a^ress, with Hsian's name on the 
WA-?£ei M 00’ Par^aP.s we shall have a report from-tht-t ’quarter bexore long, ihe clipping tells e much,'— and yet So little as 
to Helen s condition, as I suppose the news report went over the 
wires before details were known on that point, — immediate 
condition. Probably Carolyn knows about it, but I don t know if 
she uoes or not., what with her efforts at winding up £he state 
■department this week. 1 reckon, however, she might have telephoned 
me, had she heard about the accident. I shall -not write Caroly 
as I assume she will be in ^ork, or Philadelphia before heading 
home, and I suppose such undertakings have already gotten under way.

A Shreveport banker and his wife who had read the article in 
yesterdays Picayune passed this way today to round up a couple 
vf4-T5ia|6S* T^ree ladies from ukalhoma who had never heard of Melrose 
but had seqn the Picayune yesterday in Hew urleahs, drove this wav 
to have a look at the place this afternoon. A couple of people 
teleph ned from town, asking where plates could be obtained in 
town, and three mulattoes in Shreveport wrote the Church, saying 
attfndf™ thVSrandpera plate last v»eek, through relatives
a* them S x?d 's°naarad if they could get a plate for eachOx tijem. A^parantly the idea of releasing the Grandpere plate
through the ’-'hurch wasn t a bad idea, and since everyone seems delighte

ltQm» ~  ©Stoically the descendants, I, too, ah slap happv ° that they are taking to it, * . 1 nappy

•feel I„have <lui^a a .lot of ta knock off to night, and 1
feel ever so noble in forcing myself to attend to it before I 
open the lirst of the three cartons arriving today from the Librnrv 
containing the recording of Dnmas Malone1s"Jeffor son'and the ’

male, mv d T  ; M 6*1? my thĴ s l0r your niea. aiaa le«er which mattes my day at its close so happy......

I

The marvelous but dry werxther continues.*

vVhat with the radio out of commission last night, i finally 
got around to Mr. Jefferson in Paris, and had a grand time, although 
during the first two or three hours, the talk was definitely on 
the political rather than the social side. The chapter headed, 
'Jefferson at Versailles” was less on geographic than political 

levels, but I am hoping that tonight I may reach the chapter on 
little Miss Cosway, and perhaps geographic, personal and 
descriptive data will be in the ascendency, — I hope, I hope. 
Nevertheless, the political details are illuminating, and 
I must say Dumas Malone is a writer I enjoy

There was quite a batch of mail today, some of which I 
shall either enclose or send in a separate envelope. Miss 
Lillian 'rite's as entertainingly as ever, and Caroline’s letter 
is a real chip off old Briarwood. I am sure you will be 
as ‘abused as I at the polite way Caroline called my attention 
to the errors on the Grandpere plate whose deisgti she must 
have seen in the Picayune or the Natchitoches Dimes illustration. 
hs Caroline doesn'^ know much about this region I reckon she never 
heard of Grandpere s house across the river, although from 
the fact that his portrait shows him standing on his gallery, it 
would seem she might have guessed that it stood there. I reckon 
too, that she never knew that th? big house of Melrose was built’ 
in imitation of Grandpere's house, a& although I'm not sure 
snee I ran through the letter hurriedly, but as I think back’ 
on her questions, I guess she thought I was mistaken about 
calling this house Yucca, or that Yucca had anything to do with 
Melrose In s ort, she seems to be vastly confused by the
design on the plate and I shall write her a young book tef set 
ner straight 0n the errors she discovered The only error 
I know on that particular item is the date,*"contrived, 1953" 
but that seems comparatively unimportant, just so long- as 
the historical data of the 19th century is in*order.

I must say I think the Reverend tfathers are leisurely about 
giving me some report on the plates. I had another sail today
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for one of these items, --a gentleman from Iowa, returning 
home from^ew rleans wjiere he had seen the article in the 
Picfcyune,' and had stopped off here on the strength of the 
article, ^e wanted a Grandpere plate, -̂ ut 1 was unable to 
accommodate him. If the Reverend fathers have any left,
I could bat them for not returning them before now.

In the political field, 1 have come to this conclusion: —  
it doesn t^matter, so fax as the man is concerned, which 
candidate is elected.^ But it makes a heap of difference which 
Party gets the dominant number in Congress. If Stevenson 
wins, it means there may be a Congress elected which will 
go aOng part' of the way, at Least, with the new President*

other hapd, Eisenhower is elected, it means 
the Republican Party will hold the preponderance of power 
in congress, and with Taft dominating the Republican majortly, 
u i X ' Eisenhower s hands ^ill be tied so far as getting any legislation of positive value 0ut of Congress. & v 5

t ***** y  ~

, . guess' is that Eisenhower is going to he swept into office, 
wnich means_the House ana Senate will ride on his coat tails.
i-hnfrST^Li?-!«at li!?sr-s fr™ an and Hixon are helping and harming 
whn L f i t L ? ™ 1!'0 P0?1-?;88 in about the same proportion.Those people 

?se ?nou§*J to are undoubtedly of the opinion
m?ra *°-od for th°ught than Eisenhower, 

as of November dth"8 Ultelleot tdat 8« r y  much weight
I heard Senator ^apehart the other night. He reminded me so 

fnl°L°rrnm”* h r raft> in that every sentence was clogged with
ahsppb^conclusiorjs, but the kttlling thing 

n .vut it via. too fact that oapBh*it himself succeeded in giving
mem erl^eftw ^ at-,h? hcmsstly believed What he was saying, loth men are eithai charlatans or fools, and for the life of met i can't
“?^a™ L mL min\,Wl\i0* of tha two * thi»t they are, and the prospect of a charlatan or $ fool dominating the next Congress, if itgoes &epub 11.can, isn t pleasant. « 6

0 ^  . ~ -*’■
„ „  5,y allrys sp?nt tha day in Alexandria whore the General?p?ta» or, perhaps, may be speaking tonight. eleete drove down
with Mrdamnfn-ta pl°i upBhaf sister-in-law and take her to lunch 
t£nm Bentley Hotel, and the S. G.’s plans takethem back to Baton "ouge following the speech. I suppose the
t £ ? ™ 8i V ™ i ? 5 ? V ? iaK v 8“ ely U  oant ba political, unless every L  p0i?i10nl at the moment. I have made up my mind that 
there is nothing more ridiculous and paradoxical than "Democrats

hi0 £hurch sh01lld trat o«t a slogan? 
ii"???oc5f0ri,BQ'f?GV:L̂ raei1? statement seems to jibe withallties, anu the charade currently going on seems.too silly

or anybody but hard hearded business men to indulge in, a*id can

h  \
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Wednesday, October 15th, 1952.

Memorandum:
The marvelous weather continues,
I found an opportunity to slide into town this morning 

and made the most of it. First I dropped by to see Charles 
Cunningham, He said he had taken up the matter of possibly placing 
the Louis XIV statue on the grounds of the Catholic Rocroty, ex
plaining to the high priest of Hatchitoches that no decision as 
to the eventual location might be but merely asking that proper 
approval be secured from Rome in case that site should finally be 
selected. Celeste had told me a while back that the Load of 

* the town clergy was never "feeling well”, which she explained in 
parenthsis meant that he never would be-stir himself pn any matter, 
small of large, I therefore understood better when phailes said 
tha to his surprise, the reverened lather seemed swept away by the ideea, 
and immeidately grabbed up some stationary and dashed off a note asking I 
for approval, through the Bishop, to the Holy Papa abroad*

Charles also told me that in subsequent talks with the Mayor, 
he was not at all surprised to discover that that official was 
in the 7th heaven’ of delight over the prospect, and asked me 
to dictate a letter, to be transcribed on municipal stationary, 
and signed by the Mayor, asking the Consul General to commuicate with 

him as to the plans being formulated for the sesqui-centennial 
celebration, so that the festivities might be spread over as wide 
an area 0 the origina states comprising the -Louisiana fur chase as 
possible, with the JJatchitoohes celebration planning to culminate 
the central Louisiana activities in the unveiling of the statue, I 
ground out the letter and headed down the street when i bumped into 
R. B. Williams who identified himself, talked a little national 
politics, — he is 'a vast admirer of Eisenhower, saying he would 
sweept Louisiana, etc., etc,, and thence after parting, i bum ed 
into the photographer Who took the air plane pictures of ^elrose, he 
asked me to have a snot of coffee with him and his wife at the 
Abington Cafe, where Mr. Abington presented me with a big cigar, 
on which I puffed lustily in celebration of Abington^s first offspring, 
having just made her bow into this world.

In passing the Milifespaugh Drug, a little later, my attention 
as directed to the Picayune article, pasted slap in the middle of 

the show window, — on the plate glass, — the whole display section 
behind filled with Cane -Hver plates. It was all done in 
a \vhizz, — the morning hejtra, but pleasant and I was back home by 11.
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The Hatohitoehes Service League, which is so e sort of 
a collection oi the gentry about the Parish and in town 
asked me if I could engage Mrs. Sterling to speak: in the theatre 
at the college on the 4th Monday in November, and I shall 
write hex accordingly. I thought the League a little out of 
order, since they might well do their own corresponding, hut 
some of the members are under the impression I am acquainted 
with the lady and might use persuasive pressure on her to come, and 
of course I am glad to.do so on their behalf. They asked 
me, too, if I would introduce the lady if she does journey 
up this way. On this I demurred temporarily, at least.

I was interrupted at this point by the tap of a belated 
secretary and as I need to make an envelope for Martha 
Robinson, I had to remove this page. Her letter, more or less, 
sneaks for itself, although who the gentleman may be whom she 
mentions, 1 never heard of, but assume he is some Louisiana 
publisher. Perhaps Saturday will tell, but -1- shall write her 
in the mean time, even though, should she!chance to come this 
way, she will not receive my letter before she leaves the Orescent 
City# ' ^

This afternoon came to see me this afternoon and give 
a report on the Grandjipera turn over, so to speak. It appears 
they sold 8 or 10 dozen, which wasn't bad as a starter, and 
.they asked if they might get more of the s*me item a month 
hence, should members of-their congregation ask for some 
at Christmas time. They also pointed out that instead of 
celebrating the 100 anniversary of the Parish in June of 
1953, they have decided to hold the festivities in the autumn 
when it is cooler. Hot a bad idea, I think, ana probably 
it will be more lucrative, too, since cotton money will then 

be easier. They thought they would really need some plates 
then, and we ought to be <able to assist them, 1 think. 'The 
He ve rend Father a expressed their a predation for tlie ; product 
which had been provided for t eir 'bazaar, and feo I guess everybody 
was pleased all around, and, I hope, most of all, the nulattoes 
who ac uired them.

:v

C

Last night 1 felt like the astronomer with a poor telescope 
who by figuring out the refraction of light rays from visible 
stars"is positive another luminary must be in a certain spot 
even though.it cannot be seen by the telescope to hand but later 
is discovered to be there*when the stronger tolescone becomes 
his. in charter 5 of the*Jefferson biography”there was .an 
enumeration of places ^isifced by Jefferson and ~ rie Cosvrny, —  
"Saint Germain-en-Laye the rainbows at the Machine of Marly, the 
Chateau, perk anfl statfles of Hally. l0W8cl,m ,8i 9t(J n

Memorandum:
' '  „P, iphCg J  b ;• • b.«-' /-v : ".■* b h 'P g g P r p h r . 'y  p\.pr' pp — 1 > ; p - .. y  p .-y - --w ry p-g * .P pg: ■: p

The marvelotfS, cloudless weather continues, — — but---
Uncle Sam, through his postal service, just about snowed 
me under.

I have gon through some of the letters, — none of 
them from unexpected sources and most of them from 
regular correspondents, but somehow they all happened to 
arrive about the same time.

I guess the one from Madam Mamoulides, — what a name, — is 
about the nicest, I am bound to respond to it promptly, al- 
thought there's a lot of "must stuff that will have to be 
ground out (growned out, I guess, would be better( - before 
I fold up my beard tonight. Poor Mr, Jefferson sits here 
so invitingly, and I should so much prefer a quiet evening 
with him, although I am bound to fore-go that, enchantment 
in favor of the clatter of this machine.

Ano speaking of Jefferson, I did a little rund 
with him last night, and liked what I read. I believe 
it was chapter 6 which spoke of "My Heart and,My Head" letter 
to Miss Cosway, suggesting it was interpreted by many 
people in as many different ways. Mr. Malone understood it 
to be a polite method Mr. Jefferson employed to acquaint 
the lady with the fact that his head had gained final control, 
although the friendship was to continue indefinitely, I 
suppose it was in the same chapter, or the following*that 
Malone gave quite a symposium on Jefferson's enthusiasm 
for architecture, and remarked that one of the Jefferson 
favorite buildings in Paris was the .Hotel de Salm. I 
don t know if you are acquainted with it or not. It 
was^built just before the devolution, and if I remeber correctly 
Josephine and her children, - and I'm sure about Mortense, 
staid there prior to the devolution as guest of Madame de 
Salm, After the Revolutiion it became the Legion of Honor 
palace which it remains today.’ It is more or less 
on the left bank of the Heine, — quite definitely, as a matter 
of fact, but more or less opposite the Louvre. From the 
outside, it somehow reminded mevaguely of this building 
whenever I d to pass the F„• ,

chance mansion nvi • . ,\ ; ___ ___ ____ . „A:---------- .
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In one of the letters I had left kicking about for 
some days, thinking it from some person of no interest 
in Alexandria, I got around to skim through a part of it 
today, and discovered it was an invitation from the ^resident 
of the Historical Society to harangue that august body 
with Bishop Greco on November 10th. I guess I 
had better answer that one ofrthwith, too.

_  v, ... ■ B  . , * . ■ - - * ' e■' 5 '
One or two from Dora expressed approval of the latchitoehes 

business relative to the statue, and expressed himself as 
thinking I was right in casting about with the idea of 
doing a plate for the Louisiana Purchase business.

f '
I have long thought of dashing off a business letter 

to la Gowperthwaite on allied matters, and shall take up 
this point at the same time. Perhap it wouldn't be a bad 
idea to establish elations with Dew Orleand and Shreveport 
porcelain people*, even though Gane Siver stuff might not 
move in those respective regions. Perhaps all such 

. t/ S ' houses might do something with a Louisiana Purchase number, 
t' * which I shall somehow contrive along lines which the signed- 

plates and publicity have already suggested as standard 
something or other.I shall try sortin out some of the 
other letters, — none of any particular moment, but 
most of them on the * pleasant side, and even Hrs. Holloman's 
casual apology for jumping over the traces the other day is 
more in the right direction, leading me to believe the 
dab of ginger I inserted in my response-had a salubrious effect. 
«pparantly it, among othe th ngs, impelled he^ and her husband 
to pay their Respects to Lire. White, which ign t too soon, since 
that lady can t live much longer. ^

And there was a letter from the Consul General request
ing some more particulars which I had better get off to him 
pretty soon. In these days of trans-Atlantic telephones, there 
is no reason why the Beverend Bonnet couldn't call the 
Ministry of Beaux Arts and ask them to tosS-a statue 
of ^uatorze in the direction of the first passing battleship 
and get the thing going in this direction, but you know how 
Governmental red tape gets things so tangled that probably 
itr will be time for the 200th anniversary celebration of 
the Louisiana Purchase before the proper officials get 
around to make up their minds.

This is a poor letter, but perhaps I shall do better on the 
morrow. But it has been pleasant rambling around conversationally 
with little Hiss Lee before rolling up my sleeves and getting to work...
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Friday, October 17th, 1962.

Memorandum:
“t  X .fJO 7 1 •

How nice........
As you noticed from the envelope itself, your 

gift of the two ribbons readied me this morning, and- no one 
knows better than you, — as from yesterday's memo, that 
this machine was beginning to approach the, vanishing point, 
so far as readability was concerned. , «* * " . ,

I should have knocked off a letter yesterday tp the 
Consul General but what with the faintness of the ribbon, it 
seemed to me better to delay the matter until something 
more positive by way of ink came to hand. Where I thought 
it was coming from, I know not, but I had had in mind t 
to ask Celeste to do a bit of shopping for me when going 
to town bn Saturday, after which X would undertake to 
catch up on some of the "must stuff" that would be better 
contrived if the prospective reader^didn't have to get Out 
his pince-nez to make out the blur.

i, ^ r t c  ri -f r*., i roc * •
I have been impressed by Peter's tendency to worry about 

a new typewriter ribbon. The last one he put on came from 
Sister, and the little steel ball that reverse the ribbon 
was so thin that Peter, who never tapped a key on this 
machine, complained bitterly about the Wenk thinness.
When he passed this way this evening and aske$ him to rig up 
a new ribbod, he re-acted as cthough it were his, not my 
birthday, and when he got to attaching the end of the 
bibbon and noticed the quality of the reversing gaget, 
he grinned all over and declared: ,

"You ain't tm got to 'tell me who done sent this 
here ribbon. ^1 know it ain't from them Wenks because only 
that lady what I met in the road with you all that night, 

this is the right kind of stuff and she is the onliest one 
that knows about sjich things." # <

Amen, H'eter. You took the words right out of my mouth.
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The mail continues heavy hut cobains nothing of 
much importance, although, if I can find them, the letter 
from Dr. John Kyser, - or rather his wife, and perhaps the 
one from "Quantness" will be found entertaining. The 
Georgetwon lady writes so pleasantly, it is a pity she doesn't 
more freouently borrow a correspondence line of endeavor.

as for the letter from Mrs, Kyser, it was nice of 
to write that the 1714 business to blaze against 
the mindnight sty in the environs of Natchitoches is to be 
effected. I must write her tonight, suggesting 
that the word "Founded*4 be eliminated from *bhe • signs and 
that simply the digits-be employed.

Poor Mr. Jefferson continues to sit silently along side 
me, without making a peep* I am on ther threshhold of the 
chapter, — 7, I think, - of his tour from Paris southward 
through Dijon, Avignon, Aix-en-Provence, Nimes, Orange,
Genoa, Milan, and back to Nioe, Bordeaux, Nantes
which was Mr. Baohelier's home town), - and thence back to
his home on the Champs Blysees. With my right hand able to
pass from this keyboard to the reading machine without
so much as the necessity of turning my body in that
direction, I seem to marvel at my< fortitude in resisting
what * a vast temptation. But "hew to the line" I must, and
a flock of letters must be knocked off before beard folding time.

It is perfectly logical, I suppose, that in 
pondering on a suitable design for the Louisiana Purchase 
plate, I should ask myself why nobody has ever turned out 
a Mardi Gras plate, too. If the initial design could be 
so attractive as to make other ones futile, this item 
ought to roll down through the years as long as this * 
annual Spring festival of the Crescent City lasts.
I must accordingly cast about to see if anything of the * 
sort has been done, but w thout awaiting the results, I 
feel I must write Bock Hall tonight, asking la *
Cowperthwaite to give some thought to what arrangements ♦
she thinks .would be fair to her and me regarding such a
matter. At the same time, without identifying any
of the places or institutions by name, I shall inquire
what parallel arrangements she and I might make for our mutual
satisfaction concerning various the creation for various
societies, of plates which I would toss off for the
delectation of the visitors to various shrines throughout
Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi. The Audubon-
Oakley shrine, — which I shall be careful not to name,
is an excellent case in point. I think Mrs. Sterling «
would be entranced at the prospect of such an item, and it
might benefit lots of people, including the Book Hall element
and our own. But now to work, and bless you for this day's gift....

»
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in ocf fclBcw to amosi e % Sunday, October 19th, 1952.

Memorandums

How nice to find your Monday letter in Saturday's 
post, but how "un-nice" that you had to be stricken with 
that business that gets inside one and by some curious 
contrivance which £ have never understood, somehow seems 
able to double one up in a jiffy, suspend alb interest 
in evqything, and flatten one out oa*x on the "holding 
shelf for a shorter or a longer time.

*  ~ -  *

Naturally £ found myself wishing you had some of the 
lady doctor's magical medecine which might or might not 
have corrected everything in a twinkling. I hold the 
thoght with all my might in hoping that by late now, you 
are once more back on the high road to nprmaloy. But if 
you have or have net attained the level, do, I pray you, go 
like a snail until you are assured that all is well again.

But even though you may in truth be back to vim 
and vigor, I warn you to brace yourself when I 
confers to you I have another idea. Bea^ly. I can only 
feel sorry for you when I pictue in my mind's eye what 
a harbinger of boredom those four words must, create, for 
that means an endless rigamarole on my part which can't 
possibly.be of more than secondary interest to anybody, but, 
for the sake of Truth, * must confess I might append the
phrase, "for n® one but you", since, in reality,
little MigS Lee somehow always seems to grasp what I am driving
ats* in .spite of all the talk dished out to expAAin the thing.

Here is the latest:

I am pondering on the idea of doing a series of 
plates that ought to entrance the members of Garden Glubs. as 
an example, let's take Natohez or St. Francisville*as the 
simplest. There are about two dozen mansions on the 
two pilgrimage tours. There are at least a oouple 
dozen other planta ions, as for instance, Laurel Hill, not on 
any pilgrimage. Now, what could be more entrancing that 

, putting the likeness of each plantation in the center of 
.. Ik plate, a little smaller space than, say, Grandpere occupies, 

and then, about the edges, ketch in the salient features 
of the garden of the place, inserting whatever important
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physical or histoio feature might he associated with it.
With such an assortment of crockery, the passing pilgrims 
would he enchanted, 1 hope, hut that would he the gravey 
section, for it is my idea to address eaoh of the garden cluhs 
<1 envision doing, Naturally each member would he interested 
in his own particular plate, and the combined interests of 
the several members would energize themselves to dispose 
of as many plates to other garden Clubs as possible. The 
vogue will he set for as many people to obtain as complete 
a set as possible, and when the Garden Clubs send out their 
annyal literature, a out of one of the plates can be 
substituted for one of the illustrations in the folder, and 
so the ting might sell enough plates for the benefit of 
the Club to pay for its printing and publicity. The 
plates themselves would serve as additional advertising 
and so everybody would benefit, — th$ manufacturer, the 
various Garden Clubs, --and, I hope, our side, Houw do 
you react to'all this, — favorably or unfaovroably. It 
seems to me I have something there, if I can just figure it out 
correotly so that everybody benefits and our side sufficiently 
dominates the market to hold the edge on any who might 
dream of musoling in. Besides, I thinly the things might be 

«P*®tty, As a matter of faot, I wouldn t mind having a 
set.myself, odd as that may seem,

* *

In a rough manner, I have sketched out a design for 
the Audubon ^akley 8gt up. A sketch of Oakley occupies 
the center of the plate. To the left is ^he "beautlfu 
Eliza frolicking in the garden with her hoop. Balancing 
her figure, — on -the opposte side, is the barren twig 
of a huge branch of a live oak. On the barren twig a red bird iiJ 
perched. Just below is the identical twing a bird 

* on the easle of a gentleman who is painting. The gentleman, 
as you have already surmised, is none other than Jams 
John Audubon or whatever his first names were. There would 
be a fdab of writing at the bottom of the plate with a 
cartouche carrying the name of ^udubon Oakley, etc. Do^t 
you think such an item ought to roll in the names of 
Mrs. Sterling. Well, I shall not show it to her until I 
get some sort of arrangement figured out for the whole big 
business mentioned above through Hock Hall, But somewhere 
in all this there ought to be a kernel or nuget of gold, and 
it is my problem to rig up the thing to sef what we can make of

Blythe had a flock of ladies at her camp yesterday evening 
and they passed this way at exactly the moment Sister blew in,* 
tf v1 di*d latter,* thank heavens. Blythe brought
aJ»aT?et banquet, half a roast chicken, salade, desert, wine, eJc,, 
and I ra not hungry, — as a result, £4 hours laper,,..,,.

< « ♦

Monday, October 20th, 1952,

Memorandum: ?
How nice to find the likenesses of theAfrican House 

in this morning's post. Let me hasten to add that they 
came through in perfect order, neither folded nor bent, 
and just as flat as a pancake,

♦
I must say I think they came out splendidly. I have 

experienced so much pleasure in studying the composition, and 
try to analyse why I find this particular shot so unusually 
effective. When i first saw the picture on post card size, I 
concluded the striking effect in a large measure was due 
to the intensity of the light and shadow, I suppose there 
are perhdps several reasons, inoluded in which must he 
the shaft of suns*hine that illumines the space immediately 
in baok of the building, — at the left, and perhaps 
the deep shadow fromed by the pe-eanc brances, also on the 
left, but immediately m  front of the building, somehow 
combine to give the house and its setting something more 
of a thifcd dimension than is usually the oasc. Be that as 
it may, the whole thing is elegant and 1 think it will 
be an ornament to any page it may grace as an illustration.

The weather continues splendid and although there 
are pilgrims, there aren t too many of them. I had some 
lovely people from Atlanta, *owa today. I thought I had 
heard the name of every town in that state, what with the years 
of listening over W H O ,  Des Moines, hut I don't remember 
any other Atlanta, except Georgia.

There were a few letters in today's post but I got 
around to read only one or two, what with the confidential 
secretaries having failed to show up before supper, and 
people coming for supper whioh through all the schedule out 
of whack, so that * didn't get haok to ^ucoa until long 
$fter dark, * did run through the enolosure of Mary Hhodes, 
and must report t'hat it seems less heotio somehow than many 
that have gone before. I take it this must be due in part 
to her satisfaction with her new job. I am so glad for

5730
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her and her husband's sahe. II she follows hex usual pattern, 
however, this one will perhaps last a year or so, after which

somQ^^inS Qlse. Off hand, I recall her connection with 
the welfare department, the iSpiscopal Ohuroh, the Bed Bross. 
the î ayor s office, a lawyer * s office, the B0aad of Aldermen and 
the present pleasing situation. I concur with Madam Marco 
that it is a great pity she flies about so much. But 
perhaps those of us who will put up with a lot to avoid the dis
comfort of getting adjusted to new surroundings and new people 
are failing to appreciatate the exhilaration some people 
seem to get in just such changes.

A r!a* a aouPl® more Pa£®s from the Malone booh and 
got Mf. Jefferson out of France in the autumn of 178§, and 
set up in business as Secretary of State in hew York where 
he occupied a house "on the Broadway near Maiden Lane".
Malone reports that during the fateful summer of 1789 
Jefferson went to Versailles nearly every day. Jour years 
before, he had been very critical of Louis XVI, and one 
must feel sorry for the ^ueen in those years if what Jefferosn 
said about the King was true: - "He hunts the stage every

for hal*- the and is drunk the other half". By 1789 he seemed to view the King more sympathetically, and 
strongly recommended the monarchy be retained under a constitution 
not unlike the British rather than the American model. »He 
that is to say, Mr. Jefferson regretted that the §ueen did not 
join the great nobles when they emigrated in June. He viewed 
the demolition of the Bastille without comment but did 
contribute to a fund, raised in behalf of the families of 
the Royal officers murdered on the assault of that place.

I have run across but 9ns statement in the book which 
greatly surprised me, but I have no reason to doubt its correctness
1786au^am«;irad “®n‘ionjn« house on the ‘'hemps Ulysses about 
1 7 8 ur*r9?ar^sd tl,at oriS*“a U y  it had been built by the
andh«dd«tt w % T ? U,+?0r a m l,®t r e s 8  °* om of hOttie XV's ministers,
Are 1 o « SvSa?® i‘ouss*a11 wh0 later oontrired theR o ^ ^ e n 1^ ? ^ ' .  , hand, one would assume a span of some

Ss>m« ht haTe intarT®nad between the building and the monument (the Jefferson residence and the Are), and it would
Po=s?b?vytbe 1k"5 1!fcV  the sam* ■“  had a finger in both pies.
finished L  "ara draw da<>ades before the thing wasllnisned, and if so, this would acoo nt for the passage of
son. ye|orryhI°g.t°so th® 1 1 1 9  °f th9 P «• m m

I I

Tuesday, October 21st, 1952.

Mefaorandum;

How nice to find your Saturday letter in today's post.
It seemed to jog along a day faster than sometimes. Only 
my second secretary showed up tonight, which is another 
way of saying that as he isn't too deft in handling the 
typed lettes, he'is even less giftedwith the hand written 
alphabet, and while I velive I got most of the words, I shall 
have the pleasure on the morrow of catching up with Ho. 1 scribe 
and thus have the added pleasure of a second go-round with you.

I invite your attention to the enclosure from Martha 
Sobinson# Like Life itself, there seems to be an odd mixture 
of the positive and negative, plus a sprinkling of perplexities.

To take upTthe last ingredient first, wouldtyou mind 
telling me how Mrs. Orager ever saw my manuscript. I feel 
quite certain Daisey in the Bell never sent it to hqx. That 
leaves only Hastings House, so far as I can figure. How do 
you explain it. Can it be the policy of Hastings House to 
send to other potential publishers the jmanusoripts which 
they aren't going to use but may consider, because of regional 
interest,-they can interest someone else in the manuscript 
without consulting the author on the subject. This is the 
only possible explanation coming to mind. And if this be ture, 
then the statement that Mrs. Orager tried to interest Hastings House 
in the manuscript is contrary to fact, since it appears that 
if anybody di'd any attempting to interest, anybody in the thing, 
it must have been the other way ground and nestings tried to 
interest the ^ra^gers. Be that as it may, it seems to me 
that the faot that anybody sent the manuscript to another 
potential publisher without consulting the author, the doings was 
distinctly out of order to begin with and that as a last resort, 
said sender was morally bound to adivse the author that such 
a course, without consulting or consenting had been done, in 
order that the author wouldn't attempt, contacts where manuscripts 
had already been rejected. .The whole thing seems out of line to 
me. It may aoeount for the prolonged holding of the manuscript 
by Hastings House, for I can think of no other way through which
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the Oragere might have seen the manuscript*

however the pattern turned, I don't think much of it.

On the negative side, the answer will he Ho to her 
suggestion, — if I remember it correctly, that the scrapbooks 
he removed fro Melrose after they have been micro-filmed.
I have already explained to her in conversation that all the 
books at Melrose are considered by some members of the family 
as intregal parts of the whole collection and that removal 
of one part would automatically mean removeal of the whole, 
and that with the library gone, a need would come into being 
for doing over what once had been a library, --the wole lower 
flowor of the big house, and that money would not be forthcoming, 
and therefore the w ole structure would tend to collapse.

Besides, while I approve most heartily of micro-filming of 
the scrapbooks, there are two points to be considered: —  
first that a trememndous amount of work would be required to 
remove personal letters from the books, many of them written 
by people still active, ad often»containing personal remarks 
about people still living whioh^might easily form the basis of 
la« suits against the writers of the letters, frank statments, 
for example, regarding the theivery of old ^arsons in filtching 
books from ,publie libraries for his own collections, etc., and 
secondly, if this should be accomplished and the books micro-filmed, 
why shouldn't the films go to the research libraries and the 
originals remain put and thus keep the heart*of Melrose, which 
the libary is, intact.

Another negative must be forth c ming, too, regarding her 
request to come for a visit, occupying little Miss Alberta1* house. 
We do not have the proper servant list to effect such a proposition 
at the moment and certain plumbing and other details must be effects 
before the house can be re-occupied. Then, too, her personality 
inclines to worry J. n,, and Dan doesn't like her and Sister*s 
attitude may be well guessed, for be it remembered, "“rs. Bobinson 
is mother-in-lmw to the five million dollars, left by Cousin 
Nanie ^rice to Dick Plaiter, husband of «*adam Bobinson's daughter, 
nearly everyone in and out of the *enry family feeling-that at 
least a good slice of the five million should have come this way.

\\

f ̂ nd finally, on the positive side, Mrs. Bobinson is a force 
in aew Orleans circles. Like Carolyn, she }ias all it takes to put 
over very aeeireable t ing, but is not dependable tax in 
maintaining a given point of enthusiasm. Through her, someone 
might well be capableto string the manuscript together might 
be found and the book launched. Also through her good offices, 
much in the ’’flying saucer" might be furthered. I must now 
roll up my lseeves and rite her in such a way that the postive 
things may be nurtured, the negative disposed of without up
setting the applecart.........

Wednesday, October 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum;

Cloudless skies, mild temperatures and extreme drought 
continue as the order of the day.

t • '■

Bishop Greco of Alexandria has gone<on the air, calling 
for all Catholic Churches in his province to include carvers 
for rain in every Mass. . * ■

,  V t

A note from ,rs. Holloman indicates she is having an 
audience with the Bishop tomorrow to make arrangements for 
his appearance at the meeting of the Historical Soceity to 
say a few words of approval when I orate on November 10th.
Perhaps I should, be more in line at that meeting if I unveiled 
a new plate, depicting the high lights of the Flood, in 
some kind of a composite picture, with the Montrose Hills super
imposed on Mount Ararat with the Ark and old Noah at the helm 
surrounded by a flock of-pane Biver speed boats. What historical 
point this would demostrate, X don't.know but it m ght please 
the Bishop to thus catch a glimpse-of what would happen locally 
if his admonition for rain prayers proved availing. *

I managed to keep awake long enough last night to read a 
few pages of the Malone opus. There is a chapter about the 
creation of "The Federal City", as Washington, D. C. was styled 
at the time ,of its inception.^ I hadn't realized before how muoh 
Jefferson had had to do with the beginnings of this 
project. I gather that an Act of Congress, creating the 
project, delegated the execution to Washington and that 
Jefferson, both as Secretary of State and a confident of the 
President, did muoh of the planning in behalf of his Chief. 
Malone, as in every field, seems to have rounded up quite a 
bit of data about fL* enfant who seems to have been about as 
disagreeable as he was gifted, which.is saying a lot. The 
founding of the District of Columbia, the laying out of the 
thoroughfares, establishing sites for the Federal buildings and 
so on were in the hands of three Commissioners whose business 
it was to carry out Washington's ideas, usually set forth 
by him through Jefferson who appears to have contributed much 
on his own hook. But Lenfant si -ply would not work with or 
accept direction from the Commissioners, and even brushed off
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the President's secretary when the latter, at Washington's
direction, made a personal call on the arehieteot to
try to smooth things out. And so the President, alter much
forebearance, finally dropped him, hut insisted on
the Commissioners carrying out the architect's plans which
both Washington and Jefferson approved of most highly,

I found several Minor points about Jefferson that were 
interesting, as for example, his inclination to carry out his 
own ideas architecturally where ever he chanced to live, —
Parish, hew York., Philadelphia, where he would rent a house but 
before occupying it, undertake various interior re-arraugments, 
the cost*of which usually ran into more than the whole year's rent 
already agreed upon. Although meticulous about his private 
debts, — and he was proba ly bankrupt during the 1790*s while 
Secretary of State, he never hesitated to carry out his 
architectural notions in the houses he rented, and was forever 
inviting kindred souls to share his home with him, explaining that 
two or thee extra people in the house really cost nothing 
beybnd the normal maintainance of his menage. What a man.1 
It would probably seem a little far fetched to look for a 
parallel between Louis XIV as the ultimate autocrat and 
Jefferson as the last word in symbolizing the Democrat, still I 

' find both men^ had a basic atrribute,— getting tye most out 
of the materials to hand. Their inters t in architecture and 
building, their inclination to disregard financial considera
tions, their enjoyment of music, their determination to 
surround themselves with all the attributes of gracious living, 
all these considerations plus half a dozen others, somehow seem 
to place the two men in perspectives that are perhaps more 
identical than any other two characters of the 17th and 18th centuries 
which could be trotted out readily for com arison. "

I think i shall ask the library of Congress to do Louis 
Bertand's Louis XIV in a French recording, for while the 
Cleveland Chase translation into English gives some concept of 
the original text, it omits some much and twists one or two points 
so that the prime flavor is somehow missing, and it is only 
in Bertrand's biography, l think, that the cultural side of 
Quatorze *is set forth to a y degree.

f * *’ 1 ' ! 1'

I guess the enclosures aren't much, but ± send them along 
a yway. It is always good to hear from Mis Myra and the one 
from Madam Millspaugh is oertainfcy on the gay side. I have a 
couple letters, -out going —  sitting here on my desk, —
Hock nail and so on, which I am pondering about before 
posting. So things turh and ± hope winter hasn't oaught up 
with you completely......  ~
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Thursday, October 83rd, 1952.

Memorandum;« r
A Month or so ago, I wrote Carolyn in Washington, beginning 

the letter thus;

"Dear Carolyn,
I live in a museum......

But, no, let,'s wait until the nex page to go into that...”
and so I ploughed through a couple of endless paragraphs, after 
which I went back to ray initial statement, outlining what seemed 
a possibility as a story for The Post.

I mention this, since it makes clearer perhaps the 
reference to it in the enclosure.

I must say Carolyn's account of M©iQn»s condition is well done 
or at least I got that impression as 1 read her letter. Somehow 
the suspenee was almost too well maintained, for I gathered 
from the opening lines that something even worse had transpired.
■out as the story progressed, T found myself som what relieved 
and it goes without saying I am "holding the thoight" that 
having survived this long, her chances for recovery,~although 
probably of prolonged duration, are on the hopeful side.

A few days ago when a Sew Orleans pyysician passedtthis way 
and I inquired after his wife whou I had met some years ago, 
ha said she was in the hospital "for repair work" which he 
elaborated upon by explaining that in the medical profession 
that term is employed ‘in cases where ladies have had babies 

and some suggical adjustments are required. I think it isn't 
very funny that Carolyn is being operated on today, but 1 
must say I got a laugh* out of her reference for the need of a repair 
job in her own case, what with her being the maiden lady she is.
I must write her a line tonight and that might, provide as good 
an approach as any.* ......

I wonder if you get the same kind of glee when you have
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a^out a dozen books stacked up awaiting your reading, every one 
of which you want to start in on first. Perhaps I am 
the only person who is so silly, hut I rather suspect you may 
well he in the same silly category. Of course I am entranced 
with the Jefferson.thing I am doing, and today the postman

Z0̂ l,XK ^  Bertrand that X want to skim through, 
and with it "Soyal Flush", which, I suppose is a novelistlo 
rendition of the biography of Henrietta d fangleterre who if 
memory serves, was sister-in-law of He Hoi Soleil. *
It is such a pity I have but one reading machine,#for if I only 
ad tnree, I might set all of them to turning at the same time.

Pret*y red seedds, in par{t, clung to the 
magnolia hull that traveled along with the persimmons the other 
day giving you some idea of their appearance in actuality, 
altnougn you have seen the same thing in pictures and prints often

itr®member correctly, abo.ut the 5thjplate 
in the old Audubon book I have carries a good illustration of 
the same thing. Be that as it may, I piled up a dozen of 
these cones on the little shelf just beyond the plate 
glass of the window on the far side of the aquarium 
here by my desk and this morning just after dawn while I 
was hammering away a mile a minute on tfcis machine

mocking bird who lives in the crepe myrtle 
J  into the *hite garden, was as busy as a bee,

grabbing off his breakfast of the red seeds from the cones.
On swaUowing each, he would stretch his neck a little, gaze 
intently at me for ha|f a minute as the thing was going down 
qnd although weweren t more than a couple of feet from each* 
other, with only the glass between, we would face each other
eye to eye, neither of us apparently in the least worried by the proximity of the other. y

v, *h^ * ln* before this for setting me straighta out the Allis ter ^ook broadcasts, - although pehaps I did aelv-  
^anks your advice, I fished around in the ether waves on 

,Sunday night and ran slap into him, and it was a pleasure, last 
night I was interested in what 3d. borrow had to sayhbout
aboutS60Pelfoto?fll 0leo*ion- As I reoall, he counted upaoour bu electoral votes for each candidate of which ha fait

*ut ^ r ,tha •WitioSa hundred^odd, * required
I find m^alf L L iSur#* Ihat's P*«°isoly wherei find myself burely if the millionaires oan swine it tha
General is as good as eleoted; if the r"at S  the population
has any sense, the Governor will make it Tuninr uone looses A raa£e lucky man, — which ever

Friday, October 24th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your letter with enclosures in today*s 
post.

It is playing the role of Guaranteed Happiness for the Morrow, 
since a series of hurly-btjLrIies interrupted the reading before I 
really got started. But it is such a pleasant feeling to know 
it is resting safely in the arm o ir, awaiting another dawn.

£ut I can acknowledge receipt of the African House oard and 
I can thank you for sending along the address of The Pelican Brass.
How ^mazing you are. I really wanted the pelican Press address but 
didn t want to ask Martha ^obinson for it. I -suppose I might 
have-looked in the B~ewf Orleans telephone book for it, but 
didn t realize it was in the Orescent Oity, having a suraed it 
to have been in lake Oharlea or some other place in the State 
but not in ^ew Orleans.

'fhe one vast drawback abput Pelioan Press, and I must explore 
it a little more before I come to a clear understanding of its 
status, but somehow, I believe, it is mixed up with Stewart Landry, 
and he is so anti-negro that he would think himself damned forever 
if he ever had anything to do with or permits any house with which 
he is connected to print anything dispassionate about a colored 
person. I think I mentioned that in that "Plantation Life Along 
the Mississippi" he demonstrated his feelings to the ultimate by 
referring* to the African House as the "so ealled" African House.
Of course his volume, “Quit of Bquality" set forth clearly enough just 
how crack pot he is on the subject, but-the "so-called" business 
takes ths cake, and naturally anything real about the ^ane ^ivex 
coufcry would never get to first base if he had <any say about it.

What he had in mind for a Melrose book, I gathered from what 
he said when here, was to begin the tale with the year 1898, devote 
the w ole thing to the Madam, and say nothing about the 18th and 
19th centuries, which is the biggest piece of tomfoolery I ever heard of.
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Sunday, October 26th, 1952,
Dr, Bussell,, widely known in this area, including Texas, 

as an ornithologist of distinction, — he lives near Fort Worth, 
dropped in to see me. He had been planning to come here for the 
last 50 years but never got around to it until today. He was 
enchanted with what he had to see and I must say my feathered 
friends seemed to rise to the occasion. My old friend, the 
mooting bird, as referred to recently, came over to feed on 
the magnolia seeds while we were standing by the 
shelf on the gallery, and a couple of warblers and no end of 
blue jays and cardinals seemed to sense a special visitor had made 
his rounds just fo their benefit, The day was sunny and warm and 
a big hand-out in the bird bar had just been carried through 
before Dr. Bussell's unannounced visit. We talked of birds and 
of Audubon and Wilson and all the rest, and Dr. Kuseell threatens 
to come back again without waiting for another half century to 
elsppse. I also made the most of his visit by enticing him to 
help decipher the scrawl from Mrs, Brandon. He seemed about 
her age and I though, therefore, he might be able to make out 
her writing better than the secretaries. But he found it difficult, 
If ^.understood the reading correctly, it is ,Susie Wailes who 
has broken her hip. This seems beyond belief, and yet that 
is what I gather. Those poor Wailes girls, who ever heard of two 
sisters at tfheir advanced age both being laid on the shelf with 
broken legs or hips or whatever it is. I shall knock off a line 
forthwith, but shall name no names when referring to the accident 
until 1 am a little more sure of just whose leg got borken.
I suppose Susie must be in her 70's, and old enough to know better. 
What a life tose ttoo must be leading, and yet, in spite of my 
genuine sorrow for them, I must say I feel juet as full of* pity 
for poor Maude who apparantly is no spring chicken and must find 
life pretty rugged, — working all day and two invalids on her hands 
when day is done. The worst part of it is that I suspect there is 
a s ortage of money in that menage, in spite of all the sailing 
around Susi- has been going in for during the past year. Well, 
one thing is certain, she wont be sailing around much within the 

immediate future, - that's one sure thing. »

I finished the Jefferson second volume last night before 
getting to hear Mr. Stevenson in Cleveland. This second volume of 
Malone's study leaves me just as impatient as did the first volume, 
for now I am impatient to get to the third which, for all i 
know, hasn t even been written as yet, although<1 hope it is 
well on iti way. I suppose the next volume of Freeman's Washington 
will be coming out before long, and that will dovetail very neatly 
into the M alone out put.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Tuesday letter in Saturday's post.

It is so good to have a glimpse of all that swirls around 
the busy isle of Manhattan, with the manifold doings of little 
Miss Dae, the latest wrinkle from the lands of old Simon Bolivar, 
and the evidences of thoughts and actions expended in behalf of 
Lestan, 2nd.

It was so kind of you to send along particulars regarding the 
Purchase. X am so glad to have the precise dates, both of the 
sale of Louisiana and its transfer. Falling as these do, between 
April and December, the months in between seem to be most 
auspicious both for Hew urleans and Natchitoches, what with the 
lenten and Spring fiestas in ^ew Orleans and the pre-holiday 
celebrations that annual are going full tilt along Cane Biver 
as the year plays out. If old Bonnet will only hurry up and 
make up his mind, then plans in this area can be charted a little. 
It will b "touch and go" if the thing is ever accomplished 
within the-yeai anyway,-and as Hew Orleans will probably 
concentrate most of its stuff on the Spring angle, that ought 

to leave Natchitoches to garner statues without so much 
scuffling from the lower Delta.

What with the weather continuing cloudless, save for the white 
haze softening the blue, the result of numerous forest fires 
all about, the situation is ideal for road runnin and the 
pilgrimage business has been brisk over the week end, —
Florida, Oklahoma, lots of Iowa and various sections of Louisiana 
being represented. One lady, a Mrs. Butler, having seen 
the Pica'yune aritlce, persuaded relatives visiting her from 
Massachusettss, to bring her down this way. She had diddained 
purchasing a Grandpere plate in town, prefering to get one from 
me. That waw a pleasant sentimental gesture, and I was sorry 
I didn't have a Grandpere to roll in her direction. But 
Bock ^all ought to get some more to me soon, and this will satisfy 
a few other sentimental souls in the immediate' neighborhood, for 
today two mulattoes came to see me at different times, asking if 
they could get a Grandpere plate to send to this or that realtive 
away off in the Horth or West.

The encosused note is from Jharles wunnin^ham 
about......... So much to talk
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Monday, October 27th, 1952,

1*111 so glad you were lucky enough to catch Mrs. Roosevelt on 
the air the other night. Perhaps 1 have remarked in an earlier 
aeino that I was that lucky, too. Yesterday a brief news report 
on the radio mentioned that Mr. Btevenson was having breakfast 
?vith the lady at Hyde Park. I am so glad. So much of her life 

* up to 35 was so lacking in happiness, I invariably feel a special 
little glow around the heart when X learn that somethin pleasant 
has happened to her in these later years. I still think the 
thing that pleased me most was that time a year or so back when 
the fountains of Versailles in mid winter were sot 'to splashing for 
her special delectation when she was passing through the 
park. Somehow it was an expression of the ultimate by something 
supreme in Europe for someone who is about the last word in person alit^ 
for someone from America, and such examples of politeness must 
reg ster mightily in the heart of one who still mu alt carry a 
lot of shadows in her own breast,

i got 'around to do a little reading last nighty- 
sampling a jpage or two from "Boyal Plush” which opens in the 
Louvre where Henrietta d’Angleterre are slowly freezing while 
Charles 1st of England is awaiting execution in far off London.
I also dipped into a couple of chapters of 'Louis XIV, according 
to Louis hertrand, and found it as engaging as before, even though 
the errors in Cleveland ChaseTs translation still remain as 
glaring as they strudk me the first time 1 read it, following 
a bit of the translation I did of some of the book on my own 
hook. But in spite of the omissions, twists of original meanings 
and condensation, it still gives a concept of Louis XIV that 
surpasses anything else I know of in English.

Late this evening, Md Hand came to see me, bringing' a flock 
of people with him. But X was glad we had an opportunity 
to chat a little when he came by to see me before letting 
his guests in the front gate, says his business, — insurance, 
looks as though it is going to provide him with a living, and I 
am so glad he is’ making out nicely in that line of endeavor.

uften this week end my thoughts have turned toward Maaam Marco and 
Susie with their borfcen hips and Helen and Carolyn in their flattened 
out situation. 'How odd all those things should have transpired as 
they did.

I have neglected the Underwood today and so must roll up 
my sleeves now and get going. * it has been such a nicd week end,
thanks to the gleams of sunshine slanted this way by little Miss jLee...

Memor andum:
* Xt*s wonderful how dumb some people can sometimes be. I 
cite my own case as a prize example.

Father Callahan received an invitation to a meeting of 
the Historical Soceity in Alexandria on November 10th, — and 
heaven or hell alone knows by whom it was sent.

He expressed the thought to the lady eaross the fence that it 
would be delightful to go together, hiss assistant Fathers, along 
with her and the speaker of the evening. Celeste thought it 
a wonderful idea and chided me for not tell her about the business
ere now.

In today's post came a note from la Montespan. as she 
is a friend of Mrs. Bowman, a member of the Society, and as 
the Town Talk will advertise the speech in advance, -— hummmmmmmm.

I spoke to nis M ajeste regarding the infinite possibilities.
He dismissed the matter as of no moment, saying "she would never 
go to such a thing1’. X shall speak to him again^ about' the 
matter. If I read^the stars correctly, there’s a pretty good 
chance X may back out at the last minute. After all, 
there will be some kind of a reception following the meeting. What 
an inspiration for me to harangue a crowd, knowing full well 
it may well include a couple of full sized atom bombs, 
scheduled to explode before the evening is finished. Thank you.
No * But what puzzles me is why X didn't anticipate all this before 
I started l e thing. Purely I should have my head examined.

With two weeks ahead of me, I ought to be able to solve this 
problem if 1 have any sense left at all. Perhaps I shall be able 
to do so a to everyone's saiety and satisfaction, and in 
the mean time, I shall proceed on a day-to-day basis.

Last night I read a few more pages from the Bertrand opus.
John Knight is the reader. His French pronunication is,good and 
therefore X am struck by two exceptions, wherein for 
Marechal Turenne, he pronounces it ”Mareohal Tuareene and 
for Bussy Babutin, he makes it "Bussy Ayb^ip?,. Isn' t-that odd.
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I <found myself wondering as to what influences had been 
brought to bear on Senator McCa thy prior to the delivery of 
his obviously over publicized speech. The material didn't seem 
to have much by way of novelty in it and the way it was dished out 
seemed to suggest the Senator wasn't up to his usual outrageous 
self. Tehaps the version I heard at 8:30 was a transcription, 
for on occasion phrases were repeated much after the manner 
of the reading machine when something goes wrong with the record.
■fha system over which he was speaking is very poor in this area, 
as the- two outlets from which anything at all can be heard are 
so close to other stations that one hears two programs going con
currently which takes away much s from effectiveness. My guess 
is that the performance gathered in no extra converts for the cause.

*Yith the cotton ginning beginning to taper off, the 
amount of cotton hulls begins increasing. I had a couple 
of mountains dragged to Arenhourg today and thus a snug covering 
against the cold is guaranteed for the "children", not to mention 
a bountiful supply of extra food for them as the season advances 
atid the hulls begin decomposing. Madam Begurd remarked 
the other day that she could remember when she came to Louisiana 
bO^years ago,- everybody was still burning the cotton seed.
It s strange how slow people are to consider conserfving 
the refuse f^sources, for plantations to the north and 
South of Melrose, —the Hyijian Johen below and the ex-Sam Tobin 
place above gaily discharge the gin’s output of hulls slap into 
the river, ..first rate fertilizer that certainly ought to 
contr ibute mightily to the growth of seaweed* and whatever other 
aquatic vegetation flourishesin the water.

t  -

* 1 raust thank you again for having been so thoughtful as to 
send me the advertisement of historical plates in your next 
to the las*t letter. The knowledge that advertisement provided me 
with a comprehension that would have been a little confusing had 
you not i,e so kind as to send it. Today, for example, came • 
a woman from Houston, accompanied by her sister and brother-in- 
law from Massachusetts. I suppose the Houston lady had seen the 
Picayune article. Her Massachusetts people, hearing a discussion 
of the oane ^iver plates-, mentioned they had seen them photographed 
in Time or i-ife, they weren't sure which. And as they were 
in this section of the state, they decided it would be nice to 
purchase them directly from the designer. This is the third 
time i have neard of the Cane Biver plates being nationally ad
vertised. isn't that confusion delightful, and wouldn't the 
real advertisers be disappointed that we should be enjoying 
additional publicity through their efforts with.which we are in 
no way concerned.*.......

Tuesday, October 28th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your lovely letter of Thursday 
in today’s post.

It is so pleasant at the end of the day to be able to 
spend a half hour such as I have just experienced, in 
sharing vignettes of you through its lines, I reckon 
a more rapid reade: would have run through it faster but 
I find vast satisfaction in the slowness with which Lee proceeds 
in letters from little Miss Lee.

I liked the observations you had to make regarding M n a  
and possible designs, and tanks for telling me about the 
spelling, —a matter I would not know about if someone like 
you, so thoughtful on every point, did not call it to my ? 
attention, "*ina herself has mentioned it in the past, but 
i reckon i must have forgotten it, and i suppose that is 
more likely to make such variations in spelling, since I 
don t see it in print. I hope you will always let me know 
abo$t such matters, since it is only through your kind offices 
that such points ever come to my notice and 1 should like 
to keep such things as much in line with actualities as possible.

As you point out, in the matter {of the places, there is 
much involved to put the thing over to advantage, and I shall 
give the whole subject some careful consideration before 
proceeding to any length. 1 think the idea sufficiently 

.worth while to retain, even thotigh realization of it must 
of necessity be delayed a little. Among other things coming 
unaer consideration would be financing the thing, but 1 
think l could anage that without much difficulty by 
having the potential organizations for which they would be 
designed and manufactured underwriting the initial 
investment so that everything above that would bt 
profit. I shall dwell bn this point fuiher as I give the 
matter additional thought.
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I laughed at the statement you quoted under the 
name of Mrs. Holloman, as photogropher of "most" of the 
illustrations. As the picture of the big house was 
taken by ^arry Smith, that just about leaves out everything, 
in view of the fact that the plates themselves were brought 
out under the auspices of little Miss Lee. But, as you 
opined, is proof that the *ucca pictures were in the 
original layout. I don t recall just what the wording under 
the Grandpere plate is,abut when it was hurriedly read to 
me, it stu ck me that there was something about that 
phraseology, too, that was obviously composed with a view to 
other pictures, and probably another arrangement of 
that picture of Grandpere, so far as the original scheme 
of the x'icayune layout was concerned. But the important 
thing is that 'the plates were reproduced, although it must 
be said that the average reader of the Bicayune would 
have found a heap more interest in the Cane River Country than 
in the other designs that appeared.

And how nice of you to mention extra copies of the 
article. I was supposed to receive a couple of extra ones 
which were to be brought by hr. Band who has not appeared with 
them as yet. I shall see him within the next couple" of 
weeks, and if he forgot me,  ̂ shall let you know,

#

I am so clad Indian Summer made a re&urn visit to Manhattan, 
and i hope it continues to linger, •'ack tfrost is supposed 
to make a round at this bend of the river tonight, and what 
with Carolyn in the hospital, i reckon it will be Bpring before 
she gets any pictures. There was a letter from her today.
She, you will"recall, mentioned having to go in for repairs, 
and in dropping her a line, i mentioned a physician passing 
this way the day before, had mentioned a heed for repairs which 
had put his wife in the hospital, explaining that "repairs" 
in his section of the medioal profession, i dicated post 
birth adjustments being required. ± pabsed this news along • 
to Carolyn, tossing in the observation that it was a pity 1 hadn‘t 
let her b rrow the family bidet when she headed out for 7/ashington 
and the state Department so that all this repair job would have 
been unnecessary, nonce her response.

A, ain, and for the billionth time, I must express my amazement 
at your wonderful powers of observation*, as witness by your 
remembrance of tne hotel ae Balm lLegion d'Honneur on the banks 
of the Seine. I cherish every word you had to say in reference to 
that matter and attendant ones, now time does jog along, and yet 
because of the perfect harmony obtaining in certain quarters, 
lime, in a way, doesn't seem to enter into things at all, for every 
day is but a continuation of yesterday's happinesses, thanks to you...

»
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Wednesday, October j&Wih, 1952.

Memorandum: '
How nice to find your Saturday letter, so unexpected, in 

today's post, how alee that- we could get this little 
chat in edgeways between jumps. „I lingered a little ong 
on my side of the jump, however,, and so did not quite finish your 
letter before an interruption forced me, at the close of 
day, to tuck the envelope in the armoir awaiting the morrow.

I read with interest your account of your surprise about 
the manuscript having appeared in Hew Orleans without 
any one having known about it until the Martha Bobinson 
information came through.

Having learned, as we have, from Daisey in the Dell that 
Mrs. Orager leans in ,the. direction of the "Tobacco Hoad" type 
of literature,, one mustn't be surprised that she would find 
nothing tto her liking in-the Melrose document. Like 

. Harnett Kane who supposedly has spent all his life in 
Louisiana and doesn t know a crepe myrtle or a sweet olive when 
confronted by eithef, how in the world could Tees Grader 
of the Fatlfcner school of grim realities he expected to 
comprehend what Melrose is all about. I suppose we 
are to gather from what little we don't know, that 
Hastings House sent the manufscript slap to her for an 
opinion by a Louisiana expert. She app rantly kept it a long 
time and then returned it to Hastings House with a negative 
response which^we could have told Hastings House in advance, had 
they advised us of their intention before hand. And Hastings 
House, in turn, sent the manuscript back to its starting point.

Surely Hastings House was distinctly out of order. As 
you remark in the case of James Cain writing to Wilkerson, 
the thing, if not remarkably unimaginative, *was unethical.
I shall await hearing from or seeing Mratha Robinson, — an 
event which will undoubtedly take place soon, and then after 
I learn what 1 can from that source, I shall drop a little 
note to Hastings House, So far as our manuscript is concerned, 
a complaint to Hastings House would be crying over spilt milk, 
but a protest on our part might well save someone else 
from a similar experience. *
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And speaking of the Oragers, I wrote them a letter 
the other day, passing along the names of a couple of 
local people who wanted copies of their "Children of Strangers”.
In today's post came a copy of that new edition, as a present  ̂
for me. I am sorry they wrote their names in it, or I 
would bounce it in the direction of 908. If you would 
like the hook and would care to tear out the page on which 
my name appears, you axe quite welcome to it. Just let me 
know if you should wish it. far as preserving it as 
a souvenir o the publishers, it means nothing to me,
, In making acknowledgement of their gift, I naturally 
made no reference to Martha Robinson s information, but merely 
thanked them and remarked that as festivities are planned for 

St. Augustin's Church this coming year, there will probably 
be several mulattoes present who may want the book if it 
be called to their attention and that I am always glad to 
mention their publication when pilgrims passing this 
way express interest in Lyle/s novel, 1 believe 
the present edition is priced at $3.00, but I suppose they 
may or may not write advising me on this point., although 
I aid ask them about the point in an earlier letter, since 
pilgrims frequently inquire about its availability and price.

The forest fires about which the radio speaks and perhaps 
the newspapers mention, are still burning merrily. I 
knw of no conflagrations in this immediate area but 
the drift of the smoke must be extensive since all last 
everying and last night and this morning the smoke was so 
thick in the air hereabouts that it was difficult to 
see very far, and the scent was strong in one‘s nostrils and 
the eyes smarted in consequence of its potency. Tonight 
the waxing moon takes on a persimmon color bause of the 
haze, X suppose and the i<eather Brueau assures us that 
there isn t the'slightest sign of rain between here and the 
Canadian border whence comes most of our weather at this time 
of yefcf.I can find a letter recently to hand from Mrs. toward X 
shhll enclose it. I got a kick out of her impression sljie 
wafe having a Pontifical audience when last here, 1 don t seem 
to remember anything special about her visit but it is ~ 
interesting that Texas, in this instance, should have stumbled 
over anything in my persbnality suggestin the Holy Papa.
Madam Howard is a sightj On the political front, I have come 
to the conclusion Stevenson will win by a vote or two ox ifiisenhower 
by a landslide, — one or the other and X don t know which. I 
heard Madam Roosevelt introduce thd Governor°in Madison Square 
last night and hoped that you, too, were that lucky......
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Thursday, October 30th, 1952.

Memorandum:

We had a good frost last night but it warmed up today, 
although the sun's rays_ oast scant if any shotows, what with 
the heavy gauze of smoke blanketing this whole rregion. The 
excessive drought not only keeps the forests as dry as tinder but 
the small patches of woods and even the gxass along the highways 
are burning in patches herd and'there, just to keep the smudge- 
pot going. The woods were on fire between here and 
Montgomery last night hnd although they go the business 
under control last evening, they are stillsmoldering in out 
of the way places. J. M. s plantation at Cognac, — between 
Bermuda and' Montgomery was sending up incense during the 
past 24 hours but, oddly enough, no place in the rarish 
ha<s there been any report of farm buildings or crops being 
effected,

Shreveport issue a long range production for the 
status of the eather between now and next Tuesday's election and 
it was "Pair without much change in temperature". When *
•the clouds eventually make up their mind to put-in an appearance,
I suppose we shall be showered with oceans of water,

There was an odd assortment of mail today. If I 
have an opportunity to get the addresses from some of it, I 
will enclose or send it under separate cover. I think you 
will get as big a kick as I'did out of the letter referring 
to my appearance before the Historical Society, wherein one ofjSxur officers quitti seriously mentioned how he was looking forward to hearing and seeing me rwith ^anxiety”. I
must mention that to Dr. Hand when X see him down yonder*. I think he will like that one. *

X shall respond in the negative to the Benior Class of 
the Montgomery High School ,t asking for a tour on the 7th.
J shall reply affirmatively to some colored students of Alexandria, 
asking the same thing for the 5th. My schedule is rather heavy 
at the moment and if any corners have to be cut, they will be 
trimmed where the hill billies are concerned and not at the expense of the colored folks.
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And speaking of letters, I wirsh Martha Robinson weren’t 
so mucfc like Uarolyn Ramsey in the way get dilly-dallies about 
answering mail. I should like to hear from her before I 
respond to the Grager letter coming to hand today. I need 
scarcely tell you I will decline having anything to do 
with Grager publications. Perhaps I may be interested in 
her counter offer regarding the plates. Perhaps la Robinson 
will be pa sing this way eventually and I can get a little 
clearer picture of the Basement Bookshop set up. I can’t 
imagine anybody in lew Orleans being interested in Gane River 
creations, --devoted to that region, — but something like 
the St. Rranoisville creations might get somewhere. I 
shall not rush in to a response and naturally shall not 
close the door tight. Perhaps, too, X can put 
la *rager in touch with somebody in town who might be 
interested in carrying her publications, and I shall use 
the telephone to that end. I suppose my impression of 
the Gragers is something of a composite picture of a 
variety of wor4 pictures, etched by Lyle and others, 
on which in reoent months, xs has been added that of 
Daisey in the Dell. Prom everything I have heard about them,
I conclude they are fine people but possessed of personalities 
that wouldn t precisely jibe with my own and I prefer to 
keep relations on a polite but not too friendly a basis. 
"Pontifical11 might be the word Mrs. Howard would employ.

I am gladeyou sent along the clipping about Alice Walworth.
It seems so long since I have heard anything about her that 
I was beginning to wonder if she was still in circulation. She 
is another one who suffers from writer's cramp, which is a great 
pity, so far as her friends are concerned, since many of them 
would enjoy the contact of letters with a person so gifted and 
so delightful. Gome to think of it, perhaps that is just 
the reason she doesn’t bother about writing since the delights 
of her personality always provide her with admiring friends where 
ever she chances to be, and therefore with all that constantly 
bubbles about her, she finds ad<$uate companionship among 
those close to her physically and accordingly can assume everyone 
else from whom she is absent finds sufficient oontaots that 
are equal to the delights of herself,, making correspondence 
unnecessary for herself and her friends when she moves on to 
some other geographical situation. Poor Alice.

And now I must roll up my sleeves and have a go at some 
letters before fishing around in the enter to see what candidate is
holding forth tonight, I hope the quiet of your own menage
and the absence of guests makes such "fishing" possible, too.....

October 31st, 1953, being Priday, 
when witches are said to ride 

tneir broom sticks.

Meraor a andum:
. .. r

Another lovely day, with a breeze of 15 to 20 miles an 
hour, fanning the forest fires anew, It is said, and especially 
around Shreveport and south of there,*even into Bienville 
Parish which gets it pretty dose to Briarwood, since a 
part of Briarwood, I believe, is in Bienville Parish. I 
think of the sisters Dormon often these days* what with their 
house slap in the middle of the woods.

Phis morning Geleste and Madam Regard took off for 
Mansura. i’hey always go there for All Saints. Madam Regard 
will remain there while Geleste goes on to A,,ew 'Orleans for 
a few day's frolic. J. H, wasn’t here for supper tonight, —  
business in Alexandria, *1 suppose. I hope it doesn t move up 
this way over the week end, *

In Mansura are buried Dr. Regard and his two sons. I try 
o be cjaritable when celeste sometimes gets on her high horses 

for I realize she may well have inherited some of her father’s 
temperament, for~'i>r«. Regard was difficult. He once gave up 
his practice, owned a couple of big plantations, built a bank 
and ran his holdings up to a million. He divorced1 Madam Regard 
after tne children were grown up, marrieu his secretary, and 
then, divorcing the latter, remarried Maaafn Regard. He was 
finally wiped out financially and went back to his medical practice, 
-d tyrant in the ho e, so far as domestic arrangements, food, etc. 
were concerned, **adam Regard must have had the patience of Job * 
to have put up with him. fhe Madam used to giggle in her 
beard about something th^t once happened in the Regard menage, 
it seems Dr. Regard didn t like the aroma of the bread that 
was rising in the pantry£ He picked up the pan and tossed 
the whole thing out of the window. A prize rooster, belonging 
to a neighbor, had stolled into the Regard garden, and somehow 
became entangled in the dough, got bogged down, and was 
a perfect ruin so far as plumraage was concerned before he was 
extricated. I like that tale pretty well myself.

The incoming mail continues fulsome. Something happened

»
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to the secretaries this evening. I reckon they are all too busy 
polishing up their brooms to bother about correspondence. Perhaps 

I shall catch up with them over the week end.

Last night's frost put the finishing touches on the greenery 
on most of the more delicate things. There's no point in 
picture taking, so far as color goes, as between now and next March. 
Did I mention that I plan moving the bananas occupying the 
middle section along the front gallery. Later in the season,
I shall set them out on a double curve, running from the last
post at the extreme East and West end of the gallery, so the 
wall of greenery next summer will form a court from the gallery
to the pot, at which point the new avant cour will expand into 
another semi-circle, as it does nô ?. I envision the effect as 
being rather pretty and withal ultra tropical in appearance as 
one approaches Yucoa.t

Somebody or other in the seed business in Dallas wrote 
the other day, asking how I would like some bulbs. a don't 
remember the peoplebtLt a answered and asked about zinnia 
seed, heaven knows there are plenty of bulbs around this 
place but I think oceans of zinnias next year would be nice.
Among other places they would look nice, i think wQuld be around 
the big pot,*for the velvety colors of their blossoms ought 
to shine to especial advantage against such a metalic background 
as the rusty curve of the cauldron. Zinnias seeds aren't 
planted to advantage in this area until early April, so-I

f ess i am anticipating the zinnia situation far enough in advance.
think one can get white zinnias, and I think some of them 

would look pretty in deep summer around the base of the sun dial. *
I shall plant some, too, with the verbena in the big pots atop 
themetal columns from the Tucker garden, —if X ever get the 
latter. They usually are in flower for at least 6 months of 
the year, -^which is better than most flowers do, and besides 
I like their old fashioned gaiety. I know not why, but they 
always remind me, —a big bed of varigated colors, of those old 
patch work quilts that a generation or two ago, were forever 
being contrived

I heard an announcement over some National Broadcasting statio 
last night that g ve me the shivers. The speaker said on election 

night all programs would be cleared and that a vote by vote 
account of the election returns would be given. I hope the 
fellow was talking through his hat; With 50 or 60 million 
people expected to cast ballots, a vote by vote report would 
certainly-get tiresome a.ter the first few mofiths, I should imagine.

And so we head into a week end. I shall be thinking of 
little Miss Lee and hoping hers is restful and nfce.....

Sunday, November 2nd, 1952.t

Memorandum:

Hurly burly is the word for the week end, but withal a rather 
pleasant one. And the skies remain cloudless, save for the smoke, 
and the promise straight ahead is for fair weather.

Ben came to see me rather early this morning. What with the 
cotton crop harvested, he is terminating his year, as of
November 1st instead of December 31st. he is going into some kind 
of Government business, X believe, —perhaps one of the Agricultural 
agencies, —F. H. A., or some such, he is such a nice person 
I shall miss hi® much, even though we se,ldom did ever see each other, 
save at dinner,

A letter in Saturday's post from hobina mentioned the 
possibility of coming down this way next Sunday. I con
cluded she meant' a week hence. F/hen she appeared on my gallery 
just after dinner, X was quite surprised, hhe brought a friend 
with her and a bottle of good Sherry and we had a pleasant 
and prolonged sitting, interrupted now and then by other 
callers, during which interludes, Hobina could give her 
companion a little tour of the plaoe.

Mrs. Andrew Bowman was one of the callers, bringing 
her husband and two guests with her. She wanted some more 
plates, and said perhaps there would be a stepped up demand for them 
this week as a result oi the daily broadcasts about them over 
central Louisiana radio.stations* Hhe asked me if I didn t 
think the remarks about me over the air today had<been excellently 
contrived on the K A L B and the A.B.G. net work. I-didn t 
know any such business was going on and forgot to ask her* 
if it tfas in connection with the Historical Society meeting 
a week kence, which X suppose it is, or some other angle. It seems 
rathef early to be beating the drum for a November 10th meeting, 
but perhaps the radio stations find themselves with time on their 
hands, now that the politicians have just about folded up their 
beards, and so perhaps they will grab at anything to fill in 
space. X wiBh X had asked at what time this subject is touched on 
for I should like to have some idea what bait is being held out
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in order that I may the better adjust my own remarks when 
the session gets under way.

And while the Bowmans and Leriholmes were milling about 
in the gardens,. other; people came with whom 1 did not bother, 
what with my intantness on settling matters with la Bowman, and 
getting that contingent on its way in order to pick up 
conversation with Bobina. After the departure of the Shreveport- 
Alexandria guests, 1 approached the other people who had been 
strolling about for quite a long time and discovered them 
to be the Hollomans. I took the opportunity to diotate a 
rought skeleton for the Yellow Fever article for the Picayune 
for 1953, suggested,she consult some newspaper files in Hew rleans 
to discover if Louisiana did anything about the Louisiana Purchase 
100th anniversary in that year of “the scourge”, and gave 
her a tentative account of what I shall probably say in Alexandria 
of the 10th, and suggested she contact a Aew Orleans 
representative of the Associate or the United Press, so that 
some publicity may be forthcoming as a result of the speech 
in behalf of the statue, providing during the coming week 
things have unfolded any further in reference to the "Government 
of Prance on this matter. If the red tape boys are still 
busy unwinding red tape, perhaps a little blast in the press might 
encourage them to work a little faster. I must admit it seems 
a little premature to express gratitude through the press for 
a gift which hash t actually been offered as yet, but airing 
the possibilities of such an expression of gratitude in anticpation 
of such a gift might, indeed, tend to give the dwaddlers a push and 
an inspiration to make up their minds so that central 
Louisiana can begin formulating plans for the festlivities.

I read a few pages from, "xvoyal Flush" last night. It is 
an English recording by a reader who puts lots of zest into his 
words. The story opens in and around Paris (Ghaillot,
St. Germain-ey-Laye, etc) at the time of the Fronde, with 
Henrietta a'Angletexre the central figure, although her mother, 
the widow of the recently be-headed Charles 1st, dominating most 
of the scenes. Louis XI* and his brother, Monsieur, who will later 
marry Henrietta, are about 12 or 14 years old at the time the 
story begins. Plje historical aspects are neatly worked into 
the novel without seeming to be more than casual incidents, and 
while the tale possesses nothing of the A. Dumas, pere, verve for 
exciting one’s curiosity as tq what is going to happen next, 
still the picture it presents of the people and the times is 
expertly handled

t

A big orangejcolored moon is up and I must go give a be-lated 
supper to Celeste's animals and my own, after which I must knock off 
some letters and thence to bed. I hope your week end has been 
as pleasant but less active......

»
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Monday, November 3rd, 1952.

Memorandum:

' Ihe primary difference between today and yesterday,is 
an Bast wind which probably is no help to the forest fire fighters.

! An absence of pilgrims gave me much freedom to do a 
bit of gardening, and thanks to the visit of Jack Frost last 
week, there are plenty of canna beds that should be put to 
rights and bedded down for the winter. With the thermometer 
"hoovering” around 80, a short sleeved, shortfall shirt 
was quite adequate, and it seems a little odd banketing 
plants in such temperature. But the cotton hulls will help 
hold down the moisture that it applied by hose, and with 
the promise for codler days beginning on the morrow, I reckon 
the pTants wont make the mistake of supposing Bpring 
has arrived.

everyone continues to speculate on the results of tomorrow’s 
election. *J. was chatting with Bari ^ong who declared 
Eisenhower is going to win by a landslide fand predicts his 
administration will be about the poorest we have had in quite 
a while. ' As a politician, Mr. -̂ ong apparently doesn't think 
very highly of the General’s chances of shining in the Ho. 1 
executive post. As for myself, I can't figure out how anybody 
in the executive depa tment can do much if the same type of 
Congress is returned to office. For the next two years at least, 
there will be many a program submitted and rejected, I suppose, 
and except for policies favorable to big business,t1 reckon 

* the Government will be one of those do-nothing things, with 
efforts by the executive short circuited by the legislature 
at about every turn,

X heard Aowell Ihomas tonight for the first time in quite 
a while. I thought his presentation of political news fairly 
well balanced but showing an unmistak;able preference fox 
the General. I accordingly looked forward to hearing how Id. Morrow 
would handle the'same basket of chips. I thought he handled 
the problem with objectivity. His performance recalled his 
promise at the outset of the campaign to do throughout just 
what he finished up with on this final night before election.
As I look back over the months since Chicago, L am surprised 
to find how few commentators I have listened to. fht
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Reverend ''Kattleborn" I have heard only once or twice. He 
definitely was beating the drum fox SBC and big money.
I have heard Elmer Davis most consistently. He has obviously 
been for ote enson all the way through. Circumstances 
prevented me from hearing Martin Legonsfci .very much,, I must say 
he rivaled 3d. Morrow in trying to keep to an objective 
presentation. His utter disgust for such people as MoGarthy,
‘■'enner, Dixon and the like, however, seemed to keep his big guns 
pretty much trained on those outrageous personalities, so while 
his listeners might not be able to say he favored Stevenson, 
they couldn*t be mistakaned that he wasn't for a flock of 
the noisey big shots in the General's entourage.

Une more political thing, and I'm finished on that score 
for this sitting. The Louisiana ballot is an extensive one, 
and includes about 34 Amendments to the State Constitution, — 
and this part of the ballot itself ought to require any thoughtful 
uerson about an .hour to check intelligently, 'The polls 
open tomorrow morning at 6 and close tomorrow night at 9.
It is calculated 12 minu es will be required to count each 
ballot. If .each place where the votes are counted can absorb 
them at only five an hour, Louisiana ought to know which way the 
vote went along aboutThanksgiving, I should imagine. I suppose 
the larger cities may have voting machines which will make 
tabulating automatic, I suppose, but I don^t know if 
amendments are handled through voting machines or not, but 
assume they are not. Be that as it may, it looks as though 
the politicians counting Louisiana votes this year ought for once 
to earn their money.

Two things Eobina mentioned'yesterday which I think I 
did not mention. She is voting for Eisenhower although she 
regrets Taft,, "obviously a better man” didn't get the nomination. 
Referring, to her conversation with Caroly^ on the 'phone, she 
said Carolyn was putting through a call to Helen's dootor that 
night, on the assumption a physician might speak with greater 
frankness to a distant friend than a relative present at the bed side, 
it was Carolyn's understanding that aelen, although responding to 
requets to move her y eyes to right and left and so on, she had 
not as yet uttered a word. I have written inieille a couple 
of letters, supposing she is back from Chicago, but she is 
a poor hand at correspondence, and I reckon word will come through 
from some othe source before we hear from her.

^y mere chance all five time pieces in this house have 
stopped and appaxantly require tinkering. 1 always take my little 
leather traveling clock to bed with me, and shall do so tonight re
gardless, but shall send it in to town tomorrowto be rigged up. I 
love that little clock which has been with me nightly ever since......

■w.„........ i
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Tuesday, November 4th, 1952. f
c

Memorandum: *

I write a little later than usual, having waited to cah 
a glimpse as to which way the wind was blowing politically 
before taking Underwood in hand.

bo fax as the Democrats are concerned, all that remains is 
to pick up the pieces. I suppose the most heartening thing' 
tha can be said about Mr. Stevenson is that, thanks to this 
election, a man of obvious stature has emerged on the scene, — 
something of which the people can be proud and an individual 
who, by his position as leader of the opposition, may: tend 
to inspire the Republicans to keep more to the straight and 
narrow path, since he undoubtedly will be a constant threat 
to the party going into power. I especially regret that 
Senator Benton, as a forcefor good, went down to defeat while 
McCarthy, representing the worst aspects of political life, 
has apparantly been swept into office, —something to 
rankle on Mx. Eisenhower 1s .conscious for the ensuing 6 years.

What puzzles me most at the moment is how Ohio with 
its thumping Republican vicotry, failed to elect Chaales Taft,
I believe Washington correspo dents have long voted Senator Bricker 
as the poorest excuse for anything in the U. S. Senate, and 
yet Ohio returns him regardless. I haven't heard anything about 
Charles Taft during the campaign but as he is supposed to 
represent a liberal line of political, I guess it is but 
logical that he should have~been swept aside, while a Bricker, 
representing everything that is stupid and reactionary should 

carry everything before him.

It seems to me that while Mr. Eisenhower manifestly paid 
too high a price for his election.in tacitly flirting with 
the Genners and McCarthy, elements, he is nevertheless an honest 
man. Sooner or later he is going to have to make up his 
mind as to whether the Old Guard is going to*be the dominant 
force in his administration, so far as the Executive Department 
is concerned, or if the more liberal elements, as represented by 
the Deweys and the Lodges, will hold the balance. With 
the Dixiecrat Senators voting with the conservative wing of
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the Republican party, it is obvious the ultra conservative 
Senate, as personaified by Taft, are in complete control of 
that august body. It was that element, of course, that stale
mated the Truman legislative program, and I am quite sure 
they will do the same to any proposals that might come from 
Eisenhower, if, indeed, he should have in mind to recommend any 
legislation beneficial to segments of society outside that of 
entrenched wealth. The election hs shown the United States 
still has a two party system, and in the nest of reactionary 
Senators may be found the seed of a situation which in 1956 will 
give liberalism another chance to offer a program which will 
p obably seem desireable after another four years of Sentaorial 
reaction.

I heard nobody in this area express any enthusiasm over 
today’s p opportunity to cast ballots, but somewhere along the 
line, one postal employee must have been dreaming of 
vaster horizons than those represented by the mail pouches, since 
as has happened once or twice before, the sacks labiled, for 
Melville, Louisiana, containing first class mail, were delivered 
to Melrose, and I assume Melrose sacks went to Melville, —  
some post office down South Louisiana way. X reckon the switch 
ought to be straightened out by Wednesday or Thursday at the latest.

tonight’s weather report sounds mighty unusual, for a drizzle 
,_® predicted for Wednesday. After all these weeks of drought and 
forest fires, dust and smoke, a few particles of water from on 
hith would certainly be a novel innovation.

Late this afternoon I discovered a pile of earth newly 
turned over in the limited space between the bay tree sprouts and 
the sugar pot, the bay leaves partically concealing the 
hole that had been dug beneath the pot. It was about 
big enough to permit a good sized rabbit to enter, and obviously 
lead to the space between the cement blocks, concealled by 
the eart , on which the pot is elevated. Getting down on all 
fours, i stuck ray nose intof the hole, my forehead resting against 
the side of the pot, and picture my surprise when I discovered 
that rib out two inches from my nose was the probosis of a 
pole cat who appeared Just about as astonished to see me as I 
to encounter him. I expect he must be of t e family living 
under Yucca and i have no desire to discourage him from remaining 
tflose by as a friendly neighbor. But as I don t want the foundations 
ot the pot weakened, I shall on the morrow do flhat I can to urge 
him to give up the idea of setting up housekeeping on the particular 
site he has selected. I hope his manners are such that he doesn’t 
feel impelled to argue the point. But now it is high time I 
folded up my beard and called it a day Surely it has been an

iT lT lr ^ t ,eve„dSonf..S.°!.bleSS ** ^ieeaho»er• Hies

Wednesday, November 5th, 1952,

Memorandum;
How nice to find your Thursday letter in today’s post.

There were a dozen or fifteen others, some of which, I suppose, 
had been to Melville, or some such'place, and they all 
sit snug|y in the armoir.

, f <

One of the dwaddling secrtaries showed up by 
just as we were beginning the first letter, - yours, — J. H. 
interrupted, he had suddenly decided to head out for the 
Rio Grande with J. £. Williams, and wanted to tell me as
to his whereabouts during the next few days, — and by the 
time he had withdrawn, the secretary had vanished. I am 
under, the impression that when school begins 'a^ain ©n liext 
Monday, following the seasonal vacation for cotton picking,
I may be able to contrive something better, —  I hope.

And then, as between this paragraph and the above, 
another secretary appeared out{of th night. It seems 
somebody down the road, — "Gousin i*ug, two houses below 
Mxxx *Er. Earnest’s house, is having a gumbo, and you may be 
sure it was the anticipation of getting the ’withal1’ to 
round up a plate of gumbo that impelled this late appearance 
about which t am notTcomplaining since it gave me an 
opportunity to read your letter.

i-ara so sorry you haven't been feeling quite up to 
snuff and I do hope you are collapsing at every opportunity 
on the downy couch.

Youracco nt of your flight to the„.n$mptons was 
^charming and I ’m so glad you have the little breathing 
space in the garden which sounds like a delightful situation, 
The secret garden idea is so pleasant, and how rdoubly so it 

must mean, for the owner, now that, it is the final 
resting place of the companion. I used to know the
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hampton Bay area a little although I had iorgotten about 
'the sand dunes until y0U recalled them to mind I could 
gladly havq joined you in having another look: at them, and, 
if you don t mind, taking a turn in the garden, — and ultimately, 
sampling the sea food which I like much, — all except the fish, 
which i seem to prefer out of cans labeled "Tuna**

I hope the journey to and fro from town wasn’t too enervating 
and that the temperature was pleasant, I have been following 
the Mnahattan weather reports this past week Whatwith all 
the details that seem to cover such particulars at
the world series; _both in baseball and politics and
I gather that there is definitely ax suggestion 6f late 
autumn iT1 y o u r  ozone, if, indeed, the first touch of 
winter hasn't made itself felt.

While rI think it* I would inquire /ibout the ribbon 
grass you saw at the Haptons. In this locality, 
it attains the height of from 8 to 15 feet but what 

with the mildness of the climate here and the richness of 
the xoil, ..-nong Island being famous for neither, I suppose, 
the grass probably attains a more reasonable growth. Here 
its foamy whitness begins emerging from the earth 
late February or early March, and after reaching a height 
of five or sic feet, begins introducing the green stripes 
along its leaves which by raid summer transpose the whiteness 
eof Spring to an almost solid light green; and by July 
the big tufts or plumes, always reaching above the rest 
of the unadorned, stalks, comes into its fulness,, I 
may conclude this paragraph ^n a sour note by saying somebody left 
a gate open last night at ^elrose and the cows entered, and 
as they seem to love ribbon grass, made a mare's nest out 
of the local gardener1s garter garden But we had better 
luck at Arenbourg, where ribbon grass#grows with lavishness,
and our several beds are flourishing mightily _and I
pause to knock wood, — not a suggestion of a Aare's. nest to 
be discovered there.

*  -

At the lost Office this morning, I was greeted by 
an old friend, ..little King, looking taller than ever, with 
his six foot and some odd inches belying the little adjective 

his name. He threatens to honor me with a visit on the 
morrow, and I shall be delighed to learn the latest wrinkles 
along Cheasapeak Bay.. ,

It was so thoughtful and so kind of you to transcribe, - or 
should I say translate Miss Lille's letter. Poor dear how 
you must have had to labor on that one ••••••
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Thursday , Uovember 6th, 1952.

e

Memorandum;
T

It1s summei-ish, almost like Spring without moisture, 
for the promised sprinkle of earlier in the week never 
mateiialized. And so I have been gardening in short sleeves, 
and generally disporting myself in mid summer costume.

i « « *
I m glfcd to learn that Helen, appears improving. There 

was a letter trom Lucille to me, giving a favorable report, and 
another to Carolyn, enclosed in the latter's letter to me which 
had been written her by Lucille. Both indicated improvement, 
although her 'road back”, I suppose, will of necessity be most 
leisurely, I shall of course return Lucille's letter to 
warolyn to the latter. It covers about the same ground as 
in the one to me, except for curiosity on Lucille's part, in that 
sue asks Garolyn if the man can be Jack (Source or some such name, 
living in Dallas and sending elaborate floral offerings to 

Helen, -.orchids, five to the stem, and heaven knows what all.
I never heard of Jack but I hope he is a'nice egg and that
the orchids mirror millions of dollars, for Helen deserves
the# best of friends, and ^  there is any romance in the business,
let us hope there is lots of ‘,mazuma,, to help nelen in
her finances which, being the type of person she is, will never
b® ô uisfl'k <in money, what with all her friends, her traveling
and general scale of living.

Carolyn suggests that Helen is probably well enough to 
receive letters and thinks a note from me would be in order.
I should like to write but would do so with more gusto* if 
either Carolyn or Lucille had ever bothered to mention where 
Helen is being hospitalized. ~nd so I shall ju t use her 
ola address and take a chance 0*1 someone forwarding same.

Blythe and Mrs. Clark dDDpped in this afternoon for half 
an hour. ?There was much talk about'politics ana the rigors of 
getting out the vote for Hisenhower. I said frankly I had 
favored btevenson and so was set straight about people being 
right in having voted against Truman, I suspect a flock of
them did just that, as a matter of fact****** •
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Blythe said the radio has been announcing chat I am 
going to speak: before several different Alexandria gatherings 
within the immediate future. Somebody must have mixed my 
schedule with some politician seeking office, for I didn^t 
know I was going to make more than a single appearance, and 
confidentially, I'm not.

Blythe offered to come up on Monday morning, give a tea 
for me in the afternoon and a supper following the Historical Soce ty 
doings with the understanding I would stay with the Bands as 
long as i pleased and she would bring me back ta Melrose 
*any day I selected between that Monday and the following. It 
was kind of her, of course, and, if accepted, would solve the 
Montespan potential neatly but I have too many things 
cooking ht Melrose, or impending letters about the Louisiana 
Purchase business, etc., etc., so that I had better stick 
to my original sohedule,

I know not if I am the only white person on Melrose tonight, 
but assume I am. At first dark the ladpes across the fence 
hadn t put in an appearance, so 1 * * reckon they may be lingering 
a little longer in South Louisiana, curing their absence, 
their gardens are being properly saved from the drought, their 
animals abundantly fed and as I know of no parties on-the 
-docket at the moment, therd really isn't any reason for them to 
hurry unless by some strange quirk, they should feel some vague 
and novel sensation of enjoying the prospect of being hom@#

I must knock off a letter to Martha G., Bobinson, although 
I find he* one of my most difficult correspondents, and I am 
never satisfied? with what I turn out in that direction. I 
guess it is lucky I can't re-read such communications or
I probably would be forever re-writing them. It^isn't clear 
to me what the two sets o$ people have to do with the publishing 
problem, - at least I don t understand what the one set of 
people have to do with it? —X even forget their names, ̂ although 
it is clear enough that Charles Lufour might be the one to assimilate 
the material. He is too busy with^is Limes Picayune column to 
get up here at the moment and I can t imagine how anybody oould 
tackle such a job knowing nothing aBout the subject matter 
^hat part the other people, —if any, —have to play, X don't seem 
to know. I would favor giving Lufour a try at the thing - 
but should like to talk with him first, —here. Well, we'll see.
1 reckon this letter reveals my sleepiness, so now for a hot

h and then to get to work. Do hope yon are going slow.....
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Friday, 7th, 1952.

Memroandum:

, How nice to find your envdloce with the extra copies of 
tne Picayune enclosed. It is so kind of you to share these with
me and I know they axe going to come in mighty handy, fhank 
you much and thanks again.

Celeste and Ma^am Begard are uack from their week's jaunt, 
and report all kinds of’delights. Celesiespent a couple of nights 
in Hew wrleans with Charles and Ida. She says Charles gets up 
and about for a little each day, X believe. She says he and Ida 
mention the enjoyment he experiences, in looking forward to my weekly 
letter from ^elrose. Oddly enough this afternoon some people from* 

Baltimore, friends of Charles and Ida, passed this way and reported 
they felt they knew me even though we had never met before, as 
Charles had frequently read them my letters to him. X guess I 
had better begin watching what I jot down, since I hadn't realized 
before the news letter was being shared. As yoU have had all 
the letters coming from the Mazurettes, you may ppssibly agree with 
me that these are not especially frequent I don t write to 
t 6m with ny expectation of getting a response, -ath;.t isn4t 
what impells me to write, and yet, off hand as I look back 
over the years, it does seem to me the mail! aren't over
burdened with messages coming from that direction? And 
in part this may be explained by the fact that writing must be up- 
hiibl business for poor Charles and Ida, being of f the Marie Antoinette 
type, probably doesn't find time for sucn nonsense. One thing is
certain, _in view of the st$te of shambles in which my own secretariat
is at present engulfed, I certainly shouldn't spend too much time, 
mooning pbout for more in-coming mail.

‘ •  *■- ' t  ‘ ■■ t  #

Mexoiful h avns, —I suddenly find myself greatly in want of 
a gas mask, for between this sentence and the foregoing, one 
of my pole oat friends, apparently slap under the floor where I 
am situated, must have started an argument with Grndpa or Lie S'rau, 
and I am dashing at this point to open all doors and windows 
and turn on the larger electic fan/ Miser*, misere.’ 
and over
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Well, the aroma lingers on regardless and that means 
on the morrow I must wash with soap suds everything having 
any metal that .I touch during the course of the day, for the stuff 
lingers on everything metalic, - lamps, typewriter, reading 
machine, faucets, screendoors, sissors and the thousand and one othei things we never thing about as being of metal until
the pole cat perfume settles on it, and then, until removed by soap, 
transfers itself to human touch for days thereafter.

I believe it was the President of the Louisiana Bar association 
who telephoned me long distance today, — from Baton Bouge, I believe 
it was, saying that by word of mouth he had just learned of my 
proposal regarding the statue for Hatchitoches, expressing his 
enthusiasm and asking if it would be helpful in the present stage 
of engotiations if a personal conference , — I stagger out to 
get a fresh breath of air, —  let me see, to say he would be 
glad to come up to see me if there was anything he might be 
helpful about in the matter.. He said several of his associates 
wit whom he had taken up the matter were all in favor of setting 
their shoulder to the wheel, if there was anything l might 
wish them to undertake in furthering successful negotiations.
I thanked him for his telephone, said I was tied up today, Saturday 
and bund ay but that if he or any of his associates cared to come up 
to Alexandria on Monday night for the meeting of the Historical 

society, I should be deligh ed to have them present to hear me out
line the situation as of,up to now and that after the meeting, I 
would be glad to consult with them. I suspect that for some reason 
a segment of the legal profession, some of- them possibly being 
civic minded, are,less thrilled by theoriginality of the Mignon 
plan than by a desire to keep the fruit,of such a plan from dropping 
into the lap of Hew Orleans. But whatevc their respective motifes, 
I am glad to know the matter is eeeting with suoh wide 
approval, an possibly through the enthusiasm that may be generated 
on Monday night, sufficient public in erest will be aroused so 
that the operators of the red tape reels may feel impelled to 
unwind their spools a little faster. *

The clipping was handed to me today iy Celeste who found it 
in a recent Town falk, — tnis week, I believe. The people coming 
io hear about Sevres and Dresden will perhaps be taken a-back when 
the subject matter turns to something a little more 
monolithic.

Th re are scads of other things with which A should like 
to discuss or rather about which I should like to talk with you 
at this sitting, but i reckon 1 had better deny myself the 

pleasure of skippingfto a third page. I have quite a few letters 
to do and to rrow tie college faculty and thus the wees, end begins. 
1 hope yours is going to be peaceful...... .

bunaay, Hovember 9th, 1958.

Memorandum:
t «:When the Gatholic clergy asks a heretic to write a 

history of one of their Gatholic Churches, — that, I suppose, 
would be news.

i -i 4  .*C vs * -

Be that as it may, it turns out that father Callahan, 
after conferring with his Bishop, has petitioned me to do a book 
about 3t. Augustin1 s, from beginning to end. laturally I am 
not going to do it, but it \yas nice of them to ask, — and 

- I'm a little surprised they did. But I am not carried away 
by the implied expression of confidence, fortin reality father 
Callahan is planning to spend the summer in Europe and it would 
be nice when he got back and was ready for the 100th anniver
sary celebration of the Church in September, if the book had 
been neatly taken care of during his frolic abroad. Something 
special could be done on the subject, and especially if the 
Church would give me the record of father BegisT trial, when 
the latter was put through his paces after he had begotten the 
child, Innocent Metoyer, to which the rectory se vant & g.ve 
birth. I believe that trial is the first or seoond of its kind 
in the history of the ^atholic Church in America, and ought to 
make marvelous copy for the tabloids, but the Church would 
never release the records, naturally, and equally natsally, I 
shall not undertake recording the annals of the institutions.
After all, the, Grandpere plate just about covers all the 
pertinent, printable points, and I shall leave it to some 
industrious scholar of the Church to spread out the details in 
print! can scarcely believe it myself, but for a few minutes 
during the morning and a few minutes during the afternoon, there 
were a few pin-point sprinkles, — not enough to do any good, but 
nevertheless promising of things to come, perhaps, ^nd tonight 
the sky is without stars, and I am holding the t ough there 
-may be more sprinkles before dawn. -Heaven knows we've waited 
long enough for it. • « #

Usualiy, the naroissus greenery has attained its full higght 
by this date, and sometimes flowers of the more forward varieties 
have begun unfolding. But the dry spell has kept them dormant 
up to now. In a day or two, following this dab of dampness, 
i suppose greenery will start emerging from the ground in 
all directions.
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As I turned this page, a tremendous t under clap 
seemed to unburden the clouds with its detonation, and 
the immediate chatter of buckets of rain on the banana leaves 
sounds like hail on a tin roof, Perhaps, after all these 
weeks, we are really headed for some watfcr, I hope.

Prom £he varied assortment of coirespondence, I shall cast 
"about for a couple of enclosures which may or may not be of 
interest. 1 am thinking particularly of Mrs. core's letter 
tQ Madam ^arco. 1 suppose one reason why the lady writes so 
infrequently to anyone is because she puts off the business 
until she can undertake a book. I must,say she usually manages 
to include something of interest, as, for,example, in the 
present sample, the reference to many people in early Washing
ton, Miss, days, whiqh would of course delight Madam aiarco.
But because everyone is endowed with about the same amount of 
.imagination, although it always manifests itself in different 
ways, Mrs. Moore seems to demonstrate at the close of her 
epistole a shocking lack of psychology in her reference to 
Susie's accident and thet present situation in which the two 
sisters find themselves, it goes without saying that Madam 
Mar oo is quite capable of accepting this wail and keeping 
it under control, but i can well imagine that selfish «
Susie would find in the x̂ oore expressions of “misere’1 £ust 
the prooer material to provide her with self pity that 
would require all the br.avery of spirit that Madam Marco 
could muster. I don't pass for bei,ng an expert on how to 
treat other peoples misfortunes, but i must say the Moore 
method in this insta ce seems dreadfully inept. <

a s  I don't keep up with what goes on in the press, I 
suppose it often happens that things which occur to me. as 
striking facts may well have been mentioned and disposed of years 
before by newspaper minds, novpring so many secondry points.
A case in point is demonstrated by the fact that only today did 
it occur to" me that prominent men mpst of necessity avoid 
using their initials when approving memoranda, state papers 
and the like. Any document bearing Franklin uenlano Boosevelt's 
famous "F. u. B.11 would forever be adequate, but hw odd 
it would seem to have a piece of labor legislatipn, — faft- 
Hartley, for example, seem, were the Bobert Alphpnso Taft 
initials to be appended, —  "BA'i,
' The rain continues cascading and i must now roll up my 

sleeves and get to correspondence, Scant pilgrims today and 
may your day have been equally free.......
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Monday, Bovembbr 10th, 1952.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your letter in today1s post. Along 
with the rest of the mail, it is safety tucked away in my 
armoir, awaiting the morrow's reading*, for no secretary showed up 
before I put my foot in the big road, handing Southward, and 
I begin this meino at a quarter past midnight, have ;Just returned 
to home base, and all good secretaries, — and I hasten to 
confess I know of none at this bend of the river, --have 
long since retired.

- < ■■ 1 ~ * r ", ,
Our Melrose caravan numbered six, — the 1 dies across the fence 

three Severened Fathers from across the river and Lestan, End,
»»e left here at 6, traveled without incident, arrived in time for 
a half hour chat before the meeting was called to order, the 
President holding the meeting up a little until Dr. Hand arrived, 
and the latter introducing me in a rather extended but outrageously 
flayering oration, followed by my song and danoe**after which came 
a buzz of personal conversation with dozens of people X knew 
not and'some I knew, supper at a pleasant restaurant, and thence 
back home, and now aboard the old Underwood for a little chat 
with you.

as I glance backward over the past six "hours, two things stand 
out in my mind with unusual clearness, — one on the postive 
side and the other on the negative. '

curing the interim while the meeting was being delayed for 
Dr. Band, who had beet detained at the hospital, X had an 
opportunity to chat with several people, including Blythe who 
had brought me the traveling clock which X had intrusted to her 
to have repaired last Friday. It was so good to have it back 
again, and she said she had taken the liberty to invited the 
watchmaker and his wife to the meeting, as he had expressed a 
desire to be present, although he $asn t a member of any 
organization sponoering the business.^ *nd so I met Mr. and 

Mrs. Mrtine or Martini, --I'm not sure which, --and after I 
had thanked him fox restoring my beloved time piece to its former 
perfect status* I was surprised but altogether delighted to 
learn that hewas an old friend of Mr. Bachelier, — of all people.
It seems that m x . Martine or ^artini migrated from his home, some 
45 miles Northwest of ~aris to the vast weat region of Canada 
at about the same time ^r. -Bachelier had taken up his
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residence there, and Hollowing *̂r. nachelier's removal to 
Louisiana, his new acquaintance, without knowing of Mr.
Bachelier’s pecisd whereabouts, had moved to Alexandria. Several 
years elapse before they boh discovered that actually they were 
neighbors, and after that, they used to visit back and forth 
from ^ittle ^iver to Alexandria and back again. I learned 
later from Br. aand that the man is considered by central 
Louisiana people as something of a genius in the handling of 
ancient and modern time pieces, and I clutched my clock a little 
closer in gratitude for the good luck it had experienced in falling 
into such carable hands. «

• r
t

That, of course, was on the postive side, --and right here,
I should perhaps hasten to say that after consulting with 
da Majeste yesterday morning, and by our joint efforts, we 
were successful in establishing the fact that la Mont e span 
who had gone to ^klahfima «ity on Friday, had, — fortunately, —  
not returned, That was a relief, but to get on to the 
other factor which wasn't too stimulating.- Following 
my appearance on the platfown, and during the hour of conversation 
that followed, I.learned both from Celeste and from Mrs.
Holloman, who, incide tally took the speech down in shorthand, 
that the President and a Hr. Taylor who was elected the new 
President, had both been heard to say that they liked the
speech but.......... so far as each was concerned, they
didn't care what the burden of my message might be, they 
woulo be content to sit there all night and just listen to 
anything, so long as I said it. 5

From this I gather they are particularly vulnerable to 
my brand of charm, and while that is all very pleasant, 
when one has exerted some energy to execute a project in 
a most favorable light;, 'and one ‘ s efforts are met with 
success, there is something* just a little dispgpoiting 
in the realization that the usbject matter was probably 
whipped up in vain, since any brand of telephone book or 
pages from patent medecine booklets could have been as 
readily been disposed of, — not on the basis of the 
product's merit but simply on the sing-song quality of 
the speaker's delivery.

But, on second thought, perhaps I should not complain 
about this factor too much, for what was desired was to 
secure a measure of cooperation on the part of Central Louisiana 
organizations, and in view of the vote of confidence that 
was carried by acclaim at the end of the speech^ perhaps I 
shouldn t bother too much to examine the finer points as 
to the rea sons.*

But the hour grows late and 1 reckon I had better 
divest myself of ray "^unday" clothes, and oall it a day.
I'm so glad my traveling clock will be standing sentinel along side.
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Mem randum;
; •/..//._ ; ", « f  M ; 1 '' '■ *' ' ' " . /. . : 3  e..

How nice to have your elegant letter of Wednesday last past.
I so much a predate what you have to.observe concerning the Tuetsday 
election returns, as perhaps indicated by a memo or two coming to 
your true hand on the same subject, you will no doubt observe how 
closely our minds were , orking along the same route.

I am especially glad you mentioned the Mlment Davis suggestion 
regarding a September rathe than a July date for national conventions. 
This seems a sound recommendation and one that ought to 
be mighty helpful in conserving everybody's energies by thus 
limiting the time possible for campaigning. I had not 
heard the havis suggestion and I am hoping it may be taken up 
seriously by both parties, - *

Seventy five million dollars is what I call a prize example of 
how hhrd headed business men can really squander money to small 
purpose when they set their minds to it. When one stopE to thing 
of all the clap trap and tomfoolery to which a large portion of that 
money was devoted, - especially broadcasting and televizing, 
it makes one wonaer what could be done if 25 million had been 
allotted to fthat purpose and 50 million of it devoted in wk such 
a way as to give each state, say one million, for some of the 
projects which we so often contemplate, --what good could 
come, — and o a permanent nature, in contrast to the no-account 
speeches of second rate politicians which vanish and are forgotten 
in a matter of minues after their delivery.

I wish someone would effect a new arraugment, too, for 
the time element in future political*broadcasts, i am tinking 
particularly of the schedule of the major candidates. I think 
everyone of the radio audience this year must have been unfavorably 
impressed by the enormous amount of costly time wasted by the 
demonstrations that ate up so much of the period bought for a 
speech that the radio audience was denied hearing bt a portion 
of what the candidate had t say. It seems to me this could 
easily be managed by introducing the candidate 15 minutes before 
the mircophones were turned on, thus providing the noisey audiences 
with' a quarter of an hour for wearing themselves out with 
applause.. Whenever the applause subsided prior to the pick up by 
the net workts, the candidate could always be provided with 
a preface, such as the reading of some notices Oc little or not
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interest to anyone, — routine plans for impending speeches or 
some such, and then, when the magical moment for the clearing 
of the air waves arrived, he would have an opportunity to make 
full use of the purchased time.

I hope the suggestion made a day or so ago that Mr. otevenson 
may broadcast at least once a month during the next four years, 
may be put into effect. This would not only provide the 
opposition p rty with an opportunity to keep abreast with 
the ideas of a responsible opposition but, in ^r. ^tevensonJs 
case, offer a chance for the electorate to hear what a remarkable 
many has to say. I suspect, too, that it might go far 
’in selling ^r. otevenson to the electorate and theeebye obviate 
the necessity of such an exhausting campaign four years hence. My 
fervent hope is that Mr. Misenhower survives the next four years so 
that Vice President Slippery Slick never has an opportunity to 
become Mr. Big.

About two inches of rain finally became ours before Monday 
morning had dawned, quenching the forest fires and clearing the 
air of smoke and dust that had blanketed the region too long, 
it provided wonderful refreshment for all vegetation, too, and 
what with the softening of the earth, provides me with vast opportunit 
for digging, planting and transplanting, a  heavy frost 
last night and a other tonight will push down the sap and make 
the moving of young trees and bushes wonuerfully successful, I 
believe.

I chanced to see Madam itegard alone for a few minutes this 
morning, ohe was delighted to have the opportunity to read me 
what she styled as one of her most prized possessions, — your recent 
letter to her. I don t mine saying cuite frankly that i agreed 
whole heartedly•with Rer that it was as fine a letter as one could 
ever hope to find. I blushed a little at t* e somewhat extravagant 
references to ^estan, but Madam Regard observed that somehow T 
those sentences expressed exactly what she had so long felt and 
had never express in so many words. Her admiration and affection 
for you is beyond measure and I must, as a more or less dis
interested party, commend you on all the happiness your thoughtfulness 
brought to your correspondent.

On another topic, she said she wanted to tell me so ©thing, 
something abou a character in a book which she had re-read, —
"Gone rfith The Wind". In that book, she said, she liked Belle 
Wattley tremendously, out she didn't know anybody to whom she 
could express her enthusiasm save.me, but, she added with obvious 
satisfaction and pleasure, she said she thought she knew somebody 
else to whom she felt very close whq would understand her, too.
And so little w-iss J-ee goes to the head of the class on two counts.

So muck moie to say but i had better restrain my impulse to 
jump to another page. My day has been so happy, thanks to your 
lovely letter.....
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Wednesday, November 12th, 1952.

Memorandum:
There are no peoanes this year, as everyone concerned with that 

branch of the plantation has reported weekly for the past several 
months and so when 1 saw pecanes rolling every which way around 
the pecane. fort and the store the other day, I asked that the name 
of little Miss Lee be entered on the list and was tolu it had just 
been checked, as Celeste had passed that way a few minutes before.

And so if a sack hasn't already reached your true hand, one 
probably will shortly, and^I mention this fact, thinking you might 
like to know what is i plied by a slip in 908, in order that you 
may the more readily provide yourself with some kind of a plain 
paper sack which you may find preferable to place the pecanes in, 
since the cloth one being sent bears much printing as to its 
place of origin.

Aater a heavy fro t last night today1s weather was bracing 
and sunny, giving me an opportunity to do a lot of gardening, —— 
encumbered by no pilgrims, thank heavens, although I did take 
time out for a chat with little Mng. Knowing- me to he always 
at home, he said he had passed this way on Monday night but 
never could establish contact* n© is looking line and is beginning 
to count the days between now and July 18th • hen ĵ is enlistment 
expires. He says he has enjoyed'his work but now thinks he has 
had enough of it

A call from the Milispaugh Drug asked for another dozen 
Grandpere plates today, ©d? course I had none, hut perhaps there 
may be a deivery fro -̂ ook H all next week, I hope. I am 
still surprised that Gtandpere continues to roll along

I have two or three different types of designs flying about 
in rafr mind for the Louisiana Purchase plate, but nonetof them 
seemed to have quite jelled as yet. If I can only come up with 
one that will'be sufficiently attractive enough to sell at any
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old time, I shall be glad, of course, hut I think, it will he easy j Thursday, November 13th, 1^52,
enough to turn one out following the holiday rush that ought 

to he easily enough disposed of in a small quantity anyway, 
and if something special eventuates by way of design, then that wil 
he gravey.

I touched on another type of plate, ox rather another sort 
ofdesign, based on religious grounds, in my speech the other night, 
and I shall jot it down for you within a few days when X am 
caught up a little wit half a dozen little odds and ends now 
demanding most of my dailight ‘til dark activities, what with 
the weather so fine and the ground so moist. % e  design 
would be based on a County or Parish unit and might do very nicely,
I think, but we shall go into that at another sitting.

I am surprised to find how comparatively few letters I write 
when I get to spending most of my time digging. Night has a way 
of coming on so soon and sleep coming down so fast that I have 
little wakefulness either for writing or reading and while I crank, up 
the radio when I flatten out in bed, I seem to do much more 
sleeping than ibistoning.

And I never cease to marvel how people of color seem able to 
piddle all day and then begin genuine activities when night comes on. 
Bill hocque, brother-in-law of Mitchell, the Axe’, died on Monday, and 
along about now, — 10 p.m., I suppose dozens of people are cluttering 
up the neighborhood for the wake. It is being held in the home 
which is the first qne up this way from Jlemence's houtee, and 
mentioning Ciemence s house, did f mention that the Bark Nuke 
now lives there, having moved across the road and down a bit from 
that little house hard by the spillway when we passed that way.
Peter passed this way two or three hours ago to ask me if I would 
care to go with him to the wake, but I declined. He said he wasn't 
sure what he was expected to do when he got there, as he usually 
didn't go to mulatto wakes, and he wanted to know if he, a non- 
catholic, was expected to kneel and pray before the coffin and 
"shake that little old weed or palm or whatsoever they calls it” 
that all "them Prenchmen” are forever shaking and waving over 
the corpse. Obviously Peter knows more about mulatto Catholic 
customs on such occasions, — more than I, but I assured him ho 
wouldn't have to indulge in the hocus-pokus carryings-on if he didn’t 
feel inclined to do so. ne loved the hocu-pokus expression, ocviously 
new to him,£.and so merrily headed off down the roadto join in 
the festivities which probably will last all night, so thoroughly 
are such matters taken care of in this region. I need scarcely 
add, I expect, what must be ever so evident, that I am sleepy, and 
I apologize for this unusually dull note, but there's always hopes 
for something better on the morrow......

Memorandum:
With the soil damp, the thermometer moderate and the sky semi- 

cloudy, circumstances are perfect for gardening, and I have been 
making the most of it today, — the pilgrims cooperating by 
staying away.

Some Mr. Gage from Dallas sent quite an imposing package of 
bulbs, and I have been'busy both at Arenbourg and Yucca, getting 
the ground prepared for their reception and'their eventual 
planting which I completed by first dark, fhere are quite 
an assortment of King Alfred daffodils, and scads of other 
varieties, including some that are said to possess white outer 
petals with scarlet cups, which I don't recall having seen.

f  ^

I have planted all these in localities where they ,ought to 
multiply to advantage',* and so, if I give them even scant 
attention, it shouldn't be long before we, like Mr. Wordsworth, 
have "a host of golden daffodills".

Whatever happened to the money I sent along for zinnia seeds,
I know not, but p'erhaps that order will be filled a little 
later. After all, one doesn't plant zinnias until late March 
or early April, so i guess I have ample time,

J. n. tells me that the fucker house has been pulled down 
but completely. The superintendent of the .reccing crew with 
whom arraugments had been made to handle the unique pillars, was 
carried off to the hospital just as the demolition work began, and 
so I guess we shall never realize our hope to establish the 
pillars down this way. How does that line of Aunt Benjamin 
go: - "Learn t gain without meanness, to loose without regret”.
Well, however it is, it is easy to preach but rather more 
admireable if one tries practicing such adages.

*

Hither herewith or under separate cover, I shall send along 
a dab or two of mail. You will find the letter from la Mamoulides 
and the clipping about her of interest. Her reference to Georgia 
reminds me of Mrs. Moore and I must $ay Va® personal history 
she included gratis in her letter reminded me of Mrs. Moore, although
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two such inclinations to recount personal history could scarcely 
permit one t'o assume such a custom is rather on the Georgian 
side of folk: ways. I laughed in my heard at her opening 
line in which she explains thatafter we have exchanged two 
or three letters on business matters, she thinks she knows me 
well enough to call me by my first name. In contrast, there 
was the case of B. L. C. who after he and his wife had numerous 
grandchildren, he still continued in his ^iary to refer to his 
wife as Mrs. Vailes. Surely, a.ter all those years of wedaed 
bliss, B. L. 0. munt have known his wife'a heap better than 
la Mamoulides knows me, — I hope. t

And that lady must be in the same category as scads of other 
people, including some of the Ma am’s old friends who knew 
the Melrose set up over a period of years, and yet had the thoughtlessn 
to write,on occasion, inquiring "How about Ghirstmas". It'goes 
without saying that I shall get off a great big "HO11 to 
Crowley forthwith. • .

t
I suppose nobody lives very long before he comes to discover 

that with the varying estimates of personal intentions, scads 
of people are want to confuse acquaintanceship with friendship, 
and friendship with infatuation, etc., etc., so that one who 
has paddled along in a most casual 'fashio, 'suddenly, to his surprise 
discovers that he had better start back-tracking speedily before 
misleading this or that associate who has interpreted this or that 
gensture in quite a novel and unwarranted way.. Such has been 
the situation in the present instace, i surmise, and while 1 think 
the lady inquestion is perfectly alright, I am at a loss as 
to how she arrived at the point wherein she thinks I would welcome 
a lapful of mamoulides at Santa Glaus time.

At supper J. H. said he had had a letter from Bat, penned in 
London where he expects to be stationed for two or * three months.
Pat seems to be impressed by the pinch in which the average 
London citizen finds himself and his difficulty in keeping body and 
soul together. I should imagine this situation must be unusually 
impres ive on the individual who is immune to such financial 

worries, such as Pat, who is enjoying gravey to the tune of 
six or seven hundred dollars a month; a car of his own and the
opportunity of purchasing gasoline at American rates and not at 
European levels, tfhat a wonderful opportunity American soldiers 
have to play out roles of good will messengers in the various 
countries in which they find themselves scattered about the globe 
burely there must be a few .at least who make the most of such 
opportunities, I hope.......

ss
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Friday, fiovember 14th, 1952*
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IXMemorandum:
Hownice to find ,the Gane xiiver reflections in this morning's 

post. Let me hasten to add that the package came through as 
flat, and pretty, as you mailed it. I think it is going to 
be so pretty when reproduced in the Batchitoohes rimes.

For some time, Celeste has been talking about blue 
roses. She saw some advertised in the Picayune a while back, 
and ordered three for about 6 or 7 dollars for the trio. They 
also came in today's post, addressed to her, and she put them 
on the back gallery of her house and asked me if I would 
help her select a proper spot for them during the 
I did but when we came to plant them, we discovered they had 
been carried out by Aurellia or Andy along with a stack of 
other trash that had been put on the- back gallery, — and burned, 
fheir skeletons were found in the trash burner. Poor Andy,
I felt sorry for him and the tirade that was leveled at him. It 
was a rather expensive bonfire, of course, but I thought 
it unlikely the world would come to an end* The lady declared sne 
would buy some more and so have to do withoutr something else*J  Sold H r  ° thought that would be unnecessary and tif funds
reached too low and ebb, 1 would be glad to save her from her 
loss. That momentarily seemed to bring a glimpse of her 
ridiculousness to the fore but she was still fuming when 
I departed. I'll bet Andy is going, to be "sick the next 
time he is scheduled to do any gardening across^the fence.

The ideal weather continues and digging in the erath, -- 
at least at Yucca and, Arenbourg, continues to be a source of infinite 
satisfaction Most of the green leaves of the canas have 
been turned to brown by the recent frosts and I always find 
it easier to transplant them first, and then cut their stems 
after re-planting, and this I have been doing with vast abandon 
today. A big old owl, larger than a chicken, sat in the top 
of one of the cottonwoods on the river bank at Arenbourg, apparently 
eyeing my activities. But after a while he swooped down on 
the nandina hedge, from which scooted a half grown rabbit, and 
the owl flapped off down the river, probably complaining 
bitterly in his beard that my presence had done him out of a fine 
supper. Probably the rabbit was thinking alonfc quite different
lines.
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I..fdund Ed. Morrow's remarks tonight on today's meeting 
in Augusta between Eisenhower and Dewey much to the point, --it 
being more difficult to understand the interpretation of the 
joint ix statement issued afterward than the st tement itself.
In view of the hitter feud at Chicago and subsequently between 
Dewey and faft forces, it must be considered a miracle, I suppose, 
that the thing was kept so well concealed during the campaign, 
hut sooner or later, following the inauguration, I suppose, 
the nicety of balance cannot be maintained, and either 
the less reactionary forces of Dewey or the more reactionary 
forces of Taft are going to clâ im the ascendency, — or else.
With the.,Old Guard and the Dixiecrats well in the saddle in the 
Senate,Ifidon*t see how Eisenhower can buck them if he hopes to 
get anywhere with a legislative program, —  aqd yet if he" 
does end up by fca kow-towing to them, the Republican goos.e will 
be automatically well cooked so far as the public as a whole is con
cerned. * The Eisenhower tightt-rope-walking stunt during- the campaign 
was an artistic triumph as well as a political one, even though 
it was depressing to those hoping for straight-forwardness on the 
part of the candidate. Besides, the role of "all things 
to alb men", so successfully employed during the campaign, cannot 
pjosibly be .used, or if used, cannot pay off any dividends worth 
having once the end of the camp agin has been achieved, and I'm 
wondering when the Dreak will come, and which wing of the party 
will emerge on top.

. After going to bed last night, and dropping off to sleep for 
half an hour, I discovered, on awakening, I ..wanted to read a little 
and so ran through a few pages of "Royal* M u s h " , which I seem to be 
dwaddling over interminably. It is a "grown-up" novel and rather 
neatly turned, as regards many of the main characters, and the 
cnracters, for the most part, do not seem stifled1 by their costumes 
as do go many movies of the period, — although, come to think of it,
I guess X never saw a movie depiecting any event or story during 
the resign of the 14th ■Louis. Henriette d'iingleterre, as the center 
figure in the piece, cmnes off wpnderfully, and I find myself wondering 
if she actually approached the perfection the novelist presents. If so,
I must say she apparantly was possessed of more sense than all the 
rest of the Stuarts combined ;

Somebody from Magnolia reports there was a write up in the 
Town Talk about the Monday night doings, but no copy has as yet come 
to hand. 1 thought Mrs. Holloman might send one, but since she hasn t 
I'll wpite for one and send it along. Fair weather is promised for the wh 
week end in Louisiana. i*±ay it, be the same in the Empire State.....,

Sunday, November 16th, 1952.

Memorandum: «
« ' '

• a pilgrim hurly burly throughout today reflected the 
summer like weather that seems to have impelled everybody from 
Nebraska to Florida to pass this way,

i had thought I would get caught up on J^rrespondence over 
the week end, and although I shall knock off^Pfew letters tonight,
I must say I <shall not catch up before the middle of the week.* • •*- ' w‘ ■** ' • 1 *** ‘

And speaking of correspondence, it is pleasant to have the 
enclosed letter from Lucille, indicating the Helen appears to be 
recuperating. As for Lucille herself,* she seems to be as 
much of the squirrel in the revolving cage as people we know 
closer to home. How wonderful it would be if we 'could only 
tap in on <some of that energy which is expended so lavishing by 
the socially inclined,

I .. , . .t ',y  ' - - . : ^
Last night I finished M*oyal Flush" by ^aude Erwin or perhaps 

Irwin, and was glad I read it all the way thro'ugh. She certainly 
caught a gli pse of the 1660‘s and 1670*s that is unique in novels 
for the picture it presents ofaxistociatic suburban life 
in H e  de France at that period. Toward the end of the book there 
is a tendency to devote several scenes to Saint Cloud. I have 
never found a print of the Chateau that gave me a very clear 
concept of its situation in relation to the gardens, and although 
I have spent many* a long day pulling about the' terraces and 
gardens, it was never quite clear to me just how thb Chateau 
faced, and which way ran the major lines. The cobble stone 
court yard remains and that seemingly ought to give a 
perfect key to the lay out of the build ng itself, but somehow 
t nevr did quite figure it out.’

Should you ever chance across a print of the whateau, and 
especially one that might give some hint as to its relations to 
the gardens, I t^ust you wilfc make note of same. There 
may have been some clew to this in the print or prints in that 
series appearing in that book we used to explore, — "Chateaux 
et Maisons xtoyales de France" or some such, anu I believe those 
prints are sometimes drawn on when authors are casting about 
for illustrations of one thing or another, and it is quite 
possible the Public Library, if it doesn't have this particular
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book, may well have certain pa&es from it in i^s print collection. 
Saint ^loud was destroyed in 1870 or 1871 and I assume there were 
never a y' photographs of'the place, Marie Antoinette's secret 
conference with Mirbeau in the gardens of *>t. Oloud always seemed 
to indicate by contemporaiy references to the rendezvous that 
the chateau somehow gave on the tapis-vert, but I was never able 
to reconstruct the building to make this possible.

While i think of it, in the same collection of prints 
there was one, -—a close up, of the courtyard of Versailles, 
showing it as it appeared during the reign of Louis XIV, before 
the two projecting pavillions into the courtyard, now dominating ig 
had been constructed under Louis If you ever should
chance across this print in the volume mentioned above, I 
shoulo be glad if you would notice if the Chapel appears in 
that close up of the courtyard, and if the roof line of the 
Jhapel is broken by the presence of a lantern, as I believe was 
the original construction of the roof. Hotel Pierre's roof 
line somehow sugge ts the present a pearance of the I * * * Vhapel roof, 
but somewhere or other I gat ered that a lantern dominated the 
roof line originally.

Well, Lord, what a lot of talk about things of 
no importance and, I fear, of but scant interest, and yet 
I hope you will forgive me for rattling along at such a great 
rate, being char it ble if you can to all this chatter, as you 
are the sole soul in the world who would listen to such minor 
matters that, for what reason i know not, interest mef so much,

I dined across the fence today and found evryone slap happy, 
with the indigo atmosphere cleared of all memory, apparantly^of 
the elusive blue rose bushes. Saturday was “Home doming Lay* 
at the college and Jeleste and Lee W6ie up and awa to town - 
early - early and weren't back by dark, everything was just 
lovely/ food, people, clothes, etc., etc., with only slight regret,
I think, that the frolic at the college forced postponement of 
he usual Satutday card game at the club.

Sister appea.ed unex ectedly on Saturday morning, bringing 
a ^is. Whittington with her. I was glad they remained but 
a couple o hours which was ample to cover everything that 
i had any desire to take up, since I had no impulse to 
take up anything.

I dipped into a few pages of "Immigrant's Return" by Pelegrini,
or some such after finishing the -,rwin item, rhis is a c ntemporary 

autobiography of an Italian born college professor, for 30 years
a resident of Seattle, Washington. I think it is goin to be
inter sting, — an analysis of tne differences between European
influences versus*»merican on a c^ntempoary citizen. Must fold....
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Monday, November 17th, 1952.

Memor andum:
t

She thermometer is making ducks and'drakes of the cannas, 
for while” it is '’hoovering0 around in the 70*s and 80*s, the 
roots that were-put to bed under a canopy of cotton hulls, 
are beginning to put up a fine stand of tender green leaves.

But in view of the crackling of static toYiight, making 
it impossible to hear even so much as a brief weather report, I 
take it that the eleotrioit;, is being generated by a mass of cold 
air that must be moving in or has stalled some place just in 
the offing, and probably we shall be having some showers before 
the morrow, — and cooler weather that may lull the growing things 
back to hibernation.

c . .. v

I did not see yesterday's Picayune but a passing pilgrim 
memtioned that in the Mxie-Boto Section there is a brief article 
on »<eeks ^all and some of his color photography are reproduced 
in color.. I asked one or two people dn town to save me their 
copies, — if not already disposed of, and if one comes to hand,
1*11 send it along.

f
I hear much talk about dinners being given here and there 

at which wild game is being featured as the price resistance piece, 
but I'm happy to report, — and I pause to knock wood, that 
thus far we have escaped squirrel, wild duck and the like, --none 
of which do I crave too mUG «̂

Following Sunday's rain of last week, the squirrel season 
which had been called off, was re-opened, and lots of people 
seem to be having luck in bagging such game. I was rather surprised 
that in Bill Jones' woods, between 2eline's and Madam Mubin Bocque's 
the brother of the clerk encountered a deer, — a big buck, in faot, 
at which he shot, but, I'm glad to say, did not bring down. I 
knew there w re deer in the uontrose hills but I had no 
idea they ever ventured across the oememt over into this 
general neighborhood.

A few wild ducks were nosing around under the big oak in 
the front garden Sunday morning, but luck was on their side, as 
no Wenks were about, and I suppose they eventually waddled back 
to the river and then continued their migration.
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Tuesday, November 18th, 1952.

Ihe mairis of scant interest these days, and I must 
get to chunking the red tape hoys to see what we can get untangled 
as between "ow Orleans, Washington and Paris. It seems 
to me I was expecting some letters from Natchitoches, but 
at the moment I can't think: what those could have been about —  
unless it was on Natchitoches dates or some such, about which 
I may have inquired, and subsequently forgotten why.

*1 fiddling around in the ehter waves this evening when 
I was delighted to run up on Senator lore in one of tose "Meet 
tthe Press" things. I'm sorry I didn't hear the first of 
the interview, for I assume it was probably as entertaining 
as the balance which ^ did listen to with attention. When 
they asked him what he thought about the adviseability of 
the Korean trip by the President-elect, he said he felt that 
as a Grandstand gesture it was alright but that he<felt 
if the effort tus expended were devoted to getttngca better 
understanding of the relations between our various Allies, and just 
what one was going to contribute just how much to the common 
problems awaiting solution, the net gains would be more 
satisfactory all around. I learned that donator Morse comes up 
for re-election in 1956. Off hand, I should imagine that might 
be a lucky year for him, since by then the pendulum -will 
proba ly have swung back: in the opposite direction. ~ «

Immediately after that interview, I ran into somebody 
of the Dupont management giving a restrainted but typical 
conservative Republican speech, in which he made the most 
of that deceptive old sawj "The best Government is that 
which governs least . somehow it has always seemed so amazing 
that* the ultra conservatives' should lay hold on such an 
invitation to anarchy as a motto for their own purposes but 
of course what they mean is the the best Government is 
that which mates evefybod,, else behaye but leaves them in 
their own special field to operate as they please without 
any restraints at all. I suppose it?is thihking along 
such lines that impells Senator Taft today to say that it 
would be a shame if there should be a fight in the Republican 
Party over selection of Floor Leader and other Farty officials 
when the new congress takes over, — the implication being that 
everything will be just dandy if only they will let the Senator 
have all the say and nobody question him.

The enclosure is of no interest, but 1 send it along 
regardless I had better drop -Nina a note tpnight, for if 
memory serves, it must be about time for her to get back to 
hew Orleans....;.

Mem or and urn:
how nice to find your Friday air mail in today's post.

1 can think of no reason wh$ it s h o u l d n ' t  have oomo to hand  
on Monday, butjperhaps the air plane dwaddled a little along 
the way. Yesterday's post was rather short and today s 
rather abundant, which suggests that the local delivery 
man out of Ba^ou Natchez may have been dwaddling a little, too.

I'm so glad to know all eommnioations have been coming 
through on schedule, and 1 have of course assumed that you^have 
been confronted with everything save peace and quiet. Don t 
fret over your inability to take pen in hand, knowing as you do 
that I understand perfectly

This morning's cloudy skies began "dropping down 
in dew", along about 10 o clock, and I suppose and inch or 
two of rain has fallen, off and on, until this hour of 8, 
when a fine mist continues, although we are promised with fair 
weather on the morrow. I am always surprised how many inches 
of water are added to the big pot by a measured inch or so. This 
of course is due to the wide spread at the top which seems to 
gather in 7 or 8 inches every time one drops from on high.

I am so glad this moisture is puttingin an  ̂
appearance while it is still warm, and what with the rain of 
a week ago “Sunday, the earth is sufficiently soft to absorb 
it about as fast as it falls, thus providing much nourishment 
for the "children" and if it keeps up,, an extra reserve for 
next Spring's'needs. It had been so long since the Chinese 
magnolias had had any rain that some of them foolishly started 
putting out blossoms, but fortu ately just a flower hero and 
there, so that the Spring will not be robbed of their beauty 
by pre-mature autumnal doings.

In the food section I have had a couple of breaks during 
this past week end in the pie department. On Friday, the clerk s 
wife sent me a fine pecane pie she had made, and today I received, 
a small pumpkin pie from Senator Frederick's wife. I 
carved' myself liberal pieces from the pecane over the ween, end,
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saving only a little to share with my associates on Monday, 
rut today we all had a full go at the pumpkin, and I 
can now sit hack, and contemplate a chocolate cake, brought 
in fro# Shreveport on Saturday, with supreme indifference.

Tonight's news reports speak of an anti-trust suit against 
tiio xmporrbs. The thought occurs to me that probably the 
faces of the uuponts are less known to the general public tnan 
almost any other group of people in the world of business.
And that brings up the question of the relative excellence 
of publicity# In the propaganda field, which surely must be 
bracketed as a segment of publicity, it has long ..been said the 
British were most successful because of all the nations in 
he world, the British were somehow rthe most successful in 
seemingly to have none. Perhaps the Duponts follow the 
same pattern, paying agencies to cceate the impression that 
they have n0 prublic relations representatives.

And tonight Setiator B.A.'T. is quoted as saying there 
will be no cut in federal taxes before 1954 at the earliest.
,This sounds so different than it did prior to November 4th, 
donesn t it.

I saw the ladies across the fence for a few moments this 
morni g. They were bubbling ovei with enthusiasm about 
their visit of yesterday afternoon to the new camp somewhere 
down below llonett©' Perry, ..perhaps 15 miles below Cloutierville, 
on the former Marco or was it ^arkoe, property, which J. H. 
owns in part along with two or three others. They sa the 
lake is beautiful, the camp handsome, with raeuh big stone 
fire places, green leather uphostered chairs, all kinds of 
electrical gagets for the culinary section, barbecue pits, 
stone steps to the water's edge and heaven’knows what all. I 
wonder if this could be the Lake ames M. Gain was asking nbout 
a year or so ago Sooner or later I suppose i shall be jockeyed 
into going down to see the place, but shall resist that as 
long as possible. I suspeot somebody is wanting some advise 
on what kind of stuff to plant around the place by way of 
flowering shrubs and so on. It's wonderful how the can pour 
thousands of dollars into such a things, and for me it seems the 
more striking: when a consider that last summer they borrowed my 
wheel barrow without asking me about it in advance, and kept it 
for weeks when need it. Thousands of dollars for such 
a hermitage where gentlemen may go to shoot harmless animals and 
ladies my venture to play cards, and they had to save money on 
construction by harrowing my-weheel barrow. "You don't have to 
be, but it helps out a lot if you are......

\
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SlbpyT November 19th, 195B.

Memorandum:
The skies were all blue today after yesterday's all day rain, 

and because of the earth's propensity for absorbing moisture 
after all the weeks of drought, the soil was sufficiently 
dry to transplant things, which I did to such end as to be 
pleasantly sleepy tonight.

The clipping speaks for itself. I xan through it hurriedly 
but noticed nothing especial except the placing of the report 
which seems to give the impression that I spoke last. Actually 
the guest speaker appeared first, followed by Dr. Taylor aad 
finally the Eeverend Callahan.

But the clipping is rather out of date anyway, and seemingly 
more so because Charles Cunningham telephoned me this morning 
to say the Mayor had just received a letter from the consul 
General, requesting the Mayor to secure the approval of 
the State Chairman of the Louisiana Sesquiaentermiel celebration, 
signifying his approval 0n behalf of the State in “***?? 

of the statue of Quatorae, as an intregal part of the btaoe s 
participation in the 1953 festivities.

.... t  ' a  ■ ; ,. 3  r % - ; ' • A

From this, we- assume, the matter of the gift has been 
acted upon favorably by France, and now it is merely a matter of 
taking a few hurdles of red tape before things really be^m
moving. This, of course, is hea tening.

< •'

OharleE asked me if had heard anything about the •
city of ^ew Orleans putting put 40 thousand dollars fox some sort 
of a something or other $n view of the statue of Bienville 
or Hiberville, — he dldn t remember which, with an editorial^ 
in some paper or other, perhaps the Picayune, indicating tnat 
the Beinville statue for -dew Orleans was to be a give of 
France. I, naturally, had heard nothing of such a thing.
But we conclude that since *ew Orleans is to get a Bienville 
item, there will be ldss pulling and hauling from that quarter 
to secure the Louis XIV item, and so things take on % 
satisfactory glint from that direction, too. It isn t clear to
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either of us as to just Why the approval of ^hariman Richards, — or 
whatever his name may he, is necessary, hut, then, who in the 
world ever understood the unwinding of red tape in matters of 
this nature anyway.

I learned 0f a somewhat hilarious hit of gossip about 
the mistress of Magnolia rlantatio^ today, For the past 
10 or 15 years, Miss Sally has beer) drawing a hundred dollars 
a month insurance money because she is physically incapacitated.
It is true that she has enjoyed a heart affliction all these years 
and of course still remains bed most of the time.

It was therefore a bit surprising both to the people and 
ithe people of Magnolia) and the insurance agents when the 
latter received an unsigned letter, stating that Miss bally 
was certainly not entitled to draw incapacity dividends on her 
policy since she was hail and hearty and was daily riding horseback: 
over the broad ores of her plantation, directing labor and 
generally disporting herself with unusual vim and vigor.

when Miss Sally's son, Mat was taken to the ^lexan ria 
hospital when lie had a heart attack in -eptember, his daughter, 
Betty, undertook to do what she could on the pla tation in 
her father s role. Obviously some gossipy person got the 
granddaugher mixed up with the grandmother, ---hence the report 
to the insurance company

I asked Madam regard yesterday if she had heard of the theft of
the paintings, given by .Louis Phillippe, to the Cathedral at 
Bradstown, ên1:uick.y and she said she hadn't, ihey 1 wondered
if 1 had been dreaming such a thing, and tried to think that
on awakening at some strange hour one night last week, I 
vaguely heard someone reporting such a news item, |,ut now that
I try to recall details, i can t seem to‘do so, and*therefore am
beginning to wonder if i had actually heard such a report or 
not, 1 * * * * thought you mighty have noticed such a yxa report in
print, if, indeed, it actually happened. Madam regard's 

hope was at Bradstown, i believe, before her marriage, and of
course she is always interested in news fro that * quarter.
I told hex I would as& you about it, and if it had appeared in 
the newspapers of Manhattan, I felt quite sure you would have noticed it.

Like everybody else of my acquaintance, I seem to have a 
touch of the sniffles, hut only a touch, I hope you have 
none at all but nevertheless are conserving all energies for 
strength in the busy wee^s <anead,,.,,,
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Thursday, November 20th, 1952.

Memorandum:

¥, ■& * * * pjoudless sky but a cool breeze has been the order of the dav.
on, I spent only a few hours

during the middle of the day at gardening, and for the balance of 
the daylight hours, devoted myself to a flock of odds and ends 
and attending to pilgrims,

n?ne ofTthe enclosures are of any particular interest, 
although must say I got a kick out of the one from Mrs. Holloman 
passing along te recommendation of the Belgian lady that I *

^etter In the statue business if I took up the matter 
" Assuming* the record a t i o n
c.n't 1 d? had to say, just what she had in mind Ican t imagine. I never looted for a German "onsul in Berlin 
an Snglish one in London or a Srench one in raris, and I can't 
imagine what might he 'the address of an Aermiean one in 
■toshington. X had always supposed that Consuls handled 
business in foreign trade cdnters, and while I realized of course 
tnat Washington is not within the limits of the 48 states, still 
tne ^istrict of Columbia had never quite seemed like a foreign

!p° h°A .^°r .thQ lifQ of raQ» 1 Qan t imagine what the woman would have had in mma, and so jump at the conclusion that to begin with, she had no mind.

oeieste had a letter from the Baton Bouge aenrys today saving 
the eneral, currently in the *ew,x0rt area, would not return 
mLt°U1S1OT? “ til thanksgiving night and. so they were not going to
r d t o i B w f - f r f B 10®6 for the holiday. I suppose this may mefn a hristmas go-round instead, however that may be, I am glad of
as few members of the family as possible, and what with the Texas 
ones coming this way to talk turkey,.thenumbe* will be adequate 
to give a suggestion of holiday to next week.

It seems a little odd that neither Celeste nor I have heard from 
.virs. sterling rega ding her advent at Melrose on Sunday evening 
wiere she will rmain as guest until uesday morning, being scheduled
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to speak, at the college on Monday afternoon, humor has it the 
Governor is appointing new heads of State institutions, and I 
am wondering if the Audubon-Oakley curator has received the axe. 
-there s bound to be a flurry at the last moment if the 
guest'■'speaker fails to put in an appearance, but we can worry about 
that when the time arrives.

With today's announcement of the filling of three cabinet 
posts in the impending Disnehower administration, it seems to 
me an interesting b coincidence that within a few days of 
the filing of the Democratic administrations suit against 
Dupont for restraint of trade in its c ntrol of U.S.Rubber and 
General Motors that Gharles 3. Wilson, President of General 
Motors, should be named as Secretary of Defense in the forth
coming Republican administration, as one commentator a night 
or two ago remarked;

"It will be interesting to see, 0n and after January 20th, 
just how far the suit against Dupon by the Government will not go.”

In view of all the racket chat went on during the full heat 
of the political campaign, I am surprised the lines of an old 
jingle didn't occur to me, even though I have forgotten 
their p ecise wording, They x ran;

"Wllile people ;all around are making faces,
And all the world's a-jangle and a-jar, - 
I meditate on inter-stellar spaces,
And blandly smoke a big old mild cigar.”

Friday, November 21st, 1952.

Memorandum;

. nice to find your air mail of Tuesday, together with
the clipping regarding the de Ghambrun death, — news to me, — in 
this morning's post.

< - «

Please, please, please, don't worry your pretty head about 
your inability to get things down on paper, as indicated in 
my letter of yesterday and perhaps the day before, I realize perfectly 
how many unimagined things may pile up for immediate care, therebye ruling 
out all possibility of taking pen in hand for a time, and what with 
the holidays looming just ahead, I pray you not to think about 
writing, knowing full well as you do that X understand perfectly. 
ffter &II» that is what we have mental telepathy for, — just such 
times as these when getting a moment to one's self is impossible, 
not a cloud, not the vaguest trace of a puff of atmosphere, troubles 

h°rizon, so far as appreciating the million circumstances 
that get in the way of having an uninterrupted go'at the typewriter 
and never let any doubt cross your mind that I appree ate the 
circumstances and that everything vibrates in perfect harmony and shall 
continue to do ,so .in the same accord until a break comes in the 
intricate pattern of daily doings and once more you can indulge in 
what f know is your immed ate desire.

In wivew of the comparative quiet obtaining in the Springfield, 
Illinois area during these past couple of weeks, I have thought 

of them so oftenin regard to Mr. Stevenson.

Naturally, too, the same linos came bac& to mind when it was 
announced a day or two ago that a1 ert Dinstein had declined the 
proffered ^residency,of Israel. Quite aside from his titanic 
mathematical knowledge, Dr. Aisstein always struck me as being an 
exceedingly wise man. I felt this with great conviction at that time 
it became known he had made that arrangement with the little girl 
wherein he helped her with her arithmetic lessons in exchange for 
jelly beans, and I, for one, am glad the good doctor is going to 
continue meditating .on inter-sfcellar spaces and not get tangled up 
in all the tempestuous scufflings of a political nature that is bound 
to be the lot of an Israel ^resident.

And now I must turn to the mail, take a couple of asperin, 
and then call it a day. I am deterimned to be rid of the sniffles 
before this week end, which is scheduled to be rather busy.....

I am sorry i wasn't a little earlier in getting word to you 
that the pecanes were on their way, bat I had supposed that 

a flock of business packages were being sent ahe^d of the personal 
ones, but trust, you were able to manage the business alright.

100 ^at the sack wasn't slit in’too many places so that 
like wr. Jefferson in raris receiving 13 from Mr. ^adison in Virginia 
you actually had a few when the sack itself re.ached your true hand. *

In view of all the hurly-burly in which you currently find your
self, I marvel that you should have found time to remember the 
November 17th-18th anniversary^ It is a curious fact that each 
successive year when I have gone to place fresh fldwers in the Madam's 
room on that date, there never has been the same flower available -• 
and this year it was Jhines magnolia blossoms that graced her table,—
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surely an unexpected floral tribute for this particular month. But 
the eatly narcissus blossoms that0 sometimes are readily available, 
are way behind because of this year's drought, and it was the same 
dryness,suppose, that impelled the Chinese magnolias to spurt 
into flower so unexpectedly.

I haven‘t seen J. H. is two or three days. He was in Hew ur,eans 
sometime this week:, and has been having social engagements at 
ni ht which have i pelled him to skip supper when he has been here.

I saw Celeste a few moments this afternoon. She said J. H. had 
received a letter from Pat, suggesting that J. *. hop over to London 
for a 'week: or two, and that «T. Ĥ  on reading, the letter, decided he 

would head out on member 1st, or * hereabouts, so that he would 
be bach here in ample time for Christmas. Bo see anything of 
England, — and a qui-k hop to -taris, at this season of the year 
would not present Europe in its most favorable aspect for an 
initial view, I 'should think but then the atmopshere so essential 
for some wouldn't matter at all to another, and that makes it 
easier for the latter, since any old time is as good as another.
I am glad J. n. and Hat can have a look at the old places together, 
although l am sure it will be the roulette wheels and whizzing 
through the countryside in fat's car that will probably excite the 
major interest.

The IS. A. annual conclave meets in San Francisco on 
on about February 1st, and W. •a. and Celeste plan to journey out 
that way for the frolic. At that rate, they really ought to cover 
quite a lot of ground between them, for since J. n. has decided to 
have a look at Europe in December, Celeste has again made up her 
mind that she will have a go at Europe this Spring or summer, and 
has already procured passport blanks, etc. She tells me she thinks 
she will cast about to find some party or group of people who are making 
plans for Europe, and wi 1 go with them. Personally i can imagine no 
worse way to see Europe, but then if one likes a constant crowd and 
nothing means much except when observed in a herd, then that ought 
to turn out just fine.

I am glad an interruption prevented me from reading the clipping 
Concerning de Chambrun, for that leaves me a segment of your message 
for the morrow.

fomght, after l finish the mail, I expect to dip into Ceitruae Stein8s 
/ars I nave Seen for re-reading a couple of the chapters which I remember-d 
from my last go-found with the book a couple of years or so ago.

, I finished ^ngelo M, Pelegrini's "Imagrant's return", being glad 
that 1 read it. I thin{5: the author's summing up of what*s out of joint 
in Europe, --Italy, as opposed to what is on the right track in the U. a. 
isexhilerating. --Thansk again for your nice letter and u l e a s e  filvunve 
know x shall understand and sympathize with the enforced telepatheti/
messages until a breat
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SundayjJ, Bovember 2Srd, 1952.

c

Memorandum;

And so we come to the beginning of a new .eek, and I am hoping 
that your week end turned out as successful as I had hoped, a.id 
rather less bogged down with unexpected people as characterized mine.

My sniffles continued on Saturday, and I thought one good 
way to circumvent the thing was to get lots of sleep, and I 
accordingly folded up my beard on Saturday night at & with 
the result that I felt ever so much better when 6 o'clock arrived 
this morning.

I had a couple of telephone calls on Saturday morning, one from 
Mrs. Coombs saying that Mrs. Woods had asked her to bring her down 
on Saturday afternoon. I said it would be alright, and I received 
them, but wit scant enthusiasm. The second telephone call was 
from Alexandria, — from, — of all people, - .and you couldn't guess,—  
la Storm.

She said she and her niece had skipped from Charleston down 
to Florida and thought it would be nice"to head back to 
charleston via Melrose. How that is one way of making a 
bee line for any place but home. They were going to Briarwood 
for Saturday night and would eome to see me today. That was fine.

And so the ladies came by this afternoon. La Storm seemed 
much thinner and more on the refined and svelt Edna Mae Oliver side 
than the more robust Marie Dressier, Her niece who had not been 
here before, reminded me a little of Carolyn fiamsey and seems to 
be a grand person. She is perhaps 40-ish and told*me with 
disarming frankness that she had but two enthusiasms, — piloting 
a plane and getting bogged down the culinary department, —  certainly 
two unlike enthusiasms, and two that can scarcely lie indulged in 
Concurrently.

They left here between four and five, heading up the road for 
f Briarwood where they will spend the night and then head out for 
Charleston which they will make before or rather by Wednesday.

Madam Storm spoke of their visit to some pla£e 50 miles from 
Hew haven, following their recent Williamsburgh journey. It seems
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la Storm is a descendant of the colonial Morris family and the 
16®h or rather 17th century colonial home at morris dove^, Northwest 
of hew naven, was presented to the Stae of the federal Grovernranet at 
the time. I gather it must he a fine place, what with the little 
details creeping into the description of the estate, such as the inlaid 
floors, and a kitch fireplace designed to accommodate 8 foot longs, 
and of such dimensions as to enable the haulers of logs to drive 
into the kitchen to deposit the firewood. I believe Robert 
Morris is a descendant of the same colonail family. I gather 
the Morris Cove property may not be in Connecticut but rather across 
the State line into Massqichuotts.

i fonight it is sprinkling and it looks as though ^rs. Sterling 
isn t likely to have too pleasant a dab of weather for her visit. She 
arrives at n  m  town, makes a recorded interview for the radio station, 
and then comes here for lunch, a ter which we shall dr£ve to the 
college where i shall make a brief introduction in the fheatre at 
the dollege. a recpotion will follow and after that we shall 
return to ^elrose where she will spend the night and have a 

little conference with me on fuesmay morning before returning 
to St. franc si vi lie. -It seems to me this program should work 
out very nicely and will eventuate, I hope, to everyone’s satisfaction.

Dn Saturday I chance a to be with Celeste when her mail was 
brought to her and she was enchanted to find a note from you which 
she hastened to read to me, and it did my*he a t good, too, for I thought 
it superb its delicacy and charm, and she was deeply appreciative, 
and I felt like tossing several oak leaf clusters in your direction which 
I do, here and'now.

I seemed to get a lot of odds and ends taken care of on Saturday, 
in spite of callers and the sniffles, including the ’’dressing” 
of hie frau, hong chanced to pass this way, and I thought there was 
nothing like striking while the iron was hot, so to speak, and so I 
provided ^og with a razor blade while 1 stuffed hie frau in a boot, 
and in less than half a minute everything had been disposed of with 
he atadss and dispatch, and hie frau was sitting on my lap again, never 
guessing that the boot business was more than a gams’.

In pursuance of my inquiry regard ng the Brandstown business, I 
was so glad to see the matter, — with remarkable speed, it seems to me, 
by blfdidn’t do much reading this week end, but perhaps I shall get starte 
in that direction next eek or the woek after. But X havo found time 
to let my thoughts travel in your d rection and I hope your Saturday 
and Sunday have held a few moments for relaxation and most of all the doin 
of nothing.....

Monday, November 24th, 1952.

Memorandum:

J?he weather man’s predictions for rain came to naught mid
M  h ?  r n rt,iaJ ” S follov?ea ^  tonight's squally lovely,’ velvety ni^ht, with the waxing moon wading through thin curtains of gauze  ̂
tnat may or may not promise rain for the morrow. 8inS 01 g8uze

lwas enchanted at the opportunity to devote mvself to 
gardening all morning and into the afternoon until 2*10 when I 
leaped through a quick shower, pulled on some Sunday clothes and
^ B .r! L r l i ° 8 l eEP lD 0 CSr °nd nead °ut for tfin tro d u w  *

at trehQi in town at llt made arrangementsat tne Little lheatre at the college for the showing of the Audubon
uakley pictures, been interviewed at the radio staion and UD0W
fox tivvn’l t h - I o f 01 dlBn0r and a mora0a,:'E rest before heading

"fhile Celeste and ^rs. Sterling were making some last 
minute arrangements after reaching our-destination 1 had an 
opportunity to chat with several acquaintances who’must have <=>een 
us arrive and had come out into the lobby to say nowdy I sunoose 

£een several of the ladies wearing hats before, and 
m  fec on unlike that experience we have all gone

timG  ̂ °n shiPboard when at the cone usion of a voayage after days of being accustomed to seeing fellow passengers in aea-^ &
friend«°durinhthG hy some who'have becomeIII''5* g Z crossing-, and scarcely recognizing them when forthe first time we see them in their usual urban coscSmes! '

h« c>,»ni,“aiden lfldy*for whom x have no vast enthusiasm chanced to be the final excuse for me remarking to the group that was
hoovering a a out that seeing them in afternoon hate =o m*-uv of 
them for tflo first ti e, i was reminded of the Mlo.l "oMt^stJrv
d lu gh U r's lovely T*  %“T  1? his
declare* that "/can't ^  h V ^ t & ^ u V ° th9r ’’
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a hat op". x'he maiden.lady seemed mildly startled but the rest of 
the ladies took, the bawdy observation in their respective strides.

■‘■he ■‘■resident of the oervice league introduced me with some 
inappropriate remar Its, borrowing from recent political tomfoolery 
by dubbing rae Mr. Hatchitoches Xarish, and i got on with the business 
of intordueing Mrs. sterling. I talked plenty long enough, 
perhaps 4 or 5 minutes, and would have added just one more point 
when I sensed that a spasm of coughing might be just in the offing, 
and so managed to bringing things to a more or less neat conclusion, 
and managed to end with, _-"and so, Madies and Gentlemen I give you... 
and then the voice started failing, so that in a most theatrical 
whisper, came the o ly important words scheduled for me to say anyway:

"Mrs. J. h. sterling'1,

which came forth in a strikingly theatrical whisper which apparently 
the audience took to be intentional, and the applause, primarily because 
■l had finished, but perhaps a little because of the un xpected manner
of presenting the guest*s speaker,_the applause’was thunderous,
a 1 of which just g ,es to show how some unintentional and unstudied 
twist can sometimes turn.out alright^

-xrst sterling's speech was delightful, wit an appropriate 
sketch of the historical background of uakley and of ^-udubon, 
which was followed by pictures accompanied by appropriate comments.
I think every one throoughly enjoyed the presentation which was one 
in an hour or so, after which everyone retired to a reception 
room nearthe theatre, — ip the same building but down a corridor, where 

punch and cakes and things were served and people could gather in 
little knots to chat.

We were back at Melrose by first dark, supped across the fence 
and chated until a little after 8, after which X came home, climbed 
out of my Sunday clothes, splashed through a other hot shower, and 
so climbed aboard this machine for a little chat.'

I believe I have several little ideas that may be of some serivde 
to ^rs. Sterling and these i shall pass along to her tomorrow morning 
when she passes along this way before taking off for at. Francisville.

I am glad today's weather was fair for the South Garolina ladies 
to maite their sta t toward home, but i reckon they are probably less 
conscious of atmospheric conditions than I, for anyone who flies about 
as much as they can’t possibly be much up-set by weather, since 
they a.e so constantly heading out regardless of the situation obtaining 
at the moment.

*nd now for a couple of letters, and thence to an erly bed and 
may your rest be early even as mine....

Tuesday, November 25th, 1952.

Memorandum:
t

How nice to find your Friday "movie” letter in today's post.
* • ’ t ■ • v

I like the idea of writing script for private audiences a heap 
better than partaking in the results of someone else's efforts that 
have been transformed for the screen.,

There was a fairly fat mail today, -.Growley, Atlanta and so 
on but naturally I concentrated on the Manhattan cancellation 
first and I was glad I did so, for even though X did not finish 
the contents of the first letter opened, it is so pleasant having 
a page of conversation with you before an interruption came along, 
and thus have the promise of the balance of it on the morrow, while 
whatever else coming to ^and can very well wait until later.

And may I tpank you for telling me of the ribbon grass and 
how it appears as to height in the tandy soil of the Hamptons,
And as I mention,ribbon grass, I must inquire if you are also 
acquainted with a relative of that entity, .-the Pampas grass, 
which also has a feathery plume of about the same appearance, althoug 
theleaves of the plant itself — the Bampas, - inclines to be 
more narrow, almost ii&e green spaghetti, but rather rough in 
texture and to the sense of touch. I am going *to plant some 
of both types side by side and see what happens as to growth 
and general luxuriance in this ultra rich soil of the river bottoms.
1 shall eventually report on my findings.

At the moment the local ribbon grass is in something of a 
shambles. Along about 7:30 this morning some heavy cluds began 
forming and a brief shower followed. For a moment, — and only 
a moment, — and not unlike the sudden appearance and disappearance of 
sound from a passing jet plane, a roar came out of the clouds, and 
one sudden puff of find blew things around car^ily, ..and 
inordiante calm tr ed hard on its noisey heels. The one momentary 
puff, however, was enough to put the ribbon grass in shreds, and 
the force of the blast was such that it broke off perhaps a half 
dozen of the banana stems along the front gallery, ..-^inaps
2 or 3 feet from the ground. This is the only time I ever knew
such a thing to happen, as the banana plants being 90 per cent water, 
tend to bend before a breeze. But today’s gust was so swift,
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I suppose, that the plant &icLn t have time to mate up its mind 
to how in harmony with the pressure,

Hrs. sterling came over while it was raining and we had 
a conference for half an hour and covered all outstanding points 
before it was time for her to take off for home.

While I triinfc of it, I should like to mention a point that 
w§s touched upon in conversation at dinner the other day when two or 
three officials of the R.E.A. were dining here. Satisfaction 
was expressed over the appointments being made for the Cabinet of 
the new administration, i believe it is the department of interior 
which handles R.E.A. matters. 1 he new appointee, — from Oregon, I 
believe, is expected, --having the blessing of R.A.T, , — to 
approve the sale of the various H. E. a . organizations to private 
operators just as soon as the new order ta^e over. It is 
my understanding that in spite of all the criticism of the 
Government's ineptidude in;business matters, the R, E. a . organizations 
}n spite of the fact that their rates are very reasonable, are all 
definitely money making concerns. I believe the Valley Electric, for 
example, which is the local E. E. A. unit, has not only met 
all its required payments but has accummulated an impressive reserve, - 
running well into six figures As I understand it, if this 
type of service were to remain under the patronage of the 
Government, — as it would, had the democrats won, the 
increasing profits of the organi ation would be turned back to 
the benefit of the tax payers and the rates of all users would be 
cut proportionately as the profits increased. But naturally 
those people of influencecwho control the operation of such an 
excellent business, believing in ."free enterprise” and es ecially 
if theper^sonal p.orit it to be realized at the expense cl 
the users of electricity, — and so if the Government will 
force through a plicy of disposing of the Government owned 
business, the potential investors, — t.ose, in most cases, being 
the ones now coutroling the plicy of the organizations, will stand 
to make a wonderful prsonal advantage.

Aorgive the involved sentence structure in the above ^paragraph.
^ cquple of interruptions have probably successfully eradica ed 

most of the maaping, too, but I send it along regardless, thinking 
you will be iritersted in observing during 1953 what the Taft boys 
put over in behalf of "liberty and free enterprise”. *

It’s so nicq having your letter tucked away in the arraoir, awaiting 
the morrow, and thanks again for makig both today and tomorrow such 
a happy one for me...... *

5 7 9 4

Wednesday, November 26th, 1952.

Memornadum;
How nice to have the balance of our chat today, following

our initial session yesterday.
*

It goes without saying that I was delighted to learn that 
you had had news direct, through special messenger / fro- Aunt Ella, 
and how nice of her to send along such a gay souvenir.

As for the unexpected appearance of the messen or delivering Aunt 
Ella's message, I can well imagine ^ou might have $ been jusc aS 
pleased, had you been advised in advance, biit there s at least
the advantage for you in not having been °?llQd, * ? ? ! ? * ? - B 
go chasing across the bay and all that such an hejira implies.

I like what you had to observe regarding the use of . .
initials, — or the not making of use of initials by certain 
nf distinction I had not heard of the Aisenhowex monogram before. 
Something tells me that hetore isie get lax i ^ o  the new administration, 
we shall be hearing many remarks concerning H.A.T, for I have i t 
a doubt there will be ample justification from many a quarter 
not in the big money to express opinions that will not be 
too flattering*from Roberto Alphonso.

Plans move along merrily on the home front for the impending 
jaunt to London and Paris-, which will begin Friday or Saturday 
of this week, 1 believe. As I Rave not kept up with details 
of air travel, I was interested to learn the ^ew York to London 
hop is scheduled to consume but 12 hours and that passage 
is only #417.00 round trip. Perhaps I am not being give the 
precise figures, but even so, if this figure is merely *
it seems wonderfully inexpensive, in view of the mileage covered 
and the time saved. Of course there are a 1\look of 
to my way of -thinking, too, but those are purely personal wni- 
which wouldn't be subscribed to by the average citizen, 1 suppose.
For example ?the lurtch one would feel by passing so swiftly from 
the American tempo to the European would make re-adjustment o 
the d fference in civilizations and values not unlike the physical 
shock of pas ing frommid summer neat on thf sun baked^street int0 
the depths of sub-Artic frost of an over chilled theatre, 1
should think, and while there probably wouldn t r«^naumoniaa cultural case of pneumonia, or rather a case of cultural pneumonia,
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still, the gradual progression, afforded by travel by ship
must incline^ one to enclounter the change in human tempo considerably
to the advantage of the sailor as over the flyer.

As I understand it, the ten dpy time limit still 
obtains and yet the detailsthat are being compressed into the 
plans seem to fill the schedule fairly full, F or example, it 
.is assumed that after doing England, tat will drive 
his car to Faris and Mone Carlo and back, so that his uncle, 
accompanying him, can make his hew’ York plane in all good time.
As I never tried to take in ingland and France, — from North to 
South by car, within such a time limit, I wouldn't know if 
it could be accomplished to anybody's satisfaction or not, but 
I assume it couldn’t. Somehow it all reminds me of a lady 
I once met on a liner steaming toward Sew fork. She was taking 
the boat ride for her health, and with the ship docking in 
New ^ork on a Friday, she was planning to sail back to Fur ope 
on Tuesday, and told me*quite frankly that during this, her 
initial visit to the United Staes, she proposed to do very little
sight seeing, _simply looking over Niagra Falls, Grand Ganyontspelled
bit odd) and one other place, —  i have forgotten, — perhaps 
Seattle or San Francisco bay. ^s that was in the days before 
anybody was doing much air travel, such a program seemed quite 
all-embracing for a mere week end.

I am lad* to report that while I continue to bark a 
li tie, my cold is fast improving, and in spite of the cool
weather obtainih today, _it didn't get above 45, I felt vigorous
enough to do much scattering about of cotton hulls, transplanting, 
and so on. The blizzard that is streaming from the 
Texas manhandle Northeast to Minnesota, dumping tons of snow 
on the middle West seems to have passed, us bye, in spite of 
dire predictions of the 'Weather Brueau we were promised a 
low of 26 before midnight tonight, but*now, at 9:45, thanks to 
unexpected cloud coverage, 1 suppose, the thermometer has gone up 
to 48, and it is obvious 1 wasted time along about first dark 
when I covered the came lias, olive, etc. With their feet 
nice and snug in cotton hulls a&d such warm night gowns, 
the "children" must feel as snug as a bugtin a rug.

According to the latest report from the uenrys, there will 
be none from beyond ^elrose to atack the local great American bird 
on the morrow. We are to dine across the fence, and as the plantation 
is working, even as on any other Thursday, I reckon the day will 
unravel much as usual, although we may get a little larger assortment 
of foot loose pilgrims, suddenly confronted by a holiday with which 
they know not what to do. My thoughts will be turning in your 
direction so often during th ciay, hoping that in spite of the feasting, 
you may be able to grab off a few quiet moments for solitary relaxation
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T r u s t s .  ftdY 27 ,
)

Thanksgiving light, 1952.

Memor andum:

It has been a pleasant day hereabouts. May you be aBle to say 
as much for your own good self.

Of the oddities coming to my attention today was something 
Horace Hughes* a Henry-family acquaintance, had to toll. He was 
married 33 years ago on this date, which chanced also to be Thanks
giving way back ponder, — 1919, or whenever, — and, according to 
him, there hasn t been a Thanksgiving on this date during the 
interim. I suppose there would have been one, had Thanksgiving 
always come on the last Thursday in the month, but possibly the 
moving up of the holiday during some of the years of the Boosevelt regime 
brought about the prolonged interval of the date and holiday failing 
to co-incide.

As there were bo be nobody for turkey dinner, it was 
decided we would eat next door, just the few of us, and we were bidden 
to be prompt at an 11:30 serving of the great bird. I picked up 
J. H. and Mugene at the store at 11:28, and found Han had appeared 
uninvited and unexpected. At the house we found Joe and Juanita 
had arrived, — invited but unexpected, as a letter in yesterday's 
post announced they wouldn't come. Celeste was dwaddling across" 
the river where she had gone to -call on the Heverend Fathers.

.Che arrived half an hour later, arid the half hour of waiting was 
long. The dinner was marvelous. Period, It's wonderful how one 
uninvited guest can put a frost on everything else.

There wasn't much talk about Murope, although J, H. did remark 
that he is leaving Tuesday, — but whether that means leaving 
Melrose or Manhattan, I know not.

«  - ' '

Celeste is talking quite a bit a^out her Hurouean jaunt, which 
she hopes to effect, starting the fourth week in June, and returning 

• early in August. She expects to fly over but ship back. Some 
how I have a feeling she will never go but I hope I am wrong, for 
she is looking forward to it with a measure of enthusiasm.

. „ 7 ----  — ------~ ^  uaaiu u u w u  upon ray inma cn
mighty few of us have any notion what irhpells other people to do things.
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I Gan t think: of a thing Europe has to offer her that she 
wouldn't get much more of in some place like New Orleans or 
New lork hut inasmuch as I am so ignorant about what the impulses 
are that takie the vast mar jority of people anywhere, I am quite 
in the dark: as to what she hones to discover that will make the 
trip worth while. It seems to me that I remember vagueiy of 
one American girl who yearned for Venice, or having achieved Venice, 
was in transports of aelight because of the jazz band discovered 
there, Well, Europe had better have a flock of jazz bands this 
summer.

The latest wrinkle on the home front is a telephone connection 
for *ucca. Celeste "just knew'1 I would be entranced, and she 
requested its installation 0Q two grounds, — first, it would be 
so convenient if she ever had friends passing this way who wanted
to see me or to make a tour, — and secondly and it seems odd this
should be secdndly, i on grounds that being so often alone with 
Madam Regard, it would be so nice to know that any time of night she 
could establish contact with me by wire. J. H, naturally acceded 
to her request immediately, The phone will be installed within the 
next day or two, it is understood, There will be some nuisance attached 
to the thing, since both her phone and mine will x ring on all in
coming calls, Ait there will be the advatiatge to me in being able 
to ma^e out-going calls direct from my aesk. I know not 
ii the c nvenfence will balance the nuisance but I think it is 
prudent, in vfew of tne situation^obtaining next door, that a 
connection be established. It goes without saying that i shall, 
pass along the number immediately when it comes to hand.

There were the usual holiday pilgrims, and for the most part 
pretty dull. Some Mobile people, who looked civilized, were the 
most difficult, for I could get no re-action from them whatsoever.

Miss Sally's granddaughter, ^ary Gunn was home from 1*. S. U, 
and bcought up some of her college friends’for a go-round.
We had a pleasant chat and one of the Reverend fathers brought over 
some important industrialists or some such from North Louisiana or 
some where. They were alright, but 0n such p pilgrimage, the 
tycoons were as disappointing in appearance as a fish out of water. 
Perhaps I should look to Venice and install a jazz band.

The plantation iaboreo as usual, with no'thought of a holiday.
I received a message from both secretaries, _one having gone to
Winfield, — of all places, for the balance of the week, and the 
other having gone to montrose to haul wood for the family fireplace 
I shall perhaps catch up with the latter on the morrow. I do have 
correspondence to explore. £ut fcfter all, today is Thanksgiving,
nna eince none of the mail is of importance, i hope it oan t 
I hor-s you had a nioe, nice day.....  ’ oaQ wait*
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Natchitoches

fxiday, November 28th, 1952.

Memorandums
Ag you have already s rmised f»Bm the notation above, the 

telephone has been installed. It is a party line but 
comparatively seoure, for although everyone Qn the party 
line can listen in, there is a pretty good chance that 
nobody will and, of course, out-going calls may be 
made without the tingle of the bell sounding on any of 
the other outlets which include tho house across the fence, the 
garage and so on.

I got around to do a little mail today, and shall send 
along a few enclosures, although X believe there is nothing 
it any interest.

We were promised fair weather but it was cloudy all day and 
along about first dark it began sleeting a little, but 
it melted on toudhing the ground so it really doesn t count for much.

I have found myself so often today thkinking of the 
Tillbah request and wondering how you handled it. Knowing 
how things are, it would seem as though he would have 
simply asked a public stenographer to take down his dictation, 
or would that be against Himalya's idea of good business.
Be that as it may,4 I am hoping you may find some way to side
step the whole thing. Isn’t it odd ho* I never hesitate about 
imposing upon y jui good nature, but paradoxically enough, seem 
to resent such efforts when them stem from another particular 
quartdf.you find in any of the correspondence bein^ enclosed, tne 
letter from la Mamoulides, I am wondering if you will be as struck 
as was I by the seeming past tense in which she refers to me, 
some what after the jaanner as though i were dead. I think it 
is along in the 2nd or 3 paragraph where she is s peaking about 
the Picayune article. It gave me quite a kick.
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X so seldom dream and so rarely in color that having' done 
so last night,.1 must remark upon it. It began in a 
beaut Lful big white room, lined with r>nels of wliite that 
opened readily^ each containing marvelous 17th and 18th 
century treasures, -.folios, books, ivory, glassware and china, 
and china. Where we had been prior to our arrival and with whom 
we had talked didn't seem to register but it was perfectly 
clear that we had-been told we might select whatever we 

pleased from the collection before it was disposed of, — to 
what organization I know not. We had so p much pleasure 
hurrying ti rough the vast collection and among other things 
you selected was a pair of porcelain vases, rather like water 
glasses in shape, but much larger, the background was Wedgewood 
blue and the figures, beautifully executed after the manner of David, 
were in white a pale gray. It was fcliously a garden party 
in so e lovely private garden or park, and the trees were especially 
happy m  their background of grayf as between the figures andx robe 
in white and the blue of the background, fhere was
a sumptuous padded leather folio bearing tne arms of France and Davarre,
bea ing the unraistakeable "1H in the corners, all embossed in gold,
with the inside of the folio-lined in white taffeta. We
thought that would be nice, too. i’hen there was an
ivory colored vase or fruit dish, a fluted shell, balanced on
a single standard also ivory in color, the whole thing lookin&
like something Gellinin might have stirred u^ had he created his stuff
in the 18th instead of the 15th century. Grandpa, knocking on
the screendoor for an early snack dispelled the dream but it
haa been so vivid that i can still gee many of the lovely treasures
and experience the pleasure we knew in making our selections. I
suppose all this must have had it origin in your reference to having
read the Bertrand pages recently, plus a flock of -
other pleasant odds and ends that somehow have a way of piecing them
selves together when dreams really get to going.

Boday's somewhat gloomy weather must have discouraged the 
road runner, although, frankly, I didn't know that was possible.
Joe iienry, 1 believe must have spent the day resting in bed, for 
I saw him only at food time, arid I believe Uuanita and GeLeste ust 
have gon card playing in town for things seem quiet over yonder 
and Juanita didn t put in an appearance for supper. Just so 
long as everyone-is doing what he pleases.......

Sunday, November 30th, 1952.

memorandum: <
hpw nice to find your fat, fat, envelope in Saturday's

post.
I am entranced to have the ample number of envelopes containi g 

the.seed of so many potential zinnia plants. I find it 
especially remarkable that you should hove found the white plant 
seeds, for in spite of many inquiries I have made, nothing on 
the white have or has come to hand as yet, and so again, as so often 
in the past, you have come through where all others have failed 
to make so much as a peep. I am saving the white ones for 
the base of the sun dial and I can already envision them as 
being mighty pretty, thus centered in the midst of the green 
lawn of the white garden, - ■«

And how kind of you to have transcribed Miss ^ellie's 
letter for me. Generally her letters arrive at such a time 
as to make it convenient for the good doctor to helptme with them.
In the event that there is some slip-up in tne schedule, so’ 

far as he is concerned, I shall make a notation 0n ^ s s  he Hie* s 
letters, indicating that I have not read them as yet. In 
rcase no notation is attached, you will know that I have 
read them, and you may dispose of them in any way you see fit.

And how magical are those fingers which could bring forth the 
clipping about the Bardstown theft of the paintings. I marvel 
and mhrvel an., marvel at ;your resourcefulness. As I dined across 
the fence today, ± took the clipping with me so that I could 
run through it wit . ^adara negard, — one of your most entusiastic 
admirers, and like me, she expressed her astonishment that you 

* coulcx thus pull forth such an uu^xi ected item so readily and 
wit such deftness. I am returning tne same herewith, and thank you 
no end for your kindness bot'h to xdadam h. and to me.

I was so glad to have the additional p rticulars regard
ing the ■‘•illoah business and I trust tnat everything incidental to 
that matter is now finished, — and that there may be no others like it.
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This week end has been airzzly and cold, with the 
result that road runners were kept to a minimum. I can't say 
that I made much of the free time thus afforded me except that 
I did do a heap of sticking close b to the fire, reading 
some and generally dispelling the sniffles which are definitely 
on the way out, hut withal slow in their withdrawal.

Thee is a usual hurly-burly of advice and recommendations 
to the travel r who takes off on the morrow for the European 
jaunt. Oddly enough, there is the usual unexpected squabble 
that somehow has a way of coming to the surface at such times,—  
invariably, I believe, ,n so far as I can remember. The husband 
put a question to the wife as to what was desired by.way of a 
gift, he questioner explaining that inasmuch as he had the 
intention of doing something of the sort, the choice ight 
just as well be guided by the desire of the recipient. It was 
at that point that the unexpected happened, for that afforded 
the prospective recipient an opportunity to explain to 
us three that "ns we are poor'1 and must therefore 
conserve every.penny, much care should be given to 
obtaining the most advantageous silver tray to be found in 
as much as when she heads out in the same direction in 
June, she will have no time for other shoping than on 
smaller things, - handkerchiefs* etc., "since we are poor 

and must avoid spending anything beyond bare necessity". I 
find such statements not only puzzling but hilarious/ and 
I am wondering if the person saying such things really believes
them, jis trying to convince others or herself, and if she 
doe Bn t recognize how utterly stupid they must sound in
the face of actualities. If Heptune tooted on his sea shell, 
admonishing the mermaids to conserve every drop of water,
I should not find the advice more ridiculous.

V, ‘ ' -.'o' 1 •* - ?

What seems so deplorable to me, nowever, is all the 
talk about a potentioal or prospective gift, for somehow, if 
I had to go through such a business on such a point, 
i never could look With any pleasure on the thing when it 
finally came to hand, since the racket ab »ut it in advance 
would have put such a ix* tarnish on it in my own estimation 
that it would never afford me the s ightest pleasure. But,
then, fortunately, not all people re-act the same way to any set 
of circumstances, and perhaps, for all i know, the thing
will be the more ‘treasured in the end hecuase there has been 
so much pulling and hauling before the project really got under way

There was some other point or other I wanted to touch on, 
but i shall have to let that slide for another sitting, /gain 
my thanks for your elegant letter and hence oa happy week end....
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Monday, December 1st, 1952.

Memorandum;

Misty and dour all day and continuing into the night.

isut I welcome the excuse to dilly-dally at desk 
work of which I have much, and having cleared some of it away, 
I shall attack the soil on the morrow with added vigor.

The incoming mail was scant but the fat envelope from 
the .Library of Congress did come through, and I shall post it 
to you with the request that you give it a glance only if you 
happen to feel like it? for it doesn't seem to matter raucfc 

whether it is mailed or’not, since there is never any 
ack owledgement of it from Washington. In the event you 
thinkolf anything that should be added, — old or new / you 

will feel quite free to do so.

* There seems to be quite a flurry and a flutter on the social side, 
what with a dance for the young people, — note the adjective, at 
the Country Blub on Friday night, and much entertaining to be

.e along
space in the hotel has been reserved, — the windows giving on the

There was a telephone from Millspaugh Drug today, pleading 
for some Grandpere plates. They have been out of stock for ever 
so long and Saturday's frolic on tfrontt Street is calculated 
to bring forth the season's biggest demand for this item. But 
nothing further has been heard from Bock Hall on the subject, and 
while the letter of two or three weeks-ago led one to assume they 
might be here by now, 1 reckon that was merely a sedative and we 
shall probably hear nothing further regarding’ the shipment 
until after the holidays have come and gone. It's nice to know 
there is a demand, even though we can!t do anything about satisfying 
it. “ *
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I tried listening to the radio last n.ght but 
there was much* static and I could find nothing that interested 
me sufficiently to try to wade through the crackling and snapping 
of the electrical interference, The effort seemed too 
much, even for "Meet the Press" which I usually enjoy, but 
when one catches but about every third word, the scramble doesn't 
seem to make much of a worth-while omelette, ^nd speaking 
of "Meet the Press" wouldn't you love to know how it is or 
what the set-up or pull may be that places Martha Boundtree 
in the broadcast as Moderator. I have no idea as to the identity 
of Miss Boudtree but. assume she must be sme kin to an important 
stock holder or some such, since her personality was certainly 
never such as to recommend it for radio work. However, 
in view of the minor role she plays, the program is usually 
worth listening to in spite of her uninspiring radio 
personality.

And so with the radio rejected, I took Gertrude Stein 
under my wing when folding up, and discovered i could keep awake 
for quite a few pages of her "Wars I have seen”. I don't 
recall having ever read such an excellent account of the day to day 
sensations that are the experience of the average citizen when 
the peace of war has passed and ?the civil population and the 
occupying forces begin to realize that the jig is about up.
Ho ehow what she had to say kept reminding me of the title 
of one of little Marcel's volumes, — "La Prisonnieie"* wherein 
one is given to understand that neither party, — the 
prisoner or the warden can be quite sure which one is the 
prisoner and which the guardian. And to add a couple 
of typical Stein adverbs* — 0110 doesn't really know, not really, 
that is to say no one and anybody really doesn't know, doesn't 
really know, not anybody not one, not even anybody. Miss 
Stein, in short, is a sight.

I was interested tonight in learning that the Hisenhowex 
Cabinet is now complete, although i mut say I am very much 
in the dark as to the identity of many of the officials thus far 
named in first and second rank jobs. The new .secretary of Commerce 
is described as a multi-millionaire, wh ch comes as no surprise. 
There seem to be so many "well heeled" inditidulas in the new set
up. That Mr. Aldrich of the ^hase National Hank should have 
been named Ambassador to England left me cold, as I seem to know 
nothing of that gentleman, although vaguely it seems to me I recall . 
that Ars. John B. Bockefeller was a Aldrich, signifying, 1*suppose, 
that Mr. Aldrich must also be among "us poor folks'1.

<108T
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Tuesday, December 2nd, 1952.

Memorandumi
^ndother day of "dews and damps", and although the 

weather bureau promised clearing skies and warmer weather, 
the mists continue and the thermometer iem»ins around 40.

The master, & leaving this afternoon b plane, was 
shceduled to stop off at the Baton xiouge air port for a conference 
with his brother, and thence on to Atw Orleans and so to Manhattan 
with his flight for London scheduled for Thursday noon. Oddly 
enough there was a vast to-do just before he left here. Celeste 
was scheduled to drive him to Alexandria to catch the plane.
He was delayed by a few details at the office, whereupon the 
lady put her foot down and refused to drive him because he was 
a few minutes 'late. Then he went on a sit down strike and refused 
to do anything other than cancel his whole trip. That brought 
a slight but very slight modification of the attitude of the 
neglected wife, and so off they started, with everything in a 
perfect jangle. lhat a business. • - »

e . = • • • ' • ...........

I did a little reading last night but l haven't anything' of 
any special interest at the moment and so I discover my head 
starts nodding soon enough when the subject matter isn't too 
entrancing.r At the moment I am turning through a few 

pages of "Mr. Lincoln and His Generals" by harry Williams, —  
a History professor, I believe, of L. S. U. The book seems to 
be alright, and the reason for its having been written is, 
according to the Preface, that nobody has ever evaluated the 
considerable contribution _ the inauguration, in pact, of the 
present concept of the role the Commander in chief of U. S. 
forces plays in modern warfare. Apparantly Mr. Willimas 
thinks Mr. lincoln did quite a remarakable job the strategy 
he planned and eventually got executed, although the Generals 
he had to execute his plans during the first three years of 
the war were mighty Bo0r. I don't know much about such 
business but it is always interesting to get a new slant on 
this or that personality thb figured in the scuffle of the 
1860's, and I am running through this volume to see if I-can

But now for a bit of Stein and thence to fold
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catch a few side glances at old Banks who, along with Ben Butler 
was one or the two were of those "political Generals" *
many of whom i-incoln found it wise to appoint to high’office in 
oraer to solidify certain political factions in the Sorth to 
gam the proper political support for prosecuting the war 
which, after its beginning, must have been lac kin in 
enthusiasm in many Ed them quarters*

. -< *^2 Bowell I nomas and Morrow reports of the comments
by senator , a, T regarding the Eisenhower appointment for the 
Labor department suggests that Mr. faft didn’t have much 
success in influencing Mr, Eisenhower on his Cabinet appointments.
am*glad to hear this, and not so much because of dislike of 

the laft concept of Government as for the slight clearing of the 
atmosphere which it seems to promise. Up to now, I have found

U?C^ ? in as t0 faction has been exerting the mainpolitical influence 0T1 the General* Somehow my regard for
vol hSS sluiQFed in Pr°PQltion to my impression that hehad not been making the decisions but rather was accepting

- and a11 the time 1 haven't known hether it was the laft or the uewey advice that was being
followed, i/hat with the faft statement of today, one can but 
conclude that the Senator is ^happy about the way things are 
going in the matter of appointments, and therefore one happily 
concludes that even though the General may not be making the 
decisions himself, these decisions, at least, aren't being made 
by the Senator, — a feeling thot is certainly re-assuring*

It is apparantly the concensus of opinion that Mr. faft can 
«11 proposed Jisenhower legislation if he feels so incUned He 

tSobh a+ie + t04.WIv0k the Pelican Party therebye, too. I
nSkh i = V hah at th® mom?nt* Ur* Eisenhower must be in Korea, — or on̂ hi|3 way there or on his way back. But Korea will
are°brewii? f t0 him in viaw 0f tho hoadaches that I » . iffif t h  J‘XS9uti''e on and after the 20th bf January.1 can t feel too sorry for the politicians but I must say, without 
inowiiag anything about the domestic set-up in the i'aft household
t'e°Senfltor9mror™htK!? a!:e makixl& it during- these days when
manya»n9Salrxrx|Tm!**|ii81ifi l!r!hSi

f 0a^ f help secretly laughing at the Ohio jcrat, for such strong-willed people as he typifies must
than*thos^*who°b v n T Z ™  tha* the? oarl,t ha™  ^eir own sweet way ™ ° ea ™b0 by “atae °r inclination have long ago learned to
It wouldr'n™p«?n?trfbl?r With a 10t lass *ury and a more grac"l!!*1 b 1Sn * e<nng to be a Christmas for-lobert Alphonso, -and I say to nail with him...Just like that.....

Wednesday, December 3rd, 1952.

Memorandums
As you have already notioed, -- a new ribbon, thanks to 

little-Miss Lee. .no ai ie^ oi $*cthlb 1 od-dea >i:o« u.̂ u ai a&iemex® ie-'Om
There doesn t seem to be muoh different to report so fax 

as local doings axe concerned. I The weather remains qloudy and 
misty, with a eold mass somewhere he the Borth, and warm air 
blowing in gently from the Gulf, making for cloudiness and 
moderate thermometer readings, t

i35*-*w S# L  • w ,'J \ \ •'* w  A  0.i

Along abdut this time of year, one is likely to bump into 
some st9ry or other that lends itself for tho Charistmas season.
I haven t encountered a real one thus far this season, but 
I heard*the makings of one today. X chanced to be at Celeste's 
this morning when she was reading a letter just come to hand from 
Betty Begard of Iberia. Celeste, so© time back, had told 

me about a hey down yonder whom sho had met and liked. He 
was making a home for his mother, as the father had more or less 
snnbbWdJiis son and his former wife a for a mistress and 
her, — and X suppose, his children. The son, *reston, or some suoh 
name, had not spoken with his father for 13 years. Preston has 
a boy friend who is studying in Paris. Pot ever so long, Preston 
has boon trying to save money in order to go to Visit his friend 

for two or three weeks. By dint of much pinching, he rounded up 
enough to fly over fox this month *of December. Betty Begard 
* prevailed upon the yewth to go and speak to his father before he 
left. The youth, although not "easily persuaded, finally did so 
last Monday. After having left his faflier, the boy reported 
he seemed deeply appreciative of his son s oall. On Tuesday morning 
the father oalled 'at the heme of his former wife "and son, and 
in view of the boy's impending vaotion to *arie, handed him 
one thousand, eight hundred dollars. • •- ~ * ' ■- " " - ■“* :  ̂ - 

This isn't precisely a Christmas story, but in so far as 
it goes, it edrtainly seems to be a step in the right direction, 
and whoever wnats te figure out such matters ean do side for 
himself whether the Christmas season will be happier for 
the father ox the eon. I like to think it will be equally 
happy for themlbeffcji * iSrfiam M t  - ore
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Although I did not chanoo to assist at tho doings,

it is my understanding thoro was quits a flurry today when 
Colosto, in writing to ono of hor friends, inviting hex 
to<be hor gust at tho hotel on Saturday night for tho fireworks, 
tolophonod tho hotel to determine tho room number assigned to 

hex, only to disoovex that thoro was no roooxd of any reservation 
having boon made. As she herself had spoken with the owner 
of tho hotel xoga ding tho reservation some weeks back, tho 
resulting rumpus could accordingly be confined to Just two 
people, but 1 expect an indigo atmosphere spread fax and wide in 
tho ensuing f80uffle« I am certainly glad that was 
one set-to 1 didn’t happen to got in on, "Peace on earth" would 
not have been one-of the elements in such an hurlyOburly, I 
suppose, and how the pre-holiday reservations matter was finally 
adjusted, I know not, but shall .probably hear all before 
another day has played out.

In the postal department, the pre-holiday lull seems to 
have started in the 1st class section, I expect everyone 
is beginning to gir up his'loins to have a go at shopping 

. and that before the big on-slaught of Christmas cards and 
parcel post, the 2nd class section of advertising material 
is the major matter with which the clerks are confronted.

In the ranks of those receiving Welfare cheeks, there 
is also much distress these days, what with a new edict having 
been brought out, stipulating that families on Welfare should 
not reeeive checks if they are possessed of automobiles,
I expect I could enumerate about a dozen such people Just 
on Melrose who are effected by this deexese, but the interesting 
thing about the reaction is not so much tho distress of those 
possessed of pleasure oars but the resourceful fashion in 
which all X know set themselves to tr.ing to discover some 
way to circumvent the ukase, I have been asked by several 
to Jot down notes at their dictation to relatives and friends,—  
often as fax afield as Arizona, praying them to sign some 
sort of a statement, declaring that such and«such autombeile, 
at present in the custody of this person or that, *in reality 
is their oar, *— the signor of the statement, and therefore 
the presence of the car in the family garage of the Welfare 
client should‘in no way effeet the status of the individual 
receiving monthly cheeks, *

As a firm believer in the Welfare program, I am all 
* opposed to the chicanery that obtains in so many families 

who get along very nioely on the income of their own industry 
and who devote the Welfare cheeks that come to them almost- 
exclusively to the maintainee of automobiles* I believe it 
was Warren Harding who said that Government is really a very 
simple thing, and I suppose he would have said the same about 
honest administration of Welfare*
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Thursday, December 4th, 1952,

Memorandum)
Mist and rain and rain and mist*ntil sundown when 

the skies clear , And now, at the hour of 9, a 
slightly moth-oaton moon is staggering up over the Eastern 
horizon, and if there is a like break for the town s folk on 
Saturday, their festivities ought to go off wonderfully,

fhb recent dabs o>f moisture have finally filled the 
sugar oatldron, ——but Completely I haven t bothered to remove 
thd grandkflora leaves whieh probably made^quitc a substantial 
contribution to the trash in the bottom of the pot, although 
1 haven t stirred up the thing to see what is what, But 
whatever it may be, so far As cause is concerned, I know not, 
but it is wonder ully evident that whatever the ingredients may be, 
they have produced a blaekness in the water which reminds me at 
fence of that shiney blackness that chaxReterize certain types of 
black glassy looking counters in drug stores, — or, - of 
all things by way of oontrast but identity of color, — the 
placid surface of certain ppols in the Magnolia Gardens on the 
Ashley Bivet. If only * long l®««ed heron, svelt and snowy, 
would come and stand on ono log tn tho expansive pot, tho 
effect in contrasts would be splendid,

Today's mail was thin and there^was no pilgrimage btsiness, 
what with all the dampness abroad. As for the ladies aoross 
the fence, X saw only ^adam Begard,ras Celeste went to town 
early this morning and had not returned by first* dark tonight.
I think Begard relishes it when she can find herself
quite alone for a whole day. flor one thing, she probably 
indulges in the rare satisfaction of "busting" herdiet, 
and as she finds no pleasure being restrained in food matters, 

I certainly hope she goes on a sugar and cream bender, both 
of which axe forbidden, X believe, and both of which she misses 
mightily when watehful eyes are about to supervise. After 
all, at 84, she might as well follow her own inclinations I 
think Wasn’t it in "Old English that George Arliss played 
the role of the man on the diet who threw care to the winds, 
consumed a banquet of everything forbidden him, and had the 
supreme* satisfaction of dying at dessert. It always seemed to me
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there was a let to be said in favor of that*
Beam Mack came to out my hair today, and it was pleasant 

to have him perform his tensorial stmnts en me, seated as I was 
on the gallery with the daylight dimmed by the mists and the banana 
leaves dripping mightily, — everything so far removed from 
the perfection of mechanical contrivances that dominate 
such plaees as Terminal barber shops* Beam had been to 
Shreveport on Smnday to see Y. 0. who is getting along nicely, and 
to call on his brother, --Baku's brother, whom he described 
as "looting like a varmit*. His brother* was gassed* in 1918, 
and-except where the hai» was protected by his helmet, everything 
•Isa was singed off and never giew baofc, --eya-lashea, °" j*
and whiskers, so that the man has never sinee had to shave. Beau s ys
the man's lower eye lids tend to sag, revealing a curious
line like bleached leather, and in view of these several afflictions, 
no wonder the man puts hii in mind of a Trait".

•‘• v  - ’ ■ " " " : A  ... ;

X have always been fascinated by what the local negro has in 
mind when he says he has seen a "varmit", for almost anything, ^  
real or imagined that tends to skulk about in a trangle of briars seems
to be a "varmit* and to these things he often attaches all
kinds ' of imagined oddities, I think, so the thing ends up 
by being something of a gremlin or some such pixie, fiot 
long ago I heard two youths discussing what they had 
encountered in a big patch of will rose bushes, ^n© declaring 
the thing to have been a'^varmit" the other with equal vigor 
maintaining it was a "wah-he©% -As nobody has ever yet been able 
to set me straight as to just-what a "wah-ho© might look li**#
I*m still pretty much in the'dark as-to what-Beaw's brother 
may look like, but anybody's imagination is probably adequate 
to eonce ved a rough idea, - and be right about it.

I had another little round laSt night with "Mr|, Lincoln 
and His Generals** and found the going pretty smooth^ But 
in view of the vrtTJeless muddle that characterized everything 
I-, the Uhion military set m-p during 1861 and 182, I eannot but 
assume the Union cause would most certainly have been lost 
had it probably not been for the fact that Jefferson Davis was 
bundling thing just as badly on the donf©derate side, although 
the present volume has nothing to say on that soore,

f

And now X must roll up my sleeves and get to work, for 
I had better clear the decks in antioiption of many a visitor whose 
advent will probably make itself along about tomorrow.

u
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c
Friday, December 4th, 1958*

Memorandum*
How nice to find your Monday letter*in today's post.
How ideniteal with little Miss Lee's pattern that 

she should have so quickly discovered particulars particulars

make use of it when penning my next epistle to Monek s Gorner.
It goes without saying that I was i pressed no end by 

the message that mp set plans for the week end* Xt 
was unfortunate that interruptions were frequent today when 
secretaries were about**..*•••••

4nd here a slight interruption transpired. Mrs.
Goombs telephoned to inquire how the new telephone was 
functioning. She found out almost immediately what 
with many clicks of a receiver going on and off the 
hook. And then a familar voiee, from over the fence, broke 
ini to apologize and to say the Dark Duke was at her house 
reporting that his baby was terribly sick, and asking her 
to telephone the lady doctor* As there was nothing 
of conseouenee in the orig nal telephone call, and as urgency 
naturally out to take precedence over chit-chat, everyone 
Sas glad to oo-oper&ro* One thing* of course, that this 
unexpected factor introduced was the fact, that obviously
thh Dark Duke doesn't know about the telephone - 7 — 8043.< *

.. ?

And now to gt back where we were when the last customer 
came in, — it isn*t quite sure in my mind if^the 
invitation, mentioned in your letter, covered one individual 
or two. I assume it was the latter but npt being certain 
I thought X would inquire, perhaps it doesn t matter either way,

saying, of course, that I shall be all ears as to
how the stew cooks and if there is much chance of its coming

the greatest care in avoiding reference to what actually obtains 
on the hearthstone, I cannot resist expressing my complete 

* admiration for the magnifioient way in whieh, in spite of all, 
little Miss Lee has kept all* flags flying*
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a. ^As * * * turnad this Png®, the telephone rang. It was Drsald he had hears from some souree in South Louisiana tnat I had some sort of an extraordinary persimmon — which
Ain ?lyv*°in* “ ound fiobin aood'® tarn to get’particulars 

garden h e ^ o n d S i e f*?#6^ 116 h* B * natiTa simmon in his 
a shoot to g r a «  on to* X t r o .8 s u ^ i s ^ t h ”! Qh ,
*°°d bT t M h® ®ea8on is Premature, and so I musthrememberhan°® iS along in ^areh.and see if we oan get one of those huge numbers established a little nearer to town I am always so happy when someone wants to cultivate this sort of

™ d eepeeially when they are rare, for thus the chance of 
???fraT  18 le88en,d* ®T®« as in the case oft h r ^ ^ n L ’1^ ® !  saatUr8d aoros8 Adams County andthroughout the Hatches country.» * * ***** * * * -

. 1 £ a5. in mind t0 taIk a bit about the Lantern asreferred to in your letter, hut what with the several intArnirvn another one intervenes as between this parasranh and the -Pn ^ fons and I cannot recall if I have touch.d o n l ^  ^ t t e r  or not * ^ ’ Ihe latest call was an invitation to a party and to
^ d e l l i ^ d ^ T t h ^ h a S i f 51'’’̂ 111®"0̂ 8 Lf t0™' »*****%?i a e o n n e c  with thanks. The usual contest ensued, first an
s?nnfI^ ‘V hft t-m  tryi“* -to ba nobl« about staying at home since nobody£.in his right mind would prefer that orwa
lPowea?$ Seeing no where, there is the o t h « r i r m i U b U  h ^ t t  £tot «ffnVd? fri*nd8, even though Joining sueh ’*1 ff??*?8 f® n® Pleasure, fhat line always instates

'thatrsll, n o r >rUllty ^ a n o t h e ^ a a U t9!!this9t0m r r Sati0a 8ft®r Wiio hendles publicity for the state Welfare Boa r d e r  lome cuh asking if^I could give him an interview with a*view to
Sell* aft«°!!i1?rV ® ea?ain* *010* ln th® °ane Siver country ^  l ?U » 1 B!* st 8ay tb® telephone ie a wonderful * f«I? and P*rhaP B th* «io®st thing „bo*t it is the 1
the busy s i g L J r d o ^ . ^ h e

* thl8

Olub to which. I Supposf.“the'lentrJahavee» I ® d e f  thal °°Untly
peacrf3orUU t U e W^ s ;  " *  h°ld aor“'a°p‘a8'°*

5812

Sunday, December 7th, 1952.

Memorandums

Ho, hum...... 1 *ifl Just that sleepy, and yet 1 cannot
resist the impulse for a little chat before taking a eat nap.

It has been among the more pleasant week ends that I 
can remember, -•marvelous, cloudless weather and mighty few 
pilgrims, excellent food and jtfst a few nioe people to ehat with.

J know not if, without trying, 1 successfully eluded 
Saturday pilgrims or if there just weren t many. X had 
expected several people would stop off this way, — coming 
from the iaouth, 0n their way to the Saturday night frolic in 
town but I saw but few and those I side stepped, for 
it was about 5 when Hr. hand came to see me and*to carry me off

di?°TWi1:h him and Blythe and some of the children, and although thought I detected a few people scuffing around
n the gen ral direction of the big oak, I simply kept moseying 
along and it was dark before I was back home again, and everybody 
resident on Melrose or visitors were.in town getting ready 
to observe the fireworks. ^  *

f

Dr*v3?nd s0emQd in fi3Q® spirits. We talked polities
his 8ide» and h® was s® pleased with the results of the election, it was a pleasure to encourage him 

to voice his enthusiasms.
i i l S  Its? r a w  ,  A M U  w  - . h . * ^

, „ Blythe, although not depressed, wasn't exhuberant because 
ner -otner s conditions gradually declines. i)x. B$nd had told 
me earlier-that it is a matter of time. She doesn t get *
out of bed any more and i think Blythe ie effeetedMn two ways. - 
for on\V is natural that she should feel depressed about 

8 hut also X thin* she xx is restive beeause
for tne first time in her life, her aetivifies are definitely 
restrained, since she must spend several hours of eaoh day at 
v* s home, and fox one who has been accustomed to fly

about the country as free as a bird on the wing, this restraint
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, must, be as irkesome as hobbits*

Ibis morning Dr. Kyser of the oollego same to soe me. He 
wants me to appear before the Chamber of Comraeree at a dinner in 
town, giving the town fathers an account of the Qmatorse business 
and outlining what I want them to do in pushing the business in 
question* I told him I would be glad to do so and he will 
advise me when the dinner will be held, #One‘thing I like 

* about the South is the time people take to have entertainments 
or dinners or suppers on the slightest excuse, and while I'm 
in favor of the custom I applaude it most vigorously when 
I don^t have to participate. But in the present instance, I think 
I can make an exception if my presence wiil lend any enthusiasm 
to the projeot* Parenthetically, too, I am glad to enlist 
some of the officials in the business to set them actively 
to work in order that I may find it the easier to bow myself out 
at the earliest opportunity when some of them who are eager to 
be up in front are ready to take over*

May Balthasar, of all people, appeared at the front gate 
just as I had left celeste's where I had dined with her and 
her guests and the Beverend Fathers* May explained that she 
had tried telephoning me without suecesss, asking that 
or to as£ if two of her kin folk from Port Arthur might 
wafck about the gardens. They were at the gate and I gave them 
a tour, and got more out of it than they did, for they were 
pleasant people and X oould learn a lot about eolor in Port Arthur 
while they were grabbln off particulars about ye olde plantation 
The woman in the party was quite remarkable In that she recognised 
all the plants and casually referred to them in both their popular 
and botanical names, --all except the box or yew, which she 
had never see before*

I had intended listening to several programs tonight, 
but somehow X got interested in "Speaking of Man" by Abraham 
Mayersoa, or some such, — and was so attrateod by what the 
psychiatrist had to say in poking fun at his profession, that 
tho first thing I knew X was awakening after having been nodding 
for quite a while, — the disk'revolving along merrily, and the 
radio time having run out so far as programs of ihterest were 
concerned* *

we had a little ehat and I feel sleepystill, it will be a pleasure to fold up my beard and lapse off agaii 
into dream land, 1 hope you had something that might be 
said to parallel such a.peaceful day.....
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Monday, December 8th, 1958*

Memorandum:
X was thinking only this afternoon how odd Santa Klaus 

would look if depectied in a jloud ofbetterflies tut 
instead of a flurry of snow flakes. What impelled that 
conclusion was t!be fact that on this 8th day of December 
tlere was a host of lovely orange and yellow butterflies 
ginting beautifully in and through the slanging rays of 
the afternoon sun, and what with the thermometer in the 
mid 70fs and a balmy warm breese blowing from the Gulf, it 
made no sense to glance at the calendar and not be able to 
belibve that things were as they seemed.

' Tonight the sky'is cloudless-an^ the balmy breeie 
continues from the South, with all the doors and windows 
of the house ©pen and everything,except the calendar suggesting 
it is middle Spring*

Today's post vfcas heavy and the seeretariat light, 
w ioh advanced my sum total of comprehension as to what 
the mail contains to nothing, or thereabouts*

Amom other items, there seems to be a long 
letter fromtla .Storm which X thrice attempted to wade 
through but never quite .succeeded. X shall be able to 
do so in a day or so however, and in the mean time,
I shall send her a brief ‘'delaying message*

From the hurried glanee at one seotion of the letter,
X gather she makes two suggestions, —
1st, that since kay will be cranking up the family plane 
and flying over to "ew Orleans shortly, it would be nice 
if she would swoop down, pick me up and bring me baek 
to The *luff for a prolonged visit, or
8nd. that sine© Celeste mentioned her wish to drive :m® . 
over to Charleston some time, it might be nieokif she did 
Jmst that, aefcing Caroline Dormon to drive ovei with »«, •• 
that aftejr a little visit on the pait of QeAeste and Caroline,
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they would have each other's companionship on their way 
.back %o Louisiana while I would remain for my prolonged 
visit at the Bluff, — hut indefinitely, or some such.

I shudder to think what a business there would be 
if Celeste evpr dreamed that la Storm had made such a 
suggestion, for from the moment of learning of it, Celeste 
would be telephoning Caroline and hourly beating the drum 
to get me to say that X would consent to get into the 

big read. It goes without saying, of course, that 
I am not dreaming of going anywhere, but even though I 
a always declining, I must admit quite frankly that it 
is1 pleasant te receive invitations.

I can expect no one to comprehend the local situation, 
however,,- nd although I have tried hard enough to impart 
it te hatohoz friends, as you know, they never have been 
able to understand. When I think of what would or might 
happen to many of the tresors I have preserved, were I 
to absent myself, and when a t ink of what might happen 
to vast segments of the garden, were X to turn my back, it 
makes me pause, — and conclude that only having once and for al 
decided that this or that can be sacrificed to destruction, —  
then only should I, with peaee of mind, give thought to 
getting into the big road for any visit anywhere.

, X was sorry the plates didn't come so X could have a
good supply in town last week end but wringing one’s hands over
dwaddling merohandise gets one on where. I had saved all
the plate money in a tin box in the armoire, and was glad
I had done so when today's pos^ brought a bill for the
next merohandise to the tune of #£27. §Q. for the contents
ef the tin box totaled §£48.00, and that will cover
the new shipment when i,t arrives and pay the freight Assuming
that even though late, the impending shipment may
arrive in time for a little turn over in town
prior to the holiday bang-up, that will eventuate in
a bit of "gravay" for fenoe repair and such like which
is going to provide me wih much zest immediately after the
turn ef the year. t

A new shipment of blue .roses arrived today, and X was 
told one was for me, but when the package was opened, there 
was but a single plant and so naturally a 8et that out for 
the lady in her own ga den. The lady, of course,, was 
dreadfully upset that ojaee kore something had gone wrong 
with her blue roses, and I am going to r © U  on the 
floor if, when this bush comes into flower, it produces a 
lovely white, yellow or pink, which seems to me it should, 
just to keep the progression in line with what has transpired 
thus far.. Must knock off a little mail now and th$n *®Ad......
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Tuesday, December 9th, 195£#

Memorandum:

I saw the Lady at the Post Office this morning, There 
was a bit of futil fulmination bedause there was no air mall 
from London. I* soothed by mentioning the fog, but was reminded 
that fog never effects cables. And .that, of course, is true There 

r other truths, toot but there is no point in enumerating fchem.
And tonight Ed. Morrow says the five day fog has blown away I 

found myself instinctively giggling in my beard. Ten days to *
"take in" Europe, and the first five fog bound Some people seem 
to have luek and other merely luck, although I shouldn't be 
surprised at all if a picture post card came in posted from 
the Pyramids or some such. That would bo simply conforming to 
type and following the irrepressable‘impulse to hurtle through 
space, even though no particular p0int of direction matters. I 
suppose there must be some scientific word for such an impulse 
which seems to be possessed by so many people, but X don't 
know either the impulse or the scientific term describing it.

The weather remains marvelous, all sunshine and warm, although 
a cooler front moved in about 8:50 tonight, but even so, the 
theremometex will not go below 50 tonight and tomorrow wi 1 be 
back in the VO's.

Celeste had so many thins to do in town, she had to go in 
early this morning and wasn't babk by sun down, --beauty parlor, I 
believe, this and that person to be seen, luncheon with. Betty 
Hertzgo and so on. She was distressed that the contraotprs had 
arrived this morning to put the drivo-in covering at the 
left (facing) of the house before she had had an opportunity 
to move a cape Jasamine or two which tended to gum up the 
business. ffaturally I was gl«d to take over that problem, and 
the work began at once on the briek pillars on the fax side of 
the drive, duplicating those incorporated in the gallery itself They 
were good workmen who have done much construction work in the *
Parish and on the plantation, and always to everyone's satisfaction. 
About 3 this afternoon I chanced to pass that way and vras impressed 
by the g owth of the new pillars. I was also impressed by the
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fact that to my imperfect vision, the brick pillars were not 
precisely parallel to those of the gallery, hat rather seemed turned 
about an inoh or an inch and a half put of line, naturally, I 
said nothing but a little later I did ask: a negro with an 
experienced eye if the pillars were properly lined up, and he told 
me he thought they were "a-headin* off toward Mr, Garter's a mite,*
It will be so nice on the morrow if an air mail comes from the 
right direction and if the lady never pauses long enough to 
see in what direction the pillars are heading.

It's a bit curious how infrequently we hear from Daisey in the Dell, 
it seems tp  r u e , but 1 reckon the poor thing may well be in a 

tiaay over the i pending holidays and such lilts, I find myself 
thinking of her ês in the same class with half a do’zen other 
people of our acquaintance, - JSdith Wyatt Moore, for example, who, 
if* ever so slight a re-alignment had been made'by the Creator 
at the time of birth, each would have made that last hurdle that 
separates the area of something very nice from something that 
is extraordinary. In such groups there are as many divisions, of 
course, as their are individuals, and it is foi tho Daisey in the 
Dell bracket) whose situation-somehow seems especially worthy 
of pity since because of her particular personality, she probably 
is the most lonely of all, lacking a& she does that element 
of personal satisfaction that comes to many another in thq 
same general category who find recompense in their association 
with other people, whether the latter comprehend what is being 
talked about or not.

I galloped through a couple more pages of Myerson's
”3peaking of Man" last night and found much of it instructive 
and some, of it hilarious. It is so seldom one runs across a 
book of such profundity that is written by a man with a sufficient
sense of humor to season the more learned paragraphs with 
dashes of lighter fare so as to make the whole pie quite 
edable and sometimes quite tart, for example, he tosses in this, in a 
section discussing the feud between biologgioal and sociological 
forces* — A man once visited heaven, saw three women walking in
circles. After every few steps, each wo an administered to her own 
buttocks a swift kick, The astonished visitored asked how 
long they had been doing that linterrupt tionj ..the o ** I * * * * & 
astonished visitor asked why they were doing that and St. Peter,
stopping to light up his pipe exaplained that when they had 

presented themselves for entrance, he had asked themwhat qualifications 
tjhey possessed and eadh had hastened to explained she was a virgin,
and when he pointed out that that wag of no consequence in heaven, 

and for the last century or two they have been kicking themselves 
ever since. So much for Dr. Myerson, and so much for this dull 
memo. I enclose another Sterling notation.....

Wednesday, December 10th, 196£,

Memorandum:
* The enclosure speaks for itself, — and the writer, and 

everybody concerned.
I asked the clerk to run through this for me Just before 

1 dropped by the house for a spot of 9 o'clock ooffee, and 
the lecture that developed on expenses seemed unusually funny, 
since the hostess went on to explain that she and herthusband simply 
had to cut down on their expenditures for Chriptm&s gifts, what 
with how they both are trying so har£ to make every penny count,—
(1*11 say it counts) and what with each of them touring Rurope 
this year, etc., etc., etc. fhere, must be some relationship, mixed up 
in my mind, as having so?ie pertinence to the matter in question, since 

I mentally found myself thinking that "it isn't the cough 
that carries you off but the coffin they carry you off in."

The weather remains cloudless but'a cold breeae off thefice cakes 
made it a little bitter to spend too long a time out of doors, and 
so A was delighted v*hen the big old Texas and Pacific truck 
backed up and deposited three big cartons of oorckery. This 
timely advent provided me with an excuse to spend the balance of 
my day on the wind sheltered gallery, rigging up packages for 
neople likewise Kate who have long waited with a fair decree of 
pltfenoe for the Grand pares they thought they had ^J t  before 
the Reverend Fathers took over the whole shooting match on 
hehalf of*tho local sepia communicants of their institution,

I was glad to have a couple of telephones of a personal 
nature today. Ora telephoned this morning^at 8 to say 
that she had Just been sent home from the hospital ana was 
admonished to remain* In hed for some tla*, and that a nurse 
is in attendanea. X think the Williams family are trying to be
get another heir, — they alraady have three or four, and whether 
this latest illness indicate* the hopes,are progressing or have been 
dashed, I know not, and of course, didn t inquire. ,

The othe call was from Mrs. Goorabs tonight. She wanted



to report that she had been in the wooded section, miles to 
the Northeast of town, calling ©n white moron Welfare clients 
all day and that it was first dark: before she got out of the woods, 
her ear’filled with holly, which she plans for decorations at the 
marriage of her daughter on Deoember 21st. But the point of 
her telephone was to say that she had .un up on another remartable 
primitif artist, —  a 16 year old, untutored poor white girl who 
has done some wonderful canvases and among other things, I believe, 
had done some murals for the crack-pot Church which flourishes among 
those benighted hill billies way off there in the hills, — the 
neighborhood, in fact where *A Man Galled Mildred” a eoupi or 
eight years ago cut the lady s throat because it just so chanced that 
he found his knife open when he put his hand in his pocket.
Mrs. Coombs has a job that few people would want but I am 
glad for her that she somehow manages to get*so much of satisfaction 
out of a c ore that at best must be pretty dis-spiriting, at last 
from the angle of the humanities or sub-humanities, encountered.

« Just after having raked Daisey in the Dell over the coals 
last night, there came a letter from hex this morning, poor 
little, chio-a-dee. I shall try to find it among the strange 
assortment of odds and ends, — ends that are open and some unopened, 
in the curious assortment coming to hand with the pre-holiday 
rush. There wa$ a post card, too, from lar Mamoulides,, wondering 
,why "they" hadn t heard from me lately. I shall respond shortly, but 
shall probably be the recipient of other such cards as time 
goes on and the interludes of quiet in between tend to be expended 
gradually between letters. The Mamoulides case is a somewhat curious 
one, ..apparently a soul craving contaets, although mixed up in 
a hurly burly of life that sees too many people every day of 
the week. I am thinkin of the girl who jumped fro the window 
of the Century Com any,when it dawned on her that Lyle, who had 
been kind to her, didn t have in mind proposing. I don t mean 
to infer anything parallel dn Madam Mamoulides* oase, but it would 
appear that this kind creature who apprantly hasn*t had too smooth 
an existence, is longing for some sort of an association which,
I gather, is rather beyond her own capacity to realise.

In the horticultural department, 1 was amased today when 
I discovered all the leaves on one of the big magnolias in the 
front garden at Melrose near the road had turned brown, although 
the tree has lost nope of its leaves. I would assume lightening 
might have struck and killed the tree but tnere. is no evidence such 
as tron bark. It's the first full grown magnolia grandiflora 
I have ever eeenin such a condition, — its limbs unbroken and sturdy in 
apoearance, complete leaf coverage and as dea£ as a door nail.
I must explore the cause and render a post morten later.... .

Thursday, December 11th, 1952.

Memorandums <

Today's dawn was so clear and invigorating I instinctively 
felt the desire te be sharing it with little*Miss Leo.

The lawns weren't green, but a lovely satiny silvery graythat 
seemed as smooth as the cloudless sky which presented that 
same silvery gray quality that it sometimes does on cloudless 
days just before the sun peep over the horizon, turning the 
earth into gold and the sky into blue. A pale moon ‘lingered on 
in the zenith, and it was one of those moments that so often 
seem to come at sunset on the ocean when one wishes Time would 
stand still for an eon or two. t
- ; f ‘ " ' , . . . ... , . • ; , -V . V i •

The frost impressed me particularly for it again impressed
?fi 'i8P&fcd^8E6\»t88t8tlh8l Sfc8nom9non
other weather conditions, bite sharply into vegetation while at 
other times it turns out to be purely decorative and £oes 
no harm to plant life at all, 1 had not put pajamas on 
the camellias last night, as the weather reports had predicted 
a low of but 3@, which doesn't suggest a frost, and, to my 
delight when the sun was up fend the frozen dew disappeared, there 
wasirt the slightest evidence that it had done any harm.

With the physical world so pretty, X felt the shock of 
human disgruntlenese when I dropped by next door to give the lady 
an address. She was making a great raaket because, contrary to her 
specific instructions, Orellia had used her hands to try scrubbing 
out paint from a-dress instead of trying to get it off with 
a stick dipped in gasoline. As the paint had been on the dress 
for two or three weeks and was accordingly fairly well dried in,
1 can't imagine anybody getting very far hitting at it with a stick 
that had been dipped in gasoline. If 1 had a servant willing to 
set bare hands to the task, X should fcave been grateful to 
servant and God alike for my &ood luck. But that wasn t the re
action 1 witness. As a matter of fact, the main complaint was 
based on the fact that while the mistress had sepnt all that time 
going to Mass at 7 in the morning, the servant had contrived to ruin 
the religious benefits accruing^ to the mistress by not following 
instructions. It*s all so eoniusing to me and fills me with wonder
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as to what value that rel£|on has which impells one to 
go to M ass before sun up and puts the communicant in a stew 
before breakfast. As in so many another instance, i guess it 
isn't so much the religion that is at fault as those who 
perform all the tricks of the business with adroitness and 
dispatch but fail to gain anything for the spirit.

And then the post brought no air mail from London, and that 
provoked a sermon, too. But no day can be without its compensations, 
and the promise of being in the big road came to the fore and eventua y 
the ladies took out for Mansura where they will remain until 
tomorrow night, and, among my other blessings 1 count one of them 
as be*ng found in the fact that save.for the coored folks, 1 am 
alone on the plantation tonight. It seems as though I ought 
to be able to find something to complain about on my own hook, but 
for the life of me, I can!t think of anything in particular just 
off hand. ' .

I didn't work too late last night but did knock off a few 
letters of no moment, including- one to la Montespan, in which 
with a certain raalaciousness, I mentioned various ideas I 
had for planting this or thatt "in the event my bonus 
from the plantation this year‘permits such extravaganaw". I 
understand the master sees my letters addressed to that lady, and 
I thought the mention of a bonus light be a timely whimsey on 
my part, since I never received any such thing from Melrose.

Before this late paragraph, ! should have referred to the 
enclosure,which, you will aggree, is a pure sight. I 
declare those Texans, in their mania for anything so long as 
it is.outrageously over siied, have really stirred up something 
in this latest sample of their to foolery. This pseudo note 
came from Mary Dagget hake, attached to a letter containing 
a couple of addresses of people to whom she requests me to 
write, and,1 am therefore retaining the letter, but I 
thought you would enjoy seeing her enclosure. I haven’t had 
an opportunity to go over the design oarefully but I gather 
from a casual glance that it probably contains a number of 
features t at ifiight be of value as reference, should one' 
ever be interested in reproducing mf some of the details 
for one reaen or another, and I therefore suggest that we 
preserge this piece of paper along with other tresors, in 
case we should ever have occasion to refer to it.

I have cast about in search of some explanation of the 
condition of the Grandiflora, maganolia, the one that is the 
study inbrown instead of green, and am advised by the college
Horticultural department that sometimes an electrio shook from 
a field of eleotricty will kill a tree without any evidence of 
a bolt of electricity ever bein^ apparent. Behhaps this explains the 
condition I

■; - f r B i j j f i , - . ..........  . .....................
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Friday, December 12th, 1952.

Memroandumi
Another perfectly elegant day, —  all .sunshine and sufficiently 

bracing to make gardening less labor than a response to the 
impulse for scuffling about, induced by the amplitude of o*one.

The ladies returned tonight along about first dark. Celeste 
was the happier because she found to letters from Bondon awaiting her,- 
one penned on Thursday a week ago and the other on Friday. I reckon 
the fog had probably delayed their start.

Bat was at the air port to meet J. f and the "drove around
England" on Thursday, got as far into the country as Oxford "and 
saw tsxh two big oastles". Nothing was said about fog. The wife of 
’Pat’s immediate superior was ill, making it imperative that Bat 
remain in London, so **. planned to head out for -^aris on Saturday.
Celeste talks about «>. plranning to take in Home among other
places, and it is my understanding that he plans to hop back 
to ^ew xork tomorrow, which is certainly absdxbing a lot of Europe in 
a few days. I suppose there will be varying stories about the return 
date, in view «o‘f the letter from la montespan, for 1 assume the New York 
interlude will be charged off against Home or some such.

I talked with Ora again today. She is feeling ever so much better, 
and although the nurse will remain with her for some time, she is 
able to sit, up a little. I know not if she is just getting over a mis- 
earrage or is suffering what is fox her the usual miseree* of 
pregeneoy. With a daughter* in college and two or three other off
spring, * can’t imagine why they, - she and B. B. — insist on 
going through all the requisite excitement for another heir when 
Ora’s health is so delicate.

She asked me if X had seen the article in the Hieayuae a week 
or so ago, ..a Sunday one, — about Basswood, and its restoration, I 
think 1 was not jotting down a daily Memorandum when I used to 
visit Hosswood, but I may or may not have mentioned it in some of 
the journals which eventually came to your true hand. It was the ̂ big 
old houss some 20 miles above Natohes, — not too far from Alcorn College, 
and after two or three visits there, I once took the Madam and Hobina. 
Well, anyway, .it .was a lovely old plaoe, built by Dr. Boss in the
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1850’s. When I 'found 'the place, it was being occupied by three 
or four negro tenants, the rooms being sufficiently large to 
house an entire colored family The silver doornobs were 
particularly lovely, but they disappeared as between one visit and 
another a little later*

Eventually I tr eked down the family and found Dr, Boss's grand
son living in Batches, — or rather dying in ^atehez, for 
he was a man in his 70*s and afflicted with cancer. He was so 
fcipd as to let me borrow his grandfather's journal, and of course I 
got the thing transcribed forthwith, it is an interesting journal, and 
especially because it gives a day to day account of the building of 
^oeswood. I shall be so happy to get in touch with the new owner, —  
somebody who saw the place and loved it and put all the little money 
he had in it for its restoration. Ora is getting me a copy of 
the article from which I*shall get the man’s name, and after 
jottin it down, i’ll send the artiole to you. Wouldn't it be 
nice to let the kan ha^e an account of this lovely old mansion at 
the time of it building. Well, we’ll see what we can do about it.

I finished the Myerson book, and discovered ,a biography 
of the man at the back, of the book, — the last couple records.
His father was a Babbi and the family lived in Russia or what was 
“ussia, then and now, — 1881 but Lithuanias somehow mushroomed 
on the spot in between but died. The father came to êyr England 
and the family followed andeventually Myerson, fils, became t 
one of the country’s great neurologists and psychiatrists.
"Speaking of Man” is the book he did most of the work on after he 
had been stricken with heart disease and knew his days were numbered.
I would recommend the book to few people because X know few people 
to whom It would mean anything, but regardless of that, it is 
a most int resting book and x learned a lo’t of things from it, and 
got a bit of entertfdnment, too. And, it must agreed, $hat is 
Something of a triumph in these days when so much stuff pou^s out 
of the presses. * c

Tonight the program is going to be different in that X am 
going to do no mail but rather X am reserving the whole 
evening to rounding up my Christmas decors. The gay carillon 
of silver bells suspended from their red ribbons will graee the 
andirons, the candles will flame in the windows andfthe 
spirit of Christmas within the next half hour will be 
emerging all over the plate. It's so pleasant to undertake 
all the little odds and ends^ what with the definite impression 

* that one isn't actually alone in the undert king...... <
i i i ill w "L v  *

Sunday, December 14th, 195£.

Memorandums <
And so, may X tell you, &anta Claus made his round 

on Saturday, . L-
i » '.tv v. ■* v '■ :■! * • i • £  '£ G O  0 ... •• •

I think X mentioned in Friday's memo that after chatting 
with you, I planned introducing the spirit of Christas m by 
way of hanging sets of carillon and lighting the Christmas 
candles. Wdll, X carried out my intention and loj when 
the morning’s mail arrived, there was an elegant big package, 
arriving in perfect order, which <came from old Santa, 
and last night I began my Christmas celebration in 
utter happiness by spending an entire evening with 
Peter Illyoviteh and mein, lieber # Ludwig von B., and 
I am hastening to clear my desk tonight so I can repeat the 
program tonight, and bring it to a close with that 
most satisfying of sensations, — the realization that 
I shall, be able to repeat and repeat the same enchantment 
in the days stretching ever so far ahead.

I must say the whole business delights me no end, and 
the recordings are so magnificient that my soul seems to 
expand the more as I play them over and over again. Telepathy 
always inclines to function in the direction of those for 
whom we feel a.natural affinity, but never does it seem to 
ore rate so perfectly as through the medium of such 
lovliness. * 1

I have the gay card swaying here before me on my desk, 
with the sepia angel fiddling madly and with each vibration
from this machine, this heavenly musician seems fto be tempting me to fore sake the keyboard for the revolving
disk along side. Xurely this is a delicious Christmas, 
and the*nicest part of it is the fact with each 

note from the diks will automatically bring me a little 
closer in tune with little Miss Lee who, by some Divine contrivance, 
makes everything from Christmas Day to Christmas ĵ ay seem 
really worth while, X shall touch upon this matter at 
subsequent sittings, but for the moment I shall content myself
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by merely saying: "Bless your heart for making mine 
so happy.

And my thoughts turned toward little Miss Lee quite 
often on Friday night, following the effort at deoors and 
while I was reading a little before folding up my beard.
I was in the midst of a rather dull book by De Gamp, —
"Lnads Beyond" but I found a lot of data in the volume which 
fascinated me, —not the least of which, and for reasons 
which to you are obvious, that there was much said about 
Binst of Schwabia and all the remarkable legends that 
grew up around that fabulous person Somehow everything 
seemed to fit itself into making a^erfect setting for 
my hapiest of week ends, and I don't mind say ng that 
it must be ever so evident to an understanding heart 
what ingredients went in, —througfe.chano©, - to make it
S O . » £ * -

iSrnst of Sohwabia, Peter cIllovitah, Ludwig von B and 
li'ttle Miss Lee. Surely you will agree that is a remarkable 
cong egation of personalities and only you can imagine 
how much they all meant to me, being thus joined so 
unex pbbtdly together.

And aside from theset European personalities, there was 
mall on Saturday from Europe, although by a non-Buropean 
personality.

J. H. sent two letters which were so indicitive of the 
Henry rush through centuries of historical monuments.
His letter, dated from ■‘“aris, said he had spent Thursday and 
Friday in London, and, as Bat couldn't get away, he had 
gone on to *aris on Saturday, —by train, - where he spent 
Sunday, haying taken in'the city and Versailles, where I 
can t imagine him finding himself, Then from .Geneva came 
a other letter, saying he had gone there on Monday by bus, and 
was heading on South toward Grenoble, the Miviera and Borne, 
after which he intended going back to London through 
Germany, and probably would fly from London over the 
week end, so, 1 assume, -*»and in view of the Monte span 
letter, he probably is Lack in Manhattan by now.

There is something so typical about the speed 
with which all this is accomplished and the skimming over 
of vast mileage to what seems to me little or no point, 
that i have jotted all this down even though it cannot possibly 
be of interest. But now I must ge$ on with a continuation 

of last night's program. Again my thanks to little Miss 
Lea for providing me with suoh an elegant holiday season.....
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Monday, December 15th, 195£.

Memornadumj

How nice to find your Wednesday letter in this morning's post.

It is so nice having had this opportunity for a little chat 
in spite of all the demands ©a your ti e and energy which are 
swirling ever higher about you as the.holidays approach and 
then,fin view of prospective guests, will probably level off 
not before the turn of the year. It all sounds so terrifio that 
I shall keep the candles in the chapel flaming, as I hold the 
thought that in spite of all confronting you, your health, by some 
miracle, may hold.

It is difficult to imagine the state of mind that doesn't 
function sufficiently to picture what such an av lanche of visitors, 
and especially at this time, must call for by way of physical and 
mental demands, but perhaps that is just what proves to us that 
there is such a thing as the spirit of Christmas, —knowing as we 
do that in spite of all the thoughtless people in the world, there 
are some Like little Miss Lee who are in such a different category.

?

As you have already learned, the flat Santa package arrived 
before your letter and not having been forewarned, I broke the 
seals and am already throughly enjoying my own Christmas. As 
for the othe package, — the one which is more square, it hasn't 
(Some to hand as yet. 1 am so appreciative of your kindness in setting 
me straight as to the contentsf and you may rest assured I shall 
be guided by your message when 0pening it.

And may I say how much I appreciate your kindness in setting 
me straight on other points and especially the possible perspective 
that is expected to come into focus, --if not shelved, as between 
now and the ensuing few wê fcs. What with all the hurlyOburly 
attending your present days, 1 wonder you have time to think of 
anything even matters, as of the one referred to, which seems so 
frodght &ith strange and unexpected potentials.

It goes without saying that during all these enervating days, 
my thoughts flow constantly ^  a single direction praying that 
the ultimate decision may.be the very best all ar6und*
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■

It goes without saying that I am deeply touched by your kindness 
in providing me with the clipping you so thoughtfully pasted on 
te-extra shhet which you enclosed with your letter. I 
had heard a sentence or two regarding the matter, but as the static 
was especially raucous at the time, I couldn't make much sense 
out of it. But now, because of your thoughfulness, it is all 
quite clear and altogether heartening. Patience pays off in the 
long run, and any burden is the easier to toat if there is a glimmer 
of hope at the end of the road.

' * i
Through your clipping, I learned, among other things, that 

the matter touched on in the article had been released for public 
knowledge from, --of all places, --Maine. I don't know why that 
struck me with such force, except that I suppose-we are inclined 
to associate scientific advances with large urban centers,feven though 
in other fields of endeavor9 the great contributions to human 
betterment haven't depended on metropolitan masses for its place 
of origin. *

I ' * * ‘ ■ W  " ... , . .  ̂ , -

It is interesting how much like impulsive children'we are 
after reaching maturity when something, calculated to relieve some 
inconvenience is brought to the surface and hew imperative it seems 
to us that something be done about the business immediately. Thanks 
to the training in being forced to proceed as best one can under 
existing circumstances, we eventually reach a point where 
wonderful satisfaction is achieved in the mere realiaation of 
the possibility of solving a problem becomes apparent, and thus it 
is, thanks to the information you have provided, that I can adjust 
myself with vast reservoirs of calm and patience in contemplating 
the realization of things suggested as a possibility, and I can 
maintain my present pace in doing what I can under existing 
conditions until the day in the future dawns when some advantage 
may be take of this new discovery for the benefit ofxssst so many 
people to whom it will mean so much.

We shall return to this subject on occasion from time to 
time, and all the moments in between I shall be blessing you for 
your kindness in tossing this inppiring information.

A telephone about 8 o'clock form Manhattan indicates that 
J. , instead of returning to London, flew to a @w *orfc directly 
from Home, and so within the next day or two, I suppose we shall 
be laving a fi^st hand report from him as-to how goes Europe. It 
ought to be entertainin if not too illuminating.

And now for a bit of Peter Illyoviteh and Ludwig and so to bed, 
and the happier will be the sitting, thanks to your nice Wednesday chat...

Tuesday, December 16th, 1952.

Memorandums
t

How nide to find the fat package in today's post.
It traveled perfectly, and is sitting, unopened, along
side my armoire, where I am leaving it intact,
thin* - fo* another day or two, if nobility can keep to the
fore And temptation doesn't get the better of me and
the passing throng.

People came before mail7 time this morning and people 
were here all day, ..^n and out,--and I had a couple of 
gardeners to* i00k after, ..three, I guess it was and as 
I prefer to open packages that mean much to me when I am 
alone and when the appropriate moment arrives I am 
trying to follow the "Do Hot Open Until Christmas" admonition, 
although, in truth, I must admit that come about to morrow or 
the next day,'and I shall be into the business. But tonight 
I'm just going to have a little chat with y0u, mosey leisurely 
through a warm bath and then collapse'into,my armchair and 
let Peter Illy0vitch and Ludwig do all the work of 
begetting relaxation for me.

t
J. H. came this afternoon about S. Geleste, in response 

to a telephone from Hew York or $ew Orleans, met him at 
the Alexandria air port. I haven1t seen her since she returned 
and know nothing as'to the number-of passengers on the plane.
A letter from la Montespan shortly will 'undoubtedly tell all.

As for his European jaunt, J* Br. seems to have had 
a wonderful time. He journeyed fro Grenoble to Hioe, did 
a bit of gaining at Monte Garlo and then went on to Home.

I asked if he was to find himself in Europe again 
this week end, in which place he would like to be. His 
response was immediate} - "Nice",

An air mail to Geleste, posted from Grenoble, arrived this 
morning. That just about illustrates any agenoj's attempt to

.
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keep up with the Henrys.

Tonight I heard a part of Hd. Morrows report from 
Seattle, covering his trip across the continent from hew York 
by night, I liked what he had to say the character of the 
country above which he was flying the nature of its Geography 
and History, -.its oontempoary civilization, its former 
attributes where the wagon trains for Oregon cut trhough 
the aboriginal bapds of Omahass and Sioux. On the decks of 
ocean ljljiers, I suppose we have all entertained parallel 
thoughts", 'especially when heading westward over- the
unchartered paths of Mayflower and all the rest of the colonial 5essels, at best probably not so comfortable as the Caaastota’onaavans, __something a little less
than aquatic covered wagons, wondering what thoughts 
stirred within the breasts of those earlier travelers, and, 
sometimes, searching our' own souls a little, too, as we 
wondered about all the circumstances that finally contrived 
to bring us to about the same geographic spot. I reckon 
the explorers, discoverers and colonial travelers had more 
than ample time to ponder on those points that well up in 
people's souls m  such places. In oui day, we &idn*t have 
too much time but we had enough during the 6 days of voyaging. 
As I understand it, the westward crossing by air now requires 
but six hours. Th t is adequate for much thinking, of course, 
but I'm glad you and I had more than that segment of time in 
our initial westward journey; As I look back at it, such 
a limits space of time wouldn't have seemed quite enough to 
take sfcpck of yesterday, anticipate tomorrow arid try to 
comprehend a kittle of that little slice in between.

hut why I speculate on all this, and especially at 
this season when, on receiving this memo, you will oe rather 
too busy to give thought to such matters, for a billion demands 
will be claiming your immediate attention.

• t  ' '  1

«' And it just occurs to me that I must not forget to 
say that a package goes forward in the same post that 
starts this letter on its way to you.

i have put two or three paper sacks in the top of the 
package in order that you may divest yourself of the outer 
wrappings in the most convenient trash basket.

. . . .  ■ ? . - j .. : (% h-.♦ vj§ i \  v , : i „* x  &  ■’* »> x  .■ i J  {} i n  a . *  • * v .
And now I will fold up my beard for tonight.

I hope you may be doing the same right now......

Wednesday, December 17th, 1962.

Memorandum:
. *

I might as well break down and confess that the temptation 
was too great for me and I did comprise enough to peep into 
the fat package just enough to sight a perfectly splendid 
snowflake. Then I thought better of my mis-deed, and happier, too, 
for having conceded a point, and while Ii.am momentarily 
determined to hold off a little while longer, I know 
perfectly well that curiosity is going to be so great that 
before 1 have called it a day, X shall be going just a 
step further to see what lies beyond the huge, lovely 
snow crystal.

The weather has turned warm again, thanks to a mild breeze 
meandering in from the ^ulf and I am making the most of the 
favorable thermometer readings to do a heap of transplanting 
tand general pushing about of things. t

The seasonal mail, of course, is beginning to increase 
in proportion to the approach of Christmas. I suppose 
there were a couple of dozen letters*today, along with 
about as many cards, all of which are enclosed in a manila 
envelope in the armoir, for the dwaddling secretaries were 
among those students participating in some kind of a baseball 
tournament at some school above Natchitoches, and so we 
shall have a go at the mail on the morrow, including one letter 
sitting slap on the top which feels pleasantly rotund and 
which is addressed in a familiar hand.

A package came today from Carl Harness. It is in 
the nature of an ash tray, — a replica in miniature of 
a wheel barrow, which will make me, in my role of gardener, 
recall the ashtray while toating trash, and in my role 
of scribe will remind me of the garden as I make use of it 
here on my desk. I suppose the copper bed of the barrow is 
about three inches over all, while the frame work of some lovely 
dark polsihed wood is perhaps 6 inches in length.* It seems 
to be a precise replioa of a real wheelbarrow, and, the little 
wheel turns around merrily, an£. s mehow reminds me of the flax wheel
which now graces the African Houset having the same ridges aiound
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the rim. Of course Mr. harness made it by hand and will be 
treasured for its intrinsic cleverness and even more through 
sentimental association with its maker. ^

enough my mind has beQn dwelling on various aspects,--of all things, — control of the dispensing of liquor, these past
' J' Myerson s Opinion that alcohol, being a drug, ought 

not to be advertised with too much enticement, strikes me as
thltn™ as an idea. I have come to the conclusion that
they would do a lot better, — the fanatical prohibitionists, — if 
they concentrated on trying to discourage advertisement rather than 
t w  ^  alcoholic beverages, although I am not at all certain 
that advertising in any way increases the sale of a-loohol to

Jrer?onB wh0 are ̂ ost incapable of managing the stuff, once it gets inside of them.

.,. J.Can \ for ĥe life of me. think what has brought on 
t(]is line of speculation although I suppose the numerous

aceid®nts in this area, — seemingly all white people,- 
to dogwith it tnr06 01 *°Ur w0Qlts* has Probably had something

•. t

^dies aa?oss ,ha lan°9 seemad unusually happy this 
tl® pieoes ar® 0l0S8®d with Jhristmas things, 
man**rs’ oards. «*<>., "hile last night 

the neverend fathers passed that way, — one of the younger ones
+°nf1f up a“d ®laot*i£y the Christmas tree while one of the elders talked about Home #ith *. H. who had attended Mass "for a few
a°flodk of80ardinils «t ?J* Pat8fS 0114 ob5>arT#d th® ‘Holy Papa and would th® S9ivi9*. --and suoh subject matter
pact. q lte naturally ha of interest to the local clergy, I ex-

was antioi™+a?P^ a^ 0nM?! "flyin* sauaor'' front that the stockUV aght although the Srandperes will bo 
that S « 4i.i holiate lofora a weak has elapsed. Bid 1 mention that vra telephoned from her bed, asking if I oould send her
fihristmas8«ifts°h Hhe ? ?  1sendinS thither and yon as

f̂p̂ sstas s m s  tha* 89ar°hins f°r °dds «* ®ad8
fhe ijoh of ioe in big pot has molted, thanks to today*s sun and
nei!“h b o r w aS b* Said for waathar oonditions in your ’©ifehborhood.. Mo try to grab a moment to yourself now and then
in the^mbasav^nr “  “  is “athing better than a half heS eotlaps. in the embassy or some such...... < F
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Thursday, December l#th, 1962.

Memorandum:
Mow nice to have your elegant letter in today’s post.

*  ; i *  'i . . , ‘

How you find time to indulge in suofc a Jolly chat and 
to acquaint me with so many fasciating particulars at 
this busy-busy season arstoni~shes me* But I have enjoyed 
every word and call down blessings from ^n High in appreciation 
of your kindness.

And may I thank you, too, for taking care of the 
. Library of Congress thing and for adding so many names
of books for the consideration of Congressional Library approval.
I*m so glad you also added the Proust and Saxon items for 
if we keep dinging away on the same key long enough, we shall 
perhaps eventually get some where regardless. X think 
I haven't asked for the Baxon item more than four times a year 
for the-past six or seVefa, so there’s Just no telling.

- t And before leaving he subjeot, X m ght add that sooner
or later, l may'send along a few greeting cards which 
are coming to hand, .-after the holidays. One of these 
pleased me muoh on two counts, — first “it was good to hear 

t from John Knight, posted somewhere in Ariaona, and 
•secondly because the card carried a lovely Yuooa plant in 
flower on its front page.

And may X thank y©u for the particulars about little 
Miss Roundtree, — what a name, _ and what a radio p rsonality.
I must say, however, that last Sunday night I thought she 
did rather better than usual. I didn't know that Herr Spivach 
had edited the Mercury, and I was interested in your surmise 
as to the possible association batween those two permanent 
numbers in the radio program. They certainly get the big names 
on their show and I’m wondering how they do it. I chanced to 
hear ^rs. Anna Rosenberg on Sunday night and found her voice 
and accent striking. I know nothing about Mrs. Rosenberg, 
but somehow X gathered from -the quality of her voice that 
she might be a little wind swept, have a good mind and 

. c/ipable of suffering from something approaching exhaustion,
’ So many numb-skulls get into Government through this or that
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brand of pull so that, as in Mrs. -Rosenberg*s case it is 
rather heartening to have the feeling at least one’got 
there by gray matter. If I wanted to know something 
about some question of which I understood nothing and 
Mrs. Hosenberg was recognized as an expert, I should like 
to hBVs her set me straight, for X am under the impression 
she might be able to reel off the faot as she really 

comprehended them, and that her guess, in cases of which 
•she wasn t sure, might be pretty pat.

*nd may I thank you for acquainting me with avrious 
aspects of radio reception ..here, there and so on Some 
of the commentators-, lilted as unpopular in certain 
quarters, pusslze anyone but little Miss lee and me I guess 
I can think of few annoyances morediffioult to put up with Ind 
yet I have so often been s u  sustained by the realization
so^lone matters on the negative side, jui

.l0D8 f? the*« is ever the positive side whioh comprehends th< 
and, the Promise of understanding, but oomplete 

inddn* "he? petty irritants have taken their
place on. the level of things that don t count so much.
T v, a8* about ne*8 *rom Wae°. — and so does Dora, butl baT® h9ard since last I passed along to you whatever
“ t o? ^ sre wa? a n°te from Ducille today* However, -sort of a hristmas card, with a few lines, indicating

that ^ S 1?" 18 w i U  iial9n» - 1 assume at Helen's'hoSse, althoug 
that L 8aSfB'v.a?d that °arolyn ie doing a swell job and^.-f* th*y °ame t0 h0lp me dbserve a birthday or some such whi 
wouid-seem te suggest Helen is getting up a little, I hone '
I have dropped;Helen a line from time to time, and written’ 
Carolyn once or twice at Marshall, but haven't heard anything 
* ®halJ write.iu®ille l0* additional particulars, suggesting ’
to a haltPSn «f 8f*D a£ *5* holldQy merry-go-round Hornesa halt, -..if, indeed, it ever does in Lucille's life
Laaaatfy1'8]?0 “0uutry Plata to eaho of them at their
regarding9sarae°avantually> ^  ^  fr°“ them

Friday, December 19th, 1952.

Memorandum: «
« <

Only tonight has it occured to me that in reality, this 
letter will probably reach you only after Christmas has come and 
gone. But it will still be holiday time, and so I want to pass 
along, a Christmas story regardless.

j&very year it seems as though we tend to contemplate 
December 25th as some date way off yonder until all of a sudden 
some circumstance or other releases the feeling that Christmas 
is just in the offing, and with that realization, the advent of 
the season is upon us«

—  * ■ t

* It came to me this year, — and for no particular reason, -- 
when Celeste was telling me about a round of shopping a couple 
of weeks baofc, and how the I. J. Schwartaberg store was* the 
most elegant in Central Louisiana. She mentioned having bought 
two separate gifts, asking that they lie wrapped and sent for her, —  
one Horth, the other South, She recalled that I had met Mr. 
Shewartzberg twice, — just to say How do you do", — and that it 
was he who had been so polite as to write me, prior to the , 
meeting of the Historical Soeelty, that he contemplated my advent 
with anxiety. It-* seems Mr. Schwartaberg chanced to be in the 
store at the time Celeste was giving addresses for her’pur chases, 
and’he instructed the clerk to have the packages wrapped in 
different holiday paper, the one from the other, and with matching 
ribbons, even though Celeste said that* since the gifts were 
going in opposite directions and neither recipient would sbe the other, 
the type of paper and ribbon used could just as well be identical, —  
but Mi. schwartaberg insisted, and so it was done.

Somehow all this chattbr made me realize the the leaves of the 
December calendar were fast falling and that we were approaching 
the 25th. Somehow, too, by some quirk of the mind, I thought 

* of that most remarkable gift ever presented to me*by a Melrose 
•citizen of color, — the frog. I think I have mentioned how little 
Slam brought it in his bare hands as a gift for the new fountain, and 
I loved it, — with only the wrappings of his two ebony hands.

r

Well, with all these thoughts flying about in my mind, 
-yesterday's post arrived, bringing me a modest sized package,
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Wrapped in somewhat crumpled old broufa paper that had obviously 
been used before. Inside the wrapping was a slightly 
battered box, once contrived for holding Hershey bars but 
obviously long sine# worn out so far as that purpose was concerned. I 
love Hershey bars, and so my heart was momentarily made glad at the 
prospect but then made sad when it became obvious there were no chocolate bars within. But inside I did find two tiny
fruit oak.es, — odd looking things, somehow suggesting a sausage, 
since each was about 3 inches in lenth, £ inches around, and tightly 
covered with transparent oelophane, even as a pekage of cigarettes. 
There was £0 tissue wrapping paper but to fill in the blank spaces 
at the side and end of the Hershey box were the sides of another 
old Heighey box that had app rantly been dismantled as a filler.
Having seen the remarkably disreputable packages I can make, you will 
scarcely believe me when ± tell you this one struck me as being even 
more outrageous than 1 could stii up.

Haturally 1 thought of poor little old Slam, now grown up 
from IB to 20, and as he lives in Houston now, I figured he 
had perhaps sen't me a gift, I consulted the wrapper. Picture 
my astonishment when I discovered the name*, printed in inks *
WK. J. Schwartzberg Albert Avenue(his home address) Alexandria, La.w

Well, you could have knocked me down with a fender.

But then the thing began to grow on me, the psychiatric department 
began perking and automatically I began doing fc big business—  
a merchant prince, glutted with fancy paper and dainty ribbon, 
goes home from his elegant emporim, decides to' send a present 
to somebody he has tnet casually but twioe, decides he’ll take 
a hand at doing his own selecting a wrapping, ..and there is 
the result. Truth being what it is in relation to Fiction thus 
offers up so ething that a novelist would scraoely oongure up. I 
love the whole thing and want to pass along the tale to you. 1 shall 
also pass it along to Dora, seeing what hb can do with it. For there, 
indeed, is something rather extraordinary by way of Christmas.

This afternoon the store gallery was crowded , what with a 
brisk rain falling, and everyone was a-giggle. Celeste and Madam 
regard, heading for the beauty parlor, backed out of the garage 
with gusto, striking one of the new brick pillars supporting 
the equally new porte-coohexe, and knocking it sideways at a 
60 degree anglfc. The other pillar that whs oobk-eyed to*begin with, 
stood firm. The whole outfit, as of tonight is just a plain mess.

So runs out this last Friday night before Christmas.
I have thought of you so often today, wondering what weather was 
obtaining, how things domestic and business were whirling, and 
tonight wishing I might join you for a few giggles over the harum- 
scarum way things turned in this neighborhood today.....

Sunday, December £2nd, 1952.

Memorandumj
I have been pilgrimage busy this week end, but withal 

rather pleasantly engaged, and the weather, being mild and sunny, 
contributed to the pleasant shape things assumed.

There were four sets af pilgrims, — Texas, Oklahoma and 
Arkansas being represented, .before noon on Saturday. I was 

glad of a break early in the afternoon which gave me a chance to 
bring the incoming mail up to date, and it of course reflects the 
seasonal bulk.

*

What with a flock of odds and ends to attend to this morning,
I be-stirred myself a little earlier than usual, waiting 
until 10 o’clock for a shower and fresh raiment before going across 
the fence to receive some dinner guests on Celeste’s behalf, as 
she and ^adam Begard had gone to late Mass. Just as I arose from 
the depths of my tub, a tappying at my door impelled me to journey 
;there a-drip, and to my surprise there I found the Choolays, or 
however they spell their names, — those lake Charles people whom I 
like. But i laughed when they expressed regret they had 
pulled me out of bed. They wouldn t come in, having stopped by 
merely to leave me a bottle of some imported wine. That irapells 
me to remark how regrettable it is that people, --those knowing 
nothing about wines, - seem to feel the urge when purchasing 
"wet groceries" to invest in a gift that is of come foreigh con
coction, —  some rare Burduny, Chahlis or some such, 'which I, "for 
one, and few others I know of, oare anything about, whereas a 
bottle of some standard domestic would fill the bill so muefc 
more to everyone’s satisfaction.

Celeste’s guests were a Colonel and Mrs. Mark Boy, the 
Oolnal being Mansura or Marksville born and bred and having been 
in school with *J. H. and Stephen, although except for occasional 
contacts with the General at the Pentagon, Mark has seen none of his 
former a sociates in years. After dinner I gave them a tour.
I discovered Mrs. Hoy was formerly Jane Gillespie. Oddly enough 
only the day before1 I had mentioned to Madam B-egard that Hollywood 
plantation in Natchez had some of tne finest camellia trees I ever 
saw. She recalled this when Jane remarked that Hollywood Plantation
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was here childhood homo and that she still controls a part of it, 
holding the thought that oil may ooze there one of these days* She 
said she had never met anyone before outside of -^atohez who had ever

noll^?°<* plantation, let alone having ever seen the place, 
and of course tne knowledge that she had here encountered someone who 
loved the old place, felt that indefinable sense of "hominess" 
that somehow arises under such circumstances*

Other people passing this way was Overton Brooks, 0. S. Representative 
who says he heads back for the opening of Congress with the feeiing 
thtat sooner or later a slip is bound to develops between the 
liberal and the Old Guard wings of the Republican ^arty in 
Congress so that the Old auard, hoping to sweep all financially 
profitable ^oernmental undertakings into their private utilities 
pockets will be restrained "a little". I thought of this tonight 
when on Martha Roundtree's program, ,that Senator from Dakota or 
Idaho or some such, voiced his hope and opinion that T.V. A. and 
other vast Governmental projects would be sold to private concerns.
That certainly would be a crime, and let us hope the sblit in 
the majority comes before any such thing is attempted.

* I hit upon an idea of rationing myself, so f r as the Santa 
package is concerned. This morning I parceled out a bit of Good 
wheer for our feathered friends, leaving Die Frau's stockingI**!1 ^ ris1™ s f7®* 1 plundered the packages containingIni vJf1?? d ca^ le holdars* I am so delighted with their shape

perfectly the shorter candles from last year,
^ ^ e d  them out, and they currently grace the two 

little end tables on each side of the firplace in the living.room 
and ex look as bright as buttons, gleaming in the soft light.

un Saturday, too, X ran across the Lestan package for Madam 
Regard, i cannot tell you how deeply touched I was by this thoughtfulness 
on the prt of that most extraordinary of personalities, — little Miss 
lee. Suely, one must admit, there is a personality that 
beats anything ever yet contrived ih thinking of others to 
the point of anticipating needs so far beyond those that would 
ever have entered the head or heart of any one else*

s?7?ra]- ^explored packages in the original , tan shipment, X head into the big week, happy as a clam 
because of the thoughtfulness of one precious soul* This 
is one of the happiest Christmases i can remember and while 
a bevy of circumstances often contributed in one way or another 
to bring happiness to such a peak, there is but a single 
person whose part is indispensable in all- this, for while all 
other ingredients, — in single or in multiple blocks could be 
removed and the structure still stand, the Lee corner stone is 
the foundation stone which is identical witheverything

eod’ u M s  U tt!ea l “ as “ 4 ° n Whi° h a11 the r a s t  stM de-
®®®.....................
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Monday, December 22nd, 1952.

Memorandum:

A pleasant December sun, making it warm enough to get 
about coatless all day, and a pleasant new moon tonight, viewed 
with co fort m  a light jacket. An inch of rain last night 
left everything a little soggy but tomorrow ought to be 
just right for transplanting things doing best by Christmas 
change of situation.

Rumors regarding the holiday circulate and change 
as frequently as somebody can think up a new one. The latest 
prediction is that the Wenks are threatening to come early 
Christmas morning and will remain one day, two days, three days.
I hope all of this is wrog, of course. Then there is word out 
the S. G., — juniors and seniors • will come for the week end, 
that they will not come for. the week end, that they may come 
for Christmas day tand they may come for Dew Xears. Anything 
they do is just fine-, •» just so long as they don't do it. The 
Joe iienrys stated definitely laot week they could not come. 
Yesterday they telephoned they probably could come, — and we 
shall undoubtedly know by midnight of the 25th. The potential 
firewoks in all this shuttling back and forth, — not in the 
shuttling but in the chance they, may all gang up at the same moment 
is wonderful to contemplate and I am gradually tucking things 
away in my armoirs against any sudden switch that may bring 
the Shreveport contingent prematurely*

I f nally got around last night -to: knock off a few 
notes to people to whom X had neglected to send greetings to 
reach them before Christmas ..and among these was Rina from 
whom we last heard when somS place in South America. It seems rather 
odd there should have been such a long lapse )aut perhaps she 
had too many things to attend to on touching hpme base again 
in November, fortunately 1 remember vaguely how one spells 
Carancahua Street, and X hope my note is forwarded if she isn't 
there.Locallyf the post office reports the full volume of 
mail seemed to pass its peak on Saturday perhaps everyone’s 
routine will be approaching normalcy before Thursday arrives, I 
hope.
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I have turned through a few pages of Carlton Coon's 
"Caravan", read by your friend, Alexander Scourby. It is 
an informative book, and rather tiresome in spots, having to 
do with the Arab world from the Atlantic to the Persian Gulf.
It is as good an account of the inception of the Eosiem religion 
as I have run acrosss, but some of its details cover too 
fine points for a volume embracing such a broad subjeot as 
how everything across North Africa and Asia Minor got that way.

It is my custom each November to round up a flock of books 
that I may want to skim through, during the holiday season so 
the poor mail clerks will not have to,bother with the additional 
burden of talking books at atime when parcel post packages 
seem to have the right of way. But this year I put off the 
business until so late that this season I am scuffling around in 
any old kind of reading material, none ef it of mch i terest, 
but within a week or so I shall ask for better fare and 
may hope to secure it without clogging the U. S. mails.

I think it is time those who believe in the human side 
of Government began to formulate propaganda in favor of 
taking tfie wind out of .the sails pf those big business men 
of the Republican Party who currently are so busy beating the 
drum on the subject of Efficiency. They seem to consider, among 
other things, that Government is a Science, — and I think, perhaps, 
that is where the attack should begin, -<-on that line of 
thinking. Por Government is definitely an art, not a Science,—  
or should be, if one really wants it to funotion according to 
the Lincoln concept of "of, by and for". I shudder a little as 
I contemplate all the big business men, named to posts in the 
new Government tha is to be. They apparently labor under 
the ilustion that human*>tie8 can .be chalked up in the manner 
of a Certified Public Account concocting a balance sheet of 
financial assets and liabilities, and are "all sot" to proceed 
on that theory. Some of them seem to be buided by half 
the sentence of Jesus; - "Render unto Caesar, that which is 
Caisar*s.. . for getting there is a little more before 
the end of the sentence, having to do with that which is God's.

-  ’ *  ' ’ ■ **■■■:.■ ■ 'A " '

Well, Lord, it seems to me I might lay aside such considerations 
for the moment, and concentrate a little on manife ations 
of the current season. As a matter of fact, my candles are 
glow ng brightly and the big snowflake, posed on the rim of 
my desk lamp, seemingly shimmers just perfeotly,with each 
tap of this machine. It's all so pleasant to shut out the 
hurly-burly world of outside and revel in the happiness that 
is mine this se son, thanks to one little Miss Lee..... ‘

5840

Tuesday, December 23rd, 1952.

Memorandum:
Twenty millions times would not suffice to tell you how 

entranced I was to find your letter of the 17th in today's post.

Somehow, in view of all the mountains of things you had 
confronting you during the days between your last letter and 
the impending holiday, I had not anticipated a chat with you 
until after some of the excitement at subsided.

But here came your letter* quite intact, together with 
the. sweet-sweet Sthopian cherub and,all, as a sort of birthday 
greeting for Arenbourg, and I am touched by the whole thing 
and entranced at our unexpected opportunity to compare notes.

There weie fifty odd pieces of 1st class mail, — the bulk of 
them Christmas cards, no doubt, but although I had the services of 
two secretaries*today for a wonder, — and because Christmas is 
approaching, I suppose, -..with one appearing unexpec edly at 
noon and the other at first dark. But as I discovered at 
nooon, one letter was enough for today, and so when the second assistant 
arrived tonight, I was altogether cdntent to run through your 
letter and card a second time and let the balance of the letters 
rest in the armoir for some subquent sitting. Thanks to you, 
my holiday season is slap happy and what with a musicals awaiting 
me later tonight, and my nobilty still holding, a couple of 
packages still holding the promise for Christmas eve, not 
even the prospect of a somewhat hurly-burly Thursday can disturb 
the happiness which is ail mine because of little Miss Lee.

That you were somewhat taken-a-baok by the daring of the 
epistle f^om la Montespan, I am not at all surprised. Apparently 
she doesn t mine at all sending potential dynamite through the

laast on9 ans"er t0 14138 d 8 l l y 's
"Why doesn t ff. have Celeste help him with his mail."
Off hand, you might say that at least a letter such as the one 

you referred to certainly ought to make mighty entertaining 
reading, were she indeed a secretary.
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Already there are signs of Ghristmas manifesting 
themselves about the plantation* for one thing, several 
of the grow up gentlemen have passed this way, ostensibly 
to say Howdy and to speculate on the chance that tonights 
impending frost may induce more colds, while actually what 
they ax® "studying about”, — the cotton money having long since 
been spent, is the hope that there may be a bit of "schnooze"
standing about unused* And then there is the rest period
so far as plantation operations are concerned, for everything 
is at a standstill giving a certain amount of leisure 
that on Ghristmas day will culminate in an "Hooray-Boys”, —  
a couple of days getting over it, --and then resumption-of 
labor with no attention being paid to Hew *ears day at all.

And then another sign of the times was Aurellia's 
tap at my door this morning before she had gone on to
her labors across the fence* Andy was going to do some work;

A£??bour# mp-es,and she came with him to~ask -* of all things, — if I liked hog's he ad cheese* frankly
I could live without it, but naturally I lied and said 
there was nothing I was quite so crazy about. She explained that 
as soon, as she got home after her work, she was going to start 
the wash pot going and when1Andy came home, he and she were 
going to slay the hog they had raised and she had in mind 
making some fine hog's head cheese And bringing me some*
I thought that was swell and that Andy out to knock off work 
a little early any way, so they wouldn't have to si slighter 
the animal by moonlight* '

I suppose both Andy and *urellia must be thirty or 
fourty-ish and yet their enthusiasm over converting the hog into 
roasts and chops was as full of zest as children of 10,

? a hum-drum attitude of so many more
P£01# the concerted excitement of the spirits of these two under-privileged souls was 

heart warming. By Ghristmas, a big platter of hog’s head 
cheese will be mine and there will be more than one empty stomach 
passing this way who will lick their ohops when they learn I'm 
going to share my business with them.

Thus do the pre-holidays slide along, and 
I have a feeling that mine are doubly happy because 
I contemplate them not as the impressions being registered 
in a single heart but rather because in all such matters, 
there is the definite realization that what really makes all
mi ItWfr&SSfifS ^ei ImSngfu!h|Ised
it does for me. My happiness for the holiday is guaranteed, 
thanks to you for all that made it so...
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Ghristmas Hve, 1952.

Memorandum:
On the morrow, our old friend, the mocking bird, and several 

of his associates will be busy at the suet ball which 1 have 
suspended ^ust outside my window by moonlight, so they 
will find a big, old surprise in their stocking by the dawn's 
early, light. If they don t love it, they are crazy, for 1, although 
not feathered, am entranced just glancing in that direction.

As for the candles which 1 saved last to open, they are 
quite the lovliest white tapers i have ever seen, while the 
touch of the forest in the medium of the pine cones set them off 
to such special advantage that I declare I have never seen lovlier 
tapers. And to what use I put them, will appear" further along.

In today's post came a tel gram from the Hobert Gampbells 
of Fort Horth, saying they would be arriving in Batchitoches 
on Christmas Eve and asking me to plan to have dinne: with them
iwot 3ays°0nTfU !.tma§lnjiail£ f 
somehow this one wasn t.

*

t As it scarcely seemed wise to. absent myself when some 
of »the more rare members of the family were scheduled to converge 
on the place on Ghristmas day, I set my mind to working to see 
how I could unscramble tings a bit.

All day x had been casting about for an electrician, but 
all such engineers were on a frolic and half of the house was 
withouth eloBical current. Fortunately it chanced to be in 
living room and the bath room, so that the reading machine, 
radio, etc., were not effected. Still, it would have been 
nice to have had lights.

Along abot 4, x telephoned the, hotel in town and left 
a message for the Gampbells to telephone rrae. ^o convenient 
the phone turns out to be. They telephoned about 5 and I 
suggested that they rest a l'ittie, then come down here around 
10 and they were enchanted at the prospect.

Thep it was i decided to have a go at the balanoe of 
my vast gift package from little Miss Lee. .
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Christmas light, 1952.

What with it being Christmas J2Ive and an absence of electircity, 
what could have been more inspired that the elegant wax cnadles.

And so, what with the chandle holders along side, I immediately 
put one each in the cent of each of the side or end talbes on each 
side of the firplace, and the room was more beautifully lighted 
that you can imagine. The big old snowflak was hung from the 
books shelf just above, and'the effect in that soft light was 
marvelous.

Cloud coverage had been the obtaining atmospheric
situation in late afternoon, but along about 9, the
skyp cleared and the moon was lovely. The Campbells came, bring
chfee ancient Indies with them, and I did hpt^put the lights on the the gardens, as the moon was altogether adequate ana
aver so much more charming.

we had a' pleasant sitting, and as they had brought 
much wet groceries and potato chips and such like to go with 
t e beverages, everything went off delightfully. A little 
before midnight, I responded to a tap on the door, — a way
farer in search of Christmas cheer of the whtbal to obtain some, 
and I took that opportunity to illumine the Jhapel.
After returning to my gue ts, 1 suggested we retire or 
repair to the sanctuary of the Blessed Martin. The white 
garden, looked so lovely in the moonlight, and then, as the 
doors of the Chapel swung open, there was ano’ther variation 
of golden light from the altar and the wall brackets on each 
side of St. Veronic *s veil. I closed the doors behind us, 
and our little service was touchingly simple and intimate.

It seemed as much like a true midnight Christmas ^ve mass as 
any 1 can recall. We included a bit of meditation in 
the service, too, and in which direction my thoughts traveled I 
need scarcely set down.

And now the guests have all gone back to town and 
the hour grows late, and I shall accordingly break off 
at this point. I have deft the candles gleaming in the 
living room while I was chatting with you, and, from my 
desk, I can see the one on the side of the fireplace nearest 
Grandpere’s pnetrait, and it is really lovely.

And so closes Christmas Have, and tnanks to a flock 
of circumstances in all of which little Miss Lee is somehow 
oncerned, it has r-eally been one of the happiest I can ever 
remember. I hope yours, even though hurly-burly, has given you 
an opportunity for one little catching of the breath, too....

i .•

Memorandum:
Long have«I liked December 24th<better than .December 25th.

However, Christmas Hve and Christmas night are pretty much 
alike as favorite segments of each day. lily door is 
closed for the last time tonight, Peace reigns. This is our 

coveted opportunity for a little chat, after-which I shall 
read a codple of pages from "Denmark Is A Lovely Land‘d — a hook 
I like very much, and after that and a warm bath, there’ll be 
a dab of fruit cake, a glass of port, candle light within 
balancing the moonlight flooding the white garden and an 
endless musicale that will stress mein lieber Peter Illyovitch and 
the Beverend von Beethoven and a large slice of Wolfgang, — and 
that will culminate Christmas,

I have thought of you so frequently today, wondering how 
things were going and if you were able to discover in old Santa's 
stocking just a brief segment of Time•allotted exclusively for 

little Miss Lee to dispose of just as she pleased.

I shall go into the disagreeable aspect of the day first.
The »<enks came and Dan. The latter may have spoke to me but if so,
I did not hear him, ne's so often like that, altough, by some 
strange quirk, at such times, if the Wenks chance to be about, 
he falls over himself to bQ gracious to them although he may 
have frozen them when last there was a contact.

Sister was drinking a little, — not much, - but enough 
to further dislocate her addled brain. We got through dinner 
without incident but immediately afterward she denounced me for 
spaking to either of the ladies aoross the fence, calling them all 
the unpleasant names she had vomited forth on her last go-round 
She had telephoned J. H. last week end, saying she wanted to 
know if the J. m . uenrys were coming, for if so, she certainly 
wasn’t goin to put in an appearance. Today, in her mad tirade, she 
pointed out her vast disappointment at the way things had 
conspired to ruin her day, for she can down only because she hoped 
to see ^oe, "the darling boy whom I haven’t seen since Mother's death.1’

I*oan think of nothing quite so trying as having to remain patient 
when tanglea up with lunatics. *nd that ends that part of the day, 
for they took off in a huff a ‘half hour after dinner.
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Friday, December 26 th, 1952.

The morning was very pleasant ...rather frosty but radiantly 
bright. Quite a few of my Cane ^iver*and Little "Iver friends dropped 
by to wish me a ^erry Christmas and partake of a spot of wine.
In the order of their appearance, the list ran something like 
Peter, Sam Peace, Sobert and Clyde Anthony, Andy, Qrellia, Beau 
Mack, Dee-Dee Anthony Olyte Gallien, Smith Peace, the Dark Duke,
Puny, Murrel Gallien,’Sara, the two secretaries, Dooley, three 
youths I seem to know but whose names I don t, three or four 
representatives of the two unrelated £rown families, Satie Breux 
in from riouse and 31am Drown from the same place and some of the 
Little Diver %mos, none of whose names I can recall except
Sweetmilk, and he was the only one who didn t make it.

***

Thus ran the morning and the afternoon was a shambles, 
since I had a spliting heaeache which X liked to attribute not to 
morning wine but to the insane performances of the white folks.

And then there were some telephone calls, morning and evening, —  
including one from the Campbells,* saying they would get down 
tomorrow, and a few invitations to open house in town this 
evening and thred invitations for supper, --transportation thrown in.

I supped with Celeste, ^adam Degard and J. H. it was 
quiet and peaceful and wonderfully beneficial to the heache somehow. 
The ladies spoke of their gifts from little Miss Lee and were 
altogether delighted with them. If your ears burned at the time, 
it was because such nice things were being said about you.

Lestan was so entranced with the thoughtfulness shown in 
the provision that had been made 0n his behalf for Madam Begard 
that he felt it much better to leave the gift, so deftly wrapped, just 
as it was and merely adding the lady's name as from him. X looked 
wise when Madam Begard mentioned how pleased she was with it and 
naturally I was consumed with gratitude to you for havi g handled all 
this business"so much to everyone*s satisfaction^

I should fail ^  giving a complete picture of major points 
pf *hrietraas cheer at ^ucca.if P failed to mention what a busy time 
our-feathered friends had at the bar and ball with their holiday 
seeds and the suet ball wh ch, I beliqve is styled a Peanut Ball# 
Whatever its corapsotion^ its appeal has been tremendouw, and many a 
little head was tucked under many a little wing tonight, dreaming 
on a much fuller little stomach, thanks to just one soul.

Thus was Christmas until now. I enclose this with my memo 
of yesterday which couldn’t mailed today......

Memor andum: t

< How nice to find the cherubs strumming madly on the harp 
in today*s post. * *

,, . *±uu yuu.i nice lerrer, —another holiday surprise' for which I was quite unprepared but
very capable fcf enjoying but thoroughly.
« x li88?!1' J°» such an excellent excuse to setout of attending the Astor dinner. I reckon you might have seen
little Miss Doris if she is still with the organization but 
one can so readily pass up business associates at pseudo
social gatherings, and I, for one, am all in favor of leaving 
business associates in a single compartment and going in for 
social contacts that are not shaped by those whom ohanoe jockeys 
us into association during our worfc-a-day hours.

Of oourse the pandemonium of the family gatherings that 
must have been awaiting you could be readily passed up, too, and 
I am not sure, if one had to make a choice between the one brand 
of inconvenienoe or the other, which might be the better choice 
but I *m certainly glad you didn t have to udertake both.

I ran through a bit of mail several cards being set aside 
for subsequent sharihg, although*at the moment they are 
mixed up with those being held for addresses, and so it ay be 
some time before anything is sent along. »
. I had a flock of pilgrims this morning, getting rid of them 

just as the dinner bell was tapping, and before i had finished 
my demi-tasse, the Campbells came. Whatever their motives may be 
for dragging three elderly ladies with them with them, X wouldn*t 
attempt to guess, save that they are trying to give them 
a pleasant holiday outing, but five inclines toward a crowd so 
far as my way of touring goes, and while I sent Junior Pugabou 
out on the ± river with Mr. Campbell, the ladies and I did 
a Cane Diver tour of old houses, but naturally I wouldn*t 
take* them to see the mistresses of Beaufort or Oakland,
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still they had quii.6 & pleasant party, 1 beliave. It was 
almost first dark botfore we returned here and I introduced 
them to Celeste and Madam regard and then handed them to 
their car declining to accept their invitation to dine 
with them In town. I should have been less tired and 
definitely in the frame of mind to accompany the lady and the 
gentleman, but five were too many, and especially as they all 
would have undoubtedly brought me back home later tonight 
and that would have been a little too much. *

Except for one oar wreck by a family of color quite
1*1?' --tha J°™>888, -there were no major souffles throughout the Christmas festivities. About

2 this morning, Bill dones' son, a youth of 18 or so had
hif \° h9r hom9» “ the Compton plaoe next tothe old Jean Baptiste ketoyer plaoe, and was heading hack h„me
«3heI sid?.of the riT0*. he got in front of thechurch of bt. Augustin, or perhaps in front of the Aectory the

car hit a tree on the bank and dropped the 2p foot space * 
below, settling into the watdr so that only the outline of the 
top of tne car could be seen, fhere it remained submerged 
until late this morning when it was hauled out and carted away 
a complete wreck, fhe coat the boy was wearing was 
pinned so tight to the seat ^y the twisted steel of the front 
or top that even after the oar had been jacked up into the 
road by 'the wreck, the coat could not be pulled out and it

aft0X lhQ bad boen takea t0 town an* a blow .torch applied that tne garment could be extricated. As for the youth who
was alone in the car, he didn't suffer a scratch and has no 
idea as to what happened or how he esoaped, not even knowing if 
he was thrown out of the oar betfore it submerged or what 
■̂ 11 he recalls is that he started to light a cigarette as 
e was drivinL alohg, and assumes he mut have been going faster 
than he ro&lized# It seems a miracle he should have survived#

<

One of the most remarkable reactions to Christmas appeared
daM  w ^ t H di8a?!e^!?rw^m.tap!^oS!d?y i?°3feSsliS£

P°i ^  A thiB,pa0fc??8 "hioh turned out to 'be a Christmas oard .which he had neatly wrapped in-brown paper so it wouldn't
it d SdPP°se *ndy is 40 .or 45, - he himself doesn't know.

1 vdiv i 0ult t0 lm?Sin<* and yet this was the first Christmas card he had ever received. On Wednesday Mrs. Coombs and Mr
T w fl0m * " “ *> * Ut?le oall0a S o % f  the fence andat iucoa. On leaving she handed me several envelopes she wished
u n f ^ d e d l t ^ ^ ' i T 0̂  P9° Ple ° n the Place’ and "as one- "e uufoldea it with loving care, arew out a card from the envelope and
pointing to tne dollar bill and the reading, he explained that it 
was a message which said that lady wanted him to have a happy 
ohristmas and a straight ^
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Sunday, December 28th, 1952.

Memorandum*

All week end, I have kept finding myself wondering how 
the mid holiday week end has been turning in your neighborhood.

I hope there have been a couple of moments of rest, but 
I can t figure out how that possible could be achieved.

At this bend of the river, Saturday was a shambles of 
people, but as the Shreveport contingent never showed up, it 
v.as altogether pleasant but mildly enervating, I’rom 
6 in the morning until seven at night, I didn t find myself 
alone for a split second. Ihere were quite ±~a few pilgrims, 
a few friends and a lot of scurrying around to not much point.
I was entranced at the opportunity to fall into bed and 
sleep slap through without awakening until 6 this 
morning. . «

hut today I got a break. Only a few of Celeste's week end 
guests passed this way and as c# E. was serving as pilot and 
guide, those tours were breath-taking in brevity.

qe dined across the fence and delicious fare and 
pleasant company, being all about the board, I reckon I ate 

. quite enough to make up for lost food on Christmas day.

Erom one of my colored friends on Saturday I learned one thing 
about the cones automobile accident the other night that 1 
thought you would enjoy. It seems that after the youth 
extricated himself from the submerged oar and had manged 
tp get to shore and up at the top of the bank, he looked back 
and noticed that by some miracle, the tail light, way down 
under the water, was still burning, whereupon he retraced 
his steps and plunge, reached the car and turned off the switch, 
after which he returned to the hank and, taking the road, went 
on to the home of a cousin living just above the bridge. Isn't 
it odd what people do instinctively at such moments of strain?

Celeste told me at dinner thatfa special mass on behalf of 
the Cones family had been said at Church this morning in 
thanksgiving for the youth e escape, fhe mass did not
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include any reference to turning of the switch, I reckon, 
hut the Governed father mised a hig point right there, it 
strikes me.

Quite unexpectedly in Saturday*s post came a package 
from ^ina, containing a recording of the Listz 2nd and 
12th Hungarians numbers which I like ever so much,
1 was even more entranced to have her accompanying little 
note, saying that she is back home again, I had taken 
a chance on a letter reaching her in Corpus Christi, and 
had posted one last week to her Carancahua (what a name( address 
and 1 reckon she probably received it about the time 
her message came to hand. I shall be looking for a 
letter from her before long, although, if memory serves, she 

given to writing often and her letters are usually 
*1?® £hort sid9* 3 t m  it is good to know she is back and 

° Jttstget some kind of a sign of life from t ose
^au6h t y  l i t t l e  g i r l s  o ' f  yonder in  ; a c o ,  we ought to have th 
i-ayor poi n o n  o f ? our e l  ;Lv© a c q u a i n t a n c e s  aeeo nteu. fr-.

 ̂ l i  , t ie  n te  fom Hay C*jjr ten ca: .e t.o hand, t ,o ,
t o ! , ; ! . 11010 h 0m l? al0“S with a lovaly soft pastelgray-green sweater which i like, too,

I was so glad dinner went off so smoothly across the 
fence today. Yesterday Celeste*s sister and brother-in-law 
who are ar. and Mrs; Roy of Mansura, oame up for,the week end* 
with three or four of their grown up children. Mr. Roy is 
an alcoholic but had been on the water wagon for a few weeks 
and it was thought all was well. They stopped in Alexandria* 
for a few minutes, however, during which Mr. Roy slipped 
.arriving here on the high side. This morning he declined going 

n al?d Proceeded to find himself something else to get
started on forthwith. J. u. brought him to *ucca around 11, 
thinking a little fresh air might help him to sober up a bit, 

xt re-acted quite the oontrary, apparantly There were
people stopping at ^eleste s immediately;after*Church _11*15
and somehow Mr. ^oy got engineered onto the sleeping porch and* 
tnere he dozed until the other cocktail, guests had departed and 
dinner was finished, Naturally 1 wirthdrew immediately as I 
reaiized he was about to put in an appearance, so that^nly 
the family were about. i£ fi very pleasant little man and 
ihey say he is possessed of an excellent mind, --but for ye<rs

SB§0« t?o&h!iVSrSroH 0Sast
fo r a llPethPele kin°f ol0k " L ? "  80 “  u n m e a n trolfc. And so runs out this week endavirf n
bringa.you!!!!.n.8; %  rSSt be among the nioa thlne s the »®w may
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Monday, December 29th, 1952.

Memorandum:
The hour is nine and I reckon the egg-nog is oz oozing 

merrily across the fence. "Mais, moi, je suis ioi pour chanter 
sur la paill®*# '

Celeste, poor dear, twice invited me to come over for 
a little while, and I said, **0h, thank You", and I reckon she 
knew I wouldn*t be showing up#

I have 'no doubt there is probably a gay gathering of 
plantation gentry, including the Joyous Coast and as far in 
the opposite direction as Magnolia, for Attala is down from Washi g- 
ton and she usually makes the egg-nog party at Melrose each year.
And there will be the Reverend Fathers, too, I suppose, and some of the Brudhomes, Cloutiers and Lambres, and I shall be 
quite contented to hear all about it on the morrow. Besides 
that gives me an opportunity to sit by my own fire side, 
enjoy a page or two about Denmark, and revel in the lonely glow of 
the white tapers as I <have a-go at a dab of fruit cake and a glass 
of port. Frankly I could relish an egg-nog but the price 
to be paid in chatter is too high for my slim purse of patience.

t

I was glad to see Lillian Aricheil this afternoon. She 
came with her daughter and son-in-law, — the latter from 
Mineral Wells, Texas, or some such place, so ewhere West of Dallas or 
Fort “orth or some such.

She didn’t have much news but did volonteer the information 
that she had seen Sister a week ago and that the latter had expressed 
vast affection for md but contempt for ^adam Regard. That was a
S81IafS$-a ift I8MhlhSa8gdwllfisliinfit3
she would take to the big road in a day or two, and this at some 
gathering attended by Sister who r̂a ediately asked her if she would 
drive her to Briarwood. But, as Lillian explained, Caroline had 
already laid down a firm dictum that nobody was ever to bring Sister 
to Briarwood and so there was a go-round of refusals, explantations, 
misunderstandings and the Lord knows what all, and Lillian never did 
take her but Sister went by herself, or at least so Lillian under
stood.
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On the ho no front there was the sound of artillery both 
yesterday Corning and thi§ morning. Yesterday J. H. shot an 
old sow that was rooting up gardenias and today Geleste sent 
Mitchell, the Axe, to fetch a rifle to kill the big old wild 
yellow cat that tore up Grandpa last summer and was working on 
Jeleste cat today. The animal lives in the bamboo hedge and 

is difficult to sight when searching for him# But it is 
rather funny to send a person of color for a*gun to kill a cat. 
Mitchell shot twice but anybody could have predicted that neither 
shot would come within yards of the mark, for all people.of color 
fear bad luck will result from killing any"kind of a cat tame or 
untame, and so the yellow panther.still roames at large in the bush.

But perhaps there was some slight advantage in the fireworks, 
for tonight along about first dark, Grandpa and Die xrau were 
in an unending frolic up and down the galiery, playing with 
their Santa Glaus catnip mouse# and at such an hour they usually 
are not in a playful mood, for’then it is that the wild beast is 
want to start out on a ;prowl, and both animals, having good sense, 
incline to keep a sharp eye open, and hold themselves in readiness 
to take to the tall timbers which usually is one of the cypress 
posts supporting the gallery.

While the Trichell contingent was present, Junrin Pugabou 
arrived, bringing his sister, x.elen, with hfm> I withdrew 
from my guests for a few moments to let nelen'read me a couple 
of paragraphs at random from whatever chanced to be to hand. 
i‘o _ utter astonishment, she seemed to know all the words, and 
moved alon like a breeze. I saw her the other day when I 
took Mr. Campbell over to the camp to have Junior take 
him fishing and suggested she come by sometime soon with her 
brother. This wi 1 be a great blessing if Helen can assist 
me with some of the scads of letters and notes.that are piled up 
from the holiday on-slaught, but j*ke Bmma Lee I suppose she, too, 
will be sailing off in an elopement just about’the time we 
get the first Christmas card to hand, hut sufficient 
unto theday is the elopement thereof, or how ever the Bible 
phrases it.

It is always good to receive letters such as the enclosed, 
since it is through such communications that we get 
a dearer impression of the average pilgrim's concept of 
local sagging of civilization that would likely to be forth
coming from conversation. Although I do recall with 
amusement the gentleman from Indianapolis, passing this 
way a few months back, just after the cotton hulls had been 
distributed about the roots of the rarer plants and how 
he expressed the thought that the place would look quite 
nice if all the trash cou|>d be raked off and grass be 
permitted to flourish at the base of all the shrbs and 
trees, a , so many idea, so many
without afly^SyaBilgnillf all.
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Tuesday, December 30th, 1952.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your letter of the 23rd in today’s post.

The picture you sketched of your busy day at the office 
is charming and I am glad you found everything in the package 
alright. <

<

You were .quite correct regarding the gourds as having come into 
being a little piece up the road. That they still retain their 
green tinge seems odd, for they were harvested and placed in the 
sun to <dry three or four weeks ago, but they still seem far from 
thfe mummy state.

And you were also quite right about the laurel as being 
from slap in front of the big iron pot. That they still contained 
a certain fragrance sufficient to be noticeable on opening 
the package moves me to try my hand at making a "rose jar" out of 
them, even though my success with the butterfly lily department 
was indifferent enough. Possibly with more basic material to hold 
the fragrance, we shall have better luck on tllis try*. 1*11 report 
what progress is being made from time to time.

I learned from J, •Q. at the store this morning that the egg-nog 
last night was a success. 1 was surprised to learn that he participaed. 
■out the social whirl seems to be wearing the hostess down and I learned 
from her mother this afternoon that there was quite an emotional 
storm at dinner today, with much denouncing of mother an& servant 
until J. H. , for the first time in his life, put a foot down and declared 
that such unfairness fas definitely out of order.

Fox the balance of the afternoon, Geleste was at the big house, 
putting on final touches i,n preparation for the advent of the two sets 
of Baton -*>ouge ^enrys, scheduled to arrive to morrow and remain no 
longer than Thursday, L hope.

After that, the social season ought to level off a little, and as 
' the Ban Brancisco hejira gets under way on the 20th, a measure of 
peace ought to be upon us as the Ghinese magnolias, — already in an 
"interesting condition", _ move toward coming into full flower by the 
end of tne month. I must write to hosalind *swell and advise ner of 
the impending floral parade so she may round up her paint pots and 
have a go at things.
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Your reference to the spirit of Goncorde and the Taylor port 
that is brewed from grapes of that vintage reminds me to mention a 
very interesting account in "Denmark, is a lovely Land" of the 
famous Cherry Brandy which Denmark, or one of its oldest houses 
exports. I am sure you have sampled the Cherry Brandy by this 
house whose name I have forgotten, although its pronunciation 
sounds like "Hearing" or some such. Well do i recall the 

marvelous flavor which this brand possesses, and according to 
the book on Denmark, the process and the business has been in 
the same family since the early 1800’s, although, by much longevity 
in that succession of generations, only 4 succeeding heads of 
the clan have presided over it’s destinies, which really seems quite 
remarkable for such a long span. The part I liked, too, is 
the fact that the originator' of the business wa,s a poor youth, 
apprenticed to a grocer at a tender age and because he was such 
a nice child, the grocer's wife mothered him and eventually 
gave him a secret formula for cherry brandy which, in time, the 
boy began manufacturing on his own hook and with such a 
success that he eventually had ocen going ships whose prime cargo 
was his brandy. * liked it, too, that the elegant old hou.se 
this same man bought in Copenhagen, still serves as general 
residence, office, etc., of this highly successful enterprise.
That fact8, alone, seems to give a unique disti. otion to the 
whole thing, for i doubt if there are many businesses of 
such age still functioning on both the domestic and business levels 
in its original setting.

In today’s post came the December recorded Talking Book 
Topics, read by John knight. It had some'good titles but nothing 
that struck me with much enthusiasm. I shall ord\* "Post- 
Marked Moscow" or sdme such, by Mrs. Kirk, wife of 0 the ex-ambassador. 
"*uilty or Hot *auilty, by ^rancis *•. Bueh.This latter item is described 
as an exhaustive account of four important trials, two of which 
I never heard of and two which I have, — that of Samuel Insull 
and Alger Aiss. I am particularly interested in what will be 
presented in the Hiss matter, since I am still inclined to feel in
tuit vely that the &iss business is one of the worst trumped-up 
legal things that have tarnished contempoary courts and politics, 
not to mention the viotim himself, for the life of me, I can’t 
understand .why the Parole Board recently turned down the Hiss appeal, 
since murderers by the dozen seem to be <turned loose without the 
bat of an eyelash I shouldn't be surprised if we lived to see the 
day the whole Hiss business is reversed and the victim exhonerated.

But I must break off. It has been so nice hearing from you.
I hope all is gradually returning to normalcy in your neighborhood....
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Wednesday, Decerabe 31st, 1952.

Memorandum:

I wonder if you, ev6'n as do I, feel just a little nostalgia 
when writing December 31st for the last time in any year.

Perhaps it is pure sentiment, perhaps something else, _I
never did stop to give it much thought. Perhaps it is because 

* no watcer how much rattle and bang every yarn produces, there are 
inevitably some pleasant tings, too, which we associate with the
particular ?et of figures, and it is that to which we say Goodbye with 
regret.

And speaking of the rattle and bang section, we sta ted off the 
day with quite a liberal dose of the stuff, following yesterday's 
nerve spree across the fence, Aurellia didn’t show up this 
morning. This evoked a new set of nerves and it was countered 
by a sentence; You are the dumbest person I ever saw", which 
isjust another way of saying that when I arrived, by request, 
tears cascaded on my shoulders madly.

itfhat made this particular day excellent in effectiveness for 
the disappearing act is the fact that the two sets of S. G.'s 
were scheduled to arrive, — as they actually did, — this afternoon,

. arjd as at lQast one set, will be house guests in the home without 
a servant, the loss will be doubly impressive.

After a couple or three inches of rain during the last 36 
hours, today dawned cloudless, giving me an opportunity 
to do much pulling and hauling about in the damp earth. The 
tx.ermometer was in the 50s, making the sunshine welcome as a warming 
agent, and what with lots of ozone in the air, I felt much 
vim and vigor to attack a half dozen odds and ends I had been 
waiting t j attend to following the advent of the winter season.

lopics asked its readers for a preference as to the recording of 
some magazine, as, for instance, fortune, and I'm easting about 
m  my mind as to which one I think wuld sit me best, —- 
certainly not fortune. If you have any ideas on the subject,
I shall welcome them. Of course Headers Digest is already being 
set forth in records, but an additional one is what is contemplated.
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I have read a few more pages from the Denmark book and 
found the several references to Old Age pensions extremely interest
ing. The author opines that in contrast to Denmark, the 
United States is about 50 years behind schedule in this matter 
as it is in health Insurance as well. The data presented and 
tne conclusions reached are something tof bear in mind when 
your.friend, Sentaor B.A.T., talks about putting the train 
back on the track of 20 years ago and the American Medical 
Associatin begins heating its drum about "free enterprise".

In view of the tremendous amount of propaganda the A. M. A. 
puts out to retain the primordial conditions in the field 
of money making at the expense of hpman suffering, it seems to 
me high time some one of the great foundations, such as 
Hockerfeller, doesn't allot a vast sum of money for counter- 
progaganda fqr the common welfare.

Tonight*s news speaks of snow, sleet and slush in Times 
Square and I find myself hoping you are among those 
who are sung by a friendly fireside at home. It never was quite 
qlea to me Just what impelled thousands of people to congregate 
in mid winter in such a drafty place as Times Square, but I 
suppose there must be some satisfaction in being pushed about and 
stepped on that I have never learned to appreciate.

To my regret, my new secretary seems to be follow ng the 
usual pattern of all rural secretaries*, — forgetting to show up.
It chanced that all of today’s Incoming mail was long hand which seemed utterly beyond the powers of the two secretaries who
appeared. Junior fugabou said his sister would pass this way 
a little later. Seven hours have elapsed and something tells me 
he would have been" correct if he'had said she would show up next '
year. At such times, I am inclined to think that one reason why 
wages in this section must of necessity be on a low levefcd is 
due to the fact that one must inevitably make provision for at 
least two people to do a Job which could easily be managed by 
a single individual, --except that the single individual is 
bound to fulfill his duties on a hit-or-miss basis, thus necessitat
ing a double at all times if one hopes to have the services 
of one. f

So turns the season and so ends 1952 and 1953 makes its 
bow, I am’grateful to God for 1952 and for the 
little Miss Lee who made its living worth while.full well do you 
know what my sentiments are regarding all good things that 
may be yours in the impending *53.......
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